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In its 1976 legislation reenacting the General
Revenue Sharing program for a second three-year
period, Congress requested ACIR to prepare
several studies of fiscal decisionmaking in the
American federal system of government. Citizen
participation, the tiipic.of one of those studies, is
the subject of this report.

The draft report was prepared by the staff
under its regular procedures which provide for
critiques by the governmental research com-
mfinity and_others having special knowledge of
the topic. Because of the nature of this topic, the
Commission also held a hearing on the draft
repbrt at its regular meeting on December 7, 1978.
Following this hearing, the Commission deter-
mined that opportunities should be provided for
a broader rang of views to be submitted
regarding the draft report.

Comments received at the December hearing
and as a result of the subsequent solicitation of

Preface

views are included as an appendix to this report,
along with a staff summary and evaluation orall
the comments received. The comment period

. extended from early December 1978 through mid-
March 1979. Many comments were received,
some of considerable length and detail, and they
were helpful in revising our report. The number
of recommendation options presented sto the
ommission was doubled, and numerous
refThemtnts in the background chapters were
made as a result of this consultation process. All
comments received by the first of March were
fully reflected in information presented to the
Commission prior to its action on this report..

The Commission adopted the refommen-
dations in this report and authorized its printing
on Friday, March 23, 1979.

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Gova;pment Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402

.

Abraham D. Beame
Chairman
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INTRODUCTION
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.Citizens participate in many ways in
-

American government.
First of all, they vote. VDting for officialsboth

irr the nominating and the electoral processes
and on ilallot issues is the fundamental form of
citizen participation ,upon which representative
democracy resfs.

They also serve as members of groups and.
'committees, write letters, receive and send
information, attend conferences and*bearings,
answer questionnaires, and Call up "hotlines."

They are involved in making key decisiOns
such as which schools to close or where the new
highway should go. They help to develop budgets
and regulations; they volunteer their servioes to

'government and receive govecnmental servjces.
Citizen participation is formal and informal, is

found at all governmental levels (but mostly at
the local), and is expedited and performed in
scores of different ways.

What draws, most of these variant elements
together is their cmnmon purpose: full-and free
interchange of infoimation between citizgns and'
their appointed and elected officials. The
.decisionmakers need to know what the public
wants and how the decisions they make actually
work in practice. Citizens need to know wile! the
officials are doing so that they can hold them
responsible. The public also must knoW the

...
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reisons for governmental decisions if it is to
retain confidence in the soundness and equity of
those decisions.

Governments at all levels have instituted
,....procedures for encouraging citizens .to

participate in public decisionmaking through
local ordinance,- state law, and more recently'
requirements or "strings" in federal grant-in-aid
programs to state and local governments.

The prevalence of these procedures and ques-
tions concerning their effectiveness prompted
the Congress, 'in its 1976 renewal of Generii
Revenue Sharing (GRS), to request ACIR to
prepare Cstudy of "the legal and operational
aspects of citizen partiCipation in federal, state,
and local government fiscal decisionmking."
This summary, . of that studyand the
COmmission recommendations resulting 'from
itfocnses on key inteigovernmental questions
involvirig the use of citizen participation
requirements in federal grants, the impact of
those requirenients on state and local govern-
ment, and methods used by state 'and local gov-
ernments to encourage citizen participation.

-WHAT IS CITIZEN PARTICIPATION?

Despite mounting concerns about apathy
supported by low and fallinvoter turnoutsthe
desire on the part of particular segments of thq

,citizenry to participate hi both public and private
sector activities affecting their welfare, is not

a . A
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1

dormant. Citizen participation in government
has a lengthy and deeply rooted history in
America, and the U.S. still is among the most
participatory of nations.

Participation in government is most direct and
most frequent at the local level. Governments at
hig,her levelsstates, the federal government,
and regional organizationsineyitably have
relied much more heavily upon .representative
Mechanisms, and local goVernments have moved
more toward this form of democracy aS they have
grown in size. Yet, the American tradition of
direct participatiqn in government has been
strong, and states have provided for it within the
local government structures their created and
have adopted p in various ways in' their, own,4
operations.

The federal government also has developed a
variety or opportunities for airect participation
in its processes, and in recent years increasingly

2 las attached requirements for citizen participa-
tion to federal grant dollars going to state,and
local governments and other recipients. Thus,
partiipation bNhe public now is provided41ot
only within eacli level of goveinment, but also as
a principle of t, overnment transmitted by the
intergoveimmental grant system. And the latter
ha s. bten.a source of no little amount of controver-
sy. Currently some 31 different forms of par-
ticipation are being used by one or more segments
of the population in their contacts with govern-
ment (see Figure 1). These are geared to meeting
one or more of,the following 'objectives:

O giving information to citizens;

O getting information from or about citizens;

O improving public decision.% progr.ams, proj-
ects, and services;

O enhancing acceptance of public decisions,
programs, projects, and services;

O supplementing agency work;

O alteiing political power patterns and alloca-
tions of public resources; -,

O protecting individual and minority group
rights and interests; and,

O delaying or avoiding the making of difficuli
public decisions.

While few can object to the goal of involving
citizens in governmental decisionmaking, the

procedures used to encourage this interaction are
subject to numerous criticisms including.

0 They often, are time consuming and costly
and sometimes they yield little by way of
tangible results.

0 Citizens drawn to the citizen
participalion rocesses are not tr4lly
representative of the general citizenrythey

Figure T

FORMS OF CITIZEN
PARTICIPATION

i. Organizational
Forms

Citizen Groups
Special Interest

Groups
Specific Pro-

.. gram Clientele
Groups

Official Citizen
Committees

HI. Forms of
Information
Dissemination

Open Govern-
ment

Meetings/
. Speaker

Bureaus
. Conferences.

,Publications
Mass Media
Displays/

Exhibits
Mail
Advertising/

, Notices
Hot Lines
Drop-In Centers
Correspondence
Word of Mouth

3

II. Individual Forms

Voting
Being a Pro-

gram Client
Making State-

ments
Working in Pub-

lic Procts
Campaigning/

Lobbying
Administrative

Appeals
Going to Court
Demonstrations

IV. Forms of
Information
Collection
Hearings

. Workshops/
Meetings/
Conferences

Consultation
Government

Records
Nongovernment

Documents
Participant'

Observers
Surveys
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I.

tend to represent merely special interests or,
concerns.

b By instituting citizen participation proce-
dures, the government "fulfills" a desire for
more citizen involvement; yet, in many cases,
procedures are implemented in a "pro forma'
manner encouraging little real participation.

, O Citizen participation procedures may under-
, mine the representative system 'already in

place where people elect officials who pre,
surriably speak and act for,them.

0 The effects of the varioustypes of citizen par-
ticipation are not always- the' "shine:, 'Some
forms and lechOques.acist _less than others,
take less time, and attract greater numbers of
participants. Some are more politically ac-
ceptable than others, and stilt others have
greater potential for producing new ideas, or
resolving codicts.

Providing simpler and clearer:. kdecision
srocesses, mare adequate training oriVens and
officials invohed in the participation p:tbeess,
better staff and technical assistance, and
economic assistance or incentives for participa-
tion can or might improve the participation
actually experiericedbut at a cost. By thebe
means, more affected persons could,particiliate
in governmental decisionmaking processes, and
there would be greater understanding of the
process and greatet capability 147 enter into a
creative and constructive dialogn.

Of course, these factors of inclusiveness,
creativity, and capability do not tell the whole
story. If basic interests are too diverse, then a
consensus may 6t develop in the advisory
process and the parties may abandon it for the
exercise of their power optionssuch as cam-
paigning and voting for a change of government,
demonstrating, picketing, going on strike, or
using such other means as they may musteror
simply to disengage. Advisory citizen partiCipa-
tion methods are only one part of the total gov-
ernmental decisionmaking process, and there is
no guarantee that they will produce "success"
from the yiewpoint of any given participant in
any given situation,

Thus, there is no perfect citizen participation
mechanism. An effeciive and efficient citizen
participation process must be tailored to the level
of government and nature of the issue being
considered. ,

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
AND fl-IE-FEDERAL GRANT SYSTEM

Justificationg.for federal citizen participation
requirements stehrr from long traditions of
American democracy. These are reflected in.the
First, Fifth, and 14th Amendments to the U.S.
Constitution which, among other things,
guarantee to all citizens the right to have a free
press, exercise free speech, assemble freely with
one another, petition theirgovernments for
redress of grievances, and receive equal treat-
ment underthe laWs in accordance with "due pro-
cessi" .

'The federal civil rights laws and antipoverty
programs of the mid-1960s emphasized that mi-
ndrity groups are not tO be excluded from enjoy-
menf of these and other rights and that federal aid
must be spent in nondiscriminatory ways. In ad-
dition, several individual federal aid programs 3

have specific provisions repeating bans on dis-
crimination. With this precedent, federal aids now
are rèquired tb meet the special needs of minori-
ties, dive* racial and ethnic groups, various age
and income groups, both sexes, and the handi-
capped or disadvantaged, as well as the needs of
the generat.public.

The existing citizen participation re-
quirements in federal aid programs, then, haVe
the dual function of assisting the people in the
exercise of their constitutional rights of access to
government and helping state and local govern-

, ments iikntify the needs of the diverse groups
which are to be assisted fairly and equitably
under vaiious federal aid programs.

Interest in, and concern for, adequate citi:en
participation has been strong over the past dozen
years and is supported by many groups in
addition to those concerned with civil rights.
"Good government" groups such as Common
Cause and those banding together to save the
environment are examples of groups which
encourage the inclusion of .citizen parlicipation
requirements in federal aid programs.

The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972,
Fleadstart Economic Opportunity and Communi-
ty Partnership Act of 1974, Resource Conserva-
tion and Recovery Act of 1976, and the Hotsing
and Community Development Act of 1974 are
only a few of the examples of recent fede;al
programs calling for substantial/consultation
with, or participation by, the public (see Table 1). '`
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Table 1

FEDERAL GRANT-IN-AID.PROGRAMS REQUIRING CITIZEN PARTICIPATION,
BY AGENCY AND PERIOD OF TIME IN WHICH MANDATING LEGISLATION

. OR REGULATION WAS ADOPTED

11

Department or Agency
Prior to 1960-

1960 64
1965-

69
1970-

74
1975-

78 Total

1 .
f

Agriculture '.,

Commerce 5

2

3

5 7

8

.: HEW (1) (3) (8) (50) (20) (82)

PHS 2 1 12 3 18
OE 1 4 30 15 50
OHDS 1 8 ' 9
HCFA 2 2
SSA 1 2 3

HUD 1 1 1 3
Interior \. 1 1 2
Justice 2 1 3
Labor 1 3 2 6 Q

. Transportation 1 2 1 1 5
Appalachian Regional Commission 14 14
General Services Administration 1 1

Community Services Administration 4 3 7
Water Resources Council 1 // 1

Environmental Protection Agency 1 5 3 9
ACTION 3 3
Energy 3 3
Treasury 1 1

Total 5 10 16 69 55 155

Percentage 3 6 10 45 36 100

.3

SOURCE: ACIR staff tabulation.

In addition, recent legislation imposed citizen
participation requirements on already existing
programs such as the Federal Water Ppllution
. Control Act Amendments of 1972 and the
Regional Development Act of 1975.

But the most far-reaching federal *aid legisla-
tion with a citizen paNicipation componentin
the sense of numberebf governmental units af
fectedwas the extension pf General Revenue
Sharing in 1978. The original 1972 law requiied
only that state and local government recipients
annually publish copies of their reports on actual

s

#
and planned use of revenue sharing funds.

The renewal legislation tightened up the
process for publishing information and required
publie hearings on the proposed use of revenue
sharing funds and their relationship to the
recipient jurisdiction's adopted budget. It also
required states and localities to make an effort to
give senior citizens an opportunity to be heard on
the allocation of GRS'funcls.

In order to determine the impact of federal
grant requirements on recipients, ACIR surveyed
federal, state, and local officials, examined how

,.



citizen participation works in five selected grant
programs, and made an extensive literature re-
view.

The Commission found that, as of December
1978, citizen participation requirements were
contained in 155 separate federal grant pro-
gramsalmost one-third of the totalaccounting
for over 80% of grant funds. Most of these require-
ments (79%) were adopted since 1.Q.7(1,.ZiaLillh f
were in HEW programs and about three-fifths of
these were in the Office of Education. Further:

0 The establishment of boards or committees
and prescription of their membership was
the most usual type of mandatefound in 89
programs. The boards or committees were
confined to advisory powers, except for 24

A programs involving 17 separate committees.

o Publig hearings were the next most cainmon-
ly mandated participation mode apd are
most prevalent 'outside HEW.

0 Other types of mandated public involvement
(found in 114 of the 155 programs) included
giving notice of-the pieparation of a grant
application or a plan, conducting workshops,
and offering opportunities for giving
testimony or review and comment. They
yaried with respect to the interests involved,
the stage of decisinnmaking affected, and the
types of participafion mechanism mandated.

The findings indicate that the variations in
forms of citizen participation are substantial.
Similar programs within the same department or
agency, or programs in the same functional area,
or programs dealing with like phases of the
decisioftaking process differ in respect to
whether they do, or do not require citizen
participation and how that participation should
be encouraged.4

The impact of different kinds of federal citizen
participation requirements varies, but overall it
is modest. The major participants in the process
are the middle class, and Olen 'special efforts
targeted to certain low income groups often do
not produce significant participation by them.
For example:

0 In the Title XX (social services) program,
considerable difficulty was encountered in
obtaining widespread involvement by low
income consumers of social programs. ,

0 In the Community Development Block Grant,
at least in the early years, much dissatisfac-
tion was voiced with the alleged under-
involvement of lower income groups in a
program where Congress clearly intended
these groups and their urban neighborhoods
should have priority attention.

0 A study of citizen participation in eight
federally aided municipal services found
that citizen participants generally were
middle class or "aspiring" members of lower
ineome groups. "Ordinary" citizens were
influential only in neighborhood health
centers. Even the most activist programs of
citizen participationCommunity Action
and Model Citiesinvolved largely middle
class citizens and those with prior leadership
experience.

ACIR also found:

0 Citizen participation requirements tend to
have a stimulative effect on localities' ex-
penditures.

0 The amount of influence exercised Ely the cit-
izen in decisiomnaking apparently varies. In
some programs, such as General Revenue
Sharing and coastal zone management, citi-
zens and policymakers feel that the citizens
did affect the setting of priorities. In other
cases, particularly programs requiring only
public hearings, decisions often were made
prior to the citizen participation process and,
thus, it was merely a rubber stamp effort.

0 Citizen participation processes tend to help
citizens feel closer to mdi idual programs,
but do not necessareduce their overall
feeling of alienation toward government
generally.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S

OWN ACTIVITIES

The Administrative Procedures Act (APA) of
1946 and its "Freedom of Information" and "Gov-
ernment in the Sunshine" amendments set the
minimum requirements for citizen access to, and
involvement in, the federal administrative pro-
cess. Public involvement is confined to specified
points in administrative proceedings. In effect,
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the APA limits the mobilized citizenry largely to
middle and upper-class organized interests able
to obtain legal counsel on their own.

In legislation requiring citizen participation
enacted in the late 1960s and early 1970s, largely
centering on environmental protection, Congress
emphasized the agencies affirmative respon-
sibility to encourage public participation. Usual-
ly, however, a target population/ and the'
operational meaning of this kind of involvement
were not specified.

In a general appraisal of citizen participation at
the federal level in 1978, the Interagency Council
on Citizen Participation concluded that.

0 Authority and responsibility for citizen
participation in goVernment agencies are
often unclear, deficient, fragmented, or non-
existent.

0 Agency resources (perSonnel, expertise,
6 funding, organization) for better execution of

citizen participation are insufffcient when
compared with other agency responsibilities.

0 The policy, commitment, and initiative of
agency leadership dn citizen participation in
the decisionmaking process have been of

. widely uneven quality and priority.

0 The planning, execution, kncl-evaluation
citizen participation processes are unrespon-
sive to the real needs and priorities of a layge
segment of the public.

A 1977 Senate committee report on independent
regulatory commissions found that participation
by regulated industries predominates, the lack of
financial resourds is the greatest single obstacle
to active gublic participation by potential
participants, and nearly all regulatory agency
advisory committees seriously lack representa-
tion of consumer and other broad public in-
terests. The committee's recommendations in-
cluded Ostablisliment of an independent
nonregulatory consumer agency, creation of
internal consumer advocate offices within major
federal iratesetting regulatory agencies, and
legislation authorizing compensation to eligible
persons for costs incurred while participating in
certain agency proceedings.

The Carter Administration has undertaken a
number of initiatives on citizen participation,
including support for a governmentwide office of
consumer affairs, a directive to federal agencies

to involve the public early in the regulation
development process, provision for greater
involvement by neighborhood organizations and
voluntary associations in implementing the
Administration's urban program, strengthening
of the White Houie Office of Consumer Affairs,
and study of citizen participation as a part of the
President's Reorganization Project.

Other major participation techniques used at
the national level include national advisory
committees; special national advisory com-
missions, such as the Hoover ,Commissions on
Organization of the Executive Branch of the Gov-
ernment; and White House Conferences, such as
the recent one on Balanced National Growth and
Economic Development.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND
THE STATES

Intergovernmeigal mandating of citizen partic-
ipation is not limited to federal grants-in-aid. For
example, state laws in every state require local
governments to be operated in the open, and most
states specifically require budget hearings and
voter approval of at least some local fjscal deci-

P sions such as extraordinary increases in local
property tax rates and the issuance of local-gen-
eral obligation bonds. Furthermore, about 800 lo-
cal plannhig commissions have been established
under state law to bring citizens into the planning
process.

States also use several mechanisms to en-
courage citizen involvement in staate-level
decisionmaking mainly through open meeting
and open record laws, improved state ad-
ministrative procedure acts, better public infor-
mation on state legislative activities, and more
strenuous efforts to encourage public involve-
Aunt in the development of t e state budget..

State Open M ting Laws

All 50 states have some fornrof open meeting
laws, applying variously to meetings in the
legislative and etecutive branches and requiring
public notification.

Stite open meeting laws apply to state
legislative committees, state executive branches
and independent agencies, and local govern-
ments in all 50 states. They also apply tolloor
actions of the legislatures in 46 states.

These laws have specific limitations on the use?
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of executive sessions by multimember govern-
mental bodies in all 50 states. TApey provide for
prior notice of the meetings of dEch bodies in 42
states, require that minutes of such meetings be
kept for public informationpurposes in 37 states,
and provide- for enforcement by (a) personal
sanctions against individual violators in 35
states, (b) voiding the actions resulting from
improper meetings in-31, and (c) giving citizens
the legal standing to sue violators in 35.

State Open Records Laws

As of 1975, 47 itates and the District of
Columbia had open retIords laws, often referred
to as freedom of information laws. These laws
define those records of state and local govern-
ments which are available to the public; set
procedures bor inspecting, copying, and paying
for them; and establish procedures for' ad-
judicating denials of access to public records.

These statutes, however, are not uniform,
despite the availability of model acts reaching
back as far as 1961. For example, only 17 states
provide administrative or judicial review of
denials, and some of the laws are too general to be
enforced well.,

Public Information in State LeOslatures

In the last tew yeari, moat state legislatures
have increased their efforts to become more open
and visible tO the general public throu*such
means as:

publishing and making availabte agendas
and schedules for floor action and com-
mittee activities;

setting up "hotline" telePhone services
throughout the state; and

improving or making available facilities for
electronic media.

Some legislatures fund or encourage substan-
tial in-depth public teldvision coverage of the
legislature's actiVities, sponsor reiional
legislative meetings throughout the state be-
tween 'sessions, and coriduct variety of educa-
tional programs to help the pubIic understand
the legislative process. C lifornia provides
information in Spanish as ell as in English.

State Administrative Procedures Acts

Forty-eight states and the District of Columbia

have administrative' procedures acts. These
apply to virtually all etate administrative agen-,
cies and to an undetermined number of local gov-
ernmental agencies.

In 46 states, the administrative procedures acts
have one or more provisions governing rulemak-
ing by administrative agencies. Forty-five states
and the District of Columbia provide for notifica-
tion about rulemaking procedures,' 42 and the
District of Columbia provide an opportunity f*
citizens to present their pomments in either
written or oral form; While 38 authorize citizens

. to petition agencies for rulemaking action.
Despite the exisience of a model act,Vhere is

..4 substantial variatfon not only aMOng the major
provisions for rulemaking, but also, on such
details as the" length of time for notice before
actual rulemaking will occur, the procedures for
accepting comments, and the procedures 'for
agencies in responding to petitions requeiting
rillernalting action. -

Twenty-five states have a regular publication
similar to the Federal Register in which they
notify the public' of rulemaking actions and
publish administicitive rules or/ information
about their availability arid 26 have codified their
administrative rules and regulations.

Thirty-four states have formal procedures
whereby the legislature reviews the regulations
developed by state administrative agencies
pursuant to state legislation. Such review may tie
advisory only, or it may allow fordisapproval or
delay of a regulation.

1
Of the,50 states, 29 have annual budgets, while

21 have 'biennial ones. Most state budget
procres are not especially well geared to citizen
participation. Only 17 states provide for hearings
in tilt preparation of the Governor's budget, and
even in these cases the hearings are largely for
state agency and legislative participation. The
legislatures in 37 states, however, do hold budget
h9arings which usually involve the general
public, while private organizations have access
to the legislative budget process in 44 states.

Miscellaneous ProviMons for
State Citizen Participation

1At least three statesHawaii, Iowa, and
Nebraskaand a few localities have established

State Budget Processes
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.ombudsmen offices or similar complaint han-.

dling setvices to assist their .citizens in dis-
putes with the government. Several model acts
are available for this purpose.

A uniform public assembly act is available to
assist, state and local governments in facilitating
and protecting citizens' rights to hold la'rge public
assemblies, subject only to such restrictions on
time, eplace, and manner ot conducting the
assembly as are appropriate to safeguard the
civil liberties of nonparticipants.

As of 1976, 32 states had established state
offices of ,volunteerism. Mast are in, or closely
related to, the 'Governor's office and provide a
substantial presence for citizen participation
advocates in the central policy councils of state
government, in addition td providing the services
of volunteers in state government.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND
8 LOCAL GOVERNMENT

It is at the local levelthe government "closest
to the people"=that.citizen participation is most
prevalent and significant.

The Local Budget Peocess

One point of citizen involvement is the local
budgetary process. Forty states (as of 1975)
required local budget hearings or publication of
notices about 'Proposed budgtt , -and even in the
ten states where such state re uirements do not
exist, local budget hearings re held about as
often as the average of the oth r states. More spe-
cifically:

0 In 35 states,tcitizens or taxpayers had some
access to decisionmaking on*the Munici-
pal budget procese.

\
0 111'30 states, citizens orlaxpayerig had some

access to the county budget process.

b In 23 states, citizens or taxpayers had some
access to both the city and the county budget
process.

0 In 38 states, publishing' notice of a proposed
budget and/or budget hearings was required
before the final budget could be adopted for
a city or county; in one other state, the pro-
posed county budget was open for inspection
before final adoption.

0 In 32 states, statutes expressly required
public hearinss before city or coinity budgets
could be finally adopted; one other state
provided for an election to enact the city
budget, while two others provided for
written complaints or petitions to protest
items in a proposed city of county budget.

In spite of the prevalence of these procpdures,
there is ate question about the actual participa-
tion in the process by citizens.
. An *FIR/International City Management

Association survey of a large group of local gov-
ernment officials found that 52% said there was'
very little" actual particifiation in the local

budget process by citizens. Only 7% reported "a
great deal" of participatio?.

The 1978 survey also questioned the officials
as to the nature of the participation and its
effectiveness. It found:

-,11SOme 60% of the municipal and county
officials reported that participation in the
local budget grecess usually was through
formal mechanisms such as hearings and
advisory committees.

Fifty-four percent of municipal officials and
.65% of county officials desired greater citizen
participation in their jurisdiction's budget
making, while only 2% desired tess.

About 47% of municipalities and 44% of
connties reported that they provided staff
assistance tO citizens wishing to participate
in the budget rocess.

Organized gronps participated in over 80% of,,,
local budget hearings, according to the survey; on Itr
the average, three groups were involved. Senior
citizens were the most frequently represented
interpst. Other active groups included the League
of W5men Voters, business and industry groups,
neighborhoods, racial or ethnic groups, tax-
payers and homeowners. The 'rankings were
similar for counties, except that taxpayers
groups were more active, ranking fourth.

-In their narrative responses, many localities
"expressed doubts about the effectiveness of
citizen participation in the formal budget
process. Mostcommenfs cited such factors as the
late stage at which hearings are held, the other
processes throughout the year which predeter-
mine budget commitments, the complex and
deadening nature of the figures, low mbtivation



of the average citizen in overall budget, matter,
and the dominance,,,of special interests. ivicie
positive, but less frequently expressed, com-
ments stressed participatiod in the budget
process as a culmination of a year-long process of
interaction between organized and assisted
citizen groups anktheir local governments.

Perhaps the brightest spot in budget participa-
tion is the experience of localities (particularly in
New England) having the town meeting form of
government. Eighty-six percent of these
localities reported "a great deal" or "a moderate
amount" of citizen harticipation in the local
budget process, 'compared to ,19% for the next
highest reporting category of local government
(council-manager communities).

Advisory Committees .

Municipalities and counties both make heavy
use of citizen advisory cOmmittees! Ninety-five
percent of those responding to the 1978 Itirvey,
reported having one or more such committees,
with 11% having 20 or more.

The average munidipality (had ov-to-five
committees witii 25-49 citizens on eacil. About
half of the munidipalities had more than 50
citizens altogether serving on such committees,
and 105 cities reported that the total number of
citizehs serving was in the range of 200-500.

The average county also had one-to-five such
committees, with an average of 50-99 members
on each. Thus, county committees tend to be
larger than municipal ones. -

Citi.zeri advisory committees are required at
the lapel level by 53 federal aid prOgrams.tocal
plpinkng commissions, most, _having largely
aAvisorg ilbles under state lawS; 'numbered about
800 Mfa 1970 count.

Citizen Surveys

Qver isirk,of large cities and counties (includink
cities oj 100,000 in population, and counties
over 2-5f000) use citizen surveys to provide
representative sardgles of citizen views, helping
to balance the often unrepresentative elements of
participation found in public, hearings and some
other cornrnonly"used forms of participation.

INITIATIVES AND REFERENDUMS

Direct balloting to decide at least some public

policy sues is used in most states and localities,
thoug he authorizations for stich votirig vary
great y among the states. Advisory votes also are
common at the state and local levels.

Diredt balloting on issues can be initiated by
citizen petiTion for amending the state constitu-
ticin in 17 states (see Table 2). In 21 states,
citizens can vote on state and local laws put on
the ballot by the initiative process, and in an
additiorial 11 states, citizen initiatives apply only
to local laws. Altogether, 34 of the states (two-,
thirds) have some experience with the initiative.

Forty-two states provide fogithf use of referen-
da to confirm legislative actions throligh popular
balloting. In 35 of these states, both state and
local laws (for at least some classes of localities)
are subject to referendum. Four states apply the
referendum only to 4tate legislation, while three
apply it only to local laws.

Fifteen states have all the forms of in ative
and referendum, including initiative amend
the constitution and pass laws at both the state
and local levels, and referenda to confirm laws at
both the sfate and local levels.

Many states have special provisions for
referenda in fiscal matters. 'Thirty-sevey states
have local property tax rate limitations, and
75% (27) of them have some provision for local
referenda to allow the limit to be exceeded.
States comkionly submit their proposed long-
term general\obligation bond issues to referen-
dum, an4 45 states require local referenda to
authorize local bonds Of ,Otirrlype.

About 35% of both municipalities and counties,
responding to a 1978 survey, reported voting on
local tax limit changes during the t,hree-year4
period of 1975-77. Nearly 20% of the municipal
referenda and 25% of the county ones were
initiated by citizen action. Bond referenda in this
same period were held by ovtr 28% of the
tnunicipálities.

Thirty-four state constitutional amendments
were initiated by citikens in the 1970-75 period.

Referenda o nonfiscal iss es were held by
about 28% of s %/eyed municip lilies in 1975-77.

HOW WELL DOES IT WORK?

Although we have some plues cited earlier
about how well ,citizen participation works,
determination of its effectiveness has been
hampered by several problems.

First, legislative bodies seldom, if ever, set
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State

T.;ble 2

STATES WITH DIRECT DEMOCRACY PROVISIONS,
1976

Constitutional Statutory Initiative Statutory Referendum
Initiative State Localities State Localities

ALABAMA .
ALASKA X X . ).._____) X
ARIZONA X X X X

ARKANSAS X X X X X

CALIFORNIA 1
X X X X X

COLORADO X X X X X

CONNECTICUT
DELAWAliE
FLORIDA X X X

GEORGIA X X X

HAWAII
/ IDAHO .01,

.
x . x x x

ILLINOIS X X X

INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS

IMICHIGAN
MINNESOTA

th4ISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA .

NEVADA
*me NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO ,

OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
RHODE ISLAND
SOUTHCAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE

IEXAS X X

UTAH X X X X

VERMONT ';. X X X

VIRGINIA .4 X X X

WASHINGTON X X X X.

WEST VIRGINIA X 3(

WISCONSIN X X

WYOMING X X X X

TOTAL 17 21 32 39 38

ar

X X

X X

X X" X

X

X X X X

X X

X X X X X
.

X X v X X X

X X

x x x x x

x ' x x x x

I. x x ' X x x

x x x x, x

x
.. I , x x ,x

%.
x
x

. x

x x x
x x x x x ,
x x x x x
x x x x x

x X t X

X X

X X . X

X X X X X

SOURCE. Councd of State Government., 11w Hook of Hu Slates, 1976.1977,,Letungton, KY, Count 11 of State Uovernment., 1976, pp, 176,
216.2113
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forth clear objectives in a thorizing legislation or
even in the document d legislative history.
Citizens and administr tors must 'try to find
direction for eValuation efforts from statutes that
speak in such vague tern's as "meaningful" or
"widespread" or "substantial" citizen involve-
ment. Little if any direction is provided con-
cerning the definition of the kinds of

eparticipativ mechanisms to e employed, what
procedures to follow in choosing citizens, how
agencies are to resp,ond t" views of the public,_

and how those views are tobe balanced against
other consideratipns in the administrators' deci-
sions.

The second problem relates to the conflicting
biases of the parties involved: administrators re-
sponsible for involving citizens in the programs'
and the citizens themselves. Since the administra-
tor's primary responability is to see that the ser-
vice goals of his 'or her program are achieved, he
or she tends to think of citizen participation in
terms of its contribution to those goals. the
citizen, on the other hand,- views citizen
participation. as important to the'extent that it
insures that government decisions are con-
sistent with his or her own interpretAtion of the
public good. Objective evaluation of the views. of
these two parlie's concerning "success" of the

. ocess is difficult.
. .

And, finally, evsluation is hampered by sheer
omplexity, involving (a) 31 different forms of

piirticipation ranging from presenting a prepared
statement at a public hearing to serving on a
citizen committee that exercises some degree of
program control, and (b) the complexity of
government itself, with its many and diverse
state and local political systems and their
interrelationships as well as their relationships
with the federal government and its many
programs. ,

, In spite of these diffietulties, there are a few re-
cent studies which shed some' light on the impact
of citizen participation on programs and services.
Some-preliminary work also has been done re-
garding its effect on citizen trust in government.

A Rand study of HEW programs, mainly
through analysis of case studies, found that
advisory committees influence the conduct of
local public activities and services, and that the
amount of impact depends on the co,mmitte s'
possession of staff, power to investigfite
grievances, and power to influence budgets.

.. .
Rand also concluded that participation on
committee,s does not adversely affect -prosram
effectiveness. However, the actual amount and
quality of citizen,participation in HEW programs
was unknown, as was the general impact of
citizen participation activities. This lack of
knowledge stemmed from the absence of system-
atic monitoring or enforcement procedures.

A study of eight federally aided municipq ser-
viceaby the TAkP Institute and the University of
Michigan's School of Public Health also sought to
evaluate citizthi barticipation. Program perfor-
mance was positively affected in four of the eight
service areas.

Iri general, the TARP-Michigan 'study con-
cluded that:

#

0 Citizen participation is least effective in the. later stages of planning.

.0

^40

0 The structural complexity of a municipal .
service system hasmore to do with the levels 11

of citizen influence than the type of par-
ticipative mechanism.

0 Citizen paerticipation plays a limited role in
the determination of municipal service
performance and little evidence exists of
influence over budgetary allocations. .

.. -

0 The evidence is weakest on whether citizen
participation has any impact on citizen atti-
tudes. .

A National Science foundation funded report
analyzed 215 case studies involving fiye munici-
pal functions. The use of citizen boar41s and indig- i
enous paraprofessionals was studied, FWe out-
comes were examined, three of '14Thich

.corresponded to those used in the Rand andTARP-
Michigan analyses. Only increased client control
was found to be associated with increased levels
of participation. Citizen boards were found to be
most successful in achieving client control when
the board possessed aUthority,to sign off on grant
applications or service decisions, to plan for new
programs, to investigate grievances, to review ex-
penditures or budget requests, to review person-
nel actions, and to supervise paid staff. ,

The Rand report for HEW concluded that
citizens' feelings of alienation (le"Ck of trust in
government and feelings qf powerlessneks) are

,not likely to be reduced by greater opportunities
for participation. People may feel greater con-
fidence in their ability to affect a particular

1 program, but not to affect government generally.

- '-' 22
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The TARP-University of Michigan study,
prepared for the National Science Foundation,
foipd more positive evidence of reduced aliena-
tion but, as in the Rand-HEW report, concluded
that this change was tied to specific programs
rather than to an attitude about government in
general.

CONCIUSION

The ekidence summarized here leads to two
concluding points.

First, many Americans expect t great deal of
participation in governmental affairs to be open
to them, even though theybmay not always take
advantage of ayailable opportunities.

Second, there is i substantial gap between the
amount of influence which many participants
expect their involvement to have, and the actual
effects of participation. 'this gap, some believe,

12 arises largely from 'deficiencies in the present
citizen participation processes and causes sub-
stantial dissatisfaction. While the legal oppor-
tunities for citizen participationwhether or not
they are exercised in any given instancemay
have a substantial indirect effect on the actions a
public officials, direct effects often are limited be-
cause:

Citizen participation opportunities `Etre not
'Provided until the latter stages of decision-,
making (a's, for example, providing for public
hearings just before a decision actually is
made).

Opportunities for participation are frequently
limited to a sniall advisory committee and an
open public hearing at the end of the process.

The opportunities provided are.too passive
(leaving to citizens' own devices, the in-
itiative and the development of capdbilities
to participate constructively in very complex
governmental processes).

Citizens don't have the time, information, or
experience to participate in a meaningful
way.

Clearly it costs little to run government in an
open and above board manner, perhaps even
resulting in net savings in the long run by
reducing mistakes and enhancing acceptance of
decisions. Just as clearlak however, some meth-
ods of participation can be quite costly to gov-

ernment and should be undertaken only when
clear benefits are in prospect in given situations.

ACIR RECOMMENDATIONS

While the ACIR study was hampered at many
points by inadequate or conflicting information
and opinions, the findings and the Copmission's
experience with, and study of, the history and .
operation of American government still stupport
the conclusion that citizen participatiop beyond--
the electoral process is an essentialL part of
representative democracy in America. It helps to
maintain the responsiveness of elected officials
and bureaucrats to the citizenry. Given the
indispensability of citizen participation as a
supplement to the basic electoral Process, the
Commission believes that governents at all
levels should examine their existing citizen
participation policies and practices with a view
to proxdding -the necessary authority, respon-
sibility, resources, commitment, and leadership
to assure that such participation is effective.

The Commission believes that citizen par-
ticipation is a vital complementary feature of
contemporary "American government and
kecommends that governments at all levels
encourage citizen participation in their 1/4Rwn
activities, using caution to avoid common pitfalls
such as the inadequately representative expres-
sion of views, unnecessary costs and delays in
the process and uncertainty about the location of
decisionmaking responsibility and authority.

While it is clear from this study and others that
existing citizen participation processes in federal
grants are imperfect, uneven, and in need of
substantial change, it is also apparent that the
federal requirements are designed to fulfill
important objectives that might not beodequate-
ly met if the federal gdvernment were-to retire
from the field. Thus, the Commission
recommends that citizen participation re-
quirements remain an important element in,
federal aid Programs.

Nevertheless, there is a great need for reform in
these requirements and the way they are ad-
ministered. The Commission calls for establish-
ment of a general citizen participation requires
ment for advisory processes which would be
applied consistently at the federal level from
program to program and agency to agency. A
single Executive Branch agency would be
designated to 'oversee the implementation of the,
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requirements and assist agencies in its adminis-
ttati on.

The swific language of the two recommenda-
tions follows.

RECOMMENDATION I

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AT
EACH LEVEL .F GOVERNMENT

The Commission concludes that the fundamen-
tal mechanism of citizen participation in
American democracy is, and must be, the process
of nominating and electing representative public
officials and, in certain circumstances, balloting
on issues through the initiative and referendum.
Yet, the Commission further concludes that
citizen participation beyond the electoral
process, in both the legislative and executive
branches, constitutes a vital complementary
feature of contemporary American government,
arid is essential for holding elected and appointed
officials accountable, exerting a salutary in-
fluence' on governmental decisions, contribut-
ing to improved governmental services, and
steengthening citizens' confidence in, and sup-
port for, government.

The Commission, therefore, recommends that
governments at all levels provide sufficient
authority, responsibility, resources, commit-
ment, and leadership for effective citizen par-
ticipation in their own directly administered
acfivities, including budgeting and financial
dfcisionmaking, in addition, .to the elective
political process.

At the same time, the Commission recognizes
that citizen participation processes, as
sometimes designed, can compete with the basic
responsibility and authority of elected officials
and can distort the representatives of such
processes. The Commission, therefore,
recommends that legislative and ' executive
brancheq of all levels of government, when
providing in legislation and administrative
practice for citizen involvement, exercise caution

--in (a) selecting the types of situations in which
citizens are empowered to share in decision-
making; (b) defining the categories of citizens
whose patticipation is needed to assure fair and
equitable representation of all significantly
affected groups; (c) guarding against ad-
ministrative agencies' exploitation of citizen
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involvement for the agencies' own narrow
purposes or for the perpetuation of programs
beyond their useful lives; and (d) avoiding the
creation of unrealistically.high hopes regarding
the satisfactions and benefits to be reaped from
citizen participation.

More specifically the Commission
recomthends that, where lacking, state law
provide for, as a minimum, (1) open meelings,
(2) open records, (3) effective public information
programs, (4) equitably representative advisory
committees rind/or task forces for programs .
having significant effects on the public ot
numerically significant sectorsthereof,
(5) public hearings at significant decision points
in the making of 'public policy, (6) regular
reporting by governmental units on their citizen
participation activities along with evaluation of
such activities, and (7) the right of citizens to
appeal through administrative and judicial
channels for the redress of procedural lapses
under this legislation. Such legislation should
apply to both the executive and legislative
branches and agencies of state government, local
governmers, and regional organizations which
are subject to state law. This legislation also
should provide for the visible and accountable
placement of responsibility for compliance at
each level. In addition, it is recommended that
such legislation make special provisions in
specified cases for the involvement of program
clienteleincluding an appropriate share in
decisionmaking, the use of volunteers in program
administration, the employment of program
clientele, and complaint servicesin those state
and local programs with direct beneficiaries, and
also for the involvement of broad based com-
munity, regional, or statewide interests, as well
as special interests, in those programs, activities,
and state or local planning and policymaking
processes affecting primarily the public at large.
Finally, such legislatimshould provide training
for citizens and officiMinvolved in all aspects of
citizen participation, and technical assistance for
participating citizen groups with demonstrated
need. 41

The Commission also"recommends that lawp-
charters, and organic documents establishing
local governments and regioniil public
organizations include citizen participation
provisions consistent with the state legislation 0.
recommended above. ...

The Commission recommends, further, that the

13
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President and the Congress authorize a review of
the several legislative and administrative
provisions for citizen participation in the federal
government's own direct rulemaking, regulatory,
and program formulation processes, with a view,
toward establishing broadly and consistently
applicable; mutually supportive, yet simple and
cost-effective procedures for (1) open meetings,
(2) open records, (3) effective public information
programs, (4) the use of equitably representative
advisory committees and/or task forces for
prog ams having significant effects on the public
or u erically significant sectors thereof,
( ublicpearings and/or consultation processes
at significant decision points in the making of
public policy;(6) regular reporting by Executive
Branch departments and agencies, and indepen-
dent regulatory commissions, on their citizen
participation activities, along with evaluation of
such activities, and, (7) the right of citizens to
apeeal through administrative and judicial
channels for the redress of procedural lapses
under such provisions. Distinctions shoiild be
made, as appropriate, in the applicabilitytof the
Varying citizen participation procedures to the
rulemaking, regulatory, and program forthula-
lion processes of the federal government.
Responsibility for conducting this review should
be assigned clearly to a politically accountable
official or agency in the Executive Branch,. and
the review should be performed with *clear
opportunity for equitably representative citizen
participation. Results of this review, together
with appropriate recommendations for
legi4lative and administrative actions, should be
reported tO the President and the Congress and
made public witthin a specified period of time.

RECOMMENDATION 2
.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN FEDERAL
AID PROGRAMS: A POSITIVE AND

CONSISTENT FEDERAL'POLICY

The Commission concludes that the federal
government has a responsibility to ensure that
requirements accompanying financial aid to
state and local governments (and other communi-
ty service organizations) will be applied in a way
that will strengthen and support public decision-
making processes by providirig consistent oppor-
tunities for citizens to be heard prior, to policy
and/or administrative decisions directly affec-

ting them. At the same time, the Commission
observes that the more than seven score re-
quire0.ents for citizen participation now*append-
ed to a like number of federal assistance
programs, taken as a whole, are diverse, complex,
confusing, sometimes arbitrary, less effective
than they might be, and difficult for some federal
aia recipients to comply with. The Commission
also observes that the majorit,of federal grant
programs available to state and local recipients
do not presently incorporate citizen participation
requirements.

The Commission recommends, therefore, that
Congress and- the President enact legislation
establishing general citigen participation poli-
cies for advisory prOcesses to he applied con-
sistently throughout the federal aid system,
and that under such legislation the President
designate., a single Executive Branch agency
with the responsibility.and authority to ensure
the consistent application and evaluation of
these policies in the administration of federal
assistance programs by the various federal
departments , and :agencies. The designated
agency should carry out its responsibilities in
consultation with affected federal agencies,
federal aid recipients, and citizens;* and it
should have authority to adopt administrative
regulations necessary for complianse with the
act, to recommend executive action by the
President needed to realize the goals of the act,
and to recommend to ..the President and
Congress appropriate additional legislation on
the subject of citizen participation. The poli-
cies established by this legislation should (a)
establish clear objectives for citizen participa-
tion in federal aid programs; (b) enunciate
performance standards that' encourage the use
of timely, effective, and efficient citizen
participation methods tailored to diverse situa-
tions; (c) prohibit detailed federal specifica-
tion, of ,exact techniques and procedures to be
followed by state and local recipients of
federal aid; (d) rely, through a certification
procinis, upon citizen participation provisions
of state and local law and established prac-
tices thereunder, to the maximum extent con-
sistent with the objectives established in this
legislation; ,,(e) authorize the expenditure of a
reasonable proportion of funds in aided pro-
grams for citizen participation purposes; and
(f) authorize the use of federal research, tech-
nical assistance, and training resources for the
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support of citizen pirticipation objactives in
federal aid programs.

The Commission recommends, further, that
this legislalion should repeal, after a reaionable
transition period, all existing legislative provi-
aions for citizen Participation embodied in
Individual federal aid programs, except those
that Congress and the President determine are

o

,

..

justified by a need to confer a sharing in decis ion-
making on specific groups of eftizens benefiting
from a specific federal aid programa.*

*Congressman Fo4u,tain disagrees with this general repal
provision because num#us committees of the Congress
have jurisdiction in this patter. He believes that it would be

. advisable to recommend-conforming legislation for each of
the grant programs affected.
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Chapter 1

a, Introduction

The United States of America is a highly par-
ticipatory nation, both as a society and as a .gov-
ernniental system. This has been true ever since
the nation was founded, but the meaning and
practice of participation have constantly changed.

Over the past dozen years or so, citizen paitic-
ipation emerged as a major itheme in American
intergovernmental relations, reflected in numer-
ous federal aid requirements for citizen partici-
pation. Yet, these programs take widely difiering
approaches to this urge for involvement, reflect-
ingdiffering viewpoihts and purposes among the
various participants, governmental units, and
public activities.

For some, citizen participation is a necessary
means of curbing government, all governme
in their inevitable tendency toward aloofnes
bitrariness, and insensitivity. The balloonin
fects of"bigness" in contemporarY government is
what most concerns thiS group.

With other, theconcern is prompted by the
need to improve the delivery of public services by
infusing a sense of the peoples' needs and desires.

.The impulse is to curb and controt bureaucrats,
and especially themexpert" technocrats:

Others see the disadvantageil, the hitherto po-
litically dispossessed, and the despairing among
the nation's citizenry as the focal Points of con-
cern. Social problems, arising from their condi-
tions, will, never bp corrected, so this group ar-
gues, if passivity and/or alienation continue to

2 7
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uharacterize the political behavior of these seg-
ments of the populace.

With still others, there is a need to revitalize
the concept of popular sovereignty in an age of
"Big Government" and especially of "Big Interest
Groups." Citizen participation, to these advo-
cates, is a yital part of any real effort to check the
power of effective special interests who organize,
lobby, and contribute to campaigns, and ';get
what they want" from government. In effect, these
citizen participation proponents seek to establish
a "people" power to countervail against the vested
interestsin and out of governmentso tluit the
"accommodations" reached by such interests will
not ignore the concerns of other affected portions
of the electorate.

For some the kind of drastic social aiange
needed to ralize the equalitarian as well as the
stabilizing 4iorms of our Political tradition neces-

18 sitates effe tive approaches to strengthening the
citizen's capacity to relate to, participate in, and
authoritatively influence the governments that af-
fect them. Many citizen participation advocates
hold that violence and a range of social disorders,
will result if the poor and otherwise disadvan-,,
taged do not achieve some sense of control over
their individual and collective destinies.

In a very real sense, the range of views that seek
to redefine the citizen's relationship with'govern-
ments stems from a perceived failure of the sys-
tem to approximate Lincoln's governmental
ideal"of the people, by the people, for the peo-
ple"and that a "new birth of freedom" is again
needed.' The "of," "by," and "for" the people,
then, are till the basic qwstions for citizen par-
ticipation proponents.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY

When the federal 'government reenacted its
General Revenue Sharing program in 1976, it
added a citizen participation requirement. affect-
ing virtually all of the nation's approximately
39,000 units of generai purpose local government.
While numerous federal aid programs have re-
quired citizen participation ly recipient govern-
ments over the years, these recipients were much
fewer then the 39,000 receiving General Revenue
Sharing (GRS) funds. Thus, the GRS amendments
substantially expanded the number of sfate and
local governments subject tol federal citizen par.

ticipation requirements (although these require-
ments are relatively modest, involving only pub-
lic hearings). Recognizing this expansion, and
being sensitive to the potential for procedural dif-
ficulties which might arise, Congress requested in
the GRS renewal legislation that ACIR prePare a
broad study of the American federal fiscal system,
including a study of "the legal and operational
aspects. of citizen participation in federal, state,
and local governmental fiscal decisionmaldng."

While this request is stated in terms of fiscal
deeisionmakingencompassing such topics as
grants-in-aid, budget processes, and participation
in taxing and spending matters--it is difficult, if
not impossible, to separate such decisionmakitig
from the related and ongoing process of settins
program ,policies and deciding other matters in-
volving the provision of public services. This has
been amply demonstrated by the recent taxpayers'
revolt in California ii\vhich the voters initiated
and approved Proposition 13, which limits the
use of the property tax in that state. This decision
initiated a reevaluatioh of practically all local pro-

*
grams, state services, state and federal aids, and
the tax structured all three levels of government.
Virtually no corner of government in the United
States is escaping this reassessment. This report,
then, takes a broad view of citizen participation
and the issues it raises.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL'ASPECTS OF
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmen-
tal Relations has examined certain limited aspects
of citizen participation in earlier reports. From the
more t;aditional angle, the Commission has made
a yariety of recommendations concerning elective,
offices,' representativeness of governing bodies,'
and referendums for a variety of purposes.' On
the more innovative side, the Commission has
recommended enabling Jegislation for neighbor-
hood subunits of government in large cities and
urban counties,s continuetioh of *Wizen partici-
pation in the federal eritipOverty program,' estab-
lishment of police-community relations mecha-
nisms and programs in local government,'
provisions for citizen participation in the budget
process,' and the standardization and ssimplifica-
Hon of citizen participation requirements in fed-
eral aid programs.° These Commission positions
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reflect the presence and importance of citizen par-
ticipation throughout the federal system, but up
until now ACIR has treated citizen participation
as an incidental factor in its reports on other top-
ics This report is, the Commission's first in which
citizen participation is the central focus.

Despite the hue and cry so often heard about
citizen apathy, the urge for people to participate
in both public and private'activities affecting their
welfare appears to be a universal human trait. It
is reflected differently in different iocieties and
under different governmental systems, but as peo-
ple become better educated and econqmically bet-
ter off, they become more aware of their potential
for influencing their or welfare through group
action and individual participation in govern-
ment Whether onelexamines this phenomenon in
the United States, or in other industrialized na-
tions, or in the less developed nations, or even in
primitive societies, one finds that social changes
come about most easily and most lastingly through
the participation of those citizens who will be af-
fected.° This is true for workers in their work
places, residents in the communities where they
live, clients in the governmental programs de-
signed to benefit them, and citizens in the legal
system governing their responsibilities to society.

Participation in government by the people has
a long and deeply rooted history in America. One
of the most distinctive features of the United
States which struck the French political scientist
Alexis de Tocqueville when he came to the U.S.
in 1831 to examine what then was a novel dem-
ocratic experiment, was the high degree of partic-
ipation by the people in both public and private
affairs." Even today, the U.S. is among the most
participatory nations.

Traditionally, participation in government has
been most direct and most frequent at the local
level. Governments at higher levelsstates, the
federal government, and regional organizations
inevitably have reiied much more heavily upon
representative mechanisms,', and local govern-
ments moved more toward this form of democracy
as they grew in size. Yet, the American traaitions
of direct participation in government are so strong
that states have provided for it within the local
government structures they created, andlave ac-
cepted it in various ways in their own operations.
Thelederal government also has developed El va-
riety of ways for direct participation in its pro-
cesses, and has been particularly sensitive in re-
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cent years to demands for including citizen
participation requirements in its programs of as-
sistance to the state and local governments and
other federal aid recipients. Thus, participation
by the public is 'provided now not only within
each level of government, but also as a principle
of government transmitted by the intergovern-
mental grant system.

Over 150 federal aid programs mandate citizen
participation processes to,be carried out by their
recipients. These requirementz vary greatly from
one program to another, and &y must ID? com-
plied with at the 'same time that recipient state
and local sovernments comply with a variety of
participatory mechanisms already provided by
state and local law. This creates practical diffi-
culties for the governments which are charged
with actually carrying out the programs, and
raises the following types of questions:

What is the relationship between citizen par- 1

ticipation processes required in federal grant
programa and the eleCtoral, public hearing,
and other participation provisions of state
and local law?
How effective and efficient are the citizen
participation methods rgquired by the var-
ious levels of government? Which govern-
ments' provisions are "best?" Do these differ
for the different purposes -which may be
served by the various methods?
Can federal aid requirements for citizen par-
ticipation be made more consistent with each
other and be simplified for the convenience
of recipient governments, without sacrificing
legitimate national objectives and without
being unduly intrusive?
To what extent are participatory procedures
provided by state and local law adequate to
meet national objectives for the assurance of
participation, allowing them to be substi-
tuted for federal requirements?

These questions are being asked with increas-
ing urgency as citizen participation requirements
multiply at all levels of governmentunder the
pressures of minorities, the poor, environmental-
ists, consumer advocates, taxpayer associations,
business, labor, organized public employees, and -
specific clientele groups for the growing number
of programs provided by government.

The participation rights which individuals and
groups have asserted and which governmenta
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have recognized, in the view of some, have out-
. stripped the ability of government to provide ef .

fective and efficient processes of participation.
Though debatable, some observers have begun to
wonder whether this has created a "Catch.22" sit-
uation in which nothing can occur without par-
ticipation and nothing can occur with it.'2 Citizen
roles range from consultation and advice-giving
to veto power, and legal recourse often is availa-
ble to challenge the adequacy of the participation ,

process quite apart from the substance of program
decisions being made. The adequacy of proce-
dures maltbe, and is judged differently by differ-
ent levels tf government and by different groups
and individuals. Nonelective processes challenge
the decisions made by authorized elective pro-
cesses. The linkages, then, are blurred, and it be-
comes unclear in pany cases what is meant by
the term "citizen participation."

20 The time clearly is ripe for attempting to clarify
citizen participation issues in America and their
implications for intergovernmental relations.

FORMS AND PURPOSES OF
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Althoughkaiticipation by citizens is an integral
part of both the ideal and the practice of democ-
racy, it is difficult to defme. There is, of course,
voter and political party participation, but there
is also the participation of individuals as program
clientele or simply as interested parties, there is
organized participation by every conceivable type
of group from citizeh associations to special in-
terest groups to official advisory committees de-
yeloped especially for particular governmental
activities, and there is sp.., u edus participatfon
which may be refleaed in p 'tests, demonstra-

qi es, and riots. The
dividing lines between the different types of
participation certainly ere not clear. Furthermore,
the central focus of citizen participation provi-
sions and reforms shifts from time to time as em-
phasis at the various levels of government waxes
and wanes with respect to direct democracy, rep-
resentative democracy, freedom of information,
freedom of the press, individual rights, citizen
activism, and apathy, modern social survey tech .
niques, social psychology, constimerism, volun-
teerism, citizen complaint procedures, and other
forces.-The many forms and purposes of citizen
participation generated by these forces are almost
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endless. Therefore, this report recognizes the
broad scope and changing character of the topic.

As will become evident in later portions of this
report, citizen participation is by no means lim.
ited to the political process and the making of
policy. It is at the heart of the jury process within
the nation's couçt systems, and it also penetrates
deeply into itureaucracy. As bureaucracy grows
and is assigned increasing responsibilities, the
urge for citizen participation in the activities of
bureaucracy increases. Many of the citizen partic .
ipation processes examined in this report are
aimed toward opening up the administration of
programs to citizens and to political processes at
the levels of government where implementation
Occurs.

Proponents of citizen participation clearly in-
clude diverse groups, as the foregoing description
of arguments for greater citizen participation sug-
gests. At the "grassroots" level, spokesmen for ra-
cial minorities and the disadvantaged came to the
forefront during the 1960s, but, as William H.
Stewart, Jr., notes "the movement, to provide
much wider community involvement in efforts to
find solutions should not be restricted to blacks
and the poor."13 Indeed, it has not been. Ethnic
groups blue collar Workers, League of Women
Voters' members, suburbanites, housewives, and
many rank and file members of the electorate have
championed activist ways of enhancing citizen
participation. Chief among their arguments are
the anti-bigness, antitechnocrat, antibad 'services,
anti.status quo, and anti-elitist themes, noted
above. .

From some of the politicians, planners, admin-
istrators, and others in government have come ad-
ditional arguments, favoring greater citizen par-
ticipation. Promoting racial accommodation,
solving community problems, encouraging "pos-
itive" rather than destructive conflict, countering
such negative attitudes as cynicism and aliena.
tion, increasing political sophistication and
awareness, and facilitating the implementation of
service programsall are purposes tending to
dominate the supportive arguments advanced by
these political and administrative officials."

All this is not to say there was, or Is a neat
division between the motives of the "grassroots"
advocates and those of the governmental propoi
nents. The wide variety of citizens and officials
promoting improved cilizin participation pre-
cludes any such hard-and-fast classification of
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motives according to the extent of one's relation-
ship to government. At the same tithe, the tend-
encies suggested here do provide the basis for a
classification of these justifications developed by
Richard L. Cole and others.

For Cole, most of the arguments favoring citizen
participation fall into two groups: "those which
suggest that such participation will lead to better,
or at least more accountable, municipal services
at the neighborhood level:" and those which
would argue that "citizen involvement will in-
crease ciiizen trust and confidence in public of-
ficials, thus reducing the likelihood of urban un-
rest and violence."5 These contrasting perspec-
tives, in turn, have generated widely differing
views about the ultimate goals of citizen partici-
pation and, as might be expected, widely varying
approaches to ways and nieans of effectively

chieving these goals. Yet, the combination of cit-
izen activist forces with sympathetic officials pro-

. vided the practical conditions in the 1960s that
seemed to make greater and more effective citizen
participation a feasible and desirable goal.16

Given the diversity of arguments for and gifts
supporting citizen participation, it is not surpris-
ing that a commonly accepted definition is not
readily available. Here is a sampling of the defi-
nitions proposed by various observers.

Edmund M .Burke approached this task from an
American historical perspective: "Stated most
simply, it [citizen participation] views the citizen
as the ultimate voicein community decisionmak-
ing. Citizens should share in decisions affecting
their destinies, Anything less, is a betrayal of our
democratic tradition."7 Clifford W. Graves fo-
cused somewhat more on theresponsive govern-
mental and passive citizen themes and described
it' as "essentially . a device to make government
responsive to the needs of 'all people, particularly
those . who are left out' of the formal govern-
mental decisionmaking process:"3

Henry D. Harral shifts the focus more to the ac-
tivities of governments anti believes that real cit-
izen participation means "the elected and ap-
pointed representatives of our representative
democracy.. . share their planning, policy deter-
mination and decisionmaking with groups ofpeo-
ple who proclaim a more intense ideological or
parochial interest in certain specific public mat-
ters than does the general electorate.""

Melvin B. Mogulof approathes the definitional
issue from the perspective of federal policies aud

il

practices, and views it as an act or a series of acts
by which the "citizen" has the opportunity "to
influence, the distribution of benefits or losses
which may be visited upon him (or upon those
people he represents) as a result bf federally sup-
ported activity.'m

From a citizen participation handbook devel-
oped by Federal Region II comes' the relatively
simple and focused explanation that "citizens are
people whose membership in a population served
or affected by specific federal programs entitles
them to participate in the design and operation of
the program.""

Finally, the citizen participatign booklet, issued
by the Community Services Administration, ap-
proached it this way: "Today, virtually all pro-
grams in which federally appropriated funds are
used require citizen access to the decisionmaking
process. With respect to these programs, citizens
are defined as those persons whose membership
in a population served or affected by a speci4c
federal program entitles them to assist variously
in designing, operating, and evaluating the pro-
gram. The nature of such participation is varied
and is established by statute or administrativereg-
ulation.'422

Analysis of these various definitions suggests
a few common elements and a number of con-
trasting ones. Among the commonalities are their
explicit or implicit acceptance of the idea that cit--
izen participation .no longer can be adequately
fulfilled by voting in primaries and elections,end
of the fact that the forms it may take defy easy
descriptions or classification. Also central to most
of these definitional, efforts is the notion of the
ongoing nature of citizen participation efforts,
since tho activities of governments that affect the
citizenry are never-ending."

Points of difference among the various defini-
tions often center around who constitutes the
"participating" citizenly, which governmental
risdictions and levels 4 affects, what processes of
government it should seek to affect, what forms
it should take, and finally, what basic goals it
should seek to &thieve. In addition, there is a sub-
stantial body of criticism of requirements for in-
volving citizens in day-to-day administration.
Such criticism notes: (1) the tendency of such in-
volvement to make it more difficult fdr the bu-
reaucracy to perform its duties; (2) the difficulty
of getting citizens to ttlrn .out and contribute
meaningfully; (3) the tendency of increased par-
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ticipation to stir up trouble and reinforce oppo-
sition or conflict, (4) the tendency to give undue
influence to nonelected, uninformed, and un-
qualified individuals, often self-appointed, who
have, little or no accountability within the politi.
cal process, (5) the tendency to short-circuit the
ballot box And established governmental institu-
tions, enhancing the political power of certain
groups without winning it in the regular political
process, (6) the tendency toward increased public
costs associated with decentralized administra-
lion of services, and (7) the unfavorable kenefit'
cost ratio of citizen participation programs them
selvessometimes they cost too much and pro-
duce too little.24 While these criticisms do not
question basic democratic processes, they do
question both the workability and the desirability
of some forms of citizen participation.

The diverse views about so many critical as-
22 pects of citizen participation set the scene for the

remainder of this report.'

THE SCOPE.OF THIS REPORT

As illustrated above, the topic of citizen partic-
ipation is an exceedingly broad one. It is so broad,
in fact, that even ACIR's wide-ranging approach
to the subject cannot encompass all of its facets
fully. Thus, where it has been necessary to narrow
the scope of this report, those facets with less im-
mediate significance tot intergovernmental rela-
tions have been deemphasized.

Chapter 2 of this report reviews the role of cit-
izen 'participation in democratic theoryboth
classical and contemporaryand how participa-

FOOTNOTES

lion developed within the general society and the
governmental system. The approach is largely
that of political the,ory and practice as well as
public administration. Contributions from fields
like social work, social psychology, interest group
dynamics, political polling, and constiliibnt serv-
iceswhile of legitimate interestare not em-
phasized. A study of "volunteerism" in the public
and private sectors is not included.

Chapter 3 presents an overview of the various
forms and_purPoses,of citizen participation, and
concludes with an overview of citizen participa- 4
tion practices at the different levels of American
government. This is a very broad chapter, span-
ning the whole range of electoral and administra-
tive processes, and including legal rights as well
as group dynamics. However, no single form of
participation is covered in depth.
4 Chapter 4 examines citizen' participation re-
quirements in federal aid programs across the
board, and presents a somewhat more detailed
description of how these requirements have ac-
tually worked in a few illustrative federal aid pro-
grams Participation by citizens at thejederal
level, itself, is treated only lightly,

,- Chapter 5 surveys the provisiona for citizen par.
ticipation in state and local governments under
their own practices and proced s, end inrela-
tion to some federal aid require ents.

Finally, Chapter 6 summ es the findings
reached In the preceeding chapters, analyzes the
current issues in citizen participation across all
levels of government in the American federal sys-
tem, and presents recommendatiohs for action at
the federal, state, local, and areawkle levels.
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Chapter 2
..

American Traditions 'of Citizen Participation

trhroughout history, the most f4damental of
human political questions have revolved around
the atent and form of citizen participation in the
affairs of government. To a large degree, the
shape of America's democratic tradition,
procedures, and federal system lifts been deter-
mined by recurring efforts to answer these
questiong and to create the procedures and
institutions for the practical application of
participation: This chapter degvis with the
theoretical foundations and the evolving applica-
tion in America of various procedures relating to
citizen participation.

THEORY AND THEORISTS
c,

The basic reasons for the dearth of precision,
clear purpose, and widely accepted.precepts in
the definition cif citizen participation arise in
large measure from the varying emphases placed
on it by democratic theoristsboth classical and
contemporary. At the core of this controversy are
varying views of human nature, its capacity and
potential, and its actual and ideal relations with
society andx government. In effect, the different
assessmenta-end interpretations of these factors
by democratic thinkers, albng with the use of
ostensibly participatory practice' by fascist and
commuhist reginies, have helped generate much
of the confusion and continuing conaict surroun-
ding recent efforts to revitalize the citizen's role

. w

in America's (and other free nation's) social
organizations and governments;

The Classical Theorists and
Cit4en Participation

,
THE JEFFERSON! N TRADITION

Thomas Jef erson (1743-1826), widely
accepted as fife fount of America's classical
democratic tra ition, eloquently enunciated the
precepts of cit zen participation. These prin-
ciples, in turn, h ve provided a fertile theoretical
basis and, in some cases, the actual motivation
for later efforts to expand citizen participation in
our system. While Jefferson rarely hesitated.to

,

change his vie s on specific Issues of public
policy, he neve departed from his steadfast
adherence tO "t e riglits which God, and the law
(natural) have given to all." Woodrow Wilson
captured this distinctive trait of Jefferson when
he wrote that his, greatness did not consist so
much "in any one of his achievements, but in his
attitude toward mankind."1 As prime author of
the Declaration of Independence, founder -of the
Democratic-Republican Party, framer of the
Statute of Virginia for religious freedom, and
early friend (and later critic) of the French
Rgolution, Jefferson served as a life-long
"Apostle of Human Rights," as Alpheus T. Mason
has described him.:
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From his doctrine of natural rights, with its
libertarian and egalitarian components, came his
theories opopular sovereignty, compact basis of
government, and right to revolution against a
government that pursues a "long train of abuses
and usurpations" against such rights. In ilia
Notes-on Virginia, he wrote, "Every government
degenerates when trusted to the iulers of the
people alone. The pegple themselves, therefore,
are its only solg depositaries. And, to render even
them safe, their minds must be improved to a
certain degree."' , .

Greater popular education, then, through a free
press and debate,*open inquiry, a "more general
diffusion of learning," and "free schobls" Averez
espoused (though not always adhered to or
enacted). In Addition, Jefferson's concept af a
"hierarchy of republics" wala vital feature of his
grand design for making a popular self-
government workable. ,

At the local level, he urged. "divide the counties
intorards of suth size as that anY citizen can
attend, when called on, and act in person. Ascribe
to them the government of their wards in all
things relating to themselves exclusively....
These wards, called townships in New England,
are the vital principle of their governments, and
have proved themselves the wisest invention
ever devised by lhe wit of man for the perfect
exercise of self-government, and for its preserva-
tion."'

In terms of the tiers of gsfernment, he
marshalled the unitd into; "1, the general federal
republic, for all concerns foreign and federal; 2,
that of the state, for what relates to our citizens
exclusively; 3, the county republics, for the
duties and concerns of the county; and 4, the
ward republics, for the mall, and yet numerous
and interesting concerns of the neighborhood;
and in government, as well as in every other
business of life, it is by division and subdivision
of duties aloneMhat all matters, great and small,
can be managed to perfection. And the whOle is
cemented by giving to every citizen, personally, a
part in the administration of the public affairs."

He sought, then, to keep the heaviest servicing
-resvonsibilities with those governments that are
clo4est to the people and the fewest*. to that
jurisdiction that was most distantthe federal
government. The wards in his hierarchy were, in
effect, replicas of the direct democratic units that
the NeW England town meetingi constituted in
his time (and ours).

. .,* .
.1.,
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"The true foundation of republican govern-
ment," for Jefferson, "is the equal right of every
citizen, in his person and property, and in-their
management."° Hence, his stress on eNpanding
the general suffrage, on equal represenation in
legislatures, on an, executive chosen popularly,
on an elective judiciary, on justices, jurors, and
sheriffs that are elective, on the ward divisions
(below the county level), and on periodic amend-
ments to the constitution(s).' These were the
means of securing "self-government by the
republicanism of our constitution, as well as by
the spirit of the people."' A mixture of represen-
tative and direct democratic techniques is
endorse then, as the best means of achieving
(and susTaining) a responsive and responsible
people's government. After all, the control of the
people "over the organs of their governments" is
the "true" measure of the system's republicanism
and he was not satisfied that this had been
achieved at the local, state, or federal levels
during his lifetime.

The personal freedom and extensive participa-
tion which formed the cornerstone of his "Em-
pire of Liberty," were viewed as having both
individual and systemic benefits. To violate
individual rights or to curb political participa-
tion was, in his mind, to ignore man's endless
capacity for growth and develbpment," More-
over, the worth of any governmentallpolitical
system "is the worth of the individuals. com-
posing it."11) The individual, society, and govern-
ment, then, all benefit, though, in different ways.
In this context, his positive approach to the ways
of extending citizen participation is both in-
strumental (making things happen differentli)
as well as an end in itself (by enhancing
individual self-development and keeping the
system "republican").

Jefferson's specific devices for achieving
greater citizen participation provided many of
the basic tenets of most subsequent American
democratic reform movements. Such par-
ticipatory techniques as rotation in office, equal
suffrage and representation in the decisionmak-
ing process of higher local governments, and
direct representation and input at.the local level
would act to control and curb governments and
render them responsive and accountablecon-
cepts as contemporary as the latest publication of
Common Cause. Without pondering Jefferson's
legacy of ideas relating to the role of the citizen in
a representative system (while sometimes ignor-

1
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ing his political practice and policies), one cannot
appre'ciate the ideological roots of the Jacksoni-
ans,;the early Republicans, the Populisp, Pro-
gressives, and even the citizen participation
movement of the past dozen years (though fewin,
it appreciate the extent of their indOtedness).

THE EUROPEAN TRADITION

Some intellectual assessments of citizen par-
ticipation and its role in a democratic system
have looked more to European thinkers for the
philosophic roots of the current movementboth
here and abroad. Moreover, some ot the latter day
revisionists of democratic theory as well as some
of their critics have "discovered," debated, and
sometimes denied basic tenets of this "classical
democratic tradition." '

In fact, the question arises as to whether one
can really speak of a single "tradition," as Carole
Pateman points out in her study of P rticipation
and Democratic Theory." Thus, Pa eman -con-
tends that it is impossible to ascribe a common
set of precepts to this tradition (i.e., the ideal of
an active, rational, and informed citizen; max-
imuin participation by all citizens; an2 d/or a basic
democratic method of government that involves
institutional arrangements for making policy
decisions for the commdn will by allowing the
people to decide issues through the elections of
representatives, who then will carry out the
popular will)."

While most of the latter day American and
European revisionists and their critics (to be
discussed later) have not been specific about the
classical theorists whose "tradition" they were
amending or defending, Jean-Jacques Rousseau
(1712-1778), Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), James
Mill (1773-1836), and John Stuart Mill (1806-
1873) inferentially were among the earlier
democratic theorists they-had in mind. All four
certainly merit the "classical theorist of
democracy" designation," but clearly in the
British or French tradition, and only indirectly in
the American.

Participation as a "Means:".
The Utilitarian Approach

Even cursory analyses of the writings of these
men suggest major differences between and
among them and agreement on only certain
democratic principles and practices. Bentham

P.
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an iames Mill, for example, enunciated a more
limited role of the citizen and of participation.
Both were utilitarians, hence concerned with
achieving a society that yields the greatest good
for the greatest number, and both focused on
skillful legislators as the chief means of pursuing
this paramount goal." Both sought to strengthen
the "voice of reason and putilic utility" initially
by way of legal reform, but later with political
reform when Mill convinced Bentham that legal
reform would never come without parliamentary
changes." poth came, then, to sanction universal
suffrage, the secret ballot, and annual
parliaments, with the electorate having a
measure of control over their "deputieg.""

Though both rejected the theory of natural
rights, they stilt emphasized the critical
significance of the individual and of individual
Tights. The idea of a community having an
interest or principle of its own was rejected, for
as Bentham put it: .

The interest of the community then is
what?the sum of the interests of the

f several members who comprisg it. It is
in vain to talk of the interdt of the
community without understanding
what is the interest of the individuah"

,.

"Liberty of the press" and "Liberty of private
association," then, were strongly endorsed. In a
free governmentBentham stressed: care must be
taken with the m nner in which power is
"distributed amo eral ranks of persons
that are sharers in it" and " ee and easy changes
of condition" should occur between governors
and governed,' so that "the interests of one class
are more or less indistinguishably blended with
those of the other."" The chief role of the

telectorate was the selection and rempval of their
"deputies." Yet, both thinkers felt that legislators
were not expected to legislate in a vacuum,
ignoring "post-election" public opinion(s)."
After all, it is in the best ititerest of a cittzento be
concerned withPolitical iisues and this involves
more than electing good representatives.

In short; Bentham and the senior Mill did not
envision a passive or narrow citizenry, but one
that learned, debated, mid communicated to its
deputiesthrough elections and other more
informal means. At the same time, they were
chiefly concerned with national institutions,
procedures, and legislation, and their par-
ticipatory principle was geared to fairly narrow
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purposesto ensure good government and to
guard against governmental encroachments on
individual and private interests.20

ilarticipation as an "End:"
The Educative-Develorental Approach

Citizen participatiof had a much broader and
more central role in the thinking of Jean-Jacques
Rousseau and John Stuart Mill. For the former,
citizen. participation was at the center of his
entire political theory and his contribution to the
Western democratic tradition. Certain vital
prerequisites were necessary, however, if the
many benefits Rousseau associated with, it were*
to be realized. Thus, he advocated a relatively
small (city-state) system which was to be
composed mostly of small landholders.21 While
Rousseau allowed for differentiations in wealth,

28 he stressed the requirement that each man should
own some property, for this was the most
precious of the citizen's rights. Only from this
solid base could the individual citizen acquire the
independence and security that gives substance
to his social as well as' his political equality arid
freedom.22

With these socio-economic conditions prevail-
ing, citizens can gather in assembly as self-
reliant, equal persons fully prepared to directly
participate in and conduct the public's buginess.
All citizens, thus, "share in the sovereign
authority" of the "state." Yet, each citizen owes a
duty to "his neighbor" and to/the "sovereign
people as a whole." At the same time, the
requisite social conditions, the reciprocal
nature of the "ack of association" which es-
tablishes and sustains the polity, along with the
direct participatory role Rousseau assigned to all
citizens, combine to. make these obligations far
less collectivist in an authoritarian sense than
many commentators have supposed.23 Iie did not
substitute the will of the majority (as expressed
in the general will) for that of the few (which he
rejected) as some have claimed. All citizens,
according to Rousseau, were independent equals

' albeit in an interdependent condition, find it was
this social cohdition which distinguished natural
liberty from the more preferable civil liberty.24
The latter form of freedom, while depriving man
of many of the advantages he possessed in the
state of nature, confers greater ones: "the owner-
ship Of what belongs to him," the need to consult
"his reason not merely to respond to the promp-

tings of his desires," and genuine free will.25 As
Rousseau explained it: "By dint of being exer-
cised, his faculties will develop, his ideas take on
a wider scope, his sentiments become ennobled,
and his whole soul be so elevated."26 The
centrality of the participation principle in his
thought, thus, becomes apparent, and through it,
the seeming contradiction between complete
obedience to the general will and individual
freedom can be reconciled.

The undertaidngs which bind us to
the commonwealth are obligatory only

,because they are mutual: their nature
being such that we cannot labour for
others witholit, at the same time,
labouring for ourselves. For how can
the general will be always right, and
how can all constantly' will the hap-
piness of each, if every single in-
dividual does not include himself in
that word each, so that in voting for the
general interest he may feel that he is
voting for his own? Which goes to show
that the equality of rights and the idea
of justice which it produces derive from
the preference *hich each man has for

,his own concernsin other words.,
from human nalure: that the general

\ltwill,
if it be deserving of its name, must

general, mit in its origins only, but in .

its objects, applicable to all as well as
operated by all, and that it loses ils
natural validity as soon as it is concern-
ed to achieve a merely individual and
limited end, since, in that case, we,
pronouncing judgement on something
outside ourselves, cease to be possess-
ed of that true principle of equity which
is our guide.22

In short, as Pateman points out, the "only
policy that will be acceptable to all is one where
the benefits and burdens araequally shared" and
"the participatory process" that produces this
policy "ensures that political equality is made
effective in the decisionmaking assembly."25
Thus, the process assumes that individual rights
and interests, as well as those of the public as a
whole, are protected. .

,
With John Stuart Mill, full participation was

also a fundamental theme. While rejectins, in his
later life: some of the ideas of Bentham (and his
father, James, Mill continued to adhere to certain



of their representative democratic ideas while
enUnciating his own eloquent participatory
theoiy. Unlike the early utilitarians, Mill felt that
good government meant far more than managing
the "material interests of society" and "regulating
the merely business part of social arrange-
ments."29 As Pateman emphasizes, this first
aspect of government is of secondary importance
to him. "If we ask ourselv es on what courses and
conditions good government in all its
senses ... depends," he wrote in Considerations
on Representative Government, "vire find that the
principal of them, the one which transcends all
others, is the qualities of the human beings
composing the society over which th'e govern-
ment is exercised."." The primary "question,"
then, regarding "any political institutions is how
far they tend lo foster in the members of the
community thev,arious desirable qualities, moral
or intellectual...."31 This, in turn, leads Mill to
sanction "representative government" rather
than an enlightened despotism, as fhe "ideally
best form." The right kind of personal character
would nth be encouraged under the latter, while
the former tends to encourage "self-dependent,"
"active," and "energetic" traits that benefit both
the individual and "the community as a whole."32
Thus, the managerial and educational aspects of
goVernment join, because the former task in-
cludes the prbmotion of the proper type of citizen
character and to do this, the right type of
institutions are required."

If the proper institutions are to be fully
, representative, the arrangements must include,
for Mill, universal suffrage, proportional
representation and proper respect for minority
rights and opinions, the secret ballot, no electoral
"filterings," and an open and vigorously
deliberative national legislature. Yet, central to
his participatory principle was the strong role he
assigned to local governments. "It is but a small
portion of the public business," he stressed,
"which can be well donor safely attempted by
the central authorities."34 A sharing of the great
"aggregate of" governmental "duties". between
"central and local authorities" is "indispensible"
and the latter became his "chief instrument" for
the "public education of the citizens."" Citizen
participation in "general politics," by necessity,
was a fairly limited, though significant, activity.
However, in the case of local bodies, besides "the
function of electing, many citizens in turn have
the chance of being elected, and

many ... (may) fill one or other of the
numerous local executive offices."38 In lhese
posts, the citizens will "have to act for public
interests as well as to think and to speak, and the
thinking cannot all be done by proxy."3 While
rejecting direct popular administration of the
local public business, Mill clearly found in local
representative units a basic means of fulfilling
the prime educational role he assigned to gov-
ernment.
, Nonetheless, throughout Mill's thinking, runs

the theme of having the "wisest and best" in
positions of authority, and this "elitism" is
reflected in his approach to , elections, his
rejection of pledges required of legislators, his
denial of the need for annual parliaments, his
respect far the professional administrator, and
his refusal to embrace direct democratic ap-
proaches to local governmental decisionmaking.
As he explained it, there are two "co-equal"
requisites of representatives in government
"responsibility to those tor whose began
political power ought to be, and always profdsses
to be employed; and jointly there 'With to obtain,
in the greatest measure possible, for the function
of government, the benefits of superior iptellect,
trained by long meditation and practical dis-
ciplines to that special task."38 Hence, he diverges
from Rousseau in a very fundamental way while,
at the same time, developing a link between his
thought and that of the elder Mill and Jeremy
Bentham.

In a more basic sense, he reformulated Ed-
mund Burke's theory of the national, legislator
though in a fully democratic setting. The electors
have a right to know how the representative
intends to act and what cpublic opinions guide his
conduct, If some of these "are unacceptable to
them, it is for him ,to satisfy them that he
nevertheless deserves to be their representative,
and, if they are wise, they will overleolit in fay r
of his general value."39 While valuing the "fu
freedom" of the representative "to act as he in his
own judgment deems best," he also cautioned
that "deference (by the electois) to mental
superiority is not to go to the length of self-
annihilationabnegation of a0 personal opi-
nion."" In the final analysis, a "people cannofbe
well governed in opposition to their primary
notions of right, even though these may be in
some points erroneous."41

The relationship between the representative
and the repreSented may be tense one, yet one
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that is healthy for the managing part of govern-
ment, as well as its educative role. Electors hav e
the right, especially during campaigns, to ascer-
tain the "political opinions and sentiments" as
well as the qualitfes of candidates. They are not
only "entitled, but often bound to reject one who
differs from themselves on the few articles which
are the foundation of their political belief."42
However, once in office, they should tolerate his
II experience and acting as opinions different from
theirs on any number of things not included in
their fundamental articles of feith."" Such a rela-
tionship is necessary if majority opinion in the
national legislature is to be contested and it is
especially necessary if the educative function of
government is to be performed effectively.

Though his views lack . Rousseau's
egalitarianism, they explain Mill's criticisni of
America's tendency to exclude "the first minds in
the country" from national representation.44

30 Thus, for Mill, rejection of the delegate theory of
representation was an essential feature of a
national representative system based on univer-
sal adult suffrage. Political debate and discus-
sion would suffer if this principle was applied.
After all, only from such "political discussion" as
well as from "collective political action" can the
ordinary citizen "whose daily occupations con-
centrate his interests in a small circle round him-
self, learn(s) to feel for and with his fellow
citizens, and becomor(s) consciously a member of
a great community."45 This psychological result
clearly has an "integrative" purpose as Pateman
points out.46 Yet, it also suggests greater citizen

. assertiveness and more positive participation e,s
his political sophistication increases.

.

Generalizations about the European Tradition
,

From this brief assessment of four classical
democratic theorists in the European tredition,
certain generalizations emerge. First, as Pate-
man points out, there is no single "classical
democratic tradition," but two or more, depen-
ding on how one gauges the approach of these and
other thinkers, to the representational, role of
government, and citizen participation issues.
Second, with the four reviewed here (and by
Pateman), there clearly is a marked contrast in
their approaches to citizen participation, with
two stressing the representational and govern-
mental aspects and the other duo stresibing the
citizen developmental features; Third, witlythe

latter twoRousseau and Millmuch more
emphasis was placed on local government; one
making it the state itself and the other a vital
contributidn to national and popular educational
efforts. Fourth, between these latter two, major
differences emerge as to the merits of direct
popular decisionmaking and administration,
hence their contrasting views onithe value of rep-
resentation and representatives, on the proper
forms of citizen participation, on a differentiated-
class structure, and on intellectual and moral
capacity as basic social differentiators. Finally,
the contrasting views of citizen participation
presented here have had their 20th century
adherents, whether in fact latter day theorists
have recognized the extent of their ideological
indebtedness. (

The 20th Century Theorists
and Citizen Participation

The advent of,industrialization and urbanize-
tion, big government and big interest groups and
the mass media (not to mention total' rian
regimes that have relied on pseudo-partici' atory
devices) have made it difficult for 20th/century
theorists to adhere to classical values and
prectices, regardless of their social and/or
conceptual origins. Moreover, empirical studies
showing considerable gaps between the
character and actions of the "ideal" citizen and
the political/social attitudes and performance of
the "real" citizen have caused a number of
contemporaky theorists to revise or reformulate
traditional notions about the nature, role, and
outcome, of citizen participation.

Though it is difficult to generalize about the
range of these writings, especially over the past
tfiree decades or so, by economists, political
scientists, sociologists, and journalistsmostly,
but not exclusively Ameritantwo fairly dis;
tinct schools of thought do emerge: the Realistic
Revisionists and Egalitarian citizen participa-
tion advocates.47 It is their broadly contrasting
views of the citizen, his or her capacities, and his
or her relationships (both actual and potential) in
an urbanized, mass society that is the chief
differentiating factor.

REALISTIC REVIiIONIST THEORIES AND
THE LIMITS OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Realistic, revisionist theories ,emerge in the
writings of Walter Lippmann in the 20s; Joseph
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Schumpeter in the 40s;, B. R. Berelson, Robert
pahl, Seymour Lipset, and H. Eckstein in the 50s
'and 60s. These modern theorists view democracy
primarily as a political method without specific
goals or economic systems subsumed within it.
They generally interpret politics pluralistically
(nor from the individual's perspective) and in
terms of conflicts and accommodations between
and among organized interests both in and out of
government. They also value social cohesion and
stability (though most claim they are "value-
free" researchers) over pervasive popular par-
ticipation and rapid social change. And, finally,
they assume or postulate a largely "passive" or
"practical" view of the avetage citizen's par-
ticipatory role and/or capacity.

Walter Lippmann in the early 20s, was one of
the first to address the question of how people
can and do cope with the responsibilities of
citizenship in a heavily heterogeneous, media-
conditioned ostensibly democratic mass society
and system." In a .1922 book entitled Public
Opinion that was far more than mere journalism,
Lippmann enunciated a contemporary' psy-
chological (rather than a classically demoSmtic
rational) view of man's understanding of public
issues, personalities, and political environment.

There are many variables in each man's
impressions of the invisible world. The
points of contact vary, the stereotyped
expectations vary, the interest enlisted
varies most subtly of all. The.living
impressions of a large number of people
are to asp immeasurable degree personal
in each of them, and unmanageably
complex in the mass. How then, is any
practical relationship established
between what is in people's heads and
what is out there beyond their ken in
the environment? How in the language
of democratic theory, do great numbers
of people feeling each so privately
about so abstiact a picture, develop any
common will? . .49

Through the manipulation of emotionally
charged symbols, through the oligarchic tenden-
cies of all mass organizations, and through the
complex changes that 20th century societies have
experienced, "persuasion has become a self-
conscious art an41a regular organ of poPular gov-
ernment."" Psy ological research and modern
means of comniunication, he contended, corn-

bined to produce a situation wherein "the
practice of democracy has turned a corner."51
And, as he also poInted ot6it, they reveal most
vividly some contradictions in certain traditional
democratic tenets. The ideal that, as he phrased
it, "a reasoned righteousness welled up spon-
taneously out of the mass of men" -had to con-
front the reality, even in the 19th century, that all
men in a very large env ironment cannot gov-
ern." Moreover, he felt that the philosophic
assumption (largely derived from Jefferson)
"thlt all men possessed the instinct [to govern]
and could therefore deal w itnarge affairs," could
only apply with respect to "the customs and more
obvious character of the place where they lived
and worked."53

, The "outer world," for Lippmann, cannot be
conceived orinstinctively," and the 20th century
demonstrates the accuracy of this finding even
more clearly than the 19th., Basic innovations in
mass communications and modern analysis hav e
brought the "unseen environment," hence nearly
"any aspect of human affairs," within "the range
of [individual] judgment."54 Yet, this radical
development encounters the reality of how
limited "the range of attention" is for most people,
especially with complex political questions.
There was "no serious trouble with the omni-
competent citizen" idea, Lippman felt, "until the
democratic stereotype was universally applied,
so that men rooked at a complicated civilization
and saw an enclosed vil1age."55 The precepts and
practices of Jeffersonian democracy, then, con-
flicted seriously with reallity even as they
evolved; but, he emphasizehis is particularly
the case in this most complex of all centuries.

What, then, is needed? For Lippmann, certain
realistic constraints must condition one's expec-
tations regarding the citizen in a 20th century
democracy. "The amount of attention available"'
must be considered. "The volume of information"
cannot be overlooked. "The lack of interest" ih all
issues must be recognized. As he put it, "... the
outsider, and every one of us is an outsider to all
but a few aspects of modern life, has neit e r the
time, nor attention, nor interest, nor t Quip-
ment for specific judgment. It is on the men in-
side, working under conditions that are sound,
that the daily administrations of society must
redt."58 Thus, the outsider can arrive at "judg-
ments about whether these cooditions are sound
only as the result after the event, and on the
procedure jlefore the event."57 And, politically,
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more times than not, this takes the form of a sim-
plistic "yes" or "no," whether it is a "measure or a
candidate" presenting the "choice to a large?A ---
group."56

Lippmann's 'hews on the citizen's role in a
democratic system clearly were markedly more
pessimistic-snd limited than those of Jeff.ersbn or
even those of the Utilitarians. Yet, he still
respected the power of public opinion in a free
system, despite its irrational, inconstant, and
manipulatable features. What is more, he hoped
that thcough an educational process that objec-
tifies the subject materials and that nurtures the
*ividual's critical faculty, "public opinions"
could be brought "into grip with the environ-
ment.".5g All this would depend on the "evolution
of knowledge" and he worried that "our
knowledge of human-institutions is extraor-
dinarily meager and impressionistic."60 Never-
theless, he indicated (and personally exhibited) a
certain faith in the attractiveness of the "scien-
tific method" applied to political and social
issues, while still cautioning about the huge
difficulty of obeying "reason in politics...el

Iii the final analysis, his prescriptions are
seared to rendering public opinions more sensi-
ble less manipulatable, and less confused by
camplexity. Personal participation as a lactical
necessity, however, 'remains largely a r active,
limited political activity.

More than two decades later, Joseph Schum-
peter wrote one of the first major revisionist
studies to emerge from tha academic ranki and.
'most of the later antitraditiotialists were, in some
way, influenced by his Capitalism, Socfalism,
and Democracy (1943j. At th6 core of his
argument is his theory that democracy essential-
ly is a "political method," which need not be
associated with any specific goals or particular
socio-economic system. To be more precisrLtthe
democratic method is that institutions range-
ment for arriving at political decisions in which
individuals acquire the power to decide bymeans
of a competitive strug e for the people's vote."62

The focus here n he election of men who
are to ao the deciding," not on the people, their
opinions, and the projection of them into political
campaigns oe public administration.63 This
interpretation provides a necessary cOrrectivito
deficiencies in _the "clasaioal theory," as he
phrased it. It recognizes the need and role of
leadership, the place of interest groups, the
connection between personal freedom as well as

A

certain rights and the democratic method.64
Moreover, it avoids equating popular rule with
majority rule by focusing on "the acceptance of
leadership" as "ths true fuhction of the elec-
torate's vote."83

The "classical theory" of democracy, according
to Schumpeter, was defeCtive on a number of
counts. First, it placid too much 'faith on the
"independence and rational quality" of the "will
of the individn."06 Hence, it ignored-the role of
"professional politicians," "exponents of an
economic interegt,' or "idealists of -one kind or
another" in manipulating or even creating "the
will of the people."" Second, it overlooked the
basic fact that "the will of the people is the
product and not the motive power of the political
process."8e Finally, and linked to this concept of a
"common will," is the idea of a "cammon good,"
which "classical theory" erroneously believed
was the "obviogs beacon light of policy," easily
defined, and understood by "every normal

-person" through "rational argument."69 There is
no need here to dwell on the mix of anti-
Utilitarian and anti-Rousseautn _points which
Schumpeter makes, other than to note that there
is a blurring of the tenets of classical theory and a
failure to note that in many respects his own
democratic theory is not so different from that of
Bentham and the senioi

Schumpeter, then, was concerned with
developing a theory that was realistic, relevant to
the 20th century, and responsive to the need, as
he saw it, to dissassociate democracy from-any
necessary linkage with socialist systems:Hence,
his focus oh democrtitic means and his openness
as to ends. His realism, of course, echos Lipp-
mann's skepticism regarding individual and col-
lective rationality, as well as the journalist's
awareness of the influential tole of intermediary
institutions and groups in a complex 20th
century democratic' system.

Schumpeter felt that certain conditions weie
prerequisites "for the success of the democratic
method." Among these were "the adequacy" of
"the human material of politics" (by which he
meant the quality of people who were drawn into
political life and by inference a society that had
some sort of stratified social 's4ystem based on
competitiveiesting) and the presence of limits on
"the effective range of political decision" (or, to
put it another way, a range of private, local,
administrative, and supervisory matters should
not come before a national legislative body).71"A



well trained bureaucracy of good standing and
tradition" is another necessity, and the electorate
should exhibit "self-control" and "a large
measure of tolerance for difference of opinion."

Tkiese latter popular prerequisites again reflect
his constrained.approach to citizen participation.
Like Mill and the Utilitarians, he rejected the
delegate theory of representa,tion and urged that
the "division of labor" between the voters and
elected politicians be respected.'2 Neither the
neces'sary self-control nor tolerance, he felt,
would be fohnd in systems whose citizens lacked
a "national character and national habits of a
certain type."73

To sum upthe citizens are left largely with the
vote and the responsibility for keeping the
electoral process functioning properly. They can
replace decisionmakers in this way, but their
actual impact on decisionmaking is at best
indirect, and this is as it should be for
Schumpeter.

The 50s ushered in a series of behavioral
studies that continued to raise basic questions
about tha assumptions of classical democratic
theorists. With Berelson's study of Voting (1954),
empirical findings are contrasted with the "pre-
suppositions" of traditional normative theory.
The assumption that citizens-will be interested,
rationally debate, and participate' actively in
political affairs is countered with the finding that
citizen interest is not sustained and that the vote
is the chief form of participation, though a strong
minority fails even to utilize it.74

A more realistic picture of contemporary
democracy, for Berelson, is one that focuses on
the political system itself, not on the inplividual
citizen.'s The system, for him, meets ''"certain
requirements for a going political organization,"
even though its individual members "may not
meet all standards."t And, it is the former fact
that permits political democracy to survive. Yet,
certain conditions must also be met.

The conditions of survival include a restrained
pace of change, a significant degree of social and
economic stability, a pluralist social organiza-
tion, and a basic consensus which "must bind
together the contending parties." The im-
plications of a heterogenous (rather than the
classic theorist's homogeneous) citizenry are
crucial for Berelson. Since the political system
performs "contradictory functions," it is salutary
that differing political attitudes and habits are
distributed among the electorate in a differen-

tiated fashion. As he put it, "we need some people
who are active in a certain respect, others in the
middle, and stilhothers passive. The contradic-
tory things we want from the total require that
the parts be different." Put another way, apathy
and limited participation as well as moderate
involvement may serve the valuable function of
cushioning the shpck of disagreement, adjust-

ment, and change." This clearly requires a
modification of the older view that all citizens
should be actively concerned, continuously-
interested, and fully participative.

From the viewpoint of Bentham and the senior
Mill, this realistic theory would constitute onlya
moderate shift from their own. Jefferson, John
Stuart Mill, and Rousseau, on the other hand,
would recognize it as a drastic change, while
Lippmann and Schumpeter would merely find it a
further corroboration of their own basic con-
cepts. Yet, Berelson's functionalist concern, his
systemic focus, and his view that the amount of
citizeh participation that occurs is about what a
stable democracy requires are novel and stand as
precursors of the approach and findings of
several later behavioral demodratic revisionists.

With Robert Dahl and his writings (beginning
in the mid-50s and extending for a dozen years or
so), an effoft is made to grapple with the
fundamental question of "What are the necessary
and sufficient conditions for maximizing
democracy in the real world?"60 In response, he
contended that his polyarchal theory of
democracy was more viable in the mid-20th
century than either the "Madisonian" (limited
majoritarian via checks) or "populist" (simple
majoritarian) approaches. His concept of rule by
contending multiple minorities emerges from his
analysis of the personal and systemic hurdles
confronting efforts to maximize the ideal of
political equality in the many stages of contem-
porary decisionmaking (in both the election and
interelection periods).61 For various psy-
chological, organizational, and practical reasons,
Dahl concludes that "neither elections nor inter-
election activity 'provide much insurance that
decisions will accord with the preference of a
majority of adults or voters."62 At the same time,.
elections stand out as one of his two essen
methods of "social control." When the electotal
process and "continuous political rompetition
among individuals, partigs or both- operate
tandem, "governmental leaders" do become more
III

responsive to nonleaders."83 As he explained it,
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"elections and political competition do not make
for government by majorities in any very
significant way, but they vastly increase the size,
number, and variety of minorities wliose
preferences must be taken into account by
leaders in making policy choices."84 It is this
feature of free elections, according to Dahl, that
sets democracies apart from dictatorships.

This polyarchal theory, ,while a descriptive
one, also has its normative features. Cerpin
conditions are postulated and he found that very
few, systems actually meet these "tests." Put
differently, he found fe* 'genuinely egalitarian
polyarchal systems in the real world. This arises
in part because the effective operations of a
polyarchy depend upon consensus on these
norms and the latter, hi turn, is a "function of
total social training in all of the norms."5 Neither
of these social preraquisites, he feels, is easy to
establish or to sustain.

34 Yet, Dahl felt that his concept still may give us
a more satisfactory ideaPabout political equali-
ty" than the Madisonian or populist inter-

. pretations (or the classical democratic theory
though at times he denies there was such a
theory). Modern political equality, for Dahl,
means the reality of universal suffrage with its
potential for influencing outcomes by ,its role in
the competition for votes. It also means the
"equal opportunity of access to influence over de;
cisionmakers through interelectoral processei by
which different groupi in the electorate make
their demands heard," as Pateman phrased it.86

In shoit, Dahl sought to set forth a theory that
descriptively and normatively was cognizant of
20th century experience, political systeir, and
empirical data. Leaders and the led, minorities
and the majority, interest 'groups and the
administrators, stability' and the authoritarian
consequences of instability, electoral and inter-
electpral tlecisionmaking processes, along with
the ambiguities of individual participation and
political equality are all probed, and a concept is
formulated that seeks to reconcile the inevitably
oligarchic nature of decisionmaking with the
principle and practice of political equality.

Though later critics have labeled him as elitist,
there can be no doubt that Dahl's normative
precepts reflect a concern with achieving certain
democratic goals- (notably political equality)
through the polyarchal process. And, while his
process may seem "elitist" to some, Dahl felt that
it was empirically sound and, unlike Schum-

peter, that it afforded some citizensthe more
involved, interested, and organizedmore then

--ths.klectoral process Efi; a means of participation.
With Hartz, Lipset, and Eckstein came further

revisions of traditional democratic values and/or
practice. For the first, the classical theorists,
(Rousseau, Bentham, Jefferson, and Locke)
provided a "negative description of life in the old.'
European world that democracy destroyed."0
According to Hartz, a gap has emerged betweeo
the democratic image (or theory) and democratic
practice, a gap that is explained by the earlier
theorists' failure to grapple with the real
machinery of the system. Their inevitable
"individualism" prompted theni to overlook the
"new pluralism of associations, parties, and
groups."88 Their' concept of universal "equality"
was a strategem to shattey Ihe rule of an older
economic class, largely in behalf of the middle
classes rather than the citizenry as a whole. T.heir
idealization of "reason" was necessary to es-
tablish the basis for "common judgment among
individuals emancipated from the old group es-
tablishments."88 Yet, it became an emotional
"cult," in large measure to provide a substitute
for the "myths" of church and monarchy.

The negative idealism of liberal democracy, he
notes,individualism, rationality and the pop-
ular willhave all been used as a basis of attack
against democratic regimes, by Marxists,
Fascists, and others. Yet, in the machinery that
emerged to make such regimes viable, Hartz finds
reality and a basis for optimism about
democracy. The pluralism of modern life has
enhanced "the range of groupchoice open to the
average individual" and the competition between
and among groups (along with the electoral
process) produces a kind of general will based on
acconimodations and _ political bargaining.60
Traditional democratic principles, according to
fferfi, have inhibited our ability to see the
virtues of our democratic machinery which,
while far from ideal, slo provide a clear contrast
with thsse of authoritarian systems. Moreover,
the individual fares better under the democratic
system, thanks ,to the competition, many group
associations, and the "ultimate universality" of
"the democratic state."61 -

Seymour Martin Lipset's Political Man, in '
many respects, serves as. a summary of
sociological revisionism. Building upon the
theoretical foundations of Schumpeter and Max
Weber, German sociologist and economist (1864-



1930), he found that "democracy in a complex
soaiety may be defined as a political 'system
which supplies regular constitutional oppor-

4unities for changing the governing officials, and
a social mechanism` which permits the largest
part of the population to influence major
decisions by choosing among contenders for
political office."" Three conditions, he points out,
are Subsumed in this methodological view, and
each is reflectWe of the difficulties democratic
regimes have had in the 20th century in remain-
ing democratic as well as viable.

First, there must be a "political formula" or a
cluster of beliefs which are accepted as legiti-
matepolitical parties, a free press, free speech,
and elections." Without such a value system,
"democracy becomes chaotic," as in several Latin
American countries. Secondly, "one set of
political leaders" must be in office. If, "the
political game" does not award effective authori-
ty to one group, he warned, irresponsible and
unsteady government is likely to result as in pre-
Fascist Italy and France's Third and Fourth Re-
publics." Finally; one or more set(s) of leaders
must be outwardly attempting to gain office;
otherwise, the power of the governmental group
will grow, and popular influence on its policies
will be minimal."

In probing the conditions that tend to support
democratic political systems, Lipset found a
strong relationship between (a) higher indices of
wealth, industrialization, education, and ur-
banization and (b) "more democratic" regimes."
The degree of consensus and the measure of
legitimacy ackorded to political institutions, he
felt, are conditioned heavily by the manner' in
which three historic challenges to democratic
systems were handled: the role of the church(es),
the extension of the franchise (especially to
working classes), and the 'distribution of the
national income. If these three issues are dealt
withand dealt with successfully"one at a
time," then a "value-integration" process will
emerge, and a stable political system will
teveloillE

In analyzing the political attitudes and
behavior of groups that do not fully share the
body of democratic values, Lipset underscores
the potential, if not actual, authoritarian tenden-
cies of "working classes," the "fascist" leanings of
various sectors of the middle classesboth here
and onsthe continentand the 'oligarchic tenden-
cies of trade unions and political parties.

The empirical data relating to elections (which
are a critical element in his theory of democracy)
suggest that a big voteneed not be "a good thing," .

while a low turn-out is not inevitably bad."
"Democratic societies can exist with different
levels of participation," he maintains. A low
turn-out can mean that the dispossessed and
excessively disldv ant aged are underrepre-
sented in government, but it can also signify a
basic satisfaction with the system. A high turn-
out, on the other hand, can be viewed as a by-
product of a highly effective idea of citizenship in
operation as well as of loyalty to, and support for,
the system. Conversely, it sometimes serves as a
prime sign of a society in deep .distress. Thus,
"neither high nor low rates of participation and
voting are in themselves good or bad for
democracy; ... but the extent of apathy and the

,varying levels of participation of different
segments of the population do clarify the ,
underlYing consensns and conflict within the 35
political procese." . . .

Lipset, then, is concerned primarily with the
conditions that make 'for stable democratic,
systeMs. While he fails to make manY -ovett
contraCts between classical ilemocratic precepts
and those that he., develops, his theory and the
suppOrting conditions thet he examined crearly
suggest majog, differences...with. Rousseau and
John StuariMill. Moreover, though the theory is
nearly identical to that of Schumpeter, his
analysis of machinery, . parties, and voter
behavior refleats a heavy sociological. concern
with empirical evidence (unlike se hump et er). He
moves far beyond Berelson in his comparative
systems analyses and in his probe 6f favorable
and unfavorable conditions for democratic
polities. FinallY, though his theory is not as fully
developed as Dahl's, Upset leaves thetitizen in a
democratic system in about-the sable position as
the., political scientist did, though with a
somewhat greater skepticism aboitt his bnic
democratic propensities.

.Eckstein also concentrates on the conditions
which.tend to sustain a democratic system. In his
A 'theory of Stable Democracy, he analyzes the
social and psychological factors . producing
stability in such. systems. Like $ahumpeter,Dahl,
and Upset, he 'defines derndcraci in,
methodological terms, where the electoral pro-
cess decides the outcome of competiticm for .:
power and policies.= To.be stable, howevei, "its -4\4
authority pattern" must tie "congruent witb other
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authority patterns of the societY of which it is a
part."101 He warns that' this aspect of sOcial
relations has too frequently been ignored in
analyses of political behavior and of govern-
mental stability. As he explained it, "it stand's to
reason that if any aspect of social life can directly
effect government it is the experiences with
authority that men have in other spheres of life,
especially those tliat mold their personalities and
those to which they normally devote most of their
lives."102 Stability in any government, then,
hinges on the degree of congruency. Yet, among
the authority patterns in these differing spheres
of a democratic system,,there are some Abet are
not susceptible to democratization (i.e., the
raising of youth and the operation of Certain
-economic organizations). In other words, for
Eckstein, critical nongovernmental molders of
political behavior even in democratic systems, by
necessity, are not, and cannot be, democratic.103
Yet, some social organizations close to govern-
ment are capable of greater "democratic"
behavior, and this permits a weak sensethough
still a senseof congruency.104

Put differently, instability, and stress in a -dem-
ocratic system can, for Eckstein, be minimized
if citizens have whole opportunities to learn
democratit behavioral norms. At the same time,
he contends that stability requires that the gov-
ernmental pattern be in harmony with those in
the nongovernmental areas of action, with a
healthy balance between and among "disparate
elements" and a "healthy element of
authoritarianism" present.ws Thus, stable
democracy, for Eckstein, requires, at least in its
national governMental institutions and
processes, a less than "purely" democratic
authority pattern.

What, then, do these revisionist democratic
thinkers provide by way of a composite "contem-
porary theory of democracy," as Pateman
phrases it?

First, all are constitutionalists (that is
dedicated to the concept of limited govern-
ment, hence a system .of regularized
restraints on both the governors and the gov-
erned); and all reject authoritarian govern-
mental forms, no matter how their respective
interpretations are' viewed by their
egalitarian critics.

Second, all attempt io base their theories on
what they take to be empirical evidence,

though a value orientation u
in their respective interp
evidence (and these orien

'always agree with .one anbt

ually is implicit
tations of his
tions do not

er).

Third, all enunciate or clearly accept a theory
of democracy that involves "a political
method or ,a set of institutional arrange:

e ts" at, thenational level.we With prao-
y all of them, the competition between

nd among differing leadership groups for
v es provides the' chief means bY which
the eople participate and exercise some
measure, f control. The electoral process
is the key lement in their theories, and. it
is this elem nt that most commonly serves
as the pri e "democratic" feature of their
theories. The necessary conditions- for a
free electoral proces9 also are usually
stressed or tacitly a epted, including un-
iversal suffrage, free press, and open
debate. .

Fourth, institutional stability and social
cohesion are prime concerné of most of these
theories; growing out of the rise of
authoritarian regimes in the 308, 40s, and 508
and the challenges confronting democratic
systems Jn an age of mais media, more
electorates, big bureaucracies and interests,
urbanization, and industrial (as well as post-
industrial) development. Most, therefore,
addressed the question of what conditions or
factors tend to be supportive of a stable
democratic system.-Yet, differences in ap-
proach and level of detail emerge with some
stressing social training and education,
others emphasizing cultural values and the
historical evaluation of a particular system,
still others ac.centingtheneed for consensus,
a deference towards p,olicymakers and re-
jection of the delegate theory of represen-
tation, some stressing the desirability of low
to moderate voter turnout nd few forms
other than popular partici
emphasizing the varying
out rates and the'need for
ty" to participate in other
as a means of influencing

ation, and others
eaning of turn-

equal opportuni-
anjust elections
ecisionmakers.

Fifth, nearly all of these th
citizen in a democratic syste
the heavily pluralistic
stitutional setting that is i

orists place the
squarely With

ocial and in-
modern founda-

tion and not within the unfettered, seemingly



atomized, individualistic context of some of-
the classical theorists. Thus, the
"machinery," the "sistern," and/or "the
process" are as significant as the individual
per se.

.. .

Finally, all stress (or at least accept) the
emotional component of politics, political
values, and political behavior and the
oligarchic character of most organized
groups that influence or mold public policy;
though this should not in all cases lead to an
3nti-indiv idualistic, antirational, anti-egali-
tarian labeling.

Whether a composite "contemporary theory of
democracy" can be reconstructed from the
writings of these (and similar) thinkers depends
on how much their points of agreement are
emphasized and their differences de-
emphasized."' It makes a difference, after all,
whether one feels that limited participation is
desirable or whether one finds that it is largely
inevitable on the part of most citizens in a modern
democracy. It also makes a difference whether
one is basically sanguine or pessimistic about the
citizenry's individual and collective judgments
and about the viability of the "machinery" that
has evolved to "Opsrate" a democratic system.
These are contrasting themes and tendencies that
reveal differences between and among
Schumpeter and Berelson, on the one hand, and
Hartz and Dahl, on the other, with Lipset and
Eckstein falling somewhere between the two
groups. How much they individually or collec-
tively depart from, or adhere to, the classical
theory depends on whethera composite classical
theory can be accepted and whether the contem-
porary theorists are really normative or simply
empirical in their approach. The idea of consis-
tent classical theory has been rejected here, and
the parallel points made by the Utilitarians anci
some of the 20th century thinkers have alreadg
been noted. Moreover, the educative dimension
of participation that one finds in Rousseau, Mill,
and Jefferson is not wholly overlooked by all of
the cshriternporary theorists, though admittedly
most of them give it far less emphasis than their
critics. And, this brings us to the range of
thinkers who have taken issue with these

/ contemporary interpretations of democracy
and/or formulated their own thedries of citizen
participation.

Critics of the foreg, contemporary

t

democratic theorists generally fall into two
categories: those who explicitly take issue with
the latter's "elitist" precepts and interpretations
and those who develop their own theories for,
greater citizen participation without special
reference to the contemporary theorists.

EGALITARIAN COMMENTARIES AND THE
REVITAUZATI9N OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

The overt critics usually argue that the
revisionists have modified the classical theory so
heavily that the philosophic end productis a new
conservatism rather than an adaptive democratic
theory.108 As Jack Walker contends, "the elittst
theorists; in trying to develop a theory which
takes account of the way the political system
actually operates, have changed the principal
orienting values of democracy."10 The "elitist"
emphasis on "the needs and functions of the
system" and on "stability and efficiency" in their
quest for realism, Walker argues, has led to a

, changing of the "distinctive pre scriptiv&element
in democratic theory."'" The classical emphasis
on individual participation and human develop-
ment, he further contends, has been replaced
with a "passive role" for the citizen and a reliance
on "the high minded sense of responsibility
of . . . [the system's] . . . leaders."'" Moreover,
the acceptance, if not idealization, of elites, poses
a basic challenge to the classical democratic
"moial and absolute belief in the equality of
man."'"

These explicit egalitarian critics, then, believe
that the contemporary democratic theorists have
overlooked the fact that "the classical theory was
not meant to describe any existing system," but
was a "set of prescriptions for the ideal polify
which men should striv to create."'" If the
"realistic" revksions of these theorists are
accepted, thecritics warn, their authors in effect
will "become apologists for the existing political
order."" After all, these egalitarians argue,
values underpin the contemporary inter-
pretations just as much as they did those of the
classicists.

In assessing these criticisms, Pateman points
out that the question of their acceptance of a
single, coherent, classical democratic tradition
inevitably arises. Moreover, the degree of
philosOphic coherence assigned the contem-
porary theorists raises another set of questions,
for reasons cited previously. Finally, divisions
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arise between and-among these critics as to
whether what they take to be the classical theory
is prescriptively sound and relevant in any'age or
is "normatively sound, but unrealistic" for to-
day.115 ,

The last point suggests roughly two ap-
proaches to theie critics' prescriptions for
contemporary democracy. For one group, ex-
emplified by Walker, the "normative short-
comings" of "elitist theory" provided an "uncon-
viticing explanation of widespread political

' apathy American society" and ignore
"manifest ions of discontent not directly related
to the po tical syitem."116 By stripping the
traditional democratic creed of its "radical ela
it no longer can serve "as an adequate guide to the
future."117 By implication, the traditional par-
ticipatory principle, for these critics, can serve as

creative guide to the future, because it is still
very "relevant to society's pressing needs and
urgent problems."118

For Bachrach and others, a new democratic
theory for the 20th century is needed. This
require& a rejection of the explanatory facets of
conterhporary democratic theorists which tend
"to accept as unalterable the configuration of
society as shaped by impersonal forces" and "the
growing concentration of elite power.""' Instead,
a "modern self-developmental theory of
democracy" inust be substituted, one that views
dimocracy as both a "political method and
ethical end."120 ,

As a political method, certain procedural
principles should apply: Universal suffrage
(political equality), freedom of discussion, ma-
jority ruletlas well as free ahd periodic elections.
Another basic principle, however, is that "the
majority cif individuals stand to gain in self-
esteem and growth toward a fuller affirmalion of
their personalities by participating more actively
in meanthgful community decisions."12I And,
here the ethical goal of democracy comes into
play and with it a degree of indebtedness to
Rousseau, Jefferson, and Mill.

There shoula be both a popular interest in the
participatory process and in the "end results" of
politics. Yet, a modern concept of liolitical," is
needed, Bachrach argues, one that recognizes
that "large areas within existing so-called
private celifituof power are political and
therefore potentially open to a wide and
democratic Sharing in decisionmaking.",22 The
riCh pluralism of the system and the process
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provide more opportunity for, not constraintson,
greater participation.

The illiberal tendencies of the "common man"
must be faced, Bachrach concedes, but such a
confrontation should not necessarily lead to any
idealization of elites. The latter, so the argument
runs, are not any more prepared to adhere to
procedural rights (at the risk of personal status.
and power) than anyone else and they have a
difficult time arriving at the consinsus necessary
to safeguard democracy, especially if they
operate in an atmosphere that ignores the
citizenry. If it is time to abandon the myth of the
common man's allegiance tG democracy,
Bachrach cautions, "it is also time that elites in
general and political scientists in particular
recognize that without the common man's active
support, liberty cannot be preserved over .the
long run."123

With this modern participative theory,
Bachrach attempts to counter variouS tenets of
some of the contemporary democratic theorists.,
The wider areas of politicabaction, the underly-
ing stress on stability, and the analysis of elitist
behavior and valuesall reflect a conscious
attempt to meet his opponents, at least partially,
on their own grounds. At the same time, the
egalitarian thrust, personal developmental ethic,
as well as the societal benefits of a broad
participatory process have a Roussean and
Millsian overtone to them. They also parallel
Walker's less overt emphasis on these tenets of
these Glassical theorists.

Those theorists who focus primarily on a
modern concept of citizen participation
(generally without extensive debate , with the
contemporary democratic theorists) include
some sociologists, social psychologists, and
political scientists. The chief concern of the
sociologists and social psychologists is "the
effect of the loss of community on society as a
whole.124 or the political scientists, as the
amilysis of Walker's and Bachrach's writings
already suggests, the impact of "nonparticipation
on the_ individual's psychological and
educational development" tends to be the domi-
nant interest.,25 Despite differences in thrust, the
interpretations and arguments of those two
groups are not all that clearly demarcated, and
considerable overlaps occur. Moreover, some of
the egalitarian critics 'of the contemporary
democratic theorists figure prominently among
the political science advocates of citizen par-



ticipation in that while they attacked the tenets
of these theorists and embraced the principles of
certain classical thinkers, they also enunciated
their own contemporary rationale for broader
citizen participation.

From the sociological perspective,126 the basic
societal trend of the past 30 years or so has been
the progressive weakening of such institttions aS
the family, church or synagogue, the small firm,

s and especially the communityin short, the
primary areas wherein individuals can interact
and relate with one another, establish alliances,
and mount group and, more important, political
undertakings."' For Stein, industrialization,
urbanization; and bureaucratization have
"ripped apart tlie fabric of community life" and
the resulting erosion of community ties threatens
to "shape the destinies of communities and
individuals along irrevocable 1ines."123
Kornhauser tinds that the lack of contacts and
cohesion traditionally provided by community
groups leaves the individual today in an
apathetic and discontented state, while Stein
claims that the "alienation" of Marx and/or the
"anomie" of Durkheim are fast becoming the
actual behavioral traifs of more and more
individuals in western societies.229

Nearly all within this group worry about the
susceptibility of alienated or anomic people to
the manipulation of elites, especially totalitarian
elites. Given the individuars need for some sense
of community and the weakness of "buffer"
institutions kike the family, church, arid com-
munity organizations, the state tends to stand out
as the only provider of their emotional needs.130
Hence, these thinkers fear totalitarian elites.

"Group iderktification," for Kornhauser, and
"mediating institutions," for Berger, are a
necessary bulwark of freedom."' Such an iden-
tification and such ;groups protect the less
influential from arbitrary manipulation by elites
or "megastructures," as Berger describes them.

Primary, person-to-person groups, then, need
bolstering according to these sociologists, Mori-
over, the authority structures of large private
sector organitations need decentralization to
strengthen the participatory socialization
process. Without these, centralization and ar-
bitrary governmental land elitist) actions will
become eyen more prOnounced than they are
now.1 The solution, then, is greater citizen
activ sni and a moie egalitarian socialization
proce s, and a concomitant Strengthening of

society's primary institutions. A more genuinely
pluralistic and participatory system, therefore,
becomes their answer to the urban and industrial
forces generating large, seemingly impersonal
forces dominated by the oligarchic few. And, for
some of these theorists, social stability and a
viable democratic system will result if these
basic social reforms are instituted.

For the egalitarian political scientists, the
psychological effect of nonparticipation and
participation on the individual citizen is the focal
concern.132 At the same time, ma4 of the societal
issues, noted above, are acknowledged by these
theorists. In fact, the basic factors conditioning
low citizen participation, for them, are about as
much societal as they are purely political. More-
over, the dangers of apathy and disengagement
are viewed almost as much in. terms of social
malaise as of a faulty democratic system.

System stability in the Berelson or Schumpeter
sense, then, becomes less of a primar9 concern,
though some stress that the individual
developmental principle, if really applied, rein-
forces social and political balance and cohesion
in the long run. The avenues of personal action
include the traditional electoral processes at all
levels, but especially the broad arena of local
affairs including program administration.133 Out
of thlis will _come a system, as Pateman sum-
marizes, wherein "maximum input (participa-
tion) is required and where output includes not
just policies (decisions) but also the development
of the social and political capabilities of each in-
dividual."134

-$ummary Assessment of
Citizen Participation Theory:
Contrasts and Commonalities

This analysis of major classical democragF
theorists, some of the-contemporary revisionis6-,
and the egalitarian citizen participation ad-
vocates reveals significant differences within
and among these three schools of thought. To
ascribe a common set of principles to any of the
three is to ignore be significant differences and
emphases that the/. thinkers Within each group
exhibit. The foregoing assessment suggests that
this is as true of the contemporary democratic
theorists as of the classical, and the citizen
partieipation proponents, despite a commonly
enunciated principle, vary in their diagnoses of
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. Citizen apathy and theii prescriptions for a viable
democratic system.

Despite the many contrasts, there are com-
. monalities within each of the three and even

among them. Thus, the classical theorists idealiz-
ed individualism, reason (with the possible
exception of Rousseau), political equality, and
the political procedures necessary to maximize
the popular will. The contemporary theorists, on
the other hand, claimed to study and assess the
machinery of government, the role of elites, the
realities of 20th century urban and mass society,
and the difficulties (for some the danget) of
achieving widespread application of the classical
active and interested citizen model. Finally,
citizen parti.stion advocates contend that
greater involirement on the part of ordinary
citizens is an elemental factor in sustaining a
healthy social system and a genuine con-
stitutional democracy. Moreover, all of the40 theorists discussed ,herein were or are staunch
defenders of constitutional democracy (meaning
a system of some sort of restraints on both the
goVerners and the governed), civil liberties,
political equality (and "universal" suffragl), free
and contested elections (save for the direct Demo-
cratRousseau), and popular majorities.

Why, then, does tile debate continue if there is
hasic agreement on such fundamental principles?
The debate arises, of course, because of the real or
alleged differences both within and among the
three schools of democratic theory a's to .the ,

actual and potential capacity of most citizens for A"
a fullsome civic life. This, in turn, involves
varying views about leadership, the relation-
ship between the citizenry and its political
leaders, the real meaning of equality, and
methods of assuring social change while preser-
ving social stability.

A basic factor in a thinker's treatment of these
issues is,. of course, the historical period and
political systeM in whfch he lived. fo the extent
that he was attempting to prescribe an ideal
democratic polity, as a radical contrast to a
starkly undemocratic one, then a highly op-
timistic yield of the average citizen's rational,
societal, and civic capacities is usually enun-
ciated, as with Rousseau, Jefferson, and some of
today's citizen Participation proponents. To the
degree that a system is being ',.'improved," but not
totally overhauled, a more measured assessment
of the citizen's role tends to come into play, as
with the Utilitarians and Dahl. Finally, where the
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system is viewed as having shout as many
elements of democracy as is possible while still
functioning as a viable polity, a much more
passive interpretation of the citizen's role seems
to emerge, as with Schumpeter, Berelson, and
Lipset.

Another _factor affecting the variety of ap-
proaches t6" the citizen's role is the question of
goNvernmental (and societal) size. If the basic gov-
ernmental unit is small (as it was with Rous-
seau's, Jefferson's, and some of Jefferson's4atter--
day adherents' "ward republics"), then a highly
participative role is' sanctioned. If the nation
state is the primaky focus of analysis, then a more
limited, largely el&toral role is enunciated (as
with the Utilitarians, Schumpeter, Berelson, and
Lipset). When a two-tier, federative, and/or
highly pluralistic system is described or
presc 'bed, then a "mixed" theory seems to result,
wherein partkipation is more limited vis-a-vis
natio al govékmental institutions, but much
broa er at the local level and in societal groups.
Millf Lippmann (by inference), Hartz, Dahl, and
Eck tein, in differing ways demonstrate this
tendency.

A related factor is the degree of coMplexity that
the theorist finds in public policies and issues.
For different reasons, Rousseau and Jefferson
tended to view governmental questions in
relatively uncomplicated terms, and both enun-
ciated a sanguine view of the citizen's par-
ticipatory capacity. With the Utilitarians and
John Stuart Mill, national agenda issues were
considered more complex, so theagency theory of
representation was rejected-For nearly all of the
vontemporary democratic theoristsespecially
Lippmann and Schumpeter-20th century
national and International issues were extremely
intricate, requiring acce-sa-tb, a vast amount of
complex information as well as a sufficiently
large amount of time in which to make reasoned
decisions based upon that information; hence
their skepticism about the ordinary voter's
ability to cope continuously with such matters.
At the same time, Hartz, Dahl, and Eckstein see
more than a mere electoral role for some citizens
in the national decisionmaking process, thanks to
the role of interest groups. Even with some of the
citizen participation theorists, the complexity
issue, though rarely trea)ed frontally, is given
tacit recognition by their focus on greater local
and group participation efforts.

The ultimate factor in the theorists' varying
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views on citizen participation, howeier, is, the
extent to which such views depend fundamental-
ly on ihe mass of citizens participating in more
than simply the electoral process. Here, con-
trasting principles of individual development
and education come into play, as do differing
views about the nature add extent of constraints
that limit individual improvement. For Rous-
seau, Jefferson, John Stuart Mill (to a lesser
degree), and most of the contemporary citizen
participation proponents, governmental and
social systems are more the hurdles than any
frailties in human nature or reason. With the
Utilitarians, Schumpeter, Berelson, and Lipset,
the "machinery of goVernmenV issue is just as
important ad the issue of individual develop-
ment. Hence, they hold More restrictive views on
citizen participation. But for Lippmann,- Dahl,
and Eckstein, the individual and his need to
participate are not forgotten, even though the
inevitably limiting nature Of modern in-
termediary institutions is fully recognized.

Many contrasts, some common points of agree-
ment, a stream ot continuity from some theorists
in the clahsical period to those in later ones, but
many discontinuities between themthese are
the -themes that emerge from this analysis of
democratic theory and theorists.

PARTICIPATION IN PRACTICE:
ITS EVOLUTION

The American history of putting into practice
democratic principles relating to citizen par-
ticipation involves three differing but in-
terrelated movements: (1) a continuing effort to
expand the suffrage, stretching over a period of a
century and a half; (2) perennial drives beginAing
in the 1820s to "reform" the political processes by
which candidates are nominated; and (3) recurr-
ing efforts to expand direct popular control of
government(s). In these three movements, one
finds an unending attempt to give practical
meaning to the precepts of popular sovereignty,
political equality, individual rights, and majority
rule, as well as to redefine the nature of elitism,
minority privilege, and antipopular practices in
light of changing social, economic, and political
conditions. From one vantage point, this sage of
American democratization may be viewed as an
evolving practical realization of Jeffersonian
principles. From another, it reflects a continuing

conflict between Jeffersonian idealism and
Hamiltonian realism (and, some would say, Jef-
fersonian pragmatism).

Expanding the Electorate

ENFRANCHISING WHITE MALES

Despite the egalitarian and libertarian themes
of the Declaration of Independence, significant
property holding, tax paying, and, in some cases,
religious (not to mention racial, sexual, and age)
qualifications constrained the suffrage until the
admission of the first "western States" into the
Union and the advent of Jacksonian democracy.
"The gennal pattern was, first, to eliminate the
property-owning qualifications and to substi-
tute tax paying requirements which was, in turn,
removed.",35 Moreover, nearly all of the newly
entering "western" states extended the vote
without property tax or tax conditions, thus
providing much - of the political base for the
Jacksonian movement. In the older eastern states,
however, some conflict emerged.

Between 1778 and 1842, eight of the original 13
states moved to eliminate the tax paying require-
ment. The ensuing debate was sometimes
spirited and revolved around philosophical as
well as practical issues. Thus, in the New York
Constitutional Convention of 1821, Chancellor
Kent warned that "the tendency of universal
suffrage is to jeopardize the rights of property
and the principles of' liberty."1" Nonetheless,
ignoring the Chancellor's admonition, New York
removed the property requirement.

During the Virginia Constitutional Conyention
(1829-30), on the other hand, conservatives
successfully dominated the suffrage debate.
Setting the traditional tone, John Randolph
convincingly cautioned his fellow Virginians
that "the lust of innovation has been the death of
all republics."I37 Furthermore, his conservative
Rance prevailed until 1850 when the state finally
lifted its property qualification.

By the end of the 1850s, with only four states
clinging to tax paying requirements,.most of the
barriers to universal white male sUfferage had
been eroded. (Yet, even today some jurisdictions
restrict voting on bond issues to persons
property taxes.) While many of the early con er-
vative arguments against extending the suffrage
appear, in retrospect, self-serving, special in-
terest motivated, and emotionally antiurban, the
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concern Of some about the possible manipulation
or control of propertyless voters by the more
laffluent is a theme that later liberal reformers
and even some contemPorary citizen participa-
tion advaates would echo.

BLACK VOTING EMANCIPATION

Of all the hurdles confronting the tendency
toward universal suffrage, the racial has been the
highest. paradoxically, the drive for white male
universal suffrage during the Jacksonian era was
accompanied by efforts in northern states to
disenfranchise free black men.138 "In the end,
enslaved blacks without liberty," as Gordon S.
Wood phrased it, "and free blacks without
citizenship were such contradictions of the
revolutionary ideals (of popular sovereignty and
political equality) that sooner or later those

42 contradictions had to tear the country apart."139
Following the Civil War, when northerners

debated alternative approaches to reconstruction
in the south, they advanced slowly but steadily
toward black suffrage. With the Reconstruction
Act of 18437, the 14th amendment, and especially
the 15th amendment, politics, post-war dr-
cumstances, and some idealism combined to

, erase legal barriers to suffrage on the basis of
race. For about eight years, assisted 'by the
presence of military force, black enfrancisement
(and carpetbagger governments) was a reality in
the south. With the removal of troops in 1877 and
the return of white political supremacy, a series
of formal (gerrymandering, complicated registra-
tion procedures, poll taxes, literacy, tests, etc.)
and informal (intimidation) techniques were
used to curtail black voting. By the turn of the
century, blacks were generally disenfrancised in
all southern states.

Over the next half century, the political
branches of the national government assiduously
avoided confronting the ga0 betweeti con-
stitutional precept and practice, largely because
it was assumed that force alone could make black
suffrage ateality in Dixie.140 This left the matter
to the Supreme Court and a string of cases
emerged dealing with state statutes whose
practical effects, but not constitutional form, ran
counter to the clear prohibitions of the U.S.
Constitution. Sometimes the Court focused
narrowly on legal form, as in Williams v.
Mississippi (1898) and Giles v. Harris (1903) and
at other times it went beyond form to probe

practical effects, as in Guinn v. U.S. (1915),where
the "grandfather clause" of the 'Oklahoma Con-
stitution was struck down.141

After 1900, the emergence of the so-called
"white primary" proved to be a particularly
effective means of practical black disen-
franchisement in the one-party southern states
where a primary win was tantamount to election.
Litigation over this device centered on whether a
political party could do what a state was banned
from doing. It took two decades and four major,
but varying decisions to arrive at a final opinion.
That decision, based upon 15th amendment
prohibitions, forbade party primaries the use of
discriminatory practices, for the primary was
judged an "integral part" of the electoral
process.142 In altis, it in other cases, the Court's
delays related.to the unwillingness of Congress
and the Presidency to involve themselves with
the issue and their tacit acceptance of the
assumption that certain basic social changes
would have to occur before the issue could be
resolved in a politically realistic climate.

By the 50s and especially the Ns, the climate
clearly had changed and the political branches of
the national government, after more than 80
years, again Moved even more boldly into the
voting rights area. With the Civil Rights Acts of
1957, 1960, 1964, 1965, and 1970 (and especially
the specific and effective voting protections of
the latter two), and the 24th amendment (antipoll
tax amendment ratified in 1984), black voter
registration in the south soared, and southern
politics have been transformed.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION: PHASE ONE

The initial drive for women's suffrage was
linked with the abolitionists' crusade to end
slavery. This campaign made some gains in its
effort to remove the legal disabilities of women
end to gain the right to vote in school elections.
By. 1890, 14 states had granted this right and by
1898, four western states had given equal rights
to women in all voting matters, with seven more
joining the ranks between 1910 and 1914 during
the heyday of the Progressive movement.

The drive for national action, though a half
century old, only began to take on an aura of
nglitancy by roughly 1913, By a dextereous
combination of utilizing electoral strength in
those stateS where .women had the vote and a
series of vigorous, direct presentations of the
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suffragettes' case for an amendment to the U.S.
Constitution in Washington, the Wilson Ad-
ministration and the Congress finally reconciled
themselves to the proposed 19th amendment. By
1920, the requisite number of state legislatures
had acted favorably and another chapter (or at
least the legal portion of it) in the evolution of
American universal suffrage had been Written.

Accompanying this roughly four-score year
campaign for political equality was a continuing
debate over women's role in and capacity for
political affairs. Many of the arguments on both
sides of the question were forerunners of those
enunciated more recently in the Equal Rights
Amendment debate. Yet, the increasing Rolitical
strength of already enfranchised women, the
growing role of Women in the labor force
(estsectally during World War I), and their
heightened militancy dur,ing the second decade of
this century combined to overcome inertia,

le traditionalism, and the sexist critiques of that
day, not to mention the liquor interests and some
corporate forces who feared that their interests
might be jeopardized by the extension of the (tote
to women.'"

THE VOTE FOR YOUTH

The drive to extend the franchise to younger
citizens is the last and most recent of the major
efforts to achieve universal suffrage. As recently
as the 1968 elections, 46 'states adhered to the
traditional voting ageThquirement of 21 years.
Georgia, in the midst of World War II, had
lowerea its requirement to 18 years, responding
to the appeal of "Fight at 18, vote at 18."
Counterpart efforts in certain other states
produced'no positive results, nor did President
Eisenhower's proposed constitutional amend-
ment in 1954. Kentucky joined Georgia the
following year, however, as did Hawaii and
Alaska later (but with a 20-year requirement for
the former and 19 for the latter).

The renewed drive in the 608 encountered
nearly as much opposition until Congress in 1970
enacted a statute extending the suffrage to 18-
year olds in both federal and state elections.
Shortly thereafter, the Supreme Court held in a
test case that the measure was constitutional as it
related to federal contests, but unconstitutional
as it applied to state and local races.144 Congress,
then, moved swiftly to pass and send to the states
a constitutional amendment reducing the_

,
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minimum age to 18 f44.all elections. Rapid state
actions brought about ratification by mid-1971.

4 SIGNIFICANCE OF
EXPANDING THE fLECTORATE

What, then, do these efforts to expand the
electorate signify? The ultimate success of these
movements suggests that the basic legal barriers
to achieving universal suffrage, one of the most
elemental goals of citizen participation, have
been overcome, though it took 180 years to
achieve this rough realization of Jefferson's ideal
of political equality. Citizenship, residence, and
disqualifications on criminql or mental grounds, 4
as well as the voter registration process itself,
still are formal constraints imposed to greater or
lesser degrees in all states. From the very
beginning, the states have provided the legal
definitions of suffrage and, voter registration,
constrained, of course, by the prohibitions of
certain U.S. constitutional amendments. And,
these voting requirements do curb voter par-
ticipation, especially on the part of the more
mobile among us.145 Yet, when compared to the
property, racial, sexual, and age barriers of the.
past, these must be considered minor and random
in their effect, if not rational in their purpose. In
effect, then, ours has become largely a self-

Altdefining electorate.'"
Historically, the expansion of the suffragebas

been interpreted as a shift or even a drastic
change in the basis, distribution, and exercise of
political power. In American terms, this was
reflected most drastically (1) with the emergence
of the Jacksonian movement's egalitarian,
western, and populist program thrusts and
political style, and (2) with the enfranchisement
of 1.4 million southern black voters in the late 60s
and itie marked impact on campaigns for and the
exercise of political power in that region. Both of
these developments, of course, were associated
with a specific move toward broadening the
franchise.

At the saw time, the vote obviously is not the
only factor, constituting political power. As V.O.
Key pointed out some time ago, "disenfranchised
groups have gained the right to vote without
being able to exert the power of the suffrage," as
with southern blacks following Reconstruction,
and in some cases "the disenfranchised have had
power enough to demand and to obtain the vote,"
as with white males and women.147

5z
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In policy terms, it is difficult to associate any
specific extension of tha vote with program
enactments that specifically benefitted thg,nek..
enfranchised group, though most efforts at
extension were ustely associated with related
drives for substantive legislative changes. With
the suffrage, a group is in a batter position to
promote and especially to protect its interest, but
positive legislative enactments are subject to the
interplay of multiple political, social, and
economic interests, and this interplay usually is
enriched by every successive broadening of the
franchise. A "concert of interests" must be
orchestrated for such enactments, theri,-snd this
complicates the task of discerning specific
program benefits flowing to newly enfranchised
groups. f

In terms of actual voter participation, what
have these extensions achieved? The Presiden=
tial election figures for the period 1824-60

44 indicate a steady increase in voting turn-out,
jumping most drastically from 26.9% of the
potential whita male electorate in 1824 to 57.6%in
1828 and the election of Andrew Jackson, upward
to over four-fifths of this potential electorate by
1860.148

The advent of the 19th amendment was
associated with a sharp fall-off in overall
participation of eligibles from 68% in 1916 to
52.3% in 1920 and 41.0% in 1924. Political
historians have explained this largely in terms of
the failure, during the early elections following
the amendment's enactment, of women of work-
ing class and first and second generation
American background to exercise their right of
franchise.145 The candidic'y of Al Smith in 1928,
however, did much to end this pattern of
noninvolvement. By the 70s, less than two
percentage points separated the rates of male and
female participation in the 1972 and 1976
Presidential contests.

With our contemporary sophisticated tools for
measuring turnout, it is somewhat easier to
gauge the participation impact of the 26th
amendment. In the 1972 national elections, over
50% of the 184o-20-year-old group did not vote,
and four years later this figure had risen to 62%.150

None of these findings should coml as any
great surprise to even a casual observer of our
electoral scene. Experts have developed several
explanations of the greater tendency toward
nonvoting in America than in other con-

_ stitutional democracies.
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First, our system places a heavier burden on
the electoratethanks to our distiictive fed-
eral sy stemthan others, involviig typical-.
ly between six to ten primaries and general
elections over a four-y(ar period. .

Second, participation generally varies exlen-
sively between and among Presidential, mid?.
term Congressional& non-Presidential year
gubernatorial, and off-year local contests.
Put differently, turnout increases from local,
to state, to national elections, especially
when held separately.

Third, in social or demographic terms, study
after study has shown that turnout is higher
among men (though the margin, as was
noted, has .parrowed greatly in recent years),
the better) educated and higher income
groups, whites, the middle aged (35-64), and
the employed.151 Behind these many
differences, .two factors emerge as the
primary social-economic indices of higher
voter participation: income and educational
level.152

aFourth, certain attitudes tend Ao

associated with the regular voter and other's
with the nonparticipant. Earlier behavioral
studies showed that the former was more
likely to be interested in politics, to know the
candidates and key issuers, to be more
partisan, to feel more obligated to vote, and
to possess a greater sense of 'political
efficacy" (i.e., yoting makes a difference and
voters can influence the actions of decision-
makers).153 These, of course, are not un-
related to the income and educational fac-
tors, noted above, and to the.experiences and
eXpectations that such citizens have. At the
same time, recent opinion studies underscore
the decline in partisanship in the late Ms and
70s, the increase in issue voting, the growing
lack of confidence about the system, and
paradoxically somewhat greater activism
and involvement(than was the:case with the
political generltion of the 60s).154 Moreover,
most it these tendencies cut across
educational, age, and social categories. What
this suggests is a much more "volatile
electorate" where elections "turn more on
short-term forces" and where voters become
more dissatisfied with the political process
eve') as they become more involved in it.155



By inference, then, some of the traits ascrib-
ed to the nonvoter in the past (a weak dense
of political self-confidence and feelings of
powerlessness and alienation) are shared by
Vajority of the electorate as a whole, with
mime exercising the franchise but otherA
failing to. Witness the decline in turnout
among t he college educated and the
employed between the 1968 and 1976
Presidential elections.,55 4

Fifth, in political party terms, extension of
the vote and low or high turnouts have
exerted considerable influence historically.
Where politics are competitive, an "in-group"
frequently seeks to broaden its base by the
admission of potential allies from outside.
Hence, the Jacksonian effort on the part o£
disenfranchised white males, the Republican
effort to enfranchise southern blacks durtng
Reconstruction, and the drive by Roosevelt
Democrats to activate heretofore passive
urban electorates. In the more recent period,
the general assumption has beap that a large
turnout favors the Democrats, 'while "rainy
weather is Republican weather."157 At pre-
sent, however, with the decline in par-
tisanship and the increasing difficulty of
clearly identifying a party's loyal electorate,
such generalizations are becoming less ac-
curate.

Finally, and from the vantagepoint of the
American democratic tradition, the suffrage
has assumed "such a transcendent
significance that it has sometimes obscured
the substance of democratic politics and has
led to an exaggeration ofthe realpower of the
legal right to vote."158 The suffrage was (and
is) viewed as a symbol of citizenship and its
possession, as conVeying a range of rights.
As the drives-for adult white male suffrage,
black enfiatichisement and the 19th and 26th
amendments attest, extending the vote has
perennially been cited as a basic instrument
for reforma basic means of solving in-
tricate social problems. While efforts to
achieve a greater political integration by
broadening the franchise gave furthered the

_ goal of political equality and universal
suffrage, they could not have succeeded
without the egalitarian ethic of our
traditional political processes. Moreover,
political equality in practice has come to

mean far more than the vote. The vote, after
all, even 'if Wended universally, is but one
facet of political power and one condi-
tioneralbeit powerfulof our political
processes.

Democratizing the Nominating Process .

Closely linked to the successive efforts to
omiversalize the franch'lse have been companion
efforts to reform and mocratize the nominating
processes. It may be rrently out oLvogue to cite
the generalization of E.E. Schattschneider that
"the political parties created democracy and
modern democracy is unthinkable save in terms
of parties.",59 Yet, ai much ,of the foregoing
chronicle of expanding the vote suggests and the
.evolution of "reformed" nominating procecriires
will showthis statement is basically accurate
when viewed from a historical perspective.

m "KING CAUCUS"

Most nominatitms fdr local office were made by
informal mass meetings, or caucuses, of local
party supporters during the Federalist-
Jeffersonian Republication period (1790-1820).
At the state level, initially, party members in the
legislature nominated candidates for statewide
office. To correct the resulting geographic
imbalance "mixed caucuses" emerged in the first

cede of the last century, which were composed
coir legislators and delegates elected from districts
that lacked legislative representation.10 At the
national level, the Congressional caucus emerged
by 1800 as the basic device for nominating
presidential and vice presidential candidates.

The Republican one party, multifactional
politiCs of the mid-1820s, however, acted to

, terminate the ascendancy qf this device. The
nomination of William H, Crawford of Georgia in
1824 by the heavily boycotted Republican Con-
gressional causus, and his poor showing' in the
subsequent- lour-way Presidential canvass
(along With the violent attacks on the caucus by
the supporters of Jackson, Clay, and Adams)
endtd its use at the national level.

A variety of Ciate-based mechanisms
(legislatures, mixed caucuses, and conventions)
were utilized as presidential nominating devices
for a brief period, until the dominant factions in
beth of the two emerging parties found it in theix,
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interest to cmivene a national party convention to
nominate the two top national candidates (in
1831, for the National Republicans and in 1832
for the Jacksonian Demdcrats). The device itself,
it should be noted, had been launched in 1830 by
the first "third party" in our history, the Anti;
Masonic Party. And, the national convention has
remained the sole nominating mechanism down

.. to, our own timethough with basic changes in
reptesentation, convention rules and, above all,
fieleatian of delegates.

At, the state, district, and county levels,
. ,

-,convebtions also emerged as the dominant
nominating method;'with "precinct conventions"

. end 'pauctises genet:ally prevailing locally. In
fortn, at least, it provided a more democratic

. _means of "transmitting, from local assemblies,
die wiehes ,and impulses of the mass, of party
imembership to a central point, where the

. selection of nominees was =dem, Beginning
46 with:California and New York in 18613, however,

,4egislatures, moved to regulate these and other
,effairs. With the former, advance public

noticeOf party nominating conclaves was r1-
*04 oint,q4alificatibns for participation,were

. stfigaated ,The statute applied, however, Mily
, " ikkAy:FeAuesied it.152 lathe New York case, the

law"..,
t s. m tory, but it only proscribed

..,-..and bribery in the conduct of party
." *84ven'tieps tiOsircaucuses4153>

o
yeF the,Aext:pdyo decades, other states took

xarafler 5.e.gu1aiory action .against ,VariOus
ofbss control and manipulation,

t4i the 'result was a yaried assortment of
, z.,.;-..iitmited, general, ..mandatory, and optional

,-Lstattitts.10 begfm:t*process of civilizing'
Vie part.li,convantions and of making American

. .-earties 'at the !gate Sand local levels the most
. 'regulated:in the ,Wforld.''.. .

;.
;

PROCiiiSIVE REFORMS

:
Beginning ib the mid-90s iihd extebding over

'tlie nod quaky of a Centurif, a wave . of .new
reforrna.hit thk,,party. organizgions. All were

_seared to eghieving the-Progressive goal of "let
thejpeorq ride." In the political arena, this meant
cleansing *the pro;Cess and 'the inAktutions ôf
.corntton, sfeeted :Ititereat.:aominettin, and
bossistpThe reaults tif progressive effeAs were

. -trantifoWhepalitical sy impa9t is
sti.veri Much

.iii7tfiis campigo ià'sinfoit p:iiiticskekatea*OO"

three fronts. First was the campaign for adoption
of the Australian ballot. At the local level, this
produced legally nonpartisan elections in
numerous jurisdictions, Vherein the party labels
of candidates were (and are) not listed on an
official and secret ballot. At the state level, most
followed Indiana's early lead in adapting the
system wherein general election ballots are
printed, distributed, and counted by public
officials, marked in secret, and contain the party
label next to the candidate's name, As early as
1892, 31 states had adopted sonie form of the new
system and two decades later practically all had
acted.

Second, most states were propelled into
enacting extensWe legal codes that regulated in
great detail the internal affairs of state and local
parties, lardely as a necessary follow-up to the
adoption of the partisan version of the Australian
ballot. These included: what committees and
conventions they were obliged to have, what
procedures were to be used in selecting their
adherents, who could join in making! party
decisions, and what authority one party unit had,
if any, over another.165 The result, of course, was
to complete the anversian of the state/local
political parties from private associations to
public agencies.

Third, and most dramatic of all, was the drive
for the direct primary. °This, of course, con-
stituted a frontal attack on the nominating
convention as a legitimate organ, of represen-
tative party governapce. Despite the attempts to
regulate its "abuses," thVeformers felt that only
with the direct primary could the people "cut
through the mesh of organized add privileged
power and group control of the government.",
Only a direct democratic device could represent
the people's will, and no matter how represen-
tative a convention might be, it always would fall
short of thisgoal.

Wiscontin,-under the leadership of Robert M.
LaFollette, became the first stale to institute a'
statewide primary in 1903, though South
Carolina's Democratic Party had used it as a
nominating device as early as 1891.A decade and

, a .half later, all but four states had taken some
_ action and in 32, a comprehensiveand mandatory

law was enactrd: As V.O. Key pointed out, while
the:drive for the primary is usually viewed as an

.., outgrowth of the Progressives demociatic im-
, pulse, it can also be viewed as a logical outgrowth

., of political ,conditions in states that had one-,.



party or near one-party systems where factional
battles were difficult toresolve in the context of a
convention.,el

The multiple forms of the primaryopen (eight
states), closed (39 statee), blanket or "free love"
(three states), and nonpartisan (two states and
thousands of local jurisdictions)need not be
detailed here, save to note that the variations
relate directly to the degree to which the device is
intended to be antiparty organization and
presumably pro-people.

At present, 36 states require a primary for all
major party nominations for state offices as well
as most local posts.163 In the south, it is man-
datory for the Democrats, but still optional for
the Republicans in three instances. Nine states
have "mixed" systems, combining state conven-
tions and primaries to varying degrees and the
remaining pair stipulate it for only selected state
posts, though most local offices are covered by
the primary device.

The substitution of the primary for the
convention as a means of selecting delegates to
nationarparty conventions, of course, produced
the major modification of the presidential
nominating process in this century. Its populari-
ty among the slates, however, has been uneven
over the more than three-score years that it has
been in userising to an early peak of 18 states in
1924, slipping steadily downward over the next
four decades; to the 15 state mark as recently as
1988, and then moving rapidly to 23 in 1972 and
26 in 1976.

.

But, what of the results of the primary in
general and in light oQ.ts,promis es, five of which
were suggesled by the Progressive- reformers:1n

Boss rule would be ended, because it would
be impossible to bribe or intimidate
thousands af voters.

Vpter turnout would increase, as would
voter interest in politics. generally, since
voters would be involved in all stages of the
electoral process.

The:quality of candidates would improve.

The "direct and undistorted expression of the
people's will" would be produced.

The individual citizen's independence would
be enhanced, since the revonsibility for
political control would be his/hers.

Unfortunately, studies of primary elections do

4

not support these Progressive proinises. They all
show that turnout is much lower in primaries
than in general elections, save for the south
during the era when one-party Democratic
ascendancy was the rule. They show that many
primaries are not contested, especially where an
incumbent is running for renomination or where
the primary winner is sure to lose.170 Longer
incumbent tenure and the primary, at least in the
case of Congressional members, seem to be
directly related; if the record from 1870-1910 is
compared to that of 1910 to 1970. They show that
those who do vote in primaries usually are
unrepresentative of the parties' membership as a
whole, and in recent years this has providedboth
of the major parties with, more than a few
headaches. They suggest that primaries have
curbed, if not totally eliminated, old-style boss
control of nominations and, some would add, any
party control as well.171 Finally, they show that .
the primaries have tended to promote a greater
special interest group role in the ,nominating
process, reflected in part in candidate-based
campaign organizations. ,

These findings clearly raise basic doubts as
to the goals anticipated by the early advocates
of the direct primary. The low turnout, un-
representative, interest-group manipulative
features of the device collide directly with the
higher turnout, undistorted poOillar, and non-
elitist control results which the Progressives
promised. The issue of better candidates is too
subjective to permit judgments to be made, and
the smashing. success of its antigarty thrust
raises as many new 6roblems as it solved old
ones. '

RECENT REFORMS

.,

Recent solitical reforms largely have been
directed tc1Vard asserting national party control
over the membership of their own organizations
and adopting more open procedures for selecting

, (national convention delegates (assuring more
krepresentative conventions).172 The second set of
reforms is of special concern here because it
involves new efforts to enhance voter involve-
ment in the political arena. and ti part of the
broader contemporary movement to enhance
citizen participation generally.

Growing out of the bitter factional battles at
the 1988 Democratic Convention, the Commis-
sion on Party Structure and Delegate Selection
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(McGovern-Fraser Commission) was establish-
ed. From it, came a series of proposed guidelines
which the national committee later adopted in
toto, including the abolition of proxy voting, the
unit rule, "favorite son" delegatitms, and the
requirement that each state's delegation be
representative of the demographic traits of the
state's population as a whole. Furthermore, the
1972 convention voted not to seat any delegation
m 1976 that had been selected in a "winner-take-
all' or an "open" primary and the principle of
eqpal state representation on the national com-
mittee was scrapped in favor of e system that
reflected more accurately Democratic voting
strength in the v arious states.1' In the wake of
the 1972 debacle, smile of 'these reforms were
somewhat modified with a view toward
placating elected officeholders at all' levels and
applying flexibility to demographic quotas when
it came to determining the representativeness of
a state's delegation.

Only slightly later, the Republicans launched a
similar though less heralded effort. In 1968, their

4iationel convention directed the national com-
mittee to develop the means of implementing the
GOP's Rule 32 which stipulates that participa-
tion in party activities "shall in no way be
abridged for reasons of race, religion, color, or
national origin."174 A year later, the chairman of

. the national coMmittée appointed the Committee
on Delegates and Organization which proposed
ten new rules, most of which sought the same
goals as the McGovern-Fraser Commission's
guidelines. At the 1a72 convention, most of these
rules were adopted and applied to the delegates
selecting process for the 1976 party conclave. -

When these efforts by both parties oVer the
past decade are viewecifrom a historical perspec-
tive, they emerge as the most vigorous campaign
for greater and more direct democracy in in-
traparty affairs since the first two decades of this
century, if not the 1820s and 1830s. And, the
momentum behind the movement is by no means
expended. Witness the continuing interest in
some Torm of a national presidential primary, the
evolving role of the federal Judiciary in
regulating the proceises of the national parties',
and the continuing debate between and among
varying groups within both parties over the
wisdom of some recent reforms,

That most of the reforms will stand, there
seems little dmibt. Whether they sustain what
Senator George McGovern called "the most open

RI
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political process in our national history" (in
referring to the process in 1972 by which he was
nominated) is another matter.", Implicit in this
drive, after all, were (and are) themes that
dominated earlier party reform efforts: conduc-
ting political deliberations openly and in the full
view of the citizenry; ending any undemocratic,
arbitrary and manipulative role on the part of
party organizations, their leaders or their rules;
cony erting political processes and organizations
that are not directly democratic into institutions
and processes that are fully representative of all
sectors of the citizenry; and facilitating a much
more active role by the individual citizen in party
activities. These, as we have seen, are not recent
but perennial political reform goals and, in a
sense, reflect a synthesis of Jacksonian and
Progressive norms.

Factional power struggles within the parties,
however, have usually generated the campaigns
for change, and the recent drive was no exception
to this historical generalization. At the same
time, a democratic, egalitarian impulse was
resurgent within the body politic in all of these
refoim periods, and this raises the question of
whether the parties react to broad secular
developments or vice versa.

The specific thrusts of the recent reforms
openness, access, and representativenessno
doubt, produced changes, as did previous efforts.
Most would agree that there was indeed greater
participation in both the 1972 and 1976 presiden-
tial nominating processes, and that both party
conclaves weredifferent in composition (the
Democrats more than theRepublicans) than their
predecessors of the 60s or 50s. Yet, basic
questions remain:

Of what should a party deliberative body be
representative? Party members? Activist
party members? Active and passive party
members? Followers, but not leaders? Both?
The electorate as a whole?

Does greeter representativeness, however
defined and made operational, enhance
electability? The record is anything but clear
here, though it generally suggestka negative
response.

Does enhanced political participation, ip
fact, creatq new representation (i.e., elitigt
and minority dominated party decisions)
problems, given the perennial phenomenon

,



of activet and passive citiien political
behavior?

Do citizens feel any better aboutthe patties
as a result of these reforms? Recent. surveys-
would suggest a more negative overall

.

attitude than at any other- point in this
century, though the linkage between these
general opinionsiand the recent reforms is
not at all that clear.

Above all, lierhaps, "does the absence of :*
authoritative partt.orgariizations enhance
the individual's access to and contrdl *over
his or her governments? In a very real sense,
this is the ultimate question facing *e
parties and. our citizenry in the remaining
decades of ihis century.

While .7selating to political topics primarily,
these issues and the manner in which the nation
grapples with them have long teem systemic
implications. In 'truth, they all relate to our
capacity to adapt or reconcile America's political
tradition with its heavily leffersonian imprint to
a political (and governmental) system that
presently is more constrained by a virulent form
of special interest factionalism (that would have
bewildered Madison) than it is by the cabals,
conspiracies, and. controlled candidates and
agendas of party elites.

mot
Expanding Direct

Popular Control of Governments
4*.*-

Efforts to put into practice Jefferson's ideals of
political equality and popular sovereignty have
involved far more than broadening the franchise
and democratizing the nominating process.
Eliminating "artificial" barriers to officeholding,
expanding the number of posts thatare directly
elected, democratizing the public service,
developing procedures by _which the electorate
directly. can make (or rejectfltws or "unmake'
public officials, and a comparable effort to
expand the opportunities of citizens to influence
(and participate in) administrative decision-
making -are all part of this evolving saga of
AMerican democratization. In these various
efforts, :!citizen participation was given new
meaning and- more arenas for actual practice.
While state and local governments' were the
primary focus of most of these "reforms," the

federal gbvernMent clearly did not fully escape
their notice.

THE JACKSONIAN IMPACT

Linked directly to 'The effort to extend the
suffrage to white adult males was the parallel
drive to an-innate additionaLqualifications for
office holding: %Indiana, Illinois, Mississippi,
Alabama, and Missouri all came into the Union
(1816-21) with constitutions that opened up
political office to the entire eligible electorate. As
with the suffrage, ihe issue was less easily
resolved in the east. In .a few instances (i.e.,
Massachusetts) property qualifications applied
to high state offices until the latter part of the
century, though ;in- most states additional re-
quirements of a property or religious nature were
eliminated by the 1880s.175

Accompanying the campaign to open up
existing elective offices to all within the eligible
electorate was a major drivk to expand the
number of offices to be filled by ioopular elecjion.
This manifestation of popular sovereignty
brought a range of state and local administrative
offices, that formerly and especially in eastern
states had been filled by appointinent, within the
electoral process.

The movement really began at the municipal
level, where up until about 1820, all mayors had
been sele'cted by their Governors or city councils.
Over the next two decades, however, and
beginning-with- Boston ant St. Louis in 1822,
charter changes -converted- the office into a
popularly elective post, and by 1840 it had
become general practice in nearly all of the
nation's municipalities.177 Accompanying this
drive was a parallel effort to make other city
administrative offidials elective. This campaign
was resisted by the councils (which exercised the
appointive power) and generally was more
successful west of the Alleghenies than in
eastern municipalities.178 In addition, the move-
ment focused on state statutory offices, the full
range of county offices, and, in the 1840s and
1880s, on constitutional offices. Hence, with the
New York, Illinois, and Ohio constitutions of
1646, 1848, and 1851 respectively, most of the
major state executive offices were made elec-
tive.179 Perhaps the most drastic example of this
drive for direct election was a proposal advanced
in the Illinois ConstitutionalConventiowof 180_
that "there shall be elected by popUlar vote all thd
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clerks required in the offices of treasurer,
auditor, and secretary of state."180. Though this
motion failed, the clerk of the supreme court was
made an elective post. .

As the foregoing would suggest, the judiciary
was not ignored by the Jacksonian proponents of
greater popular control of government. A few
state constitutions adopted before the mov ement
was launched provided for direct election of
judges of inferior courts (Georgia (1812) and
Indiana (1816)), but Mississippi's constitution of
1832 was the first to extend the procedure to its
supreme court.lel After a lull, New York followed
suit in 1846, despite heavy conservative and even
moderate opposition. Between 1846 and 1800, 23
states in various parts of the country adopted the
system of an elective judiciary, either in whole or
in parts"

Out of these efforts to expand the practical
application of popular sovereignty came a more

50 representative system of state and local govern-
ments, the emergence of mass political parties,
'and the "long ballot." With the election of a half
dozen or more principal state , administritive
officers, a roughly equal number at the county
level, and a varying number of judicial officers,
the typical voter at the end of the Jacksonian
period faced a balloting eXperience and a political
participation opportunity that probably would
have dumbfounded his father and certainly his
counterpart abroad in those few nations that then
provided for free elections. .

; Thil legacy from the.Jacksonian era, of course,
is still very much with us, despite later counter-
trends. Election continues to be the dominant
method of selection for all or most of the judicial
offices in 25 states, and elections are partisan in
14 of these. With state administrative officials,
other than the Governor and lieutenant governor,
four on'the average still are directly elected by
the v oters, with four states having between eight
and ten key offices to fill in this manner.

At the local level, reliable figures are hard to
come by, but one estimate of elected offices puts
the current count at the 588,006 mark. Clearly,
the "long ballot," though not so long as it was
three generations ago, still stands as. a vivid
symbol of heavy citizen obligation and of a rich

. opportunity for citizen participation. The Jackso-
nian impulse toward enthroned popular
sovereignty through 'broadening direct citizen
control of.governmental offices at the state and
lo al levels clearly has riot been substantially
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undermined by later campaigns for the "short
ballot," administrative reforms, and greater
executive accountability.

Abolition of special qualifications for office
hdlding, and expanding the range of elective
statelocal administrative and judicial offices,
both Were lasting contributions of the
Jacksonians to increasing the points of access to
and the chances for political and electoral
participation in these governments. When com-
bined with their broadening of the franchise,
application of Jefferson's rotation-in-office prin-
ciple (producing the patronage system), and their
enunciation of a "tribunician theory"1" of ex.:.
ecutive power (at both the national and state
levels), these efforts began a trend toward
decentralization that most later reform efforts
only expanded upon.

THE PUSH FROM THE PROGRESSIVES

Building on' many of the Populists proposals
and adding more than a few of their own, the
Progressives (1900-20) both added to, and occa-
sionally departed from, the Jacksonian efforts to
expand direct popular control of government by
making it more representative, more responsi-
ble, and more responsive. Growing partly out of
the lingering western agrarianism (and Popu-
list) discontent, and partly out of a largely middle
class rev olt in the east and in big urban centers,
this movement sought in various ways to bring
"the interests" ("trusts," "Wall Street," the
"political bosses") to heel and .to establish a
people's government." Their program had social,

economic, political, and gov ernmental reform
components tnit, and their supporters came from
both of the major parties as well as from the
Fsrogressive party which Theodore Roosevelt
organized in 1912.

One of the early reforms was directed toward
the U.S. Senate. Direct election of Senators, had
bAn advocated as far back as 1828. Yet, it took
the changed constitutional status of the states
following the Civil War, the narrowly special
interest role played by certain senators during
the "Guilded Age," and the growing practice of
permitting voters to indicate their U.S. Sena-
torial preference in state legislative electionsi" to
bring things to a head in 1913 when the 17th
amendment was adopted. The effects of this
amendment are still being debated. Thy character
and composition of the Senate did change subse
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quently and political bosses, retinbe million-
aires, and "corporate pensionaires" were far
fewer.35 How much of this was a product of the
amendment or parallel Progressive efforts to de-
stroy urban and state political machines is diffi-
cult to discern. It appears more Flear, however,
that directly elected Senators have been far less
willing to serve as spokesmen of their statesin
a state governmental sensethan their
legislatively selected predecessors.

At the state andi6cal levels, new procedures
rather than Jacksonian extensionswere in-
stituted to maximize popular control and gov-
ernmental responsiveness. During the first two
decades of this century, the initiative, referen-
dum, and recall were enacted in some form by 21
states.'88 Los Angeles launched the recall in 1903.
Less than 25 years later, roughly 1,500 other
cities had enacted ordinances requiring that a
special election be held pursuant to a petition
from a stated number or percentage 'of the voters
to determine whether a public official should be
removed from office.187 Oregdif extended the
recall to state officials in 1908, followed by 11
others over the next dozen years (with seven of
these applying it to judges).,88 Thirty-nine states
ultimately moved to authorize recall at the local
level. A few, states, notably Colorado, even
extended it tb itate judicial decisions involving a
state law that had been .declared un-
constitutional. In those days, the device was used

. fairly extensively, with 78 efforts to remove
officials being made in California alone before
1920, and with North Dakotans rfimoving their
Governor in 1921. .1 r.

The initiative and referendum were designed
to enable people to draft and enact their own
legislation independent of the legislature or to
veto the- latter's acts. In one sense, these an-
tilegislative devices were merely an extension of
an 80-year trend toward circumventing
legislative authority. In the Jacksonian period, it
took the form of a strengthened executive and
constitutional prohibitions on, as well as special
majorities required in, voting certain types of

,, legislation. Following the Civil War, efforts to
A. curb legislatures focused not only on special

legislation, but also on legislative procedures,
compulsory popular referenda to validate certain
legislative acts, and municipal home rule."9 With

i the initiative and referendum, however, the
people assumed a direct role.

Though first advocated by the Populists and

championed by William Jennings Bryan in 1898,
South Dakota was the first state to apply the
initiative to ordinary legislation (1898). The
initiative generally confers a positive right to the
voters, wherein they may attempt to secure
legislation that the legislature refuses or fails to
pass. The referendum, on the other hand, has a
more negative cast, since it enables the voters to
prevent the enactment of measures they deem
unwise. With South Dakota, ft constitutional
amendment was enacted that permitted the
people to present legislation by petition to the
assembly, and the lkitter was given the option of i
enacting the measure or referring it back to the
electorate ror approval or rejection at the next
general election.,90 The Oregon amendment of
four years later permitted both constitutional
amendments and regular statutory measures to
be proposed by petition arid these, in turn, were
required to be presented to the voters in the next
general election for approval or rejection. Most
later enactments followed the Oregon model and
by 1914, 18 states had adopted,t4pagitiative for
ordinary legislation, while 12 of these extended it
to constitutional amendments as well.,91 A dozen
years later, nearly half the states had enacted
some form of these populist devices, with
western states predominating, .and re con-
straints surrounding their use in th s easter
states having them. At the local leve , he drke

ik

began with San Francisco's adoption of statutory
referendum in 1898 and two decades later, 33
states had enacted constitutionally enabling
provisions for their cities. Later developments
relating to initiative and referendum will dbe
treated in a subsequent chapter.

A progressive reform that was counter to one of
the basic thrusts of the Jacksoniansthe drive to
expand the range of offices subject to direct elec-
tionwas the "short ballot." The campaign for
this reform rested largely on two arguments: the
need to increase "democratic control of govern-
ment': and the need to enhance "efficiency in
administration."192 The first goal emerged out of
the practical results of the earlier expansion of
elective offices as. well as the Progressives' own
successes ineachieving the enactment of the
initiative and referenda. A ballot for the 1918
general election in Chicago, for example, was
three feet long and twenty inches wide and listed
some 270 names arranged in six party columns.
Moreover, the voter was expected to cope with a
separate ballot for judges of the municipal court,
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containing more than 30 candidates' names as
well as a "little ballot," two feet in length, setting
forth five state and local referenda
propositionwa tax amendment to the state
conititution, a banking law amendment, a park
consolidation, and two city bond issues. During
that one year (1916), Chicago voters were
confronted with choosing or helping to choose
over 300 elective officials.m To what extend this
was typical or atypical of elections of the period,
it is impossible to say. But, it is clear that some of
the Progressive reformers were concerned 'with
the burden that the burgeoning ballot was plac-
ing on the citizenry and the tendency of political
machines to manipulat this situation. Hence, the
need for a shorter ball& tynake the voter again
sovereign..

Coupled with this argument was an entirely
different one, one that grew out of the drive
launched largely by the eastern wing of the

52 movement to simplify the machinery of govern-
ment and to render it more efficient and account-
able. The short ballot along with longer terms
and fewer elections were all part of campaigns to
enhance the administrative authority of chief
executives and to integrate the administrative
components of government.1 The short ballot,
thus, was alleged to promote greater democratic
control over governments, while also strength-
ening the "apparently conflicting principle" of
"efficiency in administration."195

At the state level, the impetus of other
Progressive "reforms" nullified much of the force
behind the "short ballot" movement. Popularly
elected departmental head's and other con-
stitutional offices were nearly as numerous at the
end of the era as at the beginning. Moreover, the
number of independent boatds and commissions
had grown, reflecting the regulatory impulse of
the Progressives. By 1919, New York had 116
independent authorities; Minnesota, 5; Illinois,
100; Maseachusetts, 61; and Idaho, 42.126 Most
were appointive, bilt gubernatorial control was
minimal in fact. Only in the budgetary field did
the Governor's authority really increase during
this period.

At 'the local level, the emergence of three
distinct forms of municipal government, each
with its coterie of proponents, represented a
somewhat more positive approach toward
achieving greater accountability to the elec-
torale. The "strong mayor, commission, and
council-manager plans, while markedly different
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in form, all sought to concentrate responsibility
with each utilizing a unicameral council and the
'short ballot."197

To suin up, the push from the Progressives
greatly expanded the democratic impulse of the
Jacksonians in governments and governmental
processes. With the direct election of U.S. Sen-
ators (along with the curbing of the Speaker's
powers in the House), they sought at the national
level to make the Congress more accountable to
the people and their representatives. Their
successful drive for initiative, referendum, and
recall in two-fifths of the states, in effect, added
to the already "long ballot," despite the eastern
Progressives' championing of the "short ballot."
State government generally was more
fragmented at the end of the two decades than at
the outset. The already. . heavily fragmented
counties saw a less drastic increase, while the
Cities came out of the period with more of the.
"short ballot" reforms than the other levels.

Whether these reforms actually enhanced
popular control of, and greater participatiolfrn,
governments is a thorny issue with which to deal.
The skeptics have argued that the net effect of
most of these "reforms" was to enhance the rale of
special interest groups, both at the national and
state levels," and to generate a governmental
system with so many checks within it that even
Madison would be amazed and probably
angered. The piople's will, they contend, was the
prime rationale for all of these "reforms," yet new
as well as old special interests, new circumven-
ting procedures, a ,pulverized pattern of goven-
mental power, and an impossible concept of
individual civic obligation have frustjated this
wilI. The mechanistic, individualistic, and op-
timistic overtones of the movement tended to
ignore the fact that the evils it was contending
with involved far more than tinkering with gov-
ernmental machinery and the individual citizen
acting on his or her own was no 'match for citi-
zens acting in concert.nu Above all, perhaps, the
critics point out that when old power centers are
smashed, new ones will form. If reformers do not
fill the power void, others will. As Hofstadterput
it, "the formal gains for popular government,
while still on the books, lost meaning because the
ability of the public to use them effectively
lapsed with the political revival that brought
them in, and the bosses and the interests
promptly filtered back in."199

More sympathetic observers stress that (a) the



Progressive reforms of government did establish
some new ground rules that generally were an
improvement over their predecessors, and (b) the
procedural devices championed provided an
opportunity for the voters to curb the most
egregious examples of corruption, favoritism,
and unresponsiveness. Some in fhis group also
point out that, despite their antiorganizational
rhetoric, various progressives were excellent
political organizers (La Follette, Hiram Johnson,
and Woodrow Wilson) and skillful in harnessing
the "reforms" to their broader policy goals.
Others argue that coming out of the eighties and
nineties, the country was in dire need of the
Progressive impulse and their reforms lo
"civilize" the "interests," to enunciate a civic
ethical ideal, to narrow the gap between govern-
ment and much of the electorate, and to provide
some innovative means by which Jefferson's
ideal of popular sovereignty could be better
realized (and popular individualism expressed)
in an increasingly complex system.

The bottom line, however, is the asses,sment of
their impact. One of the most authoritative
studies of the period found that ;the popular
reforms neither revolutionalized hor restored
anything; they had, indeed, only a marginal effect
on the conduct of American government."=
Others have been more negative, with Herbert
Croly, as early as 1914, pointing out that the
initiative and referenda were perfectly geared to
promote minority interests, given the complexity
of many df the policy issues involved and the
relatively low turnout in such eleCtions.201 This
theme has a very contemporary ring to it, Witness',
the following from a recent editorial in the
National Civic RevieW: "The direct initiative is
not the great tool df democracy so often claimed.
While there are some notable exceptions, most
times the direct initiative becomes the tool of an
elitebe it of the right, left, business, labor or
any other special interest. "202

TOWARD A MORE ACCOUNTABLE
ADMINISTRATION

The prelude to most of the recent efforts to
devise new citizen particijiation Eikproaches and
devices is found in the arly century old battle
to make bureaucret es more accountable. Begin-
ning'with the Pendleton Act (1883) at the federal
level, arid followed shortly thereafter by similar
enactments in Massachusetts and New York, the
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concept of a professional civil service based on
the merit principle Was*troduced as a means of
enhancing bureaucratic competence, neutrality,
and long term accountability. During the
Progressive era, civil service reform gained
strengthwith 11 states, ten counties, and over
200 cities utilizing civil service cominissions by
1920. Over the next half century, thifr movement
continued, with Pennsylvania arid Kentucky
finally taking action in the sixties. By the mid-
70s, nearly three-quarters of all permanent state
employees-were under some form/of merit system
coverage.

Paralleling the drive (at leasticluring the earlier
period) was a campaign to strengthen the
independence of regulatory commissions, begin-
ning with the Interstate Commerce Commission
at the national level and public utility com-
missions at the state levels, not to mention the
newly formed civil service boards and com-
missions.= This, of course, was repeated in the
30s and lhe 70s.

Starting with New York in 1917, and followed
shortly by Illinois, a state reorganization move-
ment was launched (based partly on the rationale
for the "short ballot"). This movement has yet to
run its course. The goal was to consolidate

'proliferating agencies into a limitedsnumber of
departments directly responsible to the Gover-
nor. An accountable director was to head up a
department, and the Governor was to be assisted
by staff agencies in thetudgeting, personnel, and
purchasing areas.= Nearly all states were
affected by this mbvement between 1920 and
1957, with some amending their constitutions
and others making statutory changes. Though
the number of older independent agencies was
generally reduced, new programs spawned new
units. The effects of these reorganizations were
far from permanent, especially in a period of
expanding services and regulatory activities. At
the local level, the number of cities having the
council-mayor form increased more than six
times between 1920 and 1950, and 11 counties
had reorganized by the latter year.

The first H.. ver Commission (on the
t Executive Branch-1947) put

new life into th ovement. More than three-
quarters states have reassessed their
executive branches (with most taking some
actions) since the early fifties. As a result, most
state executive branches look more rational and
most Governors, more authoritative than their
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predecessors lof three decades ago. Moreover, at
the local level, the county reorganization effort
gained eignificant momentum with at least 600
undergoing major administrative overhaul. With
,cities, managers came to play much more of a
"community leader" role, and most mayors
acquired much more administrative support.

In effect, the recent drive for greater citizen
participation is rooted in the belief that these
older approaches to making administrators
accountable either have been unsuccessful or are
in need of strong supplementary popular action.
Merit, professionalism (expertise), and "greater
independence had not produced a more ac-
countable public service, these observers con-
tended. Quite the reverse! With ever expanding
Arvices, mounting regulatory efforts at all
levels, the expansion of civil service coverage
and tenured positions, continuing broad
delegations of wide discretionary authority by

54 legislatures, and the comparative weakness of
thief executives' p,nérs ov.er their respective
bureaucracies, the critics questioned both the
objectivity and t e responsiveness of ad-
ministrators.= The earlier faith in the capacity
of the "administrative process" gave way to a
deep skepticiim.

This, in turn, produced two kinds of reaction
and reformist thought.= One sought to
strengthen the political branches of government,
with a view toward reasserting control by the
people's representatives in the executive and
legislative brandies over the public service, and
with tile people exerting an indirect role through
the vote. The second focuses on the need for
direct citizen participation in and control (in
somv cases) over administrative processes.

The first response (political participation) has
been a basic factor underpinning the more recent
efforts to strengthen chief executives in light of
the major managerial challenges their respective
jurisdictions now face, largely through PPB, ZBB,
and reorganizations. This, of course, is merely an
extension of the much older campaign to enable
popularly elected chief executives to discharge
their administrative. responsibilities more effec-
,tively. Generally speaking, such executives are
in a ar better position today to assume this role
than their predecessors of a generation ago. With
the legislative branches, there have come
"sunset" legislation, legislative vetos, better
staffing of committeea (especially the money
committees at the state level), more strenuous
attempts to guide bureaucratic behavior (i.e.,
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administrative procedures, enactments, ethical
codes, "sunshine" laws, etc:), and some increase
in oversight activity (provided, of course, their
sessions are not constitutionally shackled).

The second response (administrative par-
ticipation) is based on the view that efforts by
elected officials in the- executive and legislative
branches are inadequate to produce a properly
responsive bureaucracy.= Some of this criticism
rests In a basic distrust of the electoral process
and the representative governmental system that
it supports. Borrowing from some of contem-

rary democratic theorists, .the point is made
that elections cannot produce a clear mandate on
all policy and administrative agency questions.
There also is a realistic awareness that chief
executives and legislators simply lack the time, if
not the motivation, to mount a sustained ad-
ministrative oversight effort. And, there also is
the realization that governmental services are so
varied, the administrative process is so per-
vasive, and the number of public servants so
numerous at this pointthat even with the will
and the time, the elected officials could never
coplOwith the countless decisions involved in the
day-to-day management of public programs.
Finally, some of the criticism is directed at efforts
to assign greater authority to chief executives;
this, some believe, can be dangerous and as
susceptible to abuse as it is to curing ad-
ministrative unresponsiveness.

For these and other reasons noted in Chapters 1
and 3, the thrust fronL the administrative
participation reformers is to achieve'a greater
and more direct citizen involvement in govern-
ment and especially in its administrative ac-
tivities. For some, this is a vital supplementary
effort to that of the political branches of the
various levels. For otjiers, it is a basic alternative
to relying on' these ranches to achieve greater
bureaucratic acc untability and respon-
siveness.= In truth, however, the interpretations
merge in practice, because it usually requires
actions on the part of legislatures and chief
executives to establish direct participation rights
and opportunities. These include (1) enactinent
of general procedural acts or ordinanced
facilitating citizen access to and the accountabili-
ty of administrators, and (2) thkincorporation of
specific requirements with particular authoriz-
ing statutes (frequently, as we shall see, grant
statutes) and ordinances that particular ad-
ministrative agencies or jurisdictions establish



citizen participation programs.209
The Federal Administrative Procedures Act of

1946, along with subsequent amendMents,
counterpart state and local enactments in the
508 and 60s, the Freedom of Information Act
(1966), and the National Environmental Policy
Act (1969) stand out as basic examples of gov-
ernmentwide procedural efforts to expand
participation rights and opportunities in ad-
ministrative decisionmaking. In addition, there
are now "sunshine" or open meeting laws in all 50
states, and somelike Montanaenacted a
single, comprehensive statute setting forth
minimum procedural criteria to which most or all
state and local agencies must comply. 210

To achieve more active administrative
response and decisionmaking in specific program
areas, legislatori have mandated particular
citizen involvement requirements in grant and
other statutes relating to such areas and these, of
course, are a prime focus of this study. Hence,
much more will be said of them ,in subsequent
chapters.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has attempted, to traceihe theory
and evolving practice of citizen participation in
the American experience. From a liberal perspec-
tive, the, saga appears as a continuous and
increasingly more successful series of efforts to
narriw the gap over time between Jeffersonian
ideakand their practical application. Thus, the
struggles to achieve universal suffrage,
democratically viable political parties and
'nominating procedures, and accountable govern-
ment institutions end processes are viewed by
the liberal interpreter as a persistent and vital
commitment to Jeffersonian principles. The faith
in the people, the distrust of governmental power
(and especially of unrepresentative and non-
directly accountal?le officials), and the sanguine
view of reform through constitutional, statutory,
and praedural changes, which permeate the
democratization, drives of the Jacksonians,
ProgressiVes, and recent reformers, all reflect a
strongly Jeffersonian outlook. From this vantage
point, then, the ever widening opportunities for
citizen participation are merely the rational and
necessary components of remaining faithful to
the tenets of the Declaration, while adapting to
the exigencies of an evolving mass, heterogenous,

urbanized, service-oriented, and bureaucratized
society and .system.

To the more pragmatic and conservative
readers of this American democratic record (and
Jefferson, as well as his arch opponent, Hamilton,
possessed both of these traits), a somewhat
different interKetation arises..While fully con-
ceding that certain 'of these democratic reforms
produced significant changes, and that most
were in harmony with our democratic tradition
(and ethic), they raise basic questions about their
enactment, effects, and some of' their underlying
assumptions. Regarding the circumstances that
facilitated the enactment of some of these
reforms (notably the extension of the vote and
achieving the convention and then the primary),
theipoint out that it was as much an "in-group"
or ark emerging majority faction of a political
party that for very selfish reasons launched the
drive for democratic innovations, as any vital
philosophic commitment. Further, they point out
that the practical effects of most of these efforts
have rarely lived up to the promises initially held
out for them. There are these reasons for this
result:

a failure on the parf of the reformers to match
their rhe.toric with kno.wn reality;

a tendency to idealize the civic awareness
and concern of the American' citizenry (and
to ignore the factors that strengthen or
weaken political and civic participation);

a propensity to diagnose the social, political,
and economic shortfalls in the system largely
in terms of defects in governmental or
political machinery (and not in terms of
human frailties or organizational factors);

_ail unwillingness to anticipate or take
precautions against the questionable side
effects of their reforms g.e., the "long ballot"
and the pulverizing of government power at
the state and local levels in the drive for a
people's government, and the substitution of
interest grOups for parties in the nominat-
ing processes); and

above all, a blindness to the perennial
) patterri of elites, factions, and power plays

under either "unreformed" or "reformed"
political or governmental conditions, which
in turn reflect a naivete about the,nature of
power and of inequality in our (or any)
system.
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Clearly, there is conflict between these two
interpretive readings of America's evolving
democratic record. And, many of the differences
are reflected in the paradoxes suggested by this
record:

On the one hand, there has been a steady,
ever-increasing application of the principle
of political equality; while on the other, there
has been recurring resentment directed
against the failure to achieve a more ideal
realization of this principle in practice.

While political and governmental in-
stitutions have become ever more represen-
tative (especially in this century and
preeminently in the past decade and a half),
'expressions of distrust of the people's
representatives become more shrill and the
enactment of constraining devices and
mechanisms more numerous.

Finally, as governments, their processes, and
the parties have become more "open" and
more acceséible, charges of interest-
dominated, 'establishment"-oriented, and a
"closed" system have continued, if not in-
creased.

The points and the counterpoints in these three
paradoxes suggest some of the reasons for the
differences between the liberal and more conser-
vative assessments of our democratic tradition.
If the underlying factors that have combined to
produce these paradoxes are probed, even more
basic reasons are discovered. Subsumed in these
paradoxes, of course, are a series of ambiguities
and apparent inconsistencies that have long
characterized our political tradition and at-
titudes.

Vor some, as was noted earlier, democracy is
a political method, a process for resolving
public policy and leadership questions,
while for oth4s, it involves a whole ap-
proach to social behavior, to group organiza-
tion, to "politics" in the broadest sense. In
fact, both views find concrete expression in
our experience.

Is ours a representative or direct democratic
system? In a formal and structural sense, it
obviously is the formergeography,
numbers,. a practical administrative con-,
cerns, not touIntlon our federalist heritage,
have seen to t at. But, intertwined in this

representative system are a series of direct
democratic devices and above all a persistent
attitude that suggests a continuingskeptism
about some, if not many, of the implications
of representative government, notably the
idea that the people's representatives can be
trusted to reflect the people's will.

The majority rule v. minority rights issue
directly relates to the above and also
illustrates the amhivalence in our tradition.
In theory, we have avoided the choice and
favored both. Sometimes, in our political and
representational processes and practice, we
have succeeded in reconciling the two and
even with the waves of democratic reforms
neither of these potentially antithetical
norms has monopolized the arguments of the
propounders. Moreover, even though the
thrusts from the direct democratic advocates
usually have had a majoritarian overtone to
them, the prOtective-of-minorities features
of some of the procedures and institutions
within our representative governmental
(and_political) framework have served as a
counterbalance. In the eontext of current
citizen participation efforts, both goals
majoritarian and minoritarianmay be
furthered, depending on individual cir-
cumstances.

Above all, perhaps, is America's tendency to
link what in Europe would be dichotomized.
For us, it has always been liberty and
equality, not liberty v. equality...While much
of the democratization drive recounted in
this chapter has had a heavy egalitarian
casfe to it, the theme of personal liberty and
rights was very much part of it., Interms of
public political rhetoric, however, we have
not tolerated talk of inequality (a basic
byproduct of liberty) since the election of
1800. But in social and even political practice
we recognize it, sometimes accept it,
sometimes condemn it, and even sometimes
call for more of it (i.e., leadership). In a very
real sense, strong citizen or voter participa-
tion is one essential index of inequality, for
there are always those who participate less
or not at all, and these citizens are less equal
in terms of political and administrative
impact than those who are active and
especially active and organized.
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Thus, there are basic ambiguities in our
tradition, attitudes, and practices, and the
tension between conflicting concepts has been a
vital factorin explaining the paradoxes as well as
the dynamics of America's unending democratic
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vigilance over goyernment, and (c) helping
citizens to develop their participative and
leadership capabilities. Taken together, these
ultimate objectives of participation are geared to
producing both better citizens and better gov-
ernmetits. And they are inextricably
intertwinedbetter citizens make better gov-
ernments while better governments make better
citizens. The same citizen participation pro-
cesses which provide opportunities for citizens
to sharpen their skills by exercising them also
provide the means by which the government's
performance-is 'improved and its operations are
kept open.

The twin goals of better citizens and better
governments cgme tdb.e reflected in a long series
of more specific objectives or purposes of citizen
participation. These, in turn, generate a wide
variety of traditional and innovative forms,

62 techniques, and 'means by which citizen partici-
pation is carriecLout-One-well-known and quite

ic0-411re catalog of citizen participation tech-
niques contains 37 entries, ranging from the
familiar public hearings to the relatively unfa-
Miliar Delphi technique., Many of the items in
this catalog were developed during the 1960s and
1970s to help improve the effectiveness of citizen
participation, in a number of different fields of
governmental activity, in reaction to the deaden-
ing effects of mass society, a faceless bureau-
cracy, and ever increasing governmental pro-
grams.,

As citizen participation serves different pur-
poses in the hands of different participants,
variations in forms and methods arise from the
fact that citizens participate in government both
as Individuals and as members of groups. In
addition, some of the various forms, techniques,
and means of citizen participation are more
appropriate for use at diffefent stages of govern-
mental activities, are more suitable for use by
certain individuals or groups than by others, and
have been ,used ,more often in certain govern-
mental pr6granis than in others:

Numerons studies suggest that the sporadic
use of one or tWo types of participation is not

_nearly as effective 8.1 a .more varied set of
inethods linkd together into a continuous

tikipa.tion process ,spanning the govern-
nkefitat.actisilty from beginning to end. Such a
process ensures. that partichNition will occur at
timea when it On malca a difference, and the
eombiriatiOn, of ntethods iialance% the disadvan-

k..L,

.e

.

tages of each with the advantages of the others.
The citizen participation strategist, then, is

faced with the task of deyeloping a suitable
participation process consisting of sevetal differ-
ent forms, techniques, and means of participa-
tion. In doing so, the strategist needs to be aware
of the political ,acceptability, feasibility, and
potential productivity of each type of participa-
tion.

The first part of this chapter, then, examines
each of these aspeds of citizen participation. It
begins with (1) the diversity of specific purposes
and forms of citizen participation; and then
considers (2) the stages of governmental activi-
ties in which different forms of citizen participa-
tion are most appropriate; (3) the use of various
citizen participation forms, techniques, and
means in different .governmental programs; (4)
some of the ways in which participation methods
have been linked together into broader and more
effective citizen participation processes; and f5)
the features of various citizen, participation
forms, techniques, and means which should be
considered in developing effective citizen partici-
pation processes.

The Diversity of Specific Purposes of
Citizen Participation

As noted earlier, the ultimate- twin goals* (or
general ptirposes) of citizen participationto
change the behavior of both governments and
,peopletranslate into several much more specif-
ic and limited objective% An extensive literature
search suggest§ that these more finely articulat-
ed objectives include (1) giving information to
citizens; (2) getting information from and about
citizens, (3) improving public decisions, pro-
grams, projects, and services; (4) enhancing
acceptance of public decisions, programs, pro-
jects, and services; (5) supplementing public
agency work through volunteerism, (6) altering
political power patterns and the allocations of
public resources; (7) protecting individual and
minority group \rights and interests, and (8)
delaying or avoiding the, making of difficult
publin decisions.4

These specific objectives often are neither
mutually exelusive nor separately achieVed in
practieerilir example, many forms of citizen
participation both give inforjnation to citizens
and get information from and about them. In fact,
the key element in many of the techniques used to
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improve citizen participation often is a means of
enhancing interactions between the goUernment
and its citizens through fuller two-way commun-
ications. This leads* to resolving issues and
thereby to improving public decisims sand
enhancing their acceptance.

On the other hand, some of the specific
purposes of afrieffplirticipation may be pursued
separately, and they need not necessarily always
involve two-way communications. In fact, much
"participation" clearly does not invblve direct
interaction. For example, a citizen who receives
information from or about government, decides
that it does not affect him/her or that its effect is
satisfactory, and then decides not to comment, is
automatically counted as a nonparticipant and
added to the statistics of citizen apathy. Actual-
ly, such people are "involved" through. implied
(and often very well informed) consent, and may
emerge as activists at any time they see a clear
need to protect their own interests. Thu.'s, an
undetermined number of "silent partigipants" are
important to.the process despite their "one-way"
mode of participation on many (or even mat)
occasions.

The eight specific objectives listed above often
are expressed in even greater detai1,5 as listed
below in a rough checklist of citizen participation
purposes.

Specific Objectives
(not necessarily, mutually exclusive, separ-
ately achieved, or sought by all participants)

1. Give information to citizens.
a. Disseminate information.
b. Inform and educate the public.
c. Answer citizen questions.
d. Notify citizens of actions affecting

them and opportunities for participa-
tion.

2. Get information from and about citizens.
a. Identify affected groups, subcultures,

program clients, and various sectors of
the "market" for public services.

b. Identify prablerus, attitudes, and ,q13-
jective characteristics of citizens. N.

c. Gauge citizen attitudes toward govern-
ment.

d. Generate new ideas and alternatives
for public action.

3. Improve public dCcisions, programs,
projedts, and services.

a. Use information from and about citi-
zens (see #2 above).

b. Get and use advice from citizens about:
1) proposed plans and programs;
2) policy reviews and program evalua-

tions; and
3) priorities.

c. Enhance program coordination by.
1) counter-balancing. sppial interests

with the general public interest; and
2) promoting interaction among var-

ious interests to resolve conflicts.
d. Enhance services to individuals by:

1) establishing and using ombuds-
men, consumer advocates, etc.; '

2) providing "case work" services
through offices of elected officials;

3) inounting administrative appeals;
and

4) going to court.

4. Enhance acceptance of public decisions,
programs, projects, and services.
a. Get citizen- endorsements of decisions,

programs, projects, and services.
b. Build constituency for programs.
c. Minimize opposition by providing full

information (see #1 above) and reasons
for public actions.

d. Resolve issues (see #3-c above).
e. Employ indigenous citizens in public

programs.

5. Supplement public agendy work.
a. Accept citizen volunteers on the staff.
b. Accept and use citizen-prepared

reports or information. ,
c. Share policymaking oles with

citizens.
d. Share report preparation activities

with citizens.
e. Encourage voluntary compliance by

citizens with governmental rules,
regulations, incentives, and initiatives.

f. Encourage complementary citizen
action in the private sector.

6. Alter political power patterns and re-
source allocations.
a. Centralize or decentralize programs.
b. Establish citizen control.
c. Oppose the government.
d. Change the government through the

political process.

7,
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7. Protect individual and minority group
rights and interests.
a. Go to court.
b. Mou alministrative appeals.
c. 4ge protests, demonstrations,

strikes, pickets, etc.
Establish and use ombudsmen, con-
sumer advocates, etc.

e. Provide "case work" services through
offices of elected officials.

8. Delay or avoid making difficult public
decisions.
a. Call for further studies.
b. Go to court.
c. Mount administrative appeals:
d. Stage protests, demonstrations,

strikes, pickets, etc.

Diverse Purposes of Citizen Participation
Pursued by Diverse Interests

No single individual or group necessarily seeks
to pursue all of the specific purposes pf citizen
participation outlined aboveat least'not at the
same time. Yet, all of these purposes are reflected
in currently used forms of citizen participation
(Table 3-1, appearing later in this chapter) and,
as will be illustrated later in other tables, these
purposes tend to be emphasized or played-down
to differing degrees by different interests (Table
3-a) Even the same individuals or groups view
some of the purposes differently at different
times (Table 3-4).4

Without going into these tables at this point,
however, it simply should be noted that, in
general, the first two purposes (giving informa-
tion to citizens and getting information from and
about citizens) are fairly universally accepted.
Without this exchange of information there can
be little or no basis for working toward the
,general purposes of citizen participationWhich
'are, as noted earlier, to help change the behavior
of (1) citizens and (2) governments to the mutual
benefit of both. But, the trouble is *fiat the
changes needed and the mutual benefits sought
frequently are seen differently from the two
sides. Thus, the remaining six purposes are used
let s universally, and this is where the differences
emerge.

The three purposes of improving public decii
sions, enhancing their acceptance, arid supple-
menting public agency work are the approaches
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most used and most favored by what might be
termed "the establishment," while the three
purposes of altering present power and funding
patterns, protecting individual and minority
group interests, and stopping or delaying public
action are those most used and most favored by
the "antiestanshment." In a sense, it is the "ins"
against the "outs," or perhaps the "majority"
against the "minority." Those who have enough
confidence in, and satisfaction with, theirgovern-
ment to work constructively and cooperatively
with it "within the system" make fullest use of
the "establishment" set of purposes, while those
without such confidence jand satisfaction tend
more toward confrontation and the "antiestab-
lishment" set. While government officials (who,
of course, are in power) tend to emphasize the
"establishment" purposes, the Constitution and
related laws guarantee that citizens shall have
access to the "antiestablishment" ones within the
reasonable bounds of resPecting others' rights.

Diverse Forms of Citizen Participation

As referred to here, the forms of citizen
participation are the organizaons, activities,
and events through which citizens have contact
with government for purposes of influencing
governmental and citizen behavior. These forms
are differentiated from specific techniques of
'interaction which might be applied in various
settings (mostly meetings of one sort or another),
and from certain means of facilitating the success
of contacts between citizens and governments
(including training, staffing, and assisting the
participants with whatever forms or techniques .

they may be using). More will be said about the
special techniques and means of facilitation
later. At this point, the focus is on forms of citizen
participation.

The forms of citizen participation may be
classified into, three basic types: (1) organiza-
tions developed for the purpose of group partici-
pation, (2) participation activities for,individu-
els, an44(3) means or processes of information
exchange.

The forms of information exchange are most
numerous. So it is convenient to subdivide them
into those most related to the dissemination of
information and those more usually identified
with the collection of information. Often, organi-
zations and individuals both take advantage of
these information forms, and there is some



overlap between the forms of information dis-
semination and collection. To the extent that
citizen participation becomes a dynamic process
of interaction between citizens and govern-
ments, the information forms link up into two-
way exchange processes.

In these information exchange processes,
special attention also needs to be given to the
effectiveness of communkation. Perhaps the
most pressing need is to ensure that language
which can be understood by laymen is used
throughout he process. Another concern is to
make sure thit a multilingual approach is used in
areas where Significant numbers of participants
use different languages. Special efforts also may
be needed to reach the deaf and blind through
their own language media, and to accommodate
other participation difficulties of the handi-
capped and disadvantaged. Such special con-
cerns may call for adaptations in one or more of
the forms of information exchange discussed
here, depending upon particular situations.

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

The major forms of information dissemination
are:

1) open government,
2) meetings and speaker bureaus,
3) conferences,
4) publications,
5) mass media,
6) displays and exhibits,
7) direct mailings,
8) advertising and public notices,
93 hot lines,

10) drop-in enters,
11) correspondence, and
12) word of mouth.

While these are largely self explanatory, it is
worth commenting on several of them at this
point.

"Open government" simply means that ptiblic
business is conducted in public view. "Sunshine"
end freeom of information laws passed in recent
years have contributed substantielly to the
visibility of public actions. Private meetings of
officials in "smoke filled rooms" and rump
sessions are becoming less important as the real
policy debates take place iri public meetings, and
as government records are opened increasingly to
pub1ic view (within reasonable limitations
designed to protect the privacy of individuals

about whom public relds are kept ) This
openness allows the press, interested in u-
als, and others to see and hear' whiit is going on in
_government, and to take the initiative to publi-
cize, comment upon, and influence governmental
activities. Without this element, much of the rest
of information dissemination may become sub-
ject to the criticism thart is "managed news."

Informational meetings may be largely a form
of one-way communication from the govern-
ment to the people, or they may be combined with
two-way communication objectives. Informa-
tion meetings may be initiated by the govern-
ment or requested by outside groups .and indi-
viduals. Speaker bureaus established within
government agencies can greatly facilitate the
governmental response to requests for informa-
tion meetings. Frequently, speakers available
from such bureaus are backed up with displays,
slide prepAtations, documentaty films, video-
tapes, exhibits, publications, and other Means of 65
helping to improve the effectiveness of their
appearances. Information meetings may be large
or small, and reported by the mass Media or not.
Even when designed primarily as an information
dissemination event, they may draw responses.
Any such citizen feedback (which may come from
the audience spontaneously or in response to
press coverage) provides an opportunity for
information collection and governmental re-
sponse.

Conferences, like meetings, may be large or
small, reported by the press or not, and largely
designed for information disseMination or for
two-way itiformation exchange. The main differ-
ence between meetings and conferences is that
conferences are longer: less superficial, and
better prepared. They may differ in length from
one day to several days, but in any case they Will
address one or more topics in considerable depth.
They may make greater use of publications,
visual aids, and ty.cperts in the subject matter of
the conference. The proceedings of conferences
frequently are published or formally reported
upon in some way, and when two-way communi-

. cations are a major feature of the conference, the
record of the conference probably will include the
"results" of-deliberations.

Publications may be long or short, technical or
simple, expensive or inexpensive, produced in
large or small quantities, and made available on
limited or mass market bases. Combinations also
are possible, such as expensive technical docu-
ments made available on a limited basis, while



inexpensive popular versions are distributed
widely. Copies may be given away at meetings,
,schools, libraries, and other commonly frequent-
ed locations, Or through mass mailings. They also
may be mailed individually to those requesting
them, or sold througfi public offices. Reference
copies mayhe deposited at various public offices
or libraries.

The mass media may be used in many different
w ays. The media may simply be allowed to report
on governmental activities, or the government
may make special efforts.to initiate coverage by
the press and to workwith the press in improving
the . completeness, depth, and timeliness of
reporting. Special feature stories may be devel-
oped in this manner, including hewspaper and
magaiine articles, and interviews or .special
programs on radio and ielevision. -Spot an-
nouncerwits, talk show appearances, regular
news *coverage, and. other suns of the media
frequently may be arranged free of charge under
the public service iequirements of federal redio
and television licensee. Much has been written
about effective use of the media which will not be
repeated here. However, it is* important to
indicate that the full potential of the prees in
disseminating information concerning govern-
mental affairs cannot bmealized without the
active participation of governrhental officials
and agencies. . .

Displays and exhibits may stand on their own.
as effective information dissemination forms,
apart from their use in meetings and conferences.
They may be located in public buildings, shop-
ping malls, and other places where large numbers
of people are likely to see them.

Direct mailings, paid advertising, and legal
notices may supplement each other or be viewed
as alternatives. Generally speaking, legal notices
are the least effective in reaching people. They
are generally small and lost among many similar
notices. Advertising is much more prominently
displayed and may be used for a much wider
variety of purposes, ranging well beypnd the
satisfaction of minimum legal requirements.
Direct mailings may be even more effective if
well designed, since they may be targeted
directly to individuals or groups affected by gov-
ernmental programs and actions, or to all people
living in an affected neighborhood, community,
or governmental jurisdiction. Mass mailings of
inexpensive popular versions of governmental
proposals, plans, and reports are becoming
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commonly used in modern citizen participation
processes. Sometimes they may be combined
with the mailing of tax or utility bille, or inserted
into newspapers.

Hotlines and drop-in centers are also becoming
more popular. Hotlines are simply telephone
lines which are open long hours, or perhaps
around the clock, to either present a recorded
message and record incoming requests for
further information, or to provide access to a
knowledgeable person in the government with
whOrn the caller may consult for help, advice, or
infqrmation about governmental activities and
programa. Drop-in centers provide a similar
service on a face-to-face basis at a location
convenient to citizens. Drop-in centers may be
provided uniformly throughout a community on
a decentralized basis .for general informational
purposes, or as a special service in particular
areas where governmental programs or activities
are having special effects on people who require
unusual efforts by the government to provide
points of contact. .

Correspondence and word of mquth are such
basic techniques of communication that they are
often forgotten in the citizen Rarticipation
process. They arise from the simple right of the
people to petition and write to their govern-
mental offitials and to engage in free speech
about their government even to the point of
spreading rumors. HoWever, special attention to
these two opportunities for information dissemi-
nation can pay off. Courteous and responsive
replies to correspondence can supply much
needed information' to both individuals and
groups, and frequently will supply the substance
for word of mouth communications throughout a
community. With some deliberate effort, word of
mouth communications networks may be devel-
oped through political, civic, and neighborhood
groups. Such means of communication,may be
most important in communities with language
barriers' or low educational levels, where the
printed word, media coverage, and meeting
attendance do not reach effectively.

*...

INFORMATIbN COLLECTION

Information collection methods include, hear-
ings, workshops, meetings and conferences,
consultation, government records, analyses of
nongovernmental documents and sources, par-
ticipant observers, and surveys. Most of these

AN...



are largely self-explanatory, though some elabo-
ration may be helpful.

Public hearings are probably the most commtn
means of citizen participation used by govern-
ments., They are a traditional part of the
legislative process, and are becoming increasing-
ly prominent in administrative processes. Typi-
cally used just prior to the passage of a law or
ordinance, or the m'aking of an adminisfrative
decision, they also are being used now iricreas-
ingly at earlier stages in public policymaking
proceises. Nevertheless, the legal requirements
surrounding them and the rigidity of their formal
structures subject them to much criticism be-
cause of the lack of opportunity for effective
interaction between citizens and governmental
officials.

Workshdps and meetings are less formal than
hearings, and they provide better opportunities
for interaction. Workshops and meetings de-
signed to collect information are morelike the
conferences described above, but they are
provided with specific means to elicit informa-
tion from citizens in a setting which provides
background information and assistance to citi-
zens to help them express their views in relevant
ways. It is in this type of setting, very often,
where the special techniques of facilitating
interaction can tre introduced most fruitfully.
Such techniques include the use of:

1. Arbitration and mediation.

2. Staff facilitators operatinits coordina-
tors and catalysts in the interchange of
ideas among different groups.

3. A "plural planning" process in which
alternative plans are developed to rep-.
resent the ideal solutions to problems as
seen from differing viewpoints, thereby
setting the stlge for seeking com-
pr ise positions which satisfy as many
diffèent views as possible. "Advocacy
plann g" also may be used as part of
this pr cess, supplying one or more
groups of citizens with their own plan-

. ning advisors to help them "speak the
language" of government effectively as
they advocate their own views. This is
much like having legal counsel in judi-
cial proceedings.

4: Processes of group dynamics in which
brainstorming, role playing, feedback of

various types, and psycho-social tech-
niques of enhancing group productivity
are used by skilled leaders.

5. Focused group discussionsf in which
people are interviewed in groups rather
than individually, and their inter-
actions are used to clarify issues and
develop new insights at a deeper level
than would emerge from individual
interviews. Focused group discussions
may use group dynamics techniques, but
they are more directly task oriented to a
particular problem -already identified
before the discussion takes place, and
the need to probe certain aspects of this
problem more thoroughly in a relatively'
well structured way.

6. Policy capturing processes in which the
values of participants on a variety of
interrelated issues are weighted and
traded off against eac other in an effortk
to measure the qua itative relation-
ships among a variety of policy options
within the populations represented by
participants.

7. The policy Delphi proass in which. a
group of respondents is polled about
some issue successively over a period of
time during which the respondents are
supplied with feedback from the whole
group between each polling. The object is
to systematically develop and express
the consensus views of the group.

8. Priority setting exercises in which
advisory groups and policy bodies rank-
or rate competing public projects or
program levels until a consensus is
reached regarding their relative priori-
ties for public spending.

9. A design-in wherein self-selected citi-
zens cothe together fnr intensive work
sessions in which they are supplied with
staff assistance and materials to enable
them to "think out loud" about communi-
ty issues posed by officials or by citizens
themselves, and to express their

,thoughts visually and physically
through maps, drawings, and models.
During the process, the citizens may be
given briefings, and may make field trips
to familiarize themselves with actual
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conditions. The results are well articu-
lated citizen perceptions of community
problems and potential solutions which
may be considered by government offi-
cials.

16. "Game" simulations can be used in the
interactive process, either with or with-
out the assistance of computers, to help
participants see the likely outcomes of
policy options in relation to one another
before they are decided upon. This is a
type of simplified and foreshortened
series of comparative impact analyses
which gives policy advisers and deci-
sionmakers better "feel" forithe effects of
their actions, though it does not take the
place of fully developed impact analyses.

11. A series of technological innovations
using computers, television, and tele-
phone lines can be used to speed up these
interactive$ processes and to span dis-
tances between participants who can-
not conveniently be assembled in one
place. Such techniques include inter-
active cable television, teleconferencing
by computers, realtime computer polling
with feedback, interactive computer
graphics, and game simulations.

As the listing of these techniques shows, there
are many means at hand for enhancing the
interaction between citizens and gov ernments in
workshops and rice-Stings, as well as in unas-
sembled groups. Such workshops and meetings
may be open to all who wish to come, or they may
be limited to those on an invitation list designed
to be representative of specific interests or types
of exp rtise. These same means also may be
applied 1meetings of official governing bodies
or advisor committees, commissions, or task
forces. Obviously, they also may be used with
,various citizens groups, special interest groups,
and prcigram clientele groups.

Consultation may be used as a means of
gathering information in several ways. An open
door policy by governmental officials and
resulting face-to-face consultations with average
citizens, program clients, and community leaders
or other influential persons constitute traditional
means of consultation. More recentfy, however,
more systematic means of consultation have been
used increasingly. These rely upon published
notice' of governmental proposals and draft

7eg,

documents, often including proposed community
plans, draft legislation, proposed ordinances,
and draft administrative regulations. The publi-
cation of these documents is accompanipd by an
invitation for interested parties to submit writ-j
ten comments and recommendations. Sometimes
public hearings also are provided so thit
comments may be offered verbally as well as in
writing, but other times written responses alone
are accepted. This notice-and-written-response
procedure typically is accompanied by later
publication of the final action along with an
analysis of comments received and explanations
of their disposition.

Government records and case files contain a
great deal of information about program opera-
tions and other public policy issues. In addition,
nongovernmental sources of information (such
as research reports, news sources, newsletters of
special interest groups, and so on) frequently
contain invaluable information about the .views
of various segments of the public. Analysis of
these public records and nongovernmental
sources can help significantly to augment gov-
ernmental understanding of public issues as they
affect "clients" and others. The technical field of
content analysis may be applied with great bene-
fit to some of these sourcesparticularly those
sources eilpanating from the news media.

Participant observers are trained cultural
anthropologists who can mix With a particular
segment of the population, be accepted into the
group, and learn what makes the group respond'
as it does to its environment and to the gdYern-
mental programs and services with which the
group comes in contact. This affords a much
deeper understanding of the dy.namic relation-
ship between the government and the people
served than almost any other method, and it is
particularly useful where the segment of popula-
tion being studied is different enough from the
predominant culture of the community that such
differences could make governmental policies
and programs unworkable if they are not taken
into consider ation.6
'Finally, there is the survey technique. Used

very seldom in governmental decisionmaking
processes until after World \war II, surveys nowl?,
have become very common elements at all levels
of government. There are many types of surveys,
ranging from the opinion polling which has
becomes household word in election campaigns,
to mailed questionnaires of considerable length
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and depth, to individual interviews, group
interviews, and Seven highly sophisticated issue
balloting based upon mass media educational
efforts which may (in some cases) be linked to
the balloting through computer terminals and
telephone lines.' The purposes of survey s are to
collect information in an unbiased way from a
full cross section of the population, or a segment
thereof chosen in advance, and to do so in a tirriely
fashion and inexpensiVely so that additional
reliable and relevant information can be given to
decisionmakers before they must decide a related
public policy issue. While amateurs frequently
dabble in surveys, this is a highly technical field
in which itatistical sampling, professional
wording of questions, and careful administration
are essential to the validity of the results.

ORGANIZATIONAL FORMS
OF PARTICIPATION

Alexis deTocqueville's observation almost 160
years ago that Americans band together in
voluntary associafions with unusual frequency
is as true today as when he made it. Almost every
imaginable type of voluntary association exists
in the U.S. today. Some are established totally
without governmental initiative, while others are
created or sponsored by government. Described
below are some major types of citizen .organi-
zations involved in governmental activities.

First is a group of citizen Organizations which
Might be termed "indigenous." These are based
upon area of residence, and within that jurisdic-
tion the citizens' interests are general purpose.
These groups may be rather broadbased civic
associations or federations of civic associations
with fairly large geographic jurisdiction, encom-
passing perhaps as much as a whole city or
county. Then, there may be neighborhood associ-
ations with much more restrictect geographic

boundeiies. These may encompass only the
subdivision built by a single contractor or the
service area of a single elementary school. In
areas undergoing cultural change or physical
decline, or facing some other visible problem
(like rising crime or declining schools), more
militant citizen action councils and block groups
may form. At the smallest ena of the spectrum is
the tenant association which may be limited to a
single apartment building or project.

Despite differences in size, all of these "indi-
genous" citizen organizations spring from a
geographic residence basis of membership, and

are general purp e in nature. They are distin-
guished from one another, in addition to size,
chiefly by the types of problems they face within
their geographic bounds and the resulting
intensity or militancy of their public action
programs. Typically, they deal with issues such
as zoning changes, new development, traffic
conditions, crime, public facilities and services,in
their areas, physical deterioration, vandalism,
and changes in population or economic stalus.

Next are the special interest groups. In the
citizen participation context, they are of two
types: one based upon a special interest not
necesserily connected with a'particular govern- .
mental program, arid the other type consisting of
the clientele of particular governmental pro-
'grains. The first type of special interest group is
not tied at all to the residential location of its.
membersthough such groups may }lave state
and local chapters in addition to a national
structureand neither is the second group
except wheltimplementation of the program
happens to concentrate on aparticular local area.
pcamples of the first type of special interest
$roups are: chambers of commerce, unions,
churches, professional societies, environmental
protection and consuder organizations, taxpayer
associations, associations representing particu-
lar industries, citizen Planning associations,
associations of the variOns types of state and
local governments (often seen at the federal level
as essentially equivalent to nongovernmental
interests), and many ,others. Examples of the
more particular public program cliotele associa-
tions are parent/teacher/student associations
(PTSAs), farm bureaus, public housing tenant
associations, highway user groups, welfare
rights groups, veterans associations, and so on
almolt endlessly.

Finally, there are the several types of official
citizens committees, commissions, and councils

.1' established within the governmental framework.
IL Some are purely advisory, while others have

lirrrited governmental powers. Some are continu-
ing bodies with definite roles in certain ongoing
activities of government, while others are tem-
porary study units which go out of existence
upon completion of their assignments. Some are
composed coMpletely of private citizen& hélding
no other "official" positions, while other such
bodies have a mixed membership of private
citizens and public officials. In some casest
public governing bodies have one or more

4
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"citizen" seats designated for the puipose of
incorporating some specific interest (such as a
student seat on a school board). Citizen members
often are appointed to these committees, commis-
sions, and councils by governmental officials or
by the members of those citizen groups which
hold seats on the official body, but in some cases
they are elected by the constituencies they
represent. Where appointment proceises are
used, the number and types of citizens on the
body may be specified by law or administrative
regulation for he purpose of ensuring reasonable
represent veness within the body and to avoid
the "c uring" of the body by special, interests
with w would be expected to have
official relationships.

Local planning commissions (nuMbering near-
ly 800 in 1970)7 and the citizen advisory commit-
tees required in nunierous federal aid programs°

70 exemplify the appointed citizen bodies designed
primarily for advisory citizen participation
purp6ses. Local government study commissions
provide an example of the temporary citizen task
force. Elected model cities boards, under the now
defunct federal program of that name, provided
an example of the elective form of citizen group, a
form which is reflected now most often in elected
neighborhood councils established in a mimber
of large cities for purposes of neighborhood
decentralization. The earlier Model Cities boards
operated, and current elected neighborhood
councils operate, within the policy framework
established by their-city Or county government,
possibly with t gm degree of decisionmaking
authority withidtheir own neighborhoods.

The issues of decentralization within local gov-
ernments, and community control of schools,
were major concerns in the 1960s, generating
great controversy. They crystalized the question
concerning whether citizen participation means
(a) citizen control or (b) ample opportunity for
citizens to be heard and responded to within ,the
established structure of government, The anti.
establishment mood of the 1960s supported a
number of citizen control experiments, compet-
ing with established structures...1f government
for the exercise of power, but the 19708 has been a
period in Which there has been a return to' the
"ample opportunity to be heard" format. Never-
theless, ,decentralization to the neighborhood
level in a number of the largerlocal jurisdictions
has remained intact in an adVisory role.° Formal-
ly elected advisory neighborhood councils are the

result. Some localitieslike Dayton and Cincin-
nati, OH, and New York Cityhave official
neighborhood boards which are used lystemati-
cally in their planning and budgeting 1tocesses.10
At least 19 local govetnments also have decen-
tralized their administrative services to "little
city halls" to facilitate direct contact with their
citizens.11

INDIVIDUAL FORMS OF
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Individuals have contact with government as
individuals in many ways. They vote to put
elected officials in office (and in some states and
localities to remove them also), and in many
places they also .ro:)te to initiate government
policies themselves (as members of ihe electo-
rate) or to pass upon the actions of state or local
legislatures (referendum).12 Individuals also are
clients of various public programs, and make
statements of their own views concerning pdblic
issues at public hearings, in the mass media, and
in other forlims. Moreover, individuals are
employed by the government, and there is
increasing emphasis toward governmeut work
forces being representative of all segments of the
general population as a means of breaking down,
the "we-they" relationship between the people
and the government. In certain governmental
programs (notably antipoverty and Indian pro-
grams), special efforts are made to hire project
personnel for public contact positions who are
members of the population sector being served.
This "indigenous" employment practice is de-
signed to sensitize the government staff as well
as to enhance acceptance of the governmental
program by project clients. Volunteer workers
also are used in some programs to supplement
public agency efforts and to add the indigenous
dimension.

Individuals also are active in influencing
public issues through political campaigning and
lobbying for their own special interests, not only
at election times but throughout the year. When
individuals feel they are adversely affected by
goveromental policies or proposals they may also
exercise various rights of administrative appeal,
may appeal to a court to stop the implementation
of a governmental decision and/or to change that
decision, or may even mount a demonstration or
abtest of some type. These last three courses of
action ,.7,administrative appeals, court action,
and deitionstrationsmay be used by organize-
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tions as well as individuals. Indeed, those actions
of this type having far reaching significance for
public policy usually do have organizational
badking, even though they may take the form of a
case directly affecting only an individual. Class
action suits are relatively new instruments in the
U.S. for influencing relationships between the
government and the people, and they are based on
an aggregation of individuals rather than upon
'the existence of an organized corporate body
representing the interest involved.

Individnal citizen participation (a) relies upon
adequate information dissemination, (b) cleasly
can contribute substantially to the information
collected by government, and (c) often can be
enhanced very substantially when exercised
within the framework of citizen participation
organizations. Apart from these interrelation-
ships among the major types of participation,
there is one additional factor to consider when an
individual has a problem with, or grievance
against, government, and is affected alone. In
such cases, that person may find that mounting
an effort to rectify the situation can be more than
an individual can do alone. To surmount this
difficulty, some gOvernments have established
ombudsmen, consumer affairs offices, offices of
public counsel, or other similar mechanisms.

`ThesOffiNes assign government officials to the
tasks of receiving and looking into complaints
about the activities of government, and using the
authority of their positions to gain access to
relev ant government information, to make offi-
cial findings, and to assist complainants in;
getting a fair hearing by the government. Thi*
practice began in Europe but has spread t.6
several states in the U.S. over the past decade Or
so, and to several other units of government in the
U.S. as well.13 The ombudsman concept also has
its counterparts in the judicial system, where
legal aid services and public defender systems
have expanded significantly in recent years.14
The result is that, increasingly, the individual is
notleft alone in his quest for justice and fair play
at the hands of government.

Relationships Between the Purposes and
Forms of Cifizen Partkipation

Table 3-1 shows in a rough way,the degree to
which the several forms of citizen participation
may be used to achieve the eight specific
purposes of citizen participation. The most
obvious feature about the table is that of the 31

%.4

forms of participation, aboUSfour-fifths may be
counted upon to channel information to citizens,
while about the same number may be counted
upon as means of collecting information from or
about citizens. While the forms of participation
are not always the same for these two tasks,
about three-fifths of the 31 typically may be
expected to serve both purposes. This means that
a large number of different channels for two-way
communications between citizens and govern-
ment may be opened.

In a general sensa, any two-way communica-
tions channel may be viewed as a means of
helping to improve public decisions, programs,
projects, and services if diligently applied
toward this end. However, the outcome of
participation through wst of the forms is so
uncertain in relation to its effect on programs
that only a few may be counted upon, necessarily,
to improve public decisions in most cases. The
latter inqude those specifically designpd to solve
problemi of individuals, to provide unbiased
data about the whole population affected, and to
sensitize government tothe "objective" factors in
a )5ublic issue. Several other forms of information
eXchange and grganizational or individual par-
ticipation obviously affect the nature of public
klecisions, but whether or not the effect is an

1

improvement may be less certain. For example,
, the effects of political campaigning, lobbying,

subjecting public decisionmakers to special
interest group pressures, and holding hearings,
may or may not improve public activities. In
some cases, in fact, these types of participation
may delay decisions or, perhaps even lead to
decisions being skewed away from the general

,public interest.

Roughly a third of the 31 forms of citizen
participation provide fairly reliable means of (a)
enhancing acceptance of public decisions or
programs, (b) supplementing public agency
work, or (c) altering political power and resource
allocation patterns. The forms of participation
which enhance public acceptance do so by
providing political legitimacy (voting, open gov-
ernment, and objective surveys), tiNo- way com-
munications (working in public piojects, meet-
ings, conferences, .workshops, consultation, hot
lines, and drop-in-centers), or high public visa-
bility (advertising, notices, and word of mouth).
Those forms of participation supplementing
public agency work include the contributions
made by citizen organizations in providing

71
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information, preparing reports, and volunteering
services, as well as some of the more intensive
forms of individual participation (working in
public projects", and pursuing administrative or
judicial appeals which may revise and clarify

- public.policies, programs, and procedures), and
some of the information dissemination and
collection metfiods which help tO spread public
messages or gather-in outside information for
usa by government. The obvious contributors to
altering political power and public resource
allocation patterns are the activities of citizen
participation organizations, political participa-
tion . (voting, campaigning, and lobbying),%a4
pursuing administrative and judicial appeard
Orien government also can be expected to aid
such changeksimply through the power of public
scrutiny. Several other forms of citizen participa-
tion,.as indicated in 67%table, have more subtle
(but sometimes very definite) impacts on politi-
cal and resource allocation patterns. 73

Very few of the citizen participation forms
have an obviovs relationship to protecting
individual and minority group rights and inter-
ests, or to delaying or avoiding difticult public
decisions, although quite a few may be used for
this purpose if sincere efforts are made to do so.
Among the forms most obviously related to both
these Purposes are administrative and judicidl .

appeals. Forms related more to minority pur-
poses are open government and word of mouth,
both of which can be positive factors in assisting
minority groups to find out about goVernmental
activities which may affect them. Demonstra-
tions and protests also may serve both minority
and delay purposes, and the latter (or avoidance)
purpose may be especially' well , served by

/political action in many ,sases.
.

Nearly half of the citizen partiCipation forMs
typically can be expected to make a positive
contribution toward achieving at least four,of the
eiight purposes of citizen participation if used
diligently arid in "good faith's by boih officials
and citizens.

Who Gets Involved in
Citizen Participation and Why?

Table 3-2 shows, in a general way, degree of
interaction and Involvement among the various
types of public officials and sectors of the general
public, and the typical .purposefof involvement
from th.eir own viewpoints or in terms of the
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effpot they have.15 As this table arows, all the
basic-types of public-officials Usually have a high
degree of involvement with sonie aspect of citizen
participation..Court officials arefleast involved,
but even they must deal withfsitizen appeals
when aggrievekparties seek 6 protect their

, individual and minority group rights or interests,
or-to delay or change a public decision made in
the executive or legislative branches of govern-
ment. -

Among the various sectors of the general
public, th,e press, special interest groups, and

'rspecific clientele groups related to governmental
programs generally are the most intensely
involved. Their high d ree of involvement is
prompted by a concern with most of the eight
purposes of citize rticipation. Minority
groups, individual clients benefiting from pro-
grams, individual citizs employed in a govern-
ment program, and aggrieved parties all have
extensive involvement with government, but for
more restricted purposes. The minority Foups
and aggrieved parties are more concernell with
altering the allocation of political power and
public resonrces, protecting their own rights, and
delaying or avoiding public decisidns whichmay ,
be incogipatible with their own interests, while!:
the, individual program beneficiaries arid fridi-

. genous employees are more likely to be wcerned
with program information and the accerability
bf prograins. Organized majority, groups, issi-
dents of' particular neighborhoods communi-
tie's, and voters may get involvect to a high degree
or very little, depending upon the ebb and flaw of
specific isSueS at particalar times and places. ,

Minority groups also may exhibit this situational
behavior with respect to their involvement, since
many policy issues and administrative actions
have no paiticular minority group focus. Ordi-
nary citizens, iii the main, who are not acting in
ane or another of these other citizen capacities,
can -he expected to have very little direct
involvement in citizen participation programs'.

The potential for involvement by any'individu-
al or group at any time, however, may be as
important as actual involvement. For eXatlipie,
the fact that citizens have the opportunity to
examOe and criticize a local budget probably
will ffluendh that budget even if such citizen
action Seldom occurs. While this follows common
sense, its validity also has beel4onfirmed clearly
by the mathematical field of game theory.16

e.
4

..

- Special Techniques to Enhance
;Interactive Participation

Tceble 3-3 lists 15 special techniques which
have been usedin various of the citizen participa-
tion forms to enhance the effectiveness of two-
way inforination floWs between diffsrent ele-
ments within government or within the citizenry,
or between the government and citizens. As the '
table shows, most of these techniques may be
used with the various types of organizations

-involved in citizen participation, as well as in
workshops, meetings, and conferences' designed..
to elicit responses from participating citizens and
others. In addition, the "plural planning" or
advocacy planning techniques described earlier
can be used to inject alternative p icies or plans
into political campaigns or appeals

\
rocesses of

either Ahe administrative or judicial varieties.
Finally, some of the `newer technological tech-
niques, based upon computers and television,
may be used to add an interactive dimension to
surveys.

It should be noted that these special techniques
(most of which relate to groups rather than
individuals) are not the only means of facilitating
participation. In fact, all the forms of citizen
participation previously identified do this, and
many of them (such as hot lines, direct mail,
drop-in 'centers, and omb.udsmen) are directly
designed to facilitate participation by individu-
als as individuals. The distinction made here
betWeen forms and special techniques is simply
that the former are identifiable structures or
activities which wind on their own, while.the
latter need.a vehicle in which to be used (and a eir

' variety of vellicles will serve). ,

i
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When td Use Citizen Participation

An effective citizen participation process
inVolves the appropriate Ilse of different forms
and techniques at the right stages in a govern-
mental aetivity. Table 3-4 shows this relation-
still; in a generalized fashiontelatirig the stages
of governmental activitito the major purposes of
citize'n participation. Then, by referring back to
Tables 3:1 and 3-3, the reader cau translate these
purposes intcr appropriate options for the forms
and techniques of citizen participation -which
might be chosen at any stage.

For purposes of this analysis, the stages of gov-
erhthental decisionmaking and problem solving
aCtivities are:



Tele 3-3

SPECIAL TECHNIQUE§ OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION RELATED TO
MAJOR FORMS OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

FORMS

Organizational
of

Citizen
Participatkm

SPECIAL & it&
:6" E

3.E.:4111
to 8 8

TECHNIQUES
of

Citizen
Participation

Legal

1. Arbitration X X

Psychologkal

2. Mediation X X X X

3. Coordinator/
Catalyst X X X

4. Plural Planning X X X

S. Group Dynamics X X

.X

X X

6. Focused Group 4

Discussion X X X X

7. Policy Capturing X X X X

8. Policy Delphi X X X X

9. Priority Setting X X X

10. Design-In X X X X

11. Game Simulation X X X X

Technological

12. Interactives,Cable TV X X X

13. Teleconferencing
by Computer

14. Real Time Computer

X

X

X

X

X

X X

Polling and Feedback
IS. Interactive Computer X X X X

'Graphics

SOURCE ACIR staff compilatioh of in
Citizen Participation in Transportation

Individual Information Dissemination Information Collection

A 12

if 1 hr

gb
Ii1h

X X X

formation principally conuined in. U.S. Department of Transportatidn, Federal Highway Administration, Effective
Planning, Vol. II, A Catalog of Techniques, Washington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976.

fr
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. Table 3-4

APPROPRIATENESS OF CITIZEN'PARTICIPATION.PURPOSES
AT THE VARIOUS STAGES OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITY

. STAGES

-
.o

E .2 c c

7
44 o1 i, r tee, = =.> .c E a 75 Ir. .1 t _

01 0 7, ° ri c .3 gr-i 11 Ti 2 E * = fo, 7, c '2g e N I E .2 3 gi t .4 11: tx 1 fi et a Tc; i fil I
e a
a . 1 .. C.7 12 g a . e i IS ta es < IS :::. cc g '8 2 g la .1 4 a. a.

of
Governmental

Activity

, SPECIFIC

PURPOSES

of .

Citizen
Partkipation

"Universal" Purposes
,

.
x x x x x x x

.r,

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

*x "x x xx

x x x x x x

.

x x x i 4 X

\
x x x X. x x

1. Give Information to
Citizens

2. Get Information From/
About Cititens

"Establishment" Purposes

3. Improve Public
Decisions/Programs

4. Enhance Acceptance
of Public Decisions/
Programs

5. Supplement Public
Agency Work

"Anti-Establishment"
Purposes

6. Alter Political Power
Patterns and Resources t'
Allocations

7. Protect Individual
and Minority GrouP
Rights and Interests

8. Delay or Avoid .

Difficult Public
Decisions

. ..
.

'These specik purposes all operate within the two general purposes of (11 changing the behavior ofgovernments so that they respond
better to citizen needs and desires, ana (2) changing citizen behlvior to make citizens more capable and active in governmental
affairs and less alienate8 from society The characterizations of specific purposes as universal, establishment, or antiestablishment

' are not precise, rather, they are reminders that these purposes are viewed differently and used differently by different groups and
individUals.

.

,

SOURCE Cogan & Associates, Techniques of Pubbc Involvement, State Planning Series 11, Washington, DC, Council ot State Plan-
ning Agencies, 1977. .....,,.
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1) problems and issues recognition
2) goals setting,
3) fact finding and research,
4). problem defihition and revision of goals,
5) development of alternative public poli-

cies and programs,
analysia of alternatives (impact ana-
lyses),

7) recommendation and adoption of pre-
ferred public policies and programs,

8) implementation of adOpted public policies
and programs, and

9) evaluation of policy and program imple-
mentation.

As Table 3-4 shows, citizen participation of
some type is appropriate at all of these stages.
The widest range of participation purposes apply
at the recommendation, adoption, and imp lemen-

78 tation stages, 'but almost as wide a range is
appropriate at the earlier goal setting and
problem definition stages. Very significant par-
ticipation, involving half or more of the citizen
participation purposes, also is appropriate
at the problem and issue recognition stage
as well as the impact analysis and final evalua-

a
tion stages. The fewest purposes of public in-
vofvement come into play at the fact finding and
research stage and the stage in which alternative
public policies and programs are developed,
although these purposes sometimes may produce
very significant benefits at these stages also. The
high degree of expertiseneeded at these stages
(or large amounts of technical assistance needed
to compensate for the lack of expertise by
citizens) sometimes limits the amount of partici-
pation at these two stages. Still, it should be
recognized that the professionally trained "eic-
perts" have no 'monopoly on creativity or naw
ways of seeing pioblems and scilutions. In fact,
sometimes too much training restricts vision
enough that only a fresh view from outside the
bureaucracy can open new vistas and break
impasses.

' q'able 3( Also shnws how continuously or
sporadically the different purposes of citizen
participation are likely to be focused upon by the
various interests (identified in Table 3-2) as a
governmental activity is pursued. Goals which
are pursued from beginning to end include
inforing citizens and developing information
for use in governmOntafactivities. The purposes
of improving public decisions, aupplementing

A

alier"

public agency work, and protecting individual
and minority group rights also recur throughout
the process. Efforts to enhan eptance of
policies and programs and t alt r political
powe't and public resources allocation patterns
occur primarily at the direction setting and
implementation stages (stages 1, 2, 4,.7, and 8).
Anyone interested in delaying or reversing
public decisions and activities also miRy be
concerned with these direction setting stages, but
drastic actions to achieve this purpose usually
are reserved for the recommendation, adoption,
and implenentation stages (stagei 7 and 8).

Programs in Which
Citizen Participation is Used

Citizen participation is used in botli the
legislative and executive branches of govern-
ment, and often relates to processes and policies
of general government involving the highest level
elected and appointed officials. Such participa-
tion also is used quite commonly in many
individual programs in both the physical devel-
opment and human services fields, where citi-
zens may be involved even more deeply, delving
into administrative matters and dealing with
lower level staff people as well as the higher level
pOlicies and officials. Except for the most
traditional forms of political participation (vot-
ing, campaigning, and lobbying),1' most forms
and techniques of citizen participation used
today are of relatively recent origin.

Sme of the more recent citizen participation
methods, however, have older rootsgoing back to
earlier physical development programs and local
governnNnt reforms. The "good government"
movement in the early part ..jzf this century
spaWned citizen planning commissions through-
out much of the nation and a variety of citizen
task forces and study commissions which
prepared special reports with recommendations
for improving and modernizing the forms and
functions of government. Often, these commis-
sions, taslc forces, and study groups originated as,
citizen "watch dog" groups designed to monitor
the activities of government and bring outside
pressure to bear as a means of correcting govern-
mental abuses and inadequacies. However, as
time passed, the planning commissions and other
citizen groups in the physical development

.1{,pogrems took on functions which were4mere
fntegtal to the operations of continuing govern-.

mental. activities. Their phisical development

J:3 S



assignments oriented them largely toward public
works projects and the programming of funds for
such projects over three or five-year periods of
time in accordance with physical development
planslb

This physical project orientation led to empha-
sis upon improving the design of the projects to
enhance their efficiency and effectiveness and to
minimize their adverse impacts on the communi-
ty, thereby enhancing their political and corn-
muhitya-Ccelifance. Urbat redevelopment and
renewal programs deepened citizen involvement
in physical development work very greatly in the
1950s, and led the way for even more intensive
participation under the Model Cities program in
the second half of the 1980s. Heavy participation
in transportation projects began in the 1980s, and
environmental concerns have been added in the
1970s. Energy programs are now\at the threshold
of developing such involvement.

.
Citizen participation in agricultural and natu-

ral resources programs came out of somewhat
different tradigons in the early part of the
century. The former were approached, for
example, through the demonstration programs of
the agricultural extension agents (with direct
farmer, contacts), through loin programs with
farmer-controlled review committees, and
through the election of farmer-tontrolled soil
conservation districts, while the development of
water resources (through building (laths and
supplying irrigation and rural electrification)
generated rural citizen committees and direct
"consumer" relationships with the federal gov-
ernment.

Mien participation in human services pro-
grams received national attention considerably
later, and grew out of still different traditions. It
is more people oriented, case work sensitive, and
advocative in nature. Its roots are largely in
social work and sociology, and its national
origins are f6und in the mid-1960s when the
antipoverty program and similar efforts began
some have arguedas an effort to defuse the
"time bomb" of dissatisfaction in urban ghettos
which eirentually broke out as Urban riots. In
comparison with citizen participation inphysical
developmental fields, human services participa-
tion tends to be more oriented t9/ continuous
program operations on a year,by-year and

43 month-by-month ba'sis, rather than the more
episodic project orientation represented by
public works. Despite its later start, the human

services field encompasses some of the most
innovative participation forms and techniques.
However, these tend not to be as uniformly
applied across all human services as is common
among physical development programs.

Among the general government programs,
except for comprehensive planning which fol-
lows the physical development pattern, tradi-
tional political participation (augmented by
occasicmal temporary study commissions) typi-
cally was felt to be adequate until iecent years. In
the post-Watergate era, however, the urge to
rebuild confidence in government has led to
major efforts in the last few years' to open all
parts of government to public view. Increasingly,
now,. most legislative meetings, are open to the
public, and may , even be broadcast by the

- lectronic media, while administrative rulemak-
ing which once took place behind closed doors
(with the involvement of only special interest
groups) also has been put out in the open through
public notices, publication of proposed rules, and
open invitations for all to comment and have
their comments responded to. Even labor negoti-
ations now are being conducted in public in some
cases, or submitted to some sort of public

Alitification process afterwards.
Admittedly, these characterizations of partici-

pation across the broad spectrum of government
programs and activities is very general and
imprecise. Nevertheless, it proVides some sense
of the flifferent origins and perceptions of
participation in the different programs. Addi-
tional detail on some of these programs is
provided in Chapter 4, where brief descriptions
of citizen participation requirements in several
federal grant programs are examined, and in
Chapter 5 where there is an examination of
participation in issues of state and local govern-
ment budgeting and financing..

A general overview of the program-by-
program variations in citizen participation forms
and techniques are shown in Table 375. This table.
also shows variationsiby program for the several
II means" of facilitating citizen participationre-

- gardless of which form or technique is being
- .used. ,,

The forms and techniques of citizen participak
tion hay e been described earlier in this chapter, .

but the general means of facilitating them have
only bee hinted at. Thus, it is appropriate to
describe thee means here before proceeding to
examine Table 3-5. These "means" are actions,

8J
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Table 3-5
PROGRAMS USING VARIOUS CITIZEN PARTICIPATION FORMS,

TECHNIQUES, AND MEANS OF FACILITATIONBY FREQUENCY OF USE*

RMS

TECHNIQUES,
AND MEANS OF
fACILITATING
Citizen
Participation

PROGRAMS
of
Citizen
Participation

General Government . Physical Development Human Servkes
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c. Making Statements
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f. Displays/Exhibits/Etc.
g. Mail
h. Advertising/Notices
i. Hot Lines
j. Drop-In Centers
k. Correspondence ,

4. Information Collection
a. Hearings
b. Workshops, Meetings

° and Conferences
c. Coniultation
d. Government Records
e. Nongovernment Docu-
ments (content analysis),
f. Participant Observers
.13. Surveys

TECHNIQUES
1. Legal

a. Arbitration
2. Psychological

a. Mediation
b. Coordinator/Catalyst
c. Plural (advocacy)
Planning
d. Group Dynamics
e. Focused Group
DistrUssion
f. Policy Capturing
g. Policy Del-phi '

h. Priority Setting
i. Design-In
j. Game Simulation

3. Technological
a. Interactive Cable TV
b. Teleconferenciffie by '

,
Computer
C. Real Time Computer
Polling and Feedback' .

d. Interactive Computer
GraPhics and Game Simu-
lation

H.
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Table 3-5 (cont.)

PROGRAMS USING VARIOUS CITIZEN PARTICIPATION FORMS,
TECHN QUES, AND MEANS OF FACILITATION-BY FREQUENCY OF USE*

PROGRAMS General Government Physical Development Human Services
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Citizen
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1. Simplify and Clarify the
Process

2. Provide Citizen Participa-
tion Training to:
a. Citizens
b. Public Officials and
Staffs

3. Provide Citizen Participation
and Related Staff to:
a. Citizen Groups
b. Government Agencies

4. Provide Technical Assis-
tanc to:
a. Cititen Groups
b. Certain Individual Citi-
,zens

5. Provide Economic Assis-
tance and Incentives, for
Citizens to Participate*
a. Cost Reimbursement
b. Honoraria

,
,

G = Generally used. s = Sometimes'used. e = Experimentally or infrequently used. Blank = Not used. -.
-,

SOURCE. U.S. Department pof Transportation', Federal Highway Administration, Effective Citizen Participation in Transportation Plahning, Vol. 0,
A Catalog of Techniques, Washington, DC, U.S, Government Printing Office, 1976.
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which may be taken by government, or by other
interested parties, to enable participants' in the
jirocesswhether they are public officials or
private persons or groupsto be more effective.

Perhaps most basic is the effort to simplify and
clarify the governmental processes in which
participation is occurring. 'Unnecessary com-
plexity and confusion makes participants waste
their time and efforts, become increasingly
frustrated with their lack of effectiveness, and
ultimately withdraw from the process.

But,,eyen with relatively clear and simple goy-
processes ,. participants need to "learn

the ropes d have access to staff and technical
assistance. Several means are available to
provide this help. One is training in the use of
citizen participation forms and techniques. It
sometimes is as useful to public ofnals and
their staffs as it is to citizens themselves. Then,
once the participants know what is to be done to
participate effectively, they can do q much better
job if they have staff allocated to help them, and if
they have access to technical resources which
can help answer key-questions brought up in the
particlpation dialogue.

Finally, economic assistance can do a great
deal to enable participants to join and remain in
the pacticipation process. This is an especially
crucial consideration in the participation of low
and moderate incomeyeople who may not be able
to afford the babysitting, trangportation, and
salary loss consequences of participating. This,
becomes a major cpncern in "human services'
programs Where many of .the most) relevant
participants fall' into these lower income catego-
ries. In other programs, this cost reimburserment
consideration is often mare limited to the
courtesy type of expenses such as free parking
and a free meal at the meeting site. Honoraria, not
specifically related to any actual-Costs, also have
been provided in a few cases where additional
i4centive was desired for atfracting ,particular
experts or a good cross section of 'thoSe to be
represented.

As Titble 3-5 shows, some form of reimburse-
ment Often is provided, often covering a fuller
range pt costs in the human services fields than in
other programs. Also, citizen participation staffs
are generally-provided within government agen-
cies in a number of different program :areas.
Those staffs, often supplemented by, other
regular staff members in peiblic agencies, fre-
quently provide technical assistance to citizen

groups. However, the othertmeani, of facilitating
participation are:not used to nearly so great an
extent. This is evident in the fact that the goy-.
ernment procedses in which citizens are expected
to participate remain complex and confusing for
the most part. In addition, citizen participation
training is seldom offered either to citizens or
public officials, and staff assistance is seldom
provided to citizen groups. Also, technical
assistance is seldom provided to individual
participants, and the same may be said of
honorariums.

With respeot to tile forms of citizen participa-
tion, Table 3-5 shows that all of the govern-,
mental program areas tabulated make wide-
spread use of three or more of them, and all the
programs use s,till other films, sometimes br oc-
casionally. The program atels using the fewest
fauns are labor relations and scientific re-
search;ras one might expect. In the middle group
are the prograni fields of budget and finance,
legislation, administrative rulemaking, natural
resources, services for the aging, antipoverty,
tab training 'and placerhent, health, education,
leisure time, wttif are, and criminal justice. The
ones using the largest number of forms are com-
prehenslve planning, community development,
economic development, transportation, environ-
mental protection, energy (potentially), agricul-
ture, and housing. .

'The forms of participation usecr most cominon,
ly by the various program areas are special
Interests and specificorogram clientele groups,
individual statements and attendance at meet-
ings, political campaigning and lobbying, open
government, publications and mass media,
correspondence and consultation, and the analy-
sis, 'of information' from government ricords.
Least generally used are indigenous emproyment
in public Projacts, mass mailings, arop7in cen-
ters, participant observers, and surveys.

None of the spe'cial techniqUes for intensifying
the two-way interchange of information are
generally`.- used,. in any program area (except
focused group discussiante in agriculture), but
thesejechniques at least have been experimented
with in almost every program area.

Comprehensive Parpcipation Processes

Recognizing that citizen participation can be
much more effective and useful when several
fornis of it are used together, many units of

4
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Table 3-6

FORMS OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION USED IN CERTAIN CITIZEN
PARTICIPATION PROCESSES, AND DEGREE TO WHICH RELIED UPON

FORMS
of
Citizen
PArlicipation

PROCESSES
of
Citizen
Participation

organizational Individual Information Dissemination Information Collection

Nib gill
1. Standard Public

Policy Process
2. Open Public Policy

Process H H H 1-1*ImH mml I IH HH HHHHH.HHH H HH H H I H3. Value Analysis HH H H H H H4. Charrette H H H
H HHH H H H

m H 1IH HmmHIm mmm I .1-1 HI! M I

4

got

H Highly relied upon.
m = Moderately relied upon.

I Low degree of reliance.
Blank = This form typically not used.

SOURCE: ACIR staff compilation based principally upon: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Effective CitizenParticipation in Transportation Planning, Vol. II, A Catalog of Techniques, Washington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976.
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government have established _more or less
comprehensive programe of citizen participation
which make use of sevei,al such forms. Table 316
shows the degree to whia four such processis
rely upon the various forms of citizen participa-

, .tion.
The first onestandard public policy

processoften used by governing bodies. and
planning commissions, tnakes heavy use of such
forms as bfficial citizen commissions, commit-
tees, and task forces, as well as special interest
groups, political processes, and hearings. Other
forms of participaiion are used to lesser degrees,
but too frequently participation is inadequate
and leads to demonstrations or other types of
protest in the end. ,

By contrast, the "open" public policy process
places a high reliance-on' about three times as
many participation forins. The idea is to provide
much fuller participatkon throughout the policy -
making process, and minimize the risk of
demonstrations and prittests in the final stages.

The other two co4rehensive participation
processesvalue analitsis and charretteare
much more highly structured, and have been used
much less frequenily.-Yalue analysis has been
used in the tra'nsportafion and education fields,
while charrettes have inen used for designing,
schools and neighborhood facilities, regional
land use plans, urban "r,enewal projects, model
cities projecsts, rapid transit systems, highway
interchanges, urn malls, and historic preserva-
tion plans. .

...

The value analysis ptocess identifies the key
parties-at-interest in a Ipublic policy issue, and
involves all of them thrdoghout the policy making
process in (a) identifying the factors of chief
concern to them, (b) ranking the consequences of
alternative proposals, tp) reacting to technical
studies, (d) resolving dtmmunity differences'of
opinidn, and finally (e)Ideveloping support for a
pr erred policy or pthgram. The forms and
tech "clues used in thii. process may vary from
time-to44me and place4to-place, but great re-
liance is placed upon reiDresentative citizen and
special interest groupt meetings, workshops,
conferences, consultatiris, and surveys. The
more highly interactivt these forms, the better.

The charrette is nftich like the design-in
technique described &flier, except that the
charrette has greater status in the planning
process and follows thfough all the way to the
point of official publikdecisionmaking. It is a

. ,.-

highly intensive problem solving process which,
is usually applied to a relatively.hmited and well
defined public policy issue. It involves choosing a
relatively small but highly representative group
of people affected by the issue, and gathering
them together in a marathon meeting process
where they are given adequate staff and-technical
support and are asked-to "solve the problem." The
process may be scheduled over a series of
consecutive weekends or evenings within a
relatively short period of time so that a Jughly
intensive working atmosphere can be developed
and maintained. The result is a definite public
policy proposal and project design, agreed to by
more or less "official" representatives of the
parties-at-interest. The policy proposal and
proje design are presented to public policy mak-

for final action. ,

The charrette is a highly inter'active process,
and it uses many of Ihe same participation forms
as valbe analysis. The chief differences are (1)
that much more attention may be given at. the
beginning to publicizing the charred; and
choosing participants from the affected commun-
ity who may not necessarily be organizational
reprebentatives, and (2) the charrette takes place
over a much shorter period of time, essentially
within the confines of one room, whereas the
value analysis may take place over a long period
of time with many more steps to the process
andlnany more technical studies and outside fac-
tors influencing the process.

While the value analysis and charrette pro-
cesses_are not as general purpose as the "stand-
ard" and "open" public policy processes, they do
illustrate the way in which a variety of citizen
participation forms and techniques may be
linked together creatively to help solve large-
scale, long-range planning problems and smaller,
mare immediate proiect design problems.

,

Factors Considered in Developing
Citizen Participation Processes

If it is agreed that citizen participation is most
effective when approached through a process
which provides a vhriety of opportunities at
different stages of governmental activities, then
developing an effective process involves choos-
ing the appropriate participation forms and
techniques, and providing appropriate support to
facilitate the process at particular times in
specific plates. Such choices can be made upon
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the basis of the political acceptability, productiv-
ity, and feasibility of the various forms, tech-
niqueS, and means. These factors, differentiating
the many methods of participation, are examined
below.

POLITICAL ACCEPTABILITY

T.o be politically aceeptable, a method of
participation must be perceived as providing fair
opportunities for inclusion of viewpoints from all
sectors of the community or other constituencies
which reasonably may bre expected to be affected
by the issues involved. Such methods also must
be viewed as producing credible results, based
upon responsible processes under which partici-
pants may be held accountable for their actions.
These factors of fairness, inclusiveness, respon-
sibility, and accountability have the effect of
legitimizing the process and making the results

86 more credible.
The other principal dimension of political

acceptability concerns the degree and rapidity of
change which is sought in the political order. Are
the issues being raised in the main stream Of
those already recognized politically? Are they
new ones on the fringe of recognition? Or,
perhaps, are they issues which the present
political order has already "swept under the
rug?" Does the citizen participation method seek
to challenge existing political power bases and
shift that power to new leaders more sympathetic
to currently unacceptable issues? Obviously,
there is a great difference between citizen
'participation which is genuinely helpful on well
accepted issues and works in harmony with
existing leadership, and participation which
seeks to change existing leadership and move
into new "unsettling" types of issues. Both types
of participation may be necessary from time to
time and place to place, but the former has a
much greater chance of being politically accepted
from the beginning, while the latter is much more
likely to stir political opposition.

PRODUCTIVITY

The productivity of a citizen participation
method is related to:

4 1 ) its ability to actually attract citizens to
take part in it actively;

?) its ability to involve citizens relatively
intensely, so that they become knowl-

edgeable about the issues and provide
well considered responses;

4) its ability to yield unique informations
about the people and organizations affect-
ed, the -issues involved, and the ideas or
viewpoints of the interested parties;

4) its ability to resolve issues (rather than to
polarize them); and

5) its ability to be objectively validated so
that the reliability of information pro-
duced may be checked and v ouched for.

FEASIBILITY

There also is the question of the feasibility of
the participation method. Some citizen participa-
tion methods cost much more than others, while
others may require much more of the citizens'
time than alternative methods. Some methods
may take so long that, by the time results are
produced, the issues have already been decided.
Citizen participation methods also vary a great
deal in terms of citizen convenience. Moreover,
some methods are so complex, or deal with issues
so complex, that ordinary citizens cannot partici-
pate in them without special training, special
equipment, or other assistance. Finally, some
methods may require the passage of new laws
before they can be used. While these difficulties
might ultimately be overcome, they present
practical obstacles iii the pursuit of certain types
of participation.

Evaluating the Forms of
Citizen Participation

Table 37 rates the various citizen particip,
tion forms, techniques, and facilitation
on the basis of their political acceptability,
productiv ity, and feasibility. These ratings are
judgmental, but they are based upon an extensive
review of the literature of citizen participation
and upon specific pro and con evaluations of
most of the forms and techniques prepared by the
Federal Highway Adthinistration in 1976.le

ORGANIZATIONAL FO MS -

The ratings of organ zational forms of citizen
participation are fairly high overall. Especially
with respect to their feasibility and their produc-
tivity in terms of attracting citizens to become
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, f
involved and providing worthwhile information
not available elsewhere. The self-selected citizen
groups'and specia interest groups are not as high
in politilalr) acaptability as public program
clientele groups Etnd officially constituted citizen
committees, task forces, and commissions, be-
cause of their potential for being biased on issues
affecting them. The clientele groups are consi-
dek to be legitimate participants because of
their high degree of involvement, while the
officially constituted committees and commis-
sions (inchiding task forces) Are "acceptable"
because appointments to them can be balanced to
ensure a fair and inclusive mixture of viewpoints
and member4 who are viewed as responsible and
accountable individuals. Of course, if appoint-
ments' to these bodies are not made with such
factors in mind, then these bodies also may lose
their relatively high degree of "acceptability::

INDIVIDUAL FORMS

Individual forms of citizen participation .are
quite vaNed, and span the full range of ratings.
Voting and being a program client are viewed as
highly legitima te in the political sense, and both
are productive and feasible as well. Attending
meetings and working in public projects also
receive fairly high ratings, with relatively few
drawbacks. On the other hand, individuals
makiqg public statements often are highly
suspect, in that their statements are immediately
discounted as being "one man's opinion" unless
the person is a recognized leader of some Sort
(tying him back to some organizational relation-
ship). Political campaigning, lobbying, and
demonstrating or protesting against govern-
ment have even greater drawbacks; they repre-
sent obvious biases with respect to the issues
cOnfronted. Finally, the use of judicial and
administrative appeal procedures by individuals
presents almost as many problems of feasibility
and adverse impact on programs as the benefits
which may accrue ultimately as program im-
provements; thus, they usually are viewed as a
"last resort."

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

Information dissemination practices have
_many benefits and few disadvantages, except
that they (in themselves) are not very productive
unless used in conjunction with other participa-....

tory practices.

INFORMATION COLLECTION

C. .

Most information collection practices also have
many benefits and few drawbacks. However,
there are two exceptions. The drawbacks ol
public hearings (lack of opportunity for two-way
communications and the biased nature of much of
tile information placed in the record) fairly
evenly balance out their simplicity, feasibility,
and familiar position within the citizen partici-
pation process. Thus, they may be seen, very
often, as necessary parts of the citizen participa-
tion process, but not one of the more productive
parts. The other information collection practice
with substantial drawbacks is the use of partici-
pant observers. This method is impractical for
use on a broad scale, but it can be very productive

.in limited situations where other means may be
unproductive.

..

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES FOR
ENHANCING INTERACTION

Most of the special techniques for enhancing
interactions among.governments and people in
the citizen participation process are highly
productive and politically acceptable. Most also
are quite feasible. However, they are not without
problems. For example, the legal arbitration
technique is ruled out in many situations by the
lack of authorizatjon to carry it out, and the
design-in and gaine simulation techniques are so

' intensive that they raise a whole variety of
feasibility questions in a large number. of
situations. The technologically based interactive
techniques also face feasibility problems relating
to cost and the need for special equipment and
specially trained participants.

MEANS OF FACILITATING PARTICIPATIISN

The means of facilitating parjicipation (appli-
cable to any of the forms or techniques used),
generally present opportunities for improving
the process with few drawbacks. However, their
relative lack of use attests to the significance of
Such drawbacks. For example, the staffing of
citizen groups ' and certain individual citizens
having special needs does run into some problem
of political acceptability; it may present a
challenge to existing leadership because it might
give citizens a greater capability to raise "unac-
ceptable" issues with greater frequency and
intensity. Thus, it often is viewed as something

1 0 1
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MAJOR FEATURES OF THE VARIOUS FORMS, TECHNiQUES,
AND MEANS OF FACILITATING CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Table 3-7

FORMS
TECHNIQUES

AND MEANS OF
FACILITATING .

Citizen
Participation

FEATURES of Forms,
Techniques, and

Means of Facilitating
Citizen Participation

Political Acceptability* Feasibility'
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1. Organiiatio
a. Citiz roupi
b. Speciid Interest Groups
c. Specqic Program Clien-
.tele Grciups
d. Offidal Citizen Com-
mittees, Task Forces, and
Commissions

2. IndividUal
a. Voting
b. Being a Program Client
c. Making Statements
a. Attending Meetings
e. Working in Public
Projects
f. Campaigning/Lobbying
g. Court/Administrative
Appeals
h. Demonstrating

3. Information Dissemination
a. Open Government
b. Special Public Informa-
tion Meetings
c. Conferences
d. Publications
e. Mass Media
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Table 3-7 (cont.)

MAjOR FEATURES OF THE VARIOUS FORMS, TECHNIQUES,
AND MEANS OF FACILITATING CITIZEN' PARTICIPATION

4

. FEATURES of Forms, Political Acceptability* Feasibility* Prodtiaivity* ,

, Techniques, and
Means of Faeilitating

FoRms Citizen Participation
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1., Simplify and Clarify the
Process

2. Provide Citizen Participa-
tion Training to: .

a. Citizens
b. Public Officials -and
Staffs ,

3. Provide Citizen Participation
and Related Staff to:

. a. Citizen Groups '

b. Certain Individual Citizens
4. Provide Technical Assis-

taRce to:
a. Citizen Groups
b. Certain Individtial Citi-
zens '

5. Provide Economic Assis-
tance and Incentives for
Citizens to`Participate
a. CoM Reimbursement
b. Honoraria

H = Highly politically acceptable, feasible or prokctive. - Q =Questionable acceptability, feasibility or productivity.
m = Moderately acceptable, feasible or productive. Blank = Not ,applicable.

"Costs are quite variable for most forms, and techniques of citizen participation, often depending upon how seriously pur-
'sued and facilitated. Entries tn this column assume reasonable dili§ence, and reflect only general estimates of relatke cost.

SOURCE ACIR staff compilation based principally upon: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration,
Effective Citizen Participation in Transportation Planning, Vol. II; A Catalog of Techniques, Washington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Offke, 1976., .,
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upon which to move rather §lowly. Cost factors
also ;nay be raised in connection with these
means of citizen participation facilitation'.

SUMMARY

In summary, these ratings show that there are
many politically acceptable, productive, and
feasible citizen participation practices which
may be used in combination tohelp improve and
enhance public acceptance of public decisioZs,
programs, projects, and services, to help partici-
pants protect their.own rights and interestl, and
to ensure that governments act responsively,
responsibly, and accountably. Thus, it would
appear that despite budgetary and time
constraints, a productive and acceptable citizen
participation process can be developed where
there is a will to do so.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AT THE
VARIOUS LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT

Contrary to popular belief, citizen participa-
tion is a universal feature of government at all
levels in the United States. The folrowing para-
graphs elaborate upon this finding, but also show
that the practics of citizen participation varies
from one level of government to another.

The Universality of.Citizen Participation

Table 3:9 shows that a substantial amount of
citizen participation is found at every level of
government in the United States, and in every
branch of those governments. Despite lapses in
the practice of citizen participation at particular
timeso and places, the American system of
democracy is based upon theories of openness
and involvement, and continues to move toward
such ideals in actual practice. The jury system in
the judiciary, and the campaigning, voting, and
labbying processes in the two political branches
permeate the federal, state, and lacal levels of
government. beyond that, public .information
programs and hearings are widely used by all
three levels, and by both the executive and

, legislative branches.
When one stops to think of such matters, these

revelations are not surprising. However, the
common conception of citizen participation often
has been the "town meeting" where all citizens
attend and their direct participation, and vote
flecides public issues without intermediaries.

Ii

Nottring less than participation. by 100% of the..
citizens, and their high inta4ty and well
informed involvement, suffices to fulfill this
common conception. Obviously, such participa-
tion-is possible only in small local jurisdictions,
where travel distances, physical accommoda-
tions, and a high level of commitment to self-gov-
ernment by all the people in the area permit such
processes. It should be obvious, also, that such
participation seldom if ever is actually achieved,
even in such local jurisdictions. Nevertheless,
this popular conception is so ingrained in
Americati experience, that anything less is often
labeled as pseado-participation. In part, it is this
idealization which leads to the myth that
effective citizen-Participation can be sought only
at the local levels of government.

Actually, there may be great variations at all
levels of government (including local) fn the
proportions of people involved, in the intensity
and frequency of their involvement, and in the
purposes and forms of their involvement. When
one actually looks into the practice* of citizen
participation in the United States, it becomes
readily apparent that.any level of government is
likely to use almost any form or technique of
participation on one occasion or another. For
example, in September 1978, the United States
Congress installed a hot-line and stationed a
battery of Congressmen at the phones to receive
calls from all over the country from ordleary
iiidivOuals wishing to place their views in front
of the Congress. President Carter fiad used a
similar technique months earlier, along with a
series of town meetings at which he appeared in
various pants of the country to respond to
citizen's questions. Showmanship or not, in these
individual cases, it is obvious that the mere size
of government is not necessarily a barrier to
providing citizens with direct access. The state
and federal governments now are using many
means of consulting their constituents directly
on major policy issues and on many administra-
tive issues as well, though distance, cost, and
familiarity with procedures can be factors that
inhibit follp who are not organized.

Variations in Citi'2en Participation
Among the Levels of Government

Of course, there are differences . in cilizen
participation efforts at ths various levels of gov-
ernment. Table 3-8 shovVf, for example, that
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- Table 3-8
*LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT USINGVARIOUS CITIZEN PARTICIPATION FORMS,

, TECHNIQUES, AND MEANS OF FACILITATION-LBY FREQUENCY OF USE*
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1. Organizational
a. Citizep Groups
b. Special Interest Groups,

. c. Specific Program Clien-
tele Groups
d. Official Citizen Com-
mittees, Task Forces, and
Commissions

.2. Individual
a. Voting
b. Being a Progrim Client
c. Making Statements
d. Attending Meetings.
e. Working in Public Pm+
Os
f. CampaigninWLobbying

4 1. Court/Administrative
Appeals

. h. Demonstration

3. Information Dissemination
a. Open Government
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g. Mail
h. Advertising/Notices
i. Hot Lines
j. Drop-In Centers
k. Correspondence

4. Informatinn Collection
a. Hearings
b. Workshops, Meetings
and Conferences
c. Consultation
d. Government Records
e. Nongovernment Docu-
ments (content analysis)
f. Participant Observr
g. Surveys

TECHNIQUES

1. Legal
a. Arbitration

2. PsVchologicil
a. Mediation
b. Coordinator/Catalyst
c. Plural (advocacy) Plan-
ning
d. Group Dynamics
e. Focused Group ,Discus-
sion
f. Policy Capturing
g. Policy Delphi
h. Priority Setting
i. Design-In
j. Game Simulation

3. Tçchnological
a. nteradlive Cable TV
b. Teleconferencing by
Computer
c. Real Time Computer
Polling and Feedback
d. Interactive Computer
Graphics and Game Simu-
lation.
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Table 3-8 (cont.)
-

LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT USING VARIOUS CITIZEN PARTICIPATION FORMS.,
TECHNIQUES, AND MEANS OF FACILITATION-4Y FREQUENCY OF USE*

FORMS
TECHNIQIJ
AND MEA
FACILITATING
Citizen ,!.

Participatiln

LEVELS AND

PROCESSES
of
Government

Federal Government Stat Government
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Local Government

C.0

Regional Govern-
mental Organizations

MEANS 6F FACILITATING
1. Simplify and Clarify the

Procesi
2. Provide Citizen Participa-

tion Training to:
a. Citizens
b. Public Officials and
Staffs

3. Provide Citizen Participation
and Related Staff to:
a. Citizen Groups
b. Government Agencies

4. Provid4 Technical Assis-
tance to:
a. Citizen Groups
b. Cerictin Individual
Citize*

.5. Provide Economic Assis- `
tance eirid Incentivefoi
Citizen*to Participate
a. Cost. Reimbursement
b. Honoraria

G = Generally used.
s = Sometimes used.

e

e = Experimentally or infrequently
Blank = Not used.

used.

SOURCE: ACIR staff compilation principally based upon: Cogan & Associates, Techniques of Public Involvement, State Planning Seri:Al,Washington, DC, Council of State Planning Agencies, 1977; U.S. Community Services Administration, Citizen Participation, Washington,DC, 1978; and U.S. Department of Transportation, federal tiighway Administration, Effective Citizen Participation in Transportation Plan-ning, Vol. II, A Catalog of Techniques, Washington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976.
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somewhal more forms of citizen participation are
used by local governments .on a fairly general
basis than is true of other levels. However,
regional governmental organizations are a close
seconds and thd state and federal' governments
are not far behind.

Not apparent from this table, but perhaps of
eyen greater significance, are two other differ-
ences. First, participation. is likely to be more
frequent, and exercised at more different stages
of a governmental activity at the local level, or in
regional organizations, than at the state and
federal levels. Second, the proportion of people
actually involved from the total population tends
to be greater, the lower the level of government,

-.and this, of course. better approximates the
g citizen participstion ideal.

A corollary t secon oint is that the
screening s larticipants neces arily is greater
for par ipation at higherlevels of government,
and ganizational representation is relied Upon
ml e (instead of individual pEirticipation) as the

e of government increases. For example,
anyone whd shows up at a local public hearing
and desPres to speak, usually is allowed to do so.
Sometimes this is even true in state legislative
hearings. But at the national level, those -to be
heard by a Congressional committee, or by a
federal administrative hearing panel or hearing
officer, usually are only those who have been
invited because of their special knowledge of the
topic or pdssession of some other special qualifi-
cations. The greater pressures of time at the
higher levels of government demand this type of
screening, and tend to reduce the length of time
and intensity of contact, and the degree of,
interaction among the various interested parties
at the upper levels of government. Nevertheless,
the contacts are there, and they may be elaborat-
ed ueon in appropriate cases.

At all three levels of government, the number of
different forms of citizen participation tend to be
greatest in the policy formulation process (in-
cluding "planning) and in krogram operations.
There' is somewhat less variety in the legislative
process (where hearings are the mainstay) and in
adniinistrative rulemaking (which has been
largely a matter of negotiation between adminis-
trators and special interest groups until recent
"open government" a4 consultation provisions
broadened the process). None of the levels of gov-
ernment are using special interactive techniques
of participation or facilitation methods on a

general basis, although some local governments
and some regional governmental organizations
do provide a.substantial amount of across-the-
board assistance for participation.

'CHARACTERIZATION OF
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AT
EACH LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT

any attempt to characterize citizen
partiMation at any particular level of govern-
ment runs the risk of oversimplification, .it is
worthwhile to offer such characterizations to
help crystalize a general feeling about the
processes which are underway.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

At the local level, there is likely to be a citizen
planning commission to advise on physical
development matters, assorted temporary study
cOmmissions dealing with a variety of topics
which change from time to time, nutherous public
hearings held by the local governing body on
everything from animal control to zoning, and
numerous citizens' associations and interest
groups (like the Chamber of Commerce and the
League of Women Voters) ready and willing to
appear at almost any hearing on Felatiyely short
notice. Local planning commissions frequently
hold open work sessions, and occasionally
Sponsor workshops and conferences in ponnec-
tion with major revisions' of their community's
plan for physical development. Special commit-
tees of local residents and businessmen may be
established to assist in detailed planning of small
areas within the jurisdiction.

'REGIONAL ORGANIiATIONS

Regional governmental organizations, such as
a metropolitan council of governments or rural
arek regional planning council, may have a
formal set of citizen advisory committees, one to
advise them on each type of policy being
developed. Frequently, such committees are a
requirement of federal aid. Conferences and
'workshops for the general public may be held at
appropriate points sin-the development of major
plans, and formal hearings may be held at sdveral
locations in the region to give citizens an
opportunity to be heard before policies are
adopted, Citizens also may have an opportunity
to advise on the review of specific projects at the
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time they are being funded (specially if federal
funding is baing proposed).

STATE GOVERNMENT

At the state level, temporary citizen commit-
tees, or committees composed of both private
citizens and public officials, frequently are
established to study and make recommendations
about major issues. Sometimes such committees
are established by the Governor, and sometimes
by the legislature.

With respect to legislation, the legislature
usually holds hearings on proposed bills, but
frequently participation is rather limited. Often,
this participation includes only executive branch
personnel and other parties with special inter-
ests. Sometimes, however, such hearings are
completely open.

On other matters, a few states now have regular
96 publications providing official notice of adminis-

trative rulemaking, comparable to the, federal
register. Also, in recent years, many states have
pursued "goals projects in which many
hundreds of citizens have been invplved through-
out the state in establishing goals and objectives
for the future.development find goyerning of the
state.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

At the federal level, Congress anti the President
each have established national study commis-
sions from time to time as temporary bodies to
make specific studies or develop policy recom-

..

mendations on specific- issues. In 1979, for
example, there was a natliinal study commission
on transportation policy, and another on neigh-
borhoods. Special White House conferences also
are held from time to time for similar purposes.
A national study commission may be composed
of a exture of one or two dozen private citizens
and public officials, while a White House
conference frequently involves a large group of
people (perhaps numbering several hundred)
who collectively are more fully representative of
a cross-section of the nation or of some major
constituency.

The national legislative process is based upon
hearings, and receives a great deal of press
coverage. National organizations lobby both the
legislative and Execufive Branches during the
legislative process. Congress and the Executive
Branch both are opening many more of their
national policy deliberations to public view.

. Even administrative rulemaking in the federal
governthent is becoming much more openly
consultative. Under the Freedom of Informatioh
Act and recent executive orders, draft regula-
tions are being published in-the Federal Register,
with 30 to 60 day comment periods, associated
meetings and hearings, and other means of
eliciting comments and debate upon the merits of
.the proposals.19

These "typical participation processes" only
scratch the surface of what is actually taking
place at every level of government. They are
enough, however, to indicate that citizen partici-
pation has its place throughout the American
federal system.
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dhapter 4

Citizen Participation in the
Administration of Federal Programs

With the growth of the national government as
the dominant partner in the federal system and
its increasing impact on the, national polity and
econoMy, the extent and content of citizen
involvement in the administration of federal
progras have become matters of growing
concern. This concern is directed at the federal
government's dual but overlapping !roles of
administering programs direotly and prescribing
and oyerseeing states' and localities' administra-
tion of federally assisted pregrams. -

This chapter examines the development and
status of citizen particip'ation'at the federal level,
first, in the administrative process generally but
with major emphasis on direct federal programs,
and second, in the administration of federal
grants-hi-aid t a state and local governments.
These are preceded by a brief tracing of the
evolution of policy on public involvement in
federal administrative processes.

THE EVOLOION OF POLICY .

ON CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
IN FEDERAt ADMINISTRATION

Until 1948, federal departments and agencies
generally determined their own po1icie0 and
practices on involving citizens in program
administration, independent of any general
policies established by Congress or-the-Presi-
dent. This meant wide variation throughout.the
government in the mann& and degree in which

citizens were Consulted, heard, and informed on
administrative actions. Moretimportant, it meant
that there were no minimum standards of
assurance that the public would have an oppor-
tunity to have access _to the administrative
decisionmaking process.

The Administrative'Procedures Act

In 1946,, for the first time, a gavernmentwide
policy on public involvement in federal programs
vitas promulgated.1 After more than ten years of
study and debate by various public and private
bodies, including President Franklin D.
Roosevelt's Committee on Administrative
Management, over the problems of due process in
the growing reliance on administrative agencies,2
Congress enacted the Administrative Procedures
ACt (APA).3 Its basic effect was to establish
minimum standards of administrative
procedures for federal agencies. The APA re-
quired that an' agency provide for public notice
and comment during rulemaking, offer oppor-
tunities for group representation during trial-
type hearings (adjudications) or during quasi-
judicial rulemaking "Oa the record," and when
appropriate, hold public hearings, at its discre-
tion, on other matters.

The APA was a big step laszard in es-
tablishing governmentwide a minimum standard
of practice for public involvement, yet it still left
considerable discretion in the hands of federal
adminidtrators and much of the initiative to
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citizens themselves. It reflected the philosophy
that "responsibility for initiating involvement
largely rested with the public; involvement was
to be confined to specified forms at limited points
in administrative proceedings (usually late in
policy development); and the public was left to
its own resources in attempting to apprehend the
substance and procedure attending important
decisions. In effect, if not by intent, it confinea
the mobilized public largely to middle and upper-
class organized interests able to obtain the legal
counsel usually required for effective interven-
tion under these conditions."4

The Right tft Participate
President Lyndon B. Johnson's Great Society

programs brought a significant shift in approach.
In the 1964 Economic Opportunity Act, Congress
mandated that the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity (0E0) achieve "maxixpum feasible par-

100 ticipation" among the poor in its community
action programs.8 This was followed in 1966 by
the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act6 which required that HUD
achieve widespread participation among those
affected by its program grants.

In a similar spirit, Congress took_...e_significant
step to open up the administrative process in the
entire federal bureaucracy. It amended the
Adwinistra,tive Procedures Act with the
Freedom of Information 'Act, requiring that all
governmental agencies, upon request, provide
the public with papers, opinions, records, policy,statements and staff manuals!

The 0E0 and HUD programs "departed
substantially froin the traditional APA approach
to participation: agencies apParenfly were oblig-
ed to encourage involvement among 'target'
populations of the poor."8 0E0 and HUD, in
any case, interpreted the legislation that way,
although as it turned out that may not have been
what the Cohgressional sponsors had in mind.
"gponsors of the 0E0 legislation, -for, instance,
thought of 'maximum feasible participation'
largely as 'n nice sentiment and a means of giving
the administrator of the program power to
prevent segregation of community action
programs.'"8 Under the barrage of controversy
and criticism arising from the unexpected impact,
of the participation, of the poor in program
,development, both programs were eventua ly cut
back, but not until an important princip e had
been established: Congressional recognition of

I
the right of participation by people who a4 re
directly affected by public programs-1"par-
ticipation was .now a right rather than a
privilege."w

I
Broadening the Emphasis

Congress enacted a cluster of new programs in
the late 1960s and early 1970s c,pntinuing the
assumption of a right to participation, but with a
different application. The concept of affirmative
agency responsibility to encourage public par-
ticipation was retained but usually without
specifying a "target" population. Also, although
the standard of "maximum" or "widespread"
participation was not applied in new programs; it
was assumed that most aspects of agency
planning were open to public involvement. These
new programs affect the whole population and
are not aimed, specifically at the poor, as in the
case of 0E0 and HUD. "The programs imply
publicinvolvement at many siges of policy
planning through many techniques, and thus
procedures are presumably open-ended in
method and administrative locus."ll Another
significant change is that the aut.horizing
statutes are not ver3i specific in defining the
operating meaning of this kind of involvement,
consequently giving federal administrators con-
siderable leeway in implementation.

Rosenbaum finds the prototype of this Con-
gressional approach in the Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Act Amendments of 1972:

Public participation in the deverop-
ment, revision and enforcement of any
regulation, standard, effluent limita-
tion, plan or program established by the
Administrator, or any state under this
act shall be provided for, encouraged
and assisted by the Administrator and
the states. . . .12

Si-Miler provisions Mfiltiplied, by legislation or
regulation, so that they became "a new federal
house style." According to tre ACIR staff survey
of citizen participation in federally assisted
programs (see discussion later in this chapter),
78% of all the public participation programs were
created during or after 1970 and about 75% of
programs in which participation implicitly or
exVicitly permits a broad range of modes,
locations, and publics within agen activities
were created during or after 1970. T oportion
of all participation programs aime at a general
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public and involving open-ended means has in-
creased steadily in recent years, according to.
Rosenbaunr."

The Sunshine Act
The most recent action by Congress in enun-

ciating general policy on public participation at
the federal level has been more back toward the
1946 APA approach. In 1977, it passed the
Government in the Sunshine Act," requiring
about 50 multimember federal agencies to
coriduct their business regularly in public
session. The effect is to require regulatory
agencies, advisory committees, the Postal Ser-
vice, and certain other independent agencies
but not cabinet agenciesto open all their
meetings to the public unless a majority votes
otherwise. Closed meetings are permitted for
only ten specified reasons, and certain notice and
publication requirements must be met for those
sessions. The law also prohibits informal, ex
parte communication between agency officials
and representatives of organizations with which
agencies do business.

While ttis law further expands the public's
right of accbss, it is more closely allied to the APA
approatt in placing the respcnsibility for in-
itiating and maintaining involvement on the
affected publics.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S

OWN ACTIVITIES

At it* present time, tTien, minimum standards
for public participation in 'the decisionmaking of
all federal agencies are set forth in the Ad-
ministrative Procedures Act. The freedom of
information section of the act" provides that,
except for matters concerning national security,
internal personnel rules and practices, and
subjects specifically exempted by law, each
agency must make available certain information
on agency rules, opinions, orders, records and
proceedings; specifies what must be published in
the Federal Register and/or made available for
public inspection and copying; requires publica-
tion of fee schedules for obtaining copies of
agency documents; and requires recording for
public insPection of the final votes of every
agency proceeding. The Government in the
sunshine section" requires multimember federal
agencies to open up their meetings to public view.

The rulemaking section1" sets forth the re-
quired procedure for making a rule, which is
defined in part as "an agency statement of general
or particular applicability and- future effect
designed to implement, interpret, or prescribe
law or policy or describing the organization,
procedure, or practice requirements of an agen-
cy." General notice of proposed rulemaking must
be published in the Federal Register. After notice,
the agency must give interested persons "an
opportunity to participate in the rulemaking
through submission of written data, views, or
arguments with or without opportunity for oral
presentation." Final publication of the rule
generally must be no less than 30 days before the
effective date.

The obligation to provide opportunities for
participation under the informal rulemaking
procedure leaves much to the agency's own
discretion. It can select from a variety of
procedures: informal hearings, with or without a
verbatim record, conferences, consultation with
advisory committees or interested. individuals,
the submission of writteliviews, or any combina-
tion these. Nolormal ecord is required in any
case, so the agency do not have to base its
decisions on anything the public has advocated.

Under the formal rulemaking procedure
specified in sections 556 and 557 of the APA, an
agency's options in assuring public involvement
are closely circumscribed. This procedure is
required when.formal hearings are prescribed by
statute and is of chief concern to the independent
regulatory commissions. It is, of course, far less
commonly used than the informal process. An
agency is required to maintain a concise record
containing all evidence entered on the record,
including agency findings and .conclusions on
material issues of fact and law. The agency must
base a rule on the evidence that appears in the
record. An interested party can participate only
by appearing before the agency in an "on-the-
record" hearing. Obviously, a formal hearing is
less susceptible to widespread citizen participa-
tion in an agency's decision process in view of the
problems of technical expertise and cost in-
volved." ..

Beyond the governmentwide requireInts pf
the APA, individual agencies' responsibilities fon.
ensuring citizen participation are set forth in
statutes applying specifically to their prograins,
,as in the case 'of the Federal Water Polfutthif
Control Act (FWPCA) cited earlier, or the Indian
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Health Care Improvement Act. The latter man-
dates the Secretary of HEW to "consult with
various nakional and regional Indian
organizations to obtain their views on the
formulation of rules and regulations."19 As in the
case of the FWPCA, many of these program-
specific requirements are. found in programs of
federal ,grants-in-aid to state and local
governments. Since they generally place public
participation mandates on the recipient jurisdic-
tions as well as the federal agency, they are dealt
with more fully in the latter part of this chapter.

natty, 'in the Federal Advisory Committee
, Congress required that advisory com-

ittees make their proceedings accessible to the
public, much along the lines that the APA opens
up departmental and agency decisionmaking.
Meetings must be open to the public, timely
notice must be published in the Federal Register,
interested persons must be permitted to attend,

102 appear before, or file statements with any
committee, and records and other documents
must be made available, subject to the limitations
of the Freedom of Information Act.

The Level of Federal Performance
,...

How far beyond the minimums set forth in the
Administrative Procedures Act have federal."
agencies progressed in involving citizens in their
decisionmaking? This is a difficult, if not
impossible, question to answer with any preci-
,sion and detail at this point. First of all, a
reasonably complete inventory of current ciiizen
participation practices in federal agencies does
not exist. Second, the art of evaluating citizen
participation is at an early stage of development.
Yet, a number of Iiifficial and semi-official
effotts in the past few years do shed partial light
on the general issue. tach has its own objectives
which influenced its separate approach, findings,
and conclusions. Reports on two such efforts are
summarized below: by the Federal Interagency
Council on Citizen Participation and by the
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs. The
former looked at citizen participation in federal
administration gene,rally; the latter focused on
the independent regulatpry commissions.

THE FEDERAL INTERAGENCY COUNCIL
ON CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

The interagency council was organiZed in 1976
by staff members responsible for Vat:ions citizen

participation programs in a range of tederal
departments and agencies. Its purpose is "to
foster the development and exchange of ideas,
techniques, and experiences that will enhance
the effectiveness of citizen participation in
government decisionmaking and increase the
responsiveness of goieinment decisionmakers to
the people."21. The council held a conference in
December 1976, the published proceedings of
which "concentrates on actions the+ federal gov-
ernment can take to solve public and agency
problems in achieving meaningful citizen par-
ticipation." As the council's statement of purpose
indicates, the report's contents would reflect the
viewpoint of persons with a prime function of
promoting citizen participation at the federal
level.

The report looked at problems in citizen
participation from two perspectives: govern-
ment constraints in working with the public and
public constraints in working with the govern-
ment. Pertinent here are the first: constraints on
the government. Five basic problems are iden-
tified, with "indicator statements" as supporting
evidence and a list of "possible remedies."

1. Citizen participation authority and respon-
sibility for government agencies are Often un-
clear, deficient, fragmented or nonexistent.
Among the 27 "indicatoestatements" supporting
this conclusion are: the lack,of consistency and
coordination among"agenciesi'the lack of consis-
tent definitions of "consumer" and "citizen
participation" in the decision process; faulty
statutory delegation of organizational respon-
sibility and authority; legislative bias toward
specific publics; and OMB control and obstruc-
tion of surveys and questionnaires.

Among the eight "Possible remedies"
suggested: enact legislation that makes citizen
participation an integral part of the respon-
sibilities of all agencies in all programs. OMB and
the General Accounting Office should im-
mediately assess the programs established for
citizen participation under existing authority.
Establish a process through which existing and
proposed statutory and executive requirements
can be reviewed governmentwide for greater'
coordination and unification of federal Policy.

2.' Ageniy resources (personnel, expertise,
fundings, organization) for better execution of
citizen pavticipation are weak when compared
with other agency responsibilities. Some of the
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19 "indicator 'statements:" unrealistic time
priorities; inconsistencysoveriimentwide on the

. organizational structure, staffing, and Junding
for citizen, participation programs; Inadequate
funding for existing authoritiesA-95, NEPA.

Some of the ten "possible remedies": OMB
should issue directives formally making citizen
participation a ' major, visible item in each
agency's planning, programming, budgeting, and
evaluation processes. The administration should
identify citizen participation a; a high priority
item for resource allocation. Sufficient time
should be provided in the decision process for
meaningful'-,citizen participation.

3. Therpolicy, commitment, and initiative of
agency leadership on citizen participalion in the-
decisionmaking process have been of significant-
ly uneven qualitS/ and priority. Among the .25
"indicator statements:" agency leaders and
management don't feel accountable for citizen
participation in their functions, some leaders see
citizen particiPation as a threat to their authori-
ty, professionalism and decidionmaking power, a
double standard often exists under which leaders
officially endorse citizen participation but unof-
ficially condemn it; leaders sometimes feel "they
know what is best" for the public. ,

Some' of the six "possible remedies:" use a
proven record in citizen participation as a major
criterion for hiring agency leaders. Use leaders'
records' in citizen participation as a fornuil
criterion in performance evaluation. Provide
special awareness training in citizen participa-
tion to agency leaders.

4. The planning, execution, and evaluation of
citizen participation programs are poor and often
well below the known state7of-the-art accep-
tability. Some of the 27 "indicator statements:"
inability to develop or recognize an effective and
fair process for . all interests, including the
general public; lack of ability to reliably identify
affected public segments on a decision; lack of
relevant and sustained research in ocitizen par-
ticipation; lack of knowledge of, and about,
'citizen groups.

The two "possible remedies:" provide adequate
training Programs for govetnment employees
responsible for citizen participation. Establish a
central resource file of significant programs,
publications, .Waining materials, and statutory
requirements related to citizen participation.

5. Agency policy and practice in citizen
participation processes are unresponsive to real
needs and priorities of a large segment of the
public. Some of the 18 "indicator state'ments:" the
classic erroneous assumpti'on that a lack of
public response is always due to apathy; lack of
feedback; failure to perceive public predisposi-^

tion or social/cultural problem, i.e., a sense of
futility by the public. .

.

Among the seven possible remedies: address
public's failure to receive information by iden-
tifying who needs it and by getting it to them.
Don't overkill citizen participationwhen peo-
ple cannot become involved, don't push them.

SENATE REPORT ON

IUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN A
REGULATORY AGENCY PROCEERINGS

In 1976 and 1977 the Seigte Committee on Gov-
ernmental Affairs studied various aspects of the 103
administrative proceduies followed by federal
regulatory agencies. The third of its six-volume
report dealt with citizen participation.22 While
the findings and recommendations are directed at- .
the regulatory agencies, they also have some
bearing,,Op,Citizen participation issues' govern-
mentwicra;

Among the major findings reflecting on the
adequacy or inadequacy of citizen participation
were.' the follovang:

At agency after agency, participation by the
regulated industry predominates. Organized
public interest representation accounts for a
very small percentage of participation before
federal regulatory agencies. '',

,

The single greatest obstacle tooactive public
participation in these proceedings is the lack
of financial resources by potential par-
ticipants to meet the great costs of formal
participation. The regulated industry con-
sistently outspends public participants by a
wide marten. Lack of resources limits
participant grobps' ability ,to hire technical
expertise. Large administrative costs, such
as fees for transcripts and reproduction of
required materials, inhibit their participa-

, ,tion.

Delay is particularly burdensome to pr-
ticipating citizen groups.

Potential public participation is often

i
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foreclosed by inadequate notice of pending
proceedings.,

Some agency proceedings provide inade-
quate,time for effective public participation.

The FederaniadMintmission's Program of
providing compensation to certain par-
ticipants , in thlemaking proceedings; has
allowed for the presentation of- diverse
viewpoints and information that otherwise
would not have been Rresented.

Most regulatory agencies do not sufficiently
utilize the complaints they receive from the
public in agenty policymaking, nor do they
utilize such co4ipla.ints to inform the public
about the pe formance of regulated in-
dustries and po entidlly dangerous produ

Regulatory a ency 'advisory committees
have held cl ed meetirigs in important and
unwarrntd instances.

Nearly all such committees seriously lack
reinesentation of consumer and other broad
pullic interests.

Agency rules and regnlations are frequently
obsolete,'conflicting, chfusing, or obscure.

Committee recommendations were addressed
to these, and other findings. Among the proposed
remedies are:

Regulatory agencies should act vely solicit
the views of the widestipossible ublic in all
rulemaking and adjudicatory p ceedings
with significant and wide-reachin impact,
4ncluding holding hearings in regions, on
weekends, and in the evenings.

fa.

Congress should establish an independent
nonregulatory consumer agency that wOuldt
(1) have full intervention, participation, and
appellate rights to advocate consumer in-
terests before the federal agencies and the
federal' courts; (2) undertake studies ana
disseminate information of importance to
consumers; (3) serve as a consumer com-.
plaint clearinghouse; (4) possess authority to
obtain information needed to carry. out its
functions; and (5) have adequate funding to
assume these respons0ilities.

internal consumer advocate offices should,
be established within major federal rate-
setting regulatory iigenci ey sho be
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statutorily established and separately
budgeted to assure independence; have full
powers of intervention and authority to seek
judicial review; have consumer complaint
handling responsibilities; and also be per-
mitted to advise and assist independent
groups who seek to represent broad in-
terests.
Congress should ^enact ,seneral legislation
authorizing agencies .to provide compensa-
tion to eligible persons for costs incurred in
participating in' agency rulemaking, .

ratemaking, licensing, and certain other
proceedings. Until such general legislation is
enacted, regulatory agencies should imple-
ment their own programs to compenseate
eligible participants in agency proceedings
as appropriate.

Each regulatory agency that normally
receives complaints from the public should
have a central complaint handling office. J

Agencies should remedy the lack of con-
sumer and other public interest representa-
tion that now exists on most advisory
committees.

Congress should require regulatory agencies
to review their rules and regulations, and
eliminate or modify any conflicting, incon-
sistent, redundant, or inactive provisions.,
Rules should be clarified in simple, easy to
understand language.'

On january 31, 1979, Senator Abraha
Ribicoff and 16 co-authors introduced S. 26
propsed legislation entitled, "The Reform
Federal Regulation Act of 1979." Based on the six-
volume "Study on Federal -Regulation" of the
Senate Committee on Governmental
legislation would specifically imple

s, the
wo df

4he above recommendations. It woti require
each federal agency to systematically review its
itdes to determine whether the need for the rules
sti1Tists and whether they should be rescinded,
amended, or continued without change. It also
would reconstitute .and strengthen the Ad-
ministrative Conference of the United States and
empower it to provide financial assistance to
persons for the costs of participation, including
the cost of attorneys, transcripts and experts) In
any agency proceeding or analysis involving a
regulatory function in certain specified cir-
cumstances.23



Three Special "Institutional Remedies"

Several proposals in the Senate committee's
report on federal regulatory commissions
deserve further comment because they involve
two "institutional remedies" that have func-

.tioned in one or more federal agencies and one
that has been steadily advocated inCtigçess as
far back as 1961. The first two are the of ice ot
public counsel nd federal funding of ublic
representation. he third is the office df con-
sumer affairs. All three are likely to receive
Congressional and Executive Branch attention in
future efforts to improve public participation in
the federal administrative process.

OFFICES OF PUBLIC COUNSEL

The Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) and the
Interstate Commerce C6mmission (ICC) have
had experience with internal offices re resenting
nonregulated interests affecte particular
proceedings. The CAB's Office o ns
Advocate had the distinction of b
organizationally distinct consum
unit within a federerceigiatory age
origins in the consumer complaint sec
CAB Bureau of Enforcement, the Office w
formally established by regulations in November
1974. It had the status of a party before the board,
on an equal footing with other CAB bureaus an
other parties. It was eqipowered to enter
proceedings with no prior ncurrence from any

other GAB bureau or offic Its indePendence was
limited, however. Without a "statutory basis, it
depended-on other CAB bureaus for any action it
proposed; it was not separately budgeted; andit

not have the right to seek judicial review of
board decisions.24

The Office of Consumer Advocate has now
been subsumed into a new, larger entity, the
Bureau of Consumer Protection (BCP). The new
bureau recombines the enforcement and con-
sumer functions of the CAB into five different
areas of responsibility: consumer protection,
advocacy of consumer interests, maintenance of
competition, procedural reform and consumer
assistance. While consumer advocacy is thus no
longer the responsibility of a separate entity,
CAB feels that the reorganization has given
public participation Eind representation greater
emphasis.25

the Interstate Commerce Commission's Office

ing the onl
r advoca

y. Witjj

of Etail.Public Counsel is similar to the CAB's
former 'Office o'f Consumer Advocate but with
some important distinctions. It originated in the
Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 which
set up procedures for reorganizing the insolvent
northeast railroads. The, act created the Rail
Services Planning Office (RSe0) and required
the RSPO to employ attorneys and other staff
necesEtery to protect the interests of Communities
and users of rail services which might not
otherwise be adequately represented in the
course of the reorganization. The ICC set up the
Office of Public Counsel (OPC) within the RSPO
to further this goal.

OPC _activities did not involve adversary
parties, adjudicatory hearings, or licensing or
ra4emaking proceedings. Rather, it monitored the
reorganization, researched legal and technical
problems, participated directly in proceedings,
and, most importantly, maintained "outreach"
efforts to promote and aid local communities'
participatioe.

OPC's efforts yielded thousands of pages of '
oral and written teatimony on the discontinuance
of rail lines iu the northeast. It 1.epresented
affected interests that were not otherwhe being
represented through legal work and technical
assistance.

OPC was transformed into the Office of Rail-
Public Counsel, a statutory office with wider
responsibilities and independent status, by the
Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform
Act of 1976. The office is a separate entity
affiliated with the ICC but largely independent of
the organizational hierarchy. The President
appoints the director of the office, subject to
Senate confirmation, and the office submits its
budget requests directly to OMB and Congress
concurrently. The office canbecome party to any
ICC proceeding relating to rail service and may
seek juridical review of-such proceedings.

FEDERAL FUNDING OF PUBLIC REPRESENTATION

Direct compeneation by the government for
persons participating in regulatory agency
Roceedings has been increasingly urged as an
essential way to facilitatepublic participation. A
number of regulatory agencies have made such
compensation after rulings by the Comptroller
General that they possessed authority to do so,
but the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is the
only agency now specifically authorized by
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statute to provide public funding for participants
in all its rulemaking proceedings.26

FTC's authority was granted by the Magnuson-
Moss FTC Improvement Act.27 The act authoriz-
es the commission to provide compensation to
eligible persons for reasonable attorneys' fees,
expert witnesses'."fees, and other costs of par-
ticipating in a rulemaking proceeding.Compen-
sation may be provided to any person (1) who
has, 'or represents, an interest (a) which would
not otherwise be adequately represented in such
proceeding, and (b) representation of which is
necessary for a fair, determination of the
rulemaking proceeding taken. as a whole, arid (2)
who is unable effectively to participate in such
proceeding because such person cannot afford to
pay costs of making oral presentations, conduc-
ting cross-examination, and making rebuttal
submissigns in such proceeding. In addition, the
act does 'hot provide compensation for persons

106 brAing court challenges' to FTC decisions.21
The CAB has developed a program for reim-

bursing public participation in board proceed-
ings in certain situations that supplement the
advocacy activities of the CAB's Bureau of
Consumer Protection. In both ,1979 and 1980,
$150,000 ,are etivallable for funding groups
presentinf unique "public interest" viewpoints
in important Proceedings at the board.19

In 1976 and 1977, a number of regulatory
age ies undertook, or initiated plans to under-

Jountike, likancial compensation to participants in
rule maktng proceedings without specific
statutory authority.' T,,hese included the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, the Federal Com-
munications Commission, the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration and the fl ational Highway Traffic
Safety AdMinittratioR of the Department of
Transportatipn. The Comptroller General had
ruled that the NI(C and the FCC had inherent
statritory authority to make such payments.
When tecond Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
agairigf thNexercise of suCh authocity. in a case
involving he Federal Power Commission,
however, the Comptroller General' modified his
previous qpinion and recommended that explicit
statutory sanction e sought aff in the case of the
FTC .30

In January 1977, Se otor Edward Kennedy
introduced S: 270, the "Public Participation in
Federal Agency Proceedings Act of 1977," which
became the focal point for debate over reim-

1.25

bursement for partjzipants during the 95th Con-
gress. It was not acted upbn by that Congress.

A CONSUMER AGENCY

As long ago as 1961, Senator Estes Kefauver
___intr6aliced a bill to establish a department of
consumers to represent the economic interests of
consumers. A similar bill to create a Cabingt-
level department was introduced in 1965 6y
Representative Benjamin Rosenthal. Actual
Senate consideration of institutional representa-
tion for consumer interests dates to March 1969
when the Subcommittee on Executive
Reorganization began hearings on a bill to create
a department of consumer affairs introduced by
Senator Gaylord Nelson. The Nelson proposal
would have made the department an advocate of ,
consumer interests in government policymaking
and in federal regulatory proceedings. It would
have been a clearinghouse for consumer informa-
tion and complaints and an umbrella agency
under which tertain existing regulatory func-
tions would have been transferred.

Although there was widespread acceptance of
the need for better administration of regulatory
laws and better- representation of consumer,
interests, most witnesses at the 1989 hearings
opposed the creation' of a department of con-
sumer affairs with the sweeping scope of the
Nelson proposa1.31

Support for a separate Cabinet-level depart-
ment wanea and a variety of other proposals
emerged during the 91st Congress. The debate
focused not so much on the need for consumer
representation as on the. proper organizational
setting for such a function. When consumer

rests vigorously opposed the idea of having
the oposed agency within Ihe Executive Office
of the President, interest shifted to a more
narrowly focused advocacy office. In '1970 the:

, Senate Government Operations Committee
proposed that the consumer advocacy function
be lodged in an independent agency. A billto this
effect passed the Senate but died in the House.
Similar legislation passed the House by wide
margins in both the 92nd and 93rd Congresses
but failed in the Senate because of filibusters by
the bill's opponents. In 1975, both -houses
approved a consumer, agency bill. Yet, the Housb
never sent the bill to the White House because
Président Ford threatened to veto it and the
House backers felt they did not have enough
votes for an override.



The bill received a boost in 1977 when
President Carter announced his strong support
and appointed a sncial assistant for cIoneumer
affairs to lobby for it. When this bill ran into
tronble in the House, a watered.down version
was unveiled providing for an office of consumer
representation (OCR), an independent agency
within the Executive Branch. It was killed after a
two-day debate in February 1978.

The principal argument of opponents was that
the .agency would only be anather layer of gov-
ernment bureaucracy 'without much influence on
consumer prOblems, since its function was only
representation, not 'regulation. Others argued
that there is no single consumer interest, con-
i.ary to what seemed to be the basic premise of'

the prophsal.32

Recent Administration Initiatives
The Carter Administration has launched a

number of initiatives oh citizen participation at
the federal level responding to some of the
problems identified in Congressional
deliberations, the work of the .interagency
souncil, and elsewhere. On March 23, 1978, the
President issued an exectitive order entitled
"Imptoving Government Relations" directing

agencies, among other. things, to eye the public
"an early and meaningful opportunity to par-
tigipate in' the development of agency
regulations." The order identified publication of

.advance notice of proposed rulemaking, holding
of -open conferences or public hearings,
publishing notices of proposed regulations in
publications likely to be read by those affected,
and notification of interested parties directly.33
In approving regulations, agency heads must
determine that public comments have been
considered and an adequate response has been
prepared.

The executive order directed the agencies to
review their existing processes for developing
regulations, revise them as necessary, and pub-
lish a repbrt on their actions in the Federal Regis-
ter. By July .18, 1978, 34 agencies had published
their reports, including the Departments of
Agriculture,'Commerce, Health, Education, and
Welfare, Housing and Urban Development,
Interior, Justice, Labor, and Transportation, and
Community Services Administration, the En-
vironmental Protection Agency, the Veterans
Administration, and the Water Resources Coun-
cil.34

4.

i
On .another feont, President Carter announced

strengthening of the White House Office of
Consumer Affairs and increasing its res,pon-
'sibilities, fohowing defeat in Congress of the
proposed hill for an-office of consumer represen-
tatiqn. He directed fus.special assistant for con-
sumer affairs to represent the consuiner point of
view on domestic po,lipy decisinns and in the
review of pending legislation to survey federal
agencies as a step toward assuring consumer
involvement' in agency decisionmaking, and to
coordinate the -Activities of federal agency
consumer programs.33

The special assistant's office undertook the
survey; in mid-1978, focusing on the extent to
whtch individual agencies had insautionalized
the representation of consumers' interests in
their, operatiOns and were performing consumer
functions as defined in the survey. That defini-
tion was broad, covering policy develltmenl,
regulatory proceeding4s, external liaison, com--

laint handling, education and.information, and
gional activities. A preliminary analysis of the

results was issued;in August 1978.3! Staff of the
Office of Consumer Affairs indicated that the
survey findings would be used by the special
assistant in recomrhending to, the President
standards and guldelines for department and
agency consumer activities. ,

Finally, citizen participation was one of the
mat ters under study by the President's
Reorganization Project "(PRP), The PRP task
force was'facusing its efforts on public involve-

. ment in grant programs iiicluded in the planning
requirements review. .

_ -

Other Major Participation Techniques
Used at the National Level .

Among other Major methods of involving the
public in administrative decisionmaking 'at the
national level are national advisory committees
and White House conferences. National advisory
committees are created to obtain expert advice,
ideas, and diverse opinions for the President and
executive departments and agencies. At the end
of 1977,There were 875 such bodies of which 598
vote established by statute, 262 by agency
action, and 15 by Presidential directive. The
greatest concentratim was 'found in the follow-
ing departments or agencies: HEW (298), Com-
merce (102), Small Business Administration (65),
Commission on Civil Rights (51), and Interior
(47). Total estimated cost of operating. and
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supporting these committees was about $65
million in 1977. A total of 17,400 thqmbers`served
during 1977 on committees that itill existed at
the end of that year.37

Since 1972 the establishmeht, activities, and
duration of national advisory committees have '
been subject to the Federal Advisory Committee
Act.3a The purposes of the act included contrap4
the creation of the committees, termination when
they are no longer needed, -encouragement of
standards aqd uniform procedures governing
their establishment, operation, administration,
and duratiou, and provision of information to
dongress and the public about their activities. In
1977, 184 new committees were created, 408 were
terminated, and 60 were merged into 25. Central
management of the committees pursuant to the'
1972 act is now vested in the Committee
Management Secretariat in the General Services
AdMinistration,

,108 From time to ti;Ma--rtational advisory com-
missions are set up by Presidential directive or
Congressional action to deal with a particularly. ,
urgent problem. The nature of the problem, the
prOmine'nce of the citizen members, and the
special publicity effort associated with their
creation end activities set them aside as special
kinds of citizen participation devises. Examples. .
in recent years have been the Commissions on
Organization of the Executive branch of the Gov-
ernment (Hoover Commissions), the President's
CoMmission on National Goalsrthe Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations (Kestnbaum
Commission), the National Commiision on
Urban Problems (Douglas Commission), the
National Advisory Commission on Civil Dis-,
orders (Kerner Commission), and the Commis- ,
sion on. Federsl Paperwork.

White House conferences ,are another rype of
participatory device designed to focus national
attention on a special national issue. From a
President's standpoint, it has certain advantages
over the national advisory commission since it is
more likely to be created

. . . at his will rather than being
necessitated by events; its participants
need not be government personalities
whereas national commissions oc-
casionally have members of Congress
and the judiciary as panelists; and the
conference ifself is an eventclothed in
the mantle of the White House, owing

its existence, purpose, mission, and, by
extension, some degree of loyalty,.to the
President."

. .

Often the White House conference seeks to
generate idees and huild consensus from the
grassrdots, using local, state, and regional
organizations.

The first White House conference was called in
1907 by President Theodore Roosevelt and dealt
with coniervation. Conferences in recent decades
have been on aging (1961 and 1971), natural
beauty (4965), civil rights (1965), federal-state
relationships (1966), children-Ind youth (1970
and 1971, ). handicapped9intividuals (1977), and
balanced national growth and economic develop-
ment (1978).40.

Summary
The Administrative Procedures Act of 1946

and its Freedom of Information and Government
in the Sunshine amendments set the minimum
requirements for citizen access to and involve-
ment in the federal administrative process. The
types of involvement are much more wide open
under the informal rulemaking process seiforth
ih the'APA than under the formal process, and
the informal procedure is the more commonly
used of the two. The formal process applies to the
independent regulatory commisdions which have
significant impact on consumer interests. -

A Workable inventory of current practice in
citizen participatiod in the federal. ad-
ministrative prodess does not exist. Recent
efforts by the administration have focused on
requirements mandated on' state and' local
recipients of federal grant funds. Without such an
inVentory, and given the undeveloped state of
evaluation of the effectiveness of citizen par-
ticipation, an assessment of the degree to which,
federal agencies meet or exceed the minimum
standards ofthe APA is difficult, if not Impossi-
ble.

Still, the two reports summarized here provide
insightful, if partial, perspectives on.the current
status of citizen participation at the federal level:
The report of the conference of the Interagency
Council on Citizen Participation is the broader in
scope, but clearly must be read as reflecting the
experiences, perceptions, ,,ancic goals of
professionals who are, in varying degrees, citizen
participation advocates.

The value of the report of the Sena e Committee
\



on Governmental Affairs, on the other hand, is
limited by it's focus on citizen participation in'the
independent regulatory commissions.

In both reports' it is clear that, from the
perspectives of their authors and endorsers,
citizen participation in the segments bf the
federal administrative process that they address
has serious shorteomings, from the,standpoint of
legislative foundation and direction as well as
administrative commitment and practice.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN FEDERAL
AID PROGRAMS

The attachment of public participation re-
quirements to an increasing number of federal
grant programs is both a product and a cause of
the growth of citizen participation in` American
government. The remainder of this chapter
describes, these requirements in federal grants-
in-aid, presents case studies of such re-
quirements in five major' 'grant programs, and.
reviews the available evidence on the impact of
these mandates, including. the. results, of the
ACIR-ICMA survey of local 'officials.

A Brief History

While, requirements for formal citizen par-
ticipaiion in federal grant-in-aid programs first
attracted widespread attention in the 1960s,
particularly around activities of the Great
Society's poverty program, their antecedents can
be found many decades earlier, in both direct and
grant-in-aid federal programs. Perhaps the first
recorded instance of federallY encouraged citizen
participalipn occurred when Congress chartered
chambers of commerce in 1912 to bring the views
of ttip business community to it. Not a formal
grani program, the chambers were to be a
coordinating force to focus the work and energies
of community volunteer organizations. While
chamber activities 'were (and arej business
oriented, latter day chamber issues have includ-
ed civil rights and community development, as
in HartfordCT, Sch'enectady, NY, and,Dayton,
OH.41

Cokticiclentally, a chamber of commerce was
also associated with the origins of citizen
participation in federal farm programs. Shortly
before World War I, county 'farm bureeus,
supported by local groups of farmers, were set up
to provide, leadership and attract additional
fundi for county demonstration work7he first

'
S.

such bureau began as a diyisioil of the Bingham-
ton, NY, chamber of compierce which, with the
Delaware and Lackawanna Railroad and the
Office of Farm Management of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, employed a county
agricultural agent. When county funds were
provided in 1913, the ties to the chamber of
commerle were severed.

.In 1914 Congress passed the Smith-lever
Extention -Act, providing federal funds for
county agent work and specifically recognizing
private contributions as a legitimate part of state
matching funds. _Several state leliislatures in
authorizing state aid .to match federal funds
recognized Jarm bureaus as the county
cooperating organizations; a few even made the
organization of. EI county' farm bureau a reljuire-
ment before finan'cial assistance fronthe county

*could be provided.42
t,

1930-59

Citizei participation blossomed in other forms
and programs in the ensuing years. Probably the
best known and most innovative use of citizen
participation in the 1930s occurred in the
Department of Agriculture. Before 1933, tha,
department 'under the Smith-Lever. Extension
Act of 1914 relied on federal grants-in-aid to
channel funds to individual farmers through the
extension services of the stale landegrant
colleges. The inauguration of national action
programs in 1433, especially the Agricultural
Adjustment 4ct of that year, required more
direct relationships between thefederal goyern-
ment and the farmers.

The first of the new organizational deviees that
were developed in response to this need were
locally elected county and community com-
mittees of farmers. Their duties were to oversee
the admrititstration of acreage controls,
ma'rketing qdotas,- and other production controls,
to provide the Secretary with information
required to adapt to local needs, and to ensure
farmer participation in program planning and
adaptation.

When.,the Supreme Court invalidated the
protiffaion control provisions of the 1933 legisla-
tion, Congress passed the Soil Conservation and
Domestic Allotment Act of 1936 under which
farmers were paid for voluntarily shifting acres
from soil depleting supho crops into soil
conserving legumes and grasses. In carrying out
the provisions of this act as well as the

1
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Agricultural Adjustment Act. of 1938, the
Secretary again used the locally chosen county
and community committees offarmers.

Initiation of soil conservation districts, like the
establishment of farmer committees under the
adjustment and- allotment acts, was anpther
creative device in-Gidficed by the Department of
Agriculture during the depression. Special soil
conservation district:1 were organized as new
governmental subdivisions' of the state to insure
local farmers participation in the planning and
management of .the program as it was adapted to
local needs.43

Citizen participation was a key part oi,another
New Deal ,program initiated in .the 1930sthe
Tennessee Valley Authority. The agency stress-
ed decentralization, with "active participation by
the people themselves'in the programs of the
public enterprise."44

As one observer described it after a decade of
experience,

. . . the farmer or the businessman
finds a means of participating in the
activities of government supplemental
to his role on 'election day. If there is
fertilizer to be distributed, farmers are

. invited, on. a coulk and cpmmunity
basis, to participate in locally con-
trolled organizations which will make'
decisions es to the most effective'means
of using fertilizer ht the local area. If
government land is to be rented, a local
land-use asspciation is organized so
that the conditions of rental can he
determined with maximum benefiefor
the community. Itpower is to be solclin

. a rural area, a cooperative provides a
consumer ownership which retains
profits in the community and makes
possible a management guided by
community problems and local needs.45

On the urban 'scene, the urban redevelopment
program established by the Housing Act of 1949
required citizen participation through public
hearings. The Housing Act of 1954 broadened the
program, changed its title to urban renewal, and
made citizen participation a mandated element of
the "workable program for community improve-
ment" (WPCI), which was a. precondition for
receiving funds. Although most cities met this
requirement by creating a citywide advisory
committee of leading citizens with little or no

representation from the neighborhoods affected,
a few places {Philadelphia, Detroit, and
Baltimore) sought to put heavier emphasis on
involving neighborhood representatives:18

THE 1960s

Early in the 1960s, the President's ComMitfee
on Juvenile Delinquency and the Ford Foun-
dation's "Gray Area" program, experimented
with participative mechanisms in community
work. They hoped to influence established'
institutions to use research and analysis in
solving u..ban problems, and to develop
coalitioni of agencies to work, .with such in-
stitutions. They also wished to "arm the disad-
vantaged" through new methcids Of participation.
These approaches led to, and became part of, the
Community Action Prdgram created by Title II of
the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. Com.
munity Actio'n, Agencies (CAAs) were formed
with the three-fold assignment of providing
services, mobilizing public and private
resources, and achieving "makimum feasible
participation." Participation levels increased
substantially drawing particularly on
neighborhood minority or low incomaresidents.
It took a number of forms: ,membership on the
governing board of the CAA, employment of
residents especially as. subprofessionals,
neighborhood boards and area councils, program
advisory committees and independent citizen
organizations, for exaniple.47 As neighborhood
residents attempted to expand their influence
over CAA board policies, sometimes controversy
was ignited, giving rise to confrontation between
neighborhood residents and the local govern-
ment, Cooptation of citizens by existing com-
munity forces, or conlr6l of the agency by
indigenous cifizens.

The Model Cities pro ram enacted' in1966
maintained the neighborhood orientation of
citizen participation, but a "widespretd citizen
'participation" requirement was used insteackof
the "maximum feasible participation" in com-
munity action programs. City hall coirtrolled
most programs and mayors increased Their
powers, often at the expense of neighborhood-
based citizen organizations. Citizens par-
ticipated through advisory committee
membership and in a few cases actually herd
some formal control by approving or vetoing
grant proposals. Many committees "bargained"
with the local governMent even thoughcoordine-
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tion and controi was centralized in !he mayor's
hands.45 Centralization increased when the 1974
Community Development block grant folded,
together into a single grant program model cities
urban renewal and most other HUD categoric
programs. At the same time, local gov'ernments
pursued their own decentralization practices
through little city halls, neighborhood councils

.and/or corporations, and improved cOmplaint-
handling systems. Many of these mechanisms
grew out of the-community action agencies.

.

THE LAST TEN YEARS

Starting in the late 1966s an.d- through to the
present, citizen participation in federally aided
as`well as direct activities expanded into new
areas with new approackes.49 Nationally based
public interest groups_focusing their attention at
the federal level came int&prominence, including
Common Cause and Public Citizen. Mostly
middle income groups, they signified a move
toward citizen-initiated participatory action un
"middle-class" issues, such as organizational and
procedural reforms. Another new thrust came
with heightened public concern about deteriora-
lion of the natural environment through air,
Neter, and other types of pollution. The National
Environment Policy Act of 1969 required federal
agencies 'to attach an environmental impact
statement (EIS) -to eyery proposal for a major
federal action significantly affecting the quality
of the human environment. Such statements
inieriably involve public participation, both in
preparation of the statement or, where an agency
decides an EIS is not needed, in review of that
decision. The EIS requirement has given the
public an important point of access fo, Ad-
ministrative decisionmaking in direct federal .

and federal-state-local prograins.
Improved public access tO information was the

objective of the original Freedom of Information
Act of 196650 and its 1974 amendments.51 Then in
1976 Congress acted on another front to open up
the governintnt to the citizens by passing the
Government in the gupshine Act,52 requiring for
the first time that all multimember feder
agencies=some 50 in 1976conduct the:4;N\
business regularly.in public eession.53 In the 1972
Federal Advisory Committee Act, Congress
already had required that advisory committees
make their proceedings accessible to.the public.54

Accompanying these various new avenues to

increased citizen.participation in the past decade
has been the continuing, steady addition of new
categorical grant programs that callfor some sort
of citizen involvement, such as the environmen-
tal protection programs, already mentioned.
Examples include:

The Coastal Zone Management Actiof 1972
(P.L. 92-583). The committee report explicit-
ly 'declared Congress's intention that "the
policy includes encouragement of the Tar-
ticipation of the public." Public hearings and
opportunity for public participation in
rulemaking are required.

Headstad Economic Opportunity and
Community Partnership Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-
644). Headstart must "provide for direct
participation of the parents of suCh children
in the development, conduct and overall
program direction at the local level."

. Resource Ccnservation and Recovery Act
of 1976 (P.L. 4-580). The Administrator is
required to ap rove a state hazardous waste
plan, unless ter notice and public heating,
he finds t at the state program is not
equivalentf to the federal minimum stan-
dards.

-Housin and Community Development
Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-415). Grant applicants
must certify that they have "provided
adequate opportunity for citizen participa-
tion in the development of the application
and for resident involvement in program
activities."

Energy Conservation and Production Act
(P.L. 94-385). A provision for lOcal hearings
"can be expected to make every citizen's
opportunity to,particip,ate in govennieptal
decisionmaking more meaningful and direct
and shoAld result in a more responsive and
responsible exercise of governmental
authority at the federal level."

Indian Health Care Improveme'nt Act (P.L.
94-437).. The Secretary of HEW is mandated
to "consult with variqui. national and
regional Indian organizations to obtain their
views in the formulation of rules and
regulations."

Surface Mining, Act (P.L. 95-87). "The
success or failure of a national coal surface
mining regulation will depend, to a signifi-

k
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cant extent, on the role played by citizens in
ihe regulatory process." -

In addition, legislation imposed new citizen
participation requirements on already existing
programs!For instance:

Federal Water Ogllution Control Act
Amendments pf 1972 (P.L. 92-500); "The
Enviropmentel. Protection Agency and the
state should' actively seek, encourage and
assist the in-volvement add participation of
the ptlic in the process of 'setting water
quality requirements arid in their silbse-
quent ilplernentation and enforcement."

The àegonal Development* Act. of 1975
(P.L. 94-188). new, provision ."emphasizes
overall regionfil goals and the strengthened
participation of political subdivisions and
the general public in the preparation of state
development plans."5,

Other ongoing programs increasingly sub-
jected to citizen involvement requirements
included forest service; water management, and
technolograssessment.56

Probably the most far7reaching federal aid
legislation affecting citizen participationin the
sense of numbers of governmental units affected
(39,000) was the extension of General Revenue
Sharing (GRS) in 1976. The original 1972 law
required state and local government recipienta
annually to publish copies of their reports on

ictual and planned use of retinue sharing funds
received. It also required recipient governments
to expend rayenue sharing funds in accordance
with the laws and procedures applicable to their
own funds. Thus, if public hearingi were
required for the regular budget of the recipient
jurisdictiOn, they were required for revenue
sharing moneys.37

Under the heading, "Citizen Participation:
Reports, Enforcements," the 1976 legislation
required a proposed use hearini and a budget
hearing. The proposed use heafing was intended
to remedy tile problem of holding hearings so late
in the budget process that all important decisions-
had been made. This hearing was designed to
give citizens an opportunity to comment on the
draft budget before it was subditted to the
adopting body for consideration and adoption.
The legislation also required states and localities
to afford the senior citizens opportunity
to be heard on the allocation of Gits funds,sa

An Inventory of Citizen Participation
Requirements in

Federal Grant Programs.
In the fall of 1978, the ACIR surAled federal

agencies administering programs of grants-in-
aid to state and local governments to obtairi
inforniation about citizen participation re-
quirements imposed on state and local govern-
ments as conditions of the grants.59 The survey
asked the agencies to supply the statutory and/or
regulatory citations for the requirements and
provide available guideline nraterial.. Through
the survey and additional research by ACIR
staff, information was obtained for over 95% of
the grant programs listed in.the 1978 Catalog of
Federal Domestic Assistance. The results are
summarized by administering agency anamajor
mode of participatin in Table 4-1 and are
listed by program in Appendix Table 4A-1.

According to this tally, 155 federal grant
programs have citizen participation re-
quirements specified by statute or regulation
more than one-fourth of all the grant programs.ao
The 155 accounted for over sq% of federal ON t
expenditures inFY 1977. Among the major modes
of participation, over one-half of the programs-
89require boards or committees reflecting the
public in various ways in their membership.e,
Fifty-five programs mandate publiC hearings
while in 414 programs other types of citizen
participation are specified, i.e., public meet-
ings, workshops, and review and consultation.

BOARDS ANO COMMITTEES

In Table 4A-2 are summarized the prescribed
membership and activities -of the boards and
committees for each of 89 aided programs,
arranged Iy department or agency and program
number assigned in the 1978 Catalog of Federal
Domestic' Assistance.82

Interests Représented

Coniress and executive agencies (to the extent
that public participation is mandated by regula-
tion) provide for the representation of a wide
diversity of interests on these boards and
commitlees. Table 4-2 is an ACIR staff classifica-
tion of these interests. The 16,groups (excluding
"other") were identified from a perusal of the
program statutes ar regulations. The choice of

1 31
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Table 4-1
NUMBER-OF 'FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS WITH CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATION, BY DEPARTMENT
OR AGENCY AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT

(December 1978)

Department or Agency

Agriculture
Commerce
HEW

PHS-I
OE
OHDS
HCFA
SSA
PHS-II

HUD
Interior
Justice
Labor
Transportation
Appalachian Regional Commission
GSA
CSA ,

Water Resources Council,
EPA

ACTION
Energy
Treasury

Total

Total
Programs
With CP.

Requirements

7

(82)

'14

50

9

2
3

4
3

2

3

6
5

'14

1

7

1

9

3

3

1

155
^

Number of Programs With Various
Types of CP Requirement

Boards or
Committees

,Some
Decision Advisory Public
Power Only Hearings Othert

4
(13)

4
1

2

2

3

2

(44)
4

32
4

2
2

2 , 5
. 3 8

(22) (57)
4 8

16 33
1 a

2
2

1 - 4
2 3

2

2

1

4
14

,

5

14

24 65 55 114

Includes such requirements as public meeti-ngs, workshops, and review and consultation.

SOURCE: ACIR staff survey.

classes and apsignment of specified interests to
.them required subjective judgment in gome
cases, as in distinguishing between functional
community organizations, functional national
organizations, and generai community
organizations. It is believed, however, that this
breakdown giVes a fairly accurate picture of the

-range of interests currently represented in these
boards and coinmittees.

The table notes, by asterisk, those cases where
the Taw' requires an identified interest to con-
stitute at least .a certain minimum number of
members or proportion of the total membership.
Generally, the apparent intent was to assure that
a particular group is given a dominant or
substantial role in the organization's activities.

Vollowing are the most frequently occurring of
the identified interests-, listed in, &Emending
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Table 4-2
PRINCIPAL INTERESTS REQUIRED BY LAW TO BE REPRESENTED ON NONFEDERAL

BOARDS/COMMITTEES INVOLVED IN FEDERAL GRANT-IN-AID PROGRAMS

, CFDA
Number

. '

-
- .

.

Program and Board Committee -
.

2
I.
-4

E
(3

4'

Ea
U.
-.1,2

co
13

c
2

ts3.2A2
..444
2

-mt

2

1.2.g20 I
10
2

r.

z
,2'
g

g
x

25 ,

*-P

a
1
.
Ea

2 g
4 E

& 8
-0

1.2
.;:

2 E
..2 E

c vt]
.0

.gc3
&

Ea-i

't-E
-0,0

a :

g
=

"a t
2 lo

.......

4

1
-1...

,

r

. a

Ja
E

E
0

-4

5
'E e

10.879

,

10.881

, .
10.901

11.300

11.302

11.305

11.306

11.308

AtRICULTURE

Rural Development Research
State Rural Development Advisory Council

Cooperative Extension Service
State Rural Development Advisory Council

Resource Conservation and Development
Citizen Resource Committee -.

COMMERCE .

,
Economic DevelopmentGrants and Loans for
Public Works and Development Facilities

1) Economic Development District Governing
Board

2) OEDP Committee '
, .

Economic DevelopmentSdpport for Planning
Organizations

Economic Development District Governing Board

Economic DevelopmentState and Local Ecoriomic
Development Planning

Special Planning 95mmittee .
*,

Economic DevelopmentDistrict Op-tional Assistance
Economic Development District Governing Board

.'i
Public Works and Economic Development: Supple-

. mental and Basic Grants
Eionomic Development District Governing Board

,

*

X

.

Y

,

-

.

3

.

1

....

.

,

.

X'

X

X

.

f

X*
X

x.

X!

X*

-

.

.

,

.

.\.

.

X

x

r

'
,

X

k

X

x

.

'

.

.

.

.

..

.

X

X

x

X

X

'

X

X-

.x

X

X

.

X

x

X*
X

x*

X*

X"

'X

x

.

i
i

,

i
.

1

.

cel
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I

-

,

,

\ HEW-PHS I
. /

13.210 Compr&ensive Public Health Services
1) Statewide Health Coordinating Council X* * vs
2) State Health Planning Council X X X

.:.13.220 Medical'FacilitiestonstructionFormula Grant
1) Government Body, Health Systems Agency X >I' X* X X

-
X X X-

2) Statewide Health ,Coordinating Council X* * *

13.224 Community Health Center
Governing Board X x X'

,
X. X X

13.246 Migrant Health Centers
Governing Body X X i X* X X X

*.
13.256 HMO Development

. , Policymaking Body X. `

13.257 Alcohol Formula Grants
State Advisory Council X X X X X X X

13.269 Drug Abuse.Prevention Formula Grants
State Advisory Council X , X

k.
X X

13.292 Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Infoimation and
Counseling Program . -

Project 'Community Council X* X . X

..11293 State Health Planning a'nd,Development Agencies
- Statewide Health Coordinating Counell X* * vs

13.294 Health PlanningHealth Systems Age liciei
' Governing Body, Health Systems. Agency X X X* X X

,
04

13.295 Community Mental Health CentersComprehensive
Services Support .

Governing Body, CMHC '. X X
.

c

- .
HEW-OE .41r

13.416 Teacher Centtrs
Teacher Center Policy Boaid X* X X

13.427 Educationally Deprived ChildrenHandicapped
1) Advisory CouncilSchool District X*
2) Advisory CouncilSchool X*

135
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Table 4-2 (Cont.)

PRINCIPAL INTERESTS REQUIRED BY UM TO BE REPRESiNTED ON NONFEDERAL
BOARDS/COMMITTEES INVOLVED IN FEDERAL GRANT-IN-AID PROGRAMS

CFDA
Number

I
I;

, ,

.

Program and Board Committee

.

1

.I:
2--di
1
S

4.

1 1
E a

1 i
8°

k ,

1

Pala
leg
isii

1

2 4:

11n
1

;
E3

.0

1

41

.

ISiElli-g
i
1

u

111

1"il
4-..

«

2i
is
4....

i

I i-1
ig
&

i
'33
1
11
-

i

.

i

1

13.428

13.429

13.433

13.441 ;

_

; 13:09

13.464

'1-Stiti.Ativt.cory

13.465 :
.

)

1 -,

'fiA91

. .
HEW-OE (cont.)

Educationally Deprived ChildrenLEAs
1) Advisory CouncilSthOol District
2) Advisory CouncilSchool

Educationally Deprived ChildrenMigrants
1) Advisory CouncilSchool District
2) Advisory CouncilSchool
3) State Advisory Council

Follow Through Program
POlicy Advisory Committee -

..
,

. Handicapped Early Childhood Assistance
Advitoci Council I

HanditaPpecl Pre-School and School Programs
State Advisory Panel:

. ,

,L16:rajy -SerirfccGrano:iii Publf Libraries
Coun0 on Lit? aries ,"

, : .;.-: . ,

-1.4fariServiCesInterilbrArySO4eration .:
_..,S4te mmigry.cociFicitin'llibtattes' ..

- :;,- - -,': .'"-: -:,,; ,. -,:-..; ". ,

-.1`acher COrps-15iietaiiOnSancr.i,,,taibins.:.,..,..
1):::Conirtilbity Councif-f%7., -,:. : .'--- -..-':'...t. : -,-
2) pOlsOciard ' :-- -'-': ,-<.-' - .2:: ...

brifversily-Cgoiiiiiii.Oervice-"Gra .0* *-.- sfate AlVigilit'Oncil 'S'' .-

,

4,*

.

.

-

'

X

'

,

.

X

.

.

...

,

.

X

.

G

X

.

7</:::

-

-

--..

--.4

.

X

X

X

X

X
X'

X
X
X

X

X'

.1.

X'

.

.

,

.

X

X

)11

r 4

s

i

'

.138



13.493 Vocational EducationBask Grants to States
1) State Advisory Council

X X2) Local Advisory Council X* X X

13.494 Vocational EducationConsumer and Homemaking
Prograin

1) State Advisory Council X X X2) Local, Advisory Council X* X X

13.498 Vocational Education-=-Prograrnimprovement Project
1) State Advisory Council

X a. X X2) Local Advisory Council
X X X

13.499 Vocational EdticationSpecial Neecis
State Advisory Council

X 0

13.500- Vocational EducationState Advisory Councils
State Advisor?Councils

X X - X
13.525 Emergency School Aid ActBasic Grants to LEAs

1) Districtwide Advisory Committee
X* , X X x2) Student Advisory Committee

X* 10. X*

13.526 Emergency School Aid Act-00ot Programs
1) Districtwide Advisory Committee
2) Student Advisory Committee

x X* \X(i, ))(c, X

13.528 Emergency School Aid ActBilingual Edikation Project 1 y
1) Distrktwide Advisory Committee X X X X X2) Student* Advisory Committee ' X* X* X*

13.529 ,Emergency School Aid AetSpecial Programs and
Projects

Districtwide Advisory Committee
X* X* X* X* X

.13.530 Emergency School Aid ActEducational TV
1) Areawide Advisory Com'mittee
2) Districtwide Area Advisory Committee

).
X*
X*

X* X*
x

x*

13.532 Emergency School Aid ActSpecial Programs
1) Districtwide Advisory Committee X . X* X X X X
2) Student Advisory Committee

X X* X* X* =

13.533 Right to ReadEliminatiOn of Illiteracy
State Advisory Council on Reading X X X X

13.534 Indian EducationGrants to LEM-
Advisory Committee.. X- X X*

41W".
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Table 4-2 (Cont.)
PRINCIPAL INTERESTS REQUIRED BY LAW TO BE REPRESENTED.ON NONPEDERAL

BOARDS/COMMITIEES INVOLVED IN FEDERAL GRANT-IN-AID PROGRAMS

CFDA
Number

.
,

0 .
..

-
Prost' am and Board Committee

1

k.
11

111111

I
q

Z

m
g

II

2

,

i
6
II
La

11
-

18

it
it

_
,

ji
1

I g

.1it

1
N. g.

tb

.

i 1

. .

i
1

I

Ia hi ;

13.549

13.551

13.558

13.562

13.566

13.570

13.586

13387

HEW-OE (Cont.)
. ,

Ethnic Heritage Studies Program
Advisory Council

.

dian EducationGrants to Non-LEAs
Parent Committee

Bilingual Vocational Training
%

1) State Advisory Council
2) Local Advisory Council

.

Education For Gifted and Talented Cbildren and Youth
Advisory Committee

Elementary and Secondary School Edubtion in the
Arts

1) Advisory CommittdeJEA
2) Advisory Committee, State Educational Agency

Libraries and Learning Resources
State Advisory Council

Bilingual Vocational Instructor Training
1) State Advisory Council
2) lmcat Advisory Council '

Bilingual Vocational Instruct/anal Materials,
Methods and Techniques

1) State Advisory Council
2) Local Advisory Council

-

X

X

.

X

X

X
X

s>

X

X

,

(

-

X X

X
X*

..,.

.

X

X*

X
X*

._

X

X

X*

X

X

.

'

.

X

.

X

X

X

.

X

X

-

X

X

X *

.,

X

.

X

X

.

X

X

X

X

X

f

X

X

X

X

,

10

11

11

n

,



13.589

-13.90

*

116.36

13.633

13.635

13.639

13.645

13/14

' 13/66

1k

0

13.810

Emergency School AidMagnet School, University/
Business Cooperation

1) Districtwide Advisory Committee
2) Sttrdent Advisory Committee

_

'Emergency School AidNeutral Site Planning
1) Districtwide Advisory Committee
2) Studeht 'Advisory Gomthittee

-Pre-School incentive Grants
Advisory Panel (State)

.

HEW-OHDS

Deyelopmental DisabilitiesBasic Support'
State Planning Council

Special Programs for AgingState Agacy
Activities and Arei Planning in Social Se ces
Programs - .

1) State Advisory Committee
2) Area Advisory Council

,

Special Progrems for AgingNutrition Program for
Elderly .

Project Council

Special Programs for AgingT-Title V Multiple Purpose
Senior-Centers

Area Advisory Council

Child Welfare ServicetState Grants ,
1) Advisory Committee on AFDC and CWSPrograms
2) Advisory CoMmittee on Day Care Services

HEW-HCFA ,

Medical Assistance Program . .
State Medical Care Advisory Committee

Viealth Financing Research, Demonstrations and
Experiments

State Medical Care Agvisory Committee

HEW-SSA

.. .

Assistance PaymentsState and Local Training
4 Advisory Committee oil Aged., Blind, and Disabled

,

1 3

7
X

X

6.

X

x

X X

X X

x

x

x'

.X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X*

Xe

X* X

X*

X*

X*

x

x

X*

X

o

X

X* X X XX
X* X* X*

z

X*

X X X X

X* X* X*

X

X

X

.,

X

X

,

X

X

X

X

x

x

.

,

.
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Table 4:2 (Cont.)
PRINCIPAL INTERESTS REQUIRED BY LAW TO BE REPRESENTED ON NONFEDERAL

BOARDSOMMITTEES INVOLVED IN FEDERAL GRANT-INvAID PROGRAMS

CFDA
Number Program and Board Committee'

40

40

§

E
.0C

BS

1*-2C
g

2
0

c.7

HEW-SSA (cont.)

13.814 Refugee AssistanceIndochine e Refugees
Advisory Board '

HEW-PEIS II

13.887 Medical Facility Construction i.oject Grants
1) Governing Body, Health Systems Agency . X X , X* X X (X X
2) Statewide Health Coordinating Council , X' X' 4X* ..

i

JUSTICE

16.500 law Enforeement AssistanceCoMprehensive
Planning Grants

State Planning Agency Supe isory Board , X X X

16.501 Law Enforcement Assistance Mproving and
Streogthening Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice

State Planning Agency Supervisory Board X X

16.516 Law Enforcement Assistancejuvenile Delinquent
PreventionAllocation to States 4

. Advisory Group .

LABOR

17.207 Employment Service
State Advisory Council

17.230 Migrant and Seasonal Farm Workers
PrimeSponsor Manpower Planning Cotincil

X X X 2

14*

4



17.232

17.239

17.240

23.009

23.013

39.006

49.002

49.011

49.013

49.014

CETA Program
- 1) Prime Sponsor Planning Council

.2) State Manpower Services Council

Youth Community Conservation Improvement
Program

1) Prime Sponsor Planning Council
2) State Manpower Services Council

Yputh Empl4ment and Training
1) Prime Sponsor Planning Council
2) Youth Council

Public Service Employment Program
1) Prime Sponsor Planning Council
2) State Manpower Services Council

APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION

Appalachian Local Development District
Assistance

Local Development District Governing Board

Appalachian Child Development
State-Level Interagency Committee

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRABN
. -

National Historical Publicatioris and Recorcls Grants
State Historical Records Advisory Board

dA

Community Action
1) CAA Board
2) State EConomic Opportunity Office Advisory

Committee

Community Economic Development
Community Development Corporation Governing
Body

Rite Economic Opportunity Offices
5E00 Advisory Committee

Emergency Conservation Services
Project Advisory Committees

J
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Xa X*

X*
X

X
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17*
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Table 4-2 (Cont.)
PRINCIPAL INTERESTS REQUIRED BY LAW TO' BE REPRESENTED ON NONFEDERAL

BOARDS/COMMITHES INVOLVED IN FEDERAL GRANT-IN-AID PROGRAMS

CFDA
Number
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Program and Board Committee
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EPA

, .

66.001 Air Pollution Control Program Grants . .
Permit Board X*

ACTION .

72.001 Foster Grandparent Program

,

Foster Grandparent Advisory Council . X X X X* X X

72.002 Retired Senior Volunteer Program
Retired Senior Volunteer Program Advisory . .
Council . X X X X X X

;4

72.008 The Senior Companion Program
Advisory Council

ENERGY

.
X X

X
,

X* X. X 4

81.042 Weatherization Assistance Program for Low
Income Persons ..

Policy Advisory Council

.

X X

t ,

. X X

.
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"Order id" the'number ti,f pgdgriimi in *hich they,,,, ,. .,

Ore' required tO 4eiiitireserife4., an i board-or
. ., . ,..-:*.cornmittee.' -- - ." -.-:- :; . .

, .

Consumers, Oieritille or.,... taterided direct
'beneficiaries ,orthe program aye represented on. . ,..
boardsAennunittees ,nf .43, or the ..89 programs
involving some:1(W of Iioard/connnittee public
;a

participeiion,,In 20 of the:43-Prbgrerns, moreover/
consumers arinsiiired a certain propktionnf the

., membeiihip. An ;pimple ii the Migrint Health," ,.
gowrniirk:board ICFDA W13.246) on

1 ' whiCI a mtijority innst be indWiduals served by
Sthe 'center. ,Thirty-linee of 00'43 programs are
under HEW;the remainder 'are in other people-
serving agencies: ilabor (5), ACTION (3) and
COmmunity. ervices;Adminiatration (2).

'
.

:General public.'":jinterest representatives
arelound on boards/rnmmittees in 36 different

' grant.programs. This classification encompasses
"interest Ramps," 'individuals," ;the public
interest," "PUblic and private citizens broadly
representative of the community,"_and 'groups
tind Individuals identified by similar terms in'the
law. the "gdneral public" interest is represented,
on boards/committees in two-thirds of the 15
departments and agencies listed in the table. In
only two cases (Employment ,Service's State
Advisory Council-17.207, and Air Pollution
Control Program Permit Boards:-66.001) are
"general Public" representefives assured a cer-
tain share of the total membership. I,

Functional ,community organizationi are
represented on boards/committees nnder 28
different iirOgrams. They are identified by such
terms.as Inonpvernifiiiital organizations and
groups concerned with health" (13.210),
"organizatidns . in the community who have
shown concern in the interests of low income
persons" (13.433), ,and "orgariizations directly
relitted fo delinquency prevention" (16.500).
Somewhat like the "cqnsumer-clientele" interest
group, they are most qften represented in the
human service programs of ,HEW, Labor, and
ACTION. In no case, however, does the law
require these groups to constitute a specified
portion of the total membership of the body they
serve on.

Representatives of general community
organizations are required on boards/cominittees
associated with 26 grant Programs. Und.er this
heading are included. representatives of such

'

4

groups as .those identified as "civic or com-
munity ::organizatione (13.525), "consumer
organitetions" (13.7141, and "community-based
.O.rganizations" (17.230). Some might consider
thede yery similar to the "general publid." Again,
in no case are "general community organization
representatives" assured a certain share of the
total membership of a board/committee by the
governing law.

Repredentatives of ethnic minorities are
provided for on boards/committees in 26
programs. While required chiefly in the human
service programs of HEW and ACTION, they are
also mandated in four EDA , (Commerce)

..i`programs.' In eight of the programs, ethnic
minorlties are assured a certain share of total
membership.

Institutions of higher education have
representatives on boards/committees of 26
programs, 15 of which are under the Office of
Education.

Racial minorities are represented on the
boards/committees of 25 programs, 14 of which
are Office of Education programs and the
remainder distributed among PHS (5), Commerce .
(4), and ACTION (2). In eight of the programs the
minoritY group is assured a specified proportion..
of the total membership..

Economic interests are tabbed for repregen-
tation on boards/committees under,23 programs.
Terminology commonly used refers specifically
to such general grouptins farmers, business,
industry, labor, and banking, or speaks of the
"principal economic interests of "the district"
(11.300Economic Develbpment District Gover-
ning Board).83 "Economic interest" representa-
tion is clustered chiefly in the committees of
programs under the Departments of A:gricultnre,
Commercl Labor, with a smattering in HEW
health a vocational education programs. On
only One of the boards/committees is a specified /
repyesentation of "economic interests" mandated
(13.493(2)-.Vocational EducatindBasic Grants
to States).

123

Parents must be represented on boards or
cbmmittees connected with 20 grant programs.
All tare HEW firograms and all but one (13.630
Developmental Disabilities State Planning Coun-
cil) are under the Office of Education.

.Significantly, in 16 of the 20 programs, parents
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are required to have a specified share of the
membership, usually a majority.

The remainder of the interpts, separately
identified on the chart, in deVcending order of
number of programs in which they are-
represented on boards/committees, are:

i)rovider professionalsoutside govern-
ment:" 17 programs;

"the poor or low income group:" 16 programs;

"provider professionalsinside gov-
ernment" (usually in the administering
agency): 15 programs;

"provider institutionsnoneducational:" ten
programs; and

"functional national organizations:" nine
programs.

In this group of five "interests," the "poor" are
124 most frequently assured a minimum share of

representationin 13 of the 16 programs in
which their presence is required. "Provider pro-
fessionalsoutside government"- have a certain
assured representation in six programs; and
"provider professionalsinside government" in
four.

Two additional classes of "interests" have
frequent representation on boards/committees
but are lefeout of the above listing because they
do not represent the nongovernmental public.
These are of course "local governmente and
"other nonfederal governments." They include
"officials" as well as governments as such. The
"other nonfederal governments" are mainly
representatias Of state agencies, ancrare found
chiefly in state-Administered grant programs.

Compared to the nongovernmental "interests,"
these two governmental categories are among the
most fr,equently represented "interests." "Local
governinents" are represented on committees
associated with 46 of the 89 grant programs;
"other nonfederal governments" are involved in
32 programs. In the great majority of cases,
functional agencies .1*I' professionals in those
agencies are the entities to be represented. This is
particularly true of the "other nonfederal"
category, where memberships from state agen-
dal are most often mandated. Such agencies
include health, education, aging, welfare, law
enforcement, and employment services units.
Local government representation comes from
local units of government or local elected officials

in the EDA and a few manpower programs of the
Labor Department. Otherwise, it also consists of
functional agencies or specialists within those
agencies.

Authority Exercised

Boards/committees required in 65 programs
perform only an advisory function, according to
their governing statute or regulation. Two-thirds
of these are HEW programs, chiefly under the
Office of Education. Advisory authority is
spelled out in a variety of ways, for example;

Advise Chief Administrative Officer of the
University (10.879);

Consult with state agency in carrying out the
state plan (13.257);

Advise the local educational agency in the
planning for, implementation, and evalua-
tion of educational programs for handi-
capped children (13.427);

Supervise development of the approved state
plan, Monitor and evaluate implementation
of the plan, review and comment on all state
plans relating to programs affecting persons
with developmental disabilities (13.630);

Advise the Governor and the state agency in
the implementation of the state plan (13.833);
and

Formulate policies and discuss problems
relating to employment and ensure impel.=
tiality, neutrality, and freedom from political
influence j,,n the solution of such problems
(17.207).

Among the boards or committees required to
have citizen representation, 17 wield some
decisionmaking authority." All but four of the 17
possess general governing or policymakind
pawer. These four are basically advisory bodies
but it appears from the law that they are given
one or more specific decisionmaking powers as
well. They are all associated with HEW
programs:

-

Statewide Health Coordinating Council
(associated with CFDA #13.210, 13.220,
13.293, and 13.887)4 While it generally
advises the state health planning and
development agency, it also approves or
disapproves the state health plan, the state
'medical facilities plan, and applications for
certain health grants.
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Advisory Committee in program of Indian
EducationGrants to Local Education
Agenbies (CFDA .#13.534). Its functions
appear mainly advisory in accord with its
title, but it also approves applications for
grants.

Parent Committee in program of Indian
EducationGrants to Non-Local
Educational Agencies (CFDA #13.551).
Similar to committee under CFDA #13.534.

Project Council required by Special.
Programs for the Aging7-Nutrition Program
for the Elderly -(CFDA #13.635). Advises
grant recipient but also approves certain
operating decisions.

The 13 governing or policymaking bodies
involved in the grant process whose membership
is required to include publió representation are:

Economic Development District (EDD)
Governing Board; required under CFDA
#11.302, 11.306, and 11.308;

Health Systems Agency Governing Body
CFDA #13.220, 13.294, and 13.887;

Community Health Center Governing'
BoardCFDA #13.224;

Migrant Health Center Governing Board
CFDA #13.246;

Health Maintenance Organization Develop-
ment Policymaking BodyCFDA #13.256;

Community Mental Health Center Gover-
ning BodyCFDA #13.295; -

Teacher Center Policy BoarilCFDA
#13.416;

TeaCher Corps Policy BoardCFDA #13.489;

State (Criminal Justice) Planning Agency
Supervisory BoardCFDA #16.500 and
16.502;

Local Development District (LDD) Gover-
nihg BoardCFDA #23.009;

Community Action Agency (CAA) Board
CFDA #49.002;

Community Development Corporation
Governing BodyCFDA #49.011; and

Permit Board, Air Pollution Control Pro-
gramCFDA #66.001.

oil

PUBLIC HEARINGS

Through membership on boards and com-
mittees, the federal government assures par-
ticular interests access to the government deci-
sion process in grant-aided programs. The public
hearing is the common mechanism for giving the
public-at-large that access.

The statutes and regulations that mandate
pbblic hearings in 55 grant programs require
them to be held. chiefly in the planning, project
application, or program development stage of the
grant process, Generally, these amount to the
same thing: the stage ,at whict officials
presumably are still making up their minds on
projected program activity. As examples:

The three coastal zone programs require
hearings during program development
(CFDA #11.418, 11.419, and 11.421).

Hearings must be held before adoption of the
state ,or areawide plans 'in certain health
(CFDA ,#13.210, 13.220, 13.293, 13.294,
13.387), vocational education (CFDA
#13.493, 13.499), aging (CFDA #13.633), and
Eiir pollution control (CFDA #66.001)
programs.

The planning process is the focus of public
hearings in the 14 ARC programs (CFDA
#23.002-23.006, 23.008-23.013, 23.017), and
in the Local Rail Services SystemNational
Program (CFDA 020.308).

By far the most common linkage is with the
development-of the project application, as in
the Watershed Protection and Flood Preven-
tion program (CFDA #10.904), eight
programs under the Emergency School Aid
Act (e.g., CFDA #13.525), the Airport
Development Aid Program (CFDA #20.102),
the Community Development Block Grant
program (CFDA #14.218), and five other
programs.

In at least one casehighway construction
(CFDA #20.205)a public hearing is required at
two stagesbefore a route location is approved,
and after approval of the locatiort but before the
state highway department is committed to a
specific design proposal.

The type of program determines where public,
hearings fit in. The best illustration is the
regulatory Ktivity of the Environmental Protec-

. tion Agency (EPA). In three of the EPA programs

1 ."--;
,..
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(CFDA #66.418, 66.419, and 66.426), public
hearings must be held not only on program
development but also in regard to regulations and
standards. Further, in EPA's program of State
Public Water Supervision (CFDA #66.432), a
hearing must be held before granting a variance
from a minimum requirement.

Other Citizen rarticipation Requirements

In 114 of the 155 grant programs, statutes
and/or regalationeprescribe public participation
requirements beyond membership on
boards/committees or the holding of public

1 hearings. These are summarized by program in
the "other" column of Appendix Table 4A-1.
These provisions vary with respect to whether
specific interests must be involved and, if so,
which ones; at what stage of the decisionmaking
process participation must occur; and the types

126 of participation mechanisms mandated.
For the most part, these "other" provieions call

for general public participation, with or without
identifying specific interests that constitute the
public. Fully two-thirds of the programs can be
read as providing for participation by "the
public" or terms that convey the same meaning.
About one-half of these speak only of the public,
with no reference to any specific interests to be
represented. The-CP provisions in the programs
of HUD, the Appalachian Regional Commission,
and EPA are almost exclusi** of this type.
Part* lar interests most often idenAfied in other
progriims arliocal governments or local officials
(17 at;ograms), other nonfederal governments
(usually state agencies) (15), clientele or program
recipients (14), general community organizations
(13), functional community organizations (13),
and parents (12),

When specified, public involvement is most
commonly required to occur during the planning
or program development stage a the decision-
making process. Sornetnes the focus is on the
application process. In fewer instances, the
public is to participate in program operations or
implementation, or in program evaluation. The
broadest type of involvement is mandated for the
Clean Water Act programs 6f the Environmental
Protection Agency: "public participation in the
development, revision, and enforcement of any
regulation, standard, effluent limitation, plan, or
program established by the Administrator or any
state."0

1 5

In over one-half of these 114 programs, the
statute or regulation speaks only generally of
involvement, wtthout- specifying particular
modes or mechanisms. In the remainder, the
particular types of involvement called for in-
clude: due notice of the preparation of a grant
application or development of a plan or the
holding of a meeting; holding public meetings of
workshops; making records or documents
available to the public; offering opportunities fore
giving testimony or review and comment; and
consulting with particular groups.

Breakdown by Department or Agency

The preceding analysis noted certain
departmental tendencies in participation re-
quirements. The following paragraphs focus
more squarely on departmental differences.

The Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (HEW), the department with the most
grant programs, has more than one-half the
number with citizen participation, require-
ments-82. They are administered by the. Office
of Education (50), the Public Health Service (18),
the Office of Human Development Services
(nine), the Social Security Administration
(three), and the Health Care Financing
Administration (two). The other 18 departments
or agencies with citizen partiCipation mandates
in descending order of number of grant pro-
grams affected are the Appalachian Regional
Commission (14), Bnvironmental Protection
Agency (nine), Commerce (eight), Community
Services Administration (seven), Agriculture
(seven), Labor (six), Transportation (five),
Justice (three), ACTION (three), Energy (three),
HUD (three), Interior (two), General Services
Administration (one), Water Resources Council
(one), and Treasury (one).

In HEW, two-thirds of their citizen participa-
tion programs require pitizen membership on
boards cir committees at the state and local levels.
Most-of these are purely advisory bodies. Citizen
membership on committees in education
programs leans heavily toward parents-19 of
the 50 cases, and students-13. Other interests
heavily represented in Office of Education
programs are local governments (usually school
diêtricts) (16), ethnic minorities and institutions
of higher education (ten each), and low income
and racial minorities (nine each). Except for the
cluster of programs under the Emergency School



Aid Act, public hearing requirements are rare
among Office of Education progfams.

Public Health Service boards/committees are
required to represent about a half dozen specified
interests on the average. The most common one is
the consumer of health servicesin ten
programs. Again, public hearings are not a
common requirement in this part of HEW.

All of the 14 ARC programs are governed by
general' prwision mandating public hearings v
and several other elements of an active program
of public participation in the planning process.
EPA also is directed to use a comprehensive
approach to citizen participation in its programs,
but for only one of the nine (Air Pollution
Control) is an advisory committee involved.

Five of the affected Com fierce Department
programs Etr.g.sin the economic development area
and three in coastal zone management. Public
representation on committees is involved in the
former, with special emphasis on reflection of
economic interests, racial and ethnic minorities,
and local governments. The coastal zone
programs stress public hearings and other
vehicles of consultation, such as public meetings
and workshops.

Five of the seven Community Services Ad-
in,inistrat ion programs must heed the "maximum
feasible participation" command of the statute.
The four progrars with advisory committees
emphaize representation of the poor and
residents of the area served.

in Agriculture, the three programs with
advisory committees feature representation of
economic interests, providers, institutions of
higher education, and local and nonfederal
government agencies. Two of the seven programs
call for public hearings. All six Labor programs
focus the participation requirements on advisory

. committees, emphasizing representation of a
broad spectrum of interests. These include the
"general public," clientele groups, economic
interests, local and other nonfederal agencies,
and general and functional community groups.

' The five DOT programs, on the other hand, use no
committees, but rather streSs public hearings and
public involvement in the transportation plan-
ning process.

The Recent Blossoming of
CitiziorrhultivliT Requirements

In tracing the fiistory of federal citizen par-
ticiPation provisions at" the Opening of this

_

/

chapter, it was noted that the addition of new
requirements had accelerated over the past ten
years or so. This generalization is borne out by
examination of the enactment dates of the 155
grant programs with citizen participation re-
quirements.

Most of the 155 are of relatively recent vintage.
One-hundred-twenty-four were enacted in 1970
or later, about 81% of the total. As seen in Table 4-
3, up through 1974 the rate of expansion of new
programs with citizen participation mandates
went up steadily, from five programs prior io
1960, to ten in' 1960-64, 16 in 1965-69, and 69 in
1970-74. The upward trend is, of course, similar
tO the growth in number of all federal grant
programs, but it is not identical. The sharp
expansion in grant programs occurred in the
middle and late 1960s during the heyday of the
Great Society.66 The nwirber of programs with
citizen participation requirements, on the other
hand, spurted in the early 1970s. Some would say
that this was in greal part a response to the
political and social activism as well as the
turmoil of the late 19608; others would argue that
the earlier citizen participation requirementsat
least some of themcontributed to the turmoil;
while still others would contend that the bulk of
the later requirements were merely a Con-
gressional gesture to pacify special interest
pleaders.

The pace of expansion of citizen participation
requirements varied among departments and
agencies. Among those with the most program,
the Office of Education took on a host of
programs With citizen participation re- .
quirements in 1972 legislation, but then ex-
panded evert further from 1974 through 1976. The
latter largely reflected concentrated enactments
of vocational education programs. The Public
Health Service's noticeable addition of programs
requiring citizen participation in the post-1970
period involved a wide range of new grant
programs, from Migrant Health Centers to
Health Maintenance Organization Development
to State Health Planning and Development
Agencies. The Regional Development Act of 1975
amended the Appalachian Regional Commission
legislation to mandate that public participation
"in the development, revision, and implementa-
tion of all plans and programs under this act by'
the commission, and state or any local develop-
ment district shall be provided for, encouraged,
and assisted." By one stroke this tdded 14
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Table 4-3 -
FEDERAL GRANT-IN-AID PROGRAMS REQUIRING CITIZEN PARTICIPATION,

BY AGENCY AND PERIOD OF TIME IN WHICH MANDATING LEGISLATION OR .

REGULATION WAS ADOPTED

Prior to 1960- 1965- 1970- 1975-
Department or Agency 1960 64 69 74 78 Total

Agricultwe 2 5 7
Cpmmerce 5 3 8
HEW (1) (3) (8) (50) (20) (82)

PHS 2 12 3 18
OE -1 4 30 15 50
OHDS 1 8 9
HCFA 2 2
SSA 1 2 3

HUD 1 1 3
Interior 1 1 2
Justice 2 1 3
Labor 1 3 2 6
Transportation 1 2 1 1 5
Appalachian Regional Commission 14
General Services Administration

--41.111./1"i41 1

Community Services Administiation 4 3 7
Water Resources Coundl 1 1

Environmental Protection Agency 1 5 3 9
AMON 3 3
Energy 3 3
Treasury 1 1

. Total 10 16 69 55 155
Percentage 3 6 10, 45 36 100

SOURCE: ACIR staff tabulation.

programs to the tally for that year. Finally, eight
of the nine EPA grant programs requiring public
involvement and all of the ACTION (three) and
Department of Energy (three) programs came into
being after 1970.

The Programs Without
Mandated Citizen Participation

At the outset it was stated that one-fourth to
one-third of federal grant programs have.citizen
participation requirements prescribed by law or
regulation. The question might well be asked:
which programs do not have such requiuments,
and why don't they? Table 4-4 approaches this

question by showing for each department or
agency (a) the total number of federal grant
programs as of January 1, 1978, acc\ording to the
ACIR's count, (b) the number of programs with
citizen 'participation' requirements, and (c) the
percentage that the latter is of the former. As
explained in an earlier footnote, the data in the
two Alums are not strictly comparable because
of differences in counting,67 but the similarity is
great enough to provide a generally accurate
picture.

The table clearly shows a wide range of
incidence of participation requirements among
the departments and agencies. Among the major
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alba-

departments, 11% of programs in Interior, 17% in
Agriculture, and 20% in HUD are on the low side.
On the high side are Office of Education with
52%, ACTION with 60%, Energy with 50%. EPA
with 26% is slightly below the average. Overall,
31% of the grant programs require citizen par-
ticipation.

By themselves, of course, these figures are not ,

very ineaningful. One would expect that citizen
participation would have varying significance in
different kinds of programs. Research programs

involving primarily the development and use of
highly technical knowledge and methodologies
might benefit little from the involvement of the,
public: Many of the EPA, Agriculture, and
Interior programs are of this type. On the other
hand, one would exPect that programs delivering
services to people, or to particular segments of
the populace, would be highly adaptable tO
citizen involvement. That premise seems borne
out in the degree to which citizen participation is
required in programs under the nice of Educa-

Table 4-4 ,

FEDERAL GRANTS TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: TOTAL AND
NUMBER WITH MANDATED CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS:

BY DEPARTMENT AND AGENCY (1978)

Department or Agency

Agriculture
Commerce
HEW

Office of Secretary

Total

. 42
28

(222)
2

With Mandated
atized Participation

Number Percent

7 17
8 29

(82) (37)
0

PHS 70 18 26
OE 96 50 52
OHDS 41 9 22
HCFA 3 2 67
SSA 10 3 30

HUD 15 3 20
Interior 19 2 11
Justice 14 3 21
Labor 23 6 26
Transportation 50 5 10
Appalachian Regional Commission 14 14 100
GSA 1 100
CSA 7 7 100
Water Resources Council 1 1 100
EPA 35 9 , 26
ACTION 5 3 60
Energy 6 3 50
Treasury 4 1 1 100
Other1 115

'total 498 155 31

'Department of Def,ense, National FOundation for Arts and Humanities, National Science f oundation, Office of Personnel
Management, Small Business AdTinistration, and Veterans Administration.

SOURCE. Total. ACIR, A Catalog of Federal Grant-in-Aid Programs to State and Local Governments. Grants Funded FY 1978, A-
72, Washington, DC, U.S. Covernnient Printing Office, 1979, number with mandated citizen participationprovisions. ACIR staff
survey and calculation. ,
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tion, the Community Services Administration,
and ACTION.

Yet, from a cursory examination of the list of
grant programs it is evident that by no means are
research programs always excluded from citizen
participation requirements, nor, on the other
hand, do all people-serving programs have such
requirements. Moreover, the inconsistent treat-
ment appears among programs that are closely
related functionally and administered by the
same department or agency. Thus, in the Depart-
ment of Interior, Water Resources Research
Assistance to State Institutes (CFDA #15.95I)
has a participation requirement, but Water
Resources Research: Additional Projects (CFDA
#15.950) dbes not. In the Office of Human
Development Services of HEW, Older Americans

Ilk Program: Area Planning and Social Service
(CFDA #13.633) requires public involvement but

130 the same is not true for two apparently closely
related programs. Older America& Program,s.
Model Projeets (CFDA #I3.634), and Older
American Programs: Multi-Disciplinary Centers
of Gerontology (CFDA #13.638).

The planning function is an:,area where public
involvement is often found. The planning phase
of program or project development seems a,
logical step in the decisionmaking process at

,which to seek public input. Yet, by no means do
all planning programsat least those with the
term in their titlesmandate public involve-
ment. Those without such requirements include:
DOE's Supplemental State Energy Conservation
Plans (CFDA #81.043); Interior's Historic Preser-
vation. Comprehensive Planning and Survey
Grants (CFDAN #15.411); *DOT's Airport and
Airway DeVelopmenh Planning Grants (CFDA
#20.103), and Commerce's Coastal Energy Impatt
Program: Planning Grants (CFDA #1I.422).

A Typology of Approaches to
Standardization of Citizen Participation
rn Federal trant Programs

In his
f

testimony before the ACIR with regard to
the December 1978 draft report on citizen
participatton, Nelson Rosenbaum of the Urban
Institute proposed that in thinking'about stan-
dardizing citizen participation requirements in
the federal assistance system, a threefold
classification might be used: (I) intereat
representation, (2) clientele control,' and (3)
community consensus.

5

The interest-representation model reflects the
involvement Of ottanized interest groupings in
conflict over relatively narrow and distinct
controversies. This is the most common approach
and the most "normal" from the Perspective of
interest-group domination in American politics.
The government's task in handling this approach,
says Rosenbaum, is to establish bask rules of
access, fairness, and efficiency in providing
information, obtaining citizens views,
evaluating the competing interests. As basic
guarahtees of access to the decisionmaking
process, they should apply to all grant programs,
according to Rosenbaum. They lend themselves
to standardization governmentwide.

The clientele control modern; distinguished by
designation f a particular constituency or
clientele group which is vested with some direct
form of authority over program operation,
because of the comparative magnitude of the
program's impact on the designated group. While
less susceptible to standardization than the first
approach, common factors do exist that could
permit a degree of effective standardization.

The third approach, the community consensus
approach, attempts to penetrate beyond the
organized intirest groups to seek the views and
interests of 'unorganized and unrepresented
elements of an affected community. Planning and
natural resource programs most commonly
involv e citizens through this approach, because
of their broad scope and diverse community-.
wide impacts. According to Rosenbaum, this
approach is least susceptible to standardization
mainly because of differences in grodps to be
included and lack of experience with community
Consensus techniques:

ACIR staff undertook to identify which of the
155 total grant programs with citizen participa-
tion requirements seem to fall in the clientele
control and community consensus classes, based
again on the language of the statutes and/or
regulations. The assigned classifications appear
in Appendix Table 4A-1 in the far right-hand
column.

The 12 clientele control programs are dis-
tributed among Community Services Ad-
ministration (five), Public Health Service (four),
Office of Education (two), and Agriculture (one),
The 36 community consensus programs are in the
Appalachian Regional Commission (11), EPA
(eight), Commerce (six), HUD and Agriculture
(three each), and the Office of Education,



Interior, Water Resources Council, Energy, and
Treasury (one each).

Summary and ComMent

In summarizing, it is necessary to emphasize
two basic limitations of this analysis: (1) the data
are based on a reading of statutes and regula-
tionsthey do not necessarily reflect actual
practice; (2) the statutory and regulatory
references were supplied, for the most part, by
the responsible federal departments and agen-
cies, confirmed and supplemented in many cases
by ACIR staff research.

Within these limitations, ACIR identified 155
separate grant programs, as of December 1978,
that mandate citizen participation through
statute and/or regulation. These are largely of
fairly recent origin-81% were adopted since
1970.

Prescription of boards orcommittees and of the
membership of such bodies is the most usual type
of mandate. Consumers or clientele served by
particular programs are the most frequently
represented interest on boards and committees.
In many cases, Moreover, the legislation or
regulation requires that they constitute a certain
proportion of the total membership. Next most
frequently represented are members of the
general public, of functional community
organizations and of general community or civic
organizations... Ethnic and racial minorities
constitute the next most numerous cluster of
interests; then come institutions of higher
education, economic interests, and pnrents, in
that order. A clear effort is made to distinguish
between consumers and providers in board/com-
mittee membership, but consumers are much
more frequently designated than are providers.
Local and other nonfederal governments are also
often required to be represented on boards or
committees. To some extent the high representa-
tion of local governments reflects the increased
activity of national organizations of elected local
officials, as in programs of the Economic
Developmdht Administration and the Labor
Department. More important, however, the local
government representation is drawn from func-
tional specialists as is the representation of other
nonfederal governments, which consists mainly
of professional employees in state government.
Considering that citizen participation is often
urged as necessary to exert more control over

growing bureaucracy, it is significant that
functional specialists maintain strong numerical
representation 'on these federally mandated
boards and committees.

Of the 89 programs with participation through
boards or committees, these bodies are confined
to advisory powers with the exception of 24
programs involving 17 separate committees.
Thus, the principal impact of this primary citizen
participation mechanism often stops short of
actual decisionmakingr. The extent to which the
advice offered by these multimember bodies is
heeded requires indepth analysis beyond the
scope of this report.

Public hearings are the second most common
type of citizen participation device prescribed for
federal grant programs. They are timed mostly
for the, planning, project application, or program
development stage of the grant process. In the
newer environmental 'programs involving not
only plans and programs but also standards and
regulations, separate hearings may be required at
several or all of these stages.

One-hundred-fourteen of the 155 grant
011agrams mandate types of public involvement
beyond boards/committees or public hearings.
These vary with respect to the interests involved,
the stage of decisionmaking affected, and the
types of participation mechanism mandated.
These "other" provisions call for participation of
the general public in most cases, with or without
also identifying particular interests that must be
represented. In the "community consensus" type
of involvement, the emphasis in these provisions,
is heavily onreppesentation of the general public.

When the timing of the "other" types of
participation is specified, it is usually set for the
planning or program development stages of the
decisionmaking process. Also, in most of these
programs, no particular type of participation
mechanism is prescribed. When prescribed, the
requirements run heavily to the elements of
administrative procedures acts: due notice,
access to public records; opportunity for review
and comment; and the like.

As might be expected, the department with the
greatest number of grant programs and the
largest proportion of people-serving activities
HEWdominates the statistics on participation
requirements. Moreover, within HEW the domi-
nant agency is the Office of Education because of
its large share .of total programs. Board/commit-
tee membership is the principal means of Citizen
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PartiCipation in HEW programs; public hearings
are little used. Parents, students, and local school
districts are .the chief interests represented on
boards and committees.

Other departments use a variety of different,
mechanisms and diverse patterns of representa-
tion of particular interests. The community
consensus type tend more toward inclusion of a
range of interests, the use of a variety of
techniques, and involvement of the citizen in
several steps in the decisionmaking process.

The 155 grant programs with public participa-
tion mandates account for one-fourth to one-
third of all current programs of grants to state,
and local governments. That two-thirds to three-
fourths of the programs are not subject to
mandatory public involvement raises the strong
presuniption that citizen participation is not
consistently mandated by the federal govern-
ment. An examination of 15,rovisions of the
mandating laws and regulations fortifies this
presumption inasmuch as similar programs
withiga. the same department or agency, or
programs in the same functional area, or
programs dealing with like phases of the
decisionmaking processsuch as planningdif-
fer in respect to whether they do or do notrequire
citizen participation. There is#the additional
significant fact .that the programs that do
mandate citizen participation differ consid-
erably with respect to the types of mechanism
employed andAhe detailed application of those
mechanisms.

To achieve greater consistency among ciVzen
Participation requirements in federal programs,
one- knowledgeable observer has sugl3esled a
three-pronged approach based upon. three
different kinds of citizen participation needs...The
three approaches are: the interost-iepresentation
model, which would assure certain minimum
types of access to decisionmaking in all grant
proirams; the clientele control model, limited to
where it is important that a particular affected
group have sbme degree of control over decisions;
and the community consensus model, where it is
important to reach out to ensure inclusion of
interests that are not usually represented in
decisions that affect them, through rack of
initiative or organization. According to AC1R
staff ,estimates, trte ,existing programs with
mandated participation include 12 of the clientele
control approach, and 36 using the community
consensus, model.

Citizen Participation in Selected
Grant Programs: Five Caie Studies

To obtain a better picture of the origin,
evolution, problems, and effects of federally
mandated citizen partkipation requirements,
ACIR staff focused on five major grant programs.
These are: the community health center program,
Title XX of the Social. Security Act (social
services), the coastal zone management program,
community development block grants, and the
General Revenue Sharing (GRS) program. They
were selected as important programs with rather
different histories and citizen participation
requirements. They are nol necessarily represen-
tative of the 155 programs identified earlier, but
do constitute a range of federal programs and
participation practices and, in some instances,
pose very different issues. GRS is included for
the additional reason, of course, that the 1976
legislation extending the prpgram requested this
study and the legislation mandates significant
new citizen participation requirements for state
andlocal governments.

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS

Community healthcenters (CHCs) are public or
nonprofit private organizations created to ,plan,
develop and operate programs to improve com-
munity health care. Their major goal is to
improve the health care delivery system in
medically "underserved" urban and rural areas.
The Public Health Service (PHS) may make
planning and initial funding grants to the centers
whenever it determines that existing health
systems do not provide quality care to. the
community.

Community health center grants were original-
ly authorized in 1966.64 They were intended to
promote flexible and innovative approaches to
health care delivery. Before itny granta. were
Rade, however, the program was transformed
into aiding ambulatory or comprehensive health
care programs in service areas with low or
nonexistent health care services. The , first
neighborhood health centers were funded in 1968
and were based on a model for health care
patterned after health centers funded under the
Economic Opportnnity Act. Later a number of
0E0 centers were transferred to the public

,Health Service in HEW.
Congress found evidence linking neighborhood
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health centers to improved health of at least some
users and also to decreased hospital btilization.P2
New legislation, the 1975 Health Services Act,
changed the name of neighborhood centers to
community health centers. The measure also
proposed to support the, centers at a higher
funding level and to provide standards which
would eventually make them self sufficient. That
time would arrive, in the words of Senate Report
93-1137 "when public and private insurance hava-\
expanded sufficiently to cover the range of 1

services offered by the centers."" The final bill
embodying these views was passed over the
President's veto. The administration resisted the
proposed funding levels and, preferred that
narrow categorical grants be forded into the
eXisting health dare delivery system.

Funding has been less than originally en:
visioned. In Senate Report 93-117, $460 million
was proposed, but, in fiscal year 1977, PHS could
commit only $215 million to existing CHCs and
some other primary care centers. Individual
grants ranged from $15,000 to $4,000,000, far
from the largest share of a typical CHC budget. In

/ HEW Region II, which includes the State of New
York, CHC budgets ranged from $1.3 to $13
million including grants.

The most common type ofCHC was,.a nonprofit
corporation. Seventy-seven of the 164 CHCs fell
into this category, while 47 welt community
action, Model City, or similar agencies. Fifteen
were city or state agencies, 13 were hospitals,
and 12 were educational, health, or medical
society institutions. Funding decisions have been
decentralized to the regions, and grants can be
made initially for up to five years. Some centers
have received funding for a decade or more,
particularly if they grew out of the Community
Action programs.

Citizen Participation -

Until 1978, there was relatively little evidence
in the legislative history that community and
consumer participation in the CHCs wasa major
concern of Congress. The background commen-
tary in the 1974 Senate report contains no
comment on the subject, and only one sentence in
the discussion of planning and development
grants refers to formal citizen involvement. It
indicates tha
requirements,
community invo

e grantees should, with other
i jJate and encourage continuing
ement in the development and

operation of the (program."' Later the report
indicates that the Secretary, in awarding grants,
must determine that a governing board has been
established and that it is comprised of a majority
who are "being served by the applicant (grantee)
and who ctilectively represent the community."
The rePort suggests monthly medtings and the
power to select the director, approve the annual
budget, and set center hours. The center (appli-
cant) is also to create a professional advisory
board with the professional staff represented on
it. The lack of detailed commentary is balanced,
of course, by the fact that existing CHCs had
citizen governing boards and many had had'
citizen involvement in their earlier activities
under the community Action and_ Model Cities
programs.

In keeping with the intent of the legislation,
centers are to provide services in the language
and cultural context most appropriate to
bilingual and bicultural individuals.

During the testimony before the Subcommittee
on Labor- and Public Welfare in 1974,, some
evidence was presented that "consumers" knew
best what kind of programs were needed agd how
to administer them, although this mostly referred
to migrant heal,th centers, another part of the bill.
Most of the testimony was from those formally
representing the poor or from some kind of local
organi"zer. Nowhere in the legislative history,
however, is there the kind of lormation that
accounts for the specific size and makeup of
governing boards which finally appeared in the
Federal Register. One view is that the citizen
participation requirements were developed from
the experienc,es of the Office of gconomic
Opportunity." If that is true, icontrol by the
board is intended to be meaningful and strongly
orientea to community action.

The regulations seem consistent with that
interpretation. The governing bodies of nonprofit
grantees 'mist have a majority of consumers
(clients in the area who have used the medical
services). They are to "represent the individuals
being or to be served in terms of demographic
factors, such as race, ethnicity, sex."'3 The
balance of the committee may consist of
providers (up to 25% of the full ,committee) and
representatives of the CHC service area. These
latter individuals are to be selected "for their
expertise in community affairs, local govern-
ment, finance and banking, legal affairs, trade
unions, and, other commercial and industrial
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concerns, or social service agencies within the
community."74

Boards must contain between nine and 25
members, with the average from 15 to 20.
Selection of members is governed by the gover-
ning body rules. These rules reflect the needs of
the governing body, which vary with the
demographic makeup of the catchment (service)
area. "Democratic selection" oi selection of
governing body members by, the incumbents, is
frequent, although election is preferred by HEW.
A new community health center board is general-
ly made up of activists in the area who may have
'been part of the original advisory board. After
some time, permanent boards usually create a
nominating committee which seeks ont new
members and tries to assure that board mem-
bership mirrors the area and' maintains the
consumer-provider relationship. These nominat-
ing committees look for local influentials and
representatives of important groups. The most
common pattern is for community leaders to be
appointed while consumer representatives are
elected. This pattern occurs primarily after a
board becomes stabilized in its governing
pattern. New boards, as in a change from a
hospital to a community agency as grantw,
usually blanket in the existing advisory board
and seek out other representatives by
appointment.

Boards are required to hold monthly meetings,
appoint the executive director, set CHC policy,
establish personnel rules, adopt a financial
management plan, evaluate center activities,
assure that,the center is operated in conformity
with federal, state anpf local laws, and adopt
health care policies suchns scope and availabili-
ty of services, location, and hours. In practice, the
board is usually limited to policy questions,
while the Chief executive officer is largely
responsible for day-to-day operations.75

HEW Review

The CHC program is largely administered and
supervised by HEW regions with the number of
centers in any one region ranging between 17 and
184. Grant proposals are continually reviewed,
and in some regions a double review takes place:

regional consultant is responsible for the
whole CHC program and Program officers are
assigned to specific projects and centers. Citizen
participation is one of a range of criteria used to

4.

evaluate each center, with the other criteria
related to the quality of medical care. About three
or four site visits are made annually to each
center, and .a review of the governing board
minutes takes place. If a center requires more
attention, regional representatives may spend a
gooa deal of time in review and attend a number
of board meetings.78

Board issues and Activities

A critical board responsibility is staff selec-
tion. The most important choice is an executive
director. Here, boards occasionally become
embroiled in controversy. When a choice is made,
occasionally the decision unacceptable to
regional Public Health officials, who have in the
past vetoed choices. Regions require vitae for
nominees to he sent to theM,for approval. Many
directors are generalist administrators rather
than MDs. The latter generally occupy the
professional staff positions.

MosVof the differences among board members
are presumed to be rooted in the different
interestk Of consumers and providers, but this is
not always true. Frequently, providers and
consumers ha'Ve the same interests." At the same
time, providers usually are more often concerned
with the quality of health care than consumers. In
any case, it is usually difficult to enlist as Many
providers as the law allows, since "underserved"
areas, by definition, lack providers. When they
are present and interested they are influential,
but on many or most boards, consumers heavily
predominate in numbers. It is sometimes also
difficult to attract community leaders to a boaid.

A review of the actions of three boards in New
York State during early 1977 brings these
comments into faus.n Since all of tho'boards
were changing froth advisory to governing, final
composition of the governing body was in-
complete. Even so, in only one of the boards did
women mhke up half the membership. There was
considerable evidence of earnest attempts to
recruit members of all types, from lawyers
representing the community to a number of
consumer representatives. The search was made
more difficult by the prohibitions against center
employe-es or 'their blood relatives holding board
membership.- Often, center employees, such as
medical doctors, were virtually the only
providers available for board membership.
Employees in effect were represented by the
executive director who can be an ex .officio
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member of the board without voting rights.
The attendance rate at the three CHC board

meetings ranged from 70% to 100% with similar
rates at those committee meetings which were
reported to the center board. The meetings were
similar to a very large town or village council
made up of working class people with a
professionals manager. 'Hence, the need for
training new center board members has been
stressed by regional Public Health officials and is
a perennial concern 9f board members. Every
meeting is marked by announcements of trainin4
sessions and the assignment of individuals to
them.

Effect of Legislation

The 1975 Health Services Act did not greatly
affect participation activities associated with
community health centers. It tried to establish
the principle that additional support was needed
until the centers can become self sufficient. In
effect, the legislation endorsed the programs
generally carried on by die old neighborhood
health centers with Congressional concern center-
ing on specific types of health care standards.,

The CHCs involve the classic form of citizen
participation, since their governance is in the
hands of clients chosen from the population they
serve, This is, of course, based on the theory that
"consumers" are the best judges of what is
appropriate health care policy in their
geographical setting. Congress apparently saw
no need to question that theory.

The legislation had little direct effect upon the
actual extent of citizen participation. The present
levels of participation and community control
existed prior to the 1975 legislation, and there is
no evidence in the record 9f any significant
Congressional interest in changing policies
relating to participation or control of .the gov-
erning board by the community. Yet, several
related questions do inevitably arise.

The first is the length of time for the CHCs to
become self-sufficient. The Senate' report implied
this would be when "public and private in-
surance cover the,range of services offered by the
centers," patenthilly a long commitment for
subsidies. The second issue involves, the' role of
consumers of health care treatment and their
effectiveness and role on governing boards. The
legislation dealt directly with neither question.
In the case of consumers, it merely supported the

existing policy of a community governing ,body
made up of a majority of consumers. The question
of self-sufficiency is really avoided by implicitly
proinising support until client insurance can
cover costs to the extent of private hospitals.

It is nnlikety that generally low-income lay
citizens who are consumers of health services in
their area can effectively govern CHCs tit a time
when self-sufficiency still is a distant goal. The
matter may even be beyond the grasci of much
more highly trained and educated individuals.
Many boards are not operating effectively under
lay control, while there is no evidence that the
new legislation will solve the problems of those
that are not. Thus, the legislation creating CHCs
represents a holding pattern in the sense that
community controlled boards have received a
vote of support at the Congressional level.

TITLE XX OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT
135

Title XX of the Social Security Act was the
culmination of a long and protracted debate
between HEW, Congress, and a number of
diverse interest groups involved in social, se
vices. Gradual amendments to the social services
program since the early 1960s had substantially,
increased its coverage. In an attempt to en-
courage states to expand coverage, both control
devices and definitions of eligibility were chang-
ed. As an unintended consequence, it became
possible for states to charge the federal govern-
ment 75% of the costs of providing many social
services formerly funded entirely from
state/local funds. raced with a projected $4.7
billion federal share as a consequence, Congress
in 1972 imposed a limit of $2.5 billion. However,
HEW had difficulty developing regulations
setting eligibility limits which were acceptable to
the states and Congress. A compromise, P.L. 93-
67, was finally passed and signed into law in
January 1975.7g

Under Title XX, the federal government
matches 75% of state expenditures. Some rather
pr scriptive rules must be followed, but, once
these e met the federal contribution is
automati The legislation spells out five special
service goa self-support, self-care, protective
services for children and adults, prevention .or
redaction of institutionalization, and in-
stitutionalizing those who require care. A state
must offer family planning and at least one
service in each of the five goal areas.



The significance of Title XX for public par-
ticipatijz. is that the planning process was
ruid to be made public and explicit. Prior to
Title XX, state social services decisionmaking
was a fairly "closed process, often dominated by
the social service agency leadership."" States
had moved away from purely welfare type pay-
ments, and into programs such as mental health
because of the open ended grant provisions. Yet,
there was still a close linkage between social
service spending and state-federal bureaucratic
functional linkages. Title XX tried to open this
system and also decategorize social service
programs by not requiring that an individual be
on public assistance to obtain services. In
addition, regulations of the administering agen-
cy, the Social and Rehabilitation Service (SRS),
were rather restrictive andonany members of
Congress viewed Title XX as a way to loosen
these constraints."

136
1975-76 Experience

.

Whether or not Title XX "opened up 'public
participation" depends largely upon one s con-
cept of public participation. More participation
exists now than before Title XX, when involve-,
ment was largely limited to vrofessio Is and
service providers. Some commentator, feel,.
however, thatt the requiriments fall short of
desirable levels. Specifically, they point out that
the regulations were drafted hurriedly for `the
first submissions in 1975,-76, and included
relatively few participative mechanisms, Le., (1)
making thel proposed state services ,plan
available tO the public for,* dayibefore thd
prograth year with 45 of these claYeayailable for
comment on' thee fllan, (2) requiring AeWspaper.,
'display adyertisements and.ney. re1eaSea,!(`31
^making public hearings an Opilexl, (4)Providing a

. toll free Or .lOcal phOne.ficonter; ,Zsguirlos,..
publication of pujilic,officialsa,',',.'eddresSei "14^
obtaining docUinenis JOI'copfWar_id,§0. ^dikylhu-
lion, free, of of plan thrie

The'ffil filen hadoi,,A.pondii-4 in much the :
Same way, and lig Ad.' indicite Abi 'differences^
hetiveen the pkippSetr and:final' Plans, The _state
agency did Mii.heve to aCf on suggeations, only
receivelheni; a practice that are*. COnsiderable
ciiti,CisM, The critioinrgued that citizens should,
bejtivolved in ,the actual process. a developi*

, the plan rather than, making, OM:Mao% ..'Od a ,

specific Plan which WoulifnioStl*STy be fo.i? lAts
'foi

States generally used one or more of
participative mechanisms in the 1975-76
program." Letter writing was common as a
response to the proposed plan. Public meetimogs
were used to disseminate program information
and to answer questions from citizens. Some
meetings were aimed at special interests and
special locations. Public hearings were held to
solicit testimony, information and opinions from
the general public, although they were sometimes
dominated by special interests. The most effec-
tive hearings were those held in the plan
'development stage rather than on a proposed .

final plan. In many cases, surveys and question-
naires were used in assessing needs and setting
priorities, althoUgh their reliability was always a
problem. Finally, advisory^ coupcils were used
frequently to provide more depth to participa-
tion, even though' it was .feared that providers .

'would dominate councils. ,
The five. mechanisms were wied varying

combinations in 23 states -and* the "District of,
Columbia during the first year. Twenty of the 24,
jurisdictions used advisory councils, public
hearings or meetings, or.s,urveys to develop this
plan. Some wereanore limitedlhan others, but all
20 :exceeded the SRS guideline minimums.
Fifteen stfites, used one or more advisory ,Coun- .

cilii,althoUgh Rose, gorn, and Radin claim that
pi.tblic And private service providers were.over- .

, represented :on _ these councils.", gine states ..1.
proVided for'h4rings or meet(ngst with as many, .

18,1)60.in !attendance in Geoziia, which. held
,two,hearinf(0. in each.co,u0r: ,

-"Stitveys varied gr.e,etly,,froin'teleOltdne POlIs to
escinnneirkS _by., mail: Puhlip-atrlarge

ing,hoWevskWas npt cominon, since providers
were,the SPeckho target groiips_iri eight nf

....states using -14,stirl,ey ,device. __States n.ch as
'',N.pb.ras,ica,antl;beorgia;'whi'sh itid_ use a survey

, aimed at the genertii,pphliC, got significantly
MOIR rasp:wises, as might beexpected.. .

. the revieW and CiOnient PeriOd on:thet.
firfal state plan, 18 States, provided fott publiC
hearinge.,Mor,7dre held At a varietk_ of loca-
tioiis. Total litifendanoe varied, reaching as high: i
-waver .3,000 in teorgia's 190 public, hearingi.
'Other parts ofthe requirements generally.Were,

d.,Oet,_pet,tculatly the availability of service plans
reaionahle-fse. 411, of the basiC,infOrmation

that hadto.hsincluded tlie_p_bins was inclUded,
_

ibo.forni4. piasentation varied greatly,and
Oten''WoCCro:nittsiiik.,,or.y4aot Vriften corn-

,
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ments varied in number from 20 in one state to
1363 in California. Only Indiana provided no
participative mechanisms in addition to written
comments, and thus 23 of the 24 states surveYed
eicceeded the federal minimum standard's.

Rosa, Zorn, and Radin noted that service
providers 'dominated the process in most of the 24
states because of their resources, interests, and
familiarity with the program. This was at least
partly because prOviders were heavily engaged
in the early planning process.
__The states chiefly relied on after-the-fact

eValUationS, rather than developmental plan-
ning, as called for by the federal regulations. Yet,
20 of the 24 stata did have some mechanism for
citizen involvethent .in the , planning process.

tFinally, intensity 'of participation solicitation by
States Varied substantially, in part becaude of
varying budget cycles, in part because of the
delaYed °federal, reiulationt, and'in part due to
variations in state peiception and asspkment of
the value of participation.:

Evaluation Uf Participation

The Urban Institu in a study of statewide
Title^XXparticipatio ive states for the Social
and. Rehabilitation , rvice. A substantial
number of interviews Were conducted in North
parolina, Oregon, Iowa, Michigan and New York;
The study concluded that the first year of Title
XX "was much more open" than the pre;Title XX
participation proCess. It predicted that openness,
would coptinuato increase, despite considerable
difficulty ,rn _obtaining witlespread involvement
by low income consumers of social programs

The role of the Governor was found to be more
influential under 'Title XX thiltpreviously,
although the agency leadership l was mare
influential. Sepvice providers (e.g., °day care
homes,fosier care hames) had less influence than
nught have been, expectedless than the agency
leadership and the Governor. 9ther official
groups such as, the state rpentsl health agency
and the fegtonal social service staff also were
active and influential. Unfortunately, as noted

' aboie, consumeI client_ participation was low
and was exPected to remain so.16.

The picture then is Of a system dominated by
sets of pUblic antors such a the, agencies, the

Governort !and the legislature with outside
grenps fitill highly influential. Apparently,
pfodu4ers and organizea grctups such trs day care
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centers, family service agencies, and rehabilita-
tion industries continue to be well supported."
Even so, Title XX, after the first year, may have
changed the rules of the game and benefitted the
Governor or the legislature at the expense of
*agency heads. However, low' income clients are
not significant actors.

Level of participation in the states was not
unexpected. The BrOokings Institution noted that
substantial politic' activity was expected for a
part of th.e.$2.5 b. . It found that the "day care
people" were dee olved and well Organized,
so much so that i tate they went directly to
the legislature and Wrote into the iocial service
appropriations bill the amount to be spent on day
care. Poli4cal forces change, however, and it may
well be that the aged and handicapped will get
significantly larger shares in the future. In any
case, the Brookings researchers concluded that
providers of funds or organized groups who
wanted funds participated much more heavily
thair-the "gerierar public" who were much less
active.e. This finding; of-course, parallels that of
kose, Zorn and Radin.

The SRS staff was generallY satisfied with the
results of state participation in the first year of
1975-76. In several cases, public hearings
resulted in state modificatioris of proposed plans.
*Even so, the regnlations were changed con-
siderably in early 1977, gene,rally.to strengthen
the plan development process which all parties
seetned to view as critical. The new regulations
included a statement 6f purpose ahout the public
Keview process emphasizing "prior public par-
ticipation of Title XX clients ... throughout the
development of the. services plan."69 They alsb
provided for public access to comments on the
proposed plan, and detailed further the types of
_publication requirements.. Publication in the
news section hist* of the legal section wee

.stipulated and some notification details relative
to eligibilitirt funding allocations, and dollar
incomes were set ,forth, Other than these,
however, the specific mechanisms were not
significantly modified. Except in the hortatory
statement of principle, states are not required to
provide any particular participative mechanism
in the plan development process.

Impad of PartkipatIon-Requirements
-

Participation in the initial Title XX grant
process among the vaiious states was probably
;
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at least fTs much as Congress anticipated. The
Senate and House conference report did not
specify much in terms of detailed requirements,
other than requiring public comment on a
proposed services filen for 45 days, publication of
a \litial comprehensive plan after the public
comment period with the report outlining the
differences between the proposed and final plan,
and 30 days of public commentary on proposed
amendments. Regulations in general expanded
these provisions by requirint states to pyblish
descriptions of the plan in newspaper adver-

+ tisements in major geographical areas, establish
toll free telephone service for inquiries and other
similar measures to assure wide public
availab ility.90

The evidence shows that 20 of the 24 states
studied exceeded minimum participation stan-
dards, and some states experienced substantial
participation. One may conclude that providers

138 were better organized and dominated the process
as Rose, et al., did, yet still be optimistic over the
increased levels of participation as the SRS staff
and Brookings were. However, additional re-
quirements would probably not have increased
participation. At the same time it also is clear
that the federal requirements did result in more
participation than would have occurred
otherwise.

The Social Services program involves a
number of well entrenched interests and
professional organizations. Title XX proposes, in
effect, to bring or attempt to bring in)hitherto
uhheard voices, such as the poor and unorganiz-
ed. New actors have become inyolved, such as
other state agencies end Governors, but low
income clients have not been influential, even
under the revised participation guidelines.01
Here, of course, one of the basic questions
relating to citizen pariicipatign is raised: par-
ticipation for whom?

'tHE COASTAL ZONE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM ,

For smile years prior to the passage of the
Coastal Zone Management program in 1972,22
pressUre had been building up for the legal
protection, of coastal habitats, particulaHy es-
tuaries with rare marine life. 'States such as
California and Florida had large expanses of
hedvily populated coastal zones, but other states
alão found their toasts under developmental

pressure from commercial, recreation, fishing,
and other users.

Studies were authorizid to assess the ap,
propriate action to be taken. The Department pf
Interior published twareports, the 1969 &atio nal
Estuarine Pollution Study required bY the Clean
Water Restoration Act93 and the 1970 National
Estuary Study required by the Natidnal Estuary
Protection Act of 1968. Both studies suggested a
federal-state management system for coastal
studies. Preceding these studies was the Com-
mission on Marine Science, Engineering and
Resources report in 1966, Our Nation and the Spa,
which called for a management system toproyect

' coastal areas. This system was to be a federal-
state program with primary responsibility at the
state level under a National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Agency.

Legislation was introduced in 1969 for coastal
management and debate began over several
cruiial issues; whether to enact coastal zone
management as part of a national land use law;
how to allocate costs and management between
the states and the federal government; and
whpther the federal agency should be in the
Interior or Commerce department. In the legisla-
tion signed in October 1972, Congress decided
that coastal areas warranted separate attention
rather than being included in' a-national land use

the Commerce Department was the proper
organizational location, and 'the program should
be state managed with federal support in both the
planning and implementation stage. The program
is managed by the Office of Coastal Zone
Management (OCZM) in the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration of the Depart-
ment of Commerce in Washington, DC, with
regional coordinators for the major regions such
as the Pacific Coast, Great Lakes, Atlantic and
Gulf Coast.

OCZM Grants

OCZM grants are designed to help the 35
eligible states and territories plan and ad-
minister coatarzone management programs and
acquire'estuarine sanctuaries, and to encourage
cooperation between local, state, regional, and
federal asencies in preserving coastal aim: The
mat g formula is 80% federal, 20% state, with
t e allocation formula based on the miles of
shoreline and the population located near it.
Since states manage their coastal areas, the
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grants are designed to foster a prod's by which
states can develop the plans and administrative
expertise to manage these coastal resources. On
the other hand, there are substantive qttegtions
that the plan must take into account. Themajor
one is facility siting, which requires that the
national interest in energy development be con-
sidered inffeVeltiping coastal use plans. This
means that oil, gas, and other energy producing
industries must be given formal consideration
along with often competing interests. Section 308
of the Coastal Zone nrograM establishes the
Coastal Energy Impact Program (CEIP)" and
under it states participating in the CZM program
or independently developing a consistent pro-
gram are eligible for funds for planning new
services and reducing or preventing losses of
environmental or recreational resources due to
energy activities particularly gas and oil
exploration.

The state plan must contain elements covering
the protection of marine estuaries, erosion
control, and public beach access. Public par-.
ticipation throughout the planning process is
intended to prevent any one of these interests
from being ignored.

One -of the sticky process questions is the
"federal consistency" requirement. This means
that federal agencies, whose direct actiVities
impact on coastal zones must coordinate and
cooperate with each other and with the apProved
Rini management plan for such areas. Many
federal agencies are not anXious to defer to state
plans and at least one citizen group has argued
that citizen participation is crucial in monitoring
appriiired plans to assure that all agencies [state,
local, as 1vell as federal) comply."

Participation Requirements

The requirements for public participation are
more carefully spelled out in the legislation and
the regulations covering CZM than in most
federal programs. Part of this is due to the nature
of the program, which inherently involved the
resolution of conflicting interests, thus requiring
more formal and far.reaching attempts to elicit all
possible views. Part, however, is due to Con-
gress' basic concern here with specifying the
nature and type of participation. The Senate
report on the' bill noted as a matter of public
policy that participation of the public; federal,
state, and local governMenth;, regional agencies;
and port.,authorities was to be encouraged.

4

The words "participate and par-
ticipation" mean more than cooperation
or coordination in the preparation of
management programs, The committee
intends to emphasize the need for
positive participation by state agen-
cies, local governments, regional, and
federal agencies in the preparation of
the coastal zone programs.

Public hearings must be announced
at least 30 days in advance with
iplevant materials, documents and
studies available to the public 30 days
in advance of the hearings. Broadly .
based public participation in the plan-
ning for the'coastal and estuarine zones
is basic, to this legislation. Unfortunate
experience with comparable provisions
of legislation prompts the committee to
provide explicit standards for notice
and hearings. Those standards provide
not only for adequate notice of propos-
ed hearings Jp order to provide ample
time for preparation, but also require
all relevant documents, materials,
studies, and proposed hctions to be
available to the public for advance
study and preparation."

The House report notes that public hearings
are intended to be in addition to any other legal
requirements and "do not replace any other
remedies available to the public."

Most of the participation requirements affec-
ting the CZM program are spelle4ut in detail in
15 CFR 920.30-920.32;

Public participation is an essential
element of development and ad-
ministration of a coastal zone manage-
ment program. Through citizen in-
volvement in the development of a
management program, public needs
and aspirations can be reflected in use
decisions for the coastal zone, and
public support for the management
program can be generated. Par-
ticipating states, then, should seek to
obtain extensive public participation in
the development and administration of
a coastal zone management program
(920.30).
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The type of preparation for and conduct of
public hearings is specified in some detail.

1. Hearings ust provide at least 30 days of
pub otice.

ey must be of a "press release" type as
well as meeting" formal legal notice re-
quirements.,

3. Hearing materials which include the (1)
agenda, (2) data, and (3) other documents
must be available for public review in the
locale of the hearing.

4. Only one hearing is required, although the
context of the section calls for extensive
hearings. "In reviewing the plan submitted
by a state, the Secretary will not approve
any plan unless there has been a full and
effective opportunity for public involve-
ment in every portion of the plan."

5. Hearings must be held in geographic areas
which would be principally affected.

6. They must be held af times when affected
parties can be present (Le., summers for

- tourists using beach areas); .

7. Summaries of the hearings should be pre-
pared ,and made available to the public
within 30 days of its conclusion.

Additional means of participation are also
.; outlined.

1. Arrangements for exchanging information
and reports among state and local agencies,
citizen. groups, special interest groups and
ihe public at large should be established.

2. The state should solicit the views of relevant
federal and state agencies, local
organizations, port authorities and in-
terested parties.

3. Mechanisms such as the following should be
developed by the state:

a) citizen involvement in the igyelopment
of goals and objectives,

b) citizens' advisory commissions for the
CZM agency, and

c) revjew of elenients of the ,management
program by selected bitizens groups and
the general public.

An important element of public participation
that emerges from both the legislative history

and from the specific requirements is the full .
cooperation and participation of local units "of
government. The House reporty required that
the Secretary of Commerce, in making an
administrative grant fo i. an approved program,
must find that the state has coordinated its pro-
gram withIpplicable plans already existent in its
coastal area (assuring that local land use plans
will be considered). The Secretary must find that
the state has provided for continuing Consulta-
tion and coordinatimi with all responsible local
governments and various agencies to assure their
full participation in carrying out the purposes of
the legislation.

The original hearing
is

contained considerable
discussion of how and to what extent the public
should be involved. At some points, this involved
the touchy relationships in this subject area
between localities and the state. At least one
mayor indicated concern that the pro,p..çd
legislation not reduce 'the role of local units. A
another point, a representative of the Izaak
Walton League expressed doubt aliout the
effectiveness of public hearings since they often
came too late in the process.98

The final legislation clearlidaclared that local
units or government, including port authorities
and regional organizations as well as traditional
units, were to be jointly involved with state and
federal agencies, the general public, and public
and private interest groups.

Oregon and California

To appraise'citizen involvement in the CZM
program more closely experience in California
and Oregon was examined. Public participation
was substantial in the development of the coastal
plans for these tWo states. Oregon's plan,
developed under Section 305 funding, has been
adopted and the state is dow receiving Section
306 money (administrative grants for states with
approved plans). California has completed, a
state plan and a draft environmental impact
statement (EIS) had been completed by the
OCZM as of June 1077.

In California; the state was divided into six
regions with six commkssions for preparation of
the original plan because of the requirements of
the 1972 Coastal Initiative ) adopted by
statewide referendum. A statewide commission
was required to adopt a plan after preparation of
the regional plans, and submit it to the legislature
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for enactment. About 6,000 persons attended
the 259 regional commission and several
statewide commission meetings, submitting
some 8,000 pages of written comments. An
estimated 10,000 individuals and groups were
involved in the coastal planning process, and a
total,. of 20,000 persons received planning
material. The number o,f parties from whom
comments were requested on the draft EIS
statement is partially indicative. There were 40
federal agenciest 36 national interest groups, five
professional groups, nine national public interest
groups, and 47 other private groups. A few of
these varied interests included EXXON, the
League of Women Voters, the Association of
California Loggers, Keep Pacific Scenic, Clyde
Woodward Associates, Friends of the Earth, and
the Sport Fishing Institute.

Oregon is a smaller state with about 10% of
California's population. Thus, the EIS statement
provided a more detailed explanation of public
participation in the preparation of the plan. In
establishing the statewide goals, 28 public
workshops were held throughout the state with
attendance ranging from 36 to 209 with a total
attendance of approximately 3,000 people.
Television and radio public announcements were
made plus a mailing of /5,000 invitations to
randomly selected individuals. The first
workshops identified subjects to be studied,
followed by 28 more workshops with some 2,500
individuals attending to refine the goals. These
latter workshops were aided by 17 technical
advisory committees and a statewide agency
advisory committee. After public markup
sessions, tennore public hearings were held
throughout the state to select the final goals.

Coastal goals were formulated over a three-
year period. The heaviest formal participation
was. in 1976, when 21 afternoon-evening public
hearings were held on different drafts of EIS.
Some 420 individuals and groups testified with
1,400 citizens in attendance. Eighty-five "Coastal
Awareness" *meetings were held in the fall to
answer questions which arose from the public
hearings. Attendance ranged from three to 240.

After the planwas completed, the fetlerar/
OCZM conducted an EIS hearing, as in Califor-
nia, Seventy-one private parties as well as over
20 port authorities and 34 federal, state, and local
agencies submitted comments.

Informal Technical Assistance

OCZM staff members spend a gooctdeal of time
working with states on participation, often
providing technical assistance on how to elicit
citizen involvement in proposed state programs.
Regulations for the review of state management
programs call for an evaluation that

. . . will not in general deal with the
wisdom of specific land and water
decisions, but rather with a determina-
tion that in addressing those problems
and issues the state is aware of the full
range of present and potential needs
and uses of the coastal zone, and has
developed procedure, based on scien-
tific knowledge, public participation
and unified governmental policies,
clibices and decisions.=

An example of informal support for a broad
participation program occurred in Georgia,
where a staff member of OCZM met with a staff
member of the state agency to help develop a
public involvement program. After consulta-
tion, the proposed state program involved among
other things: (1) preparing,a 20-minute film and
provision of a speaker for civic and special in-
terest group meetings, (2) providing legislators
with an information package, (3) using question-
naires to determine the opinion of local govern-
ment officials, (4) holding a series of public meet-
ings, (5) coordinating a workshop with the
county uttension agencies particularly in coastal
counties, (6) producing public affairs television
programs and other TV and radio public service
announcements, and (7) arranging a radio inter-
view with the Governor.

Impact of Federal

Participation Reghirements

Extensive 'public participation occurred in
both Oregon and California in the preparation of
coastal management plans. Local governments
were ihvolved in both states, as well as a number
of port authorities in Oregon. In California, the
Coastal Commission established by a citizen
1972 Coastal Initiative was not directly respon-
sive to local interests, since it had been created to
see that statewide interests in the conservation
and develo'pment of the coastal area were pro-
tected. Yet, th'e control of local land use was
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restored to local units by the legislature after
adoption of the Coastal Acj? of 1976. Localities
must now draft a detailed plan.

Comparieon of the apparent results in these
two states with the specific federal legislation
does not clearly indicate that the federal require-
ments were of truly major significance. In both
cases, the level of participation seems to have ex-
ceeded what would have been considered the
minimum levels anticipated by the regulations.

Extensive hearings were held in both states,
and in a number of geiigraphic areas. In Cali-
fornia, a statewide vote on coastal management
preceded the federal program. In both states,
there were a number of advisory committees and
thousands of citizens were involved. ,

The reasons for this level of involvement are
obvious. Great issues are at stake in both Cali-
fornia and Oregon. The vast majority of Cali-
fornia Citizens live in coastal counties. This is

4A2 manifested by the passage 011ie Coastal Initia-
tive, and it is probable that what happened would
have occurred with or without federal require-
ments or the CZM program. Oregon is a small (in
population size), homogeneous state noted for its
strong environmental interedts and activity.
Much of the state's tourist, fishing, and agricul-
ture activity takes place in coastal counties. It is
not clear if a coastal management program would
have been initiated without federal help, but the
levels of participation exceeded what was
necessary to meet minimum standards.

Both states, then, are atypical. In this sense, it
remains to be determined what effect federal
participation requirements will have on state
activity nationwide. A more complete test will
arise when states with less at stake economically
or socially undertake final plans including public
participation.

Perhaps the most important aspect of e C M
program, in terms of citizen participation
is that Congress recognized that the legisla i
would finance a process in which there would be
a substantial clash of interests. It could be argued
that this was almost explicitly anticipated, and
that the federal message was that all concerned
parties were to be involved in the process of
developing a plan. It may be that where interests
can be identified and can be expected to involve
themselves in a highly competitive arena,
explicit rules for participation are needed while
they may be of less importance in less politically
charged. areas.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANTS

The Community Development Block 'Grant
(CDBG) program, managed by HUD, was enacted
in 1974101 and re-enacted with some changes in
1977.102 It consolidated 'seven categorical grants
including model cities, urban renewal, basic
water and sewer facilities, open space and
historical preservation..The initial three-and-
one-half -year authorization was $11.3 billion, of
which about $3.75 billion was committed in FY
1977 to some 725 cities and counties.
Metropolhan cities over 50,000 and some coun-
ties over 200,000 plus some nonmetropolitan
cities with previous urban renewal or Model
Cities grants were eligible.

Community development is not defined in the
legislation, but generally refers to a wide range of
programs and policies designed to rebuild and
preservb urban areas and improve the lives of
their residents. It leaves localities wide discre-
tion concerning the specific elements of each
unit's program.

The act has relatively few specific participa-
tion requirements. Applicants must provide .
satisfactory assurance that they will (1) provide
citizens with adequate information on the
amount of funds available and the range of
activities that may be undertaken, (2) hold public
hearings to obtain citizen views, and (3) afford
citizens an adequate.opportunity to participate in
the developinent of the application. HUD re-
quires that two public hearings be held.

The law and legislative record indicate that the
citizens of principal concern are the low and
moderate income residents of an area affected or
likely to be affected by,housing and community
development activities. Thus, CDBG programs
are to be directed toward low and moderate
income neighborhoods and their residents rather
than primarily citywide programs.

Congress wrestled with the question ot citizen
participation in the 1974 law. The original Senate
bill contained more explicit requirements for
participation-than the House measure, many of
which wert not contained in the final version.103
These included requirements for a public hearing
prior to land acquisition and a public hearing or
publication of application prior fo submitting the
community i4velopment grant proposal. The
Senate bill also proposed to require applicants to
involve residents of community development
areas in the execution of community develop-
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ment activitiest and to provide adequate
resources for their participation. The conference
report indicated that these were discretionary
rather than mandatory matters.

The Senate Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs' original report had indicated
that

... there is no single, commonly
accepted definition and (the committee)
concluded that a number of methods
could be utilized by localities in
meeting the requirements of the bill for
adequate citizen participation. Under
some circumstances, public hearings
would be sufficient. Under othercir-
cumstances, other forms of community
involvenrent would be sufficient.
Provision for reasonable prior notice,
information and expression of opinion
would be among the elements of any
acceptable program. Section 308(d)
wogid require that the community
development agency hold public
hearings or publish its . proposed
application 30 days before submitting
it. The committee concluded, however,
that it would be unwise for it to frame a
single model for citizen participation;
but instead, decided that program
objectives would be better served by
relying on local governments to develop
acceptable models for citizen participa-
tion taking into account the varied
traditions and public institutions that
have grown up in U.S. communities.104

This suggests the rationale for HUD's disincline:
tion in its regulations to specify the manner in
.which general purpose units of local government
ought to relate to their citizens.105

HUD did not specify any particular mode even
though the CDBG -fob& had "folded in"
neighborhood groups originally funded by model
cities grant Many of these groups expected that
they still Wo d have a substantial role in the
program, even hough the law clearly did not
require it. HUD did not want to detail the
procedures, process and local structure for local
participation. It believed that participation in the
law referred to advice and consultation rather
than any,:yeto power over local government
actions, an& that particjpation did not mean that
the applicant city or/county had to submit a
prescribed pfogram.100

HUD Evaluations of the 1974 Act Impact

HUD has completed several internal
evaluations of the CDBG. The first was a report
to the Senate Subcommittee on Housing and
Urban Affairs in 1976.107 It concluded that while
participation levels varied from city to city, all
communities receiving grants met the law. They
held at least two hearings, provided an oppor-
tunity for citizen participation to citizens and
published notices of hearings. Cities surveyed by
the Office of Evaluation rated citizen participa-
tion the most influential of several factors in
developing grant proposals and a majority of the
cities also indicated that there was an increase in
the degree of citizen participation.

HUD's second annual report on the CDBG
program covered some of the participation
experience in detail.100 It reported that the most
common method localities used to involve
citizens in the CDBG application planning and
preparation proc ss was by inviting citizens or
groups tp submi proposals. Eighty-eight percent
of all cities surve d used this technique to some
degree. Other common techniques involved
forming an advisory committee to help prepare
the plan (73%); relying on existing boards or
committees (71%); developing a citizen survey of
some sort (62%); using an existing project area
committee (41%); and continuing the elected
Model Cities commission (6%).100

Public hearings were quite common, with
three-quarters of the cities holding more than the
required two hearings. About a third of all the
cities held seven or more hearings. Over 80%
appeared to have a citizen advisory board,
usually a reconstituted citywide body. Some
boards were based on neighborhoods with
representatives elected on this basis. On the
issue of representativeness, however, 27% of the
cities were rated as unsatisfactory in representa-
tion of low to moderate income groups on the

' boards; and of residents citywide, 30%.
The HUD report measured citizen impact by its

apparent influence on determination of
priorities,.. selection of activities, and choice of
locations where activities would be placed. In a
survey of 724 entitlement cities, local officials
were asked to assess the importance of various
factors in selecting activities in general, and in
determining the level of social service expen-
ditures for the .second year application. Eighty
percent of the cities 'reported that citizen par-
ticipation was an important influence on
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selection of activities and 43% indicated that it
influenced the level of social service expen-
ditures. HUD concluded that citizen participa-
tion was an important, but not predominant,
facior in influencing program contently)

In a survey of citizen recommendations on their
city's choice and location of CD,BG activities or
projects, HUD found overall that 78% of the
recommendations were accepted completely, 7%
were accepted in- part, and 16% were rejected.
Only rarely were citizen efforts thwarted by
actual rejection of their recommendations. The
level of impact was associated with Ihe represen-
tativeness of the citizen advisory stniCture and,
not unexpectedly, citizen satisfaction was found
to be higher in cities where citizens had been
active in making recommendat iofis and
successful in securing acceptance of their
proposals.

Complaints on the citizen participation
process, however, were the most frequent of all
complaints received on CDBG. These dealt with
such matters as the failure to hold hearings and
the lack of sufficient funding for citizen par-
ticipation activities.

Overall, when asked if they were satisfied with
the participation process, all or most of those
interviewed in one-third of the cities were
satisfiedr in 23%, respondents were evenly
divided; and in 44%, most or all we're not
satisfied. HUD concluded:

The tendency appears toward dis-
satisfaction . . . the level of satisfac-
tion is related to both the represen-
t ativeness of citizen advisory
committees and to the amount and
impact of citizen participation. Even in
cities where representation wai
satisfactory to good, or impact was
moderate to high, however, there was
(sic) still some expressions of dis-
satisfaction. This apparent contradic-
tion may be explained by the high
expectations ,citizens have for par-
ticipation in the community develop-
ment programs.111

HUD analyzed recommendations made by
citizens who had made complaints about CDBG
and found that a substantial number dealt with
attitudes toward citizen participation rather
than its administration or requirements. Many
felt that local and federal governments, as well as

citizens, were not committed to citizen participa-
tion and some charged that local governments
viewed citizen participation merely as a federal
requirement. Others criticized the federal gov-
ernment for pulling back from the commitment to
citizen participation demonstrated in earlier
programs.112

In the third annual report on CDBG, HUD
reported on selected aspects of citizen participa-
tion based on a special study of 40 cities by the
National Citizen Participation Council.113 It
iound that all cities were meeting the re-
quirements but there was wide variation in
perfoimance beyond the minimum requirements.

85% of the cities provided complete or
adequate information to both low and
moderate income, citizens and other citizens.

All cities held at least two public hearings,
with 00% being held in low and moderate
income areas.

Three-fourths of the cities had created
citizen advisory committees, usually ap-
pointed (61%) and citywide in coverage
(70%). While the impact of the committees
was great in 63% of the cities, participation in
and impact over implementation and
monitoring was slight in most cities)

In 80% of the cities, most of the activity
budget was proposed or approved by
citizens.

Advisory committee members were satisfied
with the citizen participatIOn process *s 69% of
the sample cities, and other citizens were
satisfied in 62% of the cities. All orinost citizens
were dissatisfied in 31% of the cities that used a
citizen advisory committee and in half of the
other cities.

Congressional Testimony

Renewal hearings on the CDBG program be,fore
the Senate Committee Qn Banking, Housing, and
Urban Affairs in 1976 elicited several complaints
about a lack of citizen participation or local
attention to citizens. The Southern Regional
Council referred to HUD 'as a "paper tiger" in
assuring that local governments adhere to thp
purposes of the program, citing a number of case's
in southern cities."4 Most of the complaiets
involved local units allegedly ignoring low
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income neighborhood projects. Complainants
demanded more citizen participation as the only
mechanism to assure that the community
development program remains responsive to
national needs, which they defined largely as
providing social services projects in low income
neighborhoods. . .

Those testifying desired all government
documents regarding community development
programs to be available to everyone. Another
demand was to require election of citizen
advisory boards from neighborhoods. Other
witnesses suggested that , the model cities
program was far superior to the new block grant
program in eliciting citizen participation, and
that few cities funded citizen participation to the
extent typical under the model cities programs.

Testimony six Months later before the House
Subcommittee on. Housing and Community
Development during its renewal hearings was
not significantly different witkftegard to citizen
participation.115 One witness advocated that
HUD regional offices have consumer affairs
offices to be responsihle for monitoring and
reviewing citizen participation. The Suburban
Action Institute asked for substantial changes in
the citiien participation prOcess, indicating that
"the nationwide experience with citizen par-
ticipation in the community development block
grant" process has_ been ,unsatisfactory." The
institute advocated additional public hearings,
teams of citizens to monitor the pify's applica-
tion, specific notice requirements, and public
inspection conditions.118

In general, witnesses strongly demanded
additional ctizen participation, either by specify-
ing it in the law or, regulations. Failures in
properly implementing the existing legislation
were generally attributed to ,local government
failure to aqcept legitimate citizen participation

....in the allocation of funds.
Perhaps as a result of this testimony, the 1977

Hoving and torpmunity Development Act
,changed slightly the citizen participation re-
quirements. A written citizen participation plan
is required, andcitizens must have an opportuni-

ty to submit comments concerning the communi-
ty development performance of the applicant.
The comments of citizens on applicandtrperfor-
mance must be included in the department's
review;.and timely response \by the applicant to
citizen proposals is also mandated. The Senate

'Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Gommittie

-
Report117 referred to the testimony received from
citizens regarding the lack of adequate oppor-
tunity to make comment prior to submission of an
application and also community development
activities which did not primarily benefit -low
and moderate income persons and their
neighborhoods. The final legislatior4 however,
dealt only indirectly with these issues, and
reiterated existing law that nothing in participa-
tion requirements restricts the responsibility and
authority of the applicant jurisdiction to develop
and execute its community development
program.

Outside Evaluation of the 1974 Act

Outside evaluation was not quite as critical as
citizen groups. A major study of the impact of the
CDBG program wag mhde by the Brookings
Institulion under contract with HUD.

Brookings testified at the Hoose Subcommittee
hearing tha 145

. . . citizen participation, contrary to
what some observers anticipated, has .

been a very significant feature of the
program's implementation in the first
year, especially irrthose case§ in which
local officials demonstrated a strong
positive attitude toward these ac-
tivities.118

Broaings' view was based ori a study of 62
cities and countiei by some 22 observers. Their
report, published after the testimony, states that
most local, governments went well beyond the
minimum legal requirements in encouraging and
providing for citizen participation. The study
found that the extent and mode of participation
did not reflect' the actual influence it exerted on
'local decisions. What did appear to influence
outcomes strongly was the attitude of public
officials towards, citizen 'participation. Where
local officials regarded citizen participation as
very important, citizen involvement was judged
to be influential or at least somewhat infloen:
tial.118-This Brookings finding was supported by
testimony befoxe the House Subcommittee on
Housing and Community Development, and.
Bach's study of ,sik major center cities also noted
that "regardless of the form that participation
took, the effectiveness of the citizen partiCipation
mechanism, was largely dependent on ,the at-
titudes and efforts of the mayor and city sfaff."120\

Brookings' findings rated citizen participation
I 7
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as having a major influence in 42% of, the
communities studied ancilimited influence in 29%
of the cases. The most influential citizen groups
according fo Brookings , were neighborhood
groups, senior citizens, and Model Cities
organizations. The Brookings and HUD studies
also suggested that participation during the early
years of the CDBG program met or exceeded
legislative requirements.

ACIR-ICMA Survey

The ACIlt-ICMA survey in 1978 attempted to
assess the extent of citizen participation in the
public hearing process under the Commupity'
Development Block Grant and the various
participative mechanisms that were employed.
The results are shown' in Tables 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7.

On the average, about three citywide hearings
were held by the typical reporting jurisdiction

146 (Table 4-5). Those that, conducted neighborhood
hearings held substantially more hearings,

averaging over five hearings for municipalities
and over nine for counties. Attendance at the
meetings was similar for cities and counties,
slightly over 30 citizens attending a typical city
or countywide hearing and over 27 for a.
neighborhood hearing.

Totals for municipalities in selected states are
given to show ranges among states. Minnesota
was contrasted to Michigan because they are
relatively similar states except for the lack of
tradition in Minnesota requiring publication of
the local budget or holding hearings prior to
adopting it The same comparison holds for
Arizona and New Mexico, with the latter state
ngt reciuiring formal participative budget
mechanisms af the local level. With the exception
of New Mexico, the number of hearings is about
the same. Attendance at Arizona's hearings is
higher than average, and New MexicO's rate is
lower, but there, is no overall pattern.
Municipalities in the ten states with no history of
budgetary participation requirements do not

Table 4-5-

'NUMBER OF, AND AVERAGE ATTENDANCE AT, CDBG HEARINGS,
ALL REPORTING CITIES AND COUNTIES, AND LOCALITIES IN SELECTED STATES

Reporting Units
(number)

Citywide Hearings

Number Attentiance
Mean Mean

Reporting Units
(number)

Neighborhciod Heaiings ;

Number Attendance
Mean Mean

All Cities (1068) 312 30.39 (446) 5.64 27.24

All Counties (113) 3.11 33.24, (73) 9.58 27.98

Localities in Ten States Not
Required to Hold Hearings
or Publish Budgets (159)1 3.48 29.64 (74) 7.22 27.01

Minnesota (47) 2.67 28.81 (7) 10.00 28.14

Michigan (46) 2.64 30.98 (21) 3.24 26.83

Arizona (11)* 2.73 49.82 (6) 2.67 32.80

New Mexico (8) 4.13 16.0 (4) 15.25 18.00

'Includes the states ot Alabama, Georgia, Maine, Minnesota, New Mexico, North Carolina, Rhode Island, SouthiCarolina, Vermont

. and West Virginia.
"%Responses are distorted by one very high total for one large city.

SOURCE: AMICMA survey, 1978.
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differ significantly from other units except in the
number of neighborhood meetings, and the total
there is 'inflated by returns from one city.

The survey covered localities' regular budget
hearings and general revenue sharing budget
hearings as well as those held for the CDBG
program. The relative incidence of and atten-
dance at these several kinds Of hearings, on both
a citywide and neighborhood basis, are shown in
Table 4-6. In the case of cities, CDBG hearings
exceeded GRS hearings, whether separate or
combined with the regular budget hearing, on
almost every count and clearly exceeded separate
general budget hearings on every score except the
average number of communitywide hearings. In
the case of counties,. CDBG hearings similarly
scored highest except in regard to the average
number of communit-ywide regular budget
hearings and the average number of citizens
attending neighborhood meetings on the regular
budget. It is not known whether this better record
is due to a greater popular interest in CDBG or
greater efforts by the localities to elicit a citizen
response.

Table 4-7 indicates the type of participative
mechanism reported by municipalities" and
counties. About 4two-thirds of the cities use an
advisory comMittee, slightly more than the re-
Porting counties; the preponderance cif munici-
palities and counties held public hearings;
slightly under three-quarters qf both cities and
counties published the application; and about,
three-quarters provided for inspection of the
appliration.121

Some- differences appear between the HUD
findings in their annual reports and the ACIR-
ICMA survey. ACIRICMA responses indicate
that up to 13% of counties and 7% of
municfPalities do not hold public hearings,
despite the clear requirement that two be held.
Part of the difference is that HUD's study used a
different sEimple of entitlement cities, but this is
not. sufficient to explain the failure to hold
hearings. In addition, the number of advisory
committees reported to ACIR-ICMA was lower
than the 73% reported by HUD. The ACIR-ICMA
survey suggests that the reqUired or desired level
of participation is not being reached in many
localities,

Issues

Some issues are separable from. the specific
question of how to maximize citizen participa-

,

tion. An important one is raised by Anthony
Downs, who argues that the real need is to
maximize total urban commitment to urban
development. Downs indicates that there are
three kinds of participation required, only one of
which is traditional citizen participation at the
neighborhood and citywide-level. The second is
educating citizens and local officials as to the
nature of urban problems, and the third is
attracting the financial resources from the
private and other nonfederal sectors to supple-
ment meager federal funds. Without substantial
outside financing and top civic leadership
commitment, Down,s feels that the CDBG
program will cOntinue to be underused and
underfunded in light of the total urban develop-
ment job to be 4one.1124)

Another important issue involves the influence
of various officials in the CDBG program. The
Brookings study indicates that generalist ad-
minisirators, particularly the chief executive,
were substantially strengthened. They tended to
structure the participation process, and achieved
considerably more direction over specialists
such as housing and rehabilitation directors. In
all but a few of the 62 jurisdictions surveyed, the
chid' executive was found to be the most
dominant figure in the CDBG process.
°Some conclude that the enhanced role of

generalists in CDBG is simply a function of the
amount df money available. Others are inclined
to believe that the format of this block grant gives
top level officials a chance to take charge
initially, but diet this dominance may decline as
the program evolves.'"

'Whatever the , reasons, the influence of
generalist administrators has significance for the
type of participation elicited and thus on the
distribution of funds. Elach indicates that
because the Mayor is sensitive ,to the need for
broad political support, funds tended to be
spread across neighborhoods to build consensus
rather than concentrating them.strategically in
the most impoverished neighborhoods.124

Brookings observed the same ,process. 'They
called it a "trade-off' betyveen broader participa-
tion and broader planning. Brookings expects the
trend toward the predominance -of generalist
administrators to contithwand thus to maintain
the spreading out of benefits among recipients.'"
This "thinning out" of funds, due to citizen
demands and spurred by the involvement of the
chief elected official rather than more, protected
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Table 4-6
FREQUENCY OF, AND ATTENDANCE AT, VARIOUS KINDS OF LOCAL BUDGET

HEARINGS, CITIES AND COUNTIES (1977)

Ckies

Separate
Separate General

Combined GRS CDBG Budget
Hearings' Hearings2 Hearings3 .Heariiigs4"

Average Number of Cammunitywide
Hearings Annually 2.34 1.55 3.12 3.22

Average Number of Citizens Attending k -

Communitywide Hearings 30.52 17.28 30.39 27.38

Percentage of Units Holding Hearings
at Neighborhood Level

law

6.60 4.30 36.10 4.20

Average Number *Neighborhood Meetings
Annually in Units Ifolding Such Meetings 4.67 2.56 5.64 4.64

Average Number of Citizens Attending
Neighborhood Meetings 23.81 20.41 27.24 22.84

,* Coun,tiei

- Separate "
. Separate General

Combined GRS CDBG Budget
Hearings' Hearinge Hearbigs3 Hearings4

Average Number Of Communitywide
Hearings Annually 2.42 t61 3.11 4.06

Average Number of Citizens Attending
Communitywide Hearings 41.08 23.01 33.24 31.52

Percentage of Units Holding Hearings
At Neighborhood Level 9.00 7.30 33.30 7.60

Average Numb& of Neighborhood Meetings
Annually in Units Holding Such Meetings 3.52 4.18 . 9.58 473

.
Average Number of Citizens Attending
Neighborhood Meetings 40.57 32.73 27.98 39.07

'Combined hearings on the proposed use of revenue sharing fun'ds and on the regular bud&et.
2Hearings (separate from regular budget hearings) on th'e proposed budgqt.
3Community Develppment Block Grant proposal hearings.
4Hearings (separate from fevenue sharing hearings) on the proposed budget.

SOURCE: ACIR-ICMA survey, 1978.
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. Table 4-7
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION MECHANISMS USED BY MUNICIPALITIES

, AND COUNTIES INPREQUESTS FOR
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT FUNDS

. Type of Participation Mechanism
Number of Advisory !' Public
Responses Committee :Hearings

Publish Inspection of
Application Application

MUnicipalities

Counties

1,120

147

65.4%

56.5 .

.:.4-93.4%

87.8

71.3%

74.1

76.4% 2

I

75.5

v, SOURCE: ACIR-ICMA survey, 1978..

specIlists, was also predicted by the House
- Committee staff in a report in February 1977. The

report refers to the likelihood that spreading
limited funds abross/ a wider segment of the
community may divert resources from the most
needy areas.126

A potential dilemma of citizen participation is
posed here. The more one strengthens generalist

- administrators, the more benefits- tend to get
dpread out in a classic "logrolling" manner,
typical of the 'political process in general. If one
"broadens" participation to include interests and
groups with financial resources, thus increasing
community development resources:one dilutes
the impact of the poor and the neighborhoods.

Further experience with the CDBG iirogram
may suggest that strengthening generalist ad-
ministrators and concentrating private funds in

1 the community development process are of
significant enough importance that the citizen
participation process should be considered in
terms of its effect on these two issues.

Effect of CDBG Participation Requirements

The various assessments are mixed on the
impact of the CDBG participation requignnts.
Id general, the Brookings study and t UD
internal reviews concluded that required par-
ticipation levels are being met. Indeed, Brookings
indicated that most localities went well beyond
the minimum requirements. On the other hand,
resp,onses to the ACIR-ICMA survey indicated
that a noticeable percentage of cities and counties
were not holding the required public hearings.127
Another indication that the 'participation re-
quirements were not being met as intended was

the "spseading out" of benefits from concentrated
areas of need, presumably in low income areas', tO
encompass a wider but more scattered range of
benefits. This may reflect a variety of causes, but
one may be an insufficient effort to enlist the 149

partipipation of ihe needy and low income
groups.

Regarding the impact of participation on the
program, HUD found that citizen participation
was influencing the selection of activities and the
level of social service expenditures. This condi'.
sion was echoed by Brookings. Yet, HUD also
found a high degree of dissatisfaction with'
citizen participation,, expressed directly in stir-
Veys as well as through complaints received on. 'the CDBG program. Dissatisfaction was voiced
by many witnesses at the Congressional hdarins
regarding the need for more involvement of lower
income groups and more responsiveness general- ,
ly of cities and counties to the contributions of
citizen participants. HUD atone point offered the
view that the apparent inconsistency between
reported high participation and high influence
on one hand and dissatisfaction on the other was
explained by the high expectations that many
citikens had for participation in the community
development program. .

A final issue in considering impact of the
citizen participation requirements in CDBG is the
effect of Congress' mandating the requirements.)Othe than holding two hearings, nothing more
speci ic than providing information 'and an
opportunity to participate is mandated. A
question arises then as to whether high participa-
tion programs as in Redding, CA, and Boston,
MA, and other localities reported in HUb's
annual renorfs would have occurred without
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these Washington-impased 'conditions. .-Orie i ,3,1ongenieCesSary,44 east in a detailed manner. It
ifclined ta-thipk. that they would, beeituse the,. wai a. triuninh_ to,r.,those who, .tirgiled'for., "na

are buqiiiich.higher'thoo strinit" legiSlation, ovkr thAS who eii*a with
be expectea W.Ith even, higher the need faX fial sappoit but 'who,Wanted to

in4pa1vement standas, "ket, exen with altra candiOns. The'finid legigjatioit requifed
the 'fairly...extensive information on'participation only that ,truet fuhds ,for ,GRS peyncilota be
thlit is Jtvailahle in the CDBG. case, it- is fied: crepocObilt plaima anci.kiaiial 'use repgrts be
possible-, to, say Nth certajnty tht federe pubhs1ied, thet,, the money In sPenti in eight
regulations Caused '4tainfictioris relating .6 .peiority areae;,that they not be usedas marching
leveli of participation to", occur. ,The major fox_other federal grants, that they not be Used for
variable, seenis to be the, aititudes nf electiVe general adininistralkie purposes. arid that the

.affictils and 'tills, transcends federal re. "'Treasury' Deparitifej4-fiscakaildit pcoCedures
. . .

,quirernents., ...

Geniiai Revenue Sharing

be followed. '.1' ,,:` :':..,:'
*ditizen itivplifithent Wei not.", mator ivile lib,

. ... .

the originatlegislatioa. On tvta-requiremAts in
.. . . .

, :General. Revenue _Sharing (dn., was ,filst 't the la'w were of real ,iignifioance ip this Tegard.
.adoptedIti1972,in qie form of the State and Local . First, rhipieuto' were.required to prepare'plan:._
'Fiscal Assistanv A4128 Tha law initially t 'negl liszl Lictukil usfe;e0orti,and to.publishthem-', '.
prOvided some $30.Z billion, to ,about 39.c0o in a tnewapaper, of generefictrculatani. 'TkUS;

150
states andunits of general purPoselqcal govern- . citizens were to be 'advised efiiroposecl:gpen-'merit (municipalities, counties, townships, an z ditures arid given a chance to Monitor them. T4i
Indian tribes) . TWO-thirds of the lotar went to second requirement merely :indicated Aar
lOcetinits and pne-thkd to the states. bistribu- ; recipients.had to eipend 'funds ih acCordelice
tiOn was on the basis Of 'Population, per:qapita with state law. Hence, localitieyn states ,with- .

income,..and,,,general ,tax effort end was.: made . hearing' and/or publication laws had to hold '- 'i,

dlregtly to the ellOjte unit of government:- hearings andpublfsh the budget whiCh contained
. . .

Expenditures were limited to Capital; expen- GAS funds.
.., . .

...,i., . . ...

ditiires and eigtt priority operating gitegories: , 'Congress seemed to atsume that the,guestion
environmental protection, public safety, trans- of citizen excess to the review prOces,s was tti be
portption, health, libraries financial ad.min- settled by ..the states and. `local igovernments.
*ration, recreation;ahd social serylces. Citizen oireisight was presumed. The follow

. .
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The Revenue Skring, Act had two; hasic teimments were: made in the Senife during
'objectives. The, first was to provide fiscal relief passagte of the 1972 law.
ior '. loc'al iovernMent ,fiecal pressUres.
pressed local units demanded relief.and this
became a tellinglgrgument.129 The second objec-
live was tb, strengthen-steel and, locli\uriits.;
'Many '. supportera wanted ta decentralize ,th
federal system y limiting the ust pf categori al

, .grants-in-aid an thus restoging tii'stateb:and 1 al
units mope disc tion in deyelaping And ma ag-. ,
ing.,their , own programs,Tlrie, rigid rhice '.
federal, pgintro and prece,resisrolisibility :for,,--,

;.. .
, . , ,

..,:* programs at the other two goyernmentaljevels. If,
, was hoped that this*also.would eventually kin?,

ahput increasea publio, interest !and citizen
.11articipation , in , the . roost . decisionmaking
prOcesa:130 , s -- 2 ..x.,'!,' '''' ..

.)'-i?riorappioaches.to grants-la:lid had inyolved
'. itttempte. to'bniltl 'capacity largely yir federal s,

suppott with, requirements to aseure ., that 4,*

-natiorial standards are met. the firlaIGIISbill,,in,
effect,indiCatedlliai these requirementiwqe no

- .,
. , 1 , ;

a y
.

0

Senator law the people '.ofeach
6onimunity will be, far better policemen
on the expenditure of their money than
any commitee of GongresS would be.

{Senator Rennetfy weAlave:
bdilt ntq.thisbil1 an effective 'ff

u pal "method -Of controlling Aie
actualexpenditure ofthesesfiindsnt the,
focalievel.
Oenator.tong:,We lyill.rely heavily
the Tatt.Jhat (state .and local,govern-
Ments) wtll inform their oWn people as
tahou; they will ttiw themofiey, bOth

- before and after it Is spe.nt,i31

".g.tuies.of the, ImpaFt of GRS
&substantial number. Of studies were under-

taken in the, years folloling the enattin'ent of
dRS ix, ion' and its re-enactinent in 1978,.and

4
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.4 number orl them dealt with citiien participation.
Caputo and Cole 4surveyeditbief executive

officers in American t iqes layer 50,000 popula-
tion in 1973 and 1974 and concluded that an ,

"unexpectedly large number of cities hav.e
experienced some degree of.citizen participation
during their General Revenue Sh ring'decision-
making processes."132 They fo nd that, in I
genarel,citiei that held pu)liheartr1gs tendedto
allocate a larger 'proportion of revenue sharing
funds to social service needs than to . more
traditional areas, such as public safety. This

4,0
finding was stronger in suburban cities, in larger
cities; and When the chief executive Was ,lected.
Howeve'r, .the,study also nOtedthat when fiscal
pressures were greatest the funds were more
fikely !to be allocated to public safety {i.e.,. ,
qverriding the "participation" pressures of
Citizens foil social services). Theselindings were
confined 4,9 an 'aneysia of 'how funds were
Initially allocated, rather 'than their actual
impact. Since allocations of GRS "freed uplahel.
funds hisr alternative uses, Caputo and Cole's

study- suffered boom. this ianalyticer difficultY,
which arso- plagued 'most pther early studies.
They recognized this and noted, in another
context, that . although man'y observers
claim to have documented policy Oionges
brought about by citiienparticipatimi activities,
the cauwi of such changes and their extent are

/Impossible to document."133
. *An.earlg''reportby the AGM indicated that
there was some stiinulative effect on citizin.
partuipation due to revenue sring. Tha Gom-
onision noted that:, ,

r '

1.

4 A

.While there is no legal mandate ."
&illing Mr citizen paiticipation in
decisions on the use of revenue sharing

Janda the Publicity attending the
'eniktrilent of 'the prograM and The c. ;
distigbutien cif th unds along with the
requirenlents tha recipients' publish '
planned use ;awl actual use geports
stimulated. softie additional.,, citizen
participation and 6oncern in deter-

' mining local"budget priorlties.33,
,

TheACIR found that wheit citizen participation
was riSartof the budget process pfiortoctevenue.
.sharinig, ORS stimulated participalion hut not

_,othettis'e. This sthnulativA factor might Wear off
as revenue slating aged.135

the General" Ariounting Office 40kle two. ,
. .

4 41 "I.t
as ,

.. '1.?

*..
4

4

analyses of revenue sharing. In one, a. study of
250 local units, knowledgeable local officials in
about a jhird of the ocalities felt That citizen
participation levels in planning bu'dget expenA,
diturea were higher than normal, particularly in
larger cities. Respondents indicated 'increased
iSarticipation:of special interest groups requiring
thatre'venue sharing funds be allocated for suth
activities Eis sociel .sqvices, senior citizens
projects, health 'agencies and 11braries."13,8

Another GACAsurve.g bf 28 specific lodalities in
1974, done ai the' request of the chairman of the
House Subcomrnittee ',on Intergovernmental
Relations, dealt partially with citIzen piirticipa-
tion. Of Ore'213 units, only one4sperted
level§ of activity" while about ten showed'some,
activity including that outside the hearing
process. The other -15 reptirted little interest:437
4 The National Science Foundation (NSF) fund-
ed deveral studies on revenue sharing, several of
which dealt 'partially or wholly with citizeil
participation. One probed.the effectiveness of
formal mechanisms for elieiting participation. It
found that (1) real participation was more likely
to , take place in large,cities; -(2) those groups
active hi revenue sharing- allocations were Well .
established before the program 12ecame law; (3).
many of these groups were formerly.fanded by
other federal grants (Model Cities, etv.) which
Were being red.uced, thus increasing the chances
that future levels of participation would decline;
VI) public hearings and the use of citizen advisop,
committees due to US made it easier for local
officisis to determine citizen 'preferences and to
broaden official awareness of new problems; and
(5) the number of heacings held declined after the
first yearyand offidals opposed making
heariags mandatory, th'us increasing the
likelihood that involvement would drop.138

,Anotber NSF-supported study examined 'plan-
ning and participation as they related to GRS.

' Stanford Research Institute (SRI) foga that in
five of ten large cities surveyed improved usage
of GRS funds Was .linked to two basic corn-
ponents 'of lopaI governmental capacity:
creaftd citizen participation ind improved
policy Planning. Participatory processes "Make it
possible for both cbmmunity gedups and

bers of the general public ,to articulate their
concern andpriorities.and alsp allow citizens to ".
hold public officials .accOuntable f9r their au-,
tion "139 SRI arguedWhat there is need for a
for .citilzen 'participation structure to

151
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,
provide a locus for citizen actiOm and information
dissemination and to serve as a framework.for
interactive negotiations b'etween citizen leaders
and officials. SRI found geperally that cities in
better financial shape or kith stronger preex-
isting man,agement capaefties did better in
establishing structures for planning and for
citizen participation. Effective citizen involve-
ment.meds to be institutionalized which, in turn,
depends on local official commitment. This' is
similar to the Caputo and Cole finding as it
applies to the effect of fiscal management
capatity. SRI suggested several "capacity
building" participation provisions, including (1)
requiring a citizens advisory committee
representaTive the demographic and
geographic makeu of the city, (2) requiring the
cities to instit_ articipative Process funded
from GRS fini.ds,ed (3)-having the federal gov-
ernment provide technical assistance and

152 perhaps bonus funding to cities in their develop-
ment of patticipation structures. SRI also
presented some specific revenue sharing
amendments which would improve participation
processes in cities such as (1). mandating two
hearings, the first .to elicit comments and the
second to explain how the funds were used; (2)
requiring .the advertising of GRS glans,
providing free copies of plans to citizens, making
the complete plan available at speWic locations;

.and,publishing summaries of commeAs received
in a form similar to Title -XX of the Social
Securky Act; and (3) producing ind advertising
the Planned Use Report in lay language.140

The Brookings study found'that rather sparse
and preliminary data suggested that revenge
sharing tended to increase the qyerall com-
petitiveness and public visibility of the budget
process. About a third of the case studies
involved some separation of GRS from the
regular budget, which increased publià and

, interest group participation'. In those jurisdic.c
turns which did not separate the process,
behavior still changed somewhat. In addition,
some national interest groups were attracted to
the local decisionmaking process.141

Another study concluded that pzevious ex-
perience with Model Cities programs rei3u1ted in

) greater group activity in making GRS reqnests.
The gRoups in the cities surveyed were more
active in GRS and tha budget process generally
than they had been during the Model City
program, probably lieeause. of theic. previous*

experience.142'
.Seyerat separate studies of revenue sharing

impacts were made by a coalition of groups
w orking through the National Revenue Sharing
Monitoring Project. The groups included the
League of Women Voters, the National
Clearinghouse on Revenue Sharing, the Center
for Community Change, the National Urban
Coalition, and the Center for National Policy
Review. An early study by this coalition, entitled
General Revenue Sharing in American Cities.
First Impressions, reached these general conclu-
sions pertaining to citizen participation in.CRS.

1. There had been a rather wide range of
citizen activity relating to GRS. For example,
coalitions of citizens were formed in about 40% of
the surveyed cities, open general budget
meetings and some special GRS meetings were
held, and several citiien advisory boards were
formed.

2. However, citizen involvement was neither
broad nor deep. Valk hearings were of limited
value and were often attended by few citizens
while advisory committees frequently had no
influence with city legislators.

3. Citizen activity did not translate into citizen
impact with any regularity.

4. The lack of citizen initiative Ray have been
related to lick of information. Media coverage
was spotty and planned and actual,use reports
were not useful informative devices.143

The clearinghouie concluded that GRS is
ineffective as a lever for harmonizing local -

decieionmaking with national goals, because the elf
total signs of mopey are relatively small for each
unit. It indiated that GRS could be a handle for
citizens'to prothote concern for social issues and
to inCrease Involvement if it remains an iden-
tifiable pot of inohey. the clearinghouse felt that

'it was,too early to sieclare GRS citizen participa-
tion a failure, although there were much better
ways to mandate citfzen paspcipation or civil'
rights -concerns.141

, A League of Women Voters study of 23 Iowa
cities concluded filet GRS had brought little
positiv, change in the hves of citizens. GRS
funds perpetuated "buiihess as usual," public
input was minimal, with mbst of it coming after
the budget already had been prepared, and
municipal moneys wera spent in traditional
fashion."5 Most cities entnnsted creation of the
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budiet and GRS decisions to the mayor and/or
the city manager as a regular part of the budget.
On occasion, citizen group presentations were
made, and a few citizen advisdry boards or task
forces were appointed. While public officials
favored citizen access to the decisionmaking
process, they desired what was called "construc-
tion, due to the complexity of the budget process,
and there was considerable evidence of citizen
apathy about that process.246

Re:enactment of General Revenue Sharing

At the time revenue sharing came up, for
renewal in 1076, a number of the aforementioned
studies were available for Congressional con-
sideration. On the matter of Citizen participation,
however, most of them were clearly ambiguods.
Some indicated that participation had increased
somewhat while others attempted, with varying
success, to document that little effective par-
ticipation had occurred. Hearings before the
House Subcommittee on Intergovernmental
Relations and Human Resoutees of the Govern-

. ment Operations Committee consumed at least 16
days or parts of days, beginning in September
and lasting into early December.

A large part of the testimony dealt with citizen
participation, in one form or another, and often
the discussion on other topics returned to
participation and related matters. Some of the
testimony was from ACIR, with Chairman
Robert Merriam supporting state-developed
citiien participation requirements..He explamed
that such requirements should include a hearing
on the budget,advance notice by newspaper or
other suitable means, and availability of budget
summaries and narrative statements in advance
of hearings.

Groups associated with the National Revenue
Sharing Clearinghopse stressed the enforcement
of civil rights provisions, accountability for the
expenditure of funds by localities, and citizen
participation. Carol Rose of the Southern Gov-.
ernmental Monitoring Project, indicated that.
successful citizen participation programs should
inchide: IF

1 ) timely and accurate information td cities
and cititens boardS;

2) .multiple strategies for attaining citizen
' input;
3) citizen:input at a time when impact on

- decisions canba maximized;

" tr 4.

4) hearings and meetings in serial order, rather
than ad hoc or one-shot affairs;

5) citizen input beginning at the neighborhood
level; and

6) citizen participation involving some sort of
followup and continued minitoring.

After extensive discussion and debate, Con-
gress renewed General .Revenue Sharing on
October 10, 1976.147 As might be expected, the
final action represented a compromise. State and
local units achieved reenactment not subject to
annual Congressional appropriation. The ex-
isting distribution formula to local and state
units was retained, but priority areas ,such as
Public safety or health were scrapped because of
the difficulty of meaningful enforcement. Reform
groups such as the League of Women Voters and
the Revenue Sharing Clearinghouse were able to
convince Congress that some regulatibn of citizen
participation and tougher civil rights provisions
were necessary.248

The new legislation contained new procedural
requirements which opened the process formally
to increased citizen participation. Two hearings
were required. One was a proposed use hearing
and the second was on how revenue sliaring
moneys relate to overall agency spending.Notice
of the first hearing_ must be published in a
newspaper of general circulation at least ten days
prior to the hearing and contain the amount of
revenue sharing funds that the unit expects to
receive in the coming year apd the unobligated
amount remaining in the 'trust fund. This
proposed use hearing must be at least severidays
prior to presentatiort of' the budget to the
legislative body:The second hearing must also be
precedtsd-by a ten-day notice to the public, and
this publication must summarize the proposed
budget, indicate the time and place of the hearing,
andmake.budgetary information available to the
public in a newspaper of general circulation. The
proposed iludget also must be available Jor
inspection. Thirty days after the,budget hearing a
summary bf the adopted bucrget including the
intended use of general revenue sharing funds
must be available for public inspection and a
notice of its availability must be published.
Localities must notify the news. media, par-
ticularly minority, bilingual and foreign
language media, ethe hearings and endeavor to
provide an opportunity for senior citizens to
participate in hearings. At the end of a fiscal year,

b
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actual use reports .which describe how funds
were spent must be made available to the public
and notice of their availability given. Any change
in the adopted budget involving 25% of the tiudget
or $1,000, whichever is greater, would
neceSsitate an additional proposed use hearing
and budget hearing.149

Proposed regulations by,, the Office of Revenue
Sharing that provided for waived of the propos-
ed'use hearing for GRS recipients receiving less
than $10,000 met substantial objections by the
same citizen participation advocates who had
testified earlier before Congress. As a result, the
final regulations waiv ecr proposed use hearings
only when the unavoidable costs of such a
hearing are over 15% of the fotal entitlement for
the year and if state and local laWs and.charters
require a budget hearing and assure an oppor-
tunity for citizen participation.

154
Revenue Sharing and State Budgetary Prktice

State governments historically haVot been a
major center of interest regarding the involve-
ment of citizens in budget decisions. ''he distance
of many state capitals from populetion centers
partly explains this, since distance alone can be a
barrier to effective citizen involvement. While
many states have had public hearings, they
generally have not been geared. to eliciting
widespread cititen involvement, but rather to
giving special points Of view or interesth a
hearing before the legislaure, In a few cases,
govetrigrs have held a hearing on their proposed
bildgets. Yet, in many cases,legislatures have not
provided a formal, oubliC hearing 'for- citizens."0
The mass Media have not alwayi highlighted.
budgetary allo6a1ion isiues. Even so, the new
citizen participation requirements fn GRS affect
all Jecipients, and states now must follow the
sameprocedures that apply to localities.

19 the for Of-1T17, ACIR itaff undertook a
telephone Survey to. ascertain the effect of: the
neW GRS.rules o state 'budget practicea in a
selected 'greup ,nr -11 states. .Legislative or,
executive. branch "officers faMillar With the
budget process,. were contacted..The responses,
duinmariied in Table 4-9, indicated that, with a,
few exhptions, the new rer,fuirements had little'
effect 'On state budget practices. In,some cases,
where-Citizen participation; or at least scifizen
attenaance took piece, it was part "of the
tradittOrial legislative' budget hearing and., 13,

rr
19 9.. .

result of the new regulationi:
Maryland, Illinois, and Texas held proposed

use hearings pursuant to the new requirements,
with a total of four persons attending the hearing
in the three states. Massachusetts held hearings
on the proposed budget which could have served
as proposed use hearings, although they were
scheduled prior to the new regulations. Maine
and North Carolina formally requested and
received waivers' of the proposed use hearing
from the Office of Revenue Sharing (ORS). The
other five states concluded that the requirements
went into effect too late to be operative in their
budget process and would hold their first
propoied use hearing in the next bildget year.

The iviontani legislature conducted revenue
sharing meetiiigs as part of the regular hearing
process over er 90-day period without formally
advertising . for a revenue sharing meeting as
such. The, Governor..recommended: that GRS
funds be allocated to school equalization grants,
resulting in a substantial debate that finally
concluded with the legislature Upholding his
recommendation. Montana officials indicated
that proposed use hearings would extend the
controversies over.spending by opening up the
debate earlier. New Mexico was unable to meet
the proposed use deadline so elected to hold the
funds in a separate account and allocate them
with the.1978 revenue sharing'funds..

As_ in the case of local governments, many
states made no special effort the first year-to
invOtve senior citizens. Illinois, Indiana, North,
Carolina and Massachusettelndicaled spec ia I
efforts, usually Jhrough the itateageicy dealing
With senior citizen affairs. The remaining units
did not report special undertakings, although in
the case of Montana, senior oftizen groups were
said to be. highly active rn The regular budget
hearings dealing with reyenue sharing.

State respondents indicated that little if any
-citizen participation.was elicited by the hearing
taquirements.161 Several conunented to the effect s-
that the requirements weá1mply .àndition --
that had:to be meCto receive the money. Most
states were required * advertise -"nor,e widely
than in ifie pait and, iii sóine, cases, proviciatt
odditiona 1 iicgitkatioi.:fok ti-3e prOpos0- use
hearifiii/ Some eX4a staff , time alio waa cam

4 '1 Cr drntqe .in regon tppreparin : separate so get . ,
aternents i'peqifying rev,eliue. sharing, -, fund,

Annther state' comment ed:: that the.
effect aS" to. "iubsidi:ip.,:tre waiAfiersr.,In only, a .

= ,

.99."
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few states, did significant reallocations of
revenue sharing funds occur. Michigan
transferred revenue sharing funds from teachers
retirement use to mental health and debt service,
while Indiana lumped its funds into teachers'
retirdinent rather than using it for existing
agencies Maine placed its funds in teachers
retirement rather than general local subsidies.
Montana, as was noted, used its revenues for
sehool fund' equalization. Most of these changes
were unrelated to citizen participation and were
generally made to simplify the accounts for audit
purposes. The Indiana and Maine changes were
intended to eliminate individual school districts
from liability if a later audit or civil rights
complaint resulted in fund withholding by the
federal government.

On the basis of the 11-state survey, little effect
on state budget practice can be attributed to
revenue sharing participation requirements.
Hearings seemed to be pro forma with little
participation of citizens,No interest was shown
in involving manY citizens formally with the
legislative policymaking process, although in-
dividual executive agencies may have
mechanisms for citizen Input in shaping their
requests to the dovernor or legislature. In
addition, most states haVe an established routine
for tllocating their relatively small share of
revenue sharing funds ahcl,tio not seem inclined

_each se§sion to consider a rdnge of,alternatives
for such allocation. .

The historic lack of state legislatitre interest in
widespread individual pkrtiCipation seems likely
to continue. The proposed use hearings of the
Governoi. Which are now man'dated could become
opportunities for greater citizen involvement, at
least in so'me cases, although it is more likely that
the hearings will be dominated by interest groups
formally repritieliting their constitifents.

1.0c4i* and the New Regulations.

Thp ACIR1CMA questionnaire survey of cities
over 10,000 Population and counties over 50,000
took place in early 1978, shortlmfter the new_

CRS- regulations went inrcreffect. df the 1,495
municipalities and-322 counties responding, only
sevep reported that they did na hold a revenue

,ahnring pubhc hearing, either combined, with the
gefieFal,latal budget Ur as a separate hearing.

The total reSponding slightly overrepresehts
'central cities, .municipalities and counties with
.Oentrglize4 executNii, and-Western citieS and

f

,

'
.411.r.,

. . .

counties. OveralL however, it reflects the ex-
perience of a very large number of localities.

A) Local Budget Practices. Localities varied
considerably in the way that they combined or
separated revenue sharing and general budget

...._funas, held hearings on them, and otherwise met
- the participation requirements of the new federal

regulations. Their responses hinged heavily on
what had been their prior practices. Table 4-9
shows how cities and counties met _the re-
quirements, before and after January 1, 1977.

Over two-thirds had one or more combined
revenue sharing and local budget hearings prior
to January 1977. Of those that did not, over half
had modifiedor planned to modify their practices
after the new revenue sharing rules went into
effect January 1, 1977. About half of the respond-
ing municipalities had separate rvenue sharing
hearings and slightly over half of those that did
not, planned to change or already had changed
their practices to include such a hearing. Over
60% of municipalities had a separate hearing on
their local budget, but only about a quarter of
those not doing so planned to add this practice.

Almost universally, localities provided for
citizen inspection of proposed and adopted
budgets, although the specific methods might
vary substantially:Yet, making special efforts to
involve senior citizens was substantially less
common, with only 35% of respondents reporting
this practice before the new revenue sharing
regulationsottent into effect. Of the two-thirds
majority who reported no special efforts, only
about a 'quarter changecfar made plans to change
their efforts. Cities already making special
efforts to involve senior citizens differed slightly
from other municipalities. They were more likely
to be located, in the northeast, to be .outside
metropolitan areas.(central cities of metropolitan
areas scored loWest), and to be mayor-council
cities. County responses to the senior citizen
question generally paralleled city 'practices, with
39.5% indicating some effort prior to 1977.

Table 4-10 differentiates among a few selected
states regarding the use 'of the budget practices
shown nationally in Table 4-9. Minnesota and
Michigdn are paired since tliey are geographical-
ly somewhat similar, yet Michigan required full
hearings and publication for the local 13udget
process fOr some time while Minnesota did. not..
Thp same applies to the pairing of Arizona end
New Mexico. Arizona is similar to New Mexico,
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State

Illinois

Indiana

Maine

Maryland

Table 4-8
EFFECT OF GENERAL REVENUE SHARING PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS

. AS REPORTED BY SELECTED STATES (1977)

Hearings

Held i proposed
use hearing.

Effect of Regulations in Specific Areas

Publication and
Display

Additional notice
and display of docu-
ments has been used.

In future will e- I Not reported.
quire a propos d
use hearing. .

Required an ORS
waiver of proposed required.
use hearing in 1977
which will be held
in future.

Additional notice

/

Held a proposed '... Additional notite
use hearing. required.

Massachusetts In future, will re-
quire a proposed
use hearing.

4

-Michigan \
In future, will re-
quire a proposed
use hearing.

e

...

No effect.

Not reported.

Senior
Citizens I

i

Contacted through
Lieutenant Governor
and Department on
Aging.

Invited through
Commission on
Aging.

No additional efforts
reported.

No additional efforts
reported.

n

#

Additional publica-
tion announcement,
Secretary of Elderly
Affairs notified.

No additional efforts
reported,/ ,

.4 .

Comments

Little attendance at the proposed use
hearing even thougt# some newspaper
coveyage resulted from the notice. -,

No one has reviewed the adopted'
budget.

, .

Few groups or citizens attended. Money
placed in teachers retirement fund.

e

e

Little reported attendance or interest.
Funds allocated to teachers retirement.

A few county and city intprests were at
regular budget Hearing, but less than ten
intiduals in total. Money was placed
in retirement systems as has been
traditionally done.

Part of a regular budget hearing which
groups such as Massachusetts Taxpayers
Association and.Common Cause attend.
Funds by law allocated to debt service.

Some media representatives attended but
few citizens. Funds allocated from .

teacher wirement funds to mental health
and debt servite.



-Montana Proposed use
hearings, will be
in fufure.

New Mexico

4

North Carolina

Oregon

Texas

Will hold a pro- -
posed use hearing
in future.

Required an ORS
waiver of proposed
use hearing in 1977
which will be held
in future.

,Proposed use hear-
ings in future Will
be held.

Held a proposed use
hearing for the
first time.

SOUME: ACIZ staff telephone survey11977.

Extensive publica-
ion, but not as
revenue sharing,
per se.

Not reported.

Not reported.

Additional riôtice
and preparation of
documents.

Additional notice
requirements.

Extensive activity
by senior citizen
groups over general
budget, with no
separate revenue
sharing attivity.

No additional efforts
reported. .

Invited through
Council on Aging.

No additional efforts
reported.

NO additional efforts
reported:

Extensive and highly visible debates
over funding alternatives and Governor's
recommendation that revenue sharing
go for school equalization. Proposed
use hearing will furtRer complicate
budget process by beginning debate
earlier in the process.

Revenue sharing funds were not ap-
propriated because state could not meet
proposed,use requirements with their
timetable. In future, requirements
should pose no problem.

No attendance. Funds allocated 50%
capital uses, 40% schOol buses and 10%
debt service.

Little citizen interest reported. In the
past, however, budget items have been re-
ferl-ed to a vote of citizerrs by petition.

Virtually no citizen interests. Funds
were placed in higher education fund.
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Mechanism

Combined Revenue Sharing
andlocal Budget. Hearings'

Separate Revenue Sharing '

Hearings

Separate Hearings On
, General local Midget

.\
Citizen InspeCtinn of
Proposed Budget

Citizen Inspection; of
'Adopted Budget

' Efforts to.InVnive
Sepior atizens . 35:2

`',
SOURCE: AdR-ptviA s;r4y, i478.

Table 4-9
LOCAL BUDGET PRACTICES

Used Prior to January i, 1977
. (Percent)

City

67.2%

50.8

61.'9

'.
96.1'

Not Used Prior to
January 1, 1977, but Adopted
or Plan to Adopt Thereafter

. (Percent)

County City cotinty

.70.7% 53.6% 60.4%

52.2 57.5 58.6

63.5 23.5/ 27.1

98.4

99.4 68.2 100.0

. -

. .

57.1 100.0

39.5 23.8 . 29.1

except that it also reqUirei full particiPative locid
budget methods 'and New Mexico traditionally
has not. The set of 100ihun.i.eipalitiea in tenaWes
With no participatory i,eqiiireffie0 far the local
EtUget prOcess is also nsedfor companriso,,`,

he data are hot tionclui*. Minnesota atidt,'
New Mexico shared hi'sher rates of local'budger."
hearings Mail their paired atat'ea, Michigan and
Atizpna, even thotigh the, latte,r,,tWo required
local hearings an4 'the' Jorrnee did nat. Yet,
Migan-and Arizona did.notin'eve6r,insiande
régiater higitarjercent4es of niuniCipalitie
'adopting' new budget hearing Procedure(affer,
January 1, '1977; '41conaisienc1es Were
obtained in ..cdmparing the ten states hot reqqtp-

<, ing local hearings or publication With Michigan
find Arizona. Wit; nat'posakble to draw tiny firni
cemclusions, therefore, 060 the, relation.,
between the impaat' Of the 'replation»effective
January 1, 1977, and state Vaws.requiring'lokal,

:budget procedures.
n;

B) Number of Budget Hearings., The number'...
o

,

hearinga held varied wonaiderably among the
responding municipalities. Table 4-11 provides a.
summary of the average number ofhearings and,
the citizens in attendance for the four types. Local
'(general)'budget hearings were most frequently,
held lay all cities,,with fewer hearings on revenue

-sharing ajone. Sop* cities reported as many as
10 hearings. The average municipal attendance

, per heltring*ranged from 17 to 3'0 citizens, with
, Vreni rangi4 from one to:1,250 Citizens.

:Pourfiy .experience was similar to cities,
averaging about the same number of hearings;

, tioweirOrt. the range ainong counties was Jower
with nOpounfy reportinkovec 50 hearings,forany
type' oe bndgdt. Counties attracted fTom 10% to
W/0 *more. citizens' to their hearings thap

ifiuniciiialifies. The highest courktY figure was a
feported 800.4attend'ees at -0 ineeting.
Meirdpolitan counties held more meetings than
nonmethPoliten counties And experienced sub-..

I

,
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Table 4-10
LOCAL BUDGET 7RACTICES IN MUNICIPALITIES IN SELECTED STATES .

Combined Revenue
Sharing and Local
Budget Hearing

Adopted
or Plan to

State (nurnber .Before Since
of reporting
municipalities)

Minnesota (44)
,

Michigan (67)

All Municipalities
in States Not Re-
quiring Local
Hearings or Pub7,
litation (190)

Arizona(liy

New Aexico (11)

Revenue Sharing
Hearings Only

Adopted
or Plan to

Before Since

Local budget
Hearing Only

Adopted
or Plan to

Before Since

Public
Inspection Senior Have at.

of Proposed Public Citizen Will lrivolve
Budget lnspectioni Involvemenit Seniors ,

Prior to of Adopted Before Since
1/1/77 1/1/77 1/1177 1/1/77 1/1/77 1/1/77

(percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent)
1/1/77

(percent)
Budget

(percent)
1/1/77' : 1/1/77

(percent) (percent)

65.9% 53.3% 59.1% ' 42.3% 79:6% 33.3% 97.7% 100.0% ,31.8% 26.7%

4643 38.7 ' 44.8 46.9 65.7 21.6 100.0 100.0 26.9 14.3. ,

"

, 62.1 52.8 44.7 42,9 . 57.9 84.2 . 91.6 90,5 34:2. 32.0

Q81.11 50.0 27.3 750 54.5 60.0, 10Q.0 100.0 54.5 60.0

100.0. 16.7 54.5 .0 72., 81.8 '54.5 20.0.
4.

1 .., .
, ' ..,, ,,

...tncludes the stites of Miftne Nsota, ew,.tytexico, ithode'Island, North Carolina, Sduth Carolina, AlabamvGeorgia, West Virginia, Maine, and Vermont'.
These ten states werb identified by a 1975 Congressional Research Servrce study as having no requirements for-either. public hearings or publicafion of the

. local budget. They form a sample of units with no history of particikion. '- . tSOURCE: ACIR-ICMA suivey, 1978. ,

a
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stantially greater average attendance ftPi.
meeting. There' was some tendency for ad-

. ministrator counties to have a higher average
attendance at meetings than nonadministrator
counties.

' Combined hearings ranged in number from one
to 50 but' the median number is wily two
meetings, and a quarter of the respondents held
only one. Several cities had as many as 20
hearings. Western cities had the highest average
number. Fewer revenue-sharing-only hearings
were held than other types, with the high being 30
followed by several governments AnrIth ten each.
Half the reporting units held only one hearing..
Little geographical varintion existed, although
central cities held more hearings than suburbs or
independent cities.

Municipalities holding separate hearings on
their, own budget showed a wide range of
experience. Northeast cities had the largest

160 number (4.28), which was well over the national
average. Three cities held tver 40 meetings, bilt
the median for all cities was only two. Central

cities held more hearings than other cities with
the exception of town meetings and represen-
tative town meeting jurisdictions. Central cities
far exceeded suburbs or independent cities in
meetings held (4.80).

C) Attendance of Budget Hearings. Table 4-11
also summarizes the average attendance at each
hearing. Combined hearings in cities drew 30.52
citizens per event, with the number in half of all
cities exceeding 15. Atfendance declined regular-
ly as the size of cities declined and cities.under
25,000 'making up over. half the responses,
average 25.74 citizens per hearing. New England,
due to heavy-attendance at town meetings and
representative town meetings, averaged 111
citizens per heciring with a median of 40. Central
cities and suburbs had equal attendance rates of
over 34, but independent cities averaged onlY
about 20 'citizens.

Separate revenue sharing hearings were the
least well attended type, avepaging only 17.28
citizens per meeting. Ten or fewer citizens

Table 441 .

NUMBER OF HEARIt4GS.BY TYPE OF HEARING AND AVERAGE NUMBER
OF CITIZENS IN ATTENDANCE

Number of Hearings Citizens in Attendance
Responding Responding

Median Mean Range Units Median Mean Range Units
MUNICIPALITIES

Combined Revenue
Shdring and -

General Midget 2 2.34 1-50 1,068 15 30.52 1-1250 900

Revenue Sharing Only 1 1.55 1-30 908 10 17.28 1-375 858

General Budget Only 2 3.22 1-100 13 27.38 1-900 657

COUNTIES ,

Combined Revenue
Sharing and
General Budget 2.42 1-17 239 15 41.08 1-800 214

Revenue' Sharing Only 2 1.61 1-25 212 10 23.01 1-200 177

General Budget Only 2 , 4.06 1-50 175 10 31.52 1-500 153
SOURCE: ACIR-ICMA survey, 197p.s.
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Table 4-12
NEIGHBORHOOD OR DISTRICT HEARINGS HELD IN CITY OR COUNTY

WITH AVERAGE CITIZEN ATTENDANCE

Units Reporting
Neighborhood or
District Meetings

(percent
pf reporting units)

Municipak County

Attendance and Number of Meetings

Average Number of Mean Attendance
Meetings

Municipal County
Municipal County

Combined Revenue
Sharing,an
General B dget 87 (6.6%) 26 (9.0%) 4.67 3.52 23.81 40.57

1

Revenue Sharing Only 52 (4.3) 19 (7.3) 2.56 4.18 20.41 32.73
-

General Budget Only 47 (4.2) 19 (7.6) 4.64 4.73 22.89 39.07

SOURCE: ACIR-ICMA survey, 1978.

attended half of the hearings, but at least four
cities had as many as 300 in attendancelat one
time. Attendance declined with population, and
cities under 25,000 averaged only 14 citizens per
hearing. The central city average of 26 citizens
per meeting was well above the suburban or
independent city totals.

Separate local budget hearings in cities at-
tracted more citizens than revenhe sharing
meetings (27.38 to 17.28). Much of this was due to
town meetings which averaged 118 citizens per
hearing. These figures raise questions about the
view that revenue sharing hearings would be
better attended because of interest in these
relatively new funds. In every category,
separately held loCal budget hearings were better
attended. Severalcities had attendances of over
300 (not all town meetings) per hearings.
Independent cities had substantially lower
average attendance (20) than metropolitan cities5k
and suburbs had a slightly higher rate (30) than
central cities (28), and the manager cities'
average was 4ightly greater than the mayor-
council cities (t6 to 21, respectively).

D) Neighborhood or District Hearings.
Relatively few cities and counties reported
having neighborhood,or district hearings on any
part of the budget. Table 4-12 summarizes the
respcinses t,o this question, for both
municipalities and counties,

14114.
5

41.1%

It indicates that more counties than cities
reported holding neighborhood hearings, that
counties held more such hearings (except for
combined revenue sharing and local budgets),
and that counties attraeted more citizens to their
hearings. The differences, are substantial7-for
example, counties reported nsarly twice as many
citizens as did cities attending neighborhood
general budget hearings. While the differences
seem significant, the limited number of responses
preclude any firm conclusions herd.

Table 4-13 provides some detail highlighting
interstate differences among municipalities on
the number of hearingsl the average attendance,
and the number of district or neighborhood
hearings held. The,`same states as in Table 4-10
were used. Arizona had the greatest average
number of,hearings, ove'rall, but New Mexico had
the most combined hearings. Arizona also had
the largest aver* numb,dr of attendees with no
clear pattern emerging among the,other states.
Arizona likewise held4he. ler& Jaqceritage of
meetings at neighborhood sitel, with the excep-
tion qf local budget hearings in'New Mexico.
Other than this, naIrends emerge.

E) Summary of .Stirvey Findings. the new
citizen participatidn requirement§ ilnposed' by
the legislation extendin,g general Reveque Shar-
ing generated a modest increase in adtivities and
procedures designed Winyolve citizeng hi' the

'

,
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; Table 443 , . .
NUMBER OF 1:11ARINGS CONDUCTED AND CITIZENS IN,ATTENDANCE REPORTED' N

BY'MUNICiPALITIES IN SELECTED STATES ;
.

... ., ,
. .. . ..:/".

,

Combined gevenui Sharing and Separate Hearings on iteveinie Separate Hearing's on Local .

General Budget 'Hearings

State (number of
mUnicipalities
reporting) Varies
with Hearing

National Sample
(varies with hearing)

Sharing Alone ,BUdget Arone: ,

Percent Percent
of Units of Units

Average Average Holding AVerage. Average Holdihg
Number Attendance Neighbor- Number Attendance Neighbori

of per hoodof per 'hood
Hearings Meeting Hearings Hearings Meeting Hearings

-

2.34 30.52 . 6.6% 1.55. 17.28 ;4.3%

All Municipalities
Not Required.*
State to Hold Local
Hearings or Pub-
lis4% Budget

Ten States °' 2.47

Minnesota 2.36

Michigan

'Arizona
.4

NeW Mexico

*See 14134 4-1 0.

2.13

' 5.00

'SOUFfCE: ACIR:4CMA suivey,1978.

2123

9.63.

25:41

28.71

'

.
,

5.5 1.41 17:34

0.0 1.53 1.9 7. t

4.9: J.36 -. 10.53 4

Vercent :
. of .Upiti .

Average Average Holdihs
Number 'AttendanceNeighbor-

hoffidof . pe
Hearinti ..Meetini5 tiearifigs -

3,22f.%-

4.3 1. 1:88' 25.50 ,.12.5
.

.

26.7 - 9.1 1.20 21;80
- -

."

4i;t3a

15%00

.
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local budget process. A large,percentage of cities
and counties already had been offering participa-
tion opportunities before they were mandated by
the GRS program, particularly public hearings.
Moreover, as seen in the preceding section on
CDBG, hearings on community del, elopmen1
block grant funds and general local budgets w ere
found to be more successful than GRS hearings in
involving citizens, measured both by the fre-
quency of, and public attendance at, hearings.
Neighborhood or district hearings on any part of
the budget were rare, and these were pre-
dominantly in connection with the Community
Development Block Grants. e

Of the various types of formal citizen par-
ticipation mechanisms, cities and counties made
greatest use of public hearings in applying for
and administering grants-in-aid generally. Coun-
ties tended to rely more on advisory committees
than did cities, apparently because of their
greater involvement in manpower planning
programs.

Citizen participation tended to boost localities'
participation in federal grant programs and to
support continuation of a program after federal
funding had ceased. Both of these trends, of
course, have special implications in a period of
fiscal constraint.

Impact of GRS Participation Requirements

The effect of CRS citizen participation re-
quirements on participation in local and possibly
state budget processes has been modest. As
reparted in detail in Chapter 5, 34% of city and
41% of .county respondents stated that citizen
participation had increased in their budget
process during the last few y ears. Twgity
percent of the city and 29% of the county offitials
said that the increases have been moderate or
substantial. When asked if the increased par-
ticipation was because of rev enue sharing, 44% of
the city and 49% of the county officials answered
in the affirmative.

Responses to other questions, summarized
above, indicate that further changes are in the
offing. States are now going to schedule proposed
use hearings; there will be more effort to involve
senior citizens; and more publicity via
newspapers or even through alternative media.
At the local level, nearly 100% of all units now
have two budget hearings, publish an-
nouncements of them, and report the results of

I,

the gov erning body's decisions. Public inspection
of the proposed and actual budget is almost
universal. About a third of all units have
prov ided in some w ay for senior citizen inv olve-
ment and over a quarter more plan to move in this
direction in succeeding budgets. The number of
citizens attending meetings or hearings on the
use of local revenue sharing funds (separately or
in combination with hearing or regular budget)
exceeds the normal number for a separate
hearing on the regular budget or a routine
meeting.

Whether high levels of inv olvement actually
will be attained is an open question, of course.
The effect may be temporary; similar to that
predicted by the ACIR and Caputo and Cole after
the initial enactment of revenue sharing.152

Another and probably more important ques-
., tion is whether GRS-inducedliarticipation has

any real influence on decisionmaking at the state
and local levels. In the ACIR-ICMA survey, 43%
of city and 44% of county officials said that
citizen participation measurably affected the
setting of priorities within their government's
general budget. The question was asked about ail
participation practces, not just those mandated
by GR9. It can be assumed, however, that the
GRS requirements were significant, in light of
the earlier responses concerning the effect of
GRS on participation.

Yet, other questions relating to citizen involve-
ment and local decisionmaking as well as written
comments v olunteered by the survey
respondents, indicated that local officials were
generally dubious about the effectiveness of
citizen participation as manifested through the
formal budget process.'" Their comments
reflected concern that citizen participation in
budget formulation frequently comes at the tail
end of the decisionmaking process. Many of-
ficials saw little difference between what
happens as the consequence of public hearings
and routine meetings of budget adopting bodies.
Still others felt that dpportunities for participa-
tion are primarily exploited by special interest

'" groups.
If these v iews are correct, additional re-

quirements at the federal level may lead merely
to "formalistic" participation. Some argue,
how ev er, that formal activity can be the first step
toward more active inv olvement. Others contend
that in the short run, at Jeast, formalistic and
possibly sporadic budget hearing participation

1
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generated by federal requirements does not
provide a substantial influence on fiscal
decisions.

One other possible effect of GRS-induced
participation should be noted. A substantial
share of the original demands for federal par-
ticipation requirements in GRS sprang from
dissatisfaction with the alleged allocation of
funds in a racially or geographically dis-

. criminatory way. Particular emphasis was
placed on the tendency for the established budget
process to allocate GRS funds to traditional
municipal services (e.g., police, fire, sanitation)
as against social or human services. If the new
GRS requirements produce greater support for
the latter, some of the liberal and minority group
criticisms of the program and its earlier
procedures would tend to subside, while local
officials might assume a more" antagonistic
stance. This issue takes on special significance as
increasing tax consciousness geperates heighten-
ed movement toward cutbacks in local revenue. If
Califoinia's Proposition 13 is an indication,
social services are, likely to be the most
vulnerable to budget reductions,- in which case
the allocation of GRS funds and the procedures
relating' thereto are bound to assuine more of a
front-center position.

164

The Impact of Citizen Participation
Requirements: Some General Studies

Follpwing up on the examination of citizen
partidipation in five federal aid progratns in the
preceding section, and recognizing that they
provide only a sample but not a cross-section of
grant programs with citizen participation re-
quirements, this section seeks to both broaden
and narrow the perspectivp. It attempts to look at
a wider functional range of programs but to focus
more specifically on the issue of the impact of
citizen participation requirements.

The question of impact necessitates a clear
conception of what the requirements are sup-
posed to acconfplish, that is, the objectives of
Congress or grant administrators.154 As far as
Congress is concerned, one observer notes that:

Authorizing legislation rarely
provides any guidance for evaluating
purposes. The typical statutory man-
date calls for "widespread" or
"meaningful" or "extensive" pitizen
involvement, without ,much direction

concerning which groups are to be
involved, which methods arp.to be used,
what weight is to be attached to public
views and so forth.1"

Rosenbaum states tlhet lacking clear direction
from Congress, "the actors involved naturally
view the objectives of citizen involvement in
terms of their own institutional or ideological
self-interest...Ise For the government ad-
ministrator, 'the prime functional objective of
citizen involvement is to mobilize public support
for his decisions and his program. For the
individual citizen, the basic objective is to ensure
that the decisions of governmental ad-

'rninistratol-s correspond with his needs and
desires.

From a broad historical perspective, however,
citizen involvement can be viewed as partTf the
overall trend toward democratization of our gov-
ernmental institutions, embracing the fundamen-
tal goals of democratic theOry: "to ensure that
there is a close correspondence bttween govern-
mental actions and preponderant public
preferences and to prevent government frpm
overstepping the bounds of its limited authori-
ty "157 Rosenbaum translates the general goal into
three specific evaluative criteria: accessibility,
fairness, and responsiveness.

hi tier approach to evaluating citkzen participa-
tion, Judy Rosener states it is first necessary to
determine whether or not a program is perceived
as an end in itself or as a means to ad end, or a
canbination of both. If it is seen primarily as an
end per se, effectiveness can, be measured'with
relative ease, for example, by counting the
number of -people participating, keeping track of
the kinds of people involved and the frequency of
tlieir involvement, and their attitudes about
participation. On the other hand, when participa-
tion is a means to an end, Ineasuremen4 becomes
more difficult. Two questions must then be
answered: What are the goals and objectives that
some specified participation is expected to
achieve? How will it be knowii that there is a
cause and effect relationship between what is
being proposed as a participation activity and the
achievement of the &tired goals and objec-
tives?8

Rosenbaum and Rosener offer their approaches
to evaluation at a time when there hag- been. a
dearpi of defensible evaluation studies. Such
studies as have been done rarely have been
scientifically rigorous endugh to allow con-
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clusions to be drawn with any certainty. Many
reports on citizen participation are descriptiv e
and hortatory from, an advocacy point of v iew.
These studies seldom try to link citizen partitipa-
tion with any clearly caused outcome. Ev en the
more careful studies generally are limited to
"associating" citizen action ,Afith changed
programs or with changed citizen behavior. One
major study noted that "in general, the quality of
the citizen participation literature was poor, with
few empirical studies."159

Granting the difficulties'of performing sound
ev aluatiOns and the scarcity of authoritative
studies, enough such reports of sufficient curren-
cy are av ailable to reach some condlusions on the
impact of citizen participation requirements in
federal grant programs. Four such reports offer
ev aluations of at least some aspects of citizen
participation in two or more federally aided
programs with citizen p'articipation mandates.
These are a study by The Rand Corporation for
the Department of Health, Education: and
Welfare in 1973; a study of\ municipal services
systems conducted jointly by the Technical
Assistance liesearch Program Institute (TARP)
and the University of Michigan School of Public
Health; a Rand examination of decentralization
of five urban services; and the ACIR-ICMA sur-
vey of the opinions of city and county officials
cited in the preceding section. The first three
employ basically the same criteria for assessing
citizens participation but cover essentially dif-
ferent functional ground.'" The last relies
entirely on the perceptions of local officials for
evaluation and covers largely different func-
tional ground from the other three.'

CITIZEN ORGANIZATIONS
IN HEW PROGRAMS

In 1971, then Secretary Elliot Richardson of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
asked his staff to advise him on what forms,
structures, and mechanisms of citizen participa-
tion would be most practicable and effective for
HEW programs. He subsequently indicated that
the departitent's principal objectives with
respect to citizen participation were to (1)
devolve to citizens a greater measure of power
over HEW programs, (2) reduce feelings' of
alienation and estrangement from government,
and (3) improve, if possible, the effectiveness of
HEW progratns. The department engaged The

Rand Corporation to review prior experience
with citizen participationand submit recommen-
dations for HEW action. Rand employed TARP as
sybcontractor. Mainly because of the stringent
time limitations, Rand confined its research
largely to a literature review, supplemented with
a limited number of specially commissioned case
studies andtinterviews.

Citizen Boards and Committees1'1

Given the charge from HEWto focus on forms
of citizen participation that at a minimum are
capable of dev olv ing power to citizens and could
be implemented in the npar future, Rand focused
on citizen organizations (boards and com-
mittees), concluding that most other forms of
participation, as they had been approached in the
past, either had not been sliccessful or would be
difficult to iniplement. Excluded because they lie
beyond the scope of HEW action even thoughriii65
they might devolve power were neighborhood
governments, community dev ellipment cor-
porations, and the use of vouchers by grant
beneficiaries. In addition, five forms of participa-'
tion were identified that, while within the
immediate scope of, HEW action, did not by
themselves, in their traditional use, fulfill the
primary criterion of devolving power to citizens.
volunteering, the employment of para-
professionals, grievance procedures, citizen sur-
veys, and citizen eValuations. These five were
regarded, however, as possible secondary /
features of citizen organizations or procedures.

Three categories of citizen organization were
identified according to their level of authority:
oitizen-dominated governing boards tfrat deter-
mine policies, .advisory committees composed
partly or entirely of titizens, and organizations
that fall between the other two and that might be
called committees of limited authority. Citizens
on the third type are granted one or two
significant but limited responsibilities, such as
the authority to hire a project director or sign the
application for federal funds.,

The Rand analysis considered 51 specific pases
of participation through citizen organizations,
drawn from rural arid urban areas in 17 states.
Thirty of the 51 were federally funded: 111argely
through HEW, eight through Model Cities, and
about 15 as 0E0 projects.

Analyzing the 51 cases and using the three
impact criteria proposed by Secretary Richard-
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son produced the conclusion that, as already
noted, citizen organizations do influence the
conduct of local public activities and servicds.
The impact varies among boards and committees
but not simply because tlj.e organization has more,
or less legal power. The important traits are (1)
'possession of their own staff, (2) power to
investigate grievanIces, (3) power to influence
service budgets, and (4) election of citizen
members.

In appraising how boards and committees
affected citizens' feelings of alienation or es-
trangement from government, Rand identified
two separate components: the citizen's feeling of
poAr or powerlessness (efficacy) and his trust
(or lack of it) in the political process. It concluded
that, regardless of the organizational form,
participation is unlikely to increase generalized
trust in government. Further, political participa-
tion generally is related to a general sense of

166 political effibacy, but participation in local
organizations may be related only to a sense of
efficacy in regard to the _specific program or
activity. The report concluded that citizen
participation does not promise to change the
general level of political alienation in our society,
regardless of the organizational form of that
participation.

Finally, the analysis found it most difficult to
assess the impact of citizen participation in
boards and committees on program effec-
tiveness. Its conclusions were rather tentative:
such citizen participation does not adversely
affect program effectiveness, and boards in the
aggregate have a somewhat more positive impact
than do committees.

Citizen Participation in HEW in 1972162

Rand found in 1972 that many HEW programs
had some formal requirement for citizen par-
ticipation. These varied both in the type of citizen
involvement mandated (e.g., local boards, state
advisory committees, employment of
paraprofessionals) and in the source of the
requirement (e.g., laW, federal regulation, or
program guideline. The requirements often were
vaguely stated, allowing for considerable varia-
tion even among different projects within the
same program.

sixty-nine HEW programs listed in the Catalog
of Federal Domestic Assistance had citizen
participation requirements. Twenty-eight re-

r
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quired local advisory bodies, 21 'parapro-
fessionals, 19 state advisory boards, four some
type , of specific parental involvement, three
areawide advisory bodies, and one each required
"general" or volunteer participation (some
programs required more than one participation
mode). In general, health programs most fre-
quently were marked by requirements for local
advisory committees, education programs usual-
ly called for a mixture of local rind state advisory
committees, and welfare programs called only for
the weaker forms of participationstate ad-
visory committees and the employment of
paraprOfessionals.

Rand attributed the variation of citizen par-
ticipation requirements w ithin each area of
health, education and welfare to the range of
programs, but also to the lack of an overall citizen
participation policy at either the departmentalor
agency level. The existing citizen perticipation
provisions stemmed from the unique history of
specific HEW programs and consequently did not
follow any general pattern. Furthermore, the
formal requirements usually were not explicit
about the precise form participation should take.
Often neither the membership nor the powers of
committees was made clear..The possible conse-
quence was the establishment of only nominal
types of citizen participation. In addition, when
combined with the absence of clear departmental
or agency policies the vagueness of requirements
meant an increased dependence on the attitudes
of program staff in determining the ultimate form
and content of participation. ,,

Rand reported that the actual amount and
quality of citizen participation in HEW programs
was unkdown, due to the lack of a systematic
monitoring or enforcement procedure. Special
surveys of specific programs, however,
suggested that, while compliance was usually
more fcequent than noncompliance, significant
cases of noncompliance existed. For example:

In migrant health, only 69% of the projects
had organized the mandated local boards.

In family planning,13% of the projects had no
citizen participation of any type though some
type was requ'red. -

In Medicaid, 2 states failed to have some
citizen membership on their advisory com-
mittees and several states had neither
recipients nor consumer representatives.

4.



Because of the lack of systematic monitoring,
the general impact of citizen participation
activities also was unknown.

flased on some experimental work in Hgvv,
Rand suggested the components of a departmen-
tal program for monitoring citizen participation:

It should cover 'a -eystematic sample of
projects.

It should be a year-round activity.

Field evantators and monitors needed proper
training.

The monitoring results must be linked to
overall program reviews on a timely and
systematic manner.

FEDERALLY AIDED MUNICIPAL SERVICES

In 1974 under a National Science Foundation
(NSF) grant, the TARP Institute and the School
of Public Health of the University of Michigan
completed an overview and summary of an
evaluation of policy related research on citizen
participation in eight municipal service
systems.163 The study was one of a series funded
by NSF directed toward evaluating policy-
related research on municipal systems,
operations, and services in the hope of making
the research more useful to decisionmakers. The
specific aim of the municipal services studies .
was to provide a basic understahding of the a

3 citizen participation phenomenon, the quality of
the research contributing basic knowledge about
citizen participation, and the range of con-
clusions and policy recommendations that
appeared sustainable within the limits of the
research.

The eight services were Community Ac-
tion/Model Cities, urban renewal, health, educa-
tion, welfare, legal system, environmental plan-
ning, and transportation planning. Citizen
participation requirembnts were usually
generated by federal regulations tied to program
funding, but in some pases were also mandated
by municipal and state legislation.

The report first summarizd the evaluation of
the research from the eight volumes and found
that, on the whole, the quality of the citizen
participation literature was poor. "Specific
findings and policy imillications are somewhar
sfrengthened by cross-system analyses which
indicate common results. Standing alone,

however, there are major difficulties in es-
tablishing clear relationships between citizen
participation and system outputs."164

After that general appraisal, the report sum-
marizes the delensible findings and conclusions
on citizen participation found in the, basic
volumes. Findings were examined in the light of
the following set of policy objectives:

increase the influence of ordinary citizens in
municipal service system decisionmaking
processes,

enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of
municipal service system program perfor-
mance, and

change citizen attitudes.

The first two are essentially the same as two
used in the HEW study by Rand. The thirii is
generally directed toward citizens' attitudes and
not as pinpointed on the reduction of feelings of
alienation as the HEW criterion. The difference
probably reflects HEW's greater concern with
low income, disadvantaged citizens than the
range of municipal services covered in the NSF
study.

The reported findings on each of the three
criteria for each of the eight services are
summarized in Table 4-14. The influence of
ordinary citizens was positively affected only in
neighborhood health centers, although in civilian
police review boards occasional cases of in-
fluence were noted. In the most active program of
citizen participation (Community AotioniModel
Cities), participation involved mostly middle
class citizens or those with prior leadership
experience. In urban renewal, business influence
was predominant; providers tended to dominate
health planning; and in education,auch citizen
leadership as was developed had to accOm-
modate to the professional/administrative elites.

Citizen participation affected performance
positively in Community Action/Model Cities,
health, welfare, and legal systems. Community
Action/Model ,Cities programs' priorities were
moved toward human services; in health centers
the influence showed up in the centers' overall
performance rather than in any particular
service; in welfare, there was evidence of a
positive link between citizen participation and
expanded services, consumer-oriented changes
in regulations, and_height-ened sensitivity of case
workers to clients' needs; and in legal systems
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Table 4-1 4
SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENT$ OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN EIGHT FEDERALLY AIDED

MUNICIPAL SERVICES, AS REPORTED IN A 1974 SURVEY OF POLICY,RELATED RESEARCH

Municipal
Service

Community
Action/Model
Cities

Urban Renewal

Health .

Education

s
,

Does Citizen Participation
Affect inflmence Available to

Ordinary Citizens?

Leaders usually from middle doss.
Influence on decisiOnmaking re-
lated to ability to act as a bloc
and external to Community
Action/Model .Cities structure.,

Ordinary citizens have little in-
fluence, but business community
ineuence signifkant.

ln'neighborhood centers, more
citizen, influence where commit-
tees have full governing author;
ity or limited control over specific
decisions. Providers tend to domi-
nate health planning process;

\citizen members are more influ-
ential when systematically trained.

Committees exert only marginal
influence. Leaders are developed
through committees, but achieve
influence only through accommo-
dation to professional and adminis-
trative elites. Citizen influence
over school budgets is limited.

Evidence weak\ ..

..

Does Citizen Participation
Affect Performance of Municipal

Servise System Programs?

Influences program priorities
toward human services, away
from physical. Best Model
Cities plans rt,sult from involve-
ment of citiz4ns.

Negative effect when citizens not
involved in early planning. Posi-
tive influence not established.

Citizen Participation on neighbor-
)hood center board influences
center's overall performance, not
specific amounts and types of '
services.

linked to expanded services, con-
sumer-oriented changes in regu-

% lotions. Welfare rights units
responstble for increased sensi-
tivity of case workers.

..

No conclusive evidence.

Citizen Participation positively

1 9 3

Does Citizen Participation
Affect Citizens' Attitudes About
Municipal Service Systems and

Society in General?

Citizens on Community Action
boards likely to develop increasing
confidence, power, less alienation, ;
but positive effect does not extend
to nonparticipating service recipients.

Strong link between active partici-
pation, decreased alienation from
Urban Renewal process., .

Positively related to preventive
health behavior attitudes.

il

r
Citizen Participation influences
citizens to believe they can affect.
education process, but since they
do not really exert influence, creates
"false consciousness" which may
adversely,affect change efforts.

Participation in welfare rights
organization produces more opti-
mistic outlook, but this may be
because only "future-oriented"
people constitute the ones studied.
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citizen volunteers in corrections were seen to
help reduce recidivism. In urban renewal,
negative effects were .noted unless citizen par-
ticipation. occurred at an early stage.

Finally, in several gases evidence was found of
changes in citizen attitudes due to citizen
participation. In legal systems, health centers,
urban renewal, and community action, attitudes
became less negative, although ig the last the
,changes did not extend to nonparticipating
service recipients. Changes in citizen perspec-
tives occurred in other services, but with
reservations. Education partiCipants had im-
proved attitudes, but this was ascribed to a "false
consciousness," meaning that those citizens
incorrectly believed they hacr influence. Par-
ticipants in welfare programs had improved
attitudes but possibly due to a self-selection
process of "future-oriented" people.

In general, the study found that citizetelP
participants were middle class oi upwardly 169
mobile members of lower income grotps. ,They
tended to be active in more thantone municipal
system (health and urban renewal, for example).

The researchers found it difficuk to make
generalizations from the citizen participation
research studies, given the ambiguity of their
findings and their uneven quality. Yet,' certain
conclusions were drawn:

1. Citizen participation is least effective in the
later stages of planning. "At that stage,
professional and administrative dominance has
had the opportunity firmly to orient policy and
program directions, making it extremely difficult
for alternative citizen-initiated options to be
considered."165

2. The structural characteristics of the'
municipal service have more influence on the,
level of citizen participation than the type of
participative mechanism. Llighly structured
services such as Model Cities or urban renewal .
offer a greater cliance for successful intervention
than fragmented systema or those dominated by
professionals, such as health, educationrwelfare,
policey transportation planning, and en-
vironmental planning.

3. Citizen participation plays a limited role in
the determination of municipal service perfor-
mance and little evidence exists of much real
influence over budgetary allocations.

4. Evidence that citizen participation has any
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impact on citizen attitudes is the w eakest area 'of
the findings. The reason akpears to be that many
citizen participation efforts are not able to
address authentic citizen needs.

DECENTRALIZATION STUDY

Another study funded by the National Science
Foundation also covered a clusier of municipal
functions, most of which use federal/money, and
provides another evaluation of citizen participa-
tion at the local level.'" Its central focus was the
decentralization of urban services. One of the
two dimensions of decentralization was defined
as "the transfete.nce of responsibility and power
to.1hose very people who are affected by the
program or innovation in question."1°" In the
process of assessing deceniralizatiofforts,
therefore, citizen participation had to be
evaluated.

Again, the appraisal was based on an examina-
tion lof case studies, covering some 215 in all.
These were divided as follows among five
functional areas: public safety-18%, educa-
tion-16%, health-22%, multiservice programs
(including such federally funded programs as
Community Action/Model Cities and neighbor-
hood facilities)-19%, and economic development
(primarily federally funded through the
special impacsta, program of the Office of Eco-

.nomic OpporWnity)-25%.

Citizen boards and employ ment of indigenous
. paraprofessionals were the only two types of

participative mechanisms examined. These were
weighted in the 215 cases against five outcomes:
increased flow of information, improved agency
attitudes, improved client attitudes, improved
services, and increased client control. The last
three correspond closely to the three criteria used
in the Rand study for HEW cited earlier.

Of the five outcomes, only increased client
control was assckiated with increased levels of
participative mechanisms. Table 4-15 provides
some of the details and indicates increasing client
control withtoards only or inConjunction with
paraprofessionals.

The study also probed more deeply into Citizen
board activities in order to ascertain whichboard
functions were effective in achieving client
control. Six different functions were identified:
signoff authority over grant applications or
serv ice decisions, planning for new programs or
facilities, grievance investigation, budget review
of requests or expend,itures, personnel review for
hiring, firing or promoting, and supervision over
paid staff.

The earlier Rand study had found that the
latter four functions were important mechanisms
for increasing client control, with supervision of
paid staff the most important.'" This study
confirmed that finding, with the exception of
grievance investigations. Budget review, per-

\ . Table 4-15
TYPE OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND DECENTRALIZATION OUTCOMES

(n 215)

Total
, , Number of

Percentage Occurrence of Outcome

More
Infor-

Improved
Agency

Improved
Client Improved

More
Client

Type of Partkipation - Studies mation Attitudes Attitudes Services Control'

No Citizen Participation 54 70.4% 14.8% 30.0% 59.3% 0.0%

Paraprofessionals Only 30 83.3 20.0/ 26.7 66.7 - 10.0

Boards Only , 72 52.8

,

5.6 15.3 57.0 30.6

Boards and Paraprofessionals 59 52.5 15.3 30.5 83.1 39.0

o'Differences are significant at the p :..001 level, differences for the other four outcomes are not statistically significant.

SOURCE. Robert K. Yin aal Douglas Yates, Street-Level covernments. Assessang Decentralszatton and Urban SerwLes, Santa
Monica, CA, The Rand Corporation, 1974, p. 198.



Table 4-16
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION MECHANISMS USED BY CITIES AND CCiUNTIES

IN APPLYING FOR, OR ADMINISTERING FEDERAL GRANTS, BY
FUNCTIONAL TYPE OF GRANT PROGRAM

Type of Mechanism (percentage)

Program Responses

Community Develop- City County

Advisory
Committee

City County

Public Publish Inspection of
Hearings Application Application

City CoOnty City County City County
ment Block Grant 1,120 147 65.4% 58.5%* 93.4% 87.8%* 71.3% 74.1% 76.4% 755%*

Law Enforcement 842 235 19.9 41.5 32.9 34.7 24.9 28.4 38.6 39.0

Water and Sewer 735 124 24.0 40.3 67.4 74.2 37.2 40.3 47.3 51.6

Housing 493 87 63.4 72.4 70.7 67.8* 48.1 52.9 57.7 55.2*

Transportation 437 129 45.7 59.7 62M 66.7 36.1 38.0 48.2 51.9

Manpower Planning 412 200 32.7 67.5 34.6 55.0 31.2 52.0 41.9 45.5

701 Planning 343 117 47.3 56.8 52.1 57.6 35.8 39.8 51.0 50.8*

Health . 192 177 49.2 68.4 50.3 52.0 32.0 33.9 41.6 42.9

Other 129 30 44.6 66.7 59.2 76.7 40.8 40.0'P 55.4 46.7*

,
NOTE. 'Whenever municipal' response rates are greater than county response rates for a
scores for each mechanism for each unit of government'.

SOURCE: ACIR-ICMA survey,1978.

speofic mechanism. Itahcs indicate highest

sonnel review, and supervisionwere more highly
associated with increased client control. Super-
vision of staff, as in the earlier study, was thee
most strongly associated with client control.

SURVEY OF LOCAL OFFICIALS

Earlier in this chapter, reference was made to
the ACIR-ICMA's 1978 survey of city and county
officials on citizen participation in fiscal
decisionmaking at the local letel, particularly in
the community development block grant and
general revenue sharing pograms. Two
questions in that same survey may shed some
light on citizen participation in a range of grant-
aided programs and the impact of that participa-
tion, as seen from the vantage poilit of a cross-
section of city and county officials.

Participation Techniques Used in
Grant-in-Aid Programs

The survey queried local officials on the formal(,)
citizen participation mechanisms they used in
specified functional areas in which they received
federal grant funds. The mechanisms identified
were advisory ,committees, public hearings,
publication of grant applications, and inspection
of applications. The results are summarized in
Table 4-16.

What do these figures mean? Ideally, they
should be able to tell us, first, which citizen
participation mechanisms are used most heavily
in each program,area by cities and counties and,
second, help lead to some conclusions on the
impact of citizen participation requirements.
Approaching the first question requires

2 ul
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aggregating the' numbers in some fashion
horizontally and vertically. Before doin$ that, it
'muse be decided what weights should be given to
each of the sei's of data. For,example, should a 50%
participation rate in the use of advisory com-
mittees count _equally with a similar rate in
citizen participation in thd publication of
applications? Nmillirly, should a 50% participa-
tion rate in transportation programs weigh no
more than a 50% rate in law enforcement?
Whether equal or some other relative weight
should be used depends on such questions as:
Stu:mid greater weight be given to mechanisms
andior programs in which citizen participation is
mandated? Should it be given when the par-
ticular kind of mechanism is judged especially
important to a certain program?

One basis for assigning weights is the degree to
which each of the mechanisms is mandated by
federal law or regulation. When that information

172 becomes available from its current survey, ACIR
can explore such an approach. Until that time,
and possibly for illustrative purposes only, the
simplest approach is to assume the assignment of
equal weight to all percentages in the table. That
assumption leads to the following findings:

As among the different participative
mechanisms, cities made greatest use of public
hearings, followed in order by inspection of the
application, publication of the application, and
advisory committees. The rank order reported by
counties was public hearings, advisory com-.
mittees, inspection of applications, and publica-
tion of applications. Counties' greater use of
advisory committees was especially marked in
manpower planning.

As among the different functional programs,
cities reported greatest participation in the 701
planning program,. counties in the Community
Development Block Grant program. The com-
plete ranking for both cities and counties was.

Cities
701 Planning
Community Development Block Grant
Housing
Other
Transportation
Water and Sewer
Health
Manpower Planning
Law Enforcement

Counties

Community Development Block Grant
Housing
Other
Manpower Planning
Transportation
Water and Sewer
701 Planning
Health
Law Enforcement

Comparing overall performance between
cities and counties agaih, as reported by the
loca' officials surveyedcounties experienced a
higher rate of participation. In the 36 pairings
between cities and counties (four types of
mechanisms times nine grant programs), the
counties reported higher rates for 28 cases.

Regarding the second question posed above
what does this all mean in terms of the impact of
citizen participation requirementsone obser-
vatioin..way be tentatively ventured at this point,
usidg ttie iliggregates of unweighted numbers.
Based on the proposition followed in the first
Rand st dy cited abciVethat of the four listed
particip
mittees
appear
progra
best ca
citiien

Citize
Partici
Buds

A
surve

tive mechanisms only advisory com-
offer a real devolution of powerit
that the cities and counties using federal
s ere not emphasizing the mechanism

culated to deliver the most povier to the
, particulady in the case of the cities.

Participation's impict on Localities'
tion in Grant Programs and on Their

Dedsions

eries of questions in the ACIR-ICMA
sought to find out, first, how citizen

participation requirements affected localities'
parti iption in federal grant programs general-
ly; an second, how they influenced, indirectly or
direct y, local budget decisions. The questions
and rates of response are captured in Table 4-17.

The responses indicate that citizen participa-
tion has a relatively minor tendency to influence
Local gavernments td drop staff-developed grant
proposals. Only about one-sixth of the cities and
one-tenth of the counties reported such an
impkct. Answers to the next question show that,
to the contrary, citizen involvement was a
osit'yvforce when a local government sought to

par Apatein federal grant programs. In over 60%
bf the Cities and counties, new grant proposals
were stimulated by citizen participation. These



Considering the generally expansionary effect
of citizen participation on local expenditures as
revealed in the answers to these five questions,
the response to the final question is somewhat
surprising. The question was: Has citizen par-
ticipation had a measurable effect on the setting
of priorities within your local government's
general budget? Forty-three percent of the.cities
and 44% of the counties answered in the affir-
mative. While this percentage for city officials is
about the same as their response to the question
on continuing services where grants were ter-
minated (40.7%), it is notably lower than the
percentage who said, citizen participation was
responsible for development of- new grant
proposals'. (60.9%). One explanation (further
elaborated in Chaptet 5) is that the budget
process is a yearly, foutine occurrence which
does not have the policy implications that grants
have and thus the fiscal impact of.grants may be
viewed as outside the normal budlet process.

Summary

The five case studies, the three consultants'
reports on an array of federally aided programs,
and the ACIR-ICMA survey covered a broad
range of experience with citizen, participation in
grant-aided programs ii recent years. As would
be expected of any appraisal of a phenomenon
involving many federal agencies, numerous
functional programs, all three levels of govern-
ment, and a Congress'which has not worked out a
consistent set of goals, objectives, and ap-
proaches in this field, this analysis projects, a
fairly kaleidoscopic picture of citizen participa-.
tion in terms of aims, mechanisms employed, and
attainments. Differences extend to such matters
as the degree to which fetieral mandates have.
been met; whether the mandates actually have
stimulated'participation and, if so, 'whether all
concerned -4nterests have beoome involved;
whether the participation has had an impact, in
terms of increasin& the influence :of participants
over government decisionmaking, improving the
delivery of services, and increasing Citizens'

Iiinterest in and support for their government; and
the problems encountered by federal agencies in
monitoring compliance with requirements.

Among the programs covered by pie five case
studies, full compliance with pkticipation
requirements was in doubt only in Ihe CDBG

4.

program, based on replies to the ACIR-ICMA
survey. In that case, the reported noncompliance
wph the hearing provisiori may have been due to
the recency of the localities' entpring the program
or a misreading of the que4tionnaire. Other
appraisals of CDBG, namely by HUO and The
Brookings Institution, found full compliance. The
Rand study found the extent . of compliance in
HEW programs was unknown duto thpf a
systematic monitoring or eh orcement

, procedure. It found evidence that noncompliance
clearly existed at the time oaf its study in the
migrant health, family planning, and Medicaid
programs.

The record we's not nearly so consistent on
the issue of whether 'federal mandates had
actually stimulated participation. In the com-
munity health center program it appeared that a
substantial level of participation had- already
been established by the predecessor
neighborhood hea4h centers under the Economic
Opportunity Act, so little if any increase could be
credited to the 4975 federal legislation. Stimula-
tion was seen in the Title XX, CDBG, and GRS
programs. The appraisal of the Coastal Zon
Management (CZM) program centered o
California and Oregon where the af en-
vironmental issues had attracted th attention of
various interests and the state gave nments well
in advance of fedeKal legislation. a ,a result,
citizen particfpatii% alteady exceeded the
minimum federal diandate..

Where the federal goverment expressed its
intention that certtin groups should have an
opportunity to 'participate--7either through the
legislative hiqtory or by explicit statutory or
_regulatory provisionthose groups did not in
fact always participate,d participate effective-
ly. This was the case in Title XX, where the poor
and Unorganized did not participate as much as
originally had been hoped. The same situation in
the early stages of the CDBG program led to much
criticism in the Congressional hearings on
renewal of the CDBG legislation. In part, this was
a criticism of the program's failure to target funds
more on the needy neighborhoods rather than
spread them city or countywide. Some traced the
"spreading" effect to the mayor's key role in the
program, since he would regard a "spreading"
approach as more likely to help him build
communitywide political support -than a

. "targeting!' approach.
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Question

Table 4-17
LOCAL OFFICIALS' OPINIONS ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF .

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION ON THE GRANT-IN-AID PROCESS AND
LOCAL BUDGET DECISIONS

)
Have grant proposils developed by local government staff been
dropped because of citizen participation?

Have new grant proposals been developed as a 'result of citizen
suggestions/ '

Has your local government transferred fundingjor a service'or
program from its general budget to a grant becTuse of citizen
pkticipation?

tras your local government assumed the costs in its.general
budget for continuing a service or program funded through an
expired grant because of citizen participation?

u

Has your local government dropped a service or program funded
through a grant when the grant expired because of citizen
participation? ...

Has Citizen particIpation had a measurable effect on the setting
of priorities within your local government's general budget?

.. .
SOURCE: ACIR-ICMA survey, 1978.

II*

Percentage Yes
,

Cities Counties

16.8 % 11.8%

60.9 63.3

19.7 26.9

40.7 58.8

12.2 18.6

424 43.8

ri.

two sets of responses tell a lot about the general
thrust of public . opinion toward expanding
services Ihrough federal grants, at least as
,articulatell by citizens engaged in formal par-
ticipation mechanisms. .

One-fifth of the cities and one-fourth of the
counties reported that citizen inputs were

0 responsible for their transferring funding for a
service or program from their general budget to a
grant. The relatively low number of jurisdictions
reporting such actions should come as no great
surprise. Citizens, after all, usually support
expansion of programs rather than a shifting of

, funds to .an uncertain funding source and, in
many cases, maintenance of effort provisions
,attached to federal grants require the recipient to
use the federal money to expand expenditures
rather than substitute federal for local money.

The stimulative influence of citizen participa-
t ion on local expenditures is further

1

)

demonstrated in the survey fesponses to another
question. Has your local government assumed
the costs in its general budget for continuing a
service or program funded thiotigh an expired
grant because of citizen participation? Forty-one
percent of the city officials ancr59% of the county
officials answered "Yes." This suggests fhat local
officials might have been inclined to drop a
program funded by a federal grant, but were
dissuaded by puOlic opinion channeled through
formal participation mechanisms.

The answer to the next question again presents
the other side of the coin. Only 12% of the city
officials and 19% of the county officials were iTif
the opinion thatscitizen participation caused their
units to drop a service or program once the
federal grant terminated. Clearly, citizeil par-
ticipation mechanisms are not basically 'an
influence for reduáing local government's fiscal
involItement once itiated.

e,

2e4 -' " ; .e... " *
c. I ..,
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On the issue of whether citizena actually
influenced decisionmaking, the answer was
"yes" but with an array of qualifications. HUD
and The Brookings Institution found that citi-
zens influenced the selection of CDBG activities
and the levet of social serVice expenditures, yet
a good deal of dissatisfaction was voiced on
this score at Congressional hearings. Cities and
counties were charged with not being responsive
enough to citizen participants' inputq. A substan-
tial portion of respondents to the ACIR-ICMA
survey thought that citizens involvement in GRS
budget process affected the setting of budget
priorities. In the CZM program in California and
Oregon, citizens clearly had an impactson coastal
zone environmental decisions, but that had to be
ascribed to activities set in motion earlia by
citizen and other groups and the state govern-
ments, rather than to the requirements of federal

'legislation.
The Rand study .of HEW committees con-

cluded that those mechanisms exerted influence
on program decisions, but the amount depended
on certain vital traits such as staff at the
committee's disposal, the power to investigate
grievances, and the election of citizen members.
A similar finding regarding those traits was
amide in the,Rand study of urban decentraliza-
tion. In its study of municipal services, the
TARP-Michigan group concluded that ordinary
citizens exjrted influence only in the
neighborho4 health centers. Usually citizen
participants were middle class or upwardly
mobile Members of lower income groups who
tended to be active in more than one municipal
system. City and county officials, according to
the ACIR-ICMA survey, saw citizen influence
exerted in a variety of ways: by stimulating the

locality'§ partiCipation in grant programs; by
supporting the transfer of funds from the general
budget to a grant program; and by exerting
pressure son the local government to retain a
program even after federal grant funds had
ceased.

On the osely related question of the effect
on prograifi performance, some positive results
were reported by the TARE-Michigan group in
four of the eight services examined: Community
Action/Model Cities, health, welfare, and legal
systems. Yet, the overall conclusi9n was that
citizen participation plays a limited role in
determining municipal service performance. The
Rand-HEW study was even more negative: it
would say only that citizen participation does not
adversely affect program effectiveness. General-
ly, it felt that the impact on HEW programs could
not be judged because of the laqk of systematic
monit oring.

Citizens' feelings oralienation from govern-
mentanother element to be considered in
judging the impact of citizen participationare
unlikely to be reduced by greater participation,.
accordinglo the Fand-HEW study. Citizens may
feel a heightene& sense of efficacy toward a
particular prograin but not toward government
generally. The TARP-Michigan findings were
somewhat more sanguine. In legal systems,
health centers, urban renewal and Community
Action, they perceived that attitudes became less
negative. Insofar as these were attitudes toward
specific programs they did not conflict with the
general finding of the Rand-HEW study.

'However, TARP-Michigan pointedly noted that,
the impact of citizen participation on citizen \
attitudes was its weakest area of findings.
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on Implementation of General Revenue Sharing ot the Local
Level, Washington, DC, 1976. p. 1.

1:41bid., pp. 6-8 e`
"'Pl. 94-488. _

'"For additional background refer to U.S. Congress, Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, Extension and
Revision of General Revenue Sharing Areas for Committee,
Consideration, Report for the Committee on Finance by the
Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
Washington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Office, August
25,`1976. A record of the hearings is in U.S. House of
Representatives, Committee yn Government Operations,
State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act (General Revenue
Sharing). Hearings, Washington, DC, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 2 vols.

"142 Federal Register, September 22, 1977, pp. 47988-47992.
Also see Steven Rudman. "Controversial Revenue Sharing

-Regulations Have Far Reaching Complications," The
Grantsmanship Center News, Los Angeles, CA, Grants-
manship Center. April-June, 1977, pp. 46-8.

"oLeague of Women Voters. General Revenue Sharing and the
States, Washington, DC, 1975. pp. 17-21.
Parallel results were reported in a Peat, Marwick. Mitchell
survey of six states for the Office of Revenue Sharing, U.S.
Department of the Treasury. Letter. ORS to ACIR. January
29, 1979.

132ACIR, A-48, op. cit., and Caputo and Cole. op. cit.
"3For full discussion, see Chapter 5. In a survey for the Office

or Revenue Sharing. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell reported a
similar conclusion regarding the reactions of local officials.
Letter. ORS to ACIR. January 29, 1979.

134Judy B. Rosener, "Citizen Participation. Can We Measure
Its Effectiveness?" Public Administration Review, Wash-
ington, DC, American Society for Public Administration,
September/October 1978, p. 457,

"Nelson Rosenbaum. "Evaluating Citizen Involvement
Programs," briefing paper for the National Conference on
Citizen Participation, September 28-October 1, 1978,
Washington. DC, p. 1.

p. 2.
"'ibid.
I"Rosener, op. cit., p. 459.
"'Joseph Falkson, An Evaluation of Policy Related Research
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on Citizen Participation in Municipal Service Systems
Overview and Summary, Washington. DC, TARP Institute,
1974, p. 16. See also Rosenbaum, op. cit . p. 1, and Rosener,
op. cit., p. 457.

IoThe three reports are, respectively: Robert K. Yin, William
A, Lucas, Peter L. Szanton, and J. Andrews Spindler.
Citizen Organizations: Increasing Client Control Over
Services. Santa Monica, CA, The Rand Corporation, 1973;
Falkson, op. cit., and the eigbt studies of individual
municipal services that it synthesizes and summarizes; and
Robert K. Yin and Douglas Yates, Street -Level Govern-

4

I

. I-

...

ments. Assessing Decentralization and Urban Services,
Santa Monica, CA, The Rand Corporation, 1974.

IslYin, et, al., op cit., Chapters 1-4.
mlbid , Chapter 5.
toFalkson, op cit
"41bid.. p. 19.

331bid , p. 32.
I " Yin and Yates, op. cit
"Ibid., p. 29.
mYin, et, al., op. ci t
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Appendix 4A
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGuLATION

IN FEDERACGRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,
AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT

(December 1978)

.

CFDA
Number

I

.

CFDA Title

Boards or
Committees'

C.c

x
id
2.
o.

.
,

.
. .

,

Other

..ii
egi
(2

,

St atute (USC) and/or
Regulation (CFR)

E :

.1
11

.

2 X

3 vec
I
42

I
c

t
2
.3-0
<

1

2

3

4

5

6

t

10.426

.

10.555

10.557

10.879

10.881

10.901

v.

.
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE '

,'

,

'

,

. /
,

X

X

.X

.

.

X

.
,

.
-1".

Requires systematic involvement of federal,
state, and local government agencies, ,

public and consumer interest groups, and
the private sector in rural development
policymaking process.

,

4School food itithorities must involve students
through activities such as menu planning,
enhancement orthe eating environment.

t
State agency'rnnualevaluation must.in-
clude participants' views. State agency must
publicize availability of benefits.

. , .
,

.

Resaurce conservation and development
council's planning process must provide for
community leadership participation and
citizen involvement, including informational
meetingi and use of citizen resource corn-
mittees and technical advisory teams. .

4

1

4

1

1

, 4

7 CFR 1948.5, 1948.32

.

7 CFR 210.19b(q)

../
7 USC 61k note,
42 USC 1758

.

7 USC 2664(e)

7 USC 266 660
CF .

7 CFR 642.6(a), 642.8

,

2

1
.

2

Area Development
Assislance.Planning

National School Lunch
Program ,

Special Supplemental
Food Program for Women,
Infants, Children

.

Rural Development
Research

Cooperative Extension
Service

Resource Conservation
and Development

.

.



r ,

7 10.904

.

Watershed Protection and
Flood Prevention

.

X Planning process must provide for public
participatigp based on informational and .

eflucajionirprogram.
_

2 7 CFR 622.30, 622.32

. ,

2

. 1

.

2

,

3
,

4

5

6

11.300

,

11.302

11.305

,

11.306

11.308

11.418

DEPARTMENT OFiCOMMERCE

X

X

.

X
.

.

X

,

X

X1

I

X
.

Secretary must assure local governments an
opportunity to review and comment on
proposeCi projects.

Planning must involve public officials and
private citizens.

Planning must involve public officials and
private citizens. If no procedure exists for
this involvement, a special planning com-
mittee of public and private citizens must

/.. be established in office of Mayor or county
'executive.

Local governments must have oppartunity
to review and comment on proposed projects.
Planning must involve public officials, private
citizens.

Local governments must have opportuniti
to review and comment on proposed
projects.

State must develop management program
with i ull participation of federal, state, local
governments, regional organizations, port
authorities, other intereaed parties; must
have continuing full consultation. "Full
partkipation" incjudes public meetings,
vibrkshops with reasonable notice.

4

4
.

2

4

4

1

-

42 USC 31310)
13 CFR 303.4, 304.3

.

42 USC 3151a

...
I,

42 USC 3151a
13 CFR 307.52(a)(2)(i),

307.55(c)

,
.

42 USC 3151a
13 CFR 303.4(c),

307.52(b)

..

42 USC 3131(f)
13 CFR 303.4, 304.3

,

16 USC 1455
15 CFR 923.50, 923.55

..-

.

,

2

2

2

Economic Development
Grants and Loans for
Public, Works and
DevelOpment Facilities

N

Economic Development
Suppod for Planning
Organizations

Economic Development
State and Local Economic
Development Planning

..

EcOnomic Development
District Operational
Assistance

.

.

Public Works and
Economic Development:
SupPlemental and Basic
Grants j

Coastal Zone Manage-
mentProgram Develop-
ment

I. .
.

4

212

ire

..

2 7 i0
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Appendix 4A (cont.)
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATION

IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,
AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT i

(December 1978)

, CFDA
Number

, '
.

,

1

.

,.

. CFDA Title .

Boards or
Committees

.105

:
Id

e. Other

«c
1.

og
...,

et.,
Statute (USC) and/or

Regulation (CFR)

E :

2 -
i 1
gg 4(

,
le. t'0 g

1 cE

c
E i
,2 E

),..

t 0

9
4
<

7

.

8

.

1

2

.

11.419

1.1.421

)

..,

13.210

13111

,

.

\

-, .

DEPARTMENT 0F
COMMERCE (cont.)

.

..'

.

.

.

X2

*

Q.

.
,

X2

.

X

X

,

X

.

.

State must develop management program
with full participation of 'federal, state, local
governments, regional organizations, port
authorities, other interested parties; must
have continuing full consultation. "Full
participation" includes public meetings,
workshops with reasonablenotice.

,

State must develop management program
with full participation of federal, state, local
govetnnyents, regional organizations, port
authOrities, other interested partiesmast
have ppd.:wing full consultation. "Full
particiOation" includes.public meetings,
workshops with reasonable notice.

-

, .

, .

%

Must use nonpaid or partially paid volunteers.

1

1

1

1

16 USC 1455
15 CFR 923.50, 923.55

.

16 USC 1455
15 CFR 923.50, 923.55

s'

,

'
.

.

42 USC 246(d)

42 USC 705(a)

2

.

2

Coastal Zone Manage-
mentProgram'Adminis-
stratiOn ,

'

Coastal Energy Impact
ProgramFormula Grants

,

,, I'

HEWPUBLIC HEALTH
SilVICES .

Comprehensive Public
Health Services

Crippled Children's
Services

4

a

f).

1:1(

'4e 215



a

3 13,220 Medical Facilities
Construction
Formula Grants

X

4 13.224 Community Health
Centers

13.246 Migrant Health
Centers

13.252 Akoholism Treatmerrt
and Rehabilitation/
Occupational Alcoholism
Services Program

7 13.256 Health Maintenance X
Organization Development

13.257 Alcoholiormula Grants X

9 13.269 Drug Abuse Prevention X
Formula Grants

10 13.284 Emergency medkal
Service

13.292 Sudden Infant Death X

Syndrome Information
and tounseling Program

12 13.293 State Health Planning
and Development Agen-
des

X X

13 13.294 Health Planning X X
Health Systems

.Agencies

21t3

Health systems agencies and state health
coordinating council must conduct meetings
in public, give adequate public notice, give
access to records. Grant applicant must
describe how residents are served by applica-
tion.

Must initiate continuing community involve-
ment in development and operation of project.

Project must involve active participation of
wide range of pUblic and nongovernmental
agencies and incilviduals including indi-
viduals representative of population served.

Must assure adequate opportunity to par-
ticipate for persons who reside in the systems
service area and have no professional train-
ing or financial'interest in provision of hfalth
care. ) I
Must provide for community representation
in development and operation of each project.

State health coordinating Council must
conduct all business meetings in public.
Governor must give general public oppor-
tunity to express views on state health
planning-and development agency.

Agencies must conduct meetings in public,
give adequate public notice, give access to
records. Grant applicant must describe how
residents are involved in developing appli-
cation.

4 42 USC 3001-1,
300n-1

42 CFR 122.104, 122.07

4

4

4

4

1

1

4

4

1

4

42 USe 1396
42 CFR 51c.304

42 USC 247d
42 CFR 54.203

.45 CFR 543.404

42 USC 300e

42 USC 4573

21 USC 1176(e)

42 USC 300d-5

42 USC 300c-11
42 CFR 51a.506

42 gsc 300m-3
42 CFR 123.104,

123.305,123.306

42 USC 242d, 3001-1,
300n-1

42 CFR 122.104, 122.07

1

217



Appendix 4A (cont.)
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGUI:ATION

IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BYPROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,
AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT

(December 1978)

CFDA
Number' CAA Tit.e

Boards or
Committees .

re4

.=xi
Z

.
Other

al
c.
T
ce

E. .
a

Statute (USC) and/or
Regulation (CFR) '

II
41
at :it

-4 x

.=.va
E m
25

>..
c

2
s

-4`i

14

.

.

1

2

3

13.295,

,

13.400

13.403

13.413

.
,

.
HEWPUBUC HEALTH
SERVICE(cont.)

Community Mental
Health CentertCom-

,. prehensive Services ,
Support

HEWOFFICE OF
EDUCATION .

-

X

-

.

,

.

r
State must involve representatives of
various prescribed groups concerned with
adult education in development and
carrying out of state plan.

Application must be developed in con:.
sultation with parents of children of
limited English-speaking ability, teachers,
secondary school students.

Nonprofit applicant must be organited to
be representative of educational, cultural,
and civic groups in the Community to be
serve d free from such control by a
single,pri e entity as would prey nt it .

from serving overall comthunity eeds or
interests. . t.

t

4

1

4--10115C,880b-1(a)f

4

t.

42 WC 2689(c)

PL 91-230, sec.
306(b)(8)

.

,

45 CFR 153.5

...
.

1

2

. .

Adult Education
Grants to States

,

Bilingual Education

.

Educational Broadcast-
ing Facilities (public

.briaadcasting)
.

c _,-----\
we;

21 b



4 13.416

13.427

Teacher Centers

Educati?nally Deprivid

X

X3
ChildrenHandkapped

6 13.428 Educationally Deprived X3
ChildrenLocal
Educational Agendes

7 13.429 Educationally Deprived XS

ChiklrenMigrants

8 13.433 Follow Through

9 13.444 Handicapped Early,
Childhood Assistance

X

10 13.445 Handkapped Innovative
ProgramsDeaf-Blind
Centers

11 13.449 Handicapped Preschool
and School Programs

X X

12 13.451 Handicapped Personnel
Preparation

13 13.464 library Services X
Grants for Public
Libraries

22u

Applicant (local educational agency) must
make application and pertinent documents
available to parents and general public.

Applicant (local educational agency) must
make application and pertinent documents
available to parents and general public.

Applicant (state educational agency) and
subgrantees (local educational agencies or
other public or private nonprofit agencies)
must make application and pertinent'docu-
ments available to parents and general public.

Project must include a parent and com-
munity involvement component.

Program must include activities and
reviews designed to encourage partic4pa-
tion of parents in development and opdra-
tion of program.

Applicants must ensure that programs
assisted have been planned and devel-
oped, and will be operated, in consultr-
tion and with involvement of parents of
children served.

Applications are evaluated on basis of
prescribed factors, including the extent
to which present and former students,

,employing agencies, and individuals
(parents, practicing teachers, etc.) are in-
Volved in program planning, implementa-
tion and evaluation.

3

1

3

1

4

4

4,

2

1

20 USC 1119a

20 USC 241c-1, 241e
45 CFR 1162

20 'WC 241c-1, 24.1e
45 CFR 116a

,

20 USC 2761-3
45 CFR 116, 116d

45 CFR 158.19,
158.26(b)

20 USC 1423(a)
45 CFR 121d.29

20 USC 1231d
20 CFR. 121c.40 -

20 USC 1412(7)(A),
1413(a)(12)
45 CFR 121a.651

45 CFR 121f.20

20 USG 351a

221

1



Appendix 4A front.)

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS A4ANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATION
IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGROLM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,

AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT .

1978)

k

CFDA
Number

/

- -.

,
CFDA Title

Boards or
Committees

c
.11

2..-0

72
at

. .

s -

. other .

«c

1
1,

6-

.

Statute (USC) and/or
Regulation (CFR)

..
c
1

2
2.

c to ..
74 P

0
ga...

E g
.2

;.E
0
t.

;3;

<

14

15

16

17

18

13.465

13.489

13.491

13.493

13.494

HEWOFFICE OF
EDUCATION (cont.)

'

X

'
.

.

%.

C\

X

X

X

X4

X4

'

X

.
,

P

.

Formulation of statets five-year vocational
education plan must involve activg parti- .
cipation of representatives of a list of
prescribed state agencies responsible for
aspects of vocational education, including
the state advisory council on vocational
education. .

,

Formulation of state's five-year vocational
education plan must involve active par-
ticipatiomof representatives of a list of
prescribed state agencies responsiblp for
aspects of vocatiohal education, including
the state advisory council on vocational
eduCatron.

1

4

1

1

1

20 USC 351a

20 USC 1103(1)
45 CFR 172.14, 172.15

20 USC 1005(a)
45 cFR 173.12, 173.13

.
20 USC 2305, 2307(a)

20 USC 2305, 2307(a)

1

.
.

.

,

library Services
Interlibrary Cooperation

.

Teachers Corps
Operations and Training

University Community
ServiceGrants
to States

Vocational Educa-
donBasic Grants

.
to States

Vocational Education
Consumer and Home-
maldng Program

,

222



19

$

13.498 Vocational Education
Program Improvement
Project

A

X4

20 13.499 Vocational Education X X
Special Needs

-
21 13.00 Vocational Education

State Advisory 'Councils

,
X4

22 13.525 Emergency School'Aid Xs X
ActBasic Grahts to
Local Educational .

Agencies \

23 13.526 Emergency School Aid Xs X
AcfPilot Ptograms .

(Special Programs and
Projects)

24 13.528 Emergency gchoof Aid Xs X
ActBilingual Educa
tion Projects 1

13.529 Emergency School Aid X X

26

a

13.530

ActSpecial Programs
and PrOject.4 (nonprofit
organizatibns) ,

Emergency School Aid Xk X
ActEducational TV

27 13.532 Emergency School Aid
ActSpecial Programs

Xs X

2? 1
, ,

Formulation of siate's five-year vocational
education plan must involve active par-
ticipation of representatives of a list of
prescribed state agencies responsible for
aspects of vocational education, including
the state advisory council on vocational
education.

Formulation of state's five-year vocational
education plan must involve active par-
ticipation of representatives of a list of
preicribed state agencies responsible for
aspects of vocational education, including
the state advisory council on vocational
education. ,

$

ek

'1.

il

1

20 USC 2305, 2401

20 USC 2305, 2307(a)

20 USC 2305

20 USC 1609(a)(2)
45 CFR 185.41, 185.42

20 USC 1609(a)(2)
45 CFR 185.41, 185.42

20 USC 1609(a)(2)
45 CFR 185.41, 185.42

20 USC 1609(a)(2)
45 CFR 185.65

20 USC 1609(a)(2)
45 CFR 185.75

20 USC 1609(a)(2)
45 CFR 185.41, 185..42

2,4.,



Appendix 4A (cont.)

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATION
IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,

AND MAJOR TYPE OFREQUIREMENT
(December 1978)

e

,

CFDA
Number

9 .

,

, CFDA Title

'Wards or
Committees

i.
=
4d

53,
O. Other

*e.

Iit
*C.
ei

a

.

Statute (USC) and/or
Regulation (CFR)

11
C i
§
os .it

C. °
75 2
8 eaC

E .A
a c

0t
27
-0
<

1

28

..

29

30,

31

13.533

,-....,

.

11534

.

13.535

. 13.5$

HEWLOFFICE OF
EDUCATION (cont.)

,

X

.

X

.

X

X

-

, .

Appliant must have reading program
which provides for: participation of school
faculty, school board members, administra-
tion, parents., and students in reading
related activities which stimulate an
interest in reading; parent participation in
program development and implementation;
involvement of cultural and educational
leaders of area to be served.

Must ensure that program will be operated
and evaluated in consultation with,,and
involvement of, parents of children and
representatives of area to be served, in-
cluding the advisory committee.

.
Must be adequate participation by parents
of children to be served in planning and
development of project And in operation
and evaluation.

so

Must be adequate patticiriation by parents
of children to be served in planning and
development of project and in operation
and evaluation.

4

3

4

4

20 USC 1921, 1944

'

20 USC 241dd(b)

20 USC 887c
45 CFR 100d

20 USC 1211a(c)
45 CFR 188.8

.

.

Right to ReadElimina-
Lion of Illitericy

.

...

Indian Education:
Grants to Local Educa-
tional Agencies

Indian Education
Special Programs and
Protects

.

Ihill Ian EducationAdult
Indian Education

2

44,



32 13.543 Educational Oppor-
tunity Centers

33 13.549 Ethnic Heritage X
Studies Program

13.551 Indian Education X X
Grants to Non-local
EduCational Agehcies

35 13.558 Bilingual Vocational X4
Training

36 13.562 Education for Gifted
and Talented

X

Children and Youth

37 13.563 Community Education
Program

38 13.564 Consumer's Education

39 13,566 Elementary and X7
Scvndary School Edu-
cafion in the Arts

40 13.570 Libraries and Learning X
Resources

2/8

Representatives of community aod local
educational agencies and institutions of
higher education in area to be served must
participate in formulation of applications
and give advice on operations.

Publii must be given opportunity to testify
or otherwise comment on grant application.

Public must pe given opportunity to
testify or otherwise comment on grant
application.

Formulation of state's fivelear vocational
education plan must involve active par-
ticipation of representatives of a list of
prescribed state agencies responsible for
aspects'of vocational education, including
the state advisory council on vocational
education. 4

Needs assessment must involve public to be
served, educators, parents and community
groups or institutions. Evaluation must
involve persons directly and indirectly
affected. Model project must include
demonstration of contributions from
parents of target groups, students, com-
=unity organizations.

Local community college, social, recrea-
tional, and health groups must be con-.
suited on programs to be offered and
facilities to be used.

Public must be given opportunity to testify
or otherwise comment on gragt application.

4

3

4

4

2

4

2

1

45 CFR 154.10

20 USC 900a-2
2Q USC 887e
45 CFR 184.12

20 USC 241dd(b)(2)
(B), and (C)

20 USC 2305, 2411

A

45 CFR 160b.6(b),
160b.23, 160[124,
160b.53

20 usc 1864(d)(4)

20 USC 887e

45 CFR 1608.14,
160g.24

20 USC 1803

1

-

2')9



Appendix 4A (cont.)

crnzEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATION,
IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY, .

AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT
(December 1978)

,

CFDA
Number

.

CFDA Title
.

Committees
Boards or

00

I.+i
D.

.

. s

.

Other

....

i
LI

.

Statute (USC) and/or
Reguladon (CFR)

0
AII
es

.co.
al

a. 3
E g

1.
,

a-.

i
.0<

41

42

43

44

45

,

13.571

,

13.572

13.582

13.585

13.586

0

HEWOFFICE OF
EDUCATION (cont.)

.

.

"
,

s .

X4

X

Must involve in plan ing and carrying out
programs or projec the participation of
persons broadly r resentative of cultural
and educationa esources of area served.

"
Must give blic an opportunity to present
views other than.through public hearing.

State agency must consult with statewide
financial and administra e organizations

,on regular basis.
.

Must involve,individ als, public and
private agenCies,tirganizations in plan
development.

Formulation of statd's five-year vocational
education plan must involve-active par-
ticipition of represintatives of a list of
prescribed state agencies responsible for
aspects of vocational education, including
the state advisory council on vocational
educatioh.

1

1

1

1

4
.

_
,

20 USC 1832

-

45 CFR 156.4
,

45 CFR 178a.4(b) .

d ,

'
45,CFR,137.5

9

20 USC 2305 1

Educational Innovation
and Support

Msistance to States for
State Equalization Plan

.

State Student Finandal .
Assistance Training .,

Program

Educational informa-
don Centers

.

Bilingual Vocational
Instrirctor Training

v

23U
231.



46

47.

13.587

13.589

48 13.590

'49 .
50

.

,

1

13.600

.13.624

13.025

232

Bilingual Vocational
lnstructionAl Materials,
Methods, and .

Techniques' .

.,

Emergency School Aid
Magnet Schools, Uni-
versity/Budness
Cooperation'''.

-Emergency School Aid
'Neutral Site Planning

Pre-School Incentive
Grants

A

Administrationlor
Childyen, Youth and
FamlliesHead Start

I

. c

HEWOFFICE Of
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES

_

Rehabilitation Services
and Facilities
Basic

.

Vo9tional Rehablii-
tationServkes for
Social Security Obability
Benefidades

I.

X4

Xs

Xs

X

..

Formulation of state's five-year vocat
education plan must involve active par-
ticipation of representatives of a list of
prescribed state agencies responsible for
aspects of vocational education, including
the state advisory council on vocational
education. .

cri- 7 :'

Plan amendments must be made available to
parents, guardians, other'members of gen-
eral public prior to submission to Office of
Education. Must consult with individuals
concerned with education of handicapped
children.

Must provide fin direct participation of
parents of Head Start children in develop-
meht and overall direction of program at
local level.

-

Recipient agencies must take into.account
views of individuals and groups who re-
ceive vocational rehabilitation services,
workers in the field of vocational rehabili-
tation, and providers of vocational
rehabilitation sfrvices.

kecipient agenciei` must take into account
views of individuals and groups who re-
ceive.vocational rehabilitation services,
workers in the field of vocational rehabili-
tationpand providers of vocationahreha-
bilitation services. --\.t,

4-

3

3

1

4

1,

.1

20 USC 2305

20 USC 1609(a)(2)
45 CFR 185.41, 185.42

PL 92-318, sec. 710(a)
(1), (2)

45 CFR 185.41, 185.42

20 USC 1412, 1413

42 USC 2928

s

23 USC 721(a)(18)

..

,

29tSC 721(a)(18)

I
.--,

1

223

ti



Appendix 4A (Cont.)

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUtE OR REGULATION
IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,

AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT
(December 1978)

CFDA
Number

, .

TitCFDA le

Boards or
Committees

11°

C
0
X

3
gt Other

.

11)

1.
T
Ng

1
t.7

Staiute (USC) and/or
Regulation (CFR)

-,

E :z
2i
se

1

11/

e
g 2
a so

El
a t

a
..e.
o
t.

4
<

.'.\3

.

4

5

6

1

13.626.

. .

13.630

.

13.633

.

13.635

,

.

.

HEWOFFICEOF
HUMANDEVELOPMENT
SERVICES (cont.)

.

.

X

X

Xs

,

X

,

Recipient agencies must take into account
views of individuals and groups who re- .` .

ceive vocational rehabilitation services,
workers in the field of vocational rehabili-
tation, and providers of vocational rehabili-

.
tation services.

Must make maximum use of available Com-
munity resources including volunteers
serving under Domestic Volunteer Servioe
Act of 1973 and other appropriate voluntary
organizations.

Must take account of views of social
service recipients in developing and ad-
ministering state plan.

t
Must administer project with advice of .
persons competent in field.of ervice in -
whichputrition program is provided, of t-t
elderly program participants, and of per-
sons knOwledgeable about needs of the
elderly.

4

,3

.

4

1

.

:

29 USC 721(a)(18)

.

,

42 USC 6063

s

42 USC-3024(a)(2)(8),
3024(c)(4)(C)
45 CFR 1321.15,
1321.36,1321.50,
1321.65, 1321.66

42 USC 3045e
45 CFR 1324.20,
1324.35, 1324.37

0

.

Rehabilitation Services
and Facilities
Special Pfojects

.

,

.

Developmental=Disabill-
tiesBask Support

Spgdal Programs for the
AgInk-State Agency
Activities and Arta
Planning,and SOcial
Service irograms

f'' Special Programs for
the Aging
Nutrition Program
for the Eidedy

114 .

23 235,



7 13.639 al Programs for the
AgingTitle V Multiple
Purpose Seninr Centers

8 13.642 Social Services
Block Grant

9 13.645 Child Welfare Services
State Grants

HEWHEALTH CARE
FINANCING AD-
MINISTRATION

1 13.714 Medical Assistance X
Program

2 13766 Health Finandng X
Research, Demonstra-,
dons and Experiments

HEWSOCIAL SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION

1 13.810 Assistance Payments x10
State and Local Training

13.812 Assistance Payments
Research

3 13.814 Refugee Assistance X
Indochinese Refugees

226

Proposed comprehensive'annual services
program plan must be made available to
public 90 days prior to start of year. Fiscal
plan, togethermith explanation of changes
from proposed plan, must be published
45 days after publication of proposed plan.

Must provide for training and using non-
paid or partially, paid volunteers rep-
resenting various age groups, including
senior citizens and youth.

Must train and use paid subprofessional
staff, emphasizing recipients and other
low income persons, and-must use nonpaid
or partially'paid volunteers in the social
service volunteer ptogram.

Must train and use paid subprofessional
staff, emphasizing recipients and other,
low income persons, and must use nonpaid
or partially paid volunteers in the social
setvice volunteer program.

le;.1.:64 04/
r

Must provide tor training and using non-
paid or partially paid volunteers represent-
ing various age groups, including senior
citizens and youth.

Must provide opportunity for public com-
ment on proposed demonstradoh projects.
Copies of proposed projects must be avail-

,0,4 able for public inspeetion.

4 45 CFR 1326.5

1 42 USC 1397c

1 42 USC 622(a)(i)(ii)
45 CFR 220.4, 220.6(a)
200.7(a)

42 USC 1396a(4)
42 CFR 431.12

.0(
I

4 42 USC 1396a(a)(4)
42 CFR 431.12

1

4

1

45 CFR 222.2, 222.3,
222.4

42 USC 602

1978 CFR 30127-301

237



Appendix 4A (cont.)
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS-MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATION

- IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,
AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT

(December 1978)

.

aDA
Number

,

_

CFDA Title

Boards or
Committees

tb

I
3
e.

,
,

,

Other

«c
4i

12
gc

I
V

.\\\
.

statute (USC) and/ot
Regulation (CFR)

11

ac 1

ae t
0 ap

g t'ac
E

42 6

r
7
.3

1

2

.

3

'4

1

13.887

13.890

.

13.898

13.899

HEWPUBLIC HEAL
SERVICE H .

X

,

.

,

X Health systems agencies and state health
coordinating council must conduct meetings
in public, give adequate public notice, give
access to records. Grant applicant must
describe how residents are served by appli-
cation.

Must provide for community representa-
tion where appropriate in development
and operation of voluntary genetic testing

lior counseng program.
,

Mast involve active participation of wide
iange of public.and nongovernmental
agencies, organizations, individuals, includ- 1

ing individuals representative of popula-..
tion served.

Must, whenever possible, be community
based and provicle for active participation
of a wide range orpublic and nongovern-
mental agencies, organizations, individuals.

3

.

4

4

4

.

42 U.SC 242d, 3001-1,
300n-1

,
.

42 USC 300b-3(a)
. .

42 CFR 54a.404
...

42 USC 4577(b)

Medical Facilities Con-
structionProject Grants

,

Genetic Diseases
Testing and Counseling
Services

Alcoholism Demonstra-
tion

,

Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism Prevention
Demonstration

.

236 2.43J



' 14.203

14.218

14.221

15A00

,15.951

DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING AND URBA
DEVELOPMESIT,

,Comprehensive Planning
Assistance

Community Development
Block Grant

Urban Development
Action Grants

OF
INTERIOR

Outdoor Recreation
Acquisition, Development
and Planning

Water Resources
ResearchAssistancb to
State Institutes

X

X

Must carry on comprehensive planning
process which provides for citizen partici-
pation.

Must give citizeni opportunity to partici-
pate in development of application, en-
courage public views and, proposals espe-
cially from residents of blighted neighbor-
hoods and citizens of low and moderate
income. Must provide citizens information
on funds available for prOposacommunity
development and housing activities. Must
provide citizens opportunity to comment on
community development performance.

Must provide opportunity for citizen par-
ticipation in development of application,
especially from low and moderate income
people and residents of blighted.neighbor-
hoods, and must give citizens adequate
information on funds available, range of
activities that may be undertaken, other
important program requirements.

must provide ample opportunity for
public participation in plan development
and revision. Must have active participa-
tion by program administrators, legislators,
special interest groups, and general
public including minority.groups.

lnstitutes must develop programs in .con-
sultation with leading water resources
officials within the state and region.

co

2

2

3

1

1

42 USC 461(c)
24 CFR 600.80(b)

42 USC 5304(a)(6)

42 USC 5318(c)(5).

16 USC 4601-8(d)

42 USC 7811

2

2

2 4
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Appendix 4A (cont.)
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATIONIN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,

AND MAJOR TYPE OF REPUIREMENT
(December 1978)

4

CFDA '
Number

r

CFDA Tide

Boards or
Committees

be
c=IIsi

A.,
.7i
E

.

.

Other

E
'I
V
a
1
V

.

_

,

Statute (USC) and/or
Regulation (CFR)

Eli*"
Ii
at

c i-,
c 334.4s0 la
41 E.
E its
(2 E '

),,
"E"

0t
2
"i:''

.

1

2

3

1

2

3

16.500

16.502

16.516

17.207

17. 230

17.232

DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE

X

. X

t.:.,

.

.

I

X

A

X

X

XII

.

I-

I ,.

. ,

Must hold open meetings, provide public
access to all records.

Must hold open meetings, Provide public
access to all records

,..

,

.

,

li

1

.

1

2

1

4

3

,
..

42 USC 3723

42 USC 3723

42 USC 5633(a)(3)

29 USC:49j(a)

29 CFR 95 13'

,..,

29 USC 814, 817

..

,

-
law Enforcement
AssistanceComkehen-
sive Planning Grants

Law Enforcement
AssistanceImprOving
and Strengthening Law
Enforcement and Crimi-
nal Justice

Law Enforcement
AssistanceJuvenile
Delinquency Preven-
tionAllocation in States

DEIAMENT OF LABOR

Employment Service

Migrant and Seasonal
Fqm Workers .

Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training
Program

.242
24.3

C.



4

5

6

17.239

17.240

***

Youth Community Con-
servation Improvement
Program

Youth Employment and
Training

Public Service Employ-C
ment Program

DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPOkTATION

X"

1

1 1

1 20.102 Airport Development X
Aid Program

2 20.205' Highway Research,
Planning and Construc-
tion

X

3 20.308 Local Rail Services X
SystemsNational
Program

4 20.500 Urban Mais Transporta-
tion Capital Improvement

X

Grants

5 20.505 Urban Mass Transporta-
tion Technital Studies

X

Grants

APPALACHIAN
REGIONALCOMMISSION

1 23.002 Appalachian Supple-
ments to Federal

X

Grants-in-Aid (Com-
munity Development)"

2 23.003 Appalachian Develop-
ment Highway System"

X

24,1

Must i volve c munity-based organiza-
tions in develo g youth plan.

Urban transportation planning process
must involve the public.

State rail plans must be based on compre-
hensive, continuous planning process
and be developed with participation of
interested private and public agencies.

Urban transportation plannipg process
must involve the public.

Urban transportation planning process ,

must involve the public -

States and local development districts must
assure opportunity for affected public to
participate in state and regional planning
process. Apart from hearings, stales must
assure early public notice, availability of
draft plans and programs.

3

3

3

2

4

2

44

1

29 USC 814, 817

29 USC 814, 894
29 CFR 97.705

29 USC 814, 817

49 USC 17-60(d)
14 CFR 152.73

23 USC 128(a)
23 CFR 450.120,
771, 790

49 CFR 266.15

23 USC 128(a)
23 CFR 450.120,
771, 790

23 USC 128(a)
23 CFR 450.120,
771,790

40 App USC 107(a),

(b),and 225(a), (b)
ARC Code sec.
200A-2.1

40 App USC 107(a),
(b), and 225(a), (b)
ARC Code sec.
200 A-2.4 and
201 A-7

2

2

245
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Appendix 4A (cont.)
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATION

IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,
AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT

r (December:1978)

.

CFDA
Number

,

.

CFDA Tide

Boards or
Committees

r...
`I

250
D.

-
.

.. . '

.

i&5-
At.

b. Other -

e
.3.

tir
a

Statute (USC) and/or
Regulation (CFR)

§ L.
pg 4c

,
c 1-,

,..,o$x
(;)16.

gli
,R

L''c0

.3-5t
.

3

4

.

5,

.

,. .

.

.
'

23.004

23005

.

23.605

. .

'

APPALACHIANREGIONAL
COMMISSION (cont.)

.

.

X

.

X

X

,

.

.
States and local development districts must
assure opportunity for affected.Oublic to
participate in state and iegional planning
process. Apart from hearings, states must
assure early public notice, availability of
draft plans and programs. .

-...
States and local development districts must
assure opportunity for affected puhlii to'
participate in state and regional planning:
process. Apart from hearinis, states must
assure early public notice, availability of
draft plans and programs. 5'

.

41'"` States d local development districts must...
assure opPortunity for affected public to '
participate in stateand ieghinal planning .
process. Apait from hearings, states. must,
assure early public notice, availability Of
draft plans and programs:,..,

I
.

0 .

4

4'

.

.

4 .
6

. :.

".

.
.

.

I
,

40 App USC 107(a),
(b), 202, and
225(a), (b)
ARC Code sec.
200A-2.4

40 App USC 107(a),
:(b),and 225(a), (b)

'ARC Code'sec.
200A-2.4

.

40App USC 107(a),
(b)4and 225(a), (b)
ARC Code sec.

.200A-2.4
.

..

-

,. ,

.

2
Appalachian Health
Profram

. S

.

.
,

Appalathian Homing
- Project: Site Develop-
ment and,Off-Slte
Improvement Grant .

.
likppaladilan Homing
Project: Planning and-
Obtaining Financing

.

,

.

.

-,

24



7 now Appalachian Local
Access RoadsH

8 23.009 Appalachian Local X X
Development District
Assistance

9 23.010 Appalachian Mine Area X
Restoration

10 23.011 Appalachiin State X
Research, Technical
Assistance and
Demonstration Profects

11 23.012 Appalachian Vocational
and Other Education
facilities and Operations

X

. 2.46

States and local developinent districts must
assure opportunity for affected public to
participate in state and regional planning
process. Apart from hearings, states must
assure early public notice, availability of
draft plans and programs.

States and local development districts must
assure opportunity for affected public to
participate in state and regional planning
process. Apart from hearings, states must
assure early public notice, availability of
draft plans and programs.

States and local development distrias must
assure opportunity for affected public to
participate in state and regional planning
process. Apart frzm hearings, states must
assure,early publiEnotice, availability of
draft plans and programs.

States and local developmeht districts must
assure opportunity for affected public to
participate in state and regional planning
process. Apart from hearings, states must
assure early public notice, availability of
draft plans and programs.

States and local development districts must
assure opportunity for affected public to
participate in state and regional planning
process. Apart from hearings, states must .
assure early public notice, availability of
draft plans and programs. Projects must be
selected with involvement of all sectors of
the community. Regional education service
agencies must encourage community
involvement.

4

3

4

2

2

40 App USC 107(a),
(b), and 225(a), (b)
ARC Code sec.
201A-7

2

40 App USC 107(a), 2

(b),and 225(a), (b)
ARC Code sec.
200A-2.4 and
302A-6.3(i)(ii)

40 App USC 107(a), 2

(b), and 225(a), (b)

40 App USC 107(a),
(b),and 225(a), (b)

2

40 App USC 107(a), 2

(b), and 225(a), (b)
ARC Code sec
200A-2.4,211-1.3.2(2)
and 2118-3.1(4)

243



Appendix 4A (cont.) .

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATION,
IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,

AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT
(December 1978)

,

CFDA
Nuniber

Boards or
Commitkes

.=
0
M

3
Z Other

......
z
0
ix

ni

a.

.

Statide (USC) and/or
Regulation (CFR).

.

c.c
2 gu

§ a.
se .Ict

CFDA Title

0
z 2
A Ni

Ogg
2

0
t.

.
<

12

13

144
,

23.012

23.013

.

23.017

.

APPALACHIAN REGIONAL
COMMISSION (Cont.)

X

x

,

X

.

X

.

.

States and local development districts must
assure opportunity for affected public to
participate in state and regional plinning
process. Apart from hearings, states must
assure early public notice, availability of
draft plans and programs. Projects must be
selected with involvement of all sectors of
the community. Regional education service
agencies must encourage community
involvement:

States and local development districts must
assure opportunity for affected public to -

participate in state and regional planning
process. Apart froin hearings, states must
assure early public notice, availability of
draft plans and programs. Process for
developing state child development plan
must involve participation by area, county,
and community officials, agencies and
citizen groups.

States and local development districts must
assure opportunity for affected public to
participate in state and regional planning
process. Apart from hearings, states must
assure early public notice, availability of
draft plans and programs.

2

1

'

1

.

40 App USC 107(a),
(b), and 225(a), (b)
ARC Code sec.
200A-2.4, 211-13.2(2)
and 2118-3.1(4)

40 App USC 107(a),
(b),and 225(a), (b)
ARC Code sec.
200A-2.4, 2028-5.2

46 App USC 107(a),
(b),and 225(a), (b)
ARC Code sec.
200A-2.4and 201A-7

2

2

2

.

/Appalachian Vocational
and Technical Educa-
tion Demonstration
Projects: Manning,
Construction, and
Operation

Appalachian Child
Development

.

Appalachian Highway .

System: Special Trans-
portation Related
Planning Research and
Development14

25o 25i



39.006

GENERAL SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION

XNational Historical
Publications and
Records Grants

COMMUNITY SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION

1 49.002 Community Action X X

2 49.005 Community Food and
Nutrition

3 49.010 Community Action:
Senior Opportunities
and Services

4 49.011 Community Economic X
Development

5 49.013 State Economic
Opportunity Offices

6 49.014 Emergency Conserva-
tion Services

X

7 49.015 Summer Youth
Recreation

252

All programs for poor or low income areas
must be developed and implemented with
maximum feasible participation of resi-
dents of areas and.members of the groups
served.

All programs for poor or low income areas
must be.developed and implemented with
maximum feasible participation of resi-
dents of areas and members of the groups
served.

All programs for poor or low mcome areas
.must be developed and implemented with
maximum feasible participation of resi-
dents of areas and members of the groups
served.

Projects must be planned and carried out
with fullest participation ollocal business-
men and representatives afinancial
institutions.

All programs for poor orlow-income areas
must be developed andAmplemented with
maximum feasible participation of resi-
dents of areas and members of groups served.

All"programs for poor or low income areas
must be developed and implemented with
maximum feasible participation of residents
of areas and members bf the groups
served.

4

4

4

4

4

1

4

3,

41 CFR 105-65.203-2

42 USC 2781(a)(4)
45 CFR 1060.1-2

42 USC 2781(a)(4),
Ind 2809(a)(5)
45 CFR 1060.1-2

42 USC 2781(0(4)
and 2809(0(7)
45 CFR 1060.1-2

42 USC 2982

42 USC 2781(a)(4),
2824

42 USC 2809(0(12)

42 USC 2781(a)(4) and
SO9(a)(13)

1

1

1

1

1

253
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Appendix 4A.(conf.)

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATION,
IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,

AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT
(December 1978) ..

CFDA
Number

.

CFDA Tide

bards or
Committees

c
:
x
....I°3
2

,

u

.

Other

.

e
4)

V.
cc

E
fs

a

.-

.

Statute (USC) and/or
Regulation (a)

E:
A liC eI a.
grg .2.

.2 ta
T D.
A ic
4, a E

E es
a E

-a
6#
,..,

t-
2

57
13

.
_

.
,

.

1 65.001

, WATER RESOURCES
,COUNCIL

Water Resources
Planning

ENVIRONivIENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY

1 66.001 Air Pollution Control X X
Program Grants

2 66.418 Construction Grants for X
Waste Water Treatment
Works

3 64.419 Water Pollution Con-
trolState and Inter-
state Program Grants

X

25 1

States must provide for participation by
all public or private agencies or interests
that may affect ot be affetted by resource
management.

%

State implementation plan must provide
for enhancing public's awareness of, and
ways to participate in, efforts to improve
air quality.

States must provide for public participa-
tion in development, review, and enforce-
ment of regulations, standards, effluent
limitation plan or program. Mechanisms
include informational materials, technical
and informational assistance, consultation,
notification, information access, comment
on proposed rules.

States must provide for public participa-
tion in development, review, ahd enforce-
ment di regulations, standards, effluent
limitation plan or program. Mechanisms
include informational Materials, technical
and informational assistance,'consultation,

1

2

2

1

18 CFR 703.2(c)

42 USC 1857c-5(a)(1),
7427, 7428

40 CFR 35.520(f)

33 USC 1251(e)
40 CFR 35.917-5 and
105

33 usc 1251(e)
40 CFR 105, 130.10,
131.20

2

2

2

,

..

.255



f

66.426

i

66.432

66.433

66.451

66.452

66.453

2 5 6

Water Pollutiontow-
trolState and Areawide
Water Quality Manage-
ment Planning Agency

State Public Water
System Supervision
Program Grants

State Underground
Water Source Protection
Program*Grants

Solid and Hazardous,.
Waste Management
Program Support

Solid Waste Manage-
ment Demonstration
Grants

Solid Waste Manage-
ment Training
Grants

-4.

X

,

notification, information access, comment
on propo;ed rules. State and areawide
planning processes must include public
participation.

%States must provide for public participa-
tion in development, review, and enforce-
ment of 'regulations, standards, effluent
limitation plan, or program. Mechanisms
include informational materials, technical
and informational assistance, consultation,
notification, information mess, comment
on proposed rules. State nd areawide
planning processes must clude public
participation. ,

State program plan must h ve a public
participation element to en ourage public
involvement in planning anJ operation of
programMust include'con ultation and
system for handling citizen complaints.

States must provide for public participa-
tion in the development, revision, imple-
mentation, and enforcement of any regula-
tion or program. Public participation in-
cludes public meetings,.conferences,,ind
workshops; development and distribution
of materials; and opportunity for public
review and comment on proposed regula-
tions. .

4
States must provide for public participa-
tion in the develogment, revision, imple-
mentation, nd enforcement of any. regu-
lation or program.

States must provide for public.participa-
don in the development, revision, imple-
mentation, and enforcement of any reguA
lation or program.

2

3

2

4

33 USC 1251(e)
40 CFR 105, 130.10,
131.20

42 USC 300g-4, 300g-5
40 CFR 142.20

40 CFR 35.670-4(b)

42 USC 6974(b)
40 CFR 249.1(b), 249.2

42 USC 6974(b)
40 CFR 249.1(b), 249.2

42 USC 6974(b)
40 CFR 249.1(b), 2492

2

2

2

2

2 .

,

to%

..

I
%

4. :-.) 1



Appendix 4A (cont.)
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REtWIREMENTS MANDATED BY STATUTE OR REGULATION

IN FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS, BY PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,
AND MAJOR TYPE OF REQUIREMENT

(December 1978)

aDA
Number

..
CFDA Tdk

Boards or
Committees

2

Other
Statute (DSC) and/or

Regulation (CFR)

72.001

72.002

72.008

81.040

81.042

81.050

ACTION

Foster Grandparent
Program

Retired Senior Volun-
teer Program

Senior Companion
Program

DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY

Grants for Offices of
Consumer Services

Weatherization
Assistance Program for
Low Income Persons

Energy Extension
Service

X

4

X

State offices of consumer affairs must
consider views and data obtained from
broad spectrum of consumers.

States energy,outreach plan must be pre, ,

pared with otiportunity for input from itatq,
county, and local officials, state universit-
ties, colleges, cooperative extension.services,
community service action agencies, and'
other public or private(Organizations in-
volved in active energy-outreach prograMs.

4 45 CFR 1208.3-6

4 45 CFR 1209.3-2

4 45 CFR 1207.3-5

1 10 460.12(b)14j(i)

42 Ok 6863
10 CFR 440.14

1 42 USC 7004
10 CFR 465.7(c)(5)



1 M *

DEPARTMENT OF
TREASURY

XGeneral Revenue
Sh ing

Grant recipient which must comply with CP requirement: 1, state governments;
2, state and local governments, 3, local governments; and 4, governmental and

.others.
ACIR staff designation of type of citizen participation involved, based on Nelson
Rosenbaum's classification: (1) clientell control, (2) community consensus (see
text).

I's* Interim regulations.
**** Not listed in Catarog of Federal Domestic Assistance.

Planning committee required if no other procedure exists for involving public
officials and private citizens in the planning-process.

2 Requires either a statewide health coordinating council, which has some decision
authority, or a state health planning council, which is purely advisory.

3 For entire school district and for each school served by a project assisted.
4 State advisory council and local advisory council.

Districtwide advisory council and student advisory council.
Separate advisory committees required for recipients that are nonprofit organi-
zations other than local educational agencies, and those that are local educational
agenciess

- Prior to second of two required public
hearings, recipient jurisdiction must pub-

, lish proposed uses and summary of pro-
posed budget and make publications avail-
able for public inspection. After budget
adoption, must make budget summary add
statement of proposed use available for
public in%pection.

2 31 USC1241(b) 2

'Advisory council for both lodil educational agency and state educational agency.
° State advisory committee and area advisory council.
°State advisory committee on AFDC and child welfare service programs and ad-

visory committee On day care services when the advjsory committee on AFDC
and CWS does not perform the function.

'° May be combined with advisory cornmittee. required under CFDA 413.645.
" Prime sponsor plannin8 council and state manpower services council.
12 Prime sponsor planning council and youth.council.' Projects must al o meet citizen participation requirements, if any, applicable to

the federal grant programs that are supplemepted. Such programs may be for the
acquistion or divelopment of land, the construction dr equipment of facilities, or
other community or economic development or economic adjustment activities.
40 AO USC 214(a), (c).

14 Also governed by citizen participation requirements applicable to construction
and maintenance of federal aid priniary and secondary highways. See CFDA
#20,203 above,

SOURCE: ACIR staff analysis.
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Appendix 4B

MEMBERSHIP AND ACTIVITIES 0 ARDS AND- COMMITTEES
REQUIRED BY FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS TO

HAVE CITIZEN REPRESENTATION IN THEIR MEMBERSHIP

.;Zepartment of Agric.ulture

CFDA* it10.879 Rural Development Research 4

State Rural Devel .ment Advisory Council
Members: He

,"
school of agriculture in

university resp a
. e for administering Rural

Development Res*cla program, head of a school.
of engineering, and' t least ten 'more members
representing farmer ,;business, labor, banjcing,
local government, millticounty 'planning and
developmpt districts, public ',and priVate
colleges; and federal .and state agencies in-

, volved in rural development.
Aclivisties: Advises- chief adminietrative .of-

ficer of the university.

CFDA #10.881 Coopeiative Extension Service
thate Rural'Development Adqsory Council

Members and 'Activities. Same as CFDA'
#10.879.

. -
GFDA #10.b01 Resource Conservation and
DevelOpmerlt

Citizen Resource Co I I ttrI S

Memkers: Intereste groups, local citizen
feaders,*and individuals.

Activities: Advises Resource
. and Development Council.

Conservation

Exec6the Office. of the I;resident, Office of Management
andludget:Catalog 6f Federal Domestic Assistance, Wash-

'. ington, DC, P.S. Government,Printing Oftice, annual.
" ,

0.1 4

207

Department of Commerce
CFDA #11.300 Economic 'Development,
Grants and Loanwfor Public Works and Develop.,
ment Facilities -

1. Economic Development Diatrict Governing
Board

. .

Members: Broadly representative of the prin-
cipal economic interestkof the district, including
business, labor, agriculture, minoritygroups and
representatives tof the tinemploYed and un-
deremployed. Shall include.at least a simple
majority of elected Public officials. One-third,Of
members Shall be private citizens ivho are neither
elected officials nor employees of local, general
purpose governments.

ActiVities!Estalllishes and implements overall
econoniic development program; poordinates
federal, 'state, ..hd local developnient'activities- .

within tpie district. ;
2. Overall Economic Developmihrt Program
(OEDP) Committee

Members: Representative of the community;
shalF include representatives O.:local govern-
'ment, business, industry, finance, agriculture
the Professions, organized labor, utilities, educa-
tion, racial or icultnral minOritieS, and ;he
tmemployed'or underemplOyed.

Activities: PrimSration of OEDP;.aulmnission
to OEDP governing board in areas Included in
economic development district.

b

a
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CFDA #11.302 Economic Development
Support for Planning Organizations
Economic Development District Governing
Board

Members and. Activities. Same as CFDA
411.300 (1).

CFDA #11.306 ,Economic DevelopmentState
and Local Economic Development Planning
Special Planning Committee

Members: Public and private citizens broadly
representative of the. community.

Activities: Assists public officials in planning
for economic development.
CFDA #11.306 Economic Development...
District Operational Assistance
Economic Development Districi Governing
Board

Members and Activiiies: Same as CFDA
#11.300 (1)..208
CFDA #11.308 Public Works and Economic
Development: Supplemental and Basic Grants
Economic Development District Governing
Board

Members and Activities: Saine as CFDA .
#11.300 (1).

HEWPublic Health Seriice

CFDA #13.210 Comprehensive Pyblic Health
Services (314) (d)
J. Statewide Health Coordinating Council

Members: (A) No less than 18 c,ppresentatives
appointed. by Governor from lists submitted by
health serviceragencies, not less than one-half of
which shall be consumers, not providers, of
health care; (B) Governor Tay also appoint such
other's as he deems appropriate, but these may
-not exceed 40% of total membership ana the
majority must be consumers who are not also
providers af health tare, (C) not less than one-
third of the providers who are members of the
SHCd shall be direct providers of health care.

Activities. Advises state health planning and
development agency. To this ench (1) reviews
annually and coordinates health' services plan
(HSP) and annual implementation plan (AIP) of
each health service agency (HSA) in the state and
reports to Secretary its comments on HSP and
AIP; (2) prepares a state health plan made tip of

'

-
HSPs.of HSAs; (3) condncts public hearing on
proposed state health plan, (4) annually reviews
the budget of each HMI (5) reviews applications
for grants submittea by HSAs and submits the
comments to Secretary; (6) gives general advice
on the operation of the state health agency; and.
(7) reviews annually and approves or disap-
proves any state plan and any application
submitted to the Secretary as a condition to the
receipt of funds under the Public Health Service
Act, the Community Mental Health Centers Act,
or the Cdmprehensive Alcohol Abuse and
A lco hol ism Prevention, Treatment, and
Rehabilitation Act of 1970.
2. State Health Planning Council

Members: Includes representatives of federal;
state, and local agencies and nongovernmental
organizations and groups concerned with health,
and consumers of health services.

Activities: Advises state health agency.

CFDA #13.220 Medical Facilities Construc-
tionFormula Grant
1. Governing Body, Health Systems Agency
(HSA)

Members. 50-60% are residents of the health
'service area who are consumers of health care
and not providers and ace broadly representative
of social, economic, linguistic, and racial pop-
ulations, geographic areas, and major purchasers
of health care. Remainder are reiidents and
peaviders and represent health care
professionals, health care institutions, health
care insurers, health professional schools and
allied health professions. Members must include
elected officials and other representatives of gov-
ernments and representatives of public and
private agencies; proportionate percentage of
individuals who reside in nonmetropolitan area;
and one representative of heallh maintenance
organizations in thp area.

Activities: Responsible for internal affair's of
HSA; establishes health systems plan and annual
implementa,tion plan; approves of grants and
pontracts to achieve health'systems des'cribed in
The health systems plan; and approves or
disapproves proposed. use orfecieral aid funds
authorized under. Public Health Service Act,
including funds for medical facilities construc-
tion.,

_

2. Statewide Health Coordinating Council
Members and Activities. Same as CFDA

#13.210 (1).
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CFDA #13.224 immunity Health Centers
Governing Board -

Members: Individuals, a majority of whom are
being served by the center and who, as a group,
represent individuals served by the center in
terms of demographic factors, such as race,
ethnicity, and sex. No more than one-half of the
remainingmembers may be individuals who
derived more than 10% of their annual income
from the health care industry. Remaining
tnembers shall be representative of the communi-
ty in which center's catchment area is located
and shall be selected for their expertise in
community affairs, local government, finance
and banking, legal affairs, trade unions, and
other commercial and industrial concerns, or
social service agencies.

Activities: Establishes generel policies (in-
cluding services to 'be provided and ,hours of
service), apinoves annual budget, and approves
selection of director. Specific responsibility for
establishing personnetpolicies and procedures,
adopting policy for financial management prac-
tices, evaluating center activities, assuring
operation and compliance with applicable
federal, state, andlocal lawS and regulations,and

-adopting health care policies.

CFDA #13.246 Migrant Health Centers'
Governing Board

Members: Individuals, a majdrity of whom are
being served by the center and wha as a group.,
represent individualsbeing served by the center.
Further provisions same ,as CFDA #13.224.

Activities: Establishes ser.vices, including
selection of services and hours of service,
apprOves annual budget, approves selection of
director. Further provisions same as CFDA
#13.224.

CFDA #13.256 Health Maintenance Organize-
tio. Development
Pollcymaking Body

Members: At least one-third of members of
policymaking body must be members of the
organization, and members from medically
underserveciiiiiiiiserved by organization must
have equitable representation.'

Activities: As determined by each HMO.

CFDA. $113.257 Alcohol Formula Grants
State Advisory Council

Members: Includes representatives of nongov-
%

ernmental organizations, of groups to be served
with attention to assuring representation of
minority and poverty groups, and of public
agencies concerned with prevention and treat-
ment of alcohol abuse and alcoholism, and at
least one representative of statewide health
coordinating council.

Activities: Constilts with state agency in
carrying out the state_plan.

CFDA #13 269 Drug Abuse Prevention Formula .

Grants
State Advisory Council

Members. Includes representatives of non-
governmental organizations or groups and of
public agencies concerned with prevention and
treatment of drug abuse and dependence from
different geographical areas of the state.

Activities: Consults with state agency in
carrying out the state plan.

CFDA #13 292 Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
Information and Counseling Program
Project Community Council

Members: At least one-third are represen-
tatives of comlnunity being served, including
representatives of parents' groups or other
voluntary civic or community organizations.
Shall also include representathres of health care,
social seryices, or public safety professions.

Activities:, Consultation and advice.

CFDA #13.293 State Health Planning and
Development Agencies
Statewide Health Coordinating Council

Members and Activities: Same as
#13.210 (1).

vti

CFDA

CFDA #13.294 Health PlanningHealth Systems
Agencies

Governing Body;'Healtn Systems Agency
Members- and Activities: Same as CFDA

#13.22e(1).

CFDA #13.295 Community Mental Health
CentersComprehensive Services Support
Governing Body, Community Mental Health
Center (CMHC)

Members: Persons whareside in the catchment
area and who represent residents, taking into
consideration employment, age, sex, place of
residence and other demographic characteristics.
At least one-half of the Members shall not be

2 62
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providers of health care. Agencies operated by a
government agency before July 29, 1975; and
receiving . grant under 42 USC 2688, shall
appoi a committee to advise them on
op ations. Such committees must have the same

embership as above.
Activities. Establishes general policies, ap-

proves annual budget, and approv.es selection of
a director.

HEWOffice of Education
CFDA #13.416 Teacher Centers
Teacher Center Policy Board

Members: Majority are representative of the
elementary and secondary classroom teachers to
be served by such center, fairly representing the
makeup of all school teachers including special
education and vocational education. They also
include individuals representative of, or

210 designated by, the school board of . the local
educational agency and at least one represen-
tative designated by institutions of higher
edueation in the area.

Activities: .Supervises the operation of the
teacher center.
CFDA #13.427 Educationally Deprived
ChildrenHandicapped
1. Advisory Council (entire school district).

Members: A majority-are parents of the chil-
dren eligible to he served. All members are
selected by the parents of the school attendance
area.

Activities. Advises local educational agency in
the planning for, implementation and evaluation
of educational program for handicapped
children.
2. Advismy Council (For Each School Ser-ved by
a Project Assisted)

Members: A Majority are parents of the chil-
dren eligible to be served. All members are
selected by the parents of the school attendance
area.

Activities: Advises the locAl educational
agency in planning for and imPementing and
evaluating handicapped programs and projects
of the affected school.
CFDA #13.428 Educationally Deprivad
Children7Local Educational Agencs
1. Advisory Council (entire school district)
2. Advismy Council (for each school served by a
project assisted)

Members and Activities. Same as CFDA
*13.427 (1) and (2).

CFDA #13.429 Educationally Deprived
ChildrenMigrants
1. State Advisory Gouncil

Memlers. Parents of children to be served or
who are being served and of other persons
knowledgeable about the needs of migratory
children.

Activities: Adyises state educational agency
concerning the Operation and evaluation of the
present state program and local projects and
planning of future programs and projects.
2. Advisory 'CouncilOperating Agency (local
education agency or other public or nonprofit
private agency)

Members mid Activities: Same as for state
advisory council.

CFDA #13.433 Follow. Through Programs
Policy Advisory Committee

Members: More than one-half shall be low
income follow-through parents elected by all
such parents annually. The remaining members
shall be chosen by the parent members from
among the various persons and representatives
of agencies end organizations in the community
and who have shown concern in the interests of
lOw income persons.

Activities. (1) Helps develop components of the
project proposal and approve them in their final
form; (2) assists -jn developing criteria for
selecting professional staff and recommends
selection of staff, (3) same responsibility with
respect to nonprofessional and paraprofessional
staff; (4) exercises primary role in developing
criteria for selection and recruiting of eligible
children; and (5) establishes and operates a
proceaure for promptly ana fairly considering
complaints.

CFDA #13.444 Handicapped Early Childhood
Assistance
Advisory Council

411K-

Members: At least one-fourth shall be parents
from area served and at least two such parents
shall be parents of children served.

Activities: Assists actively in (1) planning,
development, and operation of the program; (2)
acquainting community with the program; (3)
dissemination of information, and (4) evaluat-

ing success.



CFDA #13.449 Handicapped Pre-School and
School Programs
State Advisory Panel

Members: Individuals involved and concerned
with education of handicapped children. Must
include at least one person re-presentative of
handicapped individuals, teachers of han-
dicapped children, parents of handicapped chil-
dren, state and local educational officials, and
special education program administrators.

Activities: Advises state educational agency of
unmet needs within the state, comments publicly
on proposed regulations, and assists state in
developing and reporting such data and
evaluations as may assist the commissioner of
education.

CFDA #13.464 Library ServicesGrants for
Public Libraries

State Advisory Council on Libraries
Members: Broadly representative of public,

school, academic, special, and institutional
libraries, and librafies serving the handicapped.

Activities: Advises state library ad-
ministrative agency of the development of, and
policy matters arising in administration of, the
state plan, and assists in evaluation of activities.

CFDA #13.465 Library ServicesInterlibrary
Cootv ration

State Advisory Council on Libraries
Members and Activities: Same as CFDA

#13.464.

CFDA #13.489 Teacher CorpsOperations and
,Training
1. Commilbity Council

Members: Representative of the community in
which projeCts are located and of parents of
students of elementary or secondary schools to be
served by projects.

Activities: ParticiPates with local educational
agency or institutions of higher eflucation in
planning, carrying out, and evaluating projects.

2. Policy 'Board
Members: Dean of school oreducation or other

component that offers graduate training in the
institution of higher education; superintendentof
local educational agency; and chairperson of
community council.

Activities: Supervises planning and operation
of each project.

CFDA #13.491 University Community
ServiceGrants to States
State Advisory Council

Required only where the designated state
agency does not have special qualifications for
solving community problems and/or is not
broadly representative of institutions of higher
education in the state which are competent to
offer community service and continuing educa-
tion programs.

Members: Must have special qualifications for
solving community problems and be broadly
representative of institutions of higher education
in the state competent to offer community service
and continuing education programs.

Activitiab: Consults with the designated state
agency in 'the preparation of the state plan.
CFDA #13.493 Vocational 'EducationBasic
Gittnts to States
1. State Advisory Council

Members: A majority are persons who are not
educators or administrators in education and
include one or more individuals who: represent
vocational needs and problems of management in
the state, of labor, of agriculture, state industrial
and economic development agencies, community
and junior colleges,. other institutions of higher
education, area vocational schools, teclinical
institutes, and post-secondary agencies; have
special knowledge, experience or qualifications
regarding vocational education but are not
involved in administration of state or local
vocational education programs; represent public
pregrams of vocational education in comprehen-
sive secondary schools, nonprofit private
schools, vocational guidance and counseling
services, state correctional institutions,
vocational education teachers presently teaching
in local education agencies, superintendents or
other administrators of 'local ethicational agen-
cies, localPschool boards, the state manpower
services council, school systems with large
concentrations of .persons who have special
acadeMic, social, economic, and cultural needs
and have limited English-speaking ability; are
vomen familiar with sex discrimination in
emplOyment; have special knowledge regarding
special educational needs of physically or
mentally handicapped persons; represent the
general public, including a person or persons
representing and knowledgeable about the poor
and disadvalitaged; and are vocational education
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students who are not qualified under any of the
above categories.

Activities: Advises state board in development
of five-year state Plan and annual program plan
and accountability report; evaluates vocational
education programs; identifies vocational educa-
tion and employment and training needs; dand
assesses extent to which vocational education,
employment training, vocational rehabilitation,
and other programs represent a consistent, inte-
grated and coordinated 'approach to meeting such
needs.

2. Local Advisory Council
Members. Representatives of the general

public including at least a representative of
business, industry, and labor. 'Must have an
appropriate representation of both sexes and of
the racial and ethnic minorities found in the
program areas, schools, community, or region

212 which the local advisory council serves.
Activities. Advises the local eligible edu-

cational agency or post-secondary educa-
tinnal institution which receives federal assis-
tance under the act on current job needs and
the relevance of programs being offered by the
local educational agency or post-secondary
educational agency in meeting current job needs.

CFDA #13.494 Vocational Education
Consumer and Homemaking Program
1. State Advisory Council
2. Local Advisory Council

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#13.493 (1) and (2).

CFDA #13.498 Vocational EducationProgram
Improvement Project
1. State Advisory Council
2. Local Advisory Council

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#13.493 (1) and (2).

CFDA #13.499 Vocational EducationSpecial
Needs
State Advisory Council

Members and Activities: 'Same as CFDA
#13.493 (1).

CFDA #13.500 Vocationa:l EducationState
Advisory Councils
State Advisory Council

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#13.493 (1).

CFDA #13.525 Emergency School Aid Act
Basic Grants to Local Educational Agencies
1. Districtwide Advisory Committee

Members: Selected by at least five civic or
community organizations, broadly represen-
tative of minority and nonminority groups to be
served. After consulting with teacher
organizations, the local educational agency shall
either designate nonminority group classroom
teacher and one such teacher from each minority
group, or delegate designation of such teachers to
such organization. Committee must be composed
of equal numbers of nonminority group members
and members from each minority group substan-
tially represented in the community. At least 50%
shall be parents of children directly affected by
the program. The abovt committee members
select at least one nonminority secondary school
student and an equal number from each minority
group.

Activities: The committee comments on the
application by the local education agency for
basic grants. The local education agency consults
with the committee at least once a month on
policy matters arising in the administratioh and
operation of the program. Committee must have
opportunity to observe and comment on all
project-related activities.
2. Student Advisory Committee (cre"nted by the
local educational agency at each school affected
by the program)

Members: Equal numbers of nonminority
group students and of students for each minority
group substantially represented in the school.-
Must be at least six members and all must be
selected by the student body or the student gov-
ernment of each school.

Activities: Advises the local educational agen-
cy.

CFDA #13.526 Emergency Sckool Aid Act
Pilot Programs (special programs and projects)
1. Districtwide Advisory Committee
2. Student Advisory Committee

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#13.515 (1) and (2).
CFDA #13.528 Emergbncy School Aid
Bilingual Education Project

1. Districtwide Advisory Committee
2. Student Advisory Committee

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#13.525 (1) and (2).
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CFDA #13.529 Emergency School Aid Act
Special Programs and Projects (nonprofit
organizations)
Districtwide Advisory Committee

Members: At least five civic or community
organizations each selects a member of the
committee. When taken together these
organizations are broadly representative of the
minority and nonminority communities to be
served The applicant shall invite the ap-
propriate local educational agency to designate
as a member of the committee at least one person
who is the administrator, principal, or teacher
employed by such agency or a member of the
school board of such agency. In addition, if the
local educational agency has applied for, or re-
ceived, assistance, the applicant shall invite the
advisory committee formed by such agency to
designate at least one of its memberses a member
of the committee. The committee must be
composed of equal numbers of nonminority
group members and members from each minority
group substantially represented in the communi-
ty or in the student body of the appropriate local
educational agency. At least 50% of the nonstu-
dent members shall be parents of children
directly affected by a plan or project. In addition
to members appointed to the committee by civic
or community organizations and those selected
from persons designated by a local educational
agency, the applicant shall select the minimurn
number of additional perSons as may be
necessary to meet the specified requirements. In
addition to all the above, the applicant shall
select from the schools of the appropriate local
educational agency equal numbers of nanminori-
ty groups secondary students and of such
students from each minority group substantially
represented in the community so that the number
of such students so selected will constitute 50% of
the total membership of such committee.

Activ lies: Advises the agency, institution, or
organizatqn applying for assistance in iden-
tifying prob s and assessing the' needs to be
addressed by the application for assistance.
CFDA #13.530 Emergency School Aid Act--7

'Educational TV ,

1. Areawide Advisory Cbmmittee (for public or
private nonprofit agencies, institutions, or
organizations other than local educational agen-.cies)

Members: At least five civic or community

organizations shall each select a member of the
advisory committee. These organizations when
taken together shall be broadly representative of
the minority and nonminority communities to be
served. The committee must be composed of an
equal number cif nonminority, group members
and of members from each minority group
substantially represented in the area to be served
by the proposed teleyision programmihg. Ai least
50% of the nonstudent members of the committee
shall be parents of children at whom the
proposed TV programming will be directed.
Where the proposed TV programming will be
directed at secondary 'school age students, at
least 50% of the total membership of the com-
mittee must be secondary school students
enrolled in the secondary school or schools
located within the area to be served by the
proposed TV programming. Among such student
members there must be equal numbers of
nonminority group persons and persons from
each minority group substantially represented in
the area to be served by the proposed television
programming.

Activities: Advises the applicant in identifying
problems and assessing the needs to be ad-
dressed by the application.
2. Districtwide Area Advisory Committee (local
educational agencies)

Members: Same as in CFDA #13.525 (1) except
that the area of reference is the entire area to be
served by the proposed TV programming, and the
designations of teachers and students shall be
with reference to the entire area to be served by
the proposed television piogramming.

Activities: Same as CFDA #13.525.

CFDA #11532 Emergency School Aid Act
Special Programs
1. Districtwide Advisory Commiitee
2. Student Advisory Committee

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA.
#13.525. ail

CFDA #13.533 Right to Read"Elimination of
Illiteracy-

State Advisory Council on Reading
Members: Broadly representative of

educationalrresources of the state and of the
generel public, including persons representative
of (A) public and private nonprofit elementary
school children, (B) institutions of higher educa-
tion, (C) parents of elementary school children,

2 6 6
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and (D) areas of professional competenceplating
to instruction in reading.

Activities: A-dvises state educational agency
on forniulation of tbelandard of excellence for
reading programs in telementary schools and
on the evaluation of results of the program.
CFDA #13.534 Indian EducationGrants to
Local Educational Agencies
Advisory Committee

Members: Composed of, and selected by,
parents of children participating in the program
for which assistance is sought, teachers, and,
where applicable, secondary school students. At
least half the members shall be parents.

Activities: Participates in the development of,.
and approves of, the application fop a grant under
this program. Participates in the 'operation and
evaluation of the program.
CFDA #13.549 Ethnic Heritage Studies

214 Program
Advisory Council

Members: Each ethnic group concerned is
represented on the touncil. More than one-half
the membership shall consist of community
representatives of the ethnic group or groups.
Membership is broadly representative of
educational and professional backgrounds rele-
vant-to the program and at least one member is
affiliated with an educational organization and
has expertise and experience in curriculum
development, training of personnel,. and/or
dissemination of curriculum materials.

Activities: Advises applicant regarding plan-
ning of the program and preparation of the
application and conduct semi-annual assessment
of the program.
CFDA #13.551 Indian EducationGrants to
,Nonlocal Educational Agencies
Parent Committee

Members: Selected by parents of Indian chil-
dren to be served, teachers, and, where
applicable, Indian secondary school students.
Membership proportionate to total number of
Indian children to be served, but no more than 40.

Activities: Participates in needs assessments
and priority determinations. Must approve the
application and projects/end activities to be
implemented by the applicant which affect the
community to be served.
CFDA #13.558 Bilingual Vocational Training
1. State Advisory Council

2. Local Advisory Council
Members and Activities: Same as CFDA

#13.493 (1) and (2).

CFDA #13.562 Education for Gifted and
Talented Children and Youth
Advitiory Committee

Members: Persons broadly representative of
the community and the school district to in
served hy the program or preject, including
persons representing agencies or other entities
serving the needs of the gifted and talented,
teachers, admin.istrators, gifted students, non-
public. school representatives, ancl parents of
gifted and talented children.

Activities: Advice.

CFDA #13.566 Elementary and Secondary
School Education in the Arts
1. Advisory Committee, Local Educational
Agency

Members: Persons broadly representative of
arts resources in the area.

Activities: Advice.
2. Advisory Committee, State Educational
Agency

Members. Persons broadly representative of
arts resources throughout the state.

Activities. Advice in developing and carrying
out the project.

CFDA #13.570 Libraries and Learning
Reiources
State Advisory,Council

Members: Broadlyrepresentative of cultural
and educational resources of state and of the
public, including representatives of public and
private elementary schools, institutions of.
higher education, and the field of professional
competence in dealing with children needing
special education.

Activities: Advises state educational agency
on preparation of, and policy matters arising in
administration of, state plan; evaluate all
programs and projects and prepare annual
report. I

CFDA #13.586 Bilingual Vocational Instructor
Training

1. State Advisory Council.
2. Local Advisory Council

Members and .Activities: Same as CFDA
#13.493 (1) and (2).



CFDA y13.587 Bilingual Vocational Instruc-
tional Materials, Methods and Techniques
1. State Advisory Council
2. Local Advisory Council

Members and Activities. Same as CFDA
#13.493, (1) and (2).

CFDA #13.589 Emergency School.. AidMagnet
Schools, University/Business Cooperation
I. Districtwide Advisory Committee
2. Student Advisory Committee

Members and Activities: Same as CEDA
#13.525 (1) and (2).

CFDA #13.590 Emergency School AidNeutral
Site Planning
1. Districtwide Advisory Commitee
2. Student Advisory Committee

Members and Actiiities: Same as CFDA
#13.525 (1) and (2).

Pre-School Incentive Grants (Not in 1978 CFDA)
Advisory Panel (state)

Members: Individuals involved in, or concern-
ed with, education of handicapped children.

Activities: Advises state education agency of
unmet needs within the state and education of
handicapped children; comments on pertinent
rules and regulations issued by the state; assists

state in developing and reporting data and
evaluations.

HEWOffice of Human Development
SerVices

CFDA #13.630 Developmental Disabilities
Basic Support
State Planning Council

Members: Representatives of the principal
state agencies, higher education training
facilities, local agencies, and nongovernmental
dgencies and groups concerned with services to
persons wqh developmental disabilities. At least
one-half of the membership shall consist of
persons who are developmentally disabled or
parents or guardians of such persons, or are
immediate relatives or guardians of persons with
mentally iinpairing developmental disabilities,
who are not eniployees of a state agency which
receives funds or provides services, who are not
managing employees of any other entity which
receives funds or provides services, and who are
not persons with an ownership or control interest

with respect to such an entity. Of this one-half of
membership, at least one-third shall be persons
with developmental disabilities, at least one-
third shall be individuals with immediate
relatives or guardians of persons with mentally
impairing developmental disabilities, and at
least one of such individuals shall be an
immediate relalive or guardian of an
institutionalized person with a developmental
disability.

Activities: Develops a state plan jointly with
the designated state agency(ies). Monitors,
reviews, and evaluates implementation of the
plan; reviews and comments on all state plans
which relate to programs affecting persons with
developmental disabilities.

CFDA #13.633 Special Programs for the
AgingState Agency Activities and Area
Planning in Social Services Programs
1. State Advisory Committee

Meriters: At least one-half the meinbers are
actual consumers of services including low
income and minority older persons, at least in
proportion to the number of minority older
persons in the state, with the rest broadly
representative of major public and private
agencies and organizations.

Activities: Advises the Governor and state
agency in the implementation of the state plan.
2. Area Advisory Council

Members: Representatives of program
participants and the general public, including
low income and older minority persons at least in
proportion to the number of mihority older
persons in the area. At least one-half of the
members shall be actual consumers of services.

Activities: Advises the area agency on all
matters regarding development and
administration of the area plan and operations.

CFDA #13.635 Special Programs for the
AgingNutrition Program for the Elderly
Project Council

Members: More than one-half shall be actual
consumers of nutrition services. Consumer
members shall be representative of congregate
meal sites and be elected by participants at such
sites. Other members shall include persons
competent in field of service in w4tch nutrition is
being provided and knowledgeable with respect
to the needs of the elderly persons.

Activities: Advises recipient on all matters
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regarding delivery of nutrition services and al)-
proves all policy decisions on (1) determination
of general menus, (2) establishment of suggested
fee guidelines, (3) days and hours of project
operation, and, (4) decorating and furnishing of
meal sites.

CFDA #13.639 Special Programs for the
AgingTitle V Multiple Purpose Senior Centers
Area Advisory Council

Members/ and Activities: Same as CFDA
#13.633 (2).

CFDA #13.645 Child Welfare ServicesState
Grants
1. Advisory Committee on AFDC and CWS
Programs (must be established at the'state level
and local levels where the programsare locally
administered, eAept that in local jurisdictions
with small caseloads alternate precedures ufor
securing similar participation may be

216 established)
Members: Representatives of other state

agencies concerned with services, repre-
sentatives of professional, civic or other public
or private organizations, private citizens in-
terested and experienced in ,servicg programs,
and recipients of anistance or services or their
representatives wh&shall constitute at least one-
third of the membership.

Activities: Advises the principal policy setting
administrative officials of the egency and
participates in policy developmedend program
administration.
2. Advisory Committee on Day Cara Services
(must be established at the state level, either as al.
separate committee, or all or part of the advi-
sory committee on AFDC and CWS programs
may be assigned thisfunction)

Members: Must have at least one-third
members drawn from recipients or their
representatives and include repiesentatives.
similar to those provided in the siate andloCel
AFDC and CWS advisory committees.

Activities: See Advisory toMmittee On AFDC
and CWS.

HEWHealth Care Finandng
Administration

CFDA #13.714 Medical Assistagce Program
State Medical Care Advisory Committee

Members; Board certified physicians and other
representativn of the health professions who are

familiar with the medical needs of low income
groups and with the resources ayailable and
required for their care, members of consumer
groups, including Title XIX recipients, and
consumer orgatizations; and director of the
public welfare departmentr of the public health
department, whichever does not have the single
state agency for the Title XIX plan.

Acgvities: Advises on policy development and
program administration, including furtherance
of recipient participation in the agency!s
program.

CFDA #13.766 Health Financing Research,
Demonstrations and Experiments
State Medical Care Advisory Committee

Memters and ActiVities: Same as CFDA
#13.714.

HEWSocial Security Administration
. CFDA #13.810 Assistance PaymtntsState

and Lo.cal Training
Advisory Committee on Aged, Blind, and'
Disabled (at the state level' and at the local level
wheraprograms arerocally administered, eXcept
that in local jurisdictions of small caseloads
alternate procedures for securing similar
participation may be established. Thisiadvisory
committee may be combined with the AFDC-
CWS, advisory committee described in CFDA
#13.645)

Members: Representatives of other state agen-
cies concerned with services, rapresentatives of
professional, civic, or other public or private
organizations, private citizens interested Ind
experiericed in service programs, and recipients
of assiatance or services or their representa-
tives, who shall constitute at least one-third the,
membership.

Activities: Advises the principal policy setting
- and administrative officials in the agency.

CFDA #13.814 '' Refugee Assistance ,Indo-
, chinese Refugees

Advisory Board
Membeii: Equal numbers of representatives

from among the refugee community, mental

1health
clinicians, and socialperviees agencies.

Activities: Advises grantee.

HEWPublic Health Servicell
CFDA #13.887 Medical Facilities



ConstructionProject Grants

1. Governing Body, Health Systems Agency
2. Statewide Health Coordinating Council

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#13.220 (1) and (2).

Department of Justice

CFDA #16.500 Law Enforcement Assistance
Comprehensive Planning Grants
State Planning. Agency Supervisory Board

Members. Representatives of law enforcement
and criminal justice agencies, including agencies
dIrectly related to the prevention and control of
juvenile delinquency, units of general local gov-
ernment, public agencies maintaining programs
to reduce end control crime, and representatives
of citizens, professionals, and community
organizations, including organizations directly
related to delinquency prevention.

Activities: Views, approves, and maintains
general versight of the state plan and its
impleme tation.
CFDA #16.502 Law Enforcement Assistance
Improving and Strengthening Law Enforcement
and Criminal Justice
State Planning Agency Supervisory Board

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#16.5i30.

CFDA #16.516 Law Enforcement Assistance
Juvenile Delinquency PreventionAllocation to
States
Advisory Group

Members. Not less than 21 and not more than
33 shall have-training, experience, or special
knowledge concerning prevention and treatment
of juvenile delinquency or the administration of
juvenile justice agencies, and public agencies
units of local government, law enforcement and
juvenile justice agencies, and public agencies
concerned with delinquency prevention or
treatment such as welfare, social services,
mental health, education, or youth services
departments; shall include representatives of
private organizations concerned with
delinquency prevention or treatment, heglected
or dependent children, quality of juvenile just' e,
education or social services for childre the
majority of whose members shall not be f -time
employees of the federal, state, or local govern-
ment; and at least one-third of whose members

shall be under the age of 26.
Activities: Advises state's Planning agency

and its supervisory board.

Department of Labor

CFDA #17.207 Employment Service
State Advisory Council

Members: Men and women .representing
employers and employees in equal numbers and
the public.

Activities: Formulates policies and discusses
problems relating to employment and ensures
impartiality, neutrality, and freedom from
political influence in the solution of such
problems.

45
CFDA #17.230 Migrant and Seasonal Farm
Workers

Prime Sponsor Manpower Planning Council
Members: Representatives of the participant

community and of community-based
organizations, the state employment security
agency, education and training agencies (end
institutions, business, organized labor, and
where appropriate, agriculture.

Activities: Advises the prime sponsor in the
setting of basic goals, klicies, and procedures.
CFDA #17.232 Comprehensive Employment
an(' Tiaining Programs

-

1. Prime Sponsor Planning Council
Members: Representatives of the client com-

munity and of community-based organizations,
the emplqment services, edubation and training
agencies and institutions, business, labor, and
where appropriate, agriculture.

Activities: Submits recommendations for
program plans and basic goals, policies, and
procedures; monitors and provides for objective
evaluations of employment and training
programs conducted in prime sponsorship area;
and provides for continuing analyses of needs for
employment, training, and, related services in
such areas.

2. State Manpower ServicessCouncil
Members: (i) Representatimes of the unit 'or

combinations of units of general local govern-
ment, who shall comprise at least one-third of the
membership of the council, which have com-
prehensive manpower plans approved, (ii) one
representative each of the state board of
vocational,education in the public employment
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service, (iii) one representative of the state
advisory council on vocational education, (iv)
one representative 'each of such other state
agency ak4he Governor may determine to have
a direct interest in overall manpower training
and utilization within the state, (v) representa-
tives of organized labor, (vi) rkpresentatives of
business and industry, (vii) representatives of
community-based organizations and of the client
community to be served under this chapter, and
(viii) representatives of the general public.

Activities: (i) Reviews the plans of each prime
sponsor and of state agenciesfor the provision of
services to such prime sponsors and make
recommendations to such prime sponsors and
agencies, (ii), continuously monitors the opera-
tion of programs conducted by each prime
sponsor and the availability, responsiveness,
and adequacy of state services, (iii) makes an
annual report to the GovernorLancl (iv) identifies

218 the employment_And training and vocational
education needs-at the state and assesses: the
extent to which employment training, vocational
education, vocational rehabilitation and other
programs are a consistent, integrated, and
coordinated approach to meeting such needs.

CFDA *17..239 Youth Community Conservation
Improvement Program
1. Prime Sponsor Planning Council
2. State Manpower Services Council

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#17.232 (1) and (2).

CEDA #17.240 Youth Employment and
Training
1. Prime Sponsor Planning Council

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#17.232 (1)

2. Youth Council
Members: Representation from the local

educational agency, local vocational education,
advisory council, post-secondary educational
institutionsAusiness, unions, the state employ-
ment security agency, local government and non.
government agencies and organizations which
are involved in meeting the special needs of
youth, the community served by the applicant,
the prime sponsor, ahd youths themselves.

Activities. yakep recommendations to the
prime sponsor planhing council with respect to
planning and review Of activities ponducted by
this program.

public Service Employment Program (Not in
1978 CFDA)

1. Prime Sponsor Manpower Planning Comincil
2. State Manpower Services Council

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#17.232 (1) and (2).

Appalachian Regional Commission

CFDA #23.009 Appalachian Local Development
District Assistance
Local Development District (LDD) Governing
Board ,

Members: Full and fair representation of all
sectors of the population in the area sorved
assuring to the fullest extent practicable thafthe
members reflect the composition'ad interests of
the population in the area; provided, howeVer,
that a governing board which is required by state
law to consist solely of members who are
appointed from county or municipal posts to
which they are elected by the edire cohnty or
municipal electorate shall be deemed to satisfy
these requirements.

Activities: Governing body of the LDD.
CFDA #23.013 Appalachian Child Development
State-Level Interagency Committee

Members: Representatives .from at least the
state's departments of health, mental health,
education, child \ welfare, the state planning
agency's human resource or social programs arm
(or the functional equivalent of any of the above),
and any state agency providing services to chil-
dren.

Activities: Carries out, or provides policy
advice for carrying out, the sleiyelopment of the
state child development plan.

General ServiCes Administration

CFDA #39.006 National Historical Publications
and Records Grants
State Historical ReCords Advisory Board

Members. At least seven Members, including
the state's historical records coordinator, who
chairs the board. The majority of the members
shall have recognized professional experience in
the Alministration of historicakecords or in the
field of research that makes extensive use of such
records. The board is broadly representative as
possible' of the public and private archival and
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research institutions and organizations in the
state.

Activities: Central advisory borh1.d for
historical records planning and for projects
developed and carried out within the state.

Community Services Administration

CFDA #49.002 Community Action
1. Community Action Agency (CAA) Board

Members. At least one-third is representative
of the, poor and residents of the areas to be served
by the CAA, chosen in a democratic way.

Activities: Responsible for CAA poliCies and
operations.
2. State Economic Opportunity Office AdVisory
Committee

Members: Representatives elected by the
. representatives of the poor of each CAA board in

the state.
Activities: Participates in development of

policies and procedures for the statewide
programs; reviews and comments on the
programs; participates in evaluations; and
presents findings to the SE00 for its considera-
tion.

CFDA #49.011 /Co/1111116;1:m Economic
7Development 4-

Community Development Corporation Gover-
ning Body

Members. Not less than 50% must be residbnts
of the area served.

Activities: Responsible for corporation's
policies and operations.

CFDA #4u.013 State Economic Opportunity
Offices
SE00 Advisory Committee

Members and Activities: Same as CFDA
#49,002 (2).

CFDA #49.014 Emergency Conservation Ser-
vices
Project Advisory Committees

Members: Made, up of at least 51% poor
persons, including representatives of the local
governments and other resource agencies within
the community served as well as a representative
or representatives of the local public utility and
local fuel dealers.

Activities: Advises the grantee board on
policies for guiding development of the ap-

V\

propriate local responses toxnergy problems of
the poor and recommends to the board standards
of program quality to. be met by each project.

Environmental Protection Agency

CFDA #66.001 Air Pollution Control Pro ram
Grants
Permit Board

Members: At least a majority must represent
the public interest and -may not derive any

drignificatit portion of their inco e from persons
subject to permits or enforcem nt orders under
the Air Pollution Act.

Activities: Approves permits or enforcement
orders under the Air Pollution Act.

,
4

Action

CFDA #72.001 Foster Grandparent Program
Foster Grandparent Advisory Council

Members: Representative's of the community,
including major private and public corhmunity
agencies, minority groups, civic and service
organizations, and representation from volunteer
agencies and organizations concerned with the
interests of older persons and volunteerism. One-
fourth of the members shall-be, or represent, low
income persons, aged 60 or older, and may
include foster grandparents.

Activities. Advises and, assists.the sponsor in
planning, community support, project operating
problems, and provides an annual appraisal of
project operations.

.. .

CFDA #72.002 tletired Senior Volunteer
Program
Retired Senior Volunteer Program Advisory
Council .

Members: Representation from volunteer
agencies, specialists in the field of aging and
volunteerism, major private organizations and
public agencies concerned with the best interests
of older persons and also volunteers, and other
citizens of the community able to make a sub-
stantial contribution to the project. At least one-
fourth shall be persons aged 60 and over and

' must include retired senior volunteer program
olunteeis. .
Activities. Prioi to filing of the project applica-

tion, gives advice on planning of the project and""4"k"
on drafting of the application and, after funding,
gives the sponsors support, assistance, and
advice on significant decisions and actions.
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CFDA #72.008 The Senior Companion Program
Advisory Council

.Members: Representatives of major private
and public community agencies, minority
groups, civic and service organizations, and
volunteer agencies and organizations concerned
with the interests of Older persons and
vOlunteerism. One-fourth shall be, or represent
low income persons aged 60 or over and include
at least one senior companion As a member.

Activities: Advises and assists sp6nsor in
planning, support, related project operations and
en annual appraisal.
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4epartment of Energy

CF,DA #81.042 Weatherizatiorr Assistance Pro-
gram for Low Income Persons

Policy Advisory Council
Members. Broadly representative of organiza-

tions and agencies providing services to loin/
income persons.

Activities. Advises the responsible official or
agency administering the allocation of financial
assistance in such state or area with respect to
the development and '1 implementation of
weatherization assistance.

,"
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Chapter 5
I

Citizen! PäiticIpa#on in
State, and Local- Govern*ent

. .
es A- . ,

r ' INTRODUCTION

tiI-1itizen. participation at the sta' --. levels of vvernme t is broad and

1

d local
ervSsive, yet

it easily escapes 'description because of its
- complexity and the diversity of goyernments in

the 50 states and the 80,12(1 local jurisdictions.
State and .local citizen particinkion also is
paradoxical; whilp, these levels ol goyernment

n are viewed as beingcloser to the citizen and
tflTT5 more subject to popular eontrol, many
groups contend-that their decisionmaking pro-
ceshs areF often closed and secretiye. The-

,tk!, testimony 'on the,-reensotment af ,Generidl Re-
venue Sliaringhighlighted thew aiveigent opin-
ions. thus, 'state and local participation is

acontroersial. One side holds that citizenArtici-
pation is effrctive in *guiding.stale and local

A actions, and t4e matter should be of no concern to
,tke federagovbrninent, vthile- others cite a long

ted a- Closed:. meetings and tightly held
,cliptrol 15y loca'kelites, using such examples as the
aimmunily i3owei literature whibh indicates'
business ogolil domiliation.1

The whola topic is too complex and broad bb be
dealt, with comprehensivery in a part- of this
report, even if limited to:fiscal isOues. However; it
is possible to pay semegtention tocertaitr types
of Citizen participation abota which information

. exis,te. Citizen participation requirements exist
jto sorne degreeln every state, aptAying tp.the
gitates- th,emselyes and to l4cal units of goverh-

- meat, ', 49*
. 0

4

;15.' .

Therh are generally pvivisions for direct
democracy, through icitiative and referendumon -
'state and/or local legislation, as well as election
and recall of officials. Further forMs or variants
df direct democracy include voter approval of
bond issues, ta) limitations or ekceptions, to
limitations, and .various constitutional change .
mechanisms, some of whic'h may,he initiated by
citizeni. Local budgetary proceoes are often

)isubject to public hearings, as are wany nonfiscal
matters such as zoning changes or even routine
ordinance passage. Other mechanisms such ,as,
acivisory commissions Are common at both the
stale and local levels. Open Meeting laws are
'becoming more frequent, and groups are spring-'
ing up to enfogce their provisions. ,

T4is chaptet reviews available information
about these participttory prnvisions.

.

BUDGETARY PRACTICES
AT T.HE'STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS

tate laws Calling for Public Meetings, ,
and Public Participation in
'Local Bqdgetary Processes .

A basic requirement far publiopa'rticipation in
the local budget process ,is that hudget.discus-
sions ehould be open to elle public so that citizens

'may , formally express their opinions prid be .
informed ab9qç financial decisions ilk the-

)ng year. E n coniplete inter'action through-
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out the year, with legislat& bUdget responsive-
ness to the views expressed, fals shor(of the
need to formally acr on ..fiscal matters in the
presence of citizens.
Although not universill states generally pro-

vide by statute that localities hold such hearings,
and often formally annbunce the time and place
in advance as well as pros ide for inspection of the
prnposed or adopted budget. A November 1975,
study of state statutes by the CongresSional
Rese'arch Service indicated that:

1. In 35 states, citizens or taxpayers had
some accepsth the municipal budget
process.

2. In 30 states cilizens or taxpayers had
some access to the county budget pro-
cess.

3. In 23 t.at,es, citizens or taxpayers had
some acce'ss. to both the city and the

222 county budget process.
4. In 38 fates, publication was required

giving notice of a proposed budget
and/ or budget hearings before a final
budget could be adopted for a city or
county. In one other, state, the proposed
counly budget was open for inspecion
before linal adoption. 0.

5: In 32 state, statutes expressly required
public hearings before cilSkge county
budgets could be finally adoptedWhere
a state statute provided for a "public
hearing," it is herein Onstrued as
contemplating some public participa-
tion, although* moSt statutes expressly
provided for public , opportunity to,
express views for or against budget
items. One other state provided fcrr an
election to enact the city budget. Two

-
others provided for town meetings,
implying public participation thereat..
Two others provided for written. pro- %
tests or petitions to protest items in a
proposed city or county budgetz

It is doubtful that significant changes have
occurred since this survey was taken. Any
changes that may have occurred ilrobably result
from, the federal revenue sharing requirements
for_hearings, notice of hearings, and citizen
ins*pection of related documents preceding the
appropriation of reyenue sharing funds. Since
many jurisdictions miiigle theiripwn genela1

A,

4

"'"

fonds with revenue sharing funds, hearings on,
and _publication of notice for, at least this
federally funded part of the budges now are
required for almost all jurisdictionsexcluding
only few very small ones eligible for w aiver of
this requirement if it would be unreasonably
b6densome.

Laws regarding hearings vary significantly
among the states, however. Louisiana municipal-
ities, for example, were required to publish the
budget but not hold public hearings. Maryland
cities must hold a public hearing after two weeks
notice, but the type of notice is not spelled out in
the 1973 law. Mississippi re-quires both munici;
palities over 1,000 population and all counties to
prepare and publish a budget, but no mention of a
public hearing was found. Several states (includ-
ing Minnesota, Georgia, Maine, Alabama, Ver-
mont, New Mexico, Rhode Island, North Caroli-
na, and West Virginia) do not require local units
to either publish or hold hearings on the budget.
Conversely, at least 15 states (including Texas,
Wisconsin, Colorado, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
sArizona, Montana, Nebraska, Newlersey, New
York, Wyoming, Oklahoma, Utah, Virginia, and
Washington) require both publication and hear-
ings. About a dozen other states require either
municipalities or counties (but not both) to
publish and hold hearings.

:'

Survey of Localities in the 50 States

In early 1978, ACIR used the International City
Management Association's survey facilities to
ask a large group of local governments several
questions about their budgetary practices.
municipalities (incfuding townships) over 10,000
population, and all counties over 50,000, were
surveyed, ahd about 57% responded overall (60%
of the municipalities and 45% of the counties).

One question dealt with local officials' evalua-
lions of participation in the budget
process. Table 5-1 highlights the findings. In
general, nearly 60% of local officials indicated
thset local particiPation takes place through
formal mechanisms such as hearings and adviso- s.

ry committeeg, while the balance of those
reporting were inclined to report a more informal
form of participation through phone calls Of
personal contacts. There was a strong belief by
local officials that most citizens attended the

, budget hearings to seek specific goals or to
represent special interests rather than because of



tgenuine interest" in the budget process. Over
84% of municipal and 90% of county officiaLs
indicated this feeling (in a set of forced-choice
paired questions). The allocation of funds
through the budget process is not generally
associated with citizen controversies, according
to respondents. Apparently any community
divisions that exist do not emerge at this point.

In short, most participation is reported to be
through formal channels, with most Jcitizens
seeking specific goals for themselv es or their
interests. However, the buciget process does not
generally become fraught with controversy.
Counties are slightly more likely than cities to see
controversy as indivicluals or groups seek
additional fundirig.

DESIRED LEVELS OF

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Local officials also were asked to assess both
the actual and desired level of citizen participa-
tion. Table 5-2 provides the detailed information.
Slightly over half of both.county and municipal

respondents indicated that there is "very little"
citizen participation in the budget process', while
less than 8% described it as a "great deal." Fifty-
four percent of municipal and 65% of county
officials`tifsired more participation in the pro-
cess than exists now, while only about 2% desired
less participation. About a third of municipal and
40% of county' officials indicated that citizen
paiticipation has increased from previous y ears,
with under 5% noting a decrease. Howev er,
nearly two-thirds of municipal and nearly 60% of
county officials noted that v ery few changes in
the budget occur because of citizen participation.

More county than municipal officials reported
that participation had increased a great deal, that
there was more citizen participation, that they
desired more, anchhat they had made changes in
the budget process due to cttizen activity. This
may be because cities had developed higher
levels of activity, in eavlier y ears, toward which
counties are now moving. Counties appear to
be seeking greater participation now than
municipalities.

Table 5-1
EVALUATIONS OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN THE

BUDGET PROCESS BY LOCAL OFFICIALS, 1978

Paired questions

1. Most participation is informal through phone contacts with government

Best Describes
Your Situation

Municipality County

officials .40.2 41.8
OR

Participation is usually through advisory committee,,Jitarings, or other 59.8 58.2
pirts of the formal strLicture 1-00.0 100.0

2. Most participants attend meetings only to seek addition4I funding for
the spedal interests they represent . 84.4 90.5

OR
Citizens attend hearings because of genuine interest in the,entire budget
process 100.0. 100.0

I V

3. Generally, citizen controversies rarely arise over allocation of funds 84.1 601
_ OR , - 15.9 A 19.9

Citizen coidroveriies often arise over allocation of budget funds.. 100.0' 100.0

sougcE. Survey entitled "Citizen Partiupation in Fiscal Decision Making-1977, conducted by A.711 in cooperation with the
Internallonal City Managemeht Association, 1978.'
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4r Tabieris2
EVALUATIONS bF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN THE BUDGET PROCESS,

BY LOCAL OFFICIALS, 1978
'(in percent)

- 'Question

Citizen participation in the
budget process is . . .

Desirabld citizen participation
in the budget process . . .

3 Citizen participation ip the
budget process has in the last
few years . .

4.. How many rhanges in the
budget process are due to
citizen participation?

. Municipalities Counties

Very Modeeate A Great Very Moderate A Great
Little Amount Deal Little Amount' Deal

52.3% , 41.5% 6.2% 51.3% 41.6%. 7.176

About the About the
More- Same Lever Less Moie Same Level Les.; '

.2.2%54 5% .43 3% 65.6% 33.2% 1,2%4

e

:teased
Remained

Same
,

Decreased creased
Remained

Same, Decreased

33.9% -61.7% 4.4% 41.3% 54.3% 4.3%

Very A Moderate A Substan- Very A Moderate A Substan-
Few Number 01 Number Few Number tial Number

65.7% -31.0% '3.3% 58.8% 35.4% 5.8%

Common CombinatiOns of Answer;

1 and 2 There is very little citizen participation in the budget process.

More would be.clesirable.
About the same level is'Aesirable.

Municipalities Counties

37.3%
13.7

27.i

41.3%

4.9 -

"



0.

e

There is a moderate amount of citizen participation in the
budget process.

More would be desirable. 16.6 21.6
About the same'level is desirable. 24.7 20.1

There is a great deal of citizen participation in the budget
process.

About the same level is desirable. 4.8 4.2
- Miscellaneous combinations.

-vo 2.9 3.9
100.0% 100.0%

Citizen participation in the budget process has increased in the
past few years.

Very few changes in the budget process have been made
btcat4e of citizen participationl 14.0% 12.8%
A moderate number of changes in the budget process have
been made because of citizen participation. 17.9 24.4
A substantial number of changes in the budget process
have been made because of citizen participation. 2.5 4.4

Citizen participat-ion in the budget process has remained the
same in the past few years.

Very few changes in the budget process have been made
because of citizen participation. ' 48.5 43.2
A moderate nuniter of changes in the budget process
have been Made because.of citizen participation.

, 12.1 91
Citizen participation, in the budget process has decreased in the
past few years, and very few changes in the budget process -
have been made because' of citizen participation. 3.1 3.6

Miscellaneous combinations 1.9 2.4
100.0% 100.0%

SOURCE. Survey entitled "Cid ien Participation in Fiscal Decision Making-1977," conducted by AC1R in cooperation with the
international.City Management Association, 1978.
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Table 5-3
TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTED AT LOCAL PUBLIC HEARINGS,

BY LOCAL JURISDICTIONS IN THE 50 STATES

(a)
League (b) (e)Total of Women Social (c) (d) SeniorRespondents Voters Services Business Taxpayers CitizensStates City County City County City County City County City County City County

Alabama 19 1 10 1 15 1 10 0 4 1 15 1Alaska 3 0 2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 "E)Arizona 11 3 7 0 11 1 9 2 3 3 10 3Arkansas 12 3 7 2 7 2 6 2 4 1 8 1California 159 21 66 14 116 28 116 16 72 20 116 20Colorado 21 8 15 8 13 8 15 7 5 6 13 6Connecticut 42 0 25 0 28 0 20 0 33 0 28 0
-

Delaware 3 1 3 0 3 1 2 0 0 0 3 1District of Columbia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Florida 56' 13 9 10 35 13 28 7 20 12 38 13Georgia 25 6 5 2 17 5 12 2 6 3 18Hawaii ' 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 4Idaho 7 1 5 1 4 1 6 1 4 1 4 1Illinois 69 8 43 5 36 8 33 2 16 3 44 7Indiana 22 7
.

8 5 13 6 11 3 6 5 18 4vIowa 22 5 12 3 12 3 14 2 5 3 16 4Kansas 23 1 12 1 17 1 12 1 7 1 20 1Kentucky 16 1 6 0 8 1 7 1 4 0 11 1 _Louisiana 10 2 3 1 8 2 6 0 3 0 7 1Maine 9 1 6 0 8 1 5 0 4 .0 7 1Maryland 13 10 5 9 6 8 7 7 5 7 10 6Massachusetts 40 6 r' 27 1 20 5 21 1 17 1 31 3Michigan 58 10 31 9 32 8 18 2 13 2 38 6Minnesota 38 5- 28 5 , 17 5 20 4 12 2 21 3Mississippi 8 1 3 0 6 0 5 0 2 - 0 6 0Missouri 28 4 14 3 15 1 9 2 5 2 23 1Montana 5 2 4 2 3 2 3 1 4 2 3 2Nebraska 8 2 3 2 3 1 4 2 3 0 7 1Nevada 5 2 1 1 5 2 4 1 2 1 4 2New Hamplire 9 2 4 0 40,, 2 6 0 6 0 8 2New Jersey 70 5 23 1 ' 32 4 26 0 31 3 58 4New Mexico 11 4 6 3 7 4 3 2 2 1 11 ,I_New York 34 23 13 16 20 15 24 13 15 19 22 18North Carolina 30 20 14 9 15 AI' 12 8 4 5 18 14- North Dakota 3 2 2 0 1 I 1 0 1 1°4 3 1Ohio 58 14 32 11 28 12 25 4 9 6 39 11Oklahoma 19 0 11 0 7 0 7 0 " 1 0 14 0Oregon 20 . 5 13 4 14 5 11 3 1 1 13 SPennsylvania 65 16 32 9 24 12 16 2 30 9 30 13Rhode Island 13 0 8 0 10 0 8 0 12 0 12 0South Carolina 17 12 .4 8 9 11 7 7 2 7 13 7South Dakota 6 1- 4 1 3 1 4 1 3 1 3 1Tennessee 17 4 6 3 8 3, , 9 3 2 =2 9 1Texas 71 *11 22 6 47 4 27 5 I7 5 52 6" 'Utah 7 1 4 0 3 0 4 0 2 1 3 1VermOnt 2 1 1 0 2 .1 0 i3 1 0 1 0 'Virginia 19 10 11 7 11 6 9 5 11 9 16 6Washington 26 7 15 6 20 5 12 3 - 4 3 . 22 4West Virginia
Wisconsin

8 3 2 3 7 3 4 11 3 2 7
1323 9 15 5 10 7 12 4 10 7 14 9Wyoming . 3 1 2 1 2/ 1 1 0 0 I 2 1a

SOURCE. &Vey entitled "Citizen ParticipatiOn in Fiscal Dec don Making-1977," conducted by AC1R in cooperation with theInternational City Management Association, 1958
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Table 5-3 (cont.)
TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTED.AT LOCAL PUBLIC HEARINGS,

BY LOCAL JURISDICTIONS IN THE 50 STATES

Number of Different Types of Organizations

County(h) City
(0 (g) Neighbor- (i)

Racial Homeowner hood Other Average High Low Average High Low
City County City County City County City County -

17 1 6 0 14 1 2 1 5 8 2 7 7
2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 8 4 0 0 0
8 1 5 2 10 1 1 '1 - 51/2 8 3 41/2 7 2
6 11 3 1 9 2 1 1 392 6 1

.5 3

8 2
54 16 74 11 70 16 24 4 5 9 1 6 9 3

7 4 5 3 7 4 4 0 41/2 8 1 6 8 4
13 0 13 0 25 0 5 0 41/2 8 1 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 51/2 6 5 3 3 3

'0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 8 31 10 32 10 10 0 5 9 1 6 8 4

17 4 10 2 9 2 5 1

.
41/2 8 1 4 112 8 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 7 7 7 6 6 6
2 0 2 0 3 1 0 0 4 6 2 6 6 6

17 1 29 1 29 1 9 1 '492 8 1 31/2 5 2
3 2 4 3 9 2 4 ' 1 4 7 1 4 7 1

4 1 2 0 11 1 4 1 41/2 8 1 41/2 7 2
12 0 8 0 12 1 1 0 41/2 8 1 6 6 6
8 0 7 0 9 0 3 0 5 8 2 3 3 3*I 7 2 4 0 7 0 1 0 5 8 2 3 3 3'
1 0 2 0 6 0 1 1 . 5 7 3 3 3 3

5 6 9 5 9 7 I 3 41/2 8 1 5 9 1

1 14 1 19 0 7 4 4% 8 1 4 7 1

17 4 24 1 29 2 9 2- 41/2 8 1 4 7 1

5 1 10 0 13 4 5. 1 5 9 1 5 6 4
8 1 2 1 3 % 0 0 0 41/2 8 1 2 2 2

13 ( 1 11 0 17 0 5 1 5 9 1 3 5 1

2 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 492 8 1 7 9 '5
3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 4 7 1 33/2 5 2
3 1 0 2 3 1 0 1 41/2 6 3 6 8 4
O 0 2 0 5 1 2 ci 4 7 1 1 21/2 3 2

?lf 1 22 0 30 1 10_ 1 4 Y2 8 1 3 4 2
16 2 1 2 7 3 2 0 5 8 2 5 1/3 8 3
15 8 14 5 21 9 9 1 5 9 1 5 9 1

22 5 9 4 21 5 3 4 4 1/2 8 1 4 Y2 7 2
O 0 1i 0 0 0 : 0

7
/ 0 3 4 2 11/2 2 1

.
16 7 13 3 24 8 3 5 9 1 5 8 2

8 0 2 0 11 0 3 0 4 7 1 0 0 0
3 1 5 0 9 2 1 0 3 Y2 6 1 4 5 3

9 5 20 3 32 5 10 1 41/2 8 1 -4 7 1

5 0 8 0 11 0 1 0 51/2 8 3 0 0 0r
12 10 4 5 10 9 1 0 492 8 1 51/2 . 8 3

O 0 0 1 3 0 1 0 41/2 6 3 6 6 6
11 1 6 1 8 2 4 0 41/2 8 1 4 5 3

41 3 15 0 33 4 12 0 4 Y2 8 1 . 31/2 6 1

1 0 2... 0 2 0 1 0 5 9 1 2 2 2

O 0 1 0 1 0- 0 1 31/2 6 1 2 2
11 5 10 7 14 7 1..........J,./ 492 8 1 51/2 9 2
8 2 8 2 9 2, 2 1 41/2 8 1 41/2 8 .1
4 2

3

1 4 4 2 0 41/2 7 2 5,y2 8 3

2 3 4/ 2 1 5 ij 5 2
.

41/2 8 ., 1 5 / 8, 2

. 0 0 a 0 0 o 1 0 23/2 41 4 4 4

r

-

4

t
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GROUP REPRESENTATION AT HEARINGS

Nationally, in unicipalities reported that 81% of\ all hearings were attended by one or more groups,
compared to 86% for counties. The groups
identified were the League of Women Voters,
social service organizations, business and/or
industry, taxpayers, senior citizens, racial or
ethnic groups, homeowners, neighborhoods, and
others which were active in the respondents'
locality,-Senior citizens were the most frequently
reported group ia attendance at municipal
hearings, followed in order by social service
groups, the League of Women Voters, business
and/or industry, neighborhoods, racial or ethnic
groups, taxpayers, homeowners, and others.
Nationally there were about twice as many
senior citizen groups reported attending hearings
as homeowners. The other groups were repre-
sented much less frequently.

228 The rankings were similar for counties, except
that taxpayer groul5s were stronger, ranking
fourth. Counties reported an average of 3.2
groups per hearing, compared to 2.7 for cities. In
general, western cities and counties reported
more attending hearings. Smaller units reported
the least. Cities and municipalities in a metropol-
itan area or with city managers or county
administrators had more groups attending than
nonmetropolitan or nonmanager units. Senior
citizens, the most active group, are most likely to
appear before hearings in smaller cities, while all
other groups are most cotrimonly found in central
cities. Taxpilyer groups are strongest in central
cities.

Tcble 5-3 provides state-by-state information
on fhe groups rdputted to hb.vejappeared before
localities. For example, Alabama had one county
respond to tile question on types of organizations
represented, and that county reported that all
groups but business and homeowners appeared
at one or more local budget or Community
Development Block Grant hearings. Four of the
19 Alabama cities had taxpayer groups at, one or

' more hearings, the least active group next to
"other," wiile 17 of the cities had racial or ethnic
groups present at one or more hearings.

To highlight further, some of the information
from thi4 state-by-state listing, 'two other tables
were prepared for certain seledted statesillus-
trating a range of demographic, political, and
geographical characteristics. The first (Table 5-
4) covers selected municipalities,:while The other

,

1.

281

(Table 5-5) covers counties. These two tables
convert the responses of cities and counties,
indicating the type of group representation
occurring at one or More hearings, into percen-
tages for each type of hearing and multiply by
nine, the maximum number of groups inquired
abdut. Totaled across, the scores (with a maxi-
mum of 900 if every city had all groups present at
one or more hearings) indicate a rough compari-
son among states.

A special entry is made in these two tables
combining all municipalities or Counties in the
ten states which were not required by state law in
1975 to either hold hearings or publish notice of
the budget. This entry was made to determine
whether the historic lack of mandatory require-
ments appeared to result in less participative
activity by community groups. .

All of the selected states shown had at least 11
cities and three counties reporting. Arizona
reported the most group activity among cities,
followed by New Mexico and California. The
lowest score was for Minnesot a, which is one of
the states with no history of requirements for
budget hearings and notification. The combined
group of ten states not requiring budget hearing
or notices, including Minnesota, was not far in
score from Colorado, the middle ranking state in
the nine state sample. Counties had higher scores
than cities in six of the states and generally
reported sliglitly more activity. However, there
was little difference in the state rankings.
Michigan had the lowest scofe and California die
highest. The group of len states with.no riartici-
pation requirements ranked low,-,,--sventh mii of
nine.

The highest combined city and county scWes
were in CalifOrniNew Mexico, and-Arizona,
while thelowest scores were i'n-M.ichigan. and
Minnesota. Arizona and Michigan'are two of the.
states with ful11975 hearing notification require-
ments for both municipalities and counties, wbile
New Mexico and Minnesoia had no requirements
'for either. The ranking fill' the ten states with no
requirements was seventh of nine on both tables.
All this suggests it is Aifficult to conclude that
legal requirements clearly alfect group involve-
ment 'in the local budget p'rocess tat least, as°
reported in a.978-)::.r.
CRAWS-IN-Alb

'4.

. a
Another effect which citizen participation can

-
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Table 5-4
PERCENTAGE OF REPORTING MUNICIPALITIES IN CERTAIN STATES INDICATING SPECIFIC

GROUPS PRESENT AT ANY BUDGET OR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT HEARING

State

League of
Women Social
Voters 'Service

Arizona
New Mexico
California
New York
Colorado
Indiana
Michigan
Minnesota .

All Municipalities
Not Required by the
State in 1975 to
Hold Public He'aririgs
or Publish the Budget
(190 in ten states)2 .44

Business
or

Industry

64 100 ,82
55 64 27'
38 67 68
33 51 62
68 59 68
37 59 56
44 46 27
64 39 44

56 42

Tax-
payer

Senior
Citizen

Racial
or

Ethnic

.,

Home-
owner

.
Netgh-

borhood

Total
Summed

Other Average'
Rank

Order

17 91 82 45 91 9 582 1

18 100 55 9 64 18 410 2
41 68 31 40 40 14 407 3
39 56 39 36 54 23 393 4
23 59 31 23 31 18 380 5
26 85 22 22 41 15 363 6
18 57 25 36 44 14 311 7
27 46 11 22 31 11 295 8

26 64 47 28 44 11 362

Sum of the percentages A maximum score is 900, achieved if every city in the
state reported each group present atieast once at every hearing. Caution should
be observed in using the figure since small states may have a very active city
which may distort the totals. .

Mese ten states were identified)n the November 1975 Congressional Research
Service survey as having no req6irenients for municipal or county governments

to either publish or hold hearings on their local budget. They include Minnesota
and New Mexico, shown above, and Alabama, Georgia, Maine, North Carolina,
Rhode Island, South Carolina, Vermont, and West Virginia.

SOURCE: Survey entitled "Citizen Participation in Fiscal Decision Making-
1977," conducted by ACIR in cooperation with the International City
Management Association, 1978. ill
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Table 5-5
PERCENTAGE OF REPORTING COUNTIES IN CERTAIN STATES INDICATING SPECIFIC G1ROUPSPRESENT AT ANY AUDGET QR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT HEARiNG

League of
Women

Business .

Social or Tax- Senior
Racial

or Home- Neigh-S1ate %/titers SerVice Industry,, payer Citizen Ethnic owner borhood Other
California 67 100 76 95 95 76 53 76 19Colorado 100 100 88 75 75 50 38 50 0New Mexico . 75 100 50 25 100 -50 50 75 0Arizona , 0 33 67 100 100 33 67 33 33New York 67 63 55 79 75 33 21 38 4Minnesota . 83 83 67 33 50 17 0 67 17Indiana 50 60 30 50 .40 20 30 20 10Michigan 60 47 15 15 40 27 7 15 15All Counties in
States Not Requiring
Public Hearings or
Publication of Budget
(ten states, 61 counties)' 49 79 41

-*
34. 57 41 23 42-. '14

Total
Summed Rank
Average' Ordef

657 1

576 2

525 3

'467 4
435 5
416 6

'330 7
;241 8

i

1380
i

.
'Sum of the percentaX. A maximum scope is 9eo, achieved if every city in the state North Carolina (26). Rhode Island, one of the ten states, has po counties.

.

I

reported each group present at least once at everylhearing. Caution should ter ob-
1

s

URCE: Survey entitled "Citizen Participation in Fiscal Decision Making-1977.°distort the totals. ,

conducted by ACIR in cooperation with the International City Management Associ-.
'includes the same states as in Table 3-4. 'This sample is domirtated by responses froni ation, 1978. ' . - .
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have in the budget, process involves the decision
ta apply for, scrap, or maintain grant proposals.
The impact on the local budget process is
obvious, although the ways that partitipation
may be manifested are numerous and complex. A
number of questions in the ACIR/ICMA survey
dealt with the grants=in-aid 'process. Respond-
ents were asked to answer "Yes" or 'No" to the
following questions:

a. Have grant proposals developed -by staff
been dropped because. of citizen participa-
tion?

b Have new grant proposals been developed as
n result of citizen suggestions?

c. Has your local government transferred
funding for a service or program from its
general budget to a grant because of citizen
participation?

d. Has your localigovernment assumed the cost -
in its general budget for continuing a service
or program funded through an expired grant
because of citizen participation? .

e. Has, ynor local government dropped a seryice
or program funded through a grant when the
grant expired because of citizen participa-
tion?

f. Has citizen participation had a measurable
effect on the setting of priorities within your
local government's general budget?

The first five qoestions involve the federal
grant-in-aid pro,cess specifically, while the last is
a broaderone about citizen participation and the
bhdgeting proce4 generally. Tables 5-6 and 5-7 .
show the responses lrom cities and counties
(respectively) ih each glate. Thp laat entry in each
table gives the national total for the category.

Citizen participation adounq lig initiation of
grailt requests in about 60% of.the cities, and the
transfer of one or more expired grantts to the I
general budget in 41%. Forty-three ercent of
municipalities indicated that citizen p ici
tion had a measurable effect (*budget prioriti s.
The rest of the resp5nses wegeN'below 20%.

In thrcase of counties (Taple(5-7), ab' ut the
same groportion, 61%, initiated grant pr4,posals
bitausVof citizen 'partic.ipation. Substa 'tially

re ,ounties than c4ties (58% vs, 41%) ans-
expiting grants to their eneral budget.

Abou.0 the I" hme percentage of c unties as citifs'

143 nclicaled.that tilizen pthjcipation mea-t' '

a-

:

.5

surably affected their budget proc s. County
respondents scored slightly or sig 'ficantly
higher tlitin municipalities on their answers to all
other questiOns except in being less likely to drop
av.ant proposal because of citizen opposition to
a staff proposal. The absolute scores on each item
for cities and counties in a state ranged from 0% to
100%, although few states with large numbers of
respohdents scored 100%. In 18 states, over half
of the cities indicated that their budget process
was measurably affected by cititen participa-
tion, while in 21 states over half the counties had
a similar response. Twenty-one of the states had
over half of their cities reporting transfer of grant
pcoposals to the general budget because of citizen .

plfticipation, while 29 of the 45 states with
responding counties reported similarly. Nearly
all stales (47) had over half of their cities,report-
ing_ initiation of grant proposals becauie of
itizen participation, 'compared to only 32 states

with counties reporting this practice.
It is significant that over 60% of both munici-,

palitips cind counties reported that citizen partic-
ipation led to the development of a new grant
proposal, but that only about 43% of the same
units reported that citizen participation affectea
their own blidget priorities. Furthermore, 58% of
counties' and 41% 'of municipalities reported
transfertiing an expired grant to their general
budget because of citizen participation.

Evidently some of these repondents must hav,e.-
commented that citizen participation did not
affect priorities in their general budget when
they also reportqd developing grant proposals or
trataisferring exiiired grants to the local budget
becatise of cifizen' participation. Perhaps they
distinguishedabetween the local budget and the
tise of grants, thelatter being "extra': or:"dicre-
tionary" money whiCh was'at best a minor budget
concern. Localities are not unaware Of the fiscal
impact of grants, since a fifttl,4- cities and p
quarter of* counties transferrid a joroject from
their own budget to a grant program. One
explanation, then, is that the budget process is a
yearly, routine titeurrence Which does notliave
the policy implications and flexibility that grants
have. Thus, the fiscal impact of grants may be
cOnsidered outside the normal budget process.

231

STAFF ASSISTANCE

Localities, if they wis,L can help citizens
prepare for the budget pro-aS's.by providing staff

0
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Table 5-6
EFFECT OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION ON THE USE OF GRANT FUNDS,

(cities)

,

Total .

Cities
(a)

Cities

(b).
Cities

Where CP
States Respond- Dropping Initiated

ing Grants Grants
Number Percent Number Percent

Alabama 20 4 20.0% 12 60.0%
Alaska 3 3 100.0 3 100.0
Arizona 11 2 18.2 10 . 90.9
Arkansas 16 /.' . 12.5 11 68.8
California 170 25 14.7 87 51.2
Colorado 22 1 4.5 14 63.6
Connecticut 42 14 - 33.3 T3 69.1
Delaware 3 , 2 66.7 2 66.7
Florida 57 7 123 32 , 66.1
Georgia i 26 3 11.5 .14 53.9
1-1.awaii 1 0 0 1 1000
Idaho 7 2 28.6 6 85.7
Illinois ' 45 12 26.7 30 $ 66.7
Indiana 27 3 11.1 14 510
Iowa . 22 6 27.3

0.
17 77.3

Kansas 26 7 26.9 17 65.4
Kentucky 17 2 11..8 10 58.8
Louisiana 13 .1 7.7 7 53.9
Maine 12 3 25.0

r

7 58.3
Maryland 13 3 23.1 10 76.9

,

..

(c)

Cities , (d) .
(t)

Cities
Tratisferring ,Cities" - (e) Where CP

Projeets Transferring Cities Affects
from Expired Dropping 'Priorities

General Grants to Expired in
Budget Geheral . Grant General

to Grant Budget Program Budget
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

3 15.0%
1 33.3
5 45.5
4 25.0

24 14.1

6 27.3
8 19.1
1 33.3

10. 17.5
6 23.1

0 0
1 14.3

13 28.9
8 29.6
8 36.4

5 19.2
2 11.8
3 23.1
2 16.7
1 7.7

'

4 20.0% 0 0 % 13 65.0%
2 66.7 2 66.7 2 66.7
8 72.7 5 45.5 6 54,.5
8 50.0 2 12.5 5 31.3

73 42.9 17 10.0 84 49.4
6 27.3 4 18.2 9 40.9

26 61.9 12 28.6 27 64.3
2 66.7 0 - 0 2 66.7

17 29.8 8.8 21 36.8
9 34.6 0 0 10 38.5
1 100.0 0 0 1 100.0
3 42.9 1 14.3 5 71.4

32 71.1 8 17.8 31 68.9
9 33.3 4 14.8 8 29.6

15 68.2 1- --.,3 13.6 9 40.9
11 42.3 5 19.2 8 30.8
6 1 5.9 7 41.2
5 38.5 0 0 4 30.8
4 33.3 0 0 3 .25.0'
6 46.2- 2 15.4 7 53.9

-.-. A 2b0
4
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)
Massachusetts 50 3 6.0 28 56.0 9 18.0 26 52.0 9 18,0 27 54.0
Michigan 65 9 13.9 44 67.7 14 21.5 26 40.0 8 12.3 25 38.5
Minnesota 41 9 22.0 21 ,51.2 7 17,1 .17 41.5 3 7.3 17 41.5
Mississippi 10 2 20.0 7 70.0 4 40.0 5 50.0 1 10.0 5 50.0
Missouri 33 8 24.2 21 63.6 8, 24.2 17 51.5 2 6.1 13 39.4
Montana 5 1 20.0 3 60.0 1 20.0 3 60:0 2 40.0 1 20.0
Nebraska 8 2 25.0 6 75.0 3 37.5 2 25.0 2 i 25.0 3 37.5
Nevada 5 0 0 4 .80.0 1 20.0 3 60.0 0 0 2 40.0
New Hampshire 10 6 60.0 10 100.0 4 40.0 10 100.0 4 40.0 7 70.0
New Jersey 82 8 9.8 49 59.8 20 24.4 33 40.2 11 13.4 35 42.7
New Mexico 11 3 27.3 7 63.6 3 27.3 5 45.5 4 36.4 5 45.5
New York 35 11 31.4 23 65.7 12 34.3 15 42.9 6 17.1 12 3.4.3
North Carolina 34 7 20.6 21 61.8 10 29.4 12 35.3 4 11.8 20 58.8
North Dakota 4 1 ,k 25.0 3 75.0 4 100.0 2 50.0 1 25.0 2 50.0
Ohio 77 14 18/ 47 61.0 9 11.7 21 27.3 5 6.5 24 31.2
Oklahoma 25 3 12.0 13 52.0 5 20.0 12 48.0 3 12.0 11 - 44.0
Oregon 21 6 28.6- 42 57.1 5 23.8 7 33.3 3 14.3 12% 57.1
Pennsylvania 79 12 152 37 46.8 11 13.9 18 22.8 6 7.6 18 ,22.8
Rhode Island 13 5 38.5 10 76.9 1 7.7 10 76.9 3 23.1 5 38.5
South Calrolina 18 1 5.6 10 55.6 2 11.1

A
A li.i .0 0 5 27.8

South Dakota 6 0 0 2 33.3 0 0 3 50.0 1 16.7 2 33.3
Tennessee 21 0 0 14 66.7 2 9). 10 47.6 1 4.8 8 38.1
Texas 93 7 7.5 47 50.5 14 15.1 '2.6 28.0 8 8.6 37 39.8
Utah 10 0 0 5 50.0 1 10.0 3 30.0 2 20.0 4 40.0
Vermont 2 1 50.0 1 50.0 2 100.0 1. 50.0 1 50.Q 2 100.0
Virginia 17 3 17.7 i 6 94.1 3 17.7 10 58.8 3 -17.7 9 52.9
Washington 27 8 29.6 -21 77.8 5 18.5 14 51.9 4 14.8 11 40.7
West Virginia 9 2 22.2 / 7 77.8 1 11.1 3 33.3 1

-
11.1 6 66.7

Wisconsin 29 2 6.9 17 58,6 ' 4 13.8 10 34.5 1 33 11 37,9
Wyoming 3 0 0 1 33.3 1 :33.3 2 66.7 0 ,,,, 0 1 33.3
U.S. Total 1,396 236 16.9 840 60.2 277 19.8 55 41.2 170 12.2 602 43.1

SOURCE Survey entitled "Citizeili Participation in Fiscal Decision Making-19777 conducted by ACIR in cooperation with the International City Man-
agement Association, 1978.



Table 5-7 ;
EFFECT OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION ON THE USE OF GRANT-FUNDS.

(counties)

(c) (f).
Counties (d) . Counties

Transferrin& Counties (e) Where CP
(b) Projects . Transferring Counties * AffectsTotal (a) Counties from Expired . Dropping , PrioritiesCounties Counties Where.CP General Grants to Expired -inRespond- Dropping Initiated, Budget AGeneral Grant GeneralStates ing , Grants Grants ' , to Grant -Budget Program BudgetNumber Percent Number ' Percent Nymber Percent ,Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Alabama 3 .0 0 % 1 33.3% 0 0 % 0 6 % o o % o .0 %Alaska 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Arizona 3 0' 0 1 33.3 1 33.3 2 66.7 1 33.3 2 66.7Arkadsas . 4 1 25.0 4 100.0 3 75.0 1 25.0 0 0 ' 3 75.0California 21 3 14.3 14 66.6 7 33.3 '17 81.0 8 38.1 13 62.0Colorado 8 0 0 6 75.0 2 1/425.0 6 75.0 1 12.5 4 50.0Connecticut 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Delaware I .9- o 1 100.0 o o 1 100.0 0 0 o 0Florida , 14 , 3 21.4 13 ". 92.9 4 28.6 9 64.3 4 28.6 9 - 64.3Giorgia 6 1, 16.7 4 66.7 2 33.3 4 66.7 0 _ 0 1 16.7Hawaii 1 0 0 f 1 00.0 0 0 1 1 00.0 0 0 1 1 00.02 2 ' 100 2 100.0 2 100.0 2 100.0 2 100.0 2 100.0Illinois 9 0 0 3 33.3 ''3 33.3 s 55,6 1 11.1 0 0Indiana ' 8 0 2 25.0 , 3 37.5 4 . 50.0 0 0 4 50.0Iowa 5 0 3 60.0 2 40.0 2 . 40 0 0 0 1 20.0Kansas ` 3 b 't3 1 33.3 0 0 1 33.3 'I 33.3 1 33.3Kentucky 2 . 0 / 0 1 50.0 0 0. 1 50.0 0 0 1 50.0Louisiana 2 ' 0 0 2 10.0 1 50.0 0 0 0 0 I 2 100.0

:0

Maine 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100.0Maryland 10 3 ' 30 7 70.0 5 50.0 6 60.0 I 10 7 70.0

2 b.?.



MassachusettS 6 0 0 5 83.3 1 16.1 4 66.7 2 33.3 2 33.3Michigan 14 . 2 14.3 7 50.0 1 7.1 6 42.9 5 35.7 1 7.1Minnesota 6 2 33.3 3 50.0 2 33.3 5 83.3 2 33.3 4 66.7
Mississippi 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0Missouri 4 0 0 1 25.0 0 0 1 25.0

..
0 0 0 0

Montana 3 1 33.3 3 100.0 2 66.7 3 100.0 1 33.3 2 66.7Nebraska 2 0 0 2 100.0 0 0 2 100.0 1 50.0 1- 50.0Nevada 2 0 0 1 50.0 1 50.0 1 50.0 0 0 1 50.0New Hampshire 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0New Jersey 6 1 16.7 5 ' 83.3 : 1 16.7 5 83.3 1 16.7 3 50.0
New Mexico, 4 1 25.0 2 50.0 1 25.0 3 75.0 0 0 4 100.0New York 22 2 9.1 13 59.1 4 18.2 9 40.9 2 9.1 § 27.3 .North Carolina 26 0 0 13 50.0 5 19.2 17 65.4 8 30.8 10 383North Dakota 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 50.0 0 0 0 0Ohio 17 3 17.7 11 64.7 4 23.5 8 47.1 2 11.8 4 23.5
Oklahoma 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Oregon 6 2 33.3 4 66.7 1 16.7 5 83.3 2 33.3 2 33.3Pennsylvania 17 1 5.9 8 47.1 5 29.4 7 41.2 0 0 9 5.9Rhode island lz) () () () () () 121 121 ID 13 13 .13 0South Carolina 12 1 8.3 8 66.7 2 16.7 7 58.3 1 8.3 9 75.0
South Dakota 2 1 50.0 2 100.0 1 50.0 1 50.0 1 50.0 1 50.0
Tenn essee 5 0 0 3 60.0 1 20.0 2 40,0 0 0 2 40.0
Texas 11 0 0 6 54.6 3 27.3 4 36.4 0 0 4 36.4Ptah 1. 0 0 0 0 1 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0Vermont 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Virginia 1(il 2 20.0 6. 60.0 1 10.0 6 60.0 2 200 - 4 4110Washington 9 3. 33.3 7 77.8 3 33.3 7 77.8 2 22.2 4 44.4
West Virginia 3 0 0 3 100.0 1 33.3 2 66.7 0 0 2 66.7 )
Wisconsin 12 2 16.7 10 83.3 6 50.0 9 75.0 3 25.0 3 25.0Wyoming

4.
1 0 0 D 0 0 0 1 100.0 0 0 1 100.0

U.S. Total 308 37 12.0 189 61.4 82 26.6 178 57.8 54 17.5 131 42.5

SOURCE. Survey entitled "Citizen Participation in Fiscal Decision Making-1977," conducted by ACIR in cooperation with the International City Man-agement Association, 1978. e
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assistance, Many local governments reported,
performing this activity, although analysis 61-
their comments in the ACIR/ICMA survey:
suggests that it is not a high priority item. About::
47% of cities and 44% of counties in this 1970
survey reported such activity. Over half the
manager cities and administrator counties 'pro;
vided this aid, as did a majority of cities and
counties in the western United States.

'the type of staff aid varied widely, according
to the survey. The Littleton, CO, staff provides
information to individuals and to city adNiisory
committees in developing formal program recom-_
mendations for a preliminary budget hearing.,
Somerville, MA, has a citizen participation
coordinator available each day for technical_
assistance in such matters as interpreting,
regulations and chairing citizen input meetings:7.
Salem, OR, assigns five staff members to service.,,
14 neighborhood organizations. wiadison, WI,
hag a special projects office for inquiries and
assistance for citizens or private/civic/service
agencies whenever assistance is , requested.
Shelby County (Memphis, TN) sponsors and
staffs communitywide citizen goal programs at
the neighborhood level every year as the initial
step in the budget process.

The City of San Diego adopled an elaborate
procedure to encourage.citizen participation in .

the budget process, although it does not directly
involve staff aid to citizens. It included a ten-
page newspaper tentitled The Budget in Brief)
summarizing the koposed budget, its impact in
laymen's terms, and summary of the distribu-
tion of revenue sharing funds. The newspaper is
mailed to all citizens who indicate interest by
returning a card enclosed with their water bill,
and is also distributed through libraries, fire sta-
tions. and other points.3

Washington, DC, developed a major citizen
participation effort for its executive budget
process. The city was divided into nine service
areas with weekly meetings to identify needs. A
budget group grew out of the sel.vice area
meetings and became involved with public
improvements planned for its area. After initial
work on the capital improvement program, the
group developed (with staff aid) a questionnaire
for residents and a review process for proposed
capital improvements which feeds intb the
formal proposed budget. Citizen participation
was substantially enhanced despite the inevita-

ble disagreements over whether neighborhood
priorities add up to citywide preferences.4

Many localities, however, responded to the
1978 survey by stating that cktizen intereqt is
weak. The City-County'of Denver abblishe&the
Mayor's Citizen Budget Committee ten years ago
due to lack of interest, while Guilford County
(Greensboro, NC) reported that citizen input
sessions held by the budget office died for lack of
interest.

Other responses indicated that providing
assistance during the budget process is often
informal at best. One indicated that "staff is
always willing and available to explain the
budget to advisory liodies, neighborhood associ-
ations, and individual citizens." A Florida city
indicated that it "provides data and information
upon request" and an Ohio municipality oted
that it "would girovide if requested." A California
city noted that explanation -is availathe on
request, but goes on to amplify "... citizen
participation may be high and result in a special
appropriation for something. Inv Olvement dur-
ing the budget process is traditionally loqt,"

Even when a city indicated that staff Assist-
ance is available, it was usually-on request and
without a formal Mechanism such as San Diego
or Washin,gton, DC. Staffing existing citizen
committees, in the opinion of many of the
respondents to the ACIR/ICMA survey, meets
any moral or legal requirements for aiding clqzen
involvement. They often do not see additional
effort as necessary.

BUDGETS AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Many localities are generally dubious abbut
the effectiveness of fitizen participation as
manifested through the formal budget process.
Most responses to the. ACIR/ICMA survey
indicated that the budget process is, at best, an
imperfect means of eliciting citizen participation
and, at worsk serves to institutionalize the
demands of special interest groups. A California
city commented that:

... although citizen participation is
encouraged throughout the budget
proCess, actual citizen involvement is

,usually experienced at the tail end of
the decisionmaking cycle, or, in many
cases, after decisions have actually
been made. Thil appears to be attribut-
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ed to the average citizen's noninterest
in local decisionmaking until the actual
imp,)of those decisions are felt. '

A Maryland response indicated that.

There is little difference betwset
public hearings and regular meetingsas
to the participation of citizens. Citizens
express their views to council in many
ways and their views influence coun-
cil's actions.

One city manager explained that.

... there has been little citizen partici-
pation during formal hearhigs. The
participation actually occurs through-
out the year as groups or neighborhood
areas come before the council with
special requests.... The mandated
public hearings (revenue sharing), in
our case, have not hael ariy beneficial
results in terms of citizen participation.

s Perhaps part of this is timing, because
groups come up with ideas at different
times of the year outside the budget
review period.

A Massachusetts town's response highlighted
the frustration many localities encounter when it
noted that, while the town's Finance Committee
holds regular meetings open to public participa-
tion to review the budget, citizens participate
only on selective issues. "Genuine broad-interest
citizen participation is difficult to find, or even
muster, in this community. Only when a govern-
ment decision directly affects a person or group is
interest resulting in participation shown."

Probably the most common theme of local
officials . participating in the ACIR1ICMA poll
was their perception of public hearings as a
device .used primarily by special interests. An
Alabama 'city noted that:

... citizen participation could be a
useful guide in formulating programs,
however, it usually is the case that only
minorities or special interest groups
attend hearings for such programs. We,
therefore, do not know what the majori-
ty of the citizens desire both low-
modeiate and other persons).

A southern California city, cautioned that

,-

"citizen participation appears to be generally in
the form of special interest groups and/or official
city committees or commissions. Rarely do
'public 'hearings involve the general public'."
This view is consistent with reservations ofsome
members of Congress at the hearings held prior to
the re-enactment of revenue sharing with formal
participation requirements which include hear-
ings. Then Senator William Brock (TN) vpiced
concerns about legislated mandates far hearings
which almost place greater emphasis on the
representation of special interests as opposed to
the general or public interest.5

A few respondents were highly critical of
public hearings. The Mayor of a small Illinois
town wrote that:

1

... public hearings are a cancer that
impedes proper management of public
funds due to sokalled public need. In-
other words, public hearings do no-
thins but force public officials to spend
moi money than is necessary.

Another group of fespondents Were quite
positive about public hearings and Citizen,
participation. Texarkana, TX, reported that:

Citizen participation has been work-
ing in Texarkana since its Model Cities
designation, wita a 'resultant sophisti-
'cation of the neighborhood residents in
their approach to problem solving, and
their general acceptance of the idea of a
city-citizen partnership. Neighborhood
hearings are well attehded and service
complaints are freely proferret....

GOod public information programs
(written reports and media presenta-
tions) are highly instrumntal in
achieving good citizen participation.
More especially a willingness to meet in
the neighborhoods on the citizens' time
schedules is even more vital if meaning-
ful communication and two-way ex-
change is to be achieved. In the months
of September and October, when our
budget hearings in neighborhoods and
citizens' advisory committee meetings
are held, our city staff averases three
night meetings per week. The invest-
ment is great, but the results can be, too.

' 6 9 LI
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Scottsdale, AZ, noted that:

Our city makes use of citizen partici-
pation throughout the year in work-
shops, seminars and forumsthis
increases their [citizens') awareness of
the budgeting process, provides elecred
officials with needed information. It
may be that our year-roUnd program)
has a direct result in the low attendance
at budget.hearings.

A final group of respondents were supportive of
citizen participation, at least in ptinciple, but
were not sure thatothe local budget process was
the' place to attempt to maximize a. A Maine
official stated;

Government should be tofally open,
,responsible to public inquiries and the
press, and people should be encouraged

238 to participate, but requiring formal
citizen participation processes sets-up
false and misleading standards. They
will discourage people from Participa-
tion rather than eAcourage them, since
they will appear to promise more than
can be delivered. They (formal citizen
particfpation processes) become mean-
ihgless, superfkious formalitiea.

Likewise a New Jersey township manager
commented on the difficulty of linking citizen
participation to the budget procass by noting
that:

)..

'

I believe one aspect is the "intimida-
tion of the process" in our formalized
hearings. Additionally, the budget
summari.e?that.gre presented provide
too little interest even from astute
observers. The documents themselves
are not difficult but the maze of figures
quickly dissolves the pasting interest
individuals have. The process is timed
not to coincide with the receipt of tax
bills; consequently, when people are
most motivated to be mindful of fiscal
matters (when their new assessments
and tax bills are fresh) the. annual
process is in the middle of the fiscal .
year. .

TOWN MEETINGS

-

The ACIRACMA survey supports the general-

ly held view that the most meaningful opportuni-
ty for citizen participation in fiscal decisionmak-
ing may be provided by the town meeting. These
annual assemblies were adopted in the early New
England colonies and states as the basic process
of community government, at which citizens
themselves were made responsible for adopting a
budget, electing public officials, and deciding
other local affairs.

The original government of the New
England town approached that of a
pure .democracy. The ultimate and
actual working sovereigntyunder the
law of the statewas vested in the
body of adult male citlizens qualified to
vote in town meeting. Here the needs of
the town were debated and voted on,
the 'budget was adopted and taxes
levied, and the administrative officers
were elected and their work passed in
review before the voters.... A great
deal of praise has been heaped upon
town government, and much of it has
been deserved. It inculcated a feeling
for public affairs in ta generations of
citizens; it gave thousands of men a
valuable training by affording them the
opportunity to rule as well as be ruled;
and it nourished a sense of loyalty to
the town which, though it might be
regarded as merely parochial, was

Inevertheless a stabilizing force of great
social value.6

Tovis (the New England term) and townships
(used In the midwest) are now found in portions
of 20 states.7 These include the six New England
states where the system originated and other
states, principally in the middle Atlantic and
midwestern regions, which were settled initially
by a "Yankee" population. Most of the 18,822
organized township governments have small
populations-80% have less than 2,500 resi-
dentsbut, depending upon state law and
traditions, townships may serve both urban and
rural areas.8 Those in New England, New jersey,
and Pennsylvania, and to some degree in Michi-
gan, New York, and Wisconsin, provide an
extensive range of local governmental se vices,

. including those normally associated with unic-
ipalities and counties in other parts of the iation.

. In New. England, towns also are responsible for,
lqal schools. In contrast, the townships found in

,



much of the midwest provide a very limited range
of services for predominantly rural areas.°

Given these differences in functional responsi-
bility, the political signilicanceand attractive-
nessof participation in township affairs does
vary substantially. .Attendance at township
mee.tings in many of the midwestern states is
very slight, in keeping with limited public
buOiness to be transacted, and frequently is
confined to the officeholders themselves.w

Like any citizen participation practice, the
town meeting has disadvantages and advan-
tages, critics as well as proponents. The ade-
quacy of this approach was questioned increas-
ingly in the more urbanized Areas as government
activities grew. One Maine critic in 1916 com-
plained of the inability of the assembled citizenry
to assess fully costs and benefits and overall
town needs." With rising populations, many
communities did modify traditional procedures.
Some instituted the limited or representative
town meeting ip which a large body of elected
representatives actually determined policy;
others employed an appointed or elected finance
committee to prepare the budget, though this was
still adopted at the annual meeting; others have
adoptedthe manager system. Still, especially in
rural areas, the traditional forms do persist.

Survey responses to the ACIR/ICMA questiofi-
naire indicate that citizen participation in town
meetings is considerably higher than is common
under other governmental forms (Mayor-council,,
council-managey, or commission). Of 29 com-
munities responding, 86% reported "a great deal"
or a "moderate amount" of citizen participation in
the local budget process.(In comparison, just 49%
of the council-manager communitiesthe next
highest groupfell into these categories.)

These assessments are borne out by the reports
of attendance at budget hearings. In the 21 towns
holding combined hearings on revenue sharing
and the regular 'budget, the average number of
citizens in attendance was 231. (In the council-
manager communities, average participation
was just 27). Somewhat lowerbut still &Apar-
atively highturnout was indicated for seParate
hearings on revenue sharing (58) and the local
budget (118).

Furthermore, according to the survey re-
sponsesitizen participation was judged to be
quite meaningful. Town meeting communities
reported more frequent changes in the budget
process because.of citizen participation, indicat-

ed that citizen controversies over the allocation
of funds were far more frequent, and were
somewhat more likely to say that "citizens attend
hearings because of genuine interest in the entire
budget process." Few of these communities,
however, reported,an increase in citizen partici-
pation because, of the revenue sharing program.

Towns employing the representative town
. meeting formr also experienced a somewhat
highr level4f participation in the budgetary
process than was common under other forms of
government, but the differences were less strik-
ing. For instance, the number of participants at
combined hearings on the local budget and
revenue sharing averaged 78.

STATE BUDdETARY PRACTICES

Chapter 4 ylealt with state budgetary practices
as they are affected by the new federal revenue
sharing participation requirements. This section
will examine some of the formal parameters of
the state budget process, involving such thingsas
the use of hearings, distribution of the budgef
document, new innovations in state budgetary
processes, and so on.

State budget periods generally begin on July 1
and run for one year, although there are many
exceptions. Three major variations are involved
in the budget period: annual budgets, biennial
budgets, and biennial budgets with some annual
review oflelected areas or supplementhl appro-
priations. Annual review in biennial budgets
takes almost as much time as annual budgets.
The present trend is toward annual budgets,
although two-year budgets now are sometimes
seen as permitting longer range planning.

One state, Hawaii, switched, back to biennial
budgets after several years of annual budgeting.
Annual budgets permit sharper revenue esti-
mates and quicker .adjustments to changed
economic trends, while biennial budgets force
longer range planning and save the time of staff,
the executive, and the legislature which would be
spent on annual reviews.

Table 5-8.indicates that 29 of the-50 states have
annual budgets. In general, larger states tend
to use annual budgets, with the exceptions of
Texas and Ohio. However, Texas frequently has
made annual appropriations since 1970.

Among states that have biennial budgets,
Wyoming has an annual review of biennial
budgets, while Georgia, despite constitutional
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State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona .

Arkansas
California

Coiorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

Montana

i '61)le 5-8
STATE LEGISLATIVE

, BUDGET PERIODS

Budgets
Annual Biennial

x
x

X

X N

00

* . l'

x.

X2

X3

'Georgia: Constitution requires biennial appropriations
however, it is not annual.
'Indiana: With annual updates optional.
'Iowa: May be amended in second year.'
'North Carolina: Normally sessions and budgets are as
ihown. Had experimental annual session in 1974, resulting
in,annual budgets for 1973-74 and for 1974-75. Decisions
on annual vs. biennial sessions and budgets will probably
be made in 1975.

State

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North'Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoiiia,
Oregon
Pennsylvania
RINde Island
South Carolina '

South Dakota
- Tennessee

Texas
Utah'
Vermont

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total

Budgets
Annual Biennial

X

X

X

X

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

X

x
x

X,

29 21

'Texas! In four of the last six years, appropriations have
been made for one year.

'Wisconsin: With annual review.
?Wyoming: With annual review.

. SOURCE: Council ofState Governments, State Legislattye
Appropriations Prcrcess, Lexington, KY, Council of State
Governments, 1975, p. 57. .

\

requirements, makes annual appropriations.
Indiana updates its budget annually, while
Iowa's can be aMended in the second year. North
Carolina also has recently experimented with
annual budgets. The movement toward annual
budgets, if there were substantial opportunities
for ,citizen involvement, would increase the
chances for citizen participation to affect state
budget practice. ,

In many states, the executive budget has Some
public hearing, either by law or tithe Governor's
discretion. Ta le 5-9 indicates formal legislative

_ . '

i
e

I-

involvement in the executiv e budget hearing
process, and by inference indiCates the number of
those hearings. A total of 17 states, approximate-
ly a third, hold such hearings. With the excep,
tions of New York and Texas, most of these states
are not particularly poPulous. Connecticut has
not held executive budget hearings in recent
years, while in New York the hearings are not
public but held with agency heads, as cpnstitu-
tionally provided..The hearings are oftin aimed
at agencies or the legislature, not the general
public.

29d
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Table 5-9
FORMAL STATE LEGISURIVE INVOLVEMENT IN PUBLIC HEARINGS

ON THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET

State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Conn'ecticut
Delaware
arida
Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

-0Actors

2

17:1

70'

Degree of

Involvement

0

to

.5.1

State

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada'
New Hampshire
New Jersey

New Mexico
New York

X North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

X Rhode Island X

South Carolina

South Dakota
X. Tennessee

Texas .

X Utah
Vermont

Virginia X
X Washington

X West Virginia
X Wisconsin \ X

Wyoming

Total

Degree of'
Involvement

Actors

2

'Connecticut: No executive budget he;rings held in recent years.
2Budget is developed by a board composed of both legislative and executive members.
3New York: The Governor does not hold public hearings. However, the constitution requires that he hold formal hearings with
agency heads. The legislature's attendance at these Rearings is authorized by the constitution. While participation by the legislature
is not prohibited, the level is subdued with the more prominent questioning being conducted by the executive budget director.

4Wisconsrn: Fiscal staff attends but does not participate.

SOURCE. Council Of State Governments, State Legislatat,e AppropriatioA Process, Lexington, KY, Council of State Governments,
1975, p. 73.

Formally, there is more opportunity for citizen
impact on the proposed budget after the Gover-
nor presents it to the legislature. Of the 50 states,
37 indicate that individual citizens from the
general public usually appear before appropria-

tion and revenue committees. Table 5-10 pro-
vides the breakdown. Private orianizations
usually appear in 44 states. Agency heads, whl)se

%budgets are being considered, appear in every
state, while the executive budget staff (who

291
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o 1 Table 5-10
REPRESPVTATIVES USUALLY APPEARING BEFORE STATJ LEGISLATIVE

' APPROPRIATIONS AND REVENUE COMMITTEES-,' -

..s$' Executive Department Other .
Agency Budget of Fiscal Legislative' Private

State 9fficials Staff' Revenue Staff Staff Organizations
General
Public 4

Alabama X X X . X X
Alas Ica X . X X X X - X X
Arizdna X X X X X X
Arkansas X X X X X
California X X X X X

Colorado X X X X

X

X r
Connecticut X t''' X X X X X
Delaware X X X X X
Florida X X X X X X X 1
Georgia X X X X

Hawaii X X' X . X X
Idaho X X X X'
Illinois X v X X X
Indiana X'. X X X X X X
Iowa X X X X X X X

Kansas' X X X2 X X X
Kentucky X X X X

..\

Louisiana X X X X X X
Maine X X X . X X
Maryland X X X X X X X

Massachusetts X X X . ... X
Michigan X X X X X' X

X

X' I.

Minnesota- X X X X X X X
Mississippi X

Missouri . X X X

,
I , .
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Table 5-11
DISTRIBUTION OF THE STATE BUDGET DOCUMENT

To Whom Are Copies of the Budget Document Distributed?

State
Budget Members Agencies
Agency of

State Staff Legislature All Some

Alabama
-Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Members
of the

News Media

' X all X X
X all X X
X all X X
X all X X

_

Colorado
Connecticut X all X X
Delaware X all X ' X

Florida X all X X

Georgia X all X X

Hawaii X all X X
Idaho X all X X
Illinois X all X X

Indiana all X X
Iowa X all X X

Kansas X all X X
Kentucky X all X X
Louisiana X all X X
Maine X, all X X
Maryland X all X X

Massachusetts X all X Xv

Michigan X all X X
Minnegota
Mississippi X all X X

Missouri X all X .. X

Montana X all X
Nebraska X all X X

Nevada X all X X

I

Other

State librarians, political subdivisions.
Other state budget offices. '

All interested persons may purchase at
cost.

6ther states, libraries, financial institu-
tions, colleges.
To each state, state)ibrary, state univer-
sity, others on request.
Education institutions.

Upon request. '
Anyone who requests, major interest
groups.
Any interested persqn.
All other states.

Libraries, budget agbncies of other states.
Interested citizens and groups on request.
Other states.
As requestedwithin available supply.
Libraries.

Other states.
State library-75 copies.

Publicas requested.

State and national libraries.
State.publications clearinghouse, anyone
upon request. '

Libraries, other states.

helped develop the proposed budget) appear in 44 ,
states. There is no report on how many:or how
often (other than "usually") the public ;Actually
appears. Since state capitols are far from most
citizens, group representation would be most
typical of citizen influente or impact.

Citizen participation inviilves more than mere
appearances at hearings. It implies the ability to

review the budget document as it is proposed
and/or adopted, and to have a document which
outlines the major policy pad financial implica-
tions therein. Table 5-11 indicates the distribu-
tion of th,g final budget document. Forty-four
states pr6ide copies automatically to the news
media, about the sanie number as make them
available to the budget agency Mail'. Five states

...
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Table 5-1 1 (cont.)'
DISTRIBUTION OF THE STATE BUDGET DOCUMENT

To Whom Are Copies of the Budget Document Distributed?

Budget Members
Agency of

State Staff Legislature All Some

New Hampshire X all X

State
Agencies

New Jersey X all X

New Mexico X all X

New York X all X
North Carolina ., X all X

North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

khode Island

X all X

X all
X all X

all X

X all X

'South Carolina X all X

Stuth Dakota X
Tennessee , X

Texas
- Utah

Vermont

Virginia
Virgin Islands
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

t

, all X

all X

X all
X all

X

X

X all X

,
X atl
X all
X all

,

X all
X all

x
x
x.
)(

'

Total : 45 46 39

1.4.

,

Members
of the

News Media

x

-x

x
x

o

Other ,

Anyone requesting as long as supply
lasts.

Public and college (university) libraries.
Libraries, other states-, budget agencies,
etc.
Libraries, some other states. ,

Libraries, certain associations, Repre-
sentatives, county commissioners, etc.

X The public upon request.
X Anyone who desires a copy.
X k. State budget officers of other states.
X Other states, private agencies, and

others who request a copy.
X Libraries, chambers of commerce, other

state budget officers, etc. .X Libraries, other states, on an exchange
basis.

X College libraries and all 50 states.
X Other state governments and selected

_ .libraries. r .

Libraries, research agencies, otherstates
stpon request.

X Major universities, stite libraries, other
state governments.

x.
x

X
/

Some libraries':
X

i
State library and other libraries.

X Others at budget sections.
X X Other states and libraries in Wybming.
7 44 40

(Alabama, Colorado, Minnesota, North Dakota,
and West Virginia) apparetraly make little effort
to publicize the budget document. Many others
(such as Ohio, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Idaho, New
Hampshire, and Missouri) send it to interested
parties. In California, copies of the budget can
be purchased.

While the budget docuMent ttself is imporlant,
..

...

t

equally important is some assessment of what is
in it. Some states, such as Illinois, haye a program
type of budget which highlights the spending and
performance estimates for each agency.

Table 5-12 indicates the content of fiscal
impact notes that are required in the state's
budget. The vast majority, 44 of 50 itipulate the
current cost involved, but only 41 of those

290
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State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connectitut
Delaware
Florida
Geoigia

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana%

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryldnd

Mawchusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi -
Missouri

Table 5-12
CONTENT OF STATE FISCAL NOTES

1 al I
e st,

4,3 cc 0 State

X Montana
X Nebraska

Xi Nevada
New Hampshire

X New Jersey

X New Mexico
X New York

X2 North Carolinh,
X3 North Dakota

Ohio

X4 Oklahoma
Oregon
eennsylvania
Rhode Island ,
South Carolina

X

X

x,

=
Oi 3
-6, . 6 *g

\ N t
t g 6 II e=t 5a.a. cr. i.2 eic

x x i x '
x x x X7

X X 'X
X X X
X X X

X X X.)
A

X X .

X'' *X 4 X, X

X X Xe X

X X X X

'South Dakota
Tennessee

Texas
Utah
Vermont

Virginia
Washington X

West Virginia X

Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total 24

Wixom No formal fiscal note. Staff reports by memo on impact of fiscal bill.
2Delaware: Relevant d%a and prior fiscal year cost information.

Mechankal defects and effective date.
"Hawaii: No standard formatmay include one or all.
'Idaho: Occasionally.
'Kentucky: Staff reports are prepared in lieu fiscal note.
Nebraska: Rationale to support the bill.
North Dakota: A two-year projection is included.
'Oklahoma: (a) Recent appropriations for same pr ram or agency, (b) agency request and justification, (c) executive
,recommendation; (d) confererke notes; (e) summary of bill's progress through legislature.

u'Utah: Goal and planning analysisprepared by legislative council staff.

x

X9

X X

X

X X

X

X

X X X"
X

X X

X X

X X

X X

44 41 31 8

SOURCE. Council of State Governments, State Legislatsve Appropnations Process, Lexington, KY, Council of State Govern-
ments, 1975, p.103.

highlight the future projected cost, while only
show the proposed source of revenue, and even
fewer (24) indicate the intent or purpose of the\
bill. Some,- of these fiscal notes are not clearly
visible to the public. Idaho only occasionally

29 a

reports the source of revenue, while Kentucky
and Arizona prepare or act on a staff report
rather than a formal statement.

Four states have adopted econcmic impact
statements procedures.12 California javides



that the legislative analyst for' the rules commit-
tee of either house is responsible for obtalning
information showing the effect on employment,
the costs of goods and services, and general
economic intpact. Florida law mnandates that
agency staff publish a statement with the
proposed bill which provides information on
costs to all persons involved and to the agency,
and also assesses the social and economic
benefits. Illinois requires impact statements
from the Pollution Control Board on all proposed
rules and regulations. Washington requires
impact information on bills relating to local
school districts.'

In addition to these four states, some legis-
tures (notably Nevada's and Wisconsin's) require
bills to include predictions of their impact on
local government revenues. Vermont, Hawaii,
and Maryland %also use formal capital improve-
ment plans which outline long-range plans for
major expenditure items and increase the Oppor-
tunity, for citizen awareness and comment."

Despite the aforementioned examples, most
states do not emphasize budgeting mechanisms
which would maximize citizen participation.
Common Cause has a state budget program
which places emphasis on twa reforms involving
citizen participation:

1) a chance for meaningful ptiblic participa-
tion in the early stages of executive budget
formulation, and

2) executive budget documents should contain
detailed information about alternatives that
allow people outside each agency to make
meaningful choices of budget priorities."

Common Cause cites two states as examples of
meeting each of these reforms. Massachusetts,
since 1974, has required the secretaries of
departments to hold public hearings on detailed
budget requests prepared by agency heads, with
the Governor's proposed budget showing the
agency's request and explaining any different
figure. Wisconsin has a progem type of budget
which organizes agency budgets into functional
areas, with brief etatements of each program's
purpose within the broader functional area.

In general, state practices are not geared
toWard eliciting substantial citizen participation
in the formulation of state budgets. Some of the
reasons are historical, revolving around the
methods by which legislators and other elected

public officials seek citizen support and obtain
public feedback. These do not lend themselves
easily to a formal hearing or advisory committee
strsucture. In addition, and perhaps more impor-
tantly, the geographic size and population
dispersion of many states makes ormal public
information and opinion gathying difficult to
pursue effectively.

DIRECT ELECTORAL CONTROLS
OVER FISCAL ACTIVITY

State Constitutional and
Statutory Initiatiyes and Referendau

The initiative and referendum are political
institutions which place direct control over the
outcomes of governmental decisions in the hands
of citizens. They are called forms of "direct
democracy" to contrast them with the devices of a
representative system, whereby the voter merely

"selecte is or her representatives. Some include
the r call as part of the direct democracy
packa e, but the recall does not change the role of
citizens directly, or strictly speaking, influence
legislation.

The initiative and referendum, of course, date
back to the Progressive Era (1900-20) but, were
not new even at that time. They had existed in one
form or another since the nation's founding.
While early 19th century legislatures made
ordinary law by statute, volers through referen-
da even then approved constitutional provisions
and sometimes could initiate constitutional
conventions. Indeed they could, and sometimes
did, write statute law into constitutions by
making detailed provisions in the constitutional
conventions, which were then ratified by popular
vote. William Munro notes that even the 18th. century constitutions Of Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, and flew Hampshire provided for
citizen authority to instruct their representa-
tives in the state legislature.17 However, the
application of the initiative and referendum to
localities, and their widespread use in maAnew
states, was a substantial expansion if not a minor
political revolution in the period 1900-20.

Use of the initiative and referendum was
advocated for two basic purposes. Some Progres-
sives wanted to restore power to the people by
reestablishing their right to self-government.

3o0
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State

Table 5-13
STATES WITH DIRECT DEMOCRACY PROVISIONS, 1976

Statutory
Initiative

:e

7), 3

Alabama
Alaska X

Arizona X X

Arkansas X X

California X X

Colorado X X

Connecticut
Delaware
Florida X

Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho X X

Illinois X

Indiana
tor
Kansas

Kentucky X
Louisiana X

Maine X X

Maryland

Massachusetts X X X

Michigan X X X

Minnesota X

Mississippi
Missouri X X X

Statutory
Referendum 61. Initiative Referendum

'41

State

Montana X X X X X

Nebraska X X X X X

Nevada X X X X X

New Hampshire X

New Jersey X X X

New Mexico X

New York X

North Carolina X

North Dakota X X X X X

Ohio X X X X X

Oklahoma X X X X X

Oregon X X X X X

Pennsylvania X X X

Rhode Island X X

South Carolina X X X

South Dakota X X X X X

Tennessee

Texas
Utah
Vermont

x x
x

Virginia
Washington x x
West Virginia X

Wisconsin - X X

Wyoming X X X X

Total 17 21 32 39 38

SOURCE. Council of State Governments, Book of the States, 1976-77, Lexington, KY, Counul of State Governments, 1976, pp. 176,
216-8.

This tended often to be crude "antilegislative"
antagonitm. Others wanted to reestablish repre-
sentative gov,ernment by making legislatures
more responsive to the will of the people. This
was aimed more at "reform" than the former.
Many thought that the peopIe would not have to
act often, but the threat of direct action would
eliminate log rolling, political bosses and
"ripper" legislation or wholesale granting of
franchises. In turn, this would encourage high

minded and uncorrupted individualé to enter
legislatures.

Three separate types of issOes can be settled
through the initiative and referendum process.
The constitutional amendment procedure by
initiative exists in 17 states.'8 Any item, includ-
ing fiscal matters such as tax ,exemptfons for
groups or individuals, can be proposed for the
voters to ratify. The requirements for signatures
of the, petition range from 20,000 in North Dakota



and 3%. of the recent gubernatorial vote in
Massachusetts, to 15% of the largest number of
votes for a state officer at the last general election
in Wyoming. Eight percent of the previous
gubernatorial vote is a common figure. Some
states require a distribution of signatures among
counties or legislative districts. A majority of
electors casting ballots on the initiative is
generally sufficient to pass it. In states without
this type of initiative; only constitutional con-.
ventions (which mustfie approved by the voters
in all states ut Delaware) can amend the
constitution. See Table 5-11,for the states which
permit each kind of direct democracy.

The traditional initiatives at the state level
involve statutory law and are of two kinds.
Direct initiatives used in 13 states place mea-
'sures immediately before the electorate. Indirect
types in nye states are sent to the legislature for
action first and then go onto the ballot if no action
takes place. Three states use both types. In
addition to these 21 states, all of which have local
initiative procedures, 11 more have the initiative
procedure at the local level only. Thus 32 of the
states (nearly two-thirds) have some experience
with the initiative.

The referendum exists in some form in 42 of the
50 states. In 39 states, statutory enactments are
subject to, or may be sablect to, popular
ratification. In 23 cases, citizens may petition
directly and force the matter to a vote: In 16
states, the legislature may refer a matter to the
voters and/or the constitution may require that
certain matters (i.e., the authorization of debt) be

.,settled by a popular vote. In general, the number
of petitioners required for, a referendum ranges
from`7,000 voters in South Dakota and 3% of the
votes last cast for Governor in Massachusett's to
Wyoming's requirement for 15% of those voting in
the last election aistributed among two-thirds of
the counties. Of these 39 states, 35 also haye some
referenda provisions available to some or all
local units of government. Three additional
states without state referenda laws do have a
referenda pro'cedure for their localities, for a total
of 42 states with some experience,. With few
exceptions, a majority vote is required for
approval.

There are 15 states which have all five of these
popular procedures, constitutional initiative,
statutory initiative at the state and local levels,
and statutory referendum at the state and local

levels. These "fully participatory" states are
Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Massa-,
chusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nebras-
ka, Nevada, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Orebn, and South Dakota. "

ACTUAL EXPERIENCE

In general, citizen initiatives, whether consti-
tutional or statutory, have not been well received
by the voters in recent years.19 State Goyern-
men t News reporting voter approvals in 1972 and
1976 November balloting, indicated that only
about a quarter of citizen-initiated measures got a
favorable vote. In 1972, seven of 26 petition
initiatives were approved, while ten of 39 were
approved in 1976, for a total of 17 out of 65. Of
these 65 elections, about half, or 34, involved
fiscal matters, and nine of them passed
approximately the overall ratio. Most fiscal
initiatives were designed to reduce state expen-
ditures rather than to establish new taxes or
bond issues, indicating a stronger antispending
mood among initiative sponsors.

One noted initiative defeated was the 1972
Watson initiative in California, which would
have limited state expenditures to a declining
share of personal income taxes, limited property
taxes, and reduced income taxes. Favored by
Governor Ronald Reagan, it only received 44% of
all votes cast. Colorado voted down an initiative
in 1976 which wpuld have repealed the sales tax
on food and instituted a mineral severance tax
and highej corporate taxes. It also voted down
another proposal to require voter approval before
state or local governments could raise taxes or
initiate new ones. In the same year, Montana
defeated an initiative to limit state spending until
1983 and to reduce by 15% a year the amount of
flderal funds the state could receive until it
reached zero in 1984. In 1972, Michigan turned
down a property tax limit for school financing to
be replIced by state funds, and Oregon likewise
denied an initiative to prohibit property tax
levibs for school operating expenses.

These initiatives were concentrated in a few
states. Four states had over half of the total

, Colorado with 13, California with ten, plus
Oregon and Michigan with seven each.

One of the most recent fiscal initiatives, of
course, is 'Proposition 13 in California and its
impact appears to be enormous. Passed in june

249



1978, it limits property taxes to 1% of assessed
value1 limits yearly increases in assessments to
2%, rolls back assessments to the 1975-76 level,
and makes it difficult to select pr increase
alternative taxes to replace property tax rev-
enues. The enactment of this initiative, ap-
proved by 65% of the electorate, spurred at-
tempts by citizens and legislative bodies in other
states to adopt measures with similar objectives.
In November 1978, 13 states had such measures
on their ballots. These were ArizonaColorado,
Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michi-
gan, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota,
Oregon, and Texas.

Despite Proposition 13 and parallel efforts
elsewhere, popular initiative generally does not
guarantee widespread support. Why? First, 'the
initiative and petition route is a mass effort
which can be concentrated in certain areas by

250 interests or groups with eiergy and money,
achieving the 5% to 15% of tiAlast gubernatorial
vote necessary to pleb& the Matter on the ballot.
This, however, is no assurance of widespread
support, particularly since many people will sign
petitions withoat any commitment- eve'n to vote
for the proposal. Second, many of the defeated
proposals threatened the existence of established.
programs by drastic curtailment of taxes.
Substantial debate, on both sides of the issue,
plus whatever influence public official's had over
voters, no doubt led to the defeat of many fiscal
initiatives.

Constitutional initiatives, hs compared to
statutory proposals, have not fared much bet-
ter.20 Ten of 31 in a four-year period between 1972
and 1975 were adoptedabout one-third. Colora-

, do, which adopted four of seven, including one
which prohibited funding the An Olympics and
Ohio, which voted down all eight proposals,
considered the most proposals. A total of 13
states considered constitutional initiatives, and
seven adopted one or more.

Legislative proposals do much better than
citizen initiatives.. In the six years from 1970
through 1975, state legislatures proposed 1,221
constitutional changes or other measures of
statewide applicability. A total of 823 or 67%
were approved. Only 14 of 30 proposals from
constitutional conventions were ada-pted by the
voters, and only 12 of 34 initiated by the voters
themselves, Tables 5-14 and 5-15 provide a
detailed breakdown, Of these issues, 251 or about
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Table 5-15
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES IN STATE CONSTITUTIONS PROPOSED AND ADOPTED,

Subject Matter

Proposals of St'atewide

1970-71, 1972-73, 1974-75

Total Proposed Total Adopted Percentage Adopted
1970-71 1972-73 1974-75 1970-71 1972-73 1974-75 1970-71 1972-73 1974-75

Applicability 300 389 25-3 176 275 172 58.2% 70.7% 67.9%Bill of Rights 13' 26 9 11 22 6 84.6 84.6 66.7Suffragedand Elections 39 34 23 23 24 20 59.0 70.6 86.9Legislative Branch 42 46 40 19 25 27 45.2 54.3 67.5Executive Branch 27 36 34 22 25 20 81.5 69.4 58.8
Judicial Pranch '17 35 20 11 26 19 64.7 74.3 95.0.,Local Government 21 30 13 15 23 12 .71.4 76.7 92.3Taxation and Finance 50 85 49 29 56 33 58.0 65.9 67.3State and Local Debt 25 24 18 10 15 6 40.0 62.5 33.3State Functions 46 40 23 26 36 16 56.5 90.0 69.6
Amendment and Revision 13 19 8 7 12 7 53.8 63.1 87.5General Revision Proposals 7 2 12 3 1 \ 3 42.9 50.0 25.0
Miscellaneous Provisions - 12 4 . 10 3 - 83.3 75.0Local Amendments 103 141 99 48 93 85 46.6 65.9 85.9s.--.
SOURCE: Council of State Governments, Book of the States, 1976-77, Lexington, KY, Cs lyncil of State Governments, 1976, p. 165.
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a fifth, dealt with taxatIon (184) or with state and
local debt (67). Of the 251, 149 (59%) were
approved. The enactment ra i e here was slightly
lower than the overall rate o 67%.

Limitations on local gove nment' taxes and
expenditures often can be exceeded only by
popular referendum, thus providing a direct
citizen control mechanism. In most cases, these
limits are attached tic the, property tax because
property normally yields the majority of local
revenue from 'own sources. Many of the limita-
tions date back to the period between. 1870 and
1940, and were an attempt to restrain expendi-
tures of local units during recessionses:
pecially the 1930s Depression.2%Property tax rate
and levy limits, then, affect localities more than
states, since states do nol rely generally on
property taxes. ,

The most widely used restriction on locargov-
252 er,nments takes the form of a limit on the

maximum allowable property tax rate. Thirty-
seven states have property tax rate limitations,
with about two-thirds (27) having some provi-
sion for.local referenda to exceed the allowable
sate. Seventeen st'ates authorize voter override
ref e'renda for all types of local government, six
authotize voter override referenda in .certain
functional areas such as educaion, and thfee

' others authorize only certain types of local gov-
ernment ,other than school districts td submit

'such incrbases to the voters.22 ',.

Ten states nr impose a levy limitation on one
or more types of local government,Thi§ form of
limitation means that a local government is
restricted to aPproximately the same amount of
reYenue from the property tax in the current year
as it received in the past year. Levy limitations
relate to both the tEtirbase and the tax rate.
Provision for.voter override is provided in most
states imposidi this type of limit.23 An analysis
of recent levy limitations suggests that they exert
an influence on the growth of local property tax
revenues in a state, although theydo not seem to'
exert much effect on state-local expenditures in
the aggregate. ,

Local tax rate limitations often caused at least
temporarY difficulties to local units, anl some-
times were disastroui.in their immediate impact.
Services were cut and employees laid off.
Therefore, in thosi units where voter referen-
dums could ease the limit, citizens had almost life
and death Control over the Wel jurisdiction.

They often rejected pfoposals. ACIR's 1962
recommendations, among others, called for (1)
provision for state agency administrative relief
and voter relief if limitations should be imposed
(the Cortimission generally opposes such limits),
and indicated that (2) the electorate should
always 'have the authority to initiate by petition a
vote on proposals to exceed , prescribed tax
limitations.24

Usually a simple majority of voters is required
for approval, although at least four states require
55% or more of the voters to ratify the additional
levy, arid in two other states as much two
thirds of the voters must approve certain kinds or
levies..

Table 5-16 provides some information abouC
local tax limit referenda, as reported in the
ACIR/ICMA survey. About 35% of both munia-
palities and counties reported attempting ' to
obtain voter approval for tax limit changes. Twb-
hundred-sixty2one individual munIcipal issues
were considered by votel's in 203 municipalities
during the three-year period, of which 132
passeda rate of 51%. This, is lower than ;he
county passage rate of 60%, based op approve(' of
28 issues but of 47 put to a vote in 25 counties. The
total rate of approved issues per teporting unit of
government was similar at 28% of counties (28
approved issues from 100 reporting counties) and
26% for municipalities (32/502). Nearly 20% of
municipal and 25% of county referenda were
initiated by citizen action.

BOND AUTHORIZATIONS

States

Even in a period of strong voter opposition to
bond elections, states have done reasonably well
when they have chosen to put measures on the
ballot. An ekaniination of the issues reported in
State Government News indicates that in the fall
elections for five years from 1972 to 1976, 97
issues were voted upon and 60 were approved, an
approval.rate of 62%. Only 17 states chose, to put
issues before the voters, and many only went to
the polls ance in this period. On the other hand,
Alaska voters approyed .15 of 18 issues. New
Jersey and Rhode Island also tried over ten times,
with the former receiving assent five out of 13
attempts and the latter nine of 15 times. There
was a tendency for these three states to put up a
lafge number of issues at a few elections.



Table 5-16 .

TAX REFERENDA IN MUNICIPALITIES AND COUNTIES DURING 1975-77

502 Municipalities Reporting toter Approval
Required for Tax Limit Changes

1975 1976 19W Total

1
(35.4% of reporting cities) ,

203
Municipalities Holding Elections 59 74 70 261_
Total Issues - 71 96 94
Passed 32(45%) 54(56%) 46(49%) 132(51%)
Issues Due td Citizen Initiatives' ' 12 9 23 44

100 Counties Reporting Voter Approval
Required for Tax Limit Changes

(35,8% of reporting counties)
Counties Holding Elections 6 11 8 25
Total Issues 13 25 9 47
Total Passed 4(31%) 17(68%) 7(78%) 28(60%)
Issues Due to Citizen Initiatives' 2 -., 4 3 9/ .

'Issues due to citizen initiative included irk total issues.

SOURCE. Survey entitled "Citizen Participation in Fiscal Decision Making-1977," conducted by ACIR in cooperation with theInternational City Management Association, 1978.
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Table 5-17
NOVEMBER 1956 BOND REFERiNDA IN ALASKA,

; NEW JERSEY, AND RHODE ISLAND

Purpose
Rural Schools
Educational Facilities
Senior Citizen Housing

\-Housing
Water Suppry, Pollution Control

Mental Health, Others
Mental Health and Hospitals
Firefighting Training Facilities
Firefighting Training Facilities
Justice, Correctional Facilities

Correctional Facilities
Highways, Trails, Ferries
Roads

Public Transportation
Parks and Recreation

Parks and Recreation
Airports
Airports
Fish.apd Game Facilities
University of Alaska

Vietnam Veterans Bonus
Solid.Waste Management
Sewage Facilities
State House Facilities
Water Supply

Amount Alaska New Jersey
(in millions). Pass Fail Pass Fail
$ 59.0 X

12.7 4

7.5 X
' 25.0 x

120.0 x
80.0

#

x
14.7

7.1 X I
1.0

10.6 X

13.9
: \

53.0 X

'6.8
2.1

Rhode Island
Pass , Fail

/
-

1.25

6.6 X

6.8 X
1.7

29.0 X,c....
17.7 I . X

10.0 X
0.7
9.0 X

A 2.0
3.8

4

X

X.
,Totals 6 3 3 0 3 ' 10

. $501.95 $162.40 $34.90 $225.00 0 $33.70 $45.95
SOURCE: State Government News, Lexington, KY, Council of State Governments, December 1976, pp. 2-6.

As Table 5-17 indicates, these same three
states; submitted 25 bond issuesieo the voters in
1976. While only 12 were approyed, this encom-
passed 84% of the proposed amokuit of indebted-
ness. Voters tended to support the larger issues.
There was some tendency to break out smaller
_items suCh as $700,000 in solid waste manage-
ment in New Jersey from the large '$9 million
sewage facilities proposal. Usually, however,
they are placed together to let the smaller item
"ride on the back" of the larger. The items to be
voted on ranged widely from fire training
facilities to water suciply and pollution'control
facilities. The most common type of proposal
involved some use of water. Transportation
made up another important category, as did

,
.,

3'..

eilticational and housing proposals. Voters in
Rliode Island were considerably more selective
than those in the two other states, favoring ovly
three of ten ispues.

STATE AND LOCAL DEBT N

Authorizing governmental indebtedness at the
state and local levels is a well established
tradition. All but five states now require votes
for local general obligation, long-term debt (such
as for buildi* fire stations or city halls):25 The
exceptions are Connecticut, klawaii, Indiana,
Massachusetts, and Tennessee, and the latter
two states require .it for some specific types of
local issues.
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Tab lé 5-18
RESULTS OF STATLAND LOCAL BOND ISSUE ELECTIONS, 1950-75

Year
I

, Approved Amount Percent Defeated Amount Percent
1950 $1,537,517,326 76% $ 40,983,399 '24%
1951 ..2,249,602,957 . 88 301,174,640 12
1952 2,383,970,390 84 458,278,500 ' ,.

16
1953 ' 1,851,594,537 83 388,769,450 17
1954 2,781,901,503 84 544,154,550 16
1955 2,885,666,121 65 1,524,453,871 35
1956 4,642,488,809 87 665,689,492, 13
1957 g,733,435,486 77 806,795,602 23

.1958 3,728,455,966 75 1,263,754,101 25
1959 2,752,942,464 di 72 1,087,633,605 28
1960 5,916,951,404 85 1,007,889,410 15
1961 2,544,327,858 67 1,263,606,943 33
1962 4,263,609,903 70 1,850,443,358 30
1963 ,3,626,886,529 63 2,156,807,833 37.
1964 5,715,400,806 78 1,582,926,218
1965 5,611,653,628 73 2,095,491,659'

.2.2

17
1966 6,515,833,687 77 1,944,831,423 11. 23
1967 7,365,194,080 74 2,549,704,766 26
1%8 - 8,686,075,169 54 7,459,875,271 as
1969 4,286,542,050 40 6,534,047,453 so
1970 5,366,441,359 63 3;194,042,145 37
1971 3,142,846,335 35 5,862,362,912 65
1972 7,875,500,983 64 4,445,857,080 36
1973 6,306,039,592 52 5,800,848,114 48
1974 8,021,389,589 62 4,865,370,237 38
1975 3,392,270,729 29 . 8,184,238,481 71

SOURCE Advisory.Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Understanding the Market for State and Lcxal Debt, M-104, Wash-
ington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1976, p. 30.

In 14 states, such popular approval is required
by the Constitution, in nine others it is controlled
by both statutory and constitutional provision,
and in 22 others it is required only by statute. In
32 states, only a majority vote is required. In 11,
either generally or for special purposes, a
majority of from three-fifths to two-thirds is
required. In Nebraska and North Dakota, a
specified percentage of voter participation is
required for certain classes of debt.

The concern about bond elections could lead to
the current conclusion that very few bond issues
pass and that the voters have been holding their

* i
,.

purse strings tightly for some time, if not forever.
This is not true. The explosion in state and local
spending since World War II has been partly
fueled .by an explosion in state, and local
borrowing. Table 5-18 makes this clear. The
yearly percentage of state and local bond issues
that have been approye#as exceeded 80% on six .
occasions since 1950. Only in three years hme
over half of total proposed funding amounts bein
defeated. At the same time, the period since 1970
has seen significantly lower approval percen-
tages, with the lowestin 1975, when only 29% of
all proposed amounts were approved. Voter
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Table 5-19
5TATE AND LOCAL DEBT AS A PERCENTAGE OF NET TOTAL DEBT AND

, NET PUBLIC DEBT,-1950-74
(in billions)

,

Year

1950

1951

1952
1953

1954

1955

1956
1957
1958
1959

1960

1961

)962
1963
1964

1965

1966
1967

1%8
1969

1970
1971

1972'
1973
1974

%

Total
Private Total

and Public ,Public

$ 490.3
524.0

555.2
586.4
612.0

665.8
698.4
728.3
769.6
833.0.

874.2

930.3
966.0

1,070.9
,1,151.6

1,244.1

1,341.4
1,435.5
1,582.5
1,736.0

s $239.4
241.8
248.7
256.7
261.6

273.6
271.2
274.0
287.2
304.7

308.1
321.2
335.9
348.6
36t9 :
373.7
387.9
408.3
437.1
453.2

1,868.9 484.9
*2,045.8 ., 528.2
2,270.2 557.6
2,525.8 593.4
2,777.3 642.9

Total
State Total

and-Local Private,
. .
$ 20.7 $ 250.9

23.3 . 282.2
25.8 306.5

' 28.6 329.7
33.4 348.4

41.1 392.2
44.5 427.2
48.6 454.3
53.7 482.4
596 528.3

64.9 566.1
70.5 609.1
77.0 660.1
83.9 722.3
90.4 789.7

98.3 , 870.4
104.8 953.5
112.8 1,027.2

123.9 1,145:4 .-
133.3 1,282.9

145.0 1,384.0 , 7.8
.162.4 1,517.6 7.9
175.0 1,712.7 7.7
184.5 1,932.4 7.3

.

205.6 2,134.4

SOURCE Advisory Commission on intergovernmental Relations, Understanding the Market for State and Local Debt, M-104, Wash-
ington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1976, p. 34.

IF

State and
Local Percent

Total

4.2%

, 4.4,

4.6
4.9

6.2
6.4
6.7
7.0
7.2

7.4
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9

7.9
7.8
7.9 ,

7.8
7.7

4,

State and
Local Percent
Total Public

8.6%

9.6
'10.4
11.1

12.7

15.0

16.4
17.7

18.7
_

19.6

21.1

21.9

22.9

24.1

24.9

26.3

27.0
27.6
28.3

, 29.4

' 29.9
30.7

31.4
31.1

32.0

support clearly has declined in the1.970s.,,but it is
too soon to tell if this is a long term trend or due to
peculiarities, of this 'decade:

State and loal debt peaked in 1984at 7.9% of
total public and private debt, and is now slightly
under that 'at 7.4%. It has continued to grow,
however, as a percentage of total public debt
(federal, state and local), now constituting about
one-third (32%). In the quarter century from 1950
to 1974, state and local debt multiplied some
tenfold, while fecleral debt approximately
doubled. Table 5-19 indicates that private debt

s

.c.

. has increaqed some eightfold since 1950, much
faster than governmental debt, although part of
this is no doubt due to the artificiallir low levels
of private spending during World War II.

. IslOt more. than half of the total stke-local
indebtedness has been authorized by voters.
Often,,, the voting public ratifies only general
obligation long-term obligations,20 and these
total about 34% of the total debt, down from 78%..
of all debt in 1952. About 47% of all state debt and
57% of local debt is of this sort. The remainder is
mostly in `the form of limited liability obligations

3Lij
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repaid by revenues or charges from a specific
project, such as, a sewage plant, and a smaller
amount in short-term loans, mostly for tax
anticipation notes or similar uses at the local
level. Referenda for limited liability obligations
are much less common than for general obligation
bonds.

The purposes of state and local long-term debt
are changing. Table 5-20 indicates the shifts.
Education has dropped significantly as a percen-
tage of total debt since its peak of 35% in 1962.
Transportation also, has decreased significantly.
Industrial aid bonds peaked in the late 1960s,
while in 1973 and 1974 expenditur.es for pollution
control devices increased dramatically. e'

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY BOND REFERENDA,
1975-77

Municipal and county government bond refer:
enda are .not uncommon, although certainll
not as widespread as school bond .issues. The
1978 ACIR/ICMA survey of all municipalities
over 10,000 and all counties over 50,000 indicated
that nearly 30% of reporting municipalities and
20% of reporting cdunties held one or more

referenda in the 1975 through 1977 period, as
outlined in Table 5-21.

About 76% of all municipal and 61% of all
county bond referenda were approved, with
fairly stable passage rates over the three years.
The municipal approval rate was higher than
municipal tax limit referenda (Table 5-16),
suggesting that bond elections may be perceived
by local voters as directed at a specific, hence
more acceptable, purpose rather than merely the
need for additional funds. This approv al rate is a
good deal higher than the most recent school
district record (Tabib 5-23) and somew hat higher
than the state ,bond referenda rate of 62%., The
approval rate tor counties is about the same as
county tax limit referenda, but higher than

-school bonds and comparable to approval rates
for state bond referenda.

In actual numbers, 414 municipalities held 997
bond referenda over the p'eriod, an average of
about 2.4 per locality.,The-county rate was only

, about one-half, with 58 counties holding 73 bond
referenda (1.3 per county). Almost a third, or 317
of 997 municipal referenda were begun by citizen
initiatives in 121 cities. The overall number of

Table 5:20
STATE AND LOCAL LONG-TERM DEBT CLASSIFIED BY PURPOSE,

SELECTED YEARS, :199-74
(percent)

Year Schoots Utilities
Transporta-

tion
Public

Housing
Industrial

Aid
Pollution
Control Other TOtal

1959 36% 15% 12% 4% 39% 100%
1962 35 15 14 4 1% 31 100 ,
1967 31 14 8 3 9 35 100
1968 29 12 10 3 10 36 100
1969 28 12 14 3 0' 44 100
1970 28 13 8 1 50 100
1971 24 15 11 4 1 45 100
1972 23 13 9 4 2 49 100
1973 21 15 6 5 1 9% 43 100
1974 22 14 4 2 2 10 46 100

' Less than 0.5%

SOURCE Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Understanding the Market tor State and LocalDebt, M-104, Wash-
ington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1976, p. 15.
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Table 5-21
.

BOND REFERENDA DURING 1975-77 IN MUNICIPALITIESANDCOUNTIES

414 Municipalities Holding Elections 1975 1976 )977 v Total
(28.5% of reporting units)
Total Municipalities 174 152 179 ' 505
Ballot Issues 3.70 288 339 997
Issues Approved 280 (76%) 203 (70%) 269 (7.9%) 752 (76%)
Issues Due to Citizen Initiatives
(number of cities)a 59 (29), 109 (41) .149 (51) 317 (121)

58 Counties Holding Elections
..

(18.8% of reporting units) .

Total Counties 16 22 18 56"
Ballot Issues 18 29 26 73
Issues Approved 11 (61%) 17 (59%) 17 (65%) 45 (61%)
Issues Due to Citizen ipitiatives
(number of counties) 8 (7) 5 (4) 7 (6) 20 (17)

' Citizen initiated -refere0a included in preceding totals.
° Fewer elections were reported year by year than for the entire three-year period (58). This is apparently a reporting error)

SOURCE. Survey entitled "Citizen Participation in Fiscal Decision MalCing-1977," conducted by AClli in cooperation with the
International City Management Assoaation, 1978.

)

municipal citizen-initiated referenda seems to be
increasing, as well as the number initiated in
eaclu4ity. Counties had about 30% of their total
issues initiated by citizens (20,of 73).

Table 5-22 places the municipal bond referenda
,

within the context of all municipal referenda. A
total of 1,322 elections were held for all purposes
between 1975 and 1977, averaging almost one per
muAicipality over the three-year period '(al-
though of course, some localities held several).
Tax limit referenda were the most common, with
bond and nonfiscal issues about equal in number.

The promsity to conduct bond referenda is
not a function of municipal sige for smaller

4 jurisdictions, kut increases dramatically for
cities over 1OO,0OQ Northeast cities tend to go to
the polls less frepuently than those in other
regions, with west n cities somewhat more
likely to rely on popu ar voting. Central cities
were slightly more likely to hold referenda than
independent cities, particularly if the issues were
nonfiscal. Suburban cities used referenda least of
the three jurisdictional types, though overa114
there was a clear tendency for council-manager
cities to hold referenda more often than mayor-
council municipalities.

SCHOOL DISTRICT REFERENDAn

Approval of general obligation bonds for
school purposes requires a vote of the citizens in
32 states. Fourteen of these states (California,
Idaho, Iowa, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missis-
sippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New
York, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Washington,
and Virginia) require specified percentages in
excess of a bare majority for approval. Mississip-
pi, for example, requires a 54% approval of those
voting. In 15 states, some but not all school
systems require voter approval of bonded
indebtedness. In three states (Alabama. Hawaii
and Indiana), voter approval is not required.

v Tables 5-23 and 5-24 give an overview of the
school district bond elections held between 1964
and 1976. In this period, some 18,386 individual
referenda in the 50 states were held, with over
11,000 approved for an acceptance rate of 81.5%.
This rate has been declining in recent years,
however, even as the number of elections has
decreased. The 391 approvals in fiscal 1976 were
an all time low, as were the 770 elections held. No
doubt, the gradual decline in the proportion of
school age youngsters has something To do with

<-
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Table 5-22
REFERENDA ON FISCAL AND OTHER MUNICIPAL ISSUES, 1975-77 ?

Total

Po-pulation Group
OVer 1,000,000
500,000 to 999,999
250,000 to 499,999
100,000 to 249,999
50,000 to 99,999
25,000 to 49,999
10,000 to 24,999

Geographic Region
Northeast
Northcentral ..,

South
West

Metropolitan Status
Central
Suburban
Independent

Form of Government
Mayor-Council
Council-Manager
'Commission
Town Meeting
Representative

Town Meeting

\.

..

Municipalities Municipalities Municipalities
Holding Bond Holding Tax Limit Holding Other

Referenda Referenda Referenda

i

Number

Percentage
of all Re-
spondents Numb&

Percentage
of All Re-
spondentS Number

414 28%5% 502 35.4% 406

2 66..7 1 33.3 2
9 69.2 6- 42.9 11

12 46.2 17 65.4 15
26 36.1 19 28.4 29
42 25.6' 34 33.3 60

106 29.5 126 35.8 99
, 217' 26".6 /79 35.1 190

.

64 19.5 31 9.4 92
112 .25.8 231 55.3 112
144 36.7 112 29.4 95

94 31.6 128 44.3 117
N

. 84 34.1 87 36.0 92
200 24.4 279 34.8 221

't 130 33.5 136 36.4 93

117 22.7 169 A 33.9 122
267 31.6 318 38.3 260

13 28.9 , 14 35.0 12
15 48.4 1 3.1 8

2 12.5 0 0 4

Percentage
of All Re-
spondents

28.1%

66.7
78.6
57.7
41.4
38.0
27.4
23.3

------
27.3
26.4
21.5
40.5

37.9
27.0
24.1

23.6
31.0
26.1
25.8

25.0

SOURCE: Survey entitled "Citizen Participation in Fiscal Decision Making-1977," conducted by ACIR in cooper:ation with the
International City Management Association, 1978.
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'7Table 5-23
ELEMENTARY ANI SECONDARY SCHOOL BOND ISSUES VOTED ON

N THE UNITED STATES, 1964-76

Number of ElectionsFiscal Year
Ending
June 30 Held

.
1964 2,071
1965 2,041
1966 1,74,5
1967. 1,625
1968 ...,, 1,750

1969 1,341
1970 1,216
1971 1,086
1972 1,153
1973 1,273

1974 1,386
1975 929
1976 770

Total
, -V....

_

3086
\ -.....,....

.

1

Approved
Approved

(in percent)

%

1,501 726%
1,525 , 74.7
1,265 72.5
1,082 66.6

' 1,183 67.6

762 , 56.8
647 53.2
507 16.7
542 47.0 '
719 .56.5

779 56.2
430 463
391 508

11,313 61.5%

SOURCE. National Center for Education Statistics, Bond Sales for Public School Purposes, 1975-76, Washington, DC, U.S. Office
of Education, p. 2.

Table 5 -24
pAR VALUE Of ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL BOND ISSUES

VOTED ON.IN THE UNITED STATES, 1964-76

Fiscal Year Par Value4of tond Issues
Ending ( n millions) , Approved
June 30 Proposed Approved (in percent)

1964 $ 2,672 $ 1,900 71.1%
1965 3,129 2,485 79.4
1966 - 3,560 2,652 74.5
1967 3,063 2,119 , 69.2
1968 3,740

,
2,338 62.5

1969 3,913 1,707 43.6
1970 3,285 1,627 49.5
1971 3,337 1,381 41.4
1972 3,102

6
1,365 4-44.0

1973 3,988 2,256 56.6
4,137 2,193 53.0

1975 2,552 1,174 46.0
1976 2,103 969 46.0

Total $44,581 $24,166 54.2%

.

SOURCE National Center for Edualiion Statistics, Bond Sales for Public School Purposes, 7975-76, Washington, DC, U.S. Office.of Education, p. 2.



this, as would any additional financial support
from states. Table 5-25 shows the'five states
(Texas, Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, and Oklahoma)
with the most local referenda in the six fiscal
years beginning 1970-71. In Texas, Illinois, and
Oklahoma the rate of successful electiOns ex-
ceeds or meets the national average, which never
exceeded 56% during those years. Yet, school
districts in Michigan and Ohio faced, at best, an
uphill battle, encountering success less than a
third of the time. Even so, they continued to put
issues before the voters. In Michigan, bonds
equal to 5% of the state-equalized valuation can
be issued by the school board without a vote,
while in Ohio the governing body unilaterally
may issue bonds up to 0.1% of the locally assessed
valuation. Both of these provisions give the
districts some flexibility but the voters have
effectively limited education expansion in ihese
two states.

Table 5-24 indicates the value of bond issues
put before the voters during the period 1967-76. A
total of over $44 billion was put on the ballot,
with over $24 billion, or 54%, approved through
1976 The 61% rate of approval in individual
elections somewhat exceeds the 54% average for
the amount of bonds approved as a percentage of
the amount of issue at stake. Thus, voters

apparently were somewhat more likely to ap-
prove smaller than larger ones, in contrast to
state bond issues as noted earlier (see Table 5-
17), This voter reaction occurred in nine of qie 13
years reported, and presumably serves 49/ an
encouragement to school officials to keep the size
of bond proposals down (or to split up issues into
smaller and more palatable options). The amount
proposed has declined rather dramatically from a
high in 1973 and 1974, and the amount approved
in 1976 dropped below a billion for the first time
in the 13years surveyed.

Oklahoma, the state with the most local
elections, usually put the largest proposed
indebtedness authorizations before the voters.
Yet, most of these were in small amounts, while
California,Nth fewer voter issues than Oklaho-
ma, placed nearly $3 billion in proposals before
the voters during the six-year period. This is
probably dua to the relatively larger size of the
California districts. Texas voters, it might be
noted, approved slightly more total authoriza-
tions than California. Texas was also the one
state in this group whose districts approved a
higher percentage of the amounts proposed than
approved individual elections (74% to 66).
Individual district elections in other states were
closer to the norm of lower authorized amounts

Table 5-25
STATES WITH ME MOST SECONDARY AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BOND

ELECTIONS AND WITH THE LARGEST AMOUNTS OF BOND AUTHORIZATIONS
VOTED UPON, THROUGH 1975.96 -

. FIVE HIGHEST IN EACH CATEGORY ii§TED

Number
of Local Number

States Referenda Passed

California
Illinois 462 288
Michigan 616 196
Ohio 736 210
Oklahoma 410 282
Texas 871 580

/ Total Proposed Total Passed
AuthOrizations Authorizations

Percentage (in millions) (in millions) Percentage

S.

%
62
32
29
69
66

$2,957
1,172
2;127
1,996

2,016

$1,502 51%
577 49
648 30
588 29

1,519 74

SOURCE. National Center for Educational Statistks, Bond Sales for Public School Purposes, Washmgton, DC, LS. Office of
Education, issues for 1970-71 thru 1975-76, passim, compiled by ACIR staff.
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than for rates of electoral success. The exception
to the states with the most individual district
elections placing the most proposed par value of
total bonds before voters was Oklahoma, where
the proposed amounts were relatively insignifi-
cant.

Several studies have been made of the reasons
for defeat of school bond issues. One study of 68
defeated issues, mostly in California, and done at
a time when approvals were running at an overall
rate of over 67%, and concluded that the following
were the most important factors explaining
failure: (1) the percentage of vote required for
passage (generally a two-thirds vote), (2) the
level of the local school tax rate, (3) the level of
the overall tax rate, and (4) scars resulting from
unification battles. Items two and three suggest
strongly that voters carefully calculate the
benefits of school programs against the addition-
al costs of property tax increases.23 Less influen-
tial, yet still significant reasons included criti-
cism of officials, negative voting by senior
citizens, and community economic levels.

Some defeated issues, it should be noted, were
found to be at least partiallyt a result of the failure
to involve citizens. "Informed communiar leaders
perceived that decisionmaking had often taken
place with little or only token involvement of the
citizen. Decisions had been announced after
discussions in which they had not been in-
volved."22 Civic groups usually supported or led
the campaigns which brought approval.

Citizens' advisory committees for
assisting in the planning of facilities
projects and their iinancing were not
often encountered. Both officials and
voter respondents felt that failure, to
involve the public in the preliminary
stages of arriving at crucial decisions
was of some importance in accounting
for lack of citizen support of all school
policy decisions, not just of bond
issues.30

Another study of school bond issues concluded
that deep seated feelings of frustration and
alienation are the basic reasons for negative
voting in local referenda. This response is
based on a general feeling of individual power-
lessness rather than on any specific opposition
to .school finances or policies. The referendum

------prircess is an institutional arrangement by Which

such people have a chance to express political
protest and thus "... voting down local issues
does not represent an organized, class-conscious
opposition, but a type of mass protest, a
convergence of the individual assessment of the
powerless who have projected into Nivailable
symbols the fears and suspicions growing out of
their alienated existence."31

In light of these findings, it appears that
igreater efforts for' more citizen involvement
would reach out to these kinds of citizens, for 11)
they are unlikely to step forward to participate
in, or to belong to, organizations which might be
linked to schools through participative mecha-
nisms, and (2) it is unlikely that any participato-
ry scheme coul,d involve all individuals or change
all views. The existence of deeply alienated
individuals who are still willing to vote (normal-
ly these individuals do not) suggest that local
referenda provide certain "outlets" for protest
and may be highly functional for the political
system as a whole, even though it does make
more ficult the job of local school officials.

One ctor not generally considered in studies
of thi type is whether or not the decline in the
nu of school districts over the last three

s, from over 108,000 in 1942 to 15,260 in
1977, contributed to voter negativism be- I
cause of jioss of local control or a feeling of
Powerle sness in the face of larger, more profes-
sional Aistricts. Information on the frequency
and success of referenda by size of district
unfortunately is not available.

NONFISCAL PARTICIPATORY ACTIVITY
AT STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS

There are a number of participative-mecha-
nisms at the state and local level which do not
directly involve fiscal activity. Yet, they are
closely related to sparticipative processes in
general and thereby indirectly to fiscal processes
as well. For this reason, some of the major
mechanisms of a more general sort are discussed
in this Sec-Hon. These include. nonfiscal referenda,
open meetings and open records laws, public
information in state legislatures, procedures for
administrative rulemaking, advisory commit-
tees, citizen surveys, new state mechanisms in
policy and plan formulation, other specific
techniques, and coordination of citizen participa-
tion at the state level.
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Nonfiscal Referenda

A substantial number of balkot issues at both
the state and local levels do`rTht directly affect
fiscal matters, but provide an opportunity for
citizen participation, even absolute control. In
addition, their use often affects fiscal.matters.
Voter receptivity to nonfiscal ballot .issues may
aid or endanger bond or tax limit proposals on the
same ballot. Personnel decisions which affect
such matters as veterans preference, the use of
state or city lands, the creation of a commission,
and similar matters have an effect on the
allocation of funds in . the future. Often it is
difficult to distinguish clearly between ballot
measures on the basis of whether or not they have
fiscal impact. Table 5-15 indicated that state
constitutional or other statewide issues proposed
from 1970 tt;) 1975 involved formal fiscal matters
in about a fifth of the cases..

-1,!°°1..selZi`itik..analysis of state constitutional
amendments considered during 1972-76 (Ta ble 5-
26), indicates that some states considered a
substantial number.in such states, those citizens
or groups involved in the electoral process have,a,
substantial impact on governmental decisions. In
June 1976, for example, California voters acted on
the following ten statewide issues (many of
which were not constitutional issues):

permission for legislature to othorize bingo
for cities and counties (approved);

authorization for depositing public moneys
in savings and loan associations as well as
banks (approved);

delineation and taxing of historical sites
(approved);

authorizing the legislature to allow elderly
citizens to postpone property taxes (ap-
proved);

change in legislative voting requirements for
corporation taxes (approved); ,

elimination of incorne tax deductions for
-insurance companies' home office property
taiZ (approved);

use of surplus property for park use (ap-
proved);

reiSeal and amendment of various miscel-

Table 5-26
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS

CONSIDERED AND ADOPTED
AMONG SELECTED SIATES, 1973-76

Most Amendments Considered
Siate Proposed Adopted

California
Ohio
Oregon
Maryland
Oklahoma
Texas
NeW Hampshire

37
41
27
22
22
21

21

27
23
13
21
15
9
7

Fewer Amendments Considered
State Proposed Adapted

Illinois
Rhode Island
Hawaii
Louisiana
Iowa

1

1

2
2
2

2
2
2

Highest Percentage of Amendment Adopted
(among states considering fiye or

more proposals)

Proposed AdoptedState

Maine
South Carolina
Connecticut
Maryland
Kansas

14
9
8

22
11

(all over 90%)

14
9't
8

21

10

Lowest Percentage of Amendments Adopted
State Proposed Adopted

Illinois
South Dakota
Nebraska
Vermont
Washington

1

8
114

7
11

(all under 30%)

0
1

3

2
3

SOURCE: National Civic Review, New York, NY, National
Municipal League, 1972 through 1977.
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laneous constitutional matters (approved);

authorization for legislature to approve
refu'nding bonds for state debt by a two-
thirds vote (not approved); and

authorization to increase maximum interest
rate collectible (not approved).

States such as California use the constitutional
amendment process much more frequently than
others, although in a four-year period from 1972
to 1976, only one state, Tennessee, failed to
propose any changes to its constitution. In this
period, the number of items considered by
individual spites ranged from 41 in Ohio to one
proposal ea`ch in Rhode Island and Illinois.
Approvals ranged from 27 in California tonone in
Illinois. Table 5-26 gives some of the extremes
among states, both in the number of proposals
and in the percentages of approvals.

LOcalities also place a substantial number of
norifiscal matters on the local ballot..Toble 5-22
indicates that municipalities responding to the
1978 ACIRICMA questionnaire held as many
miscellaneous as bond referenda, with about 28%
conducting such canvasses over the past three
years.

For many localities, the most common ballot
item was an amendment to the local chapter. In
some cases, the volume of charter amendments
was substantial. The City and County of San
Francisco had 45 charter amendments on the
local ballot in the three-year period from 1975 to
1977, second only to the city of Tamarac, FL, with
its '46 during the same period. Colorado Springs
reported the most charter amendment votes in a
single year, 19 in 1977, along with five other
proposals in 1975. San Diego reported 12 items on
the 1977 ballot, including charter amendmehts to
lease lands, establish competitive bidding proce-
dures, limit veterans preference, set civil service
procedures; assign functions to a different
mumicipal official, and modify the civil service
system. In addition, San Diego citizens also'
prohibited nudity on beaches and approved a
paramedic program. .

- Regulation of morals,, which often involves
financial questions, was a commonly reported
matter for popular decision. Dade County, FL,
voted on a gay rights tordinanceClay County,
MO, voted on repealing a blue law to permit
Sunday sales. Grandview, MI, and Springfield,

TN, balloted on liquor by-the-glass sales. Pasco,
WA, voted in 1975 on a gambling issue (adviso-
ry); Boca" Raton, FL, on ratifying a topless
ordinance; and Inglewood, CA, on legalizing card
p arlors.

Zoning matters also were put to the electorate
in many cities, and often they had a fiscal impact.
Kewanee, IL, voted on using a park for a high rise
development. Merrimack, NH, had 12 zoning
matters on the ballot in a three-year period, along
with a proposal for a town man.aser in each year.
The county of Santa Barbara7 CA, voted on
permitting construction of an oil processing plant
in the coastal area and on a growth control .
proposal by the council which downzoned the
city and set potential population limits. River-
side, CA, rejected a citizen initiative on
controlled growth, and Little Rock, AR, voted on
annexing a 55-square-mile area.

Employee status and policies also were com-
mon ballot measures, often having substantial
fiscal implications. 4 number of localities voted
on collective bargainiu questions, some on
whether or not to accept an agreement, but more
often to authorize negotiations (frequently for
fire departments). Voter approval of negotiated,
agreements (especially for teachers' salaries)
was found more often in eastern qties. Oakland
and San Bernardino, CA, voted on setting police
and fire salaries, Tonawanda, NY, on aivil
service status for specific department heads, end
Los Angeles Countylt CA, on travel reimburse-
ments for employees. While direct citizen action
in public sector bargaining is controversial, a
recent study indicates that there is general
agreement about the need for some means of
"pablic interest" access to, and influences over,
the process.32

Occasionally, issues arise directly relating to
the grants:in-aid process, such as in Las Cruces,
NM, where citizen participation forced a 1975
referendum on whether or not to accept Commun-
ity Development Block Grant funds.

Other types of votes affect the organization
and financing of services. Pasco County, FL,
voted in 1976 on creation or modification of three
fire diStricts, a bridge district, and a water and
sewer district. Sarasota County, FL, put to
popular vote the proposed creation of two
highway districts and an emergency medical
services district, while Salem, OR, voters reject-
ed a mass transit district.
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Sometimes advisory referenda are presented to
the citizenry. Moorhead, MN, held one on selling
a 320 acre city farm, and Miami, PI.,,nn selling
beer in the Orange Bowl. Many other votes

..-
appear to be technically advisory, or placed on
the ballot at the initiative of the legislative body
when not legally required to do -so.

This brief review of nonfiscal referenda clearly
shows that citizen control through the ballot box
has a substantial impact on state and, local goy-
arnment. Whether the referenda are binding or
advisory, they circumscribe the decisionmaking
powers of elected officials, and expand the role of
citizens.

Open Meeting Laws

Open meetirig laws create opportunities for
citizen participation. States have a wide range of
requirements for open meetings, applying var-
iously to Meetings of the legislative and execu-
tive branches, and requiring public notification.
In 1974, the ACIR reported that vatually all
states required their public bodies to conduct
open meetings. While executive sessions still are
permitted under some circum. stances, most states
restrict the nature of these closed sessions,
prohibiting final votes in them. However, only 24
states, at that time, required public notification
of meetings, and even fewer specified the nature
and scope of siich meetings.

State legislatures usually are allowed to
operate under their own rules. A survey made by
the Iowa State Association of Counties and
reported in its publication Public Access to- the
LegislatiVe Process indicated that most legisla-
tures do have open meeting requirements, but
that notification procedures are relatively infor-
mal _ or nonexistent. The Iowa study assigned
scores with respect to 11 criteria of public access
to the legislative process. This ranking showed
Wisconsin and Minnesota as leaders in accessi-
bility, and gave substantially lower scores to
Wyoming, New Hampshire, Michigan, and Geor-
gia.33

Provisions of state laws applying to public
meetings and notification as of 1977 are found in
Table 5-27. These laws originated with the 1967
Florida sunshine law. There has been a substan-
tial increase in the number of such laws and their
strength in the last few years. Coihmon Cause
indicates that in 1975, 15 states enacted new

sunshine laws or strengthened old ones. In
j 1976, 12 other states acted, including New York

and Rhode Island..,In 1977, four other states
enacted comprehensive sunshine laws, and ten
others passed new legislation.34 Now, every state
has some form of open meeting law.

Of the 50 state open meeting laws, 42 require
advance public notice, 37 require that minutes 11
taken, 35 provide for sanctions against officials
who violate the law, and 31 provide that actions
taken against the provisions of the law are void
or voidable. This latter provision was actually
used in New Jersey, where courts voided an
Atlantic City charter already approved by yoiers.
because it was drafted illegally in closed ses-
sions.33

. According to the Common Cause report, all 50
states require 18cal governments to open their
meetings except when dealing with specified
actions such as personnel decisions, salary
negotiations, or consultation with an attorney.
All 50 states also apply the law to state executive
branches, and to all or some activities of their
state legislatures. Thirty-five states give citizens
the legal standing needed to sue violators.

In some cases, the concept of open meetings has
apparently resulted in televised legislative
proceedings. Public TV stafions in 31 states now
provide regular coverage of state legislatures,
nine televise sessions nightly, and 12 feature
weekly telecasts. Studies conducted in Florida,
where the original sunshine law was adopted in
1967, indicated that viewers generally liked the
program, and that the program generally
improved attitudes toward the legislature.36

Florida also has conducted public sector labor
negotiations in ops& meetings since 1974. This
appears to be as tar as any s,tate has gone in
opening meetings which most experts hitherto
would have regarded as best left closed. Prelimi-
nary reports indicate that school board members.
and superintendents prefer open meetings, but
that labor negotiators do not. Negotiators cite the
difficulty of compromising and changing posi-
tions in public. At least one union negotiator feels
that open sessiOns can be useful to the union in
explaining their position to the public.3'

Making public these kinds of matters is what
advocates of open meetings have in mind, and the
Florida experience points out the strengths and
weaknesses of such saws when the concept is
carried to its logical conclusion.
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Table 5-27
§TATE OPEN MEETING LAWS: 1977

Applies to:
/ State

State -

.

limit*. Provisions Enforcemenit
Open 0-- Legislation

Executive Local tions on for: Citizens
Meetings .

Corn- Branch Govern- Executive Min- Personal Voluntary Standing
States

. .
Required Floor mlttees etc. ment Sessions Notice , utes Sanctions Actions to Sue

United States, Total 50 46 50 50 50 50 42

'5.

37 35 31 35
Alabama X X 1 X X X X
Alaska X X X X. X X X
Arizona X X X X ' X X X X X X X
Arkansas X X X X X X X X X X
California X X X X X X X - X X
Colorado X X X X X X X X X X
Connecticut X X X X X X X X X X X
Delaware X X X X X X X X X X
Dist..of Columbia
Florida X X X X X X X . X X X X
Georgia X X X X X X X X A' X
Hawaii X X X X X X X X X
Idaho # X X X . X X X X X X
Illinois X X X X X X X X
Indiana X X X X X X 2 X X X X
Iowa. X X N x x x . x x x X
Kansas X X X X X X X X X
Kentucky X X X X X X X X X X .. X
Louisiana 1 X 1. X X X X -X X X X
Maine : X X X X X X X X X X X

4
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Nimxland X yX X X X X X X X XMassachusetts X 1 X X X X X X X .XMichigan X X X X X X X X X X XMinnesota ' X X X X X X X X )i,Missigappi X X X X X X X X X
Missouri X X X X X X X
Montana, X X X X " X X X X,

-.Nebraska X X X X X X X X , X X XNevada X X X X X X X X X XNew Hampshire X X X X X X - X X XNew Jersey X X X X X X X X X X XNew Mexico X X X X X X X X X X XNew York X X X X X X X X X X.North Carolina X X X X X. X
XNorth Dakota X X X X X X X

Ohio , X X X X X X X X X X XOklahoma X 1 X X X X X X X XOregon X X X X X X X X X XPennsylvania X X X X X X X X X X XRhode Island X X X X X X X X .South Carolina X X X X X X X XX X X X X X X r X sTennessee X X X X X X X X X X XTexas X X X X X , X X X X1

.Utah X X 1 X X X X X X XVermont X X X X X ' X X X X XVirginia X X X X X X X X X XWashington X X X X X X X X XWest Virginia X X X X X X X XWisconsin X X X, X X X X X X X XWyoming X X 1 X X' X X X
' Open by practice.
2 Except for the Legislature. all -
SOURCE: Common Cause, "State Open Meetinglaws," Washington, DC, mimeo, January 1978.
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Table 5-28
STATE OPEN RECORDS LAWS: 1975

Penalties
for

Determination Violators
of of

Open Records . the Act

0

0

States'.

Exclusions Provided for in the Act

e
3. o

to

E
45116'

e 5 -,E5°

. 1
v,

.2 {3

0,
3 1 -65 o ..m 1 I tcv . E .... > ._ t- E'5: ,... 1 c >. v,
a; til II= )... a 5 1-1.crg 1 0.g kl0 u ..0, _. t.6- u

.r.; ...

.g 2
alie et 14:a > . .0 c= = ft, XI eu >< tr. .5 a ..3 a. .4 10 cv. .:c" m:: 4:

«.5 . e e

Copy
Fees

Alabama X X XAlaska X X
Arizona X X X
Arkansas X X
California X X

Colorado X X X X
Connecticut X X X

Delaware's
Dist. of Columbia X X"
Florida X

Georgia X

Hawaii X X
Idaho X

Illinois 'X X X X
Indiana X ' X

Iowa X X
Kansas x
Kentucky X X2° X X
Louisiana X X

..,
Maine X

Maryland X X X
Massachusetts X X
Michigan X

X

. X' X2

X X X3 X4

X5 X° X X .. X7

X

X
X

X5 x
X

x
Xs

xi°

r

X X X13

X"

X X

X" '').,

X

xis
X"
xi

X X X'7

X2' X
X X X22

X

X X23 X X

X25 X X25

X
Minnesota X . 321

X
X X

X X X X X

X X X X
x x x x X

II X X X X12

X X

X
X X X 'a X

A. ,
X X X

X X X X
X

X X X X 4 X..
X X X X



Mississippi**

Missouri X
Montana X

Nebraska X
Nevada X
New Hampshire X

New Jersey X
New Mexico X

New York
North Carolina X
North Dakota , X

Ohio
Oldahorna
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island"

louth Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming-

X ' X3'

I

X24

X"

X33 X

X

X )c35 X X

X" X X

x. X3° X

x

X34

X" X ' X X

x X37 X3'

X3' 'X4° X" x
X X-y X X X

X43 X X X
X X44 X

X45 X X

** Have no open record laws.

' Civil Action
2 Adoption, Medical
3 Adoption, Medical

School
Contempt of Court
Medical

I Personnel
Transcripts Can be Made Available
Medical, juvenile

10 Personnel
" By Public information Review Board
12 By Individual Agencies
'3 Adoption
" Medical
SOUR& Lucille Amico, et al., State Open Records Laws.
Joumalism,University of Missouri, mimeo, Jirly 1976, pp. 2

X" X X

" Medical
" Medical
" School
" Misdemeanor
" juvenile, Adoption

By the Attorney General
Misdemeanor

22 Medical
"Medical, Adoption
" Medical '
" Personnel
3' Misdemeanor di,...)
22 SChool

" Misdemeanor'
"Parole, Medical

X X X

X X X

" Also b? a Committee on Access to Public Records
" Medical
" Minutes of Open Meetings
" Parole
" By the Attorney Generat
3' Parole
" Medical
*School
" Misdemeanor
° For divulging Tax Records-42H and Fine
" Medical

Attorney General
Contempt of Court

" Medical
Medical, Mental, Parole

" Medical, Mental " Medical
An Update, Columbia, MO, Freedom of infOrrnation Center School of

05-7.

e
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Open Records Laws"

As of 1975, !17 states and the District of
Columbia had open records laws, often referred
to as freedom of information la Ws. Only Delo-
ware, Mississippi and Rhode Island had none.
Such laws provide access by citizens to records
in the possession of both state and local govern-
ments.

The first open records law was enacted by
Wisconsin in 1849, and 34 states had thcm by
1961. These, of course, predated the federal
Freedom of Information Act of 1966.

Following the Watergate break-in in 1972, 22
states (and the federal government also)
amended their laws to malsce the propedures for
obtaining public records more rapid and sys-
tematic. Many states now enumerate a few
exemptions and make all other records accessible

270 to the public unless the government can demon-
strate that disclosure would damage the public
interest. The states also often set reasonable
procedures for inspecting records, copying and
pa.ying for them, and adjudication of denials. The
1975 status of state open meeting laws is shown
in Table 5-28.

Despite this progress, the Freedom of Informa-
tion Center at the University of Missouri
concludes:

esteitt record acts still need a great
deal of improvement. For example,
there are 17 states which fail to provide
administrative or judicial review. In
most of these states, a writ of manda-
mus cannot even be issued because
custodial duties are not clearly speci-
fied. In other states, administrative and
judicial review are furnished but at the
expense of the individual. Hawaii,
Illinois, Vermont, and Washington are
the only states which award citizens
attOrney fees andlitigation costs if they
gain access to the desired record.
Connecticut, the District of Columbia
and New York have established free-
dom Of information commissions to
review all denials ond to aid requestors
in disputing them.

Another weakness in several of the
state record laws is that they aie too
general in discussing documents open
and exempt from disclosure.... If

3 4.1

citizens 'are to have a right to know,
they must be adequately informed.

The acts tend to be inconsiderate of
those seeking information. Because
they fail to give custodians a deadline
in which to respond to a request, they,
allow information to be withheld inde-
finately.32

Journalists have been promoting this type of
state legislation since 1961 when their profes-
sional society, Sigma Delta Chi developed a
model access law. The Southern Governmental
Monitoring Project of the Southern Regional
Council formulated a more complete model in
1975, and the Freedom of Information Center
provided a refined version of thisiatter formula-
tion in 1976.0

Public Information in
State Legislatures

State legislatures increasingly are becoming
aware of the need to be open With, and visible to,
the general Public. Therefore, through their
national association, they have surveyed their
recentefforts to open up, and published both the
general findings and recommendationsas well as
specific exemples.41 Here is what the National
Conference of State Legislatures found:

Public knowledge as to w
action will be taken on pendin

en and where
legislation is

one of the most fundamet acts of
legislative public information. All totes
provide some form of bill Calendar for both
house and,committee consideration. In most
states, floor action agendas are available
daily; committee schedules are usually
publishe4 on a weekly basis. Legislative
administrative offjcersthe secretary of the
senate and the clerk of the houseare
customarily responsible for the ,gathering
and publication of such information.

States are increasingly using computers to
track legislation. According to Ei 1975-76
National Association of State Information
Systems (NASIS) repOrt, 29 states have
computerized their bill status data. Some
states disseminate factuol legislative infor-
mation directlyand effectivelyto their
citizens through the use of a call-in "hotline"
service. In 11 states, residents can dial a state
government WATS line and receive bill

4



statns, committee scheduling, and floor
action information. Factual questions about
bill sponsorship and district representatives
are also answer/ed.

In addition to tstatus and calendat informa-
tion, narrative summaries and newsletters of
legislative activities are prepared and made
available by many states. Some states
distribute these to interested citizens and
media at no cost throu'gh the use of extensive

v mailing lists. Other states make copies
,availahle in the capitol, primarily for use by
the capitol press corps and legislators.

Many legislatures have facilities for press
conferences and media coverage of legisla-
tive activities. All 50 states provide facilities
for the print media in, or near, the state
capitols; and half of the states furnish at
least one special studio or press conference
room for the electronic media. Some states
provide radio laping facilities for members
who wish to tape a program for constituents
on their activities. Nearly all states allow
spot television coverage of committee and
floor sessions. Several states have in-
depth public television coverage of the
legislature.

All states make copies of bills available to
their citizens, though sometimes at charge.
All states also provide one or more of the
following publications: a list of bills under
consideration, a schedule of floor and com-
mittee actions, a record of that activity, and
directories containing information, on indi-
vidual legislators

*. In order to generate citizen interest ,and
involvement ,throughout the year, some
states "'take the legislature to the people" by
holding interim committee meetings in
individual districts. In addition, newsletters
and publications on interim activities are
available in some states.

Many legislatures,publish a'session "wpap-
up" or summary. This kind of publication is
usually made available to the public through
the state library system.

Some states ,provide educational programs,
seminars, and capitol tours, as well as
internship programs and film presentations

explaining the legislative process. Almost all
state legislatures provide citizens with
general information pamphlets, and operate
speakers' bureaus, California has special
public information programs for Spanish-.
speaking citizens.

Upon completion of its survey of these public
information eftprts in the state legislatures, the
Legislative Ojprovement and Modernization
Committee oi the National Conference of State
Legislatures recommended that:

state legislatups actively provide informa-
tion on legislative activities to the public;

each state legislature adopt as many publib
information services and activities as feasi-
ble; and

each state legislature adopt formal
constraints to ensure the judicious provision
of such information.

Procedures for
Administrative Rulemaking .

Forty-eight states and the District of Columbia
have administrative procedures acts (APA). The
exceptions'are Alabama and South Carolina, In
all but two of the 48 APA states (Delaware and
North Dakota)', these acts provide administrative
rulemaking procedures consisting of (1) notice of
proposed action, (2) opportunity to comment,
and/or (3) citizens' rights to petition an adminis-
trative 'agency for adorition, amendment, or
repeal of administrative rules. These laws apply
generally to state administrative agencies, and
sometimes to local agencies as weIl.42

Although many of these laws sprang from the
model state Adtninistrative Procedures Act, there
are substantial differences among them. Table 5-:
29 shows the presence or ahsence of the three
basic ruIemaking provisions. At this level of
generality, 45 states and the District of Columbia
provide for notification; 42 states and the District
of Columbia provide an opportunity for citizens
to present their comments in either written or
oral form; and 38 states provide citizens the right
to petition for rulemaking action. Looking at it
another way, four states have no general admin-
istrative rulemaking law; two have only one.ef
the three parts; nine plus the District of Columbia
have two parts; and 35 have all three parts. In
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'States 1

Alabama

Table 5-29 ,

RULEMAKING PROVISIONS OF STATE ADMINISTRATIVE
. PROCEDURES ACTS, 1978 , '

,

' A,
Notice of Opportunity Right to Number of Features
Proposed to Petition fot

Action Comment R-ulemaking . 0 1 2 3

. x
Alaska X X X
Arizona X ' X
Ark.insas X X X
California X X k

XColorado X X
Connecticut X X X
Delaware
District of Columbia X X
Florida, X X X

Georgia X I
X X

Hawaii X X X
'Idaho X i X X
Illinois ' X X X
Indiana , X

Iowa X X X
Kansas X X 0
Kentucky X
Louisiana X
Maine X

Maiy land . X
Massachusetts X
Michigan , X

L

X, 4 'X
. X

-
X X
X X
X X

t

,
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Minnesota , ,c X X X X
Mississippi X

N

X X X
Missouri X X
Montana X X X X
Nebraska X X X
Nevada X X X
New Hampshire X X X
New Jersey X 'X . X
New Mexico X X X X
New York X

1.

X
North Carolina X X X
North Dakota X. ,

Ohio X X X X
Oklahoma X X X X
Oregon X X X X

\ Pennsylvania X X -
Rhode island X X X X
South Carolina X
South Dakota X X X X
Tennessee X X X X
Texas X X X X
Utah X X X X
Vermont X X X X
Virginia X X
Washington X X X X
West Virginia X X X X,Wiscoinin X X

Viyoming X X X X
Number of States 46 43 38 4 2 10 35

SOURCE. ACIR staff compilation of excerpts from "State Administrative Procedures Acts" prepared by law studentg at Vanderbilt
University in 1977 under the direction of Professor L. Harold Levinson.
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addition, there is substantial variation among the
details such as the length of time for notice before
actual rulemaking will occur, the procedures for
accepting comments, and the procedures for
agencies in responding to petitions requesting
rulemaking action."

The model state APA requires that administra-
tive iules be made available for public inspection
as a condition for them becoming "valid or
effective,"44 and it also provides that the states
publish a monthly periodical (similar to the
Federal Register) in which state administrative
rules are to be printed or a notice of their
availability given.* According to a 1975 survey
of state administrative rules and regulations
conducted by the Maryland Division of State
Documents," 25 of the responding states-have a
register type publication; 26 codify their admin-
istrative rules and regulations; and 24 provide
instruction to agency personnel involved in
rulemaking while the remaihing 24states believe
that such intention would be beneficial. Most of
this activity is of recent origin.

Another recent trend in administrative rule-
making is legislati4ereview. As of 1977, 34 states
had formal procedures whereb,y the legislature
reviewi the regulations developed by state
administrative agencies pursuant to state legis-
lation.'" Often these provisions are enacted as
amendments to the state APA. The legislative

review may be advisory only, or it may allow for
disapproval or delay of a regulation. IhAny case,
it provides a continuing means for the ltgisla-
tures to monitor the activities of the bureaucracy,
and ensures that, proposed .regulations are
technically correct, within the scope of the law,in
accord with legislative intent, and not unneces-
tarily burdensome on the public.

Advisory Committees

Counties and municipalitieum well as states,
make heavy use of advisory committees and
commissions as a means of obtaining information
and feed back from citizens, eliciting citizen
participation, and involving the public in the
development and even implementation of local
programs.

These committees cover such subject matter
areas as planning, police and fire, recreation,
human relations, and economic development.
One study estimates that as many as one out of
200 politically aware adults were on commis-

taions ih two or three Chicago area suburbs."
The ACIR/ICMA survey asked localities to

indicate the number of advisory committees or
commissions created by state law or local
legislative action in their community, nnd tke

'estimated number of citizens serving in total on
all such bodies. A total of 95% of the 1,464

Table 5-30
NUMBER OF MUNICIPAL CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEES og COMMISSIONS

AND THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CITIZENS SERVING ON THEM

Number of
Committees

Number of
Cities Percentage

./

Total Citi/ens Serving on Committees
Under

25 25-49 50-99 100-199 200-499
Over
500

None 75 5%.
1-5 596 41 230 278 61 22 5
6-9 314 21 6 134 151 20 1 2
10-19 322 22 4 19 152 -183 12 226-49 145 10 5 69 65 6Over 50 12 1 5 7

Ittals 1,464 100% 240 431 369° 244 88 17

SOURCE: Survey entitled "Citize Participadon in Fiscal Decision Making-1977," conducted byACIR in cooperation with the
International City Manadgement As ociation, 1978.



Table 5-31
NUMBER OF COUNTY CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMInEES OR COMMISSIONS

AND THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CITIZENS SERVING ON THEM

Number of
Committees

Number of
Counties Percentage

Total Citizens Serving on Committees

Under
.25 25-49 50-99 100-199 .200-499

Over
500

None - 28 9%

" t ,

71-5 1 10d 32 30 46 20 4
6-9 48 15 1 13 26 6 1 1
10-19 23 1 28 35 10
20-49 . 50 16 1 1 3 16 29
Over 50 14 5 1 4 9

Totals 314 100% 33 60 77 52 44- 10

SOURCE' Survey entitled "Citizen Participation ih Fiscal Decision Making-1977," conducted by ACIR in cooperation with the
International City Management Association, 1978. .

a

responding municipalities indicated that they
had at least one sich citizen group, while 11%
reported 20 or more. Table 5-30 provides the
detailed'breakdown.

'A total of 105 cities reported from 200 to over
500 citizens serving on advisory bodies. The most
common figures showed from one to five commit-
tees, with between 25 and 49 citizens serving an
each. Nearly half of all reporting municipalities

. (718), have over 50 citizens serving on advisory
groups.
-11s might be' expected, municipalities under

25,000 had substantially fewer committees than
larger units, with over half having five or fewer
committees. No municipality under 100,000 had
as many as 50 co.mmittees. There was no regional
variation in the number pf committees, but there
was a marked trend for central cities ,to have
more Of them, with over 32% in this category
having at least 20. No suburban or independent
city had over 50 committees. Manager cities
tended to have More advisory committees than
mayor-council municipalities.

Of the 314 reporting counties, 28 or about 9%
reported no citizen committees, while 84, aboutr-b-
21%, reported 20 or more commlittees (see Table 5-
31). In comparison to cities, a large percentage of
counties had aver ten committees (44%compared
to 33%). This suggests that those counties
choosing to use comtnittees tended to use them
-more than municipalities. For counties, the most
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common total was also from one to five commit-
tees, but the typical number of citizen members
(in the 50 to 99 range) was somewhat greater than
for municipalities (in the 25-49 range).

The larger the county's population, the more
likply it was to have 20 or more committees.
MAtropolitan dounties and counties with admin-
istrators were far more likely to have over 20
comInittees than were nonmetropolitan or now?.
administrator counties. Western counties usual-
ly had more committees than those in other
regions.

Since about 95% of cities and 91% of counties
reported at least one citizen committee, it is clear
that citizen advisory committee membership,
along with direct electoral methods, is a time-
tested and accepted means of assuring citizen
participation at the local level. Written comments
from both city and county officials frequently
indicated that the budget is reviewed by citizen
!advisory groups or commissions, and their
comments were taken into account in the final
decisions. Some units even have citizen commit-
tees prepare, or at least approve, the preliminary
proposed budget. Bluefield, WV, reported that
"overall, the appointed/elected advisory commit-
tees remain the central point of citizen participa-
tion groups." Milwaukie, OR, noted that "We
created a Neighborhood Council program in 1975
for the specific purpose of involving interested
citizens in the localdecisionmaking processthe
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opportunities for such sharing are limited only
by their energy and interest. Participation in
ffscal decisionmaking is largely a function of
education, at least we have found it so." Plain-
field, NJ, stated that a 15-member citizen ad hoc
budget advisory committee is involved each year
in the analysis of the city's budget review
process. These and similar advisory committees
elsewhere clearly are involved in the local fiscal
decisionmaking process.

4
Citizen Surveys

Survey research is an established citizen
participation tool, although it has not received as
much attention as it deserves. -A 1972 survey
indicated that more then 50% of cities over
100,000 and counties over 250,000 had been
conducting citizen surveys for several years.

276 Even so, local surveys of public opinions and
citizen views have not been Widely used as a
means of citizen participation.4° Time, expense,
and questions as to their need all enter into the
reluctance of smaller jurisdictions in using them.
According to one study, they may even have
fallen into disrepute in the 1970s.50

The basic reason for Using surveys as-a form of
citizen participation is to provide a carefully
conducted poll of a.representatiirsample of the
population on some issue or set of issues. Such
surveys can balance the often unrepresentative
element of participation found in public hearings
and serve as a supplement to more direct means
of participation suclias advisory commissions or
hearings. A substantial body of literature on
their use locally is beginning to emerge.51

The specific use of survey data and opinion
surveys can be found in many places. The State
of Washington, in developing its Alternatives for
Washington program, surveyed over 50,000
citizens by mail, telephone and newspapers
betWeen 1974 and 1978.52Newspapers commonly
survey readers or "the man on the street" about
public issues, and these surveys have an impact
oh the local governments in, the area. For
example, a Chicago Tribune ,telephone survey
three years ago, found that most relgclents of both
the city and its suburbs (a) would prefer to live
elsewhere, (b) expected both Chicago and the
suburbs to be worse places to live in five years,
and (c) thought that their place of residence had
gotten worse in the past five years.33 This,

obviously, was of interest-to localtfficials.
Jefferson County (Louisville), KY, has the

Continuing Citizens Consultation program, be-
"sun in 1974, which calls for quarterly surveys of

various topics eVery fiscal year. These surveys
'.. hay e dealt with major community issues, includ-

ing expenditure priorities, school busing, hous-
ing, and government reorganization.54

Allentown, PA, conducted sev eral surveys,of
citywide attitudes and attitudes in selected
wards in 1975, attempting to obtain citizen
perceptions of city government, city issues, and
neighborhood conditions.55 Harrisburg, PA,
provided a short, self-administered question-
naire to its residents to obtain their views prior to
adoption of its 1977 budget. The city's confidence
in using this approach was strengthened by a
previous study (funded by the U.S. Office of
Education) which ascertained that evaluations of
services are related systematically to preferences
for increased expenditures.55

Open-ended responses to the ACIEtiMMA 1978
survey indicated tkat several localities use
citizen surveys. For example, Kirkwood, MO,
claims to have used a mail public opinion
questionnaire in addition to advertising public
.hearings, and to have received as high as a 25%
return rate from all homeowners. Winnetka, IL,
mails a questionnaire to all residents. Tallahas-
see, FL, reports receiving citizen input into the
budget process by opinion surveys with-sample
questions such as the following:

1. Would you say the streets in your neighbor-
hood:

a. _ need no repair.
b. _ need some minor repair.
c. ........ need major repair.
d. _ don't know.

2. In the event that .1979 city revenue's exceed
projected costs', I feel that the following city
services should be imprOv ed. Please check no
more than lhree services:

Garbage and trash collection
Parks
Street improvement and repair
Bus service
Police service
Fire service
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New State Participative Mechanisms in
Policy and Plan Formulation

Several states have initiated major new policy
and planning innovations with heavy use of
citizen participiition techniques.57 Referring to
these developments, and terming them "almost a
populist revival in state level policy develop-
ment," the Council of State Planning Agencies
indicated that general discontent with gorrn-
ment stimulated many of the innovations men-
tioned in its report.

Several factors have led to this "populist-N
revival," including (1) awareness of the potential
of survey research as an aid to political decis ion-
making, (2) the need for consistent state proce-
dures for citizen participation because. of the
"rampant and diverse requirements 'for ihiblic
hearings and citizen involvement associated
with federal programs," (3) media coverage of
state government, and (4) regional local founda-
tions and private groups such as the League of
Women Voters and Common Cause.56

Several specific examples of state actions in
this field can be cited. Texas started the trend
toward state "goals studies" when it emulated the
pioneering "Goals for Dallas" project by compil-
ing and publishing Goals for Texas, based upon a
series of citizen meetings throughout the state.
The states of Georgia, Oregon and Washington

'followed, and by 1974, 21 states were involve'd in
such

Recent examples give the current flavor of
these efforts. In Pennsylvania, a multiteshnique
participation effort began in. 1976. It focused on
development of a state land use plan. Scores of
meetings were held, and over 10,000 participants
were involved. The results are to lead to a revised
state land use plan,. thrdugh legislative and
administrative actions.

Kentucky is another good example. It created a
major citizen task force on economic develop-
ment in 1974 with 1,000 citizen members of five
subtask forces considering agriculture, energy,
finance, tourism, and industrial development. In
1975, another citizen task force was formed on
education with 600 individual citizen members.

'Minnesota created the Commission on Minne-
sota's Future to develop a state growth and
development plan for the Governor and legisla-
ture. Forty cititen members plus a number of
state officials held a number of pub.licized open
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meetings, including a special three-day session
designed to brief legislators on the past,.present
and future status of the state. The sessions were
broadcast live over radio stations, and rebroad-
cast later on educational television.

Alaska appointed .a group of citizens to the
Alaska.Growth Policy Council and charged them
with involving the public in identification,
analysis, and policy formulation on ,a range of
developmental topics. Through statewide work-
shops, over 3,500 citizens became involved in
recommending actions which the state should
take.

During 1975-77, Massachusetts developed a
growth policy report which involved volunteer
efforts of over 5,000 members of local growth
policy committees in 330 local cOmmunities. At
about the same time, California also developed
and adopted such a policy. Michigan is follow-
ing suit.

These state innovations have been essentiany
, one-time attempts to achieve state goals or to

create state development policies through mas-
sive citizen participation. As such, they might be
distinguished from the routine\requirements for
public hearing and notification which enable
citizens to gain access to everyday govern-
mental decisionmaking. At the state level, a
combination of both formal citizen participation
requirements for routine actions and major
initiatives involving citizens in the development
of state policies might maximize the opportuni-
ties for citizen involvement.

_A. Other Specific Techniques

At least two other types of citizen participatfon
have been expressly provided for by statelaw.
One is.the office of ombudsman, or other similar
complaint-handling agencies, and the other is a
permit procedure to protect the right for
public demonstrations. ..

MODEL OMBUDSMAN Aas

State ombudsman legislation has been enacted
in Hawaii, Iowa and Nebraska (as of 1975),60 and
ombudsman types of complaint-handling offices
have been established in Honolulu, HI, Seattle-
King County, WA, and Jackson County, M0.61
Other states and local gdvernments also have
more or less ombudsman-like complaint services
to assist citizens in their disputes with their gov-
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ernment. Model acts hare been drafted at
Harvard, Yale and Columbia wiiversities, and
by the American Bar Association Section on
Administrative Law." Federal antipoverty pro-
grams have been instrumental in much of this
activity.

UNIFORM PUBLIC ASSEMBLY ACT

In 1972, following sever,al active years of
disruptive public demonstrations and other
types of large public assemblies which disturbed
the peace in many communities, and which led to
litigation casting doubt on the effectiveness of
local government efforts to control such demon-
strations and assemblies, the National Confer-
ence of Commissioners on Uniforni State Laws
adopted a "Uniform Public Assembly Act."" This
act "facilitates and protects the holding of public
assemblies ... subject only to such restrictions

278 on time, place, and manner of conducting the
assembly as are appropriate to safeguard the
civil liberties of nonparticipants."m The act
conforms to constitutional requirements and
"attempts to maximize the possibilities that
discussions and negotiations will occur between
sponsors [Of assemblies] and governmental
authorities with successful results."" The need
for such an act was pointed uP by Justice Black in
the 1969 Supreme Court decision in Gregory vs.
City of Chicago, 394 U.S. 111.

Codidination of Citizen Participation at
the State tevel

ACTION,r the federal agency for volunteer
progvams. in both domestic and international
affairs, and the National Governors' Association_
have cooperated in recent years in establishing
state offices of volunteerism. In May 1976, such
offices in 32 states formed a national organiza-
tion known as The Assembly, through which
they exchange information and experience,
advise ACTION onagate and national policies,
promote citizen participation, and pursue related
interests. Most of the state offices are in or
closely related to their Governor's office and are
receiving (or have received) fun& from AC-
TION. As of February 1979, four states had
aropped out of The Assembly and only 21 states
were recognized by ACTION. Nevertheless,
there is a substantial presence of citizen partici-
pation advocates in the central policy councils of

many state governments as a result of this effort.
Governmentwide coordination of citizen par-

ticipation at the state level is not highly devel-
oped, and descriptions of the efforts which are
being made along these lines are not readily
available from any source uncovered by ACIR.
Informal contacts with individuals in state gov-
ernment, hoivever, dq indicate that there is some
action of this type. For example, there is a
reCommendation in Rhode Island for an ex-
panded effort which would be embodied in a new
office of volunteerism and citizen participation,"
and the special Governor's Task FOTCO on Citizen
Participation,hasmade very far reaching recom-
mendations for Montana." The Mon'tana recom-
mendations are quite detailed and they cover
formal "Rules for Citizen Participation for all
Departments.of State Government," recommen-
dations for state publications (including a
directory of state gOvernment, a "state govern-
ment agenda" listing meetings of puhlic interest,
and a state periodical for publication of notices,
proposed actions, appointments, and 'other
information of public interest), recommenda-
tions for training in citizen participation, and 13
specific recommendations for new or amended
legislation. Ifraccepted, these provisions could
have a substantial unifying effect on citizen
participation at the state level in Montana.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has attempted to cover at least
some of the more important elements of citizen
participation at the state and local levels of gov-
ernment. In so doing, certain conclusions emerge
regarding the effectiveness of staterlocal 'citizen
participation, provisions, and processes. 00

Direct electoral action on policy questions is
a major element of the state/local citizen partici-
pation process. It coyers both fiscal and nonfiscal
matters, and supplements the usual controls over
the election, reelection, and recall of individual,
public officials. The percentage of bond referen-
da, tax limit proposals, and miscellaneous
nonfiscal issues voted down by the electorate in
recent years exceed, for example, the percentage
of incumbent Congressmen or Senators replaced,
and probably exceeds the rate of turnover instate
and local officials. No one argues that the
electoral process is the same in these two cases,



but the differences in effect are striking. Vetoing*
a bond issue prohibits any alternative (other than
the status quo), while defeating an incumbent
only assiires a different representative. Strongly
negative views of citizens can be clearly ex-
pressed by votes on propositions and, as noted
earlier, the electoral process does provide an
outlet which may be cathartic, if not always
helpful to public officials:

States and local governments have responded
to the electorate by choosing to place before
citizens a large number of issues, many of which
do not formally require iroter sanction. Advisory
votes are most common at the local level, buteven
some, states place large numbers of matters
before the public as a matter of policy. While not
all states and locegovernments use direct citizen
action in this fashion, most do to some degree. At
times, the process of advisory or partially
advisory referenda may lead states or locali-
ties to abandon the tough legislative process of
resolving conflicting views.

In addition to voluntary referenda, 'of
course, there are citizen-initiated and referred
measures which often have a dramatic effect on
governments. These maximize citizen participa-
tion, at least in principle, but often result in
another form of group or special interest action.
Such actions as initiatives, referenda, bond
elections, and tax limit modifications are essen-
tially mass citizen movements rather than
mechanisms which support individual citizen
participation. They are not a substitute for
individual citizen participation, but they serve
other purposes and cannot be ignored when
evaluating the state/local participative system.

Statutory requirements alone are not
enough to ensure effective citizen participation.
This statement is nearly a truism. No one, or no
set of requirements, can compel citizen involve-
ment. In fact, the furthest anyone has gone is to
argue that statutory requirements enable hither-
to ineffectual or ignored groups to move into the
arena of political participation. This appears to
be what Congress intended the federal revenue
sharing participation requirements to do. This
chapter has shown cases where participation
requirements do not work well. Public budget
hearings, if one listens to the survey response, do
nbt elicit a great deal more citizen participation
than unannounced hearings. Some hearings had

substantial attendance, with as many as 500
individuals in a few cases. But, it is likely that
this would have occurred anyway, since many
were town meetings where large turnouts are a
relatively common pattern. Most meetings did
not have a large number of attendees, with a
median figure of 15. -

Some of the writ en ponses to ACIR's 1978
surveysuch as F t Worth's, TX, or Texarka-
na's, AR,noted tha a major effort by city
officials did elicit ad articipation. These
cases, however, involved effa far beyond what
legal requirements mandated. he survey data
indicated generally that wher local officials
reported an increase in the am unt of participa-
tion, changes in budget processes designed to
elicit participation were more likely to have
occurred. Cause and effect cannot be separated,
but it does appear that changes in the budget
process were as likely to follow citizen participa-
tion as to precede (and to facilitate) them.

This finding is strengthened by the fact that the
computed group representation scores in qables
5-4 and 5-5 were not liegy closely, if at all, related
to the 1975 record of op&riffabiterms of budget
hearing and public notice requirements. A
history of openness in the local budget process
did not assure high levels of group activity. The
lesson here isithat the complex of factors
conditioning citizen involvement in the local
budget process is not primarily a function of state
law. This suggests that caution and -realism
should accompany the drafting of laws and
written regulations on this subjectp,

I The normal budget_process is not the best
mechanism for elicithfg meaningful citizen
participation. Because of its complexity, tedious-
ness, and ties to previous commitments, the
budget process is not usually the.best mechanism
for assuring vigorous citizen involvement in
state or local policymaking. This is unfortunate,
since the process lends itself to relatively simple
statutory requirements such as hearings, pub-
lished notices, and inspection of proposed and
adopted budgets. But, the budget process really is
not the key to the process of local or state deci-
sion-making. Rather, it is .an end product in
which the budget often merely represents pre-
vious commitments to long standing programs,
and responses to citizens and other views ex-
pressed throughout the year.

It is, of course, the final statement of a
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'jurisdiction's spending priorities for the coming
year, and citizen action can determine a number
of priorities at the time the budget is adopted.
While participation requirements (preferably by
state action but necessarily by federal aCtions for
the use of federal funds) are essential, their
existence does not assure participation in the
state/local decisionmaking process. They are, at
best, part of a "participative system" of which
probably only a portion can be mandated or

. formalized.
Other frequently more effective means exist

for cteating an environment for participation in
budget related activities. These include the
creation of citizen budget advisory committees
which aperate during the year; lorig-term plan-
ning and goals committees with citizen members,
which seek to develop priorities that guide iehe
budget process (this is what the state policy and
planning innovations essentially were); and

280 capital expenditure citizen commissions, when-
Aver a state or locality has a capital program
which allocates expenditures to a given fiscal or
budget year. None will work without the support
of the affected staff agency, but they are at least
as important in shaping the budget process, as
the procedures relative tb the process itself.

Multiple requirements such as budget
publication and hearings, fiscal notes, initia-
tives, referenda, and sunshine or open meeting
laws maximize the opportunity for organized
groups to affect the political process. Group
representation, which is often what really occurs
in the political participation processis maxim-
ized by mast citizen participation requirements
and practices. To the extent that previously
ineffectual or unrepresented groups are now part
of the participation system, the requirements
have served a useful purpose. In recent years,
middle class groups such as Common Cause and

environmental groups hav e received much no-
tice, but other groups who are producer oriented,
as well as consumer oriented also have been
effective. Group representation of interests, of
course, is typical of the American political
system, but this is not what many advocate,s of
citizen participation have in mind. Yet, many
present participation requirements havv the
effect of strengthening organized individuals and
interests. Many existing practices, such as the
initiative and referendum, are subject of group
capture" and this raises the specter of minority

manipulation.
Citizens, of course, have a good deal of

individual power. All electoral participation,
such as a bond referenda, is determined by
individuals at the ballot box. In the budget
process, individual voices are ofien rather
influential, particularly if they are informed and
expressed at the right time (which may not be
during a hearing). Membership on advisory
commissions or committees is also an effective
way of affecting policy. The point here is not to
understate the influence of individual action, but
to note that many requirements which seek to
increase participation are at least as likely to
increase group access as individual access. This
is also true of much existing practice,at the state
and local levels, where, for example, many
initiative procedures require extensive manage-
ment and coordination to obtain the necessary
signatures, inviting narrow interest groups to try
to place their measure directly before the public.
Individuals may decide, but groups usually
propose.

Any attempt to increase participation through
federal mandates should consider the nature of
existing practices in the given state and locality
and the implication that the requirenient(s) will
luive on group as against individual opportuni--
ties for participation.
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Chapter 6

Finding6, Issues, and Recommendaiions

The, foregoing chapters have shown that citizen
participation is an integral part of Anierican life
and thought, and that it takes many different
forma2at all levels of government ,0 the United

States. Not only have citizen articipation
"processes been institutionalized at every level of
government in the U.S., but they also have been
transMitted from one level of government to
another by specific mandates for greater partici-
pation. Thus, citizen participation has become a
major intergovernmental issue.

The Meaning of citizen participation is difficult
to pin down, because it has ahanged greatly
throughout the nation's histdry. These changes
have been especially rapid during the 1960s and
1970s. The preceding chapters have shown that,
ex/U.40w, there is a wide gap between the
theoreiical benefits expected from participation
and the benefits actually observed in practice.
There is no perfect type of citizen participation;
but, at the same time, there are means of
expanding opportunities to participa(e in gov-:,
ernmental affairsat least thrginally when and
where thia is deemed desirable. .

The purpose of this chapter is to briefly
summarize the findings from earlier chapters, to
explore the issues they, raise, and to present
recommendations in response to those issues.

FINDINGS

The findings in earlier chapters may be
summarized under four headings:

1) the evolution of participation in American
public practice, .

21 the diversity in forms and purposes of
current participation,

3 federallf mandated requirements, and1
\

4 state and local requirements and practices

Participation in practice: its Evolution

Expanding citizen participation in American
government has involved three interrelated
mavements:J1) a continuing effort to expand the
suffrage, stretching over a .period of a century
and a half; (2) perennial drives to relorm the
political processes by which candidates are
nominated; and,.(3) repeated efforts to expand
direct popular control of government(s).

Expanding the suffrage involved enfranchis-
ing white males by removing property holding;-
taxpaying, and religious qualifications; abOlish-

, ing the barriers to black voting rights; granting
women the right to vote; and extending the
suffrage to 18-year olds. Expansion of the
suffrage is difficult "to associate with many
program enactments that specifically benefit a
newly enfranchised group, however. Moreover,
in recent years there has been an increasing
tendency toward nonvoting. .

Democratization of the nominating gr6cess
began with the movement in the early 19th
century to replace largely informal devices, such
as mass meetings and caucuses, with local, state,
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and national conventions; moved through the
"Progressive, Era" (1900-20) with emphasis on
such changes as nonpartisan elections, party
identification, state laws controlling internal
party affairs, and, above all, direct primaries;
and runs through to the rpcent period Of reforms
directed toward asserting the national. Raffles'
control over the membership of their own
organizations and adopting more open proce-
dures for selecting national convention delegates
and assuring more representative conventions.

1

The movement toward more direct popular
control of governmentsthe last of the three
major steps toward increased citizen participa-

' tionwas marked by thel.plimination of "artifi-
cial" barriers to officeholding, expansion of the
number of offices that are directly_ elected,
democratization of the public service, the devel-

284 opment of initiative, referendum, anrrecall
procedures by which the electorate directly can
make (or reject) laws or remove public officials,
and the relatively recent emphasis on expanding
the opportunities for citizens to influence
(through participation in) administrative deci-
sionmaking.

Out of these democratization efforts have
emerged at least two interpretative traditions.
One views this record as . the necessary and
rational components of remaining faithful to the
precepts of the Declaration of Independence
(popular sovereignty, political equality, and
individual liberty) while adapting to the exigen-
cies of an evolving mass, heterogeneous, urbeniz-
ing, service-oriented, and increasingly bureau-
cratized society and system. Another, more
conservative school of thought, concedes that
some of the reforms produced significant results,
but raises questions about their assumptions and
real effects, including a tendency on the part of
reformers to idealize the civic awareness of, and
capability of, the American citizen to diagnose
basic defects in the system largely in govern-
mental (rather than social or economic) terms,
not to anticipate undesirable side effects (long
ballot and fragmented governmental structure)
of some changes, to ignore the role of elites in
"reformed" or "unreformed" systems (stemming
from an unwillingness to grapple with the factors
generating inequality), and to be naive about
power and influence generally in a democracy.

Forms and Purposes of Citizen
Participation

In contemporary America, there are on the
order of 31 different forms of participation being
used by one or more segmentsof the population in
their contacts with their governments. A few are
traditional forms, With long histories of use, but
most are, much newercoming into use largely
since World War II, and by no means universally
applied even now. In addition, 15 special tech-
niques have been devised, mostly in recent years,
and used in limited situations to enhance the two-
way interchange of ideas between governments
and the governed. Finally, at least five means of
facilitating the people's Involvement with gov-
ernment have come into limited use.

The 31tforms of participation identified in
this study are: Organizational Form s(1) citizen
groups, (2) special interest groups, (3) specific
program clientele groups, (4) official citizen
committees;. Individual Forms(5) oting,
(6) being a program client, (7) making state-
ments, (8) working in public projects, (9) cam-
paigning/lobbying, (10) administrative appeals,
(11) going to court, (12) demonstrations; Forms of
Information Di ssem ination(13) open govern-
ment, (14) meetings/speaker bureaus, (15) con-
ferences, (16) publications, (17) mass media:
(18) displays/exhibits, (19) mail; (20) adver-
tising/notices, (21) hot lines (22) drop-in oen-
ters, (23) correspondence, (24) word of mouth;
Forms of Information Collection(25) hearings,
(26) workshops, meetings, conferences, (27) con-
sultation, (28) government records, (29) nongov-
ernment documents, (30) participant observers,
and (31) surveys. The electoral processes deter-
mine representation of the voting public in a large
share of the decisionmaking structures of gov-
ernment, and the outcome of the many issues put
to referendum or initiative votes. Some appoint-
rve governmental bodies, like speciar purpose
authorities and commissions or even some
federal aid planning bodies, also have authorita-
tive decisionmaking powers. Most of the other
forms of participution listed here are advisory
only.

The 15 special interactive techniques are:
(1) arbitration, (2) mediation, (3) coordinator/
catalyst, (4) plural planning, (5) group dy-
namics, (6) focused group discussion, (7) policy
capturing, (8) policy delphi, (9) priority setting,



(10) design-in, (11) game simulation, (12) inter-
active cable TV,i, (13) teleconferencing by com-
puter, (14) real time computer polling and feed-
back, and (15) interactive computer graphics.

The five means' of facilitating participation
are: (1) simplify and clarify the process; (2) pro-
vide citizen participation training to citizens,
public officials, and staffs; (3) provide citizen
participation and related staff to citizen groups
and government agencies; (4) provide technical
assialance to citizengroups and certain individu-
-al citizens; and (5) provide economic assistance
and incentives for citizens to participate, includ-
ing cost reimbursement and honoraria.

The various forms of participation are being
used, to greater or lesser degrees, to achieve eight
specific purposes. These are: (1) giving informa-
tion to citizens; (2) getting information from or
about citizens; (3) improving public decisions,
programs, projects, and services; (4).enhancing
acceptance of public decisions, programs, pro-
jects, and, services; (5) supplementing public
agency wbrk; (6) altering _political power pat-
terns and the allocations of public resources;
(7) protecting individual and minority group
rights and interests; and (8) delaying or avoiding
the making of difficult public decisions.

These specific purposes all are geared in one
way or another toward the OAT general and
intertwined goals of (1) changing governmental
behavior so that governmental units respond
better to citizens'needs and desires, and refrain
from the arbitrary, capricious, insensitive, or
oppressive exercise of power; and (2) changing
citizen behavior by (a) providing therapy to
alienated and socially disturbed citizens, (b) af-
fording participation opportunities for citizens
through which they can exercise and enhance
their vigilance over government, and (c) helping
citizens to develop their participative and
leadership capabilities. The same citizen partici-
pation processes which provide opportunities for
citizens to sharpen their skills by exercising them
also provide the means by which the govern-
ment's performanee is improved and its opera-
tions are kept open.

A wide variety of different interests (partici-
pants) use the various forms of participation for
their own purposes. These participants may be
described as: citizens, including majority
groups, minority groups, special interest groups,

program clientele groups, press, voters, resi-
dents, ordinary citizens, individual program
beneficiaries, indigenous employees, aggrieved
parties; or officials, official advisory committees
or commissions governing bodies and elected
officials, political appointees, the bureaucracy,
and the courts. Typically, the specific purposes
of information giving and getting are viewed by
all participants as essential ingredients of
effective citizen participation; while improving
public decisions or programs, enitancing their
acceptance, and supplementing public agency
work are viewed more as "establishment" pur-
poses, and those relating to altering political
power, protecting individual and minority group
rights, and delaying or avoiding difficult (or
controversial) public decisions tee seen more as
"antiestablishment" ones. Roughly speaking,
officials and satisfied citizens make the most of
the establishment purposes and associated forms
of participation, while dissatisfied citizens tend
to use the antiestablishment ones.

Citizen Participation in the Federal
Government's Own Activities

The Administrative Proceares Act (APA)
of 1946 and its "Freedom of Information" and
"Government in the Sunshine" amendments set
the minimum requirements for citizen access to,
and involvement in, the federal administrative
process. Public involvement is confined to Speci-
fied points in administrative proceedings and the
public is left to its own resources in influencing
decisions. In effect, the APA limits the mobilized
citizenry largely to middle and upper class
organized interests able to obtain legal cotmsel
on their own.

In legislation requiring citizen participation
enacted in the late 1960s and early 1970s, largely
centezing on environmental protection, Congress
emphasized agencies' affirmative responsibility
to encourage public participation, but usually did
not specify a "target" population. This legislation
assumes that most aspects of agency planning
are open to public involvement and are subject to
a variety of participathm mechanisms. Programs
covered by these requirements affect the whole
population, unlike several key programs- in the
1960s that were aimed specifically at the poor.
Also, the legislation is not very specific in
defining the operational meaning of this kind of
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involveMent, and hence vests considerable
discretion in federal administrators.

In a general appraisal of citizen participation
at the federal level in 1976, the Interagency
Council on Citizen Participation concluded that:
(1) authority and responsibility for citizen par-
ticipation in government agencies are often
unclear, deficient, fragmented, or nonexistent;
(2) agency resources (personnel, expertise, fund-
ing, organization) for better execution of citizen
participation are weak when compared with
other agency responsibilities; (3) the policy,
commitment, and initiative of agency leadership
on citizen participation in the decisionmaking
process have been of significantly uneven quality
and priority; (4) the planning, execution, and
evaluation of citizen participation programs are
poor and often well below the known state-of-
the-art; and (5) agency policy and practfce in

286 citizen participation processes are unresponsive
to the real needs and priorities of a large segment.
of the public.

A 1977 Benate committee report on inde-
pendent regulatory commissions found that
participation by regulated industries predomi-
nates; the lack of financial resources is the
greatest single obstacle to active public partici-
pation by potential participants; and nearly all
regulatory agency advisory committees serious-
ly lack representation of consumer and other
broad public interests. The committeels recom-
mendations included establishmentAf an inde-

_ pendent nonregulatory consumer agency, crea-
tion of internal consumer advocate offices within

- major federal rate setting regulatory agencies,
and legislation authorizing compensation to
eligible persons for casts Incurred in participat-
ing in certain agency proceedings.

The Carter Administration has undertaken a
number of initiatives on citizen participation,
including support for a governmentwide office of
cOnsumer affairs, a directive to federal agencies
to involve the public early in the reliulation-
development process, provision for greater
involvement by neighborhood organizations and-

(yoluntary associations in implementing the
Administration's urban program, strengthening
of the White House Office of Consumer Affairs,
and study of citizen participation as a part of the
President's Reorganization Project.

Other major participation techniques used at

Ns4

the national level include national advisory
committees; special national advisory commis-
sions, such as the Hoover Commissions on
Orgahization of the Executive Branth of the Gov-
ernment; and White House Conferences, such as
the recent Conference on Balanced National
Growth and Economic Development.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN
FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS

As of December 1978, 155 separate federal
grant programs had citizen participation require-
ments, almost one-third of all grant programs
accounting for over 80% of grant funds. Most of
these requirements were of fairly recent origin-
79% were adopted since 1970. Over half were in
HEW, and about three-fifths of the HEW pro-
grams were in the Office of Education.

Prescription of boards or committeemnd of
their membership is the most usual type of man-
datefound in 89 programs. Consumers or
clientele served by particular programs are the
most frequently represented interest. The boards
or committees are confined to advisory powers
except for 24 programs involving 17 separate
committees.

Public hearings are the next most commonly
mandated participation mode and are most
prevalent outside HEW. One of their drawbacks
is that they come late in the development of a plan
or programs.

One-hundred-and-fourteen of the 155 grant
programs mandate types of public involvement
beyond boards/committees or public hearingi:
These vary with respect to the interests involved,
the stage of decisionmaking affected, and the
typeshf participation mechanibm mandated, and
include due notice of the preparation of a grant
application or a plan, conducting workshops, and
offering opportunities for giving testimony or
review and comment.

That more than two-thirds of federal grant
programs are not subject to mandatory, public
involvement,raites the strong presumption that
citizen participation is not consistently mandat-
ed by the federal government. Actually similar
programa within the same department or agency,
or programs in the same functional area, or pro-
grams dealing with like phases of the decision-
making process differ in respect to whether
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they do Or do not require citizen participation. In
addition, programs that do mandate citizen
participation differ widely with regard to the
types of mechanisms employed and the detailed
application of those mechanisms.

/V

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN SELECTED GRANT
PROGRAMS: FIVE CASE STUDIES

1975 legislation requiring citizen Involve-
ment in community health centers (CHCs) had
little direct effect upon the actual extent of citizen
participation. CHCs were converted from neigh-
borhood centers established under the communi-
ty action and model cities programs. Under the
latter two programs, citizen participation had
already been required.

Federal requirements produced increased
participation in the Title XX (social services)
program. Producers and organized groups such
as day care centers and family service agencies
were influential, but not as much as Goveinors,
administrators, and legislators. The program
failed to meet the citizen participation objective
in one areainvolvement of the poor and unor-
ganized.

?" The requ,irements for public participation
are more carefully spelled out in the Coastal Zone
Management legislation and its regulations than
in most federal programs. This is due to Con-
gress' concern with specifying the nature and
type of participation in this area. In California
and Oregon, the federal requirements were not pf
truly major significance, because federal legisla-
tion was preceded in both cases by state
requirements for public participation, such as

.extensive hearings, advisory committees, and in
California a statewide vote on coastal manage-
ment. Participation requirements that are com-
prehensive and explicit as to procedures to be
followed and interests t'o be represented seem
well advised where, as in the case of coastal
management in Oregon and California, a range of
groups have an interest in a highly competitive
arena.

The Commun4ty Development Block Grant
(CDBG) legislatioh and legislative record leave
recipient localities wide discretion concerning
the .methods to be used in meeting citizen
participation requirements, yet indicate that the
citizens of principal concern are the low and
moderate income residents of affected areas.

1
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second annual rep on the CDBG
am found 27% of the citi re unsatisfac-

tory in representation of low-to-moderate income
groups on adsory boards. Eighty percentiof the
localities reported that citizen participatiSn was
an important influence on selection of activities
and 43% indicated that it influenced the level of
social service expenditures. Seventy-eight per-
cent of the citizen recommendatihms relating to
their city's choice and location of CDBG activities
or projects were accepted completely. However,
complaints on the citizen participation process
were the most frequent.of all complaints received
on CDBG. Overall, HUD reported that there was
a tendency toward dissatisfaction with the
citizen participation process. Congressional
witnesses on renewal of CDBG legislation
demanded additional citizen participation, par-
ticularly for low income, groups and affected
neighborhoods. A Brookings Institution study of
the original legislation was not .as clitical,
finding that the extent and mode of participation
did not reflect the actual influence it exerted on
local decisions. The effectiveness of -the citizen
participaton mechanism was found to be largely
dependent on the attitudes and efforts of public
officials. The Brookings study also found that
generalist officials, particularly the chief execu-
tives, tend to use CDBG funds to build stipport
throughout their constituencies. This has a
negative effect on any tendency to concentrate %
funds on target neighborhoods.

In general, assessments are mixed on the
impact of the CDBG participation requirements.
Some observers found the requirements being
met; others found deficiencies. HUD and Brook-
ings found that citizen participation was in-
fluencing the selection of activities and the level
of social service expenditures, yet, dissatisfac-
tion still was voiced. Finally, it is not possible to
say with certainty that the federal law and
regulations caused improved participation. The
major variable seems to be the attitudes of local
elected officials.

287

The original 1972 General Revenue Sharing
(GRS) legislation had few ctizen participation
resjuirernents. The many studies of experience
with those requirements reached an ambiguous
range of conclusions, from "impossible to docu-
ment," through "no effect," and "a significant
increase in participation," to "increased partici-
pation in certain cities, no increases in others." In
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communities that reported increased participa-
tion as a result of GRS, few if any saw any real
impact on local decisionmaking.

The 1976 extension of GRS legislation added
requirements for hearings, notice, publication of
budget decisions, and opportunities for senior
citizens' participation. The new requirements
had little effect on state budget practices. An
ACIR-ICMA survey of cities and counties
-indicated that they generated a tnodest increase
in citizen involvement in the local budget
process. A large portion of the localities already
had been offering participation opportunities
(especially public hearings) before they were
mandated by the GRS program. Responses from
state and local officials suggest that their
jurisdictions will increase their efforts to inivolve
their citizens in decisionmaking related to GRS,
especially by reaching out to senior citizens and
giving more publicity to budget hearings and

288 decisions. Even if these changes occur, however,
it is an open question whether they will be
lasting.

A large percentage of local officials indicated
that citizen participastm measurably affected
the prioritieS within their government's general
budget. Yet, other evidence cast doubt about the
impact. Mani, felt that citizen participation
comes too late in the budget process to affect
decisions, while others thought the participation
opportunities were primarily exploited by spe-
cial interest groups

If the new citizen participation requireMents in
GRS produce greater support for the allocation of
GRS funds to social or human services, criticisms
of GRS by fiberal and minority groups might tend
to subside while local officials might 'assume a
more antagonistic stance. This issue will become
especially important if Proposition 13-type
spending retrenchments become more wides-
pread.

SOME GENERAL. STUDIES

A major problem in assessing the status of
citizen participation in federal grant programs is
the dearttrof good evaluation studies. Yet, there
are a few recent studies that appear carefully
researched and reasoned.

A Sand study of HEW programs, mainly
through analysis of case studies, found that
advisory committees influence the conduct of
local public activities and services, and that the

4

amount of impact' depends on the committee's
possession of staff, power ta\Investigate grievan-
ces, and power to influence budgets. Rand found
further that participation in committees does not
basically alter citizens' general feelings of
estrangement or alienation toward their govern-
ment. Finally, Rand reached the conclusion that
participation on ,committees doe's not adversely
affect program effectiveness.

Rand t.found a wide variation of citizen
participation requirements in IW programs,
due to the range of programs a d the lack of an
overall citizen participation policy at the depart-
mental or agency level. Vagueness as to precise
forms ot participation in the formal requirements
led to establishment of only nominal types of
citizen participation, and increased dependence
on staff discretion in determining the form and
content of participation. The actual amount and
quality of citizen participation in HEW programs
was unknown, as was the general impact of
citizen participation activities. This lack of
knowledge stemmed from the absence of sys-
tematic monitoring or enforcement procedures.

A study of eight federally aided municipal
services by the TARP Institute and the Universi-
ty of Michigan's School of Public Health also
sought to evaluate citizen participation from the
threefold perspective of (1) citizens' influence on
the decisionmaking process, (2) the effectiveness
of municipal program performance, and (3) ate
effect on hltizen attitudes. On each score, the
study found variations among the services aidQd.
The Influence of ordinary citizens was positively
felt only in neighborhood health centers; in other
services, middle class or elite groups exerted
influence. Program performante was positively
affected in four of the eight service areas. In
several cases, evidence was found of changes in
citizen altitudes due to public f)articiriation,
while in others, specifically education and
welfare, changes were noted but with reserva-
tions.

In general, the TARP-Michigan study found
that citizen participants were middle class or
upwardly mobile members of lower income
groups who tended to be active .ip. more than one
municipal system. They concluded that: (1) MU:-
zen participation is least effective in the later
stages of planning; (2) the structural complexity
of a municipal service system has more to do with
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the lerels of citizen influence than the type of
participative mechanism; (3) citizen participa-
tion plays a limited role in the determination of
municipal service performance and little evi-
dence exists of influence over budgetary alloca-
tions; and (4) theevidence is weakest on whether
citizen participation has any impact on citizen
attitudes.

A National Science Foundation funded
report analyzed 215 case studies involving five
municipal furktions. The use of cifizen boards
and indigenous paraprofessionals was probed.
Five outcomes were eXamined, three of whiai
corresponded to those used in .tly Rand and
TARP,Michigan analyses. Only increased client

# control was found to be associated with
increased levels Of participatián. Citizen bonds
were found to be most successful in achieiring
client control when the board possessed authori-

. ty tto sign off on grant applications or service
decisions, to pkan for new programs, to investi-
gate grievances, to review expenditures or
budget requests, to review personnel actions, and
to siiparvise paid staff.

Thq ACIR-ICMA survey of local offiCials
revealed that Otizen participation did not tend to
influtnces local government to drop staff.
dev.eloped grant Troposals but rather tended to
encpurege localities to submit grant proposals. A
substantial portion of the reipondents reported
that their jurisdictions were persuaded by citizen
participiltio'aN continue support for a function
di. activity after federal funding lied ended, while
only a few cases arose wlere citizen interests
caused the unit tadrom savice or prograin once
the federal grant Jerminated. The survey con-
cluded that citizen participation mechanisms do
not tend to reduce a loCal government's fiscal
involvement once a program is underway.

ge:t
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StAte and Lotal Requirements and
Practiees . .

STATE OPEN MEETING fAWS

All 50 atates novV'have open meeting laws,
such laws first began to be enacted in 1967, and
have spread rapidly.

..,State open meeting laws. apply to state
legislative committaes state executive branches
and, independent agencies; and local gov,ern-

ments in all 50 states. They also apply to floor
actions of the legislatures in 46 states.

These laws-have specific limitatiohs on the
use of executive iesoions by multimember gov-
ernmental bodies in all 60 states; provide for
prior notice of the meetings of such bodies in 42
states; require that minutes of such meetings be
kept for public information purposes in 37 states;
and provide for enforcement by (a) personal
sanctions against individual violators in 35
states, (b) voiding the actions resulting from
improper meetings in 31, and (c) giving citizens
the legal standing to sue violators in 35.

STATE ADMINIStRATIVE PROCEDURES ACTS

Forty-eight states and the District of Colum-
bia have administrative procedures acts. These

'apply to virtually all state administrative agen-
,cies and to an undetermined number of local gov-
elnmental agencies.

In 46 states, the administrative procedures
acts hay? one or more provisions governing
rulemaking by administrative agencies'. Forty-
five states and the District of Columbia proVide
for notification about rulemaking procedures; 42
states and the District of Columbia provide an
opportunity for citizens to present their com-
ments in either written or oral form; and 38 states
authorize Citizens to petition agencies for rule-
&eking action.

Despite the existence of a model act*ere is
substantial variation not only among the major
provisions for rulemaking, but also on sucb
details as the length, of time for notice before
actual rulemaking will OMIT, the procedures for
accepting comments, and the procedures for
agencies in responding to petitions requesting
rulemaking action.

Twenty-five states. IS:ra regular publica-
tion similar to the Federal Register in which they
notify the public- -of rulemaking actions and
publish administrative ruies or information
about their availability; 26. stares codify their
administrative rules and regulations; and 24
provide instruction to agency personnel involved
in rulemaking. .

-thirty-four states haw formal propedUres
_whereby the legislature_reviews the regulations
developed by . state adininistrative agencies
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pursuant to state legislation. Such review may be
-advisory only, or it may allow for disapproval or
delay of a regulation.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS FOR
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

At least three statesHawaii, Iowa, and
Nebraskaand a few localities have established
ombudsmen offices or similar complaint han-
dling services to assist their citizens in disputes
with the government. Several model acts are
available for this purpose.

A Uniform Public Assembly Act is available
to assist state and local governments in facilitat-
ing and protecting citizens' rights to hold large
public assemblies, subject only to such restric-
tions on time, place, and manner of conducting
the assembly at are appropriate to safeguard the
civil liberties of nonparticipants.

As of 1976, 32 states had established state
offices of volunteeristn. Most are in, or closely
related to, the Governor's office and provide a
substantial presence for citizen participation
advocates in the central policy councils of state
government, in addition to providing the services
of volunteer's in state government.

At least one stateMontanahas had a
comprehensive set of recomtnendations dealing
with the whole field of citizen participation in
state government proposed to it by a high level
task force..

PARTICIPATORY"REQUIREMENTS IN
THE LOCAL BUDGET PROCESSA.

Forty states (as of 1975) require local budget
hearings or publication of notices about proposed
budgets, and even,in the ten states where such
state requirements do not _exist, local budget
hearings are held about asoften as the dverage of
the other state's. More specificallY:

In 35 states, citizens, or taxpayers-had some
access to the municipal budget gives&

In 30 states, citizens OP taxpayers had some
pcCess to the county budgarprOceds.;

\t.

In 23 states, citizens or taxpayers had some
access to both Ate oity and the county budget
process.

In 38 states, publication was required giving
notice of a proposed budget and/or budget

1.,
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hearings before a final budget could be
adopted for a city or county; in one other
state, the proposed county budget was open
for inspection before final adoption.

In 32 -states, statutes expressly required
public hearings before city or county budgets
could be finally adopted; one other state
provided for an election to enact the city
budget, while two others provided for
written complaints or petitions to protest
items in a proposed city or county budget.

SURVEY FINDINGS

Sixty percent of municipal and county
officials polled in 1978 reported that participa-
tion in the local budget process usually was
through formal mechanisms such as hearings and
advisory committees; nevertheless, 52% said
there was "very little" actual participation in the
process by citizens; only 7% reported "a great
deal" of participation. Fifty-four percent of
municipal officials, and 65% of county officials
desired greater citizen participation in their
jurisdiction's budgetmaking, while only 2%
desired less.

Organized groups participated in over 80% of
local budget hearings, according to the 1978
survey; the average number of groups was 2er7 for
municipalities, and 3.2 for counties. Senior
citizens were the most frequently represented
grotip at municipal budget hearings, followed in
oiciar by social servica groups, the League of
Women Voters, business and industry groups,
nVighborhoods, Tacial or ethnic §roups, taxpay-
ers, homeowners, and others. The rankings were
similar for cotinties, except that taxpayer grotips
were stronger, raiiking fourth.

About., 47% of municipalities and 44% of
coünties ih:the 197rsurvey retiorted that they
provide staff assistance to citizens wishing to
participate in the budget proCess, these figures
rose to,bver 50% for:localities having managers or
chief admihistrators.

In their narrative responses to- the 1978 .

stirvey, many localities expressed doubts akotit'
the effectiveness of citizei. Participation in tke :
formal budget proOss. Most comments cited
such factors as the late stage 'at which hearing's
are held, the cither Priicesses througho4 the year
which pre-determine budget commitkents, the
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complex and,deadening nature of the figures, low
motivation of the av erage citizen in overall
budget matters, and the dominance of special
interests. More positive, but less frequently
expressed, comments stressed participation in
the budget process as a culmination of a year-
long process of interaction between organized
and assisted citizen groups and their local gov-
ernment.

Perhaps the brightest spot in budget partici-
pation is the experience or localities having the
town meeting form of government. Eighty-six
percent of these localities reported "a great deal"
or "a moderate amount" of citizen participation in
the local budget process, compared to 49% for the
RexAighest reporting category of local govern-
ment (council-manager communities).

STATE BUDGETING PROCESSES

Ot the 50 states, 29 have annual bndgets,
while 21 have biennial ones.

Most statebudget processes are not especial-
ly well geared to citizen participation. Only 17
states provide for hearings in the preparation of
the Governor's budget, and even in these cases the
hearings are largely for state agencyand legisla-
tive participation. The legislatures in 37 states,
however, do hold budget hearings which usually
inv olve the general public, while private organi-
zations .have access to the legislativ e budgei
process in 44 states,

INITIATIVES AND REFERENDUMS

Direct balloting to decide at least some
public policy issues is used in most states and
localities, though the authorizations for such
voting vary greatly among the states. Advisory
votes also are common at the state and local
levels.

. , Direct balloting on issues can be initiated by
citizen petition for amending the state constitu-
tion in 17 states and for enacting new state and
local laws in 13 states., In five states, citizen
initiatives can force the state legislatute or local
governing body to consider new legislation. In
three states, citizen initiatives can be used both
to enact new laws and to refer statutory
proposals to the legislature or local governing
body. Eleven states provide for citizen initiativ es

only on local issues. Thus, the total number of
states authorizing some form of statutory initia-
tive is 32.

3Forty-two states provide for the use of
referenda to confirm legislative actions through
popular balloting. In 3t of these states, both state
and local laws (for at least some classes of
localities) are subject to referendum. Four states
apply the referendum only to state legislation,
while three apply it only to local laws.

Fifteen states have all the forms of initiative
and referendum, including initiatives to amend
the constitution and pass laws at both thestate
and local levels, and referenda to confirm laws at
both the state and local levels.

Many states have special provisions for
referenda in fiscal matters. Thirty-seven states
have local property tax rate limitations, and
three-quarters of them (27..)have sonie proviion
for local referenda to 'sllow the limit to be
exceeded. States commonly submit their pro-
posed long-term general obligation bond issu'es to
referendum, and 45 states require local referenda
to authorize local bonds of this type.

About 35% of both municipalities and
counties, responding to a 1978 survey, reported
voting on local tax limit changes during the three-
year period of 1975-77. Nearly 20% of the
municipal referenda and 25% of the county ones
were initiated by citizen action. Bbnd referenda
in this same period were held by over 28% of the
municipalities.

Thirty-four state constitutional amend-
ments were initiated by citizens in the 1970-7,5
period.

Referenda on nonfiscal issues were Weld by
about 28% of suiveyed municipalities in 1975-77.

ADVISORY COMMITHES

Municipalities and counties both make
heavy use of citizen advisory committees.
Ninety-five percent of those responding to a 1978
survey, report'ed having one or more such
committees, with 11% having 20 or more.

The average municipality had 1-5 commit-
fees with 25-49 citizens on each. About half of the
municipalities had more than 50 citizens alto-
gether serving on such committees, and 105 cities
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reported that the total number of citizens serving
was in the range of 200-500.

The average county also had 1-5 such
committees, with an average of 50-99 members
on each. Thui, county committees tend to be
larger than municipal ones.

Citizen advisory committees are required at
the local level by 53 federal aid Pogroms, and at
the state level by 34 such programs.

Local planning commissions, most having
largely advisory roles under state law, numbered
about 800 in a 1970 count.

CITIZENSURVEYS

' Over 50% of large cities and counties
(including cities over 100,000 in population, and
counties over 250,000) use citizen surveys to

292 provide representative samples of citizen views,
helping to balance the often unrepresentative
element of participation found 4t pOliclicarings
and some other commonly used forrnapfpartici-
potion.

mAtOk ISSUE$

404
Representative Democracy

.In the represetifntive form of,. deino-craa*.
'prevailing in the fedegaland State goyerninents,
enct AU bit' A fp:v-1;U geifernments Icertain
tnyins 'and ,tqWns1liu)4. voters _0044 their:: '-
N_Pr'epeiitatiVes..-k; maTe goverinneniatdeciiions

*--rdr`-'t,&n'i. Elections 'also are used in -splect
instantak-where they_oters-make policydeciliona
directT th-rough the-initiative 'Ord referendum,
and elected officiiikijqmetimes shereffieirpower ,

with appointed ',liadies (like sotne.,
districts) which have_ 8een given auth-oritgiVe
decisionmaking powers. Voting for
both the nominating and electoral praes:-:
and on ballot issues is the fundamental form of
citizen participation upon which representative
democracy rests.

The general type of citizen participation on
which this report ie focused, however, is not this
type' of citizen invlvement, but rather citizen
participation in governmental affairs ontside the
electoral process. This raises basic questions:
HoW does, and should citizen participation relate

to the fundamental representative form of our
government? Does participation outside the
electoral process interfere with, and undermine
elected officials' exercise of their constitutional
powers and responsibilities? Or does it actually
support and complement their constitutional
role?

The, overview- of the contemporary scene in
Chapter 3 identified eight specific purposes of
citizen participation: (1) giving information to
citizens; (2) getting information from or about
citizens; (3) improving, public decisioniijirp-,
grams, projects, ond services; '14;enhaiteing-
acceptance -of public ,decisions, pragrams, pro-
jects, and servides; 18)'6Upplementing agency
work; (6) altering pohticarpawer patterns and
the allocationt af 'public resources; (7) pro-
tecting individual and mino,rity group rights and
interests; and (8) delaying or avoiding the mak-
ing o`f difficult public decisions. Among the more
general- objectives of citizen participation toward
which the'se Specific objectives work is the
reduction of the citiien's sense of alienation from
government. On the surface most of these seem

,nlearly .coinpatible with, indeed, indispensable:.
,tti, :the effective 'funntioning , of representative
denitioiatx, hut some' observers- raise ciiiestithil.:-
Aont it, Morenvar, a deeper probe raises further
deut'its,about, tbe-dom.patibilitynfsome-of them.
-A Hi and ,free interAtiatige of *motion

-betWeen the'patiple,andlheir elected repreienja-
fives, as,well as befween the people-and appoiuti..,-
ed Adrninisiratog,x1ear1y4tessentiafforespon;,

:

sible and , will infOined public decisionmelcing
_andto resParisivegaVOnment.thedecisionmak-
era n,eed to knew what-the public wants and how
the Aecisions theimake work outin pra-ctice. For
tifeii pail; -.citizens ,needi to know _what the

officials ari diiing;so that thAy can hold :them.
-responsible. The ,publipalso mu-st know_ the
..retsoni far soy ernment alcigqisions if tbey are 16
ileiain,confidera inlhe sound4ss,and equity,nf
ihtlee'dWoions;

f,

- The purittsupporters of representative demo-,,
cracy wIlostree0he primacy oftitizen participa-
tion through the electoral process contend that
the most important channel by which citizens can
comniunicate information to officials is through
the ballotwhen they choose their representa-
tives or express themselves on policy issues in
referenda. Supporters of other kinds of citizen
participation as an essential information convey-
or, on the other hand, point out the impossibility
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of sending a clear message on a multitude of
issues by voting for candidates, or of "instruct-
ing" a candidate on how to vote on an issue that
may not have emerged yet, or of conveying
information through this means to the bureau-.
cracy, where important policy decisions are
increasingly made. As for referenda, they note
the frequency with which they are used for votes
on relatively minor issues. On the entire issue of
the electoral process as the channel for register-
ing the public's views, moreover, these adv ocates
of citizen participation stress the low rate of
voter turnout in all kinds of elections. The limits
on voter eligibility, such as age and residence,
they contend, further diminish the value of the
voting process as an adequate, let alone exclu-
sive, means of registering the sense of the public
on issues that are constantly expanding in
number and complexity. On the other hand some
argue that the risk of losing elections has risen in
recent years for elected officials who ignore or
downplay advisory citizen participation pro-
cesses.

There are limits, however, on how full and free
the information interchange can be through'
citizen participation outside the electoral pro-
cess. One is the constraint of costsit makes a
difference whether notices of public meetings
must be published in five daily newspapers

--'instead. of just one, whether proceeding's of
meetings must be published at all, or whether the
public must be chargeiltor the cost of duplicating
records, to cite only a few examples. These are
the types of issues raised about freedom of
information provisions. Another constraint con-
cerns interference with the expeditimis handling
of the public business, a matter which particular-
ly concerns conscientious administrators. Keep-
ing the general public, or select advisory commit-
tees, advised of governmental actions at all of the
main points in the legislative and administrative
process can delay final action to the point of
effectively denying some or all of the benefits the
program is intended to convey. Opening up all
meetings as required under "sunshine acts,"
according to some, puts a damper on frank
expression of contending views and encourages
opposing forces to take positions more "for the
record" rather than "for the purpose of working
out reasonable compromises.

"Improving public decisions, programs, pro-
jects, and services" and "supplementing agency'
work" are also desirable goals, but are again

*7

subject to the restraints of cost and possible
undesirable slowing down of the gOvernmental
process. In connection with supplementing
agency work, as in the use of paraprofessionals
or volunteers, another aspect of cost arises,
namely, the need for the affected agency to
prov ide superv ision and instruction. Staff assist-
ance, indeed, is needed in every form of citizen
participation, especially in the use of advisory
committees Nalid in tfie holding of public
hearingsthelwo major forms of citizen partici-
pation.

Another kind of cost issue arises when it is
necessary to enlist participation of persons with
low income. If their participation is to be more
thtn token, it may be necessary to reimburse
them for travel, baby-sitting, time off from work,
and other economic costs. In addition, there are
costs of employing legal and technical experts for
proper representation involving highly complex
issues before administrative bodies, particularly
the independent regulatory commissions. Those
costs are willingly borne by the special interests
most directly involved in the deliberations of the
administrative tribunal, but not easily borne by
groups more representative of the general public
interest9r by economically and socially disad-
vantaged groups.

Mother purpose of citizen participation"en-
hancing acceptance of public decisions,' pro-
grams, projects, and serv es"is a sound
objective when it leads to itizen satisfaction,
stability, Eind popular sup ort for, and confi-
dence in, the elected and ap inted officials. On
the one hand, some officials may try to use citizen
participation to "sell" a decision or program
which on its own merits would not stand public
scrutiny. In other words, citizen participation
can be manipulated contrary to the general pub-
lic interest.

One way in which this can happen was
demonstrated in the TARP-University of Michi-
gan evalu,ation of citizen participation in local
education. It found that the various educational
advisory committees developed citizen leaders,
but the latter achieved influence only to the
extent that they accommodated their views to
those of the professional and administrative elite
with whom they had to deal. In the end, their
feeling of having influence (when they actually
did not) was an exercise in self-deception with_
possible adverse effects on long-term efforts td
make needed changes in school policies.
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Another facet of this problem is reflected in the
case study of early experience with the Commu-
nity Development Block Grant. The relatively
unrestricted nature of the block grant mechanism
strengthened the hand of the chief executive and
his top generalist administrators as against
specialists in such fields as housing and public
works. With a view toward builfilinga broad base
of political support, chief executives naturally
tended to spread the CDBG funds as widely as
postible throughout their compunities, instead
of concentrating them within the areas of highest
need. For the same reason, they tended to

Iie ourage partiCipation across the spectrum of
n ghborhoods and economic groups instead of
wing special attention to the low income and

otherwise needy.
The objective of "altering political power

patterns and the allocations of public resources"
clearly constitutes the greatest threat to estab-

294 lished governmental authority. The determina.
tion of political power patterns is the essence of
the electoral process, as the power to allocate
public resources is at the heart of the power to
govern. Yet, those may be legitimate objectives of
citizen participation in certain select situations.
Such a situation exists when it appears that
certain groups who're theintended beneficiaries
of governmental progranaVVill not in fact be the
beneficiaries if normal political processes are left
to play themselves out. The poor and unorgan-
ized most commonly fall in this group. They are
often poorly prepared, psychologically and
otherwise, to protect their interests in certain
governmental programs presumably "targeted"
to their needs.

Policymakers may consider it necessary, in
some instances, then, to invest the chosen
representatives of the targeted groups, who are
outside the regular electoral process, with some
measure of actual authority to control the
distribution of benefits under a program. In like
manner, under the Community Development
Block Grant program, to assure that the pro-
gram's objective of giving high priority to dis-
advantaged neighborhoods is met may require
giving sobe real authority tn neighborhood-
chosen bathes, lest the distribution of the avail-
able funds be influenced too much by interests
such as real estate, retail trade, and organized
labor groupswho, under the_ normal "policicer

enpower pattern, exerciiie great influence over
publicly supported community development.

Citizen participation having an advisory
purpose as well as the extraordinary arrange-
ments for the protection of certain target groups
(noted above) raises the broader issue relating to
die exerese of power. This, of course, is: Who are
the citizens who participate? In many programs
the law or regulations identify who they shall be.
Là others, their identity is left unspecified and
sometimes this is in programs intended to benefit
the more vulnerable sectors of society. Indica-
tions are that these people, more times than not,
are crowded out by middle income or other
groups not basically representative of the pro-
gram beneficiaries. Where spokesmen for the less
advantaged do emerge, they tend to be upwardly
mobile persons, who may not accurately reflect
the group they represent. Generally speaking,
well organized, alert, narrowly oriented eco-
nomic or professional interest groups tend to be
over-represented. 't

The issue, "Who is the citizen who partici-
pates?" was raised in several of the programs
reviewed in this report. In the Title XX (socia
services) program, considerable difficulty as
encountered in obtaining widespread involve-
ment by low income consumers of social pro=
grams. In the Community Development Block
Grant, at least in the early years, much dissatis-
faction_ was voiced with the alleged under-
involvement of lower income groups in a program
wherein Congress clearly intended to give those
groups and their urban neighborhoods priority
attention, The TARP-University of Michigan
review of citizen participation in eight federally
aided municipal services found that citizen
participants generally were middle 'class .or
"aspiring" members of lower income groups:* The
influence of "ordinary" citizens was positively
affected only in neighborhood hellth centers. In
the most active program of citizen participa-
tionCommunity Action/Model Citiespar-
ticipation involved mostly middle class citizens
and those with prior leadership experience.

ss influence was predominant in urban
renewal; roviders tended to doz4inate health
planning; and such citizen leaderèip as was
developed in education be to accommodate to
the professional/administrative elites.

The ACIR7ICMA survey of local officials
generally found' that citizen participation had-aft
exPansionary effect on localities' expenditures.
This was evidenced by the disjnclination of
citizen participants to influence local govern-
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ments to drop staff-developed, grant proposals,
the substantial number of respondents reporting
that citizen participation stimulated localities'
involvement in new grant proposals, and the
large number who reported that citizen participa-
tion resulted in continued funding of a service or
program from local funds after the federal grant
source had been terminated. These findings
suggest that, in a period of diminished confidence
in governMent and demands for restraints bn the
public sector, citizens participating through
formal participation mechanisms are likely to be
more expansionary than the public-at-large. This
effect seems natural in view of the fact that
participation usually is in a narrow program area
and the persons likely to become involved are
those who have an interest in improving or
expanding that program.

The citizen participation goal of "delaying or
avoiding the making of difficult public decisions"
also has its pluses and minuses, depending upon
whether it is in the highest interest of the gov-
ernment to delay or avoid difficult decisions.
Delay is salutary when it means improving the
calibre of the decision and its implementation. A
delay conceivably also can provide time for the
problem involved to move further toward resolu-
tion without additional or massive govern-
mental action. On the other hand, postponement
of decisions can be a real disservice when it adds
to the ultimate cost of a program or project, or
when it means putting off the provision of
urgently needed services or the resolution of a
troubling issue, or whenit becomes a convenient
way for responsible officials to escape their
responsibilities for making hard decisions.

Finally, the goal of "reducing citizens' aliena-
tion from government" through citizen participa-
tion is entirely compatible with an effectively
functioning representative democracy. Whether
citizen participation actually reduces citizen
alienation is another matter, of course. Several of
the evaluation studies reviewed in this report
dealt with this issue. The Rand-HEW report
concluded that citizen's feelings of alienation
(lack of trust in government and feelings of
powerlessness) are not likely to be reduced by
greater participation. People may feel greater
confidence in their ability to affect a particular
program, but not to affect government generally.
The TARP-University of Michigan study found
more positive evidence of reduced alienation but,
as in the Rand-HEW report, concluded that this

I.

change was tied to specific programs rather than
to an attitude about government in general. One
of the studies, however, underscored thlit these
findings were the weakest of those made in its
evaluation.

Actual experience with citizen participation in
reducing citizen alienation, as well as in relation
to its other declared purposes, suggests a final
point bearing on its relationship to the .basic
political process and to making representative
democracy function effectively. This concerns
the need for realistic expectations about its
results. Experience cited in this report indicates
that the impact of different kinds of citizen
participation is varied, but overall it is modest.
Undoubtedly this is due to some extent to the
constraints cited earlierthe direct costs of
providing a full and free flow of information, and
the intangible costs of delaying the delivery of
service. Responiible officials cannot be expected
to be unconcerned about these costs for the sake
of a response to the demands for citizen involve-
ment.

Some of its most avid champions expect that
they are going to influence officeholders to make
major changes inVolicy, that they actually are
going to make deciNps themselves, or even that
they are going to achieve a transformation of the
sistern. Citizen participation outside the elector-
al political process can basically be only adviso-
ry, except where ordinary political processes do
not assure an adequate voice for certain groups,
particularly the politically impotent and the
disorganized. In other instances, expectations
about influencing or controlling public decisions
must be kept in realistic perspective. Any other
course can lead to frustration and discourage-
ment for engaging in any kind of participation,
with a consequent real loss in government
effectiveness, and disillusionment and possible
further alienation from all government activities.

To summarize, then, the objectives of citizen
participation outside the electoral process and
the way it works in practice are in many respects
essential to the effective conduct ot a representa-
tive democracy. Without such citizen participa-
tion, there Would be a serious gap between
elected and appointed officials and the people
who have chosen the former to govern. Some say,
moreover, that' the resort to direct citizen
participation in the electoral process through the
initiative and referendum in some cases may be
due to voter disenchantmeni with sole reliance on

a 4
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their elected representatives for policymaking,
and to the extent that citizen participation
outside the electoral process serves to make
elected dfficials more responsive, voters will find
the initiative and referendum less appealing.

Citizen participation does impose certain costs
and introduce delays which must be kept in
perspective. Care also must be taken to avoid
over-optimism about its possible effects. Also, at
certgln points citizen participation may conflict
with the proper exercise of responsibilities by
duly elected and appointed officials. These exist
where citizens involved are not representative of
the entire range of interests affected; where
cititens presumably acting in a strictly advisory
capacity actually share in the decisionmaking
power (other than in those cases where elected
officials have determined that such power
sharing is necessary to enable certain groups
particularly the disadvantaged and unor-
ganizedto protect their vital interests); aqd
where public officials manipulate participatift
citizens to further their own personal and pro-
fessional goals rather than those of the pro-
gram or the government generally.

The Proper Use of Advisory Processes

As the findings have shown, there are many
different forms of citizen participation which
may be used to furnish advice to governmental
decisionmakers. These, of course, include such
devices as advisory committees, task forCes,
study commissions, public hearings, workshops,
meetings, conferences, consultations, polls and
surveys, and many others. In addition, there are
special techniques of group dynamics, mediation,
arbitration, and electranic coinmunication which
can be used to enhance the quality and timeliness
of interractions between the people and their
governments.

As the findings false) have revealed, these
methods of producing advice serve several
different purposes and are used in different ways
by different persons and interests within the
constituencies of the federal, state, and local gov-
ernments, and the regional and neighborhood
organizations serving governmental purposes.
Of prime importance among the purposes are
improving the quality of public decisions,
altering the allocation of public resources,
enhancing the rcceptance of public decisions,
protecting individual and minority group rights

Cet

and interests, and delaying or ayoiding difficult
public decisions. Obviously, the varkus methods
of citizen participation will be usal differently
for these purposes by minority and majority
groups, by those in power and those out of power,
and by those with a stake in providing, consum-
ing, or paying for services. Thus, the range of
participation methods is used variously by
different groups toward differing endsthereby
adding to the diversity of influences upon gov-
ernment.

At the same time, research findings are not
very clear in their evaluation of the effects of the
various types of advisory citizen participation. It
seems fairly clear from Chapter 3 that some such
methods cost less than athers and take less time
and attract greater numbers of participants,
while some are more politically acceptable than
others, and still others have greater potential for
producing new ideas or resolving conflicts. That
same chapter also suggests that simpler and

%learer decision processes, adequate training of
citizens and officials involved in the participa-
tion process, adequate staff and technical assis-
,tance, and economic assistance or incentives for
participation can or might improve the participa-
tion actually experienced. By these means, it is
argued, more of the affected persons would be
able to participate in governmental decisionmak-
ing processes, and there would be greater
undgrstanding of the process and greater capa-
bility to enter into a creative and constructive
dialogue. .

Of course, these factors of inclusiveness,
creativity, and capability do not tell the whole
story.lf basic interests are too diverse, then a
consensus may not develop in the advisory
process and the parties may abandon it for the
exercise df their power optionssuch as cam-
paigning and voting for a change of government,
demonstrating, picketing, going on strike, or
using such other means as they may muster, or
simply to disengage. Advisory citizen participa-
tion methods are only one part of the total gov-
ernmental decisionmaking process, and there is
no guarantee that they will produce "success"
from the point of view of any given interest in any
given situation. This is one reason why it is so
difficult to produce clear evaluations of the
benefits from citizen participation. Hence, the
evaluation studies summarized in Chapter 4 of
this report understandably are largely inconclu-
sive.
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'Two other points, however, seem quite clear
from the background chapters. First, many
Americans expect a great deal of participation in
governmental affairs to be open to them, even
though they may not always avail themselves of
available opportunities. And secondly, there is a
substantial gap between the amount of influence
which many participants expect their involve-
ment to haVe, and the actually observed effects of
participation. This gap, some believe, arises
largely from deficiencies in the present citizen
participation processes, and causes substantial
dissatisfaction. While the legal opportunities for
citizen participationwhether or not they are
exercised in any given instancemay have a
substantial indirect effect on the actions of public
officials, direct effects often are limited because
citizen participation opportunities are not pro-
vided until the latter stages of decisionmaking
(as, for example, providing for public hearings
just before a decision actually is made); too few
different opportunities are' peovided for partici-
pation (perhaps limited to a small advisory
committee and an open public hearing at the end
of the process); and the opportunities provided
are much too passive (leaving to citizen's' own
devices the initiative and the development of
capabilities to participate constructively in very
complex governmental processes). These propo-
nents of greater citizen,. participation propose
that the participation yVocesses be opened at all
stages of the problem-solving and decisionmak-
ing process (beginning with problem definition
and ending with the evaluation of implementa-
tion activities), that: a wide variety of informa-
tion dissemination, information collection, and
interactive forms of participation be used to
reach diverse publics at various stages in the
piocess, and that governments take an active
part in promoting participation and assisting
participants in effectively communicating their
views and reacting to government proposals.

Opponents of greater participation point to
what they.bblieve to be apathy on the part of most
citizens, the difficulties of securing any kind of
broad based participation (not to mention well
informed participation), and the great costs to
government in both money and time which may
be spent pursuing greater participation without
significant result. The proponents respond that,
without broader based participation, issues are
left to be decided by a limited number of special
interests. To this, the opponents come back with

the proposition that broad based participation is
impossible to achieve and what passes for it is
usually not much more than special interest
pleading. The nation long since has outgrown the
possibilities of direct democracy except in the
smallest local communities, they point out, so the
representative form of government achieved
through the electoral process is the most satisfac-
tory and only really legitimate form of decision-
making. Citizen participation, they believe, may
updermine the basic responsibility and authority
of elected and accountably appointed officials if
great care is not taken to avoid the dualexcesses
of trying to get everyone or only a few people in
on the act. This view, of course, recognizes that in
the final analysis citizen participation often
fitfluences the exercise of governmental power in
resolving conflict situations and that the repre-
sentative system is the only legitimate decision-
making forum for this purpose.

From a very different point of view, it is argued
that many activities of government in which
citizen participation occurs do not involve either
conflict resolution or decisions by elected repre-
sentatives. With reAct to conflict, successful
participation may result in all views being put on
the table, with a satisfactory policy being found
to accommodate them all. Thus, what might have
been a conflict situation without participation,.0
becomes an amicable agreement on public policy.
With respect to decisions by nonelected officials,
public participation increasingly has been ap-
plied within the bureaucracy. Public policies as
enacted by elected officials frequently are,yery
broad, leaving a wide range ofosubsidiary
judgments and decisions to be made at the
discretion of program administrators. In such
cases, citizen participation has been invoked as a
means of instilling a degree of responsiveness
and accountability into the actions taken by
bkireaucrats. Thus, the issue of citizens under-
mining their elected representatives through
their involvement turns upside down, according
to this view, with the elecled representatives
relying upon the citizens to assist them in their
own efforts to hold the bureaucracy accountable.

In the broad sense, then, the issue becomes one
of determining just how much and what types of
advisory citizen participation should be used by
both elected representatives and bureaucrats.
Those beginning with a philosophy of legitimiz-
ing elections to provide clear authority for
elected representatives and efficient deciiion-
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making unfettered by great expense and delay,
opt for a modest amount of participation which
allows citizen views to be heard with respect to
well developed governmental proposals prior to
final decisionmaking. Those who begin with the
basic philosophy that "the people" know what is
best for themselves, that they are capable of
helping to deal with public issues and of
improving public policy, and that policies made
with the people's involvement will be better and
more easily implemented, prefer a more fully
participatory decisionmaking process which
encompasses earlier stages in the process of
resolving public issues. These advocates would
make greater efforts to promote such participa-
tion and assist it to be productive and effective.
They also would make greater use ofli variety of
different participation methods appealing to the
various different interests, and emphasize par-
ticularly those methigls designed to enhance
creative two-way interactions between the
people and their governments. Opening the
process to active representation by wider spec-
trums of interests, they feel, is the antidote to the
possibility that any single committee, or hearing,
or other part of the process could be captured by a
single (often minority) interest.

The practical question remains, however, as to
how much participation the government can
afford, and the point at which additional efforts
may no longer be cost-effective. General answers
to these questions are difficult to give. Clearly, it
costs little to run government in an open and
above board manner, perhaps even resulting in
net savings in the long run by reducing mistakes
and enhancing acceptance of decisions. Just as
clearly, however, some methods of participation
can be quite costly to government, and should be
undertaken only when clear benefits are in
prospect in given Situations. The use of all
participation methods all of the time almost
certainly would pass the point of diminishing
returns.. Beyond this, little can be said. An
effective and efficient citizen participation
process is one which is clearly tailored to the
level of government and nature of the issue.

This uncertainty about the nature, apart, best
methods, and costs of citizen participation has
prompted some to call for a focused national
effort toixperiment with, and evaluate carefully
present 'participation processes and require-
ments with a view toward disseminating widely
the results of such an endeavor.

Proponents of this view have recommended
that a permanent "National Institute of Citizen
Participation" be established to serve as a central
clearinghouse on research, information, techni-
cal assistance, and resources supporting citizen
participation at the federal, state, and local levels
of government, and to provide active stiMulation,
for the involvement of citizens at both the policy
development and implementation stages of gqv-
ernmental programs at the federal,. state, afid
local levels, including neighborhoods and com-
munity organizations. Hence, its supporters urge
national legislation that would authorize such
an institute to research, document, monitor, and
evaluate present citizen participation techniques
and programs at the federal, state, and local
levels; and to design, develop, and distribute
educational and training materials for use by
government officials and the general public at the
federal, state, and local levels.. It also would serve
as catalyst for, and support increased voluntary
involvement in, governmental policymaking and
proiram administration at all levels through
demonstrations, model development, and policy
recommendations, and would recommend to the
President and Congress such changes.in federal
legislation pertaining to citizen participation as
may be warranted by its research and expetience.
These proponents see the institute involving
citizens and public officials from all levels ofgov-
ernment in its work and endeavoring to be open
and responsive to all concerned in citizen
paiticipatifin processes. The institute, they
explain, would assist and work cooperatively
with other federal departments and agencies
having citizen participation responsibilitiesin-
cluding affected regional offices of such depart-
ments and agencies and the Federal Regional
Councilsas well as with state and local offices
of citizen participation to provide relevant
information and technical assistance. The 3nsti-
tute, they ur.ge, should have authority to contract
for services from qualified public agencies,
universities, nonprofit organizations, and pri-
vate consultants in furtherance of its purposes.

The proposed institute, then, would have a
facilitative role,geeed to improving the state of
the art, to disseminating increased knowledge
about citizen participation rapidly throughout
the nation, and to assisting the various levels of
government and citizen-volunteer groups to
develop greater capacities in this field through
training and other means.
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In its own operations, its advocates claim, t)ie
institute would practice what it preaches with
respect to the involvement of outsiders, and it
would maximize its influence on the nation by
working with, and through, other governmental
and nongovernmental organizations having
similar interests and responsibilities, thereby
avoiding the build-up of a large new
bureaucracy. The institute also would be
politically responsive, to avoid its capture by the
bureaucracy. This trait could be provided for by
giving volunteer citizens a major voice in helping
to design the institute's form and working
procedures, by designating the institute's top
officials as Presidential appointees, subject to
Senate confirmation, or by establishing the
institute as an independent national 'Commission
with overlapping terms to balance its political
acconntability with a certain degree of continuity
and stability.

It should be noted that ACIR's study was
hampered at many points by lack of reliable
information about the effectiveness of the
various citizen participation techniques, their
costs, and their suitability in diverse settings.
The study also found that attitudes about citizen
participation vary quite widely among citizens
and officials alike, as do levels of understanding
and capabilities of effective participation.
Frequently, discussions of citizen participation
generate more heat than light, and this is
exacerbated by the paucity of good solid data
about the results attained and the reasons for
those results.

In this context, governmental requirements for
citizen participationespecially when mandated
on a lower level of government by a higher level
tend to be honored more in the letter than in the
spirit of the law. Thus, much citizen participation
is pro-forma, hence, ineffective. The processes
are established merely becauseThey are required,
and what might have been a creative process,
resulting in better government, becomes a
debilitating exercise in additional governmental
red tape.

A National Institute of Citizen Participation,
then, is proposed by some as a means of helping
to overcome these difficulties. Some
participation advocated go so far as to assign
their highest priority to this institutional means
of facilitation, citing the great ifficulty of
legislating effective citizen partijon. As
they view it, if people will not articipate

voluntarily, they really cannot be forced to do so.
Recent low voting turn-outs give evidence of this
problem, for example. Thus, governmental
requirements in citizen participation affect gov-
ernmental officials most directly, forcing them to
open up opportunities for participation, rather
than forcing citizens to avail themselves of thes2
opportunities. Citizens get involved most
frequently in those instances where the issues
involved 'directly affect them in a clear and
adverse way, or where they are affirmatively
attracted by a governmental outreach program
which assists them in participating in a
satisfying way without undue sacrifice. The
primary importance of the institute, so they
argue, would be its ability to monitor, evaluate,
and report on the amount and quality of citizen
participation so that citizens and government
officials alike can become more aware of the
benefits to be gained through programs better
attuned to citizen needs. Governmental
regulations alone are not very likely to achieve
this result.

Proponents contend that the institute would
not require great additional expenditures. The
federal government already spends very sub:
stantial amounts on citizen participation re-
search through a variety of departments and
agencies, and also provides some training and
technical aSsistance. But, much of the value of
present federal research on citizen participation
is lost, they maintain, because of inadequate
sharing of it among researchers and inadequate
means of transferring results into the field where
it can be applied promptly. Relatively small
additional expenditures could recapture these
losses, it is argued, and substantially increase the
value received for pregent levels of expenditure.
By working through, an4 with, existing agencies
and organizations, the institute would not create
a major new bureaucracy of its own.

Despite assurances that the institute would not
become a large new bureaucracy, opponents
argue that it would indeed be a new agency of
government, and very few new agencies remain
small. As the institute sees its ambitious goals
only partially fulfilled over the years, it inevita-
bly would reach out for more staff and greater
budgets. Moreover, the critics claim, its purposes
are so broad as to remain unachievable within the
foreseeable future.

Such an institute, it is argued, could never
serve effectively the three traditional levels of
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gouernment, given its location and funding, as
well as its inevitable incapacity to reflect and
report on the endless variety of citizen participa-
tion practices within the states and their thou-
sands of localities. Moreover, and perhaps most
significantly for this group, the prOposed insti-
tute is based on the assumption that persuasion,
effective reporting, and good research will
strengthen citizen activism in governmental
processes. Critics find this assumption foolish
and without foundation in the real world of
politics, programs, and personal and group self-
interest. They would concede that such a unit
might have some symbolic significance for
citizen participation advocates, but that is not
reason enough lor establishing it. Fanciful goals,
unrealistic fuRtion, little concern for the real
bases of citizen apathy, and a further draw-down
on the federal treasury for yet another experi-
ment in what predictably will be a failurethese

300 are the hallmarks ofthis institute,proposal for its
opponents.

Intergovernmental Requirements for
Citizen Parficipation

Chapters 34 4, and 5 in this report have shown
that citizen participation, at present, is heavily
caught up with intergovernmental mandates. For
example, state laws in every state require local
governments to be operated in the open, and most
states specifically require budget hearings and
voter approval of at least some local fiscal
decisions such as extraordinary increases in
local property tax rates and the issuance of local
general obligationlponds. Furthermore, aboptt 800
local planning cdmmissions have been estab-
lished under state law to bring citizens into!) the
planning process. ,

At the federaHevel, 155 federal aid programs
require citizen participation in their administra-
tion by state and local governments. Eighty-nhie
of these programs specifically require citizen
advisory committees at the local and/or state.
level's, while 55 require plablic hearings at these

Justifications for such participation require-
Ments stem from long traditions of American
democracy. These are reflected in the First, Fifth,
and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Consti-
tution wMch, among other things, guarantee to
all citizens the rights to have a free press,
exercIse free speech, assemble freely with one

another, petition'their governments for redress of
grievances, and receive equal treatment under
the laws in accordance with "due process." The
federal civil rights laws have emphasized even
more fully that minority groups are not to be
excluded from enjoyment of these and other
rights. Specifically with respect to federal aid
programs, civil rights legislation requires that
funds be spent in nondiscriminatory ways.
Several individual federal aid programs hav e
specific provisions repeating bans on discrimina-
tion. By this means, federal aids now are required
to meet the special needs of minorities, diverse
racial and ethnic groups, various age and income
groups, both sexes, and the handicapped or
disiidvantaged, as well as the needs of the general
public. Thus, two principles have been estab-
lished: (1) all the people are to have access to gov.-
ernment, and (2) federal aid is to meet the needs
of diverse and differentiated groups. The existing
citizen participation requirements in federal aid
programs help to -assist thEr people in the exercise
of their constitutional rights of access to govern-
ment and help assisted stpte and local govern-
ments to identify the needs of the diverse groups
which are to be assisted fairly and equitably
under federal aid programs. These', then, are the
purposes used to justify federal requirements for
citizen participation at the other levels of gov-
ernment. ,

Critics of This federal role point out, however,
that citizen participation is, and always has been
much greater t1t the lOcal level than at either the
state or federal levels, and that the federal gov-
ernment, especially, is a Johnny-come-lately in
such mattersand far too removed from local
circumstances to be writing specific do's and
don'ts with respect to when hearings should be
held, how they should be advertised, and the
precise composition of local citizen advisory
committees. For the critics, then, federal require-
ments often cause duplication and incompatibili-
ty. In short, they complicate, confuse, and add
expense unnecessarily. Finally, sonte of the
critics contend that the federal requirements

zeflect an unjustifiably skeptical, if not distrust-
ful view of state and local officials, administra-
tors,,and processesat a time when they. never
have been more "open" politically and accessible
administratively. Thus, the critics recommend
abolition or substantial simplification of federal
aid requirements for citizen participation, leav-
ing substantially more latitude to state and local
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officials to work with citizens within their own
legal frameworks and traditions.

The abolitionists are the most severe of these
critics. They contend that because the present
federal aid requirements for citizen participation
are largely undefined in purpose, ass duplicative
of state requirements in many insta9ces, encour-
age the perpetuation of the aided programs in
others, constitute an artificially imposed and
largely ineffective condition in still others, such
conditions are unnecessary in all but, a few
programs where it is the express purpose of the
Congress and the President,to confer a sharing in
decisionmaking on specific groups of citizens
benefiting from a specific federally aided pro:
gram. In all but these specifically exempted
program areas, they recommend that the federal
government rely upon state and local govern-
ments themselves to provide adequate levels of
citizen participation. Most of them recognize that
some states and some localities need to reassess
their open meeting and other participatory
ordinances, practices, and statutes with a view
toward assuring that their scope in terms of
mechanisms, governmental processes, and sub-
ject areas is sufficiently broad and that their
provisions are enforced. In calling for this
review, they emphasize that they too are con-
cerned that citizens , are assured of having an
opportunity to be head prior to policy and/or
administrative decisions which directly affect
them. Hence, they recommend that, where
necessary, such state and local statutes, ordi-
nances, and practices be amended to achieve the
foregoing goals.

In advancing their proposals, the abolitionists
primarily are concerned with reducing the
confusion and iltrusion which they believe the
more than 150 fe0erally imposed citizen partici-
pation requirements now constitute. Affording
citizens the opportunity to present their views on
a pending policy or administrative decision, they
believe, should be a concern of the states and the
localities, not a goal of federal grant-in-aid
requirements.

Even a cursory analysis of the legislative
history of moQf these federal requirements,
they emphasize, indicates either an ill-defined or
a nondefined Congiessional intent. The result
has been a welter of varyig regulalions devel-
oped pursuant to administrative discretion and
most without any attemptItt uniformity even on a
departmental basis. They note that by inference

I p

the chief purpose of these requirements is to
promote better dommunication between state-
local program administratqrs in the field and
affected citizens, wittfess the predominance of
the citizen boards and committees and public
hearing devices. Only two dozen,of the require-
ments, they stress, suggest any real effort to
achieve some "power sharing." In practice, the
bulk of these conditions play primarily to the
interests of middle class and upwardly mobile
minority citizens, not to the poor, the disadvan-
tageg, or the Alienated, they emphasize. Moreov-
er, some of these requirements, in effect, have
helped generate a local constituency for the
perpetuation of the aided programsometimes
even when federal funds have been shut off. And,
with some, most notably the requirement at-
tached to Gennal Revenue Sharing, they be-
lieve the effect has been chiefly a "formalistic"
one, with meager substantive impact.

Given what the abolitionists believe to be the
mixed-to-negative general results of these more
than seven score citizen participation require-
ments, they believe that omnibus legislation
should be enacted that repeals all but the few that
clearly are geared to "pow9r-sharing" purposes.
They have no confidence in any federal effort to
standardize and simplify these conditions
either across the board or departmentally. Such
an undertaking, they point out, would involve a
clear sorting out of federal goals in this area, a
task that national decisionmakers would find
and politics would make near impossible. After
all, it would involve an effort to establish links
between goals and mechanisms and procedures,
and this Varies greatly from program to program,
from recipient jurisdiction to recipient jurisdic-
tion, and from governmental level to govern-
mental level. It would involve new administra-
tive arrangements within the departments and in
any governmentwide effort within the Executive
Office of the President. Either wouldbe compli-
cated, arduous, arid, in light of other recent
parallel efforts, probably only marginally effec-
tive, according to the itionist view. More-
over, it would involve confr ting the Congress
with all of these questions, sih6e an Executive
Order or departmental directive could not
achieve all of the above, given the statutory bases
for many of the differences in the rbquirements.
Yet, the abolitionists see meager evidence that
Congress generally considers this topic to be of
overriding significance to the federal system as a
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whole or certainly to the operations of most of the
programs to which, these r rements have been
appended.

Any effort to standardize and simplify the
existing citizen participation requirements also
would have to address the question of how
effective such requirements have been in reduc-
ing the gaps between citizens, program adminis-
trators, and state-local decisionmakers in en-
hancing better program performance and in
strengthening the system generally. Status quo
defenders of the proliferating pattern of separate
requirements cannot ignore these issues, they
warn. While the findings of studies on spedifical-
ly aided programs and on ggrams
generally are anything but clear lusice,
these abolitionist critics note that some ndicate a
basic ineffectiveness of these requir ments in
meeting these goals. Hence, they focu on what
mould make them more effective. The find some

302. 'arguing for a strong and consistent go ernment-
wide policy and set of procedures and others, in
effect; contending that in the very diver ity of the
requirements there is strength. yhey ecognize
that still others suggest the need 4: nil m ch wider
federal application of the "power-sha ing" ap-
proach,.where there is some evidence o
while some of the advocates are calling or more
feclecal funding of citizen participation efforts,
personnel, and beneficiaries. They do no ignore
the fact that still others argue for a s ronger
federal commitment in the form of an Ex cutive
Branch unit on citizen participation an /or a
'strong and consistent national policy o1i the
subject. -

Yet, the abolitionists find that none of ese
proposals goes to the heart of the problem, w ich
they feel is essentially one of attitudeboth1 an
the part of state and local officials and on the p rt
of Citizens. Various studies, they point, out, have
found that the crit'cal factor in effective citiz n
participation)e1he attitude of state and loc 1
officials, atia neither the present melange nor
simplified set of federal requirements does rauc
to engender a positive approach toward citizen ,

participation on the part of these official's. \
Indigenous political and statutory factors, they '.
maintain, are far more significant and positive. I,

For all these reasons, the abolitionists urge a \
nearttnilete federal withdrawal from this area
of federal regulation. Such a move, they believe, \
would begin to curb the proliferation of federal
efforts in the mandating of across-the-board '

,e

requirements, begin to make the job of the federal
grant administrator a somewhat more rational
one, and begin to get.basic participation concerns
back where they belongat the state and local
levels.

Proponents of federal aid requirements for
citizen participation point out, in response to the
critics, that many local governments and state
agencies still operate with little sensitivity to the
need for opening their decision processes to
wider participation by affected persons. Thus,
while federal 'requirements may be duplicatiye
and unnu Js sary for certain states and localities,
they do serve the purpose of spreading such
practices nationwide in a more uniform manner,
and provide both money and incentives for
participation by many groups traditionally not

.heard from in the administrative processes even
in the more participative parts of the nation.

Yet, many in this group concede that if federal
aid requirements for citizen participation are
retained, they should be reformed. Present ones
usually do not have clearly stated objectives and
they often are unnecessarily diverse, placing
undue burdens on recipient governments and
citizens alike in "learning the ropes." Present
requirements also do not adequately recognize
the existence of citizen participation processes
already established and working.under state and
locEa laws and practicesthereby duplicating,
confusing, and diluting the opportunities for
effective participation, and making the process
more wkly. In addition, present requirements
tag often contain specific, arbitrary specifica-
tions for public notice, representative organiza-
tions, and other features of the participation
process which do not fit well in diverse situa-
tions. Finally, existing requirernents too often are
formalistic and legalistic, applying mostly at the
latter stages of decisionmaking in a way which
will satisfy minitnum legal standards but do little
to encourage tip creative use of diverse methods
which, could enhance both the opportunities for
participation and constructive results from it.,

These.reformers note that the/various groups
which have studied this situation are agreed
about the neecf for some simplification, at the
very least, if 'not major efforts at both standardi-
zation and simplifeation. The fact that so many
different federal-aid programs are involved, and

'that some avowedly seek to share decisionmak-
ing authority with affected citizen groups while
others focus upon providing better and fuller
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advice to duly constituted officials, is cited by
soine in this group in support of a. more
incremental 'simplification approachprogram
'area by 'program area.

Those lupperting full standardization recog-
nize these wide diversities, but believe that
properly developed performanbe standards (per-

,

haps with a few specifically 'recognized excep-
tions for meeting the power-sharing goals in

,certain programs) could meet diverse needs by
allowing recipient governments to develop

' -specific participation processes and techniques
;. -most appropriate to meet the performance goals

in their own situations. Such performance
_standards, they maintain, could require rlicle-
cisiontnakg pfocesses open to public view;
(2) opportunities for citizen advice at all signifi-
cant stages of the program; (a) eimple, direct, and
Well- advertised protedures for' participation;
(4) advance distribaion of relevant information
reasonably needed for effective parlicipation;
(5) technical 'assistance to groups and individt'h
als having a demonstrited interest in the issue
but lacking the technical resources to respond
responsihiy or constructively without s elp;
(6) economic assistance fOr participa4 ding

'to be shielded from undue economic sacrthce, and
(?) training. for participants win the prod* who
are not familiar with the procedures an& tech7

'niqUes to be used. Within these guidelines,
federal aid recipients would deyelop their own
`procesSes and specify the participation tech-
niques te be used. The federal government,
accOrding to this approach; would acceptsuch
procesies in the abience of any clear indications
that' one or more of the performance standards

: not being met.
For such a performance requirement to work,

these reformers warn, the federatagencies would,
have to be conicious of the costs as ,well as the
rel;ithd kepi-fits of any proposals 'they might
atigeat to. strengthen weak linA in recipients'
partiipation processes. With reasonable admin-

'tiatiOnohThe he federal side, hewever, and fecleral9
maanty .assiitafica, in meettng, the 'performance
objectiv,eariither than hard boiled enforcement

qiiinitik* legal requirements for specified
technignopropohen.ts.of this approach believe
thaanipkoved:citi*patticipatinatopPortunities:. be,:p!`ntridad throtigliout the nation: Not

;bnlV.Villd federal requirements he siihpler and
'snioreonsisient progrOn tb program, but

ee ctivpness
,

o citizen Raiticipatioacoula be,/ffe

.t

I ti
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expected to improve.
Still -other 'proponents of federal aid require-

ments for citizen participation argue lhat those
. requirements now appended to more than seven
score federal assistance programs have been
devoloped laboriously over a long period of yaars
and, for the most part, are welt adapted to the
programs to which they are appended. While not
perfect, these requirements have t en of some
benefit, and affected citiqns as s officials
are familiar with their use. Th y recoml
mend that existing citizen partici require-,
ments appended to federal assistance programs
be retained, and that the iresent administering
agencies in the federal 4xecutive Branch re-
tain responsibility for their administration and
improvement in acpordance with the varying
goals of these individual programs and the
differing legislative bases for such requirements.

In urging retention of the existing diverse
rtnge of citLzenparticipation requitements, these
proponents ado a position that they feel is
realistic -while stf1Fbng positive. The present
requirements appended to 155 grant programs
are geared to varying program needs and, in some
cases, to varying citizen participation 'goals.
More than half :require boards and cornmissidns
reflecting the public in various ways in their
respective membership. One-third require a
hearing pro'cess, while over two-thirds stipulate
still other citizen participation devises. These
prOcedural variations largely reflect differences
in the-programs affected, wherein hearings are

. more suitable to, some,' citizen committees or
boards to others (especially in4 the human
resources area), and other devices to still others.
In short, the range of procedures is sensibly and

\ realistically geared to the variety of differing
.r,ograms, to which they have beeVttached,
according to this:view.

Each requirement', moreovet,,usually embodies
one of three contrasting citizen participation
goalsgoals that are distinct and not easily
reconciled pr merged: The vast majority, they
point out, adhire to ,the consultationadvisory
goal; two dozen incorporate elements of shared
decisionmaking; While a few seek to elicitOverall
community views on public programs or in
public processes, as With the General Revenue
Sharing, community, development, and diverse
planning requirements. Different goals, then, can
inyolve different procedures arid ate more
appropriate fpt certain programs than for others.

,
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In ,effeci, the existing array of requirements
recogniies this eleinental dimension of intergov
ernmental efforts to fOster citizenparticipatIon.

Even where -the essential goal is the same for
several grant prOgdirns, as with the adv isory .
consultation approach, they aFgue that separate
and sPecific requirements create no real adminis-

.trative or political problems. Such, conditions,
they emphasize:place a specific responsibility on
spcific _federal departments and agencies to
Mount a special, even a differcnkated, effort td
involve citizens in thestate or local decisionmak-
ing processes that govern the implementation of
the affected aid programs. Out of this have come
varying approaches to, varying attitudes on, and
varying degrees of success (and failure) in
encouraging citizen participation. Given the still
essentially experimental and delicate intergbv -
ernmental nature of these efforts, they caution,
ihis piecemeal testing approach is the only

304 sensible and realistic one, to rely on at this
point.

After all, too little is -known, despite the
numerous evaluation studies, these observers
maintain, about the key components of citizen
participation success, especially in light of the
ambitious programmatic, systemic, and attitudi-
nal goals that usually are subsumed under the
rubric of success. Moreover, the manner in which
these factors interact in diverse jurisdictional
and political settings raises an even more
complicated set of analytical questions. For
them, these operational and intellectual limita-
tions on arriv ing at any real certainty about the
sure road to more effective citizen participation
suggest that more time for, more experimentation
with, and more analy sis of, the existing require-
ments are very much needed. Hence, either the
abolition of citizen participation requirements in
federal aid programs or a federal effort to develh
a standardized gov.ernmentivide or even depart-

entwide 'policy on the topic would be folly at
this lime.

Another issue with federal aid programs
concerns the type and arhount of citizen partici-

.pation which should occur at the various levels of
government. This report has pointed out in
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 that multiple citizen par-
ticipation methods are used by all three levels of
government as well as by regional goyernmen-

lal organizations and neighborhood , subunits.
Obviously, however, there Pare different usage
patterns among these lev els, First, participalion

.9

. .85
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is likely to be- more frequent at the local,
neighborhood,.and regional levels, and exercised
at nicire 'different stages of activity "there than at
the state and federal le.vels., S.econd, the propor-
tion of peeple. actually involved from the total
population tends.to be greater, the more local the
jurisdiction. As a corollary to this second point,
the screening of participants necessarily is more
selective for participation at higher levels of gov-
ernmentorgani4ational representation being
relied upon more (instead of individual participa-
tion) as the size of government increases. The
greater pressures of time at the higher levels of
government. demand this type of filtering, and
tend to reduce the length of time and intensity of
contact, and the degree of interactjon among the
various interested parties at the upper levels of
government. Nevertheless, the contacts are there,
and they may be intensified and lengthened if the
issues demand. r

Obviously, the eventual shape of final results
in federal aid programs is, or may be, affected by
whatever citizen participation occurs at these
various levels. Some contend that participation
requirements shoild, or do vary according to
the form of assistancecategorical, block, or re-
venue sharingand the size of the jurisdictidn in
terms of both population and geography.

For a categorical grant from the federal
government, development of the federal legtsla-
tion and the administrative regulations and
gpidelines may be especially crucial steps for
citizen invOlVement. This is because the narrow-
er the grant program, the more decisions are
likely to be made at these federal steps concern-
ing the precise types of projects, eligible benefi-
ciaries, and details of administration. if these
grants are passed through the states, some
additional state requirements may be added,
further restricting discretion at the eventual

, local, regional, dr..neighborlwod level of project
adminislration. Thti, once again citizen infki-
ence will have been reduced in the final analysis
if not applied at the state level. Finally, very little
discretion may be left to be exercised by the local
or regional body eventually reviving the federal
funds. At this point, it is highly unrealistic to
encourage citizen participation with any thought
other than that its impAct will be strictly limited
to the minor distfaionary matters left to these
recipients. Often, problems arise from citizen
misunderstanding of the limited nature of
participation whichcan be.provided at this point.



This leads, very often, either to outrage or
disillusiOnment.

Of courses not all categorical grant programs
preempt significant decisionmaking at the point
of impact In fact, some of the restrictions placed
upon them may be for the purpose of ensuring
that affected groups will be guaranteed a specific
type of program which they C--ari help to design in
specific wajrs, without undue interference from
tile state or local units handling the funds. In
those cases, the available discretion is relatively
Clear already. .

Block grants leave inore room to maneuver at
the ultimate point of program administration.
They are much broader in their purposes and
leave much more discretion for decisionmaking
by the administering recipient government. Still,
broad priorities are established at the federal
level, and with some sucli programs additional
restrictions may be added at state levels, before
the recipient government receives the funds.
Again, citizen input Li needed at each level of gov-
ernment where the program is taking shape, and
participation opportunities provided by the
eventual administering unit of government
should be clearly couched in terms of the degree
of discietion still left to be exercised at that leveL
Participation in these programs at the point of
impact is likely to encompass both broad
expenditure policies and detailed project design
questions, in contrast to concentration on the
latter for categorical grants.

General Revenue Sharing leaves almost all of
the discretion about appropriate uses of the
funds to the administering recipient. Thus,
citizen participation in this program does not
have to be couched too carefully in terms of the
limits of citizen inputs which are acceptable to
the final recipients. The broadest issues concern-
ing spending priorities are still wide open, and
only after these are settl can citizen participa-7
tion revert to the ques 'ons of program and
project design which serve as the focus in other

. .federal aid programs. .

In sum, there seems to be broad agreement that
state law should provide for citizemparlicipation
at both the state and local levels, and that federal
law should provide for citizen participation in its
own affajrs. There are basic differences, howev-.

a ar, about the need for federal aid requirements
mandating citizen participation at state and local
lev s. Those believing it unnecessary cite the
dl15flc&tion of state ancyocal reiluirements for

.

citizen participation, while those believing the
federal aid requirements to be appropriate cite
the unevenness of citizen participation practices
at state and local levels in contrast to the uniform
guarantees of access to government provided by
the U.S. Constitution. In any case, if federal aid
requirements for citizen participation are re-
tained, there appears to be broad consensus that
mild to very extensive reforms are needed in
them. The precise nature of these reforms is less
clear.

Evaluation of Citizen Participation

The authors of a major study of citizen
participation in HEW programs reported that
their.task of evaluation was made difficult by the
inadequate attention given to evaluation by
HEW. Academics and specialists in citizen
participation have commented on the general
absence of soundly prepared evaluation studies
in the federal government and elsewhere. This
situation leads to the question: Is evaluation of
citizen participation feasible, andif so, how can
its Present low state be improved? .

Those who question the feasibility of valid
evaluation cite at the outset the diversity and
complexity of the objectives of citizen participa-
tion. Legislative bodies seldom, if ever, set forth
clear objectives in the authorizing legislation or
even in the documented legisative history.
Citizens and administrators must try to find
direction from statutes that speak in such vague
terms as "meaningful" or "widespread" or
"substantial" citizen involvement. Little if any
direction is provided concerning the definition of
citizen, the kinds of participative mechanisms to vti
be employed, what procedures to follow in
choosing citizens, how agencies are to respond to
views of the public, and how those views are to be
balanced against other considerations in admin-
istrators' decisions. ,

Lacking clear legislative direction, potential
evaluators can turn for guidance to the two
parties most intimately concerned: administra-
tors responsible for involving citizens in the
programs, and the citizens themselves. But such,
guidance inevitably will reflect the respective
biases of these two parties. Since the administra-
tor's primary responsibility is to see that the
service goals of his program are achieved, he Will
tend to think of citizen participation in terms of
its contribution to those goals. The citizen, on the

*
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other hand, will view citizen participation as
important to the extent that it insures that gov-
ernment decisions are consistet with his own
interpretation of the public p6d.

Further complicating problem, in the view
of evaluation skept is the fact that there are
some 31 different forms of participation, ranging
from presenting a prepared statement at a public
hearingito serving on a citizen committee that
exercises some degree of program control.
Additional evaluation difficulties arise from the
complexity of government itself, with its many,
and diverse state and local political systems and
their interrelationihips as well as their relation-
ships with the federal government and its many
programs. How can evaluation be meaningful in a
setting so complex and varied?

In short, those who question the feasibility of
valid evaluation of citizen participation stress
the lack of clear legislative direction; the need for
heavy reliance upon two parties with opposite
biases for any kind of informed assessment, and
the complexity of the task, involving numerous
and varied citiien partidpation mechanisms in a
highly comtlicated governmental system where
it is difficulPto sort out the precise effects of the
many diverse influences which lead to any final
outcome. They believe that evaluations which
attain any degree of validity might cost more
thin any benefits that could reasonably be
expected, and for that reason contend that the

*soundest ciihrse would be to abandon all evalua-
tion efforts.

Those who are more sanguine about citizen
participation evaluation acknowledp the diffi-
culties cited, yet they find that these are not
insuperable, in light of the benefits they see from
citizen participation and the contribution that
they believe evaluation can make toward assur-

ing those benefits. They hold that citizen involve:
ment in decisionmaking must be viewed as part
of the general trend toward democratization of
our governmental institutions. From this they
derive such evaluative criteria as accessibility
meaning opportunities for affected citizens to
obtain needed information, make their views
known to decisionmakers, and hold officials
accountable; fairnessmeaning assurance that
all those affected by a program are given
equitable consideration ln the decisionmaking
process; and responsivenessmeaning reflec-
tion of public preferences in goyernmental
decisions. Others would add a criterion on
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reduction of citizen alienation, reflecting the need
for strengthening public support for government.

These defenders of ev aluation acknowledge
that measuring these criteria is not simple. The
most obvious approach is to use objective
measures, such as examining statistics on the
number of people who atthd public meetings
and public hearings as evidence of accessibility,
and studying the record of public hearings to
ascertain whether the points of view presented
represent all affected individuals and groups.
The problern`with using such yardsticks is that
they may fall short of revealing what impact
citizen participation actually had on officials'
decisions. That measure might be obtained by
careful examination of the record of decision-
makers' deliberations, which, with the advent of
sunshine and freedom of information laws, is
now likely to be more available than in the past.
Where such a record is not available, decision-
makors and their staffs can be intervieWed for
their views on the impact of citizen involvement,
recognizing that because of official self-interest
those views should be used only to assist in the
interpretation of effectiveness, rather than serve
as the only basis for that interpretation. Recent-
ly, some citizen participation requirements have
begun to call for written statements by decision-
makers explaining how citizen views were taken
into account in arriving at a final decision.

A final consideration, according to those who
believe that citizen participation must, and can be
evaluated, is to ask the citizens themselves how
they judge the effectiveness of a citizen participa-
tion program. Only the people can reveal whether
they think their rights were respected, their
interests were recognized, and the halance of
their 'mferences was reflected. An important
issue here is to assure that the citizens whose
vieWs are surveyed to get these answers are
representative of the entire class of affected
citizens. Imaginative and careful development of
a series of methodologies and measures (both
attitudinal and objective) can provide that
opurance, according to these supporters of

desi-evaluation.
In short, the supporters of the concept of

evaluating citizen participation believe that it
.would be irresponsible to fail to evaluate citizen
participation, however much it may seem that
citizen participation should be accepted virtually
as a sine qua non of the democratic process; that
meaningful criteria can be derived from demo:-



-ratic experience and principles; and that metho-
dology exists or can be developed to enable a
defensible application of those criteria.

RECOMMENDATION 1.
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AT

EACH LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT

The Commission concludes that the functhmen-
tal mechanism of citizen participation in Ameri-
can democracy is, and must be the process of
nominating and electing representative public
officials and, in certain circumstances, balloting
on issues through the initiative and referendum.
Yet, the Commission further concludes that
citizen participation beyond the electoral pro-
cess, in both the legislative and executive
branches, constitutes a vital complementary
feature of contemporary American government,
and is essential for holding elected and appointed
officials accountable, exerting a salutary influ-
ence on governmental decisions, contributing to
improved governmental services, and strength-
ening citizens' confidence in, and support for,
government.

The Commission, therefore, recommends that
governments at all levels provide sufficient
authority, responsibility, resources, commit-
ment, and leadership for elfeotive citizen partici-
pation in their own directlkadministesed activi-
ties, including budgeting and financial
decisionmaking, in addition to the elective
political process.

At the same time, the Commission recognizes
that citizen participation processes, as some-
times designed, can COmpetawith the basic
responsibility and authority of elected officials
and can distort the representativeness of such
processes. The Commission therefore recom-
mends that legislative and executive branches of
all levels of government, when providing in
legislation and administrative practice for citi-
zen involvement, exercise caution in (a) selecting
the types of situations in which citizens are
empowered to share in decisionmaking; (b) de-
fining the categories of citizens whose participa-
tion is needed to assure fair and equitable
representation of all significantly affected
groups; (c) guarding against administrative
agencies' explditation of citizen involvement for
the agencies' own narrow purposes or for the
perpetuation of programs beyond their useful

lives; and (d) avoiding the creation of unrealisti-
cally high hopes regarding the satisfactions and
benefits to be reaped frOm citizen participation.

More specifically the Commission recom-
mends that, where lacking, state law provide for,
as a minimum, (1) open meetings, (2) open
records, (3) effective public information pro-
gtams, (4) equitably representative advisory
committees and/or task forces for programs
having significant effects on the public or nu-
merically significant sectors thereof, (5) public
hearings at significant decision points in the
making of public policy, (6) regular reporting by
governmental units on their citizen participation
activities along with evaluation of such activi-
ties, and (7) the right of citizens to appeal through
administrative and judicial channels for the
redress of procedural lapses under this legisla-
tion. Such legislation skpuld apply to both the
executiVe and legislativCbranches and agencies
of state governments, local governments, and
regional organizations which are subject to state
law. This legislation also should provide for the
visible and accountable placement of responsi-
bility for compliance at each level. In addition, it
is recommended that such legislation make
special provisions in specified cases for the
ini-olvement of program clienteleincluding an
appropriate share in decisionmaking,. the use of
volunteers in program administration, the em-
ployment of program clientele, and complaint
servicesin those state and local programs with
direct beneficiaries, and also for the involvement
of broad-based community, regional, or statewide
interests, as well as sprZial interests, in those
programs, activities, and state or locaiplanning
and policymaking processes affecting primarily
-the public at large. Finally, such legislation
should provide training for citizens and officials
involved in all aspects of citizen participation,
and technical assistance for participating citizen
groups with demonstrated nee&

Tlys Commission also recommends that laws,
charters, and organic documents establishing
ldcal governments and regional public organiza-
tions include citizen participation provisions
consistent with the state legislation recom-
mended above.

The Commission recommends, further, that the
President and the Congress authorize a review of
the several legislative and administrative provi-
sions for citizen participatioh in the federal gov-
ernment's own direct rulemaking, regulatory,
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and program formulation processes, with a view
toward establishing broadly and consistently
applicable, mutually supportive, yet simple and
cost-effective procedures fOr (1) open meetings,
(2) open records, (3) effective public information
programs, (4) the use of equitably representative
advisory committees and/or task forces for
programs having significant effects on the public
or numerically significant sectors thereof, (5)
public hearings and/or consultation processes at
significant decision points in the making of
public policy, (6) regular reporting by Executive
Branch departments and agencies, and inde-
pendent regulatory commission, on their citizen
participation actiyities, along with evaluation of
such activities, and (7) the right of citizens to
appeal through administrative and judicial
channels for the redress of procedural lapses
under such provisions.,. Distinctions should be
made, as apEropriate, in the applicability of the

308 varying ciffzen participation procedures to the
rulemaking, regulatory, and program formula-
tion processes of the federal government. Re-
sponsibility for conducting this review should be
assigned clearly to a politically accountable offi-
cial or agency in the Executive Branch, and the
review should be performed with clear opportu-
nity for equitably representative citizen partici-
pation. Results of this review, together with
appropriate recommendations for legislative and
administrative actions, should be reported to the
President and the Congress and made public
within a specified period of time.

This recommendation affirms the importance
to governments in the United States of using
citizen participation proceses which reach
beyond the electoral processes, and urges that all
levels of government in the nation take steps to
use such citizen participation processes effec-
tively%. At the same time, it is recognized that

_citizen garticipation proCesses are difficult to use
effectively, evenhandedly, and without disap-
pointment. Thus, the recommendation draws
attention to some of the prime difficulties which
need to be overcome to help ensure success.
Finally, the recommendation urges specific steps
which can be taken by the states, by local gov-
ernments and regional organizations, and by the
federal government to institutionalize citizen
participation effectively and equitably in their
direct servicing responsibilities.

At the state level, it is recommended that state

got

law s be rev iew ed and amended or supplemented,
as necessary, to provide for (1) a broad set of
means whereby citizens may have access to most
governmental information and deCisionmaking
processes in both the legislativ e and executive
branches of state and substate units of govern-
ment, (2) involvement of the direct clientele of
public serv ice programs as appropriate to enable
such state or local programs to work more
smoothly, responsively, , and productively, and
(3) balanced involvement of a broad range of
general and special interests in public decision-
making significantly affecting the general public.
Those requirements of state law would be
supported, under this recommendation, by ap-
propriate training and technical assistance ef-
forts.

At the local and regional levels of government,
provisions similar to, and consistent with, those
proposed above for general state law, are
recommended to be incorporated into specific
state laws, charters, and .other organic docu-
ments establishing units of local government and
regional organiza/ions.

With referencr to the federal government's
direct activities, the Commission recommends
that serious ,consideration be given to more
uniformly applying the same citizen participa-
tion processes, as those recommended for the
states and their political subdivisions, through-
out the Executive Branch and among the inde-
pendent regulatory commissions, with approp-
riate distinctions being made to recognize
differences,in applying the general principles to
differing types of federal activity. A major study,
under accountable political auspices, and with
citizen involvement, is called for.

At the heart of American representative
democracy is the concept that government is the
immediate responsibility of officials elected by
the citizens. Except for the use of the initiative
and referendum in certain limited cases and the
town meeting form of local goveihment, ours is a
representative democracy. For the system to
work effectively, elected officials should know
and respond to the needi and views of the
citizenry, and for this to happen there must be
full and free interchange of information between
the governed and the governors. Officials cannot
know what decisions to make unless they know
what their constituents are thinking and, conver-
sely, citizens cannot judge the iierformance of
their officials at periodic elections unless they



know what decisions they make, and why.
Hence, citizen participation activities outside the
electoral process play a substantial role in
assuring fulfillment of this need for the inter-
change of information.

Citizen participation plays an equally impor-
tant role in keeping the bureaucracy responsive.
The increased complexity of the economy and
society, and the consequent expansion of gov-
ernment, have increased the number and the
technical nature of problems confronting legisla-
tures, generating a vast expansion in legislative
delegation of policy regponsibilities to adminis-
trative agencies. This development places
heightened emphasis on the issue of bureaucratic
resp onsibility.

Thebretically, accountability is maintained by
the authority directly responsible for bestowing
the power, that is, the legislative body and the
elected executive. Practically, however, the
theory breaks down, in part, duito the separa-
tion (and sharing) of powers that characterizes
the federal, state, and many local governments.
But, equally, if not more so, accountability is not
,ensured because of the general lack of insistence
on it by legislative bodies (whether becatise of
their lack of ability to, devote time and resources
to it, or lack of interest when compared with
other more appealing'duties). As a consequence,
the term "bureaucracy"whether fairly or un-
fairlyhas become almost synonymous with the
idea of unresponsiveness.

Concern over this evolution of bureaucratic
isolation and unresponsiveness led directly at
the federal level to Congressional enactment of
the Administrative Procedures Act of 1946.
While aimed primarily at the independent
regulatory commissions in the beginning, it
applies now to the entire federal administrative
establishment and is the basic law opening up the
administrative process to public acce'ss. In-
1uencing and controlling the bureaucracy is an

ilnportant focus of similar laws in state and local
governments, and of the many forms of citizen
participation at all levels.

One sure indicator of the significance of citizen
participation in helping to hold elected officials
and administrators responsible is the capacity of
citizen participants to influence governmental
decisions. Our study found that suckinfluence,
while not always present or in uniform degree,
does occur frequently, as for example

the selection of projects and activities in the
Community Development Block Grant and

, the level of social service expenditures in
that program;

the determination of service budgets by
certain HEW advisory committees;

neighborhood health centers, where citizen
boards have full governing authority Or
limited control over specific decisions;

stimulation of localities' participation in
grant programs; and

the exertion of pressure on a local gov-
ernment to retain a program even after
federal grant funds have ceased.

In the case of General Revenue Sharing, citizen
participation also appears to have been influen-
tial in some cases, though the evidence thus far is
mixed.

Citizen participation can have at least two
other significant impacts on the effective func-
tioning of government, strengthening of citizen
trust in, and support for, government, and
improvement of program performance. Current
research, examined in this study, is equivocal on
whether these results do flow from citizen
participation in any measurable degree, if at all.
In our judgment, however, there is no doubt that
citizen participation, in some cases, does have
(and in others could have) these effects.

In any case, the findings fromuur research and
our experience with and study of the history and
operation of American government firmly sup-
port the conclusion that citizen participation
beyond the electoral process now is an essential
part of representative deMocracy in America,
helping to maintain the responsiveness of elected -

officials and the bureaucracy to the citizenry.
Given the indispensability of citizen partici-
pation as a supplement to the basic electoral
process, the Commission believes that gov-
ernments at all levels should examine their
existing citizen participation policies and
practices with a view to providing the necessary
authority, responsibility, resources, commit-
ment, and leadership to assure that such partici-
pation is effective.

In urging the improved and expanded develop-
ment and use of citizen participation, the
Commission recognizes certain pitfalls that must
be avoided in various aspects of existing citizen
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participation activities. One of these has to do
with the issue of which citizens should, and do
participate. In certain federal aid programs,
legislation and/or regulations identify which
citizens are to be "targeted," particularly when
they are the disadvantaged or unorganizedin
short, when they are not likely to be alert to
defend their own interests. Even in such cases,
however, as the Title XX (social services) and the
Community Development Block Grant case stu-
dies reveal, the "targeted" low income groups
were not, in fact, effectively involved. Beyond
such specific identification of participants, it
was found, generally, that participants tend to be
an elite minority drawn mainly from middle and
upper income groups and an upwardly mobile
lower income groupnot a full cross section of
the citizenry. This suggests .that reliance upon
citizen participation efforts as a supplement to
the electoral process and as a means of register-

310 ing the "voice of the people" must be approached
with caution lest the "people" turn out to be a
narrowly based group with only a narrow special
interest to be promoted. Thus, care should be
taken to balance the views of all affected
interests, including the public-at-large. Such a
balance can be approached, for example, through
careful delineation of advisory committee mem-
berships, and through affirmative outreach to
affected, but passive, group's and individuals.

A second issue requiring caution is the extent
to which participation, constitutes actual sharing
in decisionmaking. The most common participa-
tion techniquespublic hearings and advisory
committeesserve to transmit advice for consid-
eration by the responsible officials. In some
cases, however, the role is conceived as one of
sharing#in decisionmaking and program control.
This has been a prominent feature of the
Community Action Agenciefi, with their "maxi-
mum feasible participation," in the antipoverty
program. It also is a goal of many involved in the
neighborhomP decentralization movement in
various urban areas. In such situations, sharing
of control may be justified as a necessary means
of achieving the effective representation of
groups of citizens who ordinarily have no impact
on the political process and are the identified
befieficiaries of a particular governmental pro-
gram. The danger is that when loosely used,
power-sharing may undercut the authority and
responsibility of legally established officiels,
both elected and administrative. Not only does it

diminish their power, but it also enables them to
pass the buck to others. Thus, the nature of the
participation is critical to a determination of
whether a particular kind of citizen participation
will complement and abet the normal political
kocess of decisionmaking or will confuse and
possibly undermine it. Power-sharing situations,
therefore, should be carefully and clearly deli-
neated so that the roles of citizens and officials
are well understood by both grolos and mutually
respected and supported.

Another way in which citizen participation
may be employed to undermine official authority
and work against officially declared goals of
participation is when the process is co-opted by
administrators. Some administrators, uncon-
vinced of the legitimacy and potential benefits of
citizen involvement, see it as a means of enhancing
their own personal objectives or-those of their
program. Such officials tend to co-opt and
manipulate participation mechanisms, notably
advisory committees, so that instead of citizens
serving as detached critics, sounding boards, and
proposers of new ideas, they become unquestion-
ing supporters of the administrator's policies.
Independent funding and staffing of citizen
advisory committees is one means of guarding
against this, while another is the recruitment,
training, and promotion of administrators for
their ability to use, encourage, and incorporate
the results of evenhanded and effective citizen
participation.

A final caveat in the use of citizen participation
concerns the danger of building up false hopes.
We are convinced of the value of citizen partici-
pation, yet recognize, as indicated in our research
findings, that governments have produced mixed
results in inducing people to participate, and
such participation in many instances has
achieved only modest success in terms of
influencing decisions, improving services, or
improving the attitudes of affected citizens.
Realistically, citizen participants should be
conscious of the limits to their possible influence
on public decisions. Citizen participation may
evolve over a period to a point where the Otivice of
citizens is paid more heed; and, indeed, where in
certain situations citizens share a degree of
control; but the constitutional, nature as well as
the dynamics of the system dictate.that the role of..
citizen participants must, with few select excep-
tions, 'be advisory and supplementary to that
played by duly constituted elected and appointed



officials. Governments, however, can help to
minimize false hopes by clearly stating at the
outset, for example, the types of decisions which
are susceptible to influence in each instance of
participation, precisely who is responsible for
making the final decisions, the timing of the
decisionmaking process, how much and what
type of assistance will be available to participat-
ing citizens, and what types of participation
procedures will be used. A realistic approach by
both citizens and the government will stave off
many disappointmgrits.

The basic mechanism for_ institutionalizing
citizen participation processes at the state, local,
and substate regional levels of government is
state law. All states now have open meetings
laws; most have laws allowing citizens to become
involved in rulemaking proceedings of adminis-
trative agencies and 34 states have legislative
review of administrative regulations; 40 states
(as of 1975) require local budget hearings, while
37 prdvide public hearings for the state budget;
and 47 states have open records laws. State laws
also ,provide for state offices of voluntary action
in over 30 states, and many such agencies have
broader citizen participation roles than their
names might imply. Some states also have a
"State Ombudsman Act" and a "Uniform Public
Assembly Act." In earlier reports, ACIR has
called for state laws giving citizens explicit legal
authority to contribute to the development of
state and local budgets, and enabling the crea-
tion of neighborhood subunits of government in
large cities and urtan counties. This, of course, is
not a complete catalogue, but it is enough of a list-
ing to show that state law has contributed
heavily to expanding citizen participation oppor-
tunities.

On the other hand, some of the state laws cited
above have substantial deficiencies. For exam-
ple, the open meeting lailvs fail to provide for
prior notice of the meeting in eight states, and
sanctions against violafors are weak in about
one-third of the states. Requirements for local
budget hearings apply toboth cities and counties
in only 23 states. And, of course, some states do
not have legislation requiring open records,
budget hearings, or the establishment of state-
level citizen participation offices. Thus, there is
hardly a single state that could not improve its
posture on citizen participation by systematical-
ly reviewing all of its existing citizen participa-
tion laws and regulations, and by taking steps to

fill gaps and to coordinate the various compo-
nents into a broadly applicable and internally
consistent process designed to enhance citizen
roles in state and local government and the
responsiveness of such governments to the needs
of their citizens. The Commission urges the states
to take these steps.

In cases where general state laws dealing with
citizen participation in local governments and
regional organizations are lacking or deficient,
effective citizen participation processes can be
required in these political subdivisions through
provisions in the specific state laws, charters,
and other organic instruments establishing such
subdivisions. Even where the general state laws
on this subject are adequate, consisteri citizen
participation provisions in these instruments
increase the visibility of such provisions, and
reenforce the efforts to implement them. Care
should be taken, however, to make sure that
conflicts between these general and organic laws
are avoided.

At the federal level, the 1976 report of the
Federal Interagency Council on Citizen Partici-
pation recited a litany of shortcomings in citizen
partibipation. These extend to such problems as
the clarity and sufficiency of authority', inade-
quacy of resources, and lack of agency initiative
and commitment. Such deficiencies apply to both
direct federal and federally aided programs. The
Commission notes that the Administration is
reviewing existing citizen participation policies
and practices in connection with its overall
reorganization effort led by the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget. We urge that this study be
expanded and that due attention be given to the
enforcement and evaluative processes. Inadeq-
uacies in these two related areas constituted
serious obstacles to achieving more definitive
judgments in this study of the real condition of
citizen participation in federal agency activities.

As with the states, the federal government
already has a substantial body of law and regu-
lation relating to citizen participation in the Exe-
cutive. Branch and the independent regulatory
commissions. This includes the Administratwe
Procedures Act, the Freedom of Information Act,
the Government in the Sunshine Act, the Federal
Advisory Committee Act, an executive order on
federal agency consultation with outside inter-
ests in rulemaking and policy development
endeavors, and several other actions such as
those establishing offices of public affairs,
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offices of public counsel, offices of consumer
affairs, and federal funding of public representa-
tion at various locations within the federal
establishment. Yet, there is no general oversight
of these several provisions. They apply unevenly
throughout the federal goy ernment, attracting
charges of inadequacy and ineffectiveness con-
cerning their administration. Legislativ e propos-
als for strengthening some of these practices
remain activ e, how ev er, and this Commission's
own study, w ith its necessary focus on grant-in-
aid requirements for citizen participation rather
than upon citizen participation within the federal
establishment itself, has not resohed all of these
issues. Nev ertheless, the Commission is con-
y inced that these are questions of substantial
intergovernmental significance and urges that
they be probed fully, using the same piinciples
and guidelines recommended for citizen partici-
pation at the state, local, and regional levels.
While the actual form of participation may vary
slightly from one lev el of government to another,
the Commission belie% es that the basic principles
remain the same and is convinced that a
consistent approach at each level will smooth
intergovernmental relations in this field, thus
holding duplication and potential conflict to a
minimum.

RECOMMENDATION 2.
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN
FEDERAL AID PROGRAMS:

A pOSITIVE AND
CONSISTENT FEDERAL POLICY

The Commission concludes that the federal
government has a responsibility to ensure that
requirements accompanying financial aid to
state and local governments (and other communi-
ty service organizations) will be applied in a way
that will strengthen and support public decision-
making processes by providing consistent oppor-
tunities for citizens to be heard prior to polfcy
and, or administrati e decisions directly affect-
ing them. At the same time, the Commission
obser ves that the more than seven score require-
ments for citizen participation now appended to a
like number of federal assistance pkograms,
taken as a whole, are diverse, complex, confus-
ing, sometimes arbitrary, less effecti e than they
might be, and difficult for some federal aid
recipients to comply with. The Commission also

observes that the majority of federal grant
programs available to state and local recipients
do not presently incorporate citizen participation
requirements.

The Commission recommends, therefore, that
Congress and the President enact legislation
establishing general citizen participation poli-
cies for advisory processes toibe applied consis-
tently throughout the federal aid system, and that
under such legislation the President designate a
single Executive Branch agency with the respon-
sibility and authority to ensure the consistent .
application and evaluation of these policies in the ;
administratidn,of federal assistance programs by
the various federal departments and agencies.
The designated agency should carry out its
responsibilities in consultation with affecled
federal agencies, federal aid recipients, and
citiseirs; and it should have authority to
administrative regulations necessary for com-
pliance with the act, to recommend executive
action by the President needecno realize the goal
of the act, and to recommend to the President an
Congress appropriate additionar legislation
the subject of citizen participation. The poll& s
established by this legislation should (a) es b-
lish clear objectives for citizen participation in
federal aid programs; (b) enunciate performeance
standards that encourage the use of fimely,
effective, and efficient citizen participation
methods tailored to diverse situations; (c) pro-
hibit. detailed .federalspecification of exact
techniques and procedures to be followed by
state and local recipients of federal aid; (d) rely,
through a certification process, upon citizen
participation provisions of state, and local law
and, established practices thereunder, to the
maximum extent consistent with the objectives
established in this legislation; (e) authorize the
expenditure of a reasonable proportion of funds
in aided ptograms for citizen participation
purrioses; ad (f) authorize the use of federal
research, technical assistance, and training
resources,for the support of citizen participation
objectives in federal aid programs.

The Commission recommends, further, that
this legislation should repeal, after a reasonable
transition period, all existing legislative provi-
sions for citizen participation embodied in
individual federat aid programs, except those
that Congress and the President determine are
justified by a need to confer a sharing in
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decisionmaking on specific groups of citizens
benefiting from a specific federal aid prograrn.*

The first, fifth, and fourteenth amendments to
the U.S. Constitution among other things guaran-
tee to all citizens the rights to have a free press,
exercise free speech, assemble freely with one
another, petition their governments for redress of
grievances, and receive equal treatment under
t,he laws in accordance with "due process." The
federal civil rights laws have emphasized even
more fully that minority groups are not to be
excluded from enjoyment of these and other
rights. Specifically with respect to federal aid
programs, civil rights legislation requires that
funds be spent in nondiscriminatory ways.
Several individual federal aid programs have
specific provisions repeating bans on discrimina-
tion. By this means, federal aids now are required
to meet the special needs of minorities, diverse
racial and ethnic groups, various age and income
groups, both sexes, and the handicapped or
disadvantaged, as well as the needs of the general
public. Thus, two principles have been estab-
lished; (1) all the people are to have access to gov-
ernment, and (2) fetleral aid is to meet the needs
of diverse and differentiated groups.

Cititen participation requirements are now
established in 151 federal aid programs by
legislation and administrative regulations. These
currently require recipients at the state and local
levels, including regional and neighborhood
bodies, as well as private nonprofit organiza-
tions, to provide opportunities for affected
persons to be heard during the process of
administering federal aids. In two dozen pro-
grams, moreover, they must share decisionmak-
ing authority with special citizen bodies estab-
lished specifically for the purpose. The federal
agencies responsible for administering federal
aid programs also are required to be open to
outside advice when they develop or revise
administrative regulations for their programs.
This comes about under the Administrative
Procedures Act, the Freedom of Information Act,
the Government in the Sunshine Act, and
executive orders requiring "consultation" with
affected parties in the rulemaking process.

'Congressman Fountain disagrees with this general repeal
provision because numerous committees of the Congress
have jurisdiction in this matter. He believes that it would be
advisable to recommend conforming legislation for each of
the grant programs affected.

4:7

These existing citizen participation processes
prov ide a means, however imperfect, for aiding
the people in the exercise of their constitutional
rights of access to government and for helping
governments in identifying the needs of the
diverse groups to be assisted fairly and equitably
under federal aid programs. These are important
purposes, fully justifying federal tequirements,
purposes that would not be adequately met if the
federal government were to retire from this field.
Thus, the Commission recommends that citizen
participation requirements remain an important
elementoin federal aid programs.

Nevertheless, there is a great need for reform in
these requirements and the way in which they are
administered. In the first place, federal mandates
are marked by considerable inconsistently. The
151 grant programs requiring public participa-
tion represent nearly one-third of all grant
programs. The fact that over two-thirds of the
programs (70%) are not subject to mandatory
citizen involvement creates a strong presumption
of Oconsistencies in federal policies. This
presUmption is borne out by an examination of
the mandating laws and regulations, which
reveals that similar programs 4within the same
department or agency, or programs in the same
functional area, or programs dealing with like
phases of policymakingsuch as research or
planningoften differ in respect to whether they
do, or do not require citizen participation.

Beyond these inconsistencies are the varia-
tions in types of existing citizen participation re-
quirements and the detailed application of those
mandates. Eighty-nine of the 151 programs
provide for advisory boards or committees and,
of these, 24 exercise some share of decisionmak-
ing in addition to advisory powers. Public
hearings are required in-51 programs, and in 108
programs other types of public involvement are
mandated. The latter provisions vary with
respect to whether specific interests must be
involved and, if so, which ones; at what stage of
the decisionmaking process participation must
Occur; and the types of participation mechanisms
mandated. Often it is difficult to discern why
very similar programs, in the same functional
area and frequently in the same department or
agency, should require entirely different types of
citizen involvement.

The diversity of federal requirements places
undue burdens on recipient governments and
citizens alike in "learning the ropes." Also, by
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failing to recognize the existence of citiien
participation processes already established and
working under state and local laws and prdctices,
these requirements duplicate, confuse, and dilute
the opportunities for effective participation, and
make the process more costly. Moreover, present
requirements too often contain specific and
sometimes arbitrary specifications for public
notice, representative organizations, and other
features of the participation process which do not
fit well in diverse situations. Finally, existing
requirements too often are formalistic and
legalistic, applying mostly at the latter stages of
decisionmaking in a way which will satisfy
minimum legal standards, and doing little to
encourage the creative use of diverse methods
which could enhance both the opportunities for
participation and the constructive results from it.

As the above suggests, beyond the issue of
inconsistencies is the question of the effective-
ness of federal participation requiremmts. Our
research shows that conclusions on theMpact of
citizen participation in federal programs must be
tentative because of ineffective monitoring by
federal administering agencies and the dearth of
valid evaluation studies. Nevertheless, available
studies under qualified auspices pointed fairly
clearly to wide variations among the programs
examined with respect to the effectiveness of
citizen participation. This conclusion applied to
evaluation of citizens' influence on the decision-
making process, the effectiveness of program
performance, and the effect on citizen attitudes
toward governmentthree criteria commonly
used to judge effectiveness.

These shortcomings stem in part from federal
administration of the citizen participation re-
quirements, as well as the defects .of the statutory
and regulatory governing provisions. The federal
Interagency Council on Citizen Participation in
1976 recited a list of deficiencies in federal
administiation, including: unclear, Inadequate,
fragmented, or nonexistent authority and respon-
sibility for citizen participation in government
agencies; allocation of insufficient agency re-
sources; and the uneven quality of the policy,
commitment, and initiative of agency leadership.
A Rand Corporation study of citizen participa-
tion in HEW grant programs substantiated these
charged for that department. It found a lack of an
overall 'citizen participation policy at Oar the
departmental or agency level. The actual amdunt
and quality of citizen participation in HEW grant

programs was unknown, as was the general
impact of citizen participation activities generat-
ed by these programs. This lack of knowledge,
Rand concluded, stemmed from the absence of
systematic monitoring or enforcement proce-
dures.

The Commission's recommendation is in-
tended to help correct these deficiencies through
two mechanisms: (1) an omnibus Citizen Partici-
pation Act, and (2) a permanently designated
Executive Branch agency to ensure consistent
administration of the act. The new act would
establish a general citizen participation require-
ment for advisory processes which would be
applied consistently at the federal level from
program to program and agency to agency. The

Executive Branch agency designated
by e President would be either an existing or a
newly established unit and could be within or
outside the Executive Office of the President. It
would assist the various agencies administering
federal aid programs in (a) adjusting their
present citizen participation requirements to the
general format, (b) establishing new require-
ments under the act for programs having none
previously, and (c) administering the new and
adjusted requirements consistently and effec-
tively from year to year.

It is important that the designated agency have
not only the responsibility but the authority to
enforce federal agencies' compliance with the
general citizen participation policies established
by the new legislation. This authority should
include the critical power to issue the implement-
ing rules and regulations. In developing such
regulations, the agency would be expected to
enlist the assistance and cooperation of the
affected agencies, as well as recipient groups and
private citizens.

The designated agency would be expected to
report annually to Congress and the President on
agency coppliance and effectiveness under this
act.

This recommendation is consistent with Re-
commendatio'n 11 of the Commission's 1977
report entitled Categorical Grants: Their Role
and Design. That recommendation identified
citizen participation mandates as one of over 30
requirements which apply more or less across
the board to the grant system, and asked that
they all be simplified, consolidated, and/or stan-
dardized by then-leans cited above, if not termi-
nated after having been found "to be excessively
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burdensome, either fiscally or administratively,
or to be impracticable to implement." The
Commission believes that citizen participation
requirements in federal aid programs, which are
reformed as suggested here, will not be exces-
sively burdensome or impracticable.

Legislation to carry out the ACIR recommenda-
tion on across-the-board requirements has been
prepared and introduced in the 95th and 96th
Congresses as part of the proposed "Federal
Assistance Reform Act." One effect of that
legislation would be to accomplish many of the
objectives of the Citizen Partitipation Act called
for here.

The new Citizen Pakicipation Act would have
several important features worthy of further
explanation. First, clear_objectives would be
established for advisory citizen participation
processes. These would be stated in terms of
goals to be achieved, rather than procedures to be
followed. Such goals spring from the constitu-
tional rights and nondiscrimination statutes
cited above. While these should be recognized in
this act, the fuller range of objectives identified in
this report also should be stated, including:
(1) providing information to citizens; (2) ob-
taining information from, and about, the general
public and affected segments thereof; (3) im-
proving public decisions, programs, projects, and
services through the use of citizen inputs, (4) en-
hancing the acceptance of public decisions,
programs, projects, and services; (5) sue-
plementing public agency work; m altering
public resourca allocations, (7) protecting indi-
vidual and minbrity group rights and interests;
and (8) delaying difficult public decisions, until
better understanding of the issues is developed,
and avoiding unwise public decisions. These
objectives are more fully examined elsewhere in
this report. They are diverse and they are used
differently by different segments of both the
citizen and official communities. The act should
recognize this diversity and establish its legiti-
macy.

The second major feature of the act should be
encouraging the use of effective and efficient
citizen participation methods by federal aid
recipients, in light of the diverse situations they
face. This is accomplished by the enumeration of
performance standards in the act and by encou-
raging reliance on processes established under
state and local law, to the maximum extent
consistent with the act's objectives. The perfor-

mance standards would require that (I) sig-
nificant policy and administrative decisionraak-
ing processes relating to any federal aid program
being carried out by the recipient government be
open to public view, 12) opportunities for citizen
advice be provided at the stages of the program
involving problem and issue recognition, goal
setting, fact finding and, research, probledi
definition and revision of goals, development of
alternative proposals, analysis of alternatives,
recommendation and AsloptionApof preferred
alternatives, implementation of decisioni, and
evaluation of program results, (3) procedures for
participation be simple, direct, and well adver-
tised to attract all segments of the population
reasonably expecte.d to have an interest, (4) rele-
vant information reasonably needed for effectiVe
participation be provided well in advance of the
time specified for response, (5) technical assis-
tance be provided upon request to groups and
individuals having a demonstrated interest in the
issue but lacking the technical resources to
respond resBonsibly or constructiVely without
such help, (6) econdmic assiatance be provided
upon request to participants having a demon-
strated interest in the issue but who otherwise
would be precluded or discouraged from partici-
pation by the economic loss incurred, and
(7) training be provided for participants in the
process who are not familiar with the procedures
and techniques to be used. The federal agencies
could, and should offer suggestions, guidelines,
and perhaps even several "models" of citizen
participation processes which would be accepta-
ble and cost effective.

To assure necessary emphasis on the perfor-
mance standards approach, the Commission
believes that it is vital that the legislation
prohibit detailed federal specification of exact
techniques and procedures. This reports has
documented the large number of different forms
and techniques of citizen participation which
exist. At the same time, it has shown that most
feder rh.quirements call for the use of advisory
committees and/or hearings at late stages of
decisionmaking processes. These two techniques
also are the most comm nly specified ones under
state and local laws, Xcluding electoral pro-
cesses. Evaluations ind'cate that hearings are not
rated high in overall benefits, and advisory
committees also Ithve drawbacks, even though
they rated somewhat higher than hearings. Thus,
present participation mandates tend to be
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duplicative among the levels of government, and
based upon unimaginative and relatively ineffec-
tive techniques.

Consistent with the objectives of (a) encourag-
ing diversity and new initiatives in grant
recipients' development of participation tech-
niques and (b) minimizing the burden of con-
forming with federal requirements, the legisla-

. tion would provide for compliance through
certification process. Thus, if the recipients sho
that they have state and/or local laws anti
administrative procedures that offer citizen's
access to the decisionmaking process equivale t
to that set forth in the performance standards of
the act, they would be certified as meeting he
participation requirements for any federal aid
programs to which the act applied. Such cer ifi-
cation, of course, wOuld- be subject to fe eral
audit from time to time and to rescission u on a
finding, after notice and hearing, tha the316 recipient is not in compliance with The cite state
or local laws and procedures or that' suc laws
and procedures are not at least equivalen to the
federal standards.

The new act would authorize the exp
of a reasonable proportion of federal aid
recipients for support of related citizen p
tion processes, and use of funds a
resources available to federal agencie
support of research designed.to impro

° participation procedures and techniqu
as for the support of technical ass
federal aid.recipients and training f
state, and local officials, public emp
others needing to know more ab
participation. These authorizations
to make federal agencies understand
with assisted governments, rathe
enforcers of unreasonable and one
ments.
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In order to fully achieve a consistency of citizen
participation policies And their application,
throughout the governnient, it is vital that this
act supersede, ultimately, the existing uncoordi-
nated maze of separate statutory requirements.
After a reasonable transition period for organiz-
ing the designated agency and issuing the
necessary rules and regulations, therefore, the
legislation should provide for repealing with
some exceptions, all existing legislative provi-,.
sions for citizen participation provided in indi-d
vidual federal aid programs. The exceptions are
programsusually those identified as clientele
control programswhere Program objectives
require the sPecific citizens benefited to share in
actual decisionmilking. These are relatiVely ff,w
in number but the. individu.a; c,. ircumstances v.atty,.
sufficiently in Some cases, as to the kinds nf
control involved, that they may not lepd them
selves tO the across-the-boa.rd consistenay:re-
riufred in this legislation, .

Standardization, simplificat*, greater.recip-
fent discretion in procedural patters, but more
federal firmneis i performahce' abjectivesgr;-:
theseEire the hallmarks of thia recomMendattO.
Each is needed. in- this aree and at, ;fins thie.-.,.
Moreover, the stress opPerformance goals.and
the de-einphasis,:of prnceattral; apepificalion,
along with the ,greaier relictir,e, potentially,,on
recipient practices, repressnta.:,a ninnh neetiO, .

sorting out of the reaRansibilities of Ole 4iffering
levels in this, aren,pieprfnie thru0 here is nn
ailviSosy giechanistnefiand goats, hutAmple

4ft for the,:!povgerLsharine and.'!'consensuk-
htiiiding" alternatiyes, (mail ihesq

conitincea ..tttat this strategy
sept.esente*ToSt Sengtible, sOsitive,and intqt
gorrmiThiItPy .soutta. appros0 to;:erid t4e..

.preQent *as izithe fOlchof feflerally.nifindateci
citzen particOati**4iiimentS..
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proceduFe, fallowing the'
'...01,5Par.ePort jlf a dra.ft.repori is Ftwsubmit it to a.

Srotl, 6-NoW .to three ,dozen publ. officials.
Itiid'Othbi,clualified to assqss.- the

,t.d.gic.. #id.,re'poit. in ari-:,intergovernorntar
andClinmeq The,draf t report

ntttFed datztn pr,tivipotion n Ole ,4inerica,n
-.41--\:Ve4r.h1 S3! tanit underwent,such 'rekievtrin

,^1- K9-vfqtr 108, ,culminating ;in-_ a ...critics':
-rantAing,at..the'tSmnitscittim offices on December

Vinadclitiohy.hecatiO of A.e sPecial nature
tItiS-ftepsql..the Its14.11e1dklyub1fC

heang onAe,reporte its m104114911 De4ember.
104. Of tha4,per_mg.t.invq4lto parpcfpateln

tese 1.0). sessidns,._.gf itterideth. ind iight
, %iritten statemet er sulimifOcT- for the

- ,

(see'Appenetifx 8.) ;" ?, :`;.

8.91ng of the criticslinciceriali; ',Witnesses at the'4
,heiikIng requested additional thn, to comp1et4

Ati -;ancl..suget,ted that 'the rev,iew
plitc564for tWis pt be fixidened to a mjch

: brd raildienee; including parti4u1hr1ytitizens"..,
tiptiny' t/pes. "'At ai.esultJhaCciiiimis:

.,-. siott direetedAV.Istaff goncluyt, ,a broader
_ fleView. :z, t'

, .Su)iiequeittlyt th4'..stiA2.4.,d3stri ,uted ,over 200
,

'; comes Of, the cliaft report f9,r reView anclAP,*.4,
A; . f. , ...

74-;
4%; , 41,

comment, These copies were sent to 59 national
citizens' groups, ten universities and. research

*organizations 'concerned with éitizen participa-
tion,..43 state and local gctvernments and the.ir
riAtiohal, associcilions, 41 federal governmeht
agencieS, and 11.others. Written responses were

Precelyed by ACIRIroin 30 of the additional 400
4k,reviewers. In addition, certain Commission

Members and staff met cin February 21, 1979,
. with two grquin'Of citlz-ens fof diarogue aboyf the

"l
. ..iaftreiShrt. "

N

Most of the respimses were very thocightful,
and a ,f,fe* provided', additiopal research
references, which the sitaff ha endeavored to
incoitiOrrate into flip background chapters% Most.

'of thei.g respohaes also took positions 'op the
-: reconirnendation options in the draft report, and

--
a. tat,' subgested additional options. Various
other coinnients also were iiiade.

;:. . Thescomniehts received 'al the critics' meeting,
,

attlie hearing, and subsequehtly in writing are
$unimarized in thetwo attached. tables which are

" ; desbribedbelow: '

Figure A-1. VieVvs on ACIR's Dri!ift Citizen
Participation Recommendations

.4;!

c

Received it; tind Following, The
December 7, 1978, Hearing:

Fiiarg. A-2. Summary of Comnienti On AdfR
ra . Citizen . articiiiation

:with Staff esponses.

.0 :,

. 37'
'
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Summaries of the tWo dialogue meetings'foll bw
descriptions of these two" tables. ..
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RESPONSES TO /
RECOMMENPATIONS

Briefly, the responses to the initial draft
recommendations appearing in Figure are
summarized in Summbry Table A-1.

S.

suggested cqrabining the differentieted approach
in 2G, which tHey felt to be more practical and
better fitted to the diversity among federal aid
programs, with the performance standards
approach of option 2B.

Some objections k,to 2B arose regarding the
presumed unworkability of the "designated
agency" approach and from a mishnderstanding
of its proposed role. Opponents of the designated
agency believed it would displace the individual
grant making agencies inthe administration of

Source of
Position

cSummary Table A-1

;upport for First Draft Recommendations

Statement la & b la(only) . 2A 2B 2C
Total

Other None Responses

Hearing 1 °;' 1 '0 3 2 1 s .4 9
Subsequent

_Written Comment . 9 7 1 9 8 6 6 30
Totals 10 8 1 12 10 7 10 ' 39

This summary tabulation shows the greatest
support (18 respondents) for the first part of
draft Recommendation 1 calling for general sup-
port of an effectiye citizen participation process
at each bf the levelsfederal, state, and localinck,
their respective dirict activjties. The second part
oNhat recomMendation, calling for catflio.n.,, in
establishing citizen participation processes, waS
suppbrted by only ten respondents.. Several
respondents noted ,the difficulty of legislating
such general cautions in an effective way, and
'also disagreed with the negative tohe of the w'ord
"ceution.". Positive provisions for fairnesS,
openness. timelinesst and assistance to citizens
might have the desird effect, without the
negative connotations, some felt.

Among the initially drafted options in
Recommendation 2, cafierning citizen participa-
tion requirements in federal' aid programs, 2B
was the mast favored (12 respondents). This
option calls for a consistent positive approath to
citizen pdrticipation throughout the federal aid
system based, upon clear purposes and related
performance slandardscA significant number of
other ivdpondenfi (tpn) preferred option 2C
which calls for incremental improvements in the
citizen participation requirements 6k, various
grouRs of programs.. A . few respondepfs

z

.

citizen participation requiremants. although:
sucIViisplacementisalot proposed in2B. Instead,
he designatedagency's proposed role is to work

with affected agencies in developing effective
and appropriate performance ifandards, and

Alien to reqnire that such standards be consistent-
administered by the xiarjoug grant making

agencies themselves.
Another..., reservatibm. about the , designated

agency. approadh was the perceived difficulty of
.findinn agency. worthy of,being designated,

willing.to accept the deglignatton, and capable of
effectively carrying ant,its unikying role. Others,
however, priSpdsed specific candidates for
designation.* It should be rioted also, that

, preVious ACIR research has found that the
designated agericy a,pproach has been successful-
ly used in such 'fields as wages, merit syslems.
and environmental affairs,while the we,aker lead
agency apProach (operating solely by persuasion
among agencies having eqUal aUthority) seldom
has been an effective unifier:. .

tOnly one responde`ptthe Nation'al School
Boards Associationfav ored option 2A which
calls for abolition of most federal aid re-
quirements for citizen participation. Support for
this ()pilot; Was based upon the closeness, of
tlected schaol boards to the pulse of theie own

.
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tommunities, combined with the proliferation of
U.S. Office of Education requirements for a great
many advisory committees which were perceiv-
ed as duplicative, unnecessary, and counterpro-
ductive distractions in the education process.
Arguments against this option, made by at least
nine respondents, cited the unevenness of citizen
participation opportunities provided by diverse
federal aid recipients and the responsibility of
the federal government to assure the expenditure
of its aid funds inaccordance with consistently
open decisionmaking processes at the ad-
ministering levels orgovernment.

Several other major. options were proposed'
under Recommendation 2, as modifications of,
additions to, or substitutes for, options B and C.
They are:

A three-part approach to performance stan-
dards, (1) setting basic standards for access

to decisionmaking processes in all programs
and for the expression of views and advice
by all interests before decisions are made, p)
providing for specified degrees of direct

, clientele involvement and control in those
programs designed to serve individuals', and
(3) providing special standards for* affir-
matively seeking broadened participation in
those progl:ams designed to be of general
significance to the whole community and
needing community consensus. Figure A-3
summarizes this approach.
The substitution OTThiea-iraency with a
primarily technical assistance and advisory
role, in Place of the designated agency with, ,

its coordinating role. This lead dgency would
, promote the...use of improved citizen par-

ticipation practices in the programs of other
federal agencies, and perhipos %provide
assistance to federaraid-recipients as well.,-
Each -program, 'then, would improve at its .

.own pace under its own legislationand in
accordance with its own needs.
GiVing the lead agency. the additional
responsibility of drafting 'appropriate
legislative proposals for coordinating anclistr 1
consolidating citizen " participation. re,
quirements.
Without changing existing citizen participa-
'Hon requirements, enactment-of legislation'
,to prov ide interagencymrdination throtigh
a White House office, to create1.an office of

public counsel in each agency, to provide
grant prOgrams in each agency to fund
citizen participation, to establish a program
to trairr state and local of-Lizials and citizens
in citizen partidipation, and to require an
annual report on citizen participation from
each agency.

lt,was also suggested that apart froni Whatever
might Ile decided under Recommendation 2, there
should be an additional recommendation dealing
with citizen participation research and ev;alua-
tion studies. Too little is known, some argued,.
about the effectiveness of various citizen par-
ticipation techniques, despifq the expenditure of
significant amounts of research funds on this
sithject in recent years. A better directed a,nd
coordinated research effort might produce more -

and bitter results fOr little greater expendiiure.

OTHER COMMENTS.. 31:9

Figure A-2, summarizing all btit a few late
comments on ACIR's draft .citizen participation
report, is organized into six parts:

I. The Review Process
II. Questioned Phrasings and Concepts

HI. ProOosed Factual Corrections
y. Omissions C. ited, and Proposed Additions

y. Format, Oi:ganization of the- Report, arid,
Effectiveirss of Presentation

VI =Views -on I.ssues and Recommendatirs

The table also indicates whether the comment
wds made at the critiCs meeting, at the hearsing, in

, wcitten slalernents, submitted ance the hearing,
or came from more thAtsone of these sources (as

=Of February 9b
As Figtire A-2 shOws, most of the 'comments

can 1;e accOritiliodated. Two general points,
however, nded fo'be mentioned here.,

"4 First, with respect to recommendatiOns, the
established role of ACIR staff is to provide a
broad range of Pbssible recOmmendat ions, but.to
remain neutral With respect to Ahem. It is the
Commiseicin:s role,, to "'choose _the most ap-.
firopriali Potions.

Second, With respeot to props0-ailditions to
,the rekit, time and resource constraints must hi
considered. Seyeral worthy suggestions were
made for expanding the scope of the report. In
Arne cases, it is noi pos ible to' do much'more*

.
. .

r 4 4.
.

t. 3 7 2 :
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.2 Figure A-I .

VIEWS ON ACM'S I5RAFT tITIZEN PARTICIPATION RECOMMENDATIONS RECEIVED AT,
AND FOLLOWING, THE'DECEMBER' 7, 1178, HEARING,

,

,

373

,1

Date

12/7/78

itecOmme.ndatiolis SUpported

Commentdr ; .1 2A' 2B 2C :Other

-

.1k.toni Thomas, ,Housing and Urbart;

/
...Development, Washington, DC

Lee Gray, Vice President,'
, Interagency council, on Citizen

Participation,Vashington, DC
12/7/78 Richaid Ives, Anistant Director,

DiviSion,of Budget gnd Planning,
State of Missouri, ind Meinber, .
Council of.State Planning Agenciesf
alf f rd. GraVes,-, .1a
thief Administrative Officer,
5in Diego County, CA

12/7/78 Howard W. Hallt4n, Presidenti:.'
:. Civic Action IngtitOte,,Washington,- DC-

12/7/78 Nelion RosenbauM, Senior Research/ ',
AsSociate, The Urban Institute, ,

Washingtok'DC

, 12/7/78

12/7/78 Harriet Hentges, pettitive Diredor,
League ohitomen Voters of Ahe
Washingtón, DC /

X

X

if

t

X x X

None.
.

Remarks

A
With iome features of 2B added.

Recnnimendation 1 should be
stre*ngthened by defining-the objectives'qf
citizen, participatinn more clearly-.
Recommendation 2 should bd reworked
combining featuresof 2B and 2C. An
additikal recommendation should be
developFO'broxesearch and evaluation
Matters. ,

X'



12/7/78 Dorothy Height, President,
Allianee for Volunteerism,
Buffalo, NY

12/7/78 Gracie la plivarez, Director,
Community-Services Adniinistration,

- Washington, DC

David k Grossman,
The-Nova Institute, New York, NY

Steven Cohen, Environmental Research
fellow, SIJNY, Buffalb, NY

Martin M. Harmitth, Chair Map,,
Northeast Dayton Piiority Board,

',.(`;4yfon,9:ki,, .

1/17/79

1/19/79',

tdvia.r,d falti; Professor ig.Planning,,,,
CleinkbarliniversitYMemson, SC

William RT, Hidthirisdif, kiearch
lbstittitejor Bettayibral

. rcti; inilveilSpiri»g; MD

\ Jon.'*an TiIr
',Associatibit'of Volun044:rliprit
Schairs,- BOad0; ct)
Eddte N. Williams, Pieent,
Jong ,enter fOr.P6114c$540ieN !net.

Thomas",14itinItiall;*cutiVeNfc'e
?reside,* -NAtitinaiVildlk
Yed0406ti; .

Thomas A Shannon, ExeteAjrtor, X X.:,
and August W.:Sleinhilberi4sOclation,

-"ExeCtitiVe: Director,. National Sabot
%anis AsOciatiOn,V4sliffigtop;;'-,
KntA.' Pi:terse:1n; beimy
Oii.edor,Offic0 ReventOhafrogi'

'1J.S.;:Depadment/Of Ike T,Ii0.1F:61,:; 2:

..11,4411419,4/
,

. . . ,,, . . .

-1129%79 Truth Ailiterff.tagrArkMaPfl,ge. :-; National Scteiite.foUndafkiri/
WaShinikft), r

't e,' I

Opfl4ecl 2A.

Opposed 2A.

EsPeelally.Ops5sed to 2B `41esignated
agenty,":

OpposeS'4.

ec'

_Add recotmendationS to improVe,,,
,bvaluation and'research.. A

ASOrne4gUreS'Of 2C also ire
"anractivel:?:.,

(s,
<, n

Neeif k5tequate gaffrrig, etc. Opposed4A,
,Pption Z1; shouqi.)*

- . - ''':Empli'4sizes Itz'ed...Gfoleta Ninanci al
- supportN -:.,.. --;.:.

'Enriph 4-4.e:icicip li ea t i 64 of CP resulting
frprkredeial mandates on top of state

'.,..;,.''''s,,'.,,;,, ''.7..-arid.18-01-ones;.
4 I a ,

X, Technical tomnients offered on
, .

portibps of Chapter 4 dealing with
7.Ge*al Revenue Sharing..

. . .

Not sufficient findings to support
recommendations. Suggests six-nine
months of further research. .

0
::;1.1

"
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Figure A-1 (cont.)

VIEWS ON ACIR'S DRAFT CITIZEN PARTICIPATION RECOMMENDATIONS RECEIVED AT,
AND FOLLOWING, THE DECEMBER 7, 1978, HEARING

Date . Commentor

Recommendations Supported

1 2A 28 2C Other None Remarks

1/29/79 Oliver Brooks, Chairman,
'Panel on the Local Impact of Maritime
Facilities/Services, Maritime
Transportation Research Board,
National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, DC

X

1/29/79 John C. Wolfe, Executive Director, X X
The National Council of Community
Mental Health Centers, Inc.,
Washington, DC

1/30/79 Secretary Patricia R. Harris, X X
Hdusing and Urban Development,
Washington, DC

1/31/79 Ken Thompson, and Stuart Langton, X X
Lincoln Filene Center for Citizenship
and Public Affairs, Tufts University,
Medford, MA

1/31/79 Toni Y6 Buckson,
Volunteer Service dirk. )
City of Baltimore, MD

377

The designated federal agency should
be a commission. Opposed 2A.

Opposes 2A.

2A is worst option.

With modifications to remove the
negativism in Recommendation 1, and
in Recommendation'2B to avoid a
single authoritative agency for citizen
participation to improve the perfor-

,

mance standards, to permit continued
use of detailed federal specifications
for citizen participation, and to delete
the repeal of existing citizen participa-
tion requirements. 2A is irresponsible.

X X X Definitely opposed to 2A and saw 2B
and 2C as complementary.

4

4

(

378

.41-, '4.4,



2/1/79 Ruth J. Hineileld, President,
League of 'women Voters of the U.S., .

la 2C

Washington, DC

2/1/79 Victor H. Harry, Jr., Deputy l a X
Administrator for Programs and Office
of Public Participation, Soil Conserva-
tion Service, U.S. Department of

2/1/79

Agriculture, Washington, DC

Belle B. O'Brien, President,
Interagency Council on Citizen
Participation, WashingtOn, DC

2/1/79 Robert J. Rauch, Staff Attorney, .

Environmental Defense Fund,
Washington, DC :

2/2/79 Susan R. Greene, Executive Director, X
Alliance for Volunteerism, Buffalo, NY

2/2/79 Lawrence Connell', Administrator,
National Credit Union Administration,
Washington, DC

1a-

2/5/79 Pablo Eisenberg, iiresident,
Center for Community Change,
Washington, DC

la
,

X X

2/5/79 Steven D. Rudman, Administrator,
N.W. Portland Neighborhood

t X

Revitalization, Pértland, OR

"2/9/79 William R. Freezle, Acting Deputy la X
Associate Director for Intergovernmen-
tal Affairs, Office of Management And

'Budgets Washington, DC

2/13/79 Douglas M. tostle, Administrator,
Environmental Protection Agency,

tWashington, DC

la X

379

C3

C3

With some revisions, and combined With
some features of 2B. Opposes the

1

designated agency. ,
.

IReluctant support for 2B.

C.

Suggests including the topic of Presi-
dential influence in agency rule-
making.

Suppor6 p recommendation combiriing
certain featurds of the options in. ACIR's
report, and other concepts such as
volunteerism.

Strengthening existing federal require-
ments, encouragement from a speqial
White House office, and special '
sions for funding and informing citizen
groups as suggested.

1

,

Suppotts a new White House office of
citizen and community affairs arid iiirect
federal support for community7based or-
ganizations and the volunteer sed4r.

. Opposes 2A. Some interest irt2B.

1

Opposes 2A. Opposes repeal langu'4ge in

380
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than recognize the gaps which have beelipointed
out and to hope that others will help to fill them in
some other way. The primary focus for ACIR has
to be the intergovernmental aspects of citizen
participation, and these are reflected largely
through the federal aid system. Thus, citizen
participation at any one level of government
alone (such as in direct federal activities) is not a
primary focus. ACIR's other focuson decision-
maldng processescomes from the Congression-
al mandate for this study. Thus, volunteerism,
consumer complaints, and casework by elected
officials are secondary in this report. In light of
other demands in our work program and our
mandate in this study, ACIR focuses on inter-
governmental decisionmaking processes in a
broad context in this report, but mustleave aside
detailed treatment of several related-parts'of the
citizen participation topic.

ADDITIONAL WRITTEN COMMENTS

Nine additional letters commenting on the
draft report and recommendations were received
between February 9 and March .1, 1979. Very
largely, these letters reiterated points made at the
"critics" meeting, the Commission hearing, the

*citizen "dialogues" on February 21, or in written
comments received earlier.

Of these nine letters, six expressed preferences
on the draft recommendations. These preferences
have been incorporated into Figure A-1.

Additional comments offered which are not
covered in Figure A-2 are:

A call for periodic national reports on citizen
roles in government (I4ke those on national
security, the economy, and the environment),
with Congressional hearings. These reports

'would suggest needed actions, means and
resources, and necessary conditiorts for
improvpd citizen participation, and would
spur a continuing national dialogue on these

Already successful citizen groups should be
used to provide advice and technical assist-
ance to others. They are best qualified to do
so with respect to methods of achieving and
evakuating success. Many "mechanical"



aspects of citizen participation techniques,
however, may be adequately assisted by
private. consultants. Evaluations prepared
by consultants or nonprofit research groups
should be reviewed by representative citizen
groups and goveinment agencies before
being accepted.
Two points in the background chapters
which need clarification are: (1) the emanci-
pation of black voters is still far from
complete, despite the Voting Rights Act, and
(2) the increased roles of professionals, tech-
nocrats, and experts are even, more of an
obstacle to citizen participation than recog-
nized in the report.

The staff has taken these additional comments
into account as fully as possible in the final
editing of the report.

TWO "DIALOGUE"-MEETINGS

Chairman Beame and staff met with two
groups of citizens on Wednesday, February 21,
1979one group in the morning and another in
the afternoon. Commissioners Cutler, and Dea le-
mon also were present for the morning meeting.
The purpose" of these meet1ngs was to receive
additional comments on the draft report entitled
Citizen Participation in the American Federal
System particularly with respect to the recom-
mendations suggested for consideration by the
Commission.

The Morning Meeting

The meeting began with a clarification a
Commission procedures for the adoption of \
recommendatiops. It was explained that the staff "\
role is to develop a broad range of recommenda-
tions, with supporting arguments, representing
alternative positions which the Commission
might take. The Commission's role isro debate, at
the two-day Commission meeting, any such
alternatives found to be of interest, and to adopt
those which may be agreed upon. Thus, a primary
result of meeting with citizens and receiving
written comments from others was to refine and
expand the set of recommendalions for Commis-
sion consideration. The objective w'as to include

all options having significant support from one or
another viewpoint.

The scope of the report Was discussed briefly.
It was acknowledged that not all parts of the
topic were treated equally in the report, nor could
they be within the time and resources available to
ACIR. ACIR's primary focus is on the intergov-
ernmentakaspects of citizen participation. It was
suggested that (1) this be acknowledged in the
report, and (2) AC1R might consider recommen-
ding further studies at some time in the future.
Alternatively, it was suggested that ACIR's
report itself should be revised to set citizen
partitipation more fully in the context of the
oyerall health of government and politics in the
United States today.

The quality of citizen participation was
discussed as one very important aject which
needs further study. Another such aspect is the
willingness of elected officials to view citizen
participation in a nonadversarial way, and use
it constructively. Yet, there is the practical
problem of striking a balance between involving
citizeris idore and paralyZing government there-
by. The moral suasion of ACIR could be an
important factor in improving the . quality of
citizen particiPation.

It was uggested that a central and visable
"place to go to" for help in improving the practice
of citizen participation is essential. This Was
called more important at this time than more
legislative mandates for citizen participation,
because such mandates already abound. The
revised recommendation language submitted by
,the Alliance for Volunteerism stresses this point.
The help offered might relate to the following six
"essential ingredients" emerging froth the ACIR
report (as one participant viewed it):

1) equal access by citizens to governmental
decision processes, including govenipental
outreach to the public;

2) removal oflhe mysteries and unknowns for
participating citizens;

3) making citizen participation more central to
governmental decision processes:

4) clarifying the relationship between citizen
participation and the political process;

5) broadened and facilitated access by citizens
to governmental information; and

6) increased availabigity of technical assistance
and training.

Some recommendations for smaller, "do it

382



Figure A-2

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON ACIR DRAFT CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REPORT,
WITH STAFF RESPONSES

(comments received as of February 9, 1979)C--CntK session
tilleanng
AAdditional Comments submitted atter the heanng

Source of
Comment* Comment . ACIR Response

OH/A

OH

A

Need more u e for review (2-12 weeks).

I. Review Process for the Report

Staff informed Commission of this desire. Commission
deferred action on report until March 1979, and in-
structed staff to consult with a broader range of inter-
ested parties, Letters to well over 100 groups sent,
allowing more than one month for reply.

Two-hundred additional dtizen groups, individuals
and governmental agencies were sent copies of the
draft report and were invited to comment.

Additional federal agencies were asked to review and
comment. Invitations for public interest group reviews
were renewed.

This will be done.

"Citizens" should be asked to review the report alsof
not just the Washington-bureaucracy, especially with
regard to recommendations.

A more complete review is needed by fedefal agencies,
and by state and local officials.

Comments received should be analyzed by the staff,
provided to Commission memkters well in advance.of
the meeting at which action will be taken on the
report.

Citizens should have been involved in the ACIR
research before the draft report was completed.

Ail retrospect, that probably is torrect. The project
originally was conceived on a much narrower basis,
but it grew in scope and significance as the researth
progressed.

OH

333

II. Questioned Phrasing anFl Concepts

"Upwardly mobile low income" is an inflammatory
phrase.

Implication that citizen participation "does not work"
is incorrect or imprecise. Thee are many examples .

(especialljt Community Action Programs) where citizen
participation "does work." The findings do not support.
the "disasters" described in conclusions beginning

Nevertheless, it is accurate and was used by cited
sources.

The new draft will be sensitive to this point.
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each option in Recommendation 2. Chapter 3 says that ,
citizen partidpation.can work.
Do not "target" or choose publics in advance for
participation. Opportunities for participation need to be
left open to all, becausevery often the persons and
groups who need to be in the process are not identified
until the process is well along.

Chapter 3 places too much emphasis on citizen partici-
pation techniques, two-thirds of which are just paper
tigers. Citizen participation is power dynamics; official
attitudes are the key variables while techniques are.
distinctly secondary. The 'report soft-pedals the need for
active support of citizen participation by state and local
officials, if,citizen participation is to. be effective.
In Chapter 3, don't press the citizen/leadership
dichotomy; put it in context of elected officials' rela-
tions with constituents. Avoid polarization in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 4, the historical stages of federal citizen
participation rquirements were not as distinct as stated,
and were "superseded" only by shifts in emphasis
rather than by being displaced.

In evaluating.federal citizen participation require-
ments (Chapter 4), distingdish betWeen inadequacies
resulting from lack of enforcement and those fesulting
from the requirements themselves. Enforcement i

difficylt because the grant cutoff lever is too blunt.

Chapter 4 says that citizen participation is a good idea,
but it has never really been tried. ..
In Recommendation I, tone down the words "under-
mine" and "distort."

Don't separate citizen participation process from
program substance.. .

.
The report has a governmental orientation, as opposed
to a citizen perspective. It should be more balanced.

"getting information about people" has sinister over-.
tones which would damage government's credibility.

4

Targeting, which frequently is called for in legislation,
does not exclude others. Additional groups can be
targeted as they are identified. Clarification will be
added in the report.

Chapter 3 makes this point. It will be further high- .
lighted.

r-

The real world often contains this dichotomy. It should
not be hidden in the descriptive research. Recom-
mendations will deal with this issue.

The revised Chapter 4 will reflect this.

We Will try to do this, though data are far from
adequate.

This will be highlighted as one interpretation of the
findings.

The words are appropriate, in the context of the
optional language of this recommendation.

Stress on the eight "purposes" in Chapter 3 protects
against this.

Stress on all eight "purposes" will bring out this point,
although the ACIR mandate prompts an intergovern-
mental orientatiott

All surveys and the census actually do produce infor-
mation about people. Such information is essential to
decisionmaking. Much, of it is factual rather than atti-
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. . Figure A-2 (cont.) .

tSUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON ACIR DRAFT CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REVORT I
. . WITH STAFF RESPONSES

(commentS received as of February 9, 1979) :

Source of
Comments

-,.
.._

Comment .'

. .

.

ACIR Response

A .

.

Make the distinlion between idvisory committeet
, whith have "offiCial" responsibilities and those which

are strictly advisory. .

. .

tudinal, and would not be covered by "getting citizens'
views."

We will attempt to do so, whenever possible.

. .

.

C

A .

.

-

.. 111.. Factual

Need to update pp. 22-26 of Chapter 4 with regard to
recent federal activities.

Evaluation of citizen participation in Iowa Title XX
is incorrect. '

Corrections for Tables 3-5 and 4-1 were submitted.

.

Corrections

Mary Hill of CSA will send information, and it will be
incorporated.
It will be corrected. .

.. , .e

They will be made.

C/H/A

C
..

.

C/A
.

l si,h, .--,
',.'''7%. ' IV..0missions Cited and..0..

. ,

Chapt r 2 ahould be broadened Jpeyond history and
. political,science to encompats also the background of

citizen participation arising from such fields as social
work and social psychology; public choice theory and
the use of economic market forces; interest group dy-
namics (David Truman); party structure and aggrega-.
tion of individual views (Nye); and politkal polling.
Chapter 3 does not inClude citizen participation tech-
kiques developed and.used in the environmental field;
should be expandetl. Paying taxes is a form of citizen
participation.

Chapter 3 should deal with antagonisms between
citizens and "experts.". .

fif
Proposed Additions
,

....

.

Existence of these, other fields of information will be
acknowlddged, burcannot be encompassed in detail.
They will be explicitly excluded from the 'scope cif the
study.

,
.

Citizen participation techniques from the environmen-
.tal field tre already ecluded, as are taxpayers'

interests.

The distinction already is there, but will Se
sharpened. -



C/A A,

. .

p.

C/H

A

A

Chapter i sOuld discuss the need for creating a '
method for involving citizens in the development of
national issues.

Report should include a section (and recommendations)
on direct federal regulatory decisionniakingCharner 4.
Federal permits and licenses "aid" activities every bit '
as much as federal grants.

Also, identify points at which citizens have legal re-
course on public issues. Expind upon NEPA's role in
opening the flood gates of direct federal-citizen rela-
tionsChapter 4.

The issue of Presidential intefference 'in agency rule-
making fter the close of the public corriment period
should be addressed.

Chapter 4 should include more about the VotineRights
Act; special problems with federal, citizen participation
requirement: such as their tendency to transfer control.
to special interests and providers; public lands planning
(Conservation Foundation case study); and NSF stud
of citizeri participation import development.
If citizen participation in direct feberal activities are to
be included, Chapter 4.should describe ktivitteS like
the White House Conference on Balanced National
Growth and Economic Development; there are five or
six such events with major significance. Activities of
some major Presidential commissions should be in-
cluded.

Two additional reports concerning experience with the
General Revenue Sharing program were submitted,
along with several minor technical amendments to the
portion of Chapter 4 dealing with this program.
The CZM case study in Chapter 4 should be expanded to
include Maine and NoLth Carolina, among other%
Concentrate more on the analysis of citizen participa-
tion requirements in federal aid programs. (Perhaps 'use'
information from President's Planning Requirements

389.

Same Mentlon of this will be made in Chapter4, but
direct federal citizen participation will be defined out-
side the primarYiscope of this study.

. .
This topic is too big. Vie parallels will be noted but the
broader'topic will be explicitly excluded.

,
Citizen participation in direct federal activities will be
recognized in pAsing, but not treated in detail; will be
explicitly excluded from scope of thistittergovernmen
tal study.

-Since this is not a matter of citizen participation re-
quirements transmitted by intergovernmental grants,
and is a ihighly technical legal rssue, it wUl not be dealt
with in this report. i'At

Direct federal activities will be defined out of the study.
The special interest and provider control-issues in fed-
eral aid will be.dealt with specifically, however.

...SOme such rrehanis-ms will be discussed briefly,laut
direct federal activities will be explicitly excluded from
thescope of the study. .

Theseewill' be citednd used appropriately.,

While this might be desirable, it is neither essential nor
feasible stage.

Extensive ork on,this is now completed.

Ca

`c
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Figure A-2 (cont.)

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON ACIR DRAFT CITIZEN PART(CIRATION REPORT
WITH STAFF RESPONSES '

(comments received as of February 9, 1979)

Source of
Comment* Comment ACIR Response'

A

A

Chapter 5 need', more analysis of state and local citizen
participation experience, inclupding the citizen view of
such d'xperiences.

Chapter 5 should cover state "Administrative Firoce-
dures Acts" (and environmental review systems). It
does ngtt relre well to recommendations, as it stands.
It should be the basis for Reconimendation 2A.

The cultural heritage in Ameria affirming the intririsic
value of citizen participation, and the essential need for
government to provide opportunities for citizen partici-
pation, should be considered separately from, but con-
trasted with, the fact that most participation (whether
electoral or other) involves only a portion of the cid-
zedsusually not even a majority.

A recent report '(November 1978) by Lawrence jobason
and Associates, Int:, identifies exemplary and innova-
tive approaches to citizen participation in 31 communi-
ties receiving Community Development Block grants.
This study is eptitled Cit* Participatioh in Commu-
nity Development: A Catalog of Local Approaches.
The report should devote much more attention to citi-
zens as volunteer coworkers with government through-
out mpaged its diverse.activities not just in policy-
rnaking.

V. Format, Organization of the Repó
H ' The report is too long; needs an executire summary.

\
Simplify the reportilgy concentration on just a tw major
issues. Only federal aid jequirements,for citizen ar-

4.

Major new research on this is not feasible, but any
additional informatipn available along those lines will
be incorporated.

Thiwill be done (except for environm4ntal rgview
,systems).

Those points will be reflected more fully in the revised
draft, though these already are covered in Chapter 2.

The report will be cited and referredto appropriately.

'Chapter .3 recognizes citizen assistance to government
as one of the eight major purposes of citizen participa-

.tion. It will be further highlighted, though the focus of
the study is on policymaking.

rt, and Effectiveness of Prese ntation

A summary will be provided upon completion of the
report.

The major emphasis will be placed on citjzen participa-
tion iequirements in federal aid programs.

I.
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S

C/A

C/A

A

A

4.

ticipation? Only the bottom-up forms of citizen participation?
Make the focus clear in Chapter 1,

A clearer differentiation is needed between "citizen
participation" (which is a bottom-up, grass roots
procesi) and "representative governments" (which is a
top-down, elitist process)Chapter 2.
The historic," material in Chapter 2 leaves gaps, in-
cluding Pericles' Funeral Oration, the Federalist Papers,
theories of Edmund Burke, and the Office of Education's
citizen education project.

A list of reasons as to why citizen participation "does
nOt work." is neededChapter 3. One source wou,ld IA a
workshop condutted by Judy B. Rosen at the National
Conference on Citizeit Participation, Washington, DC,
October 1, 1978.

There is a need to clarify the distinctions between con-
sumer complaint and Congressional casework pro-
cesses,.on one hand, and other types of citizen partici-
pation. They are not substitutes for each other
Chapter 3. ,

The typology of citizen participation "purposes" in
Chapter 3 is extraordinarily confusing; not tied to
Chapter 2. Stick with the first three purposes, because
tiv others are 'distinctly seconda0 and not the focus of
citizen paiticipationor at least divide the purposes into
two groups. Reduce the overlap among the purposes. An
opposing view indicated that purposes 6, 7, and 8 are
far from secondary; they represent different viewpoinK.
The citizen participation purposes of "giving informa-
tion" and "getting information" are not purposes, but
adjuncts to other purposes.

Tables 371, 3-2, and 3-4 would be imppved by class,ify-
ing the citizen participation purposes in tl)e stub, ac-
cording to who holds themagency or citizen.
Chapter 5 should make a clearer distinction between
citizen participation in planning vs. financing, and in
specific programs and projects vs. overall budgeting;
the tensions.(ór conflicts) between the differing levels
of tiers of decisionmaking need description.

393
./

This distinction will be clarified, though without the
judgmental overtones.

Such additions will be considered, but obviously any
brief chapter on this mammoth toPic must be selective,
*ith an American focus. No major expansion of this
chapter is contemplated.

The "findings" will be sharpened and expanded.

These different forms of citizen papticipation are not
substitutes.for each o hef and this will be clarified' in
the report. Emphasis ill not be on complaints an

A ,casework.

All Right purposes were found in the literature and are
okrative. The overlap arises from disparate view:.
points of the different actors. The purposes will lie;
identified as to.who holds them. 1

That as rtion assumes that all 'participation must be \
o way. As desrrable as that would be, mqh actual

participation is one way.

'We agree ancrwill make the necessary changes.

Chapter 3 does this already.1,9will be sharpened and
included in the Chapter 6 "findings."

Ca3
(.4
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Figure A-2 (cont:) ,..

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON ACIR DRAFT CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REPORT
WITH STAFF RESPONSES ,

.. (comments received as of February 9,--197..

,

Souree of
Comnients

.

..
.

'Comment
, ..

ACIR Response

01-i/A

..?

.0

.
A

A

...

..

No Cleat connection between ackground chapters 4-

and tile issues a'nd recommetiJations in Chapter 6.

Chapter 6 should be very clear about the types of pro
grams subject to recommendationsfederal aid vs. dirèçt
federal, etc. Also, explicitly sarthat the recommenda-
tions do not deal with all the issues and findings.

The relationships between the Congressional request
kg this study, the concept of the study, and the int ,cle4:.

'uses of the-study ate.undear. ,
'4

A,clear definitionyOf gitizen Otticipation and se erg:"
other terms would be desirable. ,

,-

The connection will be clarified.

These suggestiOns will be followed.

*

These will be clarified in the Preface to the final report.
.

These terms lend themselves as much to discussion and
analyilsi-as to precise definitions. The Anal report will
be as clear as possible, howeyer.i

,

-.--

A

V. Format-Organization of the Report,

TheT5Finciples used in developing recommendations
should be clearly stated.

.4 l

The report i5.unclear and inadequate, lacks adequate
references, and needs additional editing.

,

,
. -

and Effectiveness of Presintation
,

The draft recommendations are in alternative form; and .

each reflects different approaches. Once (he Commis-
sion has made its choice among the options, Chapter 6
will take on a greater degree of focus.

We will do our best to improve thp final draft,

.

C

A

C/H
.

,

1, VI. Views on Issues and Recommendations.
.

Makethe point that the political "costs" of ignoring
citizen participation are going up greatly. Elected" i,
officials who ignore it dori't get re:elected.

Need to stress that government should help to equalize
the ability of different interests to Participate, and to
help redress poverty and discrimination. Simple legal '
opportunity, without assiithce, loads the dice qgainst

.

(Chapter 6)
0

The point will be made, though perhaps somewhat
more subtly.

Chapter 3 makes this point, and so does Recommenda-
tion 28.



the poor vis-a-vis corporations and olher eslablished

C/H/A

H/A

A

C/H/A

groups.

The purpose of citizen participation is to supplement
the basic political process, not to replace it. Offen, it
gives minorities and the poor new points of entry into
the process. The citizenship training aspects of citizen
participation are important.
The role of federal citizen participation requirements
is to add national goals for equal opportunity to thgliip
participation processes at state and local levels. This
can open such processes and make them more fully in-
clusive than they might be otherwise,

Chapter 2 is especially good, but it does not relate to
the recommendations.

Chapter 4 is the best underpinning for the proposed
recommendations. Stress the finding that there is a
large community of people who think citizen participa-
tion is very important. However, current federal require-
ments can be met without necessarily providing effec-
tive citizen participation.

Citizen participation may raise expectations which
cannot be delivered.

Recommendations should address both (1) the effec-
tiveness of citizen participation and (2) the goals of
simplification and standardization.

Recommendation 1 is supported except for the limita-
tions. A positive,concept of what constitutes effective
citizen par.ticipation should be added. Th "cautions."
are too negative and impassible to enforce.

The key criteria for judging proposed improvements to
citizen participation should be the degree to which they
would open up decisionmaking processes to the advice
and assistance of citizens.

Provide greater detail for each recommendation. Spell
out performance standar& in options 28 and 2C. Perfor-
mance standards may be used in individual programs
as wens in groups of programs. Clarify the relation-
ship between the "designated" citizen participation

397

These points will be further highli&hted in the issues
section of the report.

This is consistent with Recommendation 2B and 2C, and
an argument against Recommendation 2A.

lt Prelates to Recommendation 1 rather than to Recom-
mendation 2.

These poi-its are inherent in RecommendatiOn 2B and
2C. They will be stressed in these options.

This point will be clarified and is covered in Recom-
mendation 1.

These are consistent with the present draft, especially
Recommendations 2B and 2C. A special point will be
made of this concept.

The CoMmission will choose.

This view will be noted in the report.

These clarifications0be made.
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Figure A-2 (cont.)

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON ACIR DRAFT CITIZEN PARTICIPATION REPORT
WITH STAFF RESPONSES

(comments received as of February 9, 1279) ...

Source of
Comment* Comment ..

ACIR Response

H/A

A
t

A

C

H

C/A
...

c........

e

agency and the "grantmaking" agencies in administer-
ing citizen participatiop under 2B. OMB and the White
House both may be inAppropriate or unwilling as the
"designated agency." No agency will volunteer to be
designated. .

-
The "designated agency" in Recommendation 2B
should be the White House Office of Consumer 'Affairs.

A separate "designated agency" for citizen participa-
tion in the federal government, as proposed in Recom-
mendation 2B, would be.a mistake. Citizen Participa-
tion needs ,to be an integral part of each program's
orgahizational structure.

Citizen participation costs should be not simply
allowed, as provided in Recommendation 2B, but should
be considered an essential component of prOject costs.

Recommendation 2 is untwable because there are four
different types of federal citizen partisipation require-
ments, and one recommendation canncrt apply to all

.,four:

+ noncontroversial federal aid rograms,.
+ controversial federal aid pp s,
+ direct federal activities, .

+ federal regulatory activities.

Recommendations, should be keyed to each typie.

Recommendation 2A is unrealistic; 2C is status quo; 2B
is best. Loopholes in 2B, allowing some programs to be
exempt from the general citizen participation policies,
should be'eliminated. .

State citizen participation is almost exclusively a re-
sponse to federal requirements (except for state "goals

.1

The President, of course, would be free to make that
designation if he felt it to be the best option.

ACIR agrees about the integral nature of citizen partici-
pation. Recommendation 2B would not disturb that.
The "designated 'agency" would simply develop and
monitor citizen participation guidelines to be adminis-
tered by eac program agency.

If titiien participation itself is fequired, then allowing
the use of federal funds for it is adequate. Such costs
would automatically become project costs.,

Recommendation 2 will be limited to federal aid pro- .
grams and will be flexible enough td, apply to contro-
versial and noncontroversial aid progrtms.

The Commission will choose.

While thete is some truth in this, itfis overstated. In any
event, the Commission will choose.

.
0/



H/A

I.

A

-

projects"). It is mostly functional; not broadly coordina-
tive. Therefore, don't give states a .big role in Olace of
federal government. The same can be said of many local
governments. Recommendation 2A should be rejected.
A new recommendation dption is neeiled using a ;gead
agency" rather than a "designated agency," and stressing
technical coordination, cooperative research, and informa-
tion exchange rather than regulatory responsibility. This
would not necessarily require legislation. This recommen-

_dation could be chosen instead of others, or in addition to
others.

Intermediate options allineeded between the draft recap-
mendations; these shoiild be developed in consultation with
experienced citizen participation people.

Federal citizen participation recommendations should
start with theAdministration Procedures Act, and
then build upon it Tor programs needing additional pro-
ceduresusing the interest representation, clientele
contiol and community consensus models. Social ser-
vices programs, especially, need added emphasis on
citizen participation.

Recommendation 2 is based on the assumption that
simplifkation is gbod, without convincing docurnenta-
tiqn that simplification will be a benefit. The report does
not show that federal citizen parficipation requirements
have adverse effects on grant recipients.
Clarif), /"recipients" covered by federal aid recommen-

itions to nclude nonprofit organizatiens as well as state
and local governmehts.

Even though R6commendation 2 is labeled as relating
onlylo federal aid programs, care should be taken to be
certain tIpt the recommendation language actually '

carrieLein that intent. Otherwise it will have a much
broader eifect.

Recommendation 2C is in the right direction (it differ-
entiates), but should be guided by principles in 2B.

An additional desirable option in Recommendation 2
would be to maintain the present diverse federal aid
requirements ftcitizen participation.

401

An additional option will be prepared.

The "lead agency" option (combined with an evalua-
tion research coordination and demonstration func-
tion), and detailing the other options will do this.
This concept will be incorporated into the options under
Recommendation 2.

The argumentation for Recomme
strengthened.

This will be done.

This will be donee

The Commission will choose.

This option will be offered.

ation 2 will be
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Source of
Comment*

' .

Comment
.

.

.. .ACIR Response

C/H/A

A

A

Ar

A

A ,

A di

.

.
,..

A

A
-,

.

4

Much of the evaluation research on citizen participa-
tion is poor; demonstrations of how to do it and better
coordination of evaluation funds are needed.- \
The state of the art in evaluation research is bear than
indicated in the "issues" discussion (Chapter 6, pp. 26-30)..
The effects of recommendations are not evaluated.

,
. .

An, imQ.zranpoint in citizeh participation is,that the
"availability of citizen participation opportunities may
be extremely influential even if rarely exercised:
A's size, complexity, and,rate of change in society in-
creases, a more passive citizen rOle is required if gov-
ernment is to be most viable. , . .'

Local school boards are exemplary models of represen- ,

tative democracy closely in touch with the electrte and.prone to solicitin information from all sectors ough
public hearins, ebate, and organizational contacts
with PTAs 'andcivic associations. Proliferation of citizen,
councils,and committees to meet state apd fedfral re-
quirements tends to overload the process and divert at-P
tention away from the education of-students.,
The background chipters are not a sufficient basis for
recommendations. While they,present a variety of find-
ings and viewpoints, they tend to exaggerate conten-
tion and slight opportunities for reconciliation. Thus,
the options in Recommendation 2 are polardrop all fect
eral requirements, standardize requirements, or allow ..
agencies to continueliiikerinz with regulations. Addi,
tional research questions and a 6-9 month process for
answering them are suggested to seek out:points of

.reconZiliation.

Daily contacts between constituents and their ele dted
officials and lAireaucracies is not an adequate substitute
foi formal citizen participation processes. ,

A recOmmendation on this will be developed.
,

., -,4
.

,
_.

.
.

.

This point will be reconsidered in light of new ev,idence
presented. .

Available evaluations of,citizen participation efforts are
cited. Unfortunately they are not definitive. ACIR is'not
equipped to perform the ih-depth, long-term evalua-
;ions which,would be required to answer this criticism.
This point will be made.

1-7-
,

iThis is recognized in Chapter 2 as one vew.

.
This argument will be noted. It supports Recommen-
dation 2A and the certification procaures in Recom-
mendatiin '29. . .

,
\...4 .

. , A. O.`

.-
The "critics" andcomment processes already estab-
lished, and the Commission's Own deliberations are
similar to the process suggested. Though not as elabo.: \
rate,(hey have the same objective:

5

, .

s .
....

,
..4o

,
-

,
This view will benoted in the report.
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Figure A-3
CHARACTERISTICS 9F A THREE-PART APPROACH TO CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

IN FkDERAL AID PROGRAMS

Interest Representation
(applies to all federal aid

programs, except those given
4. waiver by OMB)

Open Meetings
Open Records
Public Information Program
Representative Advisory

Committee (with public
agency staff support, but
witikkout decision pOwers)

hearings at Significant
Decision Points (with public
agency analysis and
response)

Citizen Right"to Appeal
Procedural Lapses

Annual Report Stating and
Evaluating the Participation
Record

COT

Clientele Involvement
(additional requirements

applied to designated human
services and housing

programs)

Clientele Committees (with
specified decision powers,
responsibilities, and public
support) ,

Use of Volunteers in Program
'Administratioh

Employ'ment of Clientele
Complaint Service
Training for Above Roles

. *
Community Consensus

(additional requirements
applied to designated

planning and community,
economic, and natural

, resource development -
program)

oa

Enhanced Public Information
Program to Promote Broad-
Scale Participation

, Direct Contacts with
Community Grclupf and
Interests to Get Them
Involved (especially those.,w
not involved on their ow4.1

Technical Assistance to
Participating Citizen Groups
with Dem6nstrated Need

Training Of Citizens and
OffiCials for Constructive
Participation in This Process

Surveys
Works ops
Confe ces

now" types of actionis might be more productive
then ttie glo,bal recommendations developed by
the staff. For eXamOle,.independent funding and
staffing for advisory committees might be
considered. Awards for public officials who
make outstanding contributions to citizen par-
ticipation ;flight be stepped up, along with work-
shops for officials at national and regional
conferences, and training of citizens in the
procedures of their own Local jurisdictions. /
Personal staffs for local elected officials would
help to increase the responsiveness of ldcal góv-
ernment. Thg network of citizen participation
officials in the federal government -might be
strengthened. Legislative oversight of citizen
participation requirements might be strengthen-
ed. Private foundations should be encouraged to
support improvements in citizehparticipation. A
national dialogue on strategies for improving

citizens' capacity for self-goverpment might be
established, possibly by giving some fderal
agency responsibility for issuing an annual
report on citizen roles in government each year.

The Commission should consider major
recommendations.to the state and local levels, in
addition to those aimea at the federal govern-
ment. While Recommendation 1 already did this,
it was felt to be too seheral. A

ACIR also thouId include citizen paflicipation
as a major ejement of its general study of "The
Future of Federalism," and should keep the
citizen pirticipation issue alive by incorporating
consideration of it in each of its regular studies.

The Afternoon Meeting

The primary focus of it e afternoon meeting
was on citizen participation at the state and local

4 05
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levels, and ho'w federal requirements affect it.
There should be more in the report about these
levels. Local governments have the most and the
best citizen participation, with states in second
place, and the federal government in last place.
(Though, in the morning meeting, the sentiment
appeared to be that the federal government does
better than the states.) Many states are in the
early stages of focusing up citizen participation
in a broad way, apart from meeting federal nid
requirements. About 30 states now have offices
of volunteerism and/or citizen participation.

Federal requirements for citizen participation
at the state and local levels are complex and
confusing. They need to be clarified, rather than
repealed. Without them, there would be much
less activity than at present. State "sunshine"
laws are just beginning to take hold, and are not

/idequate substitutes for current federal aid
I requirements for citizen participation. The

338 "enemy" roles of fedeial, state, and local officials
with respect to citizen parficipation re-(
quirements need to be transformed into coopera-
tion, mutual support, and facilitation. It is
important to get the word out to state ant local
officials that thpre are simple, easy, eqtlitable,
and cost/effective ways of doing citizen par-
ticipation.

A central citizen participation office at the na-
tional level could help to promote and improve
citizen participation, and to simplify related
federal aid requirements. However, there was
disagreement about the need for such an office to
have authority with respect to this latter role.

I

i

\

This office should not be under consumer affairs,
some felt.

Agricultural extension agents are, and have
been for many years, major resources for citizen
participation in rural communities. The new
concept of urban extension agents, npw being
experimented with, may have similar potential.
These resources should not be overlooked.

Leaders from the citizen participation and
volunteerism movements, who have gone into the
Carter Administration, find themselves
significantly constrained in achieving their goals
by provisiols of existing law and by lack of
funds.:Ile publication entitled At Square One,
issued by the Federal Interagency Council on
Citizen Participation, provides an extensive and
detailed list of such constraints. Stronger citizen
lobbies are needed to achieve desirable
legislative changes, various participants stated.

New recommendation options for the Com-
mission's consideration were discussed. These
included:

1) the status quo with respect to federal aid
requirements.; )

2) a nonauthoritative approach to simplifying
and standardizing federal aid requirements;

3) a new national agency to facilitate the
improved practice of citizen participation at
all levels of government; and

4) specific recommendations to the state and
local governments, and regionlil
organizations.

These options were submitted to the Commission
before it acted on the draft report.

-
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Summary of the Statement
Presented By

I. Toni Thomas
_

. Special Assistant for Citizeri Pariicipation
Office of the Assistant Secretary

For Community Planning and
Development

U.S. Department of Housing
. and Urban Development

Ms. Thomas appeared in place of Msgr. Geno
Baroni, assistant secretary for neighborhoods,
voluntary associations, and consumer protec-
tion, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Ms. Thomas submitted no pre-
pared statement. She commented that HUD
needed more time to study the ACIR draft report.
She promised allepartmental response within
two weeks, and requested that ACIR take no
action on' the report at its December meeting. (See `
statement submitted for the record by Patricia
Roberts Harris, Secretary, U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development.)
... Statement

Presented By

Lee L. Gary
Vice PreAdent

The Interagency Council on
Citizen Participation

Iam here asi a representative of the federal
Interagency Council on Citizen Participation
(ICCP). I am Lee Gray, vice president of ICCP and

am pinch-hitting for the acouncil's president,
elle O'Brien. Alto represenling ICCP here today

is Tony Staed, a past president of the council.

. ..

, ,

/

aMMilr

P

Both he and I will be glad to answer questions.
We were pleased to accept your invitation to

appear today. We wiil use this time for three
purposes:

1) to express our concern abopt ACIR's process
for requesting review awl comment on its
;tan draft report;

2) to make specific recommendations about
expanding this review-and-comment pro-
cess;

3413) to make a few tentative observations about
the substance of the two recommenda-
tions .in the draft report.

First, however, it will be useful to tell you what
the council is.

As you may know, ICCP is not an official
federal organization. It is a purely voluntary
professional association. We have more than 200
members, most of whom are federal employees
with a responsibility for, or an interest in, citizen
participation programs or consumer involvement
programs in their agencies.

Mr. Staed, for instance, deals with the public
participation progr&im in the Information Office
at the Forest Service, in the Department of
Agriculture. Ms. O'Vrien is chief of the CbriffuMer
Assistance Office with the Federal Com-
munications Commission. I am responsible for
citizen participation in the 'Office of Consumer
Affairs at the Department of Transportation.

In addition to federal members, IpCP also has a
small number of associate membeirs who repre-
kent citizens' organizations. _

The broad purpose of ICCP is to help its
members exchange information, techniques, and
experiences that will enhance the effec iveness of
citizen participation in governme ecision-
making, and will increase decision kers'
responsiveness to the peopl;. In add' n to
providing services tor our membersoffering
training sessions, for instance, and acting as a
clearinghouse for information about federal CP

._,

-
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activitiesICCP also offers technical assistance
lb other organizations. A few examples: The

council worked with Tufts Uthersity's Lincoln-
Filene Center 'for Citizenship Training to plan
and co-sponsor a national conference on CP, it
was 'held in Washington lagt September. The
council alsO worked with the White House Office
of Consumer Affairs; we helped Esther Peter-
son's staff set up ,a task force to identify options
for 'strengthening consumer involvement in
federal agency decisionmaking. The work of the
task force is referred to in your staffs report.

Now, let me address our first pnrpose for being
here: to express ICCP's concern about ACIR's
process of review and comment on this report.
Our concern about the process makes us feel
ambivalent, at best, about ttweport. On the one
hand, we were gratified thlitlhe Congress had
directed ACIR to undertake this study. Nye
believe that citizen participation programs
throughout the federal government can, and

342 should be improved. We welcome ,a careful
examination of CP programs. We are impressed
by the magnitude of fhe report drafted by ACIR's
staff. We look forward to having the opportunity
to study the wealth of data in the report and to
carefully consider the staffs recommendations.
But we have not had that opportunity as yet.

We received the report only about ten days ago.
That allowed barely a week of study for our
members who had been invited to attend the
critics session that your staff held last Tuesday,
December 5. We had even less time to consider the
recommendations; these arrived separitely,
three working days before the critics session.
And a signit,icant section of the veportthe
issues sectionarrived after the critics session
took place.

You can Understand our ambivalence. There
was barely tinte for a few of our executive
committee Members to skim the surface of the
text, in reParation for the critics session. At the
session, We were asked to vouch for tile accuracy
of factual data we had not been able to scrutinize.
Ne were asked to comment on questions,
principles, issues that the staff had spent many
months examining. This hardly allowed us to do
justice to the staffs efforts in developing the
draft.

Ai tht critics session, ICCP members -voiced
their concern aboufthe unrealistic time-frame for
review and comment. This concern was echoed
by virtuall 1 er pa cipants at the session.

Another serious objection was voiced at.the
critics session. Only one citizens' organization-0
the League of Women Votershad been invited.
We agreed wholeheartedly with the league's
representative when she stressed that many
other citizens' groups should have been included
in that session

For two significant reasons, then,_. we are
gravely concerned about the proLess follawed by
ACIR's staf in seeking comments on this draft
report. The review time was totally inadequate.
And there was virtually no citizen participation.

This process has not reflected acceptable
participatory practice. Nor does it reflect ACIR's
own stated principles. Let me quote from ACIR's
own statement, which appears on a Commission
publication. "After selecting specific intergov-
ernmental issues for investigation, ACIR follows
a multistep procedure that assures review and
comment by representatives of all points of view,
all affected levels of government, technical
experts, and interested groups...."

That is a commendable statement. And we
would like to see it .become Ci reality in this
comment process. Here, then, I come to our
second purpose for being present today. ICCP's
executive committee respectfully submits seven
recommendations to die CoMmissiork:

FIRST: That the Commission not vote' on
this draft report at this meeting.

SECOND: That the Commission postpone its
vote on this draft report for at least
three months.

THIRD: That the Co ission direct ACIR
staff to distri ute, the draft report
to the broad t possible cross-
section of citize s' groups, allow-
ing at least two months to
revi d comment on the draft.

FOURTH: That t e Commission direct staff
to make its draft report available
to all interested federal agencies
for their review and comments.

FIFTH: That the Commission direct staff
to prepare an analysis of all
cotnments receiired.

SIXTH: That the analysis of comments be
'submitted to Commission
members well in advance of the
meeting at which the draft report
will be discusAed and voted on.

4 o 9



SEVENTH: That the Commission publish the
analysis of comments.

Given that revised process, the Commission
ill have the benefit of truly representative

c?nment. Given that process, ICCP's executive
committee pledges that it will mobilize the

texpertise of its 200 members to review and
comment on this draft report. We will offer a
.meaningful response to the data and we will
even more importantpresent additional
creative alternatives to the recommendations.

This brings us to the third purpose of our
statement. to make a few observationErabout the
substance of the two recommendations in the
draft report.

We regret that at this point we can...
than reactLand superficially, at thattolti;
staff recommendations. But we do feel an
obligation to stare these three points with the

' Commilssion:

ICCP's executive committee has discussed this
concept with Esther Peterson, the President's
Special Assistant for Consumer Affairs. She has
asked ICCP to indicate -that she would be
interested in discussing with the Commission the
varied possibilities for oversight and coordina-
tion of citizen participation requirements. Citi-
zen participation is fin issue of concern to Mrs.
Peterson, since it is so closely allied with the need

consumers to be involved in federal agencies'
decisioningking.

Since the White House Consumer Office has
been surveying consumer involvement and
citizen participationas is indicated in Chapter
4 of ACIR's draft reportMrs. Peterson believes
itdo_minar._;:iuliseful to share her stafrs perceptions
wit t e Commission. She has requested, there-
fore, that her staff receive a copy of the draft
report and be afforded an opportunity to com-
ment.

On behalf of ICCP, I thank you for inviting us to
submit this statement.

L. Statement
Presented By

POINT NUMBER ONE. In our experience with
citizen participation, a critical issue is: How

mulated? We are
of alternatives

n 2. Many more
federal actiOn on

nd we consider
ave the benefit
es as possible.

ield a full spec-

many alternatives have
concerned about tile pauci
presentid in Recommenda
options1xist, we belie
citizen liarticipation pr
it crucial for the Commission to
of examining as many niternat
Meaningful participation can
trum of options, as opposed to the handful of
take-it-or-leave-it alternatives given in Recom-
mendation 2.

t,
POINT NUMBER TWO. Again, an overall

comment on Recommendation 2: Although the
recommendation is titled "Citizen Participation
in Federal Aid Programs," the ultimate action
may well have an impact on all citizen participa-
tion programs. In redrafting this recommenda.7
tion, care should be taken to clarify the intent of
the recommendationand to be certain that the
various alternatives do, in fact, reflect that
precise intent.

4%

POINT NUMBER THREE. In Recommendation
*Lb

1,iftAlternative B provides that the President
designate an Executive Branch agencysto ensure
consistent administration of an omnibus "Citizen
Participation Act." ICCP's executive committee
urges that this oversight_responsibility be given

'to the While House Office of the President's
Special Asdistant for Consumer Affairs.

Richard Ives
Assistant Director ,

Division of Budget and Planning
State of Missouri

Member
Council of State Planning Agencies

INTRODUCTION

Iwould like to ,thank the Commission for
inviting ine,to testify about the draft volume on
citizen padicipation. Today I am speaking on
behalf of the Missouri Division of Budget and
Planning and the Council of State Planning
Agencies. We commend the ACIR for under-
taking a major analysis of this important,
timely, and confusing subject of citizen tiartici-
pation.

As thd assistant director for planning, Division
of Budget and Planni4, Office of Administra-
tion, State of MissOuri, I am aware of the
multitude of citizen participation requirements
in federal grant programs. The Division of Budget
and Planning serves as staff to the Governor of
Missouri in the areas of policy planning, buiget-

410
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ing and tries to make sense out of the wide array
of conflicting federal requirements for citizen
participation. In addition, The Council of State
Planning Agencies an affiliate of the National
Governors' Association of which I am a member,
has been concerned abtfut the role of citizen
participation within state and local government.
During the last three year,s, the Council of State
Planning Agencies and the National Governors'
Aisociation have sponsored three studies on
citizen participation: Techniques of Public In-
volvement, Growth and Investment. New Roles
for Citizens, and A State Perspective on Pub-

* lic Involvement Programs. At this time, I would
like to submit these reports to the Commission .

for your review.
I would like to divide my remarks into three

parts. In reviewing the report, the first part will
be general comments about the study as a whole,
the second will be specific comments on each344
chaptet; and the third, recommendations.

OVERVIEW

A major concern about the report is that it lacks
a central focus. Specifically, the report has a
large amount of background material on the
historical development of democratic theory and
practice within the United States. The yeport
should focus mbre specifically on the details of
citizen participation requirements within the
federal grant system and the details of reform.

Second, the report documents a fundamental
paradox in the federal electoral system. In
theory, representative government means that
franchised citizens elect officials sic the local,
state, and federal levels to make pojfcy decisions
about the allocations 'of pJflc resources.
However, the mandating of citizen participation
requirements by the federal government implies
that representative governmsrit is suspect,
particularly at the local and state levels. Ap-
proximately 120 federal citizen participation
requirements duplicate each other, duplicate
state arid local practice, and often do not offeriany
role for the citizen in real decisionmaking. In
shalt, federal requirements can build, .up expec-
tations which can not be delivered.'

Third, the document is too long, local and state
officials will mot have time to read it. An
executive summary should be produced in a
separate brief volume.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Chapter 1Introduction needs to be revised to
focus on the need for reform of citizen participa-
tion requirements contained in federal grant
programs. Chapter 2American Traditions of
Citizen Participation omitted the roles and
importance of interest groups and political
polling as vehicles for participation in govern-
ment. Chapter 3An Overview of Contem-
porary Citizen Participation in the U.S. did not
discuss the need for 'creating a method for
involving citizens on national issues which

transcend local, state, and regional boundaries.
Eicamples of issues which could beaddressed are
foreign trade, productivity in industry, balanced
growth, America's future ih science and tech-
nology, and the future of public education.

Chapter 4Citizen Participation at the Federal
Level omitted reference to federal land manage-
ment agencied such as the Forest Service, Army
Corps of Engineers, and the Department of
Defense. We are also conberned that Con-
gressional casework was not discussed.

Chapter 5Citizen Participation in State and
Local Governments needs to include a discussion
of state "Administrative Procedure Acts." For
exampie, Missouri has now established a formal
procedure which allows review and comdent on
proposed state regulations. -In addition, ap-
proximately 21 states have environmfntal
review systems which are' separate from the
federal government.

RECOMMENDATIONS

ACIR should probably spend additional time
developing more detailed recommendations. We
feet a little uncomfortable with choosing among
recommendations which are quite far reaching
without more time to discuss tha issues and
receive guidance from the Governors.

Among the three recommendations, 2A is
probably not feasible. We doubt, even in the-long
term or in an inflation-fighting year, that
Congress will smile on the elimination Of all
federal requirements. 2C is the status quo with
few changes.

Of the three recommendations, number 2B may
he a realistic compromise. In supporting this
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recommendation, I want to stress four important
dimensions.

1. Local and state officials need to be involved
in the development of performance4tan-
dards which May evolve.

2. Federal citizen participation requirements
should compliment those already in ex-
istence in_state and local government.

3. Citizen participation requirements in
fedeval grant programs should contain,
options. What will work in New York City
may not work in St. Louis. What will work in
St. Louis may not wskrk.in Boise, ID.

4. If the real target population of citizen
participation is the disadvEintaged, funds
need to be provided to pay for their travel
expenses, wages lost while participating on
advisory groups, and other expenses in-
curred in advisory roles such as telephone
calls. Finally, please note the report en-
titled, A State Perspective on Public In-
volvement Program. This report prepared
by the staff of the National Governors'
Association's Committee on Human
Resources provides examples of optional

% forms of citizen participation which could
be used in a variety of federal programs.

CONCLUSION
We see the necessity for a national policy on

citizen participation. In order to accomplish that
objective, two actions are needed. First, the study
should be focused more sharply on the federal aid
system and related requirements and second,
should involve state and local officials in ,the
formulation of the national policy.

Th nk you, Mr. Chairmhn. I would be pleased
to ans er any questions wl?ich you have.

Statement
Presented By

Roger Honberger for

Clifford W. Graves
Chief Administrative Officer

County of San Diego

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on
the ACIR draft report, Citizen Participation in

the American Federal System. Having wrestled
with this issue as both a federal and a local gov-
ernmental official, I commend the Commission
for taking on such a complex and sensitive task.

My comments are in three parts:

1) observations on the repoet,
2) the draft recammendations, and
3) other suggestions.

I. OBSERVATIONS. The report traces the
fevolution of the concept, illustrates the complexi-
ty of the issue, and points out the difficulty in
achieving significant changes to current federal
policies. It does all of these well, The federal
program case studies are very illuminating, as is
the discussion of our theoretical dilemma of
moving bewild the American tradition of an
electoral deMcracy.

My principal criticism of the project is its
limited perspective. Except for the historical
discussion in Chapter 2, citizen participation is
treated as a problem for governmental officials,
particularly federal ones. The report sheds little
light on the perspective.of citizens. wishing to
petition government. Both perspectives are"
legitimate, and should be considered when policy
changes are developed.
0 This difference mity seem subile, but I believe

that the limitations in the drat reconihendatioA
are traceable to the governmental orientation of
the reaearch. I recommend that the final report
include more emphasis on the citizen perspective.

I was pleased to see the report's treatment of
the theoretical dilemma of citizen participation.
It notes that if the provisions of the Constitution
and Bill of Rights we're working on behalf of all
citizens, there would be mimed for special gov-
eramental efforts to promote the participation of
citizens in the governmental decisianmaking
process. The purpose of these extraordinary
mechanisms is to supplement the basic political
process, not to replace it. That concept is
becoming more widely understood.

However, your Commission has often noted
that the framers of the Constitution and Bill of
Rights probably didn't envision the intergovern-
mental nature of most public secitor programs.
This intergovernmental dimension certainly
compounds the communication problem between
citizens and governments. I might note that while
the repoit describes federal programs well, the
intergovernmental problem is equally troubling
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on such local issues as land use, transportation,
and public safety.

In describing tide experiences of such early
special citizen participation efforts as the Com-
munity Action and the Model Cities programs,
the report notes mixed results. On the one hand,
these programs introduced many persons and
organizations who were all but disfranchised to
governmental processes and guaranteed them
access. The report correctly notes that many
minority elected officials and others representing
lower income areas got their start through just
such programs.

The negative side of those programshowever,
was their diversionary effect. For many years,
they diverted the attention of low income and
minority groups'which your report points out
are the primary targets Of extraordinary e orts
towards a limited number of speci ivities
and away from the broader arena of 16cal

346 decisionniaking. Typically, the largest Model
Cities or Commtinity Action program was but a
tiny fraction of the total budget of the local gov-
ernment or jurisdiction. Yet, by setting up special
organizations and special mechanisms
guaranteeing participation only in those
programs, these local jurisdictions were able to
continue to allocate the lion's share of resources
available free from the direct participation of a
subetantial part of its citizenry. Thanks largely
to the experiences of the 1960s, neither local gov-
ernments nor citizens will ever tolerate that
again. These same ,experiences led to the
criticism of the 140+ separate sets of citizen
participation requirements now attached to
federal programs.

II. DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS. Chapter 6
contains options for two major. r&ommen-
dations. The Recommendation 1 options address
the matter of an umbrella general policy on
citizen participation. The Recommendation 2
Options identify approaches to federal policy
reform.

Recommendation 1. I support lines one through
four, but urge you to reject the remainder. There
is no question that the draft policy statement in
lines one through four, while' general, is a
necessary reference point, for the specific actions
that must follow. The key provision is that
government has responsibility to provide oppor-
tunity for effective citizen participation in their
programs beyond the elective political process. It

t.

10

also goes beyond the assertion to describe the
characteristics of that obligation.

The language in the remaining lines and the
discussion is naive in that it implies thatfiitizen
participation can (or should) be limited to the
provisions in the "manual" desFribed there.
Citizens who wish to make their feelings known

should be encouraged to do so and be provided
, .

authority, resgonsibility, and so on, but to expect
citizens to hew to re§ulations defining the types
of situations which they are empowered to share
in decisionmaking, and categories of citizens who
are required to participate, and so on, is to
completely ignere the realities of local (and I
might ackl,Ifederal) political processes. People,
places, and times often overrule politicians. I
need only cite California's Proposition 13 as a
striking example of this. If this approach were
followed, you would hurt the persons who
comply and aid the more sophisticated.

Recommendation 2. I support option B, which
is the most difficult of the three but affords the
best opportunity for resolving the problems
identified in the draft report.

Option A ignores natural political d'ynamics.
While not stated explicitly, this option would
appear to put the federal government back to
where it was 30 years ago. You can't go back.

If some citizen participation requirements are
abolished, retaining the requirement for "specific
groups" is asking for trouble at the local and
federal level. It pits one group against another.
Unfortunately, far too many of the "specific"
boards are the worst offenders of representath e

- citizen participation. I certainly agree that citizen
j participation requirements are duplicative and

tough to implement, but simply elimintting them
all is not the solution.

Option B is on the right track. I would eliminate
on page 17 the language beginning on line 13
following the word "programs." I believe I

understand what staff is trying to get at, but
again it simply creates ahloophole which would
lead to the accumulation of the same re-
quirements that the rest of the recommendations
seek to remove.

Option C is unacceptable. This is the approach
that led to' the situation describeil in Chapters 4
and 5. The report stresses the need for fundamen-
tal change in the federal approach; this won't
occur incrementally.

III. SUGGESTIONS. In my experience, I've
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found that locally initiated programs normally
providtkeetter access to decisionmakers than
federally-regulated ones do. This is becaikse the
access is a natural one, based on the political
sensitivity of local officials (which in my opinion
is higher than most federal regulation-writers
seem to think), coalitions of interest, and similar
factors that no federal requirement can accom-
modate. In San Diego Cainty, for example, I've
noticed that elected officials generally go beyond
federal or state citizen participatiOn mandates.
We're not unique in this regard.

I've also found that citizens (as distinguished
from sophisticated special interest groups) tend
to take a more comprehensive view of their
interests than federal requirements permit. The
local governmental res se to this is to combine
and decentralize publ c hearings, needs
assessments, and advisor committees and other
citizen participation diirices. Their pridapal
obstacle is federal categorical requirements and
timetables.

Therefore, I suggest the ACIR, following up on
this report, develop model principles to imple- r
ment its recommendations that will:

provide uniform citizen participation guide-
lines for all federal programs (as the draft
report recommends) requiring identical time
lines to eliminate the costly and confusing
multiplicity of community meetings, eeds
assessments, and special cominittees;
recognize the existence of local ..it.z6n
participation programs ,and provide flex-
ibility in federal requirements to allow for
the consolidation of federal, state, and local
cititen participation programs for consisten-
cy, cost effectiveness, and credibility;
inelude technical assistance to communities
for the development of effective partiCipa-
don programsfr based on local successes
around the country and federally contract
with firms employing qualified staff to
perform these evaluations; and
seek continuing adv ice from loaally based
citizen organizationkas well as locatoffi:ciais
in refining federal citizen pargoilation
policies.

In my opinion, citizen participation is simply
an extension of political processes in form and
content, and the effectiveness of, citizen
participation in 'any local, regional, state, or even

Or'

a

'federal activity will be the result of political
processes. No federal requirements, no matter
how specific, will substitute for political
sophistication on the part of interested citizens.

Statement
Presented By

Howard W. Hallman
, l'` President

Civic Action Insti t ute
(Formerly Known as C ntgr for

Governmental St dies)

Iam a long-time admirer of the Advisory
Commission on Intergov ernmental Relations and
have often used your reports as excellent
reference sources. Several times I have partici- 347
pated in critics' sessions of dra t reports, -but
this is my first opportunity to ap ear before the
Commission itself. In spite of my admiration for
your work as a whole, I came as a dissenter to the
draft report on "Citizen participation in the
American Federal System," which y6u are now
considering.

The draft rpcommendations found in Chapter
6 contain the central elements of your con-
clusions. The key issues come forward in the
three alternatives of Recommendation 2, and
each option is derived from a premise that seZ,en.-
score requirements for citizen participation in
federal programs are troublesome. Among the
optional reasons offered are these phrases:
"largely undefined in purpose," . "liirgely
duplicative of state requirements," "artificially
impqsed," "diverse, complex, confusing, ar-
bitrary," "a heavy and sometimes confusing
burden on state and local officials."

These are the premises, but the five previous
chapters don't contain the detailed evidence to
support these conclusions. Chapter 1 lays out
some issues to consider. Chapter 2 is an expellent
academic treatise on different theories of citizen
participation. Chapter 3 reviews the literature on
contemporary practices and comes to mostly
favorable conclusions about the positive effects.
Chapter 4 deals with citizen participation in the
administration of federal programs, and
althouglT 5the findings are-diverse, the over-
Whelming evidence indicates that citizen par-
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ticipation is a good idea which has never been
fully applied. Chapter 5 describes contemporary
practices of state and local government, but it
doeirn't really say whether these practices could
adequately substitute for federal requirements.
In sum, the five 5hapters are an excellent text-
book on citizen participation, but ihey do not
provide the factual basis for any of your
recommendations.

This leads me to cdnclude that your draft
recommendations derive from an a priori com-
mitment of ACIR to work for greater orcrer and

simplification in the federal system. That's
an a irable objective, but when applied to
federal citizen participation requirements, your
case is harted by these a priori values rather
than the nd of factual study on which ACIR
usually bases its recommendations.

Because you haven't mustered the evidence, the
recommendations arelull of the rhetoric of the

348 1960s debate on citizen participation, but this
doesn't reflect the realities of the late 1970s. In
the '60s some, though not the majority, of citizen
participation efforts pursued a confrontation
strategy, coniplete with absolute demands for
citizen control. In response, some local officials
cOuntered with a claim jh4t their elective status
made *hem the true ëentatve of the people
and that other forms of citi en participatio ere
not necessary. Even so, neither of these e remes
represent the dominant trend of the '60s and a,
rich variety of participatory practices evolved.

Today we rarely hear a demand for community
control. Although I hoe written a book ad-
vocating neighborhood government, I find that
inost neighborhood groups don't want to take
over basic municipal service operations. They
don't care who collects the garbage or repairs Rot-
holes as long as these tasks are accomplished
adeqUately. Nevertheless, they don't want to
have outsiders determine their fate without
themselVes having a voice in the decisions. They
want to be part of things, 'ilia ybe run a few
programs, but most neighborhood activists today
favor a cooperative, solution-oriented mode
rather than confrontation. This is the attitude'
which federal citizen participation practices
should build on in the late '70s and into the 1980s.
It is the reality upon which your recommen-
dations should be based.

Unfortunately they aren't. Certainly Alter-
native A of Recommendation 2 isn't, for it
advocates "abolition of most federal aid re-

ke

quirements . for citizen participation:: When I
first read it, I thought it was a "straw-person,"
inserted to draw criticism and make the other
choices seem more pallatable by contrast. But
when I discovered that you were developing your
own recommendationsithout the palicipation
of any citizens directly involved in federal aid
programs, I realized that you might be serious.
Yet, the substantive chapters of your report
clearly show that the advantages of federal
citizen participation requirements far outweigh
disadvantages. So I urge you to abandon this
alternative and to set a better example by
deferring this entire report until you can have far
greater citizen participation in its consideration.

Alternative B calls for enactment of " gisla-
tion establishing general citizen pa ticipation
policies for advisory processes to k, applied
consistently throughout thekderal aiTsystem,"
It also recommends that the PAsident "designate
a single Executive Branch agencY to insure the
consistent application and evaluation of these
policies in the administration of federal
assistance programs." This appeals to a desire for
neatness and order, attributes which I can
appreciate from my public administration back-
ground. Yet, this approach is flawed because
federal aid programs are quite dissimilar in their
operational modes and therefore in how they
might achieve citizen participation. For instance,
contrast parental involvement in Head Start pre-
school activities with drawing in highly diverse
interests into policymaking for areawide water
resources management. To paraphrase Thomas
Jefferson's observation about censdrship, if we
must all ar the same shoe, by whose foot will
the last e measured? If we followed your
Alternative B, the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) would probably be designated as
the Executive Branch agency to set citizen
participation policies and it would prescribe
quite constricted standards. In our metaphor,
size 7A.A Or men and 3AAA for women. This is
simgoly too tight a fit for pluralistic America.

To me Alternative C makes far more sense:
"variegated simplification of federal aid re-
quirements of citizen participation." This alter-
mlitive recognizes that there are problems stem-
ming from the proliferation of requirements and
that improvements can occur through a flexible
approach, dealing with clusters of programs
II according to their similarities in such matters as
program objectives, public affected, esired



degree of citizen involvement in decision-
making, and.participation mechanism and tech-
niques " This flexibility should b&guided by a set
of principles, such as your draft presents in the
textual discussion of Alternative B (pages 24-25):
openness, continuity through all stages, well
advertised, advance and accessible information,
technical assistance for citizens (especially those
without many resourcei of their own), economic
assistance where necessary, and training for
participants not familiar with procedures and
techniques to be used. To these I would add
encouragement of general purpose organizations,
such as neighborhood councils, which deal with a
number of programs rather than reliance solely
upon single-purpose citizen units.

This approach acknowledges that the consent
of the governed from whence the just powers of
government derive is a continuous process, not
merely electiOns once or twice a year. It
recognizes that varied methods are needed for
different programs. And it has the flexibility
which is the hallmark of American fedei alism.

Statement
P-msented By

Nelson Rosenbaum
Senior Research ssociate

The Urban In fitute

1V1y name is Nelson R senbaum, I am a
political scientist and senior research associate
at the prban Institute. The Urban Institute is a
private nonprofit research organization es-
tablished in 1968 to study the problems of the
nation's communities. Ijidependent and nonpar-
tisan, the institute respond& to current needs for
disinterested analysis and basic information on
major policy issues. Over the past four years, the
institute has sponsored' a miijor research
program on citizen participation in ad-
ministrative decisionmaking, which I have
directed. My testimony today is based on the
findings and conclusions of that research effort. I
should point out that the conclusions and
interpretations are my own and should not be
attributed to the Urban Institute or its Board of

_
Trustees.

,

GENERAL POLICY ON
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Given the current state of confusion and

NcbntroAly over citizen participation te-
quirements, it is preferable that the Commission
enunciate no general policy on citizen participa-
tion if that policy statement cannot be clear and
simple. The language of proposed Recommenda-
tion 1-does not meet this test.

The first five chapters of the drtift report
document the proposition that citizen participa-
tiOn in administrative dedisionmaking is a
natural and essential aspect of democratic
practice in the United States. Elected represen-
tatives enjoy neither the information nor the e
to "fine tune" the administrative process so to
insure that governmenial services end functions
are executed responsively and sensitively. One
essential purpose of citizen participation, then, is
to supplement the normal elective channels of
politics in guiding administrative decisionl
toward greater responsiveness to citizen needs
and Priorities. Such responsiveness is, after all,
the Underlying principle of our democratic
system. Beyond/ this pragmatic objective,
citizen participation is also an end unto' itself in
that it provides citizens with an opportunity to
develop a "civic conscience" and a greater sense
of control over their own destinies. These
"educative" functicins qf citizen participation
have oftert been forgottek or ignored in the days
of "hardheaded" concern about program
simplification and regulatory reform. However, a
democracy is no stronger and no more stable than
the community.concern and the commitment t`o
democratic values manijested by its citizps.
Civic responsibility aiid commitment to
democracy ape not learned in a classroom but
rather in the give and take of conflict and âte
over important policy issues. With the decli in
allegiance' to the major political parties a the
drop in the percentage of Americans taring an
active part in elections, citizen participation-in
administrative decisionmaking has become all
the more imPortant as a major socialization
arena. Some studies cited in the draft report
cast doubt upon the efficaoy of participation in
administrative decisionmaking . in reducing
"alienation" and building citizen "trust" in gov-
ernment. As an active researcher in this area who
is intimately familiar with the cited studies, I
would urge caution upon the Commission in
-utilizing and interpr4ing these findings. First,
one shguld not confuse measurement of attitudes
toward a particular administration or policy
with assessment of democratic values and
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norms. Unfortunately, most of the cited studies
assess the former rather than the latter. Second,
there are severe methodological problems With
many of the studies, including faulty sampling
techniques And lack of time-series analysis. In
any cade, I suggest that cMc"education be viewed
as a primary, positive objective of citizent
participation, not as a potential secondary
benefit. If better research demonstrates that
existing citizen participation programs have not
fulfilled the educative function, then we need
to find out why: and improve the programs
accordingly.

In sum, it is not sufficient to advocat5 "that
governments at all levers provide *sufficient
authority, responsibility, resources, commit-
ment, and leadership for effective citizen for-
ticipation in governmental programs." -.The
language of proposed Recommendation 1 should
be supplemented and revised to reflect a substan-

350 tive canception of what constitutes "effective",
citrzen participation. I have suggested that
effective citizen participation be defined in
terms of two essential objectives. (a) producing
governmental decision* and policies that are
directly responsive to the needs and priorities of
affected citizens, and (b) generating confidence
in, and commitment to, the procedures and values
under which our democratic system operates.

A CITIZEN PARTICIPATION ACT

Alternatives A, B, and C under Recommenda-
tion 2, as currently formulated, are not mutually
exclusive and fail to reflect an adequate concep-
tual approach to sorting out the need for
standardization versus the need for diversity.

In my view, there are three relatively distinct
approaches to citizen participation found,in the
federal assistance system and in federal deci-
sionrnaking itself. The first approach may be
termed the interest representation model. The
interest representation approach reflects then
view that participation in administrative de,ci-'t
sionmaking is likely to involve orgaaized interest
groupings in conflict over relatively narrow and

,distinct controversiej. The interest representa-
tion model is the most common approach to
citizen involvement in administrative decision-
making and the most "normal" from the perspec-
tive of interest group domination in American
politics. The essential challenge of citizen

participation is to establish some basic rules of
access, fairness, and efficiency in providing
information, ascertaining citizen views, and
evaluating the comte.ting interests so that an
effective framework can be established for
mediating and resolving the policy conflict. This
in fact is precisely the objective of The federal
Administrative Procedures Act, Freedom of
Information Act, Government in the,Sunshine
Act, and federal Advisory Committee Act which
collectively establish a minimum or "default:.
framework for citizen parVcipation in federal
administrative decisionmaking.
demonstrated bY the federal p,recedent,
interest rekesentation approach is suscepti le
to standardization because it\ revolves large y
around passive procedural information and
participation rights that can be clearly specified
by statute. Perhaps the single most important
problem with citizen participation in the federal
assistonce system is a lack of a standardized
interest representation model which Scan be
uniformly applied across programs.

The other two approaches to citizen participa- .

tion build upon the interes1 representation model
as the basic procederal framework, but modify
and expand it in a significant way.

Most social service and communIty develop-
ment programs in the federal assistance system
,utilize what I have called the clientele control
approach. The clientele control model is dib-
tinguished by designation of a particular con-(stituency

or clientele.group Which is vested with
some direct form of authority over progran4.
operation. This "power sharing" is justified
the comparative magnitude of the impacts felt bY
the desigipted group vis-a-vis other affected
constituencies. The clientele control model is
less subject to standardization than the interest
representation approach because the crucial
issue is not procedure per se, but rather the
effective degree of control granted to a particular
interest grouping. Nevertheless, based upon the
exteheive experience with clientele control
during the 19808, there is a valuable body of
available knowledge regardinthe most effective
means of organizing affected constituencies,
latilizing different mee4anism of power sharing,
aud SO on. This information could be codified to
stimulate some standardization and uniformity
in current federal assistance programs that are
based on the clientele control model.

The third model of citizen participation found

the
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in the federal asSistance system may be called,the
community consensus approach. Exemplified by
statutory language that calls for "widespread
and extensive" citizen participation, as in the
federal Water Pollution Control Ac.t
Amendments of 1972, the community tonsensus
approach attempts to penetrate beyond the
organized interest groups to seek the views and
interests or unorganized and unrepresented
elements of an affected community. Through
such positive "outreachno the entire community,
a closer approximation of the overall. "public"
interest" can be formulated as a guide to deci-
sionmaking. In essence, the community consen-
sus model adds another layer of interests to those
consulted and evaluated through the interest
representation approach.

The community consensus approach, most
commonly found in planning and natural re-
source programs because of their broad scope
and diverse communitywide impacts, is least
susceptible to standardization across the ele-
ments of the federal assistance system. This is
because: (1) seeking a broad community consen-
sus inevitably involves numerous discretionary
decisions about which unorganized interests
should.,,be organized, which viewpoints should be
given weight as major alternatives, and so on: (2)
there is relatively little.experience with commun-
ity consensus techniques on which to base
standardization; (3) under some circumstances,
it appears infeasible to identify or generate a
community consensus upon a single policy
option, thus thrusting citizen participation into
one of the other two modes.

To snm up this discussion with regard to the
alternatives posed under Recommendation 2, my
conclusions are the following:

I. I strongly endorse the recommendation for a
federal "Intergovernmental Citizen Partici-
pation Act," which would establish general
procedures and policies for interest repres-
entation in federal grant-in-aid programs.
The act should specify m'nimum require-.
ments in a,t least three eas: (a) citizen
acceds to info mation, (b) opportunities for
formal participation; (c) administra-
tive cdountability to citizeo. The proposed
act would build upon the federal precedents
orthe APA, FOIA, and related procedural
statutes. States and localities that already
meet or exceed the minimum standards of

the act through their own sunshine laws,
'Administrative Procedures Acte and so on,
need do nothing more to comply with federal
requirements for interest representation in
the grant-in-aid system. This would elimi-
nate much of the discontent over arbitrary
and incOnsistent procedural standards for
public hearings, advisory committees, and
other interest representation processes
included in specific authorizing statutes. As
in Recommendation 2A7S1 specific statuto-
ry language on interest representation
processes would be repealed once the new
act was in place.

2. As emphasized in, Alternative C, the Com--
?mission should recognize that there are
other approaches to citizen participation
than the interest representation model. The
clientele control and community consensus
approaches should be standardized by a,
category of program to the greatest extent
possible, but it will never be feasible to
establish uniform procedures. Rather, the
most useful approach to standardization is
perhaps to suggest alternative "packages" of
techniques that haxe proven more or less
useful under different circumstances. States
and localities could then select an approp-
riate "package" with federal approval.

VERSIGHT, EVALUATION
ND ENFORCEMENT

My final point is that responsibili4 for over-
sight, evaluation, and enforcement of citizen
participation requirements should remain with
the individual program agencies rather than a
single Executive Braitch agency, as recommended
in Alternatives 213 and 2C. Standardization does
not necessarily imply centralization. As indicat-
ed by the federal experience with the APA and
other procedural statutes, general requirements
can be enforced by responsitfle agency officials
(general counsels), by the courts, and by a federal
advisory and research agency (the Adminitstra-
tive Conference of the 'United States). While
utilization of such an eclectic mix of implementa-
tion methods may not have the dramatic appeal
of establishing a single citizen participation
"czar," it does have the advantage of avoiding the
costly ''start7up" and "familiarization" processes
associated with a new agency and the danger of a



single dogmatic interpretation of what consti-
tutes appropriate citizen participation.

On the other hand, I think a strong case can be
made for a central advisory and study staff that
would develop the standardized "packages" from
which agencies could choose, would develop
better avakration methodology for citizen partici-
pation pArams, would issue interpretive re-
commendations on points of dispute, and so on.
OMB or ACIR itself might admirably execute this
function.

In brief summary, the Commission should not
tamper too dramatically with the present assign-
ment of oversight, evaluation, and enforcement,
responsibility. Authority can be left as is for the
first few years of implementation of a new
"Citizen Participation Act" without great danger.
Centralization can always be considered at a
later poinfillif the failure of the program agencies
should warrant it. Congress should, however,

352 designate a single federal agency lead
research and advisory staff in the im lementa-
tion effort. As in the relationship between the
federal Administrative Procedures Act and the
Administrative Conference of the United States,
this lead agency would furnish, the background
data and backup information necessary for
successful operation of the overall standardize-

tion effort.
Statement

Submitted for the Record By

Dr. Graciela
Olivarez

Direttor
Community Services Adminiitration

Iappreciate the opportunity to present my
views to the Advisory Commission as it studies
the matter of citizen participation in federal,
state, and local governmental policy, program
and fiscal decisionmaking. The Commission and
its staff is to be commended for the thoroughness
with which it is conducting this study.

I applaud and wholeheartedly support current
efforts to stiearnline and simplify the business of
government. SimPlification in such areas as
grant application and reporting requirements,
elimination of duplicative requests for informa-
tion, and increased use of the joint funding

44,

mechanism will benefit all citizens.
I want to urge the strongest possible considera-

tion of the likel y\ ffect that restructuring ofk..
requirements for citi.ez involvement will have in
the administration of fe eral grant-in-aid soPial
service programs. As your draft report points
out, "Opportunities for citizen. input are the
rational and necessary components of remaining
faithful to the tenets of the Declaration of

, IndePendence, while adapting to the exigencies of
an evolving mass, heterogenous, urbanized,
service-oriented, and bureaucratized society and
system." And, I agree with you that "the
objectives of 'citizen participation outside the
electoral process and the way it works in practice
are_ in many respects essential to the effective
conduct of a representative democracy."

Citizen input doei support and complement.the
constitutional role of elected officials. Citizen
participation, however, has made a demonstrable
difference in the lives of poor and disadvantaged,
in America, and this is recent.

?cur report describes those legislatively
mandated requirements which provide basic,
though limited, access to the decisionmaking
process, such as the Administrative Procedures
Acts the Sunshine Act, and the federal Advisory
Committee Act. These laws have served this
nation well in many areas. .

However, these are broadly applicable require-
ments, and are not providing a sufficient degree
of access to the decisidnmaking process in the
social service or human resource program areas.
It is in this area of citizen involvement that I, as
director of the federal aptipoverty agency, urge
very special consideration be given to stronger
citizen partibipation requirements in your delib-
erations. Existing requirements for citizen invol-
vement in the planning and administration of

,programs specifically intended to serv,e the poor,
such as those funded by CSA, HUD, DOL, and
HEW, were established for positive reasons.
These requirements redressed social inequities
formed out of racial and socio-econornic
discrimination. They provide for strengthening
of relationships between, poor and disad-
vantaged citizens and their, government, create
meaningful opportunities for these citizens to
influence decisions which directly affect their
lives and make it possible for government pro- .

,grams to be planned find operated in a manner
which begins to meet the needs of intended

.berieficiaries. .
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Broadly applicable requirements, or a set of
uriiform requirements, may not meet this need.
For example,. a public hearing and provision of
information may be .all that is necessary in
planning for the extension of an airport'runway.
But such requirements will not allow for the
input and involvement needed in social services
programs. An an/iprogram which does not
provide for a means by which the poor can work
toward the solution of their own problems will
not meet its legislated goal of developing self-.
sufficiency.

While I am fully aware of the difficulties and
cost of implementing such requirements (most of
which would be minimized withmore experience
in this area) I would disagree with those who feel
'Fitizen participation hasi ailed. Experience with
community progiamming during the past 15
years has shown us that citizen participation has
not failed. For example, requirements in title XX
of the Social Security Act have made it possible
for-teepoor to impact in decisions made
conce g a wide range of social services
provided under this act. Public Health service
legislation requires the involvement of consu-
mers (the majority of whom are poor) in the
planning of health service programs. This has
resulted in programs being designed to more

1 nearly meet the needs of individual communities.
Involvement of the elderly at the project,regional,
and'state levels, requiredbystatute, ha resulted
in improved services to the aging poor of our
nation. 'Phe opportunity to affect decisions on the
expenditure of General Revenue Sharing monies
has resulld in greater attention and expenditure
of funds for human needsrather than excessive
amounts of money being expended 'on. frills.

In addition, citizen participationlias reduced
alienation by bringing about a closer identifica-
tion on the ;part of affected citizens with their
own government. Also, experience in working on
community projects, serving on governing and
advisory boards, and being brought into a
working relationihip with elected officials and
their staff has provided valuable training in
citizenship and self-government.

I would, therefore, hope that the commission
does not decide to recommend that requirements
for citizen participation he repealed.

Should your decision be to recommend the
establishment of a standardized citizen partici-
pation proCess to be applied throughout the
federal aid system, I think it is critical that

consideration be given to those social service
programs providing benefits to low income -

persons. These programs have "clearly enunci-
atedand primarily Power sharinggoals uni-
quely tied to the nature of social service pro-
grams."

I am mindful that ours is a complex and frag-
mented society, that the demands upon elected
officials at all levels is great. However, the task of
makitio derAocracy work for the benefit of all
cannot be expected to be an easy one.

Again, r thank the commission for allowing me
to present my views on this matter.

Statement .

Presented By

Harriet Hentges
Executive tlirector

League of Women Voters
of the United States

Iam Harriet Hentges, executive director of the
League of Women Voters of the United States. On
behalf of the leagne, I thank you for the
opportunity to appear before the Commission
today. League members have used ACIR publica-
tions in their stuaies of intergovernmental
'relations and rely on them forAheir accuracY and
fairness. The following is a statement that Ruth
Robbins, first vice-presitient and acting presi-
dent of the League, has asked me to read to you
this morning.

ATo the Membets of the Advisory Commission
on Intergbvernmentid /13 lati ons:

Citizen participationlias been the hallmark of
league activities since our organization was
founded in 1920. Taday, leagilks. are involved in a
wide variety of federal, state, and locally
mandated citizen participation functions in such
diverse areas as energy, environmental quality,
and human resonrces. It is from 58 years of
accumulated citizen participation experience
that I make this statement today. ,

The league urges the Commission to expand the
opportunities for public comment and testimony
'on the draft report on citiien participation before
it makes a determination as to the specific
legislative recommendations to be included in the
report. Today's hearing should be a first step in a
larger process whereby a representative sample
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of people who have served as citizen participants
under federal requirements can review the draft
,and provide their suggestions and comments to
the Commission. We would like to register the
league's concern that the process that is being
used to review this draft will not provide an
opportunity for the perspective of these groups,
to be fully aired. At the crititcs session, held
Tuesday, December 5, those present were either
citizen participation professionals or govern-
ment officials who work in the area. Although the
league appreciates, the expertise that these
individuals can bring to the report, they cannot
always provide the Commission with the first
hand views Of members of citizen advisory
boards, menibers of planning committees, people
who have testified in public hearings, or others
who have represented their own and communitsi
interests before federal, state, and local governA
ments. Nor can we be sure that the experts fullr

354 reflect the opinions of a broad spectrum of public
interest organizations. Without this perspective
the Commission cannot make credible recom-
mendations to Congress.

Providing the opportunities for citizen par-
ticipants to present their views nee.d not, be a
costly procedure. League members have con-.
siderable experience in reviewing and comment-
jpg on a wide range of subjectsfrom govern-
ment regulations on water quality to housing.
Very often these reviews are conducted by mail,
with respondents returning their written com-
ments by a given deadline. We are certain that the
Commission can find citiAn participants who
will gladly cooperate in the effort of broadening
the base of opinion impacting on the final report.

We also ask that the Commission provide
sufficient timewe suggest 60 daysfor
representatives of citizen participants.to review
the ACIR draft report and prepare comments.
Characteristically, citizen ,participants are
volunteers, whose other duties preclude full7time
attention to the_ review of government draft
reports. It takes citizens groups a number of days
to place the draft in the hands of people who are
&Mt qualified to review it. Then too, most citizen
participants often need time to insure that their
comme ts reflect the consensus d their group.

Fin he league would like to request that
the Co i sion accept our written comments on
the draf report iz a minimum of 30, but
preferably 0 days. A full draft of the report was
not made available to us until December 6. In

view of the length of the draft and the im-
plications of the alternative recommendations,
we could not adequately prepare comment on the
content of the report for today's hearing.

In closing, we do hope that ybu will find some
way to tab a broad base of public, opinion in
reviewing this very important report on citizen
participation. We applaud your efforts and offer
our support in finalizing a report that may have a
significani impact on the nature and direction of
citizen participation.

Speakirg for myself, I thank you for the
opportunity to appear 'before the Commigsion.;

Statement
Submitted for the Record By

Patricia Roberts
Harris

Sec tary
U.S. Eépartment

of Musing and Urban Development

The Department of Housing and Urban
Development impreciates the opportunity to
comment on the Advisory Commission on Inter]
governmental Relation's draft report on citizelt
participation, and we apologize for the delay in
submitting our comments to you.

First, we Would like to commend the staff of the
Commissibp for the excellent research and the
ardmous efforts in identifying and codifying the
history and background of citizen participation
in this country and in federal programs. Your
treatment of theories, forms, and purposes of
citizen participation provide the heeded context
to assess objectively citizen participation
history, trends, and intlications.

The Department accepts a strengthened ver-
sion of the recommendation which proposed
variegated 'simplification of federal citizen par-
ticipation requirements. We can not support or
endorse those recommendations which address:
(a) abolishing federal aid requir\ements,for, or (b)
designatink an Executive Branch agency to
oversee citizen participation. It is our, position
that citizens should be afforded the opportunity
to participate in administratiVe as All as politi-
cal decisionmaking ivocesses which have the
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potential of, or will impact on, their lives. Since
this is assumed to be a right of all citizens, special'
efforts must be taken to assure that persons
traditionally or systematically excluded from
participatory processes have the opportunity to
participate. However, this does not relieve
loca4 elected officials of their responsibilities
for program development, administration, and
implementation. ,

A recent study conducted by Lawrence johy-
son and Associates, Inc.: Citizen Participation in
Community Development: A Catalog of Local
Approaches identifies exemplary and innovative*
approaches to citizen participation in 31 com-
munities receiving Community neVeltififfent
Block Grants. The citizen participation require-
ments of the CDBG program and the catalog
are based on the proposition that rebuilding
urban areas and preserving and revitalizing
urban communities requires the advice and
commitment of citizens. The Ainvolvement of
residents and other citizens in planning and
implementing commUnity development projects
is an essential step in cteating greater local gov-
ernment responsiveness to the needs of the
people who live in such areas and who depend on

\ them for basic services. Citizen participation
grocesses are one avenue for citizens to use to
improve their environMents.

The research demonstrates the level and value
of citizen involvement at the local level. Exam-
ples of effective citizen participation include
Lincoln, NE, where neighborhood associations
are involved in preparing neighborhood plans
which allows residents to take a positive step in
determining the future of their neighborhoods. In
Spokane, WA, a citizens committee monitors
implementation of. the CDBG projects they
approved as members of a 15-member communi-
ty development task force. The community
development task .force is the main policy-
making body of the CDBG program. The citizen
participation' process in Nashville, TN, is a
relatively unstructured process and relies heavi-
ly on informal communication. They held many
public meetings which allowed citizens to
become involved in the process; Citizens ale
provided the opportunity to make statements
directly to citybfficials and neighborhood groups
work closely with city officials on particular
CDBG, projects.

Citizen participation is not without difficul-
ties. An effective scitizen participation process

requires major commitments from local p'ublic
official% from staff members and from citizens.

Recommendation 2A

ABOLITION OF MOST FEDERAL Alb
REQUIREMENTS FOR CITIZEN

PARTICIPATION
This is the most extreme of the draft report's

recommendations and is the least acceptable to
HUD. Among the major deficiencies of this
recommendation are:

It ignoree the essential need to assure
citizens affected tile most by federal develop-

-Mee assistance programs the opportunity to
be involved in these programs during all
phases, ire., planning, program delivery, and
evaluation.
It overlooks the weak role state govern-
ments have played regarding their citizen
participation policies and ections.
It does, not recognize that certain groups and
members of our society must he given special
emphasis so flint their needs are adequately
addressed. Citizen participation is one major
means of accomplishing this.
It is inconsistent with national urban objec:
tives Which call for a partnership of all levels
of goVernment, the private sector, neighbor-
hood representatives, and citizens in ad-
dressing community needs.

Recommendation 2B
APOSITIVE AND CONSISTENT

FEDERAL POLICY

While the thrust of this reCommendation is
laudable, it is an unrealistic solution for both
HUD and the Administration. Among its weak-
nesses are: S

It calls for a new high-level structure to
assure consistent administration of federal/
citizen participation requirements. This
ignores Administration's policy to avoid
proliferation of federal agencies and creates
another layer of federal bureaucracy.
It does not reflect the key issues identified in
the HUD citizen participation report such.as
what programs would be affeeted, how
citizen participation differs at various gov-
ernmental levelS, or how citizen participation
should be defined.
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The notion of an "Omnibus Citizen Participa-
tion Act" does hatve some,merits, but should
be carefully drafted given the complexity of
the citizen participation issues.

Recommendation 2C

VARIEGATED-SIMPLIFICATION OF_
FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
- This option is the most promising. It recognizeti''
the need to review the inconsistencies among
various federal citizen participation re-
quirements rather than removal) of all federal
citizen participation requirennts. To ac-
complish such simplification a high-level in-
teragency group should be formed whose objec-
tive would be to establish a common set of federal
citizen participation requirements. Such a group
could be part of the White House Interagency
Coordinating Committee and could achieve the

356 simplification either through an Executive
Order, a new omnibus piece of legislation or both.

We urge the Commission to adopt a policy
statement on general citizen participation
policies along the following lines.

Citizen participation is said to have at
least two significant impacts on.the effective
functioning of g ernment: (1) strengthening
of citizen trust fti, and support for, govern-
ment, and (2) 'the improvement of program
performance. In our judgement, there is no
doubt that citizen participation in some
cases, does have (and in others could have)
these effects. The Department therefore
recommends that governments at all levels:

1) provide sufficient authority, respon-
sibility, resources, commitment, and
leadership for effective citizen par-
ticipation in governmental programs;
and that

2) legislative and executive branches of
all levels of government, when
providing in legislation and ad-.
ministrative practice for citizen iti:-

volvement, exercise caution in (a)
idedifying the types of programs in
which citizens are empowefed to par.
ticipate and share in decisionmaking;
(b) defining the particular groups of
citiZens whose ppeticipation is 'needed
to assure fair, equitable representation
of all significantly affected grpups; (c)

guarding against administrative agen-
cies' exploitation of citizen participa-
'lion; (d) avoiding the creation of un-
realistically high hopes regarding the
satisfactions and benefits to be reaped
from citizen participation by using
more effective methods of citizen par-
ticipation.

Thank you for theopportunity to comment on
your report.

Statement
Submitted for the Record By

Dorothy Height
President

Alliance for Volunteerism

As President of the Alliance for Volunteerism,
a coalition of 19 national organizations represen-
ting some ten-million -citizens concerned with
developing meaningful forms of public participa-
tion and volunteerism in this country, I am
distressed about many features of the process
culminating in this week's series4 of "critics
sessions" on t4 document pertainiag to citizen
participation requirements at the federal
program le*L although the alliance does not yet
have a copy of therecommendations, the purpose
of my letter is to make some observations to the
Commission memb'ers with regard to this process
to date, as I understand it, as well as offer
recommendations for future action by the Ad-
visory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations. The alliance became aware of the
activities of the Commission this week through
the League of Women Voters which, so far as I am
aware, is the only organization of citizen-
volunteers, providing testimony on Thursday,
December 7. In fadt, I understand that they were
added to the agenda only After another scheduleti
participant found it necessary to withdraw.
While I do not take issue with the abilities or
experience of those organizations and persons
you have asked to participate in the critics
sessions,. I do take issue' with the fact that the
Commission and staff appear to have made little
or no effort to significantly expand the oppor-
tunities for citizen participation in the design of
citizen participation standards and guidelines!
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These omissions occurred not only in the area of
participants in the hearing, but also in the
scheduling of deliberations of the Commission
providing insufficient time to those that had been
invited to review a comprehensive document.

Therefore, I urge the Commission to take the
,following actions on Thursday, December 6:

..* 1) postpone consideration of the recommen-
dations contained in the study until your

meetings which, I underatand, is
s duled for March 1979;

2) consult with a variety 'of individuals and
organizations regarding;
a ) who should be sent copies of the study,
b) who should be invited to submit further

testimony or critiques;

3) mail additional copies of your study to a
considerably expanded list of citizen-
critics;

4) allow at least 45 days from the time of
dissemination of the study to the hearing or
deadline to receive written responses; and

5) hold a series of major hearings on these
recommendations designed to significantly
expand the Commission's contact with a

t

"...No-

,

No

wide variety of individuals and citizen
organizations who are anxious and capable
of making meaningful contributions to your
deliberations. The Alliance would be
pleased to assist the Commission in de-
veloping a list and procedures for contact-
ing citizen organizations on this matter, as
well as other matters before the Commission
that impact pn bolh the process and sub-
stance of citizen.participation. I am confi-
dent tilat our board of directors and ex-
perienced staff would be most agreeable to
give of their time and talent to this end.

-

The Commission has before it an important
opportunity to coniribute to the quality of debate
and the resolution of issues and process per-
taining to public participation. We are pleased to
offer our assistance in nurturing a new
partnership betwapn *the private and public
sectors. I look forward to hearing from you,
following Thursday's hearing and critics session:
To that end I have designated the executive
director of the alliance, Mrs. Susan R. Green'e, as
the primary contact_ on this matter. For your
information, I have also enclosed materials on the
Alliance which I believe you will find useful.

Is

* 1.1 S GOVERNMENT PROFFING OFFICE 15.0 423-370140
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COMMISSION MEMBERS

'

Private Citizens
Abraham D. Beame, ACIR Chairman, New York, New York

Bill G. King, Alabama
Vacancy

Members of the United States Senate
Lawton Chiles, Florida

William V. Roth, Jr., Delaware
James R. Sasser, Tennessee

Members of the U.S. House of Representatives
Clarence J. Brown, Jr., Ohio

L. H. Fountain, North Carolina
Charles B. Rangel, New York

Officers of the Executive Branch, Federal GovernMent
Juanita M. Kreps, Secr6tary of Commerce

James T. McIntyre, Director, Office of Management and Budget
. Vacancy

14,

-..

Governors
Bruce Babbitt, Arizona

John N. Dalton, Virginia
Richard W. RileY, South Carolina

Richard A. Snelling, Vermont

Mayors
Thomas Bradley, Los Angeles, California

Richard E. Carver, Peoria, Illinois
Tom Moody, Columbus, Ohio

John P. Rousakis, Savannah, Georgia

, Siiita-Legislative Lee.ders
Fred E. Anderson, Colorado State Senet*..

, Leo Mc4parthy, Speaker, Califoznia Assembly
Vacandy.

i

Elected County Officials
William 0. Beach, County Executive, Montgomery County, Tennessee

Lynn G. Cutler, ACIR Vice-Chair, Board of Supervisors, Black Hawk County, Iowa
Doris W. Dealaman, Freeholder Director, Somerset County, New Jersey
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What
is

ACIR?

The Advisory Commission on In-
tergovernmental Relations (ACIR)
was created by The Congress in
1959 to monitor the operation of
the American federal system anti
to recommend improvements
ACIR is a permanent national bi-
partisan body representing the
executive and legislative branch-
es of Federal, state, and local gov-
ernment and the public

The Commission is composed ol
26 membersnine representing
the Federal government, 14 rep-
resenting state and local govern-
ment, and three representing the
public The President appoints
20three private citizens and
three federal executive officials
directl) and four governors, three
slate 'legislators. four mayors,
and three elected count) offi-
cials from slates nominated by
the National Governors Confer-
ence. the Council of State Gov-
ernments. the National Vague of
Cities/US Conference of May-
ors, and the National Association
of Counties The three Senators
are chosen by the President of
the Senate and the three Con-
gressmen by the Speaker of the
House

Each Commission member serves
a two year term and may be re-
appointed

As a continuing body. the Com-
mission approaches its work by
addressing Itself to specific issues
and problems, the resolution of
which would produce improved

cooperation among the leels of
go%ernrnent and more effective
functioning of the federal system
In addition to dealing with the all
important functional and struc-
tural relationships among the
)arious governments, the Com-
mission has also extensively stud-
ied critical stresses currently be-
ing placed on traditional govern-
mental taxing practices 011ne of
the long range efforts of the Com-
mission has loeen to seek ways to
Improve Federal. state, and local
governmental taxing practices
and policies to achieve equitable
allocation of resources, increased
efficiency in collection and ad-
ministration. and reduced com-
pliance burdens upon the tax-
payers

Studies undertaken by the Com-
mission have dealt with subjects
as diverse as transportation and
as specific as slate taxation of
out-of-state depositoriei, as wide
ranging as substate regionalism to
the more specialized Issue of lo-
cal revende diversification In
selecting items for the work pro-
gram. the Commission considers
the relative importance and ur-
gency of the problem, its man-
ageability from the point of view
of finances and staff available to
AC1R and the extent to which the
Commission can make a fruitful
contribution toward the solution
of the problem

After selecting specific intergov-
ernmental' issues for investiga-
tion. ACIR follows a multistep
prOcedire that assures review
and comment by representatives
of all points of view. all affected
levels of government, technical
experts, and interested groups.
The Commission then debates
each iisue and formulates its pol-
icy position. Commission finclinp
and recommendations are pub-
lished and draft bills and execu-
tive orders developed to assist
in implementing AC1R policies.
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